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   The Institute of Ismaili Studies  

 The Institute of Ismaili Studies has an extensive programme of 
multilingual research and publications dating back to 1977. It 
endeavours to make available scholarly works of a high academic 
standard related to Islam in its historical and contemporary contexts, 
with a particular focus on Shii and Ismaili heritage, Qur�anic studies, 
and expressions of Islam’s diverse devotional, literary and esoteric 
traditions. The IIS also publishes engaging and accessible works 
exploring the relationship of religious faith and practice to broader 
dimensions of society, culture and modernity. IIS publications fall into 
a number of categories, including monographs of original research and 
analysis; critical editions and translations of important primary texts; 
conference proceedings; catalogues of manuscripts and bibliographies; 
works of reference; and works on Ismaili history, literature and thought. 
Authors of the Institute’s publications express a range of views which, 
as such, are not necessarily those of the Institute itself.

A full list of the publications of the Institute of Ismaili Studies can be 
found on our website at: https://www.iis.ac.uk/publications-listing/. 
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   Shi � i Heritage Series  

 Shi  i Muslims, with their rich intellectual and cultural heritage, have 
contributed signifi cantly to the fecundity and diversity of the Islamic 
traditions throughout the centuries, enabling Islam to evolve and 
fl ourish both as a major religion and also as a civilisation. In spite of 
this, Shi  i Islam has received little scholarly attention in the West, in 
medieval as well modern times. It is only in recent decades that 
academic interest has focused increasingly on Shi  i Islam within the 
wider study of Islam. 

 The principal objective of the  Shi � i Heritage Series , launched by The 
Institute of Ismaili Studies, is to enhance general knowledge of Shi  i 
Islam and promote a better understanding of its history, doctrines and 
practices in their historical and contemporary manifestations. 
Addressing all Shi  i communities, the series also aims to engage in 
discussions on theoretical and methodological issues, while inspiring 
further research in the fi eld. 

 Works published in this series will include monographs, collective 
volumes, editions and translations of primary texts, and bibliographical 
projects, bringing together some of the most signifi cant themes in the 
study of Shi  i Islam through an interdisciplinary approach, and making 
them accessible to a wide readership.  
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               INTRODUCTION            

  Since it was fi rst edited by Rudolf Strothmann in 1952, the  Book of 
Unveiling  ( Kit ā b al-Kashf  or  Kashf  ) has sparked the interest of several 
generations of scholars.  1   The scarcity of publicly accessible Ismaili 
material at that time and for several decades, as well as the fact that it 
was rightly deemed one of the oldest Ismaili compositions to have 
reached the present day, have made it a central source on Ismailism in 
Western scholarship. 

      1  See W. Ivanow,  A Guide to Ismaili Literature  (London,  1933 ), p. 36, XI no. 50; 
idem,  Ismaili Literature: A Bibliographical Survey  (Tehran, 1963), p. 21, no. 13; P. Kraus, 
‘La bibliographie isma ë lienne de W. Ivanow’,  Revue des Etudes Islamiques , 6 ( 1932 ), 
pp. 486–487; I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography of Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Literature  (Malibu,  1977 ), 
p. 73, no. 5. The main studies dedicated to the  Kashf  are the following: H. Feki,  Les 
Id é es religieuses et philosophiques de l’isma é lisme fatimide ,  Organization et doctrine  
(Tunis,  1978 ), pp. 17, 93–94, 175, 295; W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat in der fr ü hen 
ismailitischen Lehre’,  Der Islam , 37 ( 1961 ), pp. 52 ff ; H. Halm,  Kosmologie und 
Heilslehre der fr ü hen Ism ā  �  ī l ī ya :  Eine Studie zur islamische Gnosis  (Wiesbaden,  1978 ), 
pp. 18–52; 149–156, 165–168; idem, ‘Das “Buch der Schatten”: Die Mufa �  � al-
Tradition der  Ġ ul ā t und die Urspr ü nge des Nu � airiertums. II. Die Stoff e’,  Der Islam , 58 
(1981), pp. 83–84; idem, ‘The Cosmology of the Pre-Fatimid Ism ā    ī liyya’, in F. Daft ary, 
ed,  Mediaeval Isma � ili History and Thought  (Cambridge,  1996 ), pp. 75–83, esp, pp. 
79–80; I.K. Poonawala, ‘Ism ā    ī l ī   ta 
 w ī l  of the Qur’an’, in A. Rippin, ed,  Approaches to 
the History of the Interpretation of the Qur’an  (Oxford,  1988 ), pp. 220–221; M.M. Bar-
Asher, ‘Outlines of Early Ism ā    ī l ī -F ā timid Qur’an Exegesis’,  Journal Asiatique , 296/2 
( 2008 ), pp. 262–263, 277, 286, 288–289; F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne de   	 ad ī  �  s 
im ā mites. Nouvelles perspectives sur le trait é  II du  Kit ā b al-Ka š f  attribu é   à   � a  far b. 
Man �  ū r al-Yaman (X e  s.)’,  Arabica , 59/5 (2012), pp. 484–509; idem, ‘Aper ç us sur les 
origines de l’isma é lisme  à  travers le  Kit ā b al-Ka š f  attribu é  au d ā    ī   � a  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman’,  Ishraq: Islamic Philosophy Yearbook , 4 ( 2013 ), pp. 90–111; idem, ‘Lumi è re et 
th é ophanie dans l’isma é lisme f â timide: le cas du trait é  I du  Kit ā b al-Ka š f ’,  Chronos , 32 
( 2015 ), pp. 141–155; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an .  Early Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Ta 
 w ī l and the 
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 At fi rst glance, one may wonder how this source of unclear 
authorship, transmitted in only two available manuscripts and hardly 
ever quoted in later Ismaili sources, has come to be considered as such 
an emblematic Ismaili text. Apart from the early origin of the text, the 
reason for this is the richness and the variety of the material found in 
the  Kashf , which is mostly of exegetical nature. It is not only specialists 
of Ismailism that were attracted to the  Kashf , but also, more widely, 
scholars working on various trends of early Shi  i Islam or Islamic 
thought. The  Kashf  is indeed a witness of the Shi  i doctrines that 
circulated before their institutionalization, either through Twelver 
Shi  i orthodoxy as formed during the Buyid period (945–1055), or 
Ismaili orthodoxy as formed by the Fatimids (909–1171). But it is also 
a valuable source on the early Fatimid attempts to normalize and 
reform the Ismaili doctrine. The presence of both trends — the 
generally Shi  i and the Ismaili — in a single work thus illustrates the 
anchorage of early Ismailism in a common pool of Shi  i doctrines. In 
sum, not only does the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  provide valuable information on 
both pre-Fatimid and early Fatimid periods of Ismailism, but it also 
echoes both the ‘moderate’ Shi  ism of 10th c. Twelver Shi  i   	 ad ī th  
collections, and the  ghuluww —  the so-called ‘exaggerating’ Shi  ism 
— teachings. The connection with this heritage of the  ghul ā t  further 
explains why the  Kashf  also resonates with Nu � ayr ī  sources which have 
kept with the doctrinal orientations of the  ghul ā t . In addition, the 
 Kashf  displays several examples of Qur’anic interpretations that are in 
line with what M.M. Bar-Asher has labelled the Imami ‘pre-Buwayhid 

Secrets of the Prophets  (Columbia, NY,  2016 ), pp. 45–46; M. Asatryan,  Controversies in 
Formative Shi � i Islam. The Ghulat Muslims and their Beliefs  (London,  2017 ), pp. 38–39; 
idem, ‘Early Ismailis and Other Muslims: Polemics and Borrowing in Kit ā b al-Kashf’, 
in O. Mir-Kasimov, ed,  Intellectual Interactions in the Islamic World. The Ismaili Thread  
(London,  2020 ), pp. 273–298; J. Velji,  An Apocalyptic History of the Early Fatimid 
Empire  (Edinburgh,  2018 ), pp. 42–60; R. Adem, ‘Early Ismailism and the Gates of 
Religious Authority: Genealogizing the Theophanic Secret of Early Esoteric Shi  ism’, 
in R. Adem and E. Hayes, eds,  Reason, Esotericism and Authority in Shi � i Islam  (Leiden, 
 2021 ), pp. 24–72.   
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school of exegesis’.  2   This privileged situation at the crossroads of 
several Shi  i and Ismaili trends makes the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  an essential 
source, and an excellent introduction to both Shi  i and Ismaili 
doctrines and debates at the beginning of the 10th century. 

 Yet, in spite of its widely acknowledged importance, the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  has not benefi ted from a complete study until now, due to the 
many challenges such a study presents. Indeed, the  Kashf  is composed 
of six treatises quite diff erent in style, content and structure. Therefore, 
one is to make sense of the collection by attempting to give consistency 
to the diversity displayed by the treatises, yet without overlooking the 
specifi city of each treatise. 

 Among the diffi  culties presented by the  Kashf  is the fact that the two 
available manuscripts are late, compared to the supposed time of 
composition of the text, and that they are the result of a fl awed 
transmission. Indeed, the text is corrupted in several places and 
contains countless grammatical and syntactical mistakes. Several 
sentences are illegible beyond any possibility of recovering their 
meaning, while some arguments are so elusive that it seems parts of 
sentences, or even whole paragraphs, are missing. 

 The poor quality of the text only adds to the general elusiveness of 
the  Kashf . Indeed, the various parts, sections, textual units are seldom 
connected to each other by logical markers, and the text almost never 
explicitly refers to the historical context during which it was composed. 
As will be shown, it has likely been composed following a kind of 
‘scattering of knowledge’ ( tabd ī d al- � ilm ) technique, which has eff ects 
not only on the overall structure of the  Kashf , but also on the structure 
of each treatise (particularly Treatises I, III, V and VI). 

 Taking all these issues into account, it will come as no surprise that 
dating the text is not a straightforward process. In his major study on 
the Imamate in early Ismaili doctrine, W. Madelung had reached the 
conclusion that the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  was a collection of pre-Fatimid texts 
that were probably rearranged and amended in the early Fatimid 
period. According to him, if Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, a Fatimid 
Ismaili  d ā  �  ī   active in the fi rst half of the 10th century, was indeed 

    2  M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis in Early Im ā m ī  Shi � ism  (Leiden, Boston 
and Jerusalem,  1999 ).   
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involved in the  Kashf , he was but the editor of earlier texts he had 
brought with him from Yemen when he emigrated to North Africa to 
join the Fatimid court.  3   Madelung’s hypothesis that the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
is essentially a pre-Fatimid work was accepted by later scholars.  4   

 In the present study, however, I will attempt to revise this hypothesis 
and to demonstrate that the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  should be fully considered 
as an early Fatimid composition, although it evidently draws on pre-
Fatimid material. This does not exactly contradict Madelung’s fi ndings; 
rather, I seek to emphasize the Fatimid features of the  Kashf . Madelung 
believed the  Kashf  was  edited  during the reign of the second Fatimid 
caliph, Ab ū  al-Q ā sim al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h (r. 322–334/934–946), 
but in the light of my research, I will suggest that it was rather  composed  
at this time — and maybe even earlier, under the reign of the fi rst 
Fatimid caliph,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  (r. 296–322/909–934). 

 Besides attempting to date the  Kashf , the major focus of this study is to 
present the  Kashf  as a work in which the  formation  of the early Fatimid 
Ismaili doctrine can be observed. Aft er the Fatimids accessed power, they 
sought to reform the earlier, pre-Fatimid, Ismaili doctrine. The  Kashf  is a 
rare testimony of the very fi rst stages of this endeavour, prior to the more 
elaborate eff orts under the caliphate of the fourth Fatimid caliph, 
al-Mu  izz li-D ī n All ā h (r. 341–368/953–975). It is an attempt to mobilize 
pre-Fatimid material to support the new Fatimid claims, and thus to 
justify a lasting dynastic rule in place of the eschatological expectations 
the pre-Fatimid  da � wa  had nurtured. In this capacity, it is a precious 
witness of both periods, as it illustrates the anchorage of early 
Ismailism in Shi  i Islam as it was before the Major Occultation (328–
329/940–941) — that is, prior to its ‘rationalization’ and institutionalization. 

 Indeed, while Madelung had focused on the  Kashf  as an Ismaili text, 
Heinz Halm, for his part, although also studying the Ismaili features of 
the  Kashf  in his monograph  Kosmologie und Heilslehre   der fr ü hen 

    3  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 52 ff . On Ja  far’s life and works, see discussion 
below, pp. 43 ff .   

    4  See e.g. H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 169; idem, ‘The Cosmology of the Pre-Fatimid 
Ism ā    ī liyya’, p. 79; F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s. Their History and Doctrines , 2nd edition 
(Cambridge, 2007), p. 98; D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days: The 
Fatimid-Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Ta  w ī l (interpretation) of Ja  far ibn Man �  ū r al-Yaman (d. ca. 960)’ 
(University of Pennsylvania,  2006 ), p. 59; idem,  Beyond the Qur’an , p. 45.   
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Ism ā  �  ī l ī ya , paid some attention to the many  ghul ā t  traits that the work 
contains.  5   The present research will provide further evidence in favour 
of these origins of the text (pre-Fatimid, early Fatimid Ismaili and 
 ghul ā t ), adding to it the Shi  i origin, particularly in relation to the ‘pre-
Buwayhid school of exegesis’. The Shi  i historiography of the succession 
of the Prophet Mu�ammad, and its ‘anti-Sunni tendency’,  6   are indeed 
very present in the  Kashf . However, this historiography becomes part 
of the Fatimid offi  cial rhetoric, and serves legitimation purposes: in 
the  Kashf  particularly, it is not so much directed to actual ‘Sunnis’, as 
it is to direct enemies of the Fatimid state, whether internal or external. 

 In order to contextualise the  Kashf  both intellectually and historically, 
I will begin with a discussion of  ghuluww  within Shi  i Islam, before 
providing a few relevant landmarks of early Ismaili history. The proper 
introduction of the  Kashf  will then tackle the transmission of the text 
and the complex matter of the authorship of the works attributed to 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman. The general contents of each treatise and the 
structure of the  Kashf  will then be briefl y examined. 

 I have provided here the fi rst full translation of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  into 
English. In order to help the reader appreciate the specifi city of each 
treatise, I have dedicated a chapter to each. The translation of each 
treatise will thus be preceded by a brief summary of its main themes and 
an outline of its structure, and will be followed by a detailed, yet not 
necessarily linear, commentary. The commentaries do not claim 
exhaustiveness; indeed, I am convinced that the progress in our 
knowledge of Fatimid Ismaili thought, and particularly of the corpus 
transmitted under the name of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, will bring 
some new insights on this diffi  cult and complex work — as will the 
discovery of new manuscripts of the  Kashf . The aim here is to provide 
some of the main keys to a major source of early Fatimid Ismailism.  

    5  It is true, however, that Halm did not ‘fully acknowledge the pentadist elements 
of Ismailism’, as noted by R. Adem, ‘Early Ismailism and the Gates of Religious 
Authority’, esp. pp. 26–28, 63–64.   

    6  See M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , pp. 82–86, where the ‘extreme anti-
Sunn ī  tendency and hostile attitude to the Companions of the Prophet’ are one of the 
four characteristics of early Shi  i  tafs ī r . Of course, the use of the term ‘Sunni’ for a 
9th/10th c. context is anachronistic. I will occasionally use it nevertheless, as a 
convenient way to designate the non-Shi  i part of the Muslim community, or the 
‘proto-Sunni’ community.   
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   1. Historical and Intellectual Context  

    i. Shi � i Islam and the problem of  ghuluww  

 Islamic studies in Western academia have long suff ered from the 
methodological bias of minoritarian trends of Islam being studied 
through the lenses of majoritarian ones: thus, Shi  ism was fi rst 
approached from a Sunni perspective. In the past decades, however, 
progress in Shi  i studies has helped temper this fact. Similarly, the 
study of Christian gnostic groups had long been dependent on the 
accounts of hostile heresiographers, admittedly due to a lack of 
sources, but probably also due to the dominance of ‘orthodox’ 
viewpoints held by institutional churches. The development of Shi  i 
studies benefi ts, not only from greater attention being paid, and access, 
to Shi  i sources, but also from a renewal of the historical perspective 
with greater attention given to minorities. However, the same tendency 
arises again, as the diversity of Shi  i movements is approached from 
the perspective of majoritarian, institutionalized, Twelver Shi  ism. 
So-called Shi  i ‘heresies’ are measured against a Twelver ‘orthodoxy’ 
that has labelled them ‘exaggerating’ or ‘extremist’ ( ghul ā t ), in an a 
posteriori reconstruction. Thus, while these ‘heresies’ in fact seem to 
predate the construction of Shi’i orthodoxy, they are seen as going 
astray from the ‘original’ doctrine. As in Christianity, and despite the 
obvious diff erences in the process (since there are no ecumenical 
councils in Islam), orthodoxy in Islam is not a given from the outset 
and ‘heretics’ are not historically those who deviate from a predefi ned 
orthodoxy; rather, they are those whom orthodoxy rejects, and it is 
precisely this act of rejection that constitutes orthodoxy as such. The 
defi nition of orthodoxy emerges through a process of negative 
selection; an apophatic one, one might say. In this regard, Heinz Halm 
writes: ‘Just as the theology of the Christian Church could only emerge 
in a struggle against the ancient gnosis, so too Imamite orthodoxy only 
developed against the backdrop of the   ġ ul ā t  teachings, in disagreement 
with them and confrontation.’  7   

    7  H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II, p. 86: ‘Wie die Theologie des christlichen 
Hochkirche erst im Kampf gegen die  ä ltere Gnosis entstanden ist, so hat sich auch die 
imamitische Orthodoxie erst vor dem Hintergrund der   ġ ul ā t -Lehren, in der 
Auseinandersetzung mit ihnen und in ihrer Bek ä mpfung, herausgebildet.’   
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 Indeed, from the second half of the 10th century, aft er the Major 
Occultation (329/941) and the coming to power of the Buyid viziers in 
Baghdad (334/945), Twelver Shi  is embarked on a process of 
theological rationalization, and thus of the gradual fi ltering of a 
number of doctrines and traditions labelled as ‘exaggerations’ by 
heresiographs. Traditions of an esoteric and occult nature, attributing 
supernatural powers to the Imams, became progressively toned down, 
if not purely and simply excluded from   	 ad ī th  collections. Amir-
Moezzi is to be credited with several studies on this question which 
have helped distinguish clearly between the esoteric tradition of 
ancient Imamism and its later juridico-rationalist evolutions. Relying 
on the oldest collections of Imami   	 ad ī th s, he has shown that the most 
‘esoteric’   	 ad ī th s were gradually removed from the great Shi  i 
collections, beginning with Ibn B ā bawayh (d. 381/991).  8   

    8  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Le Guide divin dans le sh ī  � isme originel. Aux sources de 
l’ é sot é risme en islam  (Paris, 1992), esp. pp. 39–45; English trans. by D. Streight,  The 
Divine Guide in Early Shi‘ism. The Sources of Esotericism in Islam  (Albany, 1994), 
pp. 15–19; idem, ‘Remarques sur les crit è res d’authenticit é  du  � ad ī th’, esp. pp. 5–25; 
idem and C. Jambet,  Qu’est-ce que le sh î ’isme ?  (Paris, 2004), esp. pp. 181–194. See also 
M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , pp. 39–45. Note that Amir-Moezzi’s research 
has led him to surmise a ‘porosity’ of the boundaries between the various Shi  i groups. 
Given that, as Amir-Moezzi shows, doctrines and themes considered as typical of 
 ghuluww  nevertheless fi nd their way into the institutionalized Twelver Shi  i corpus, it 
should be concluded that the distinction between ‘moderates’ and ‘exaggerators’ is 
largely artifi cial. Several modern scholars of Shi  ism disagree with this view, and hold 
that the  ghul ā t  movements were only a late development (3rd/9th c.) within Shi  ism, 
which is otherwise fundamentally ‘moderate’ and alien to any form of ‘extremism’. See 
H. Modarressi,  Crisis and Consolidation in the Formative Period of Sh ī  � ite Islam: Ab ū  
Ja � far ibn Qiba al-R ā z ī  and his Contribution to Im ā mite Sh ī  � ite Law  (Princeton, 
 1993 ); T. Bayhom-Daou, ‘The Second-Century  Š  ī   ite   Ġ ul ā t , were they really Gnostic?’, 
 Journal of Arabic and Islamic Studies , 5 ( 2003 ), pp. 13–61; W. Madelung, ‘Early Im ā m ī  
Theology as Refl ected in the  Kit ā b al-k ā f ī   of al-Kulayn ī ’, in F. Daft ary and G. 
Miskinzoda, eds,  The Study of Shi � i Islam. History, Theology and Law  (London,  2014 ), 
pp. 465–474. The latter thus writes that ‘the explicit adoption of rationalist Mu  tazili 
doctrine by the leading Im ā m ī  scholars in the B ū yid age (. . .) can no longer be viewed 
as a sudden radical break with the early Im ā m ī  theological tradition during the 
presence of the Imams’ (ibid., pp. 467–468). See also M.A. Amir-Moezzi’s review of 
H. Modarressi’s book, in  Bulletin Critique des Annales Islamologiques , 14 (1997), 
pp. 53–57. Whatever may be the nature of the original teachings of the Imams, and 
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 From the fi rst Occultation (260/874) on, the urgency of the situation 
had already prompted the soon-to-become ‘Twelver’ Shi  is to produce 
a literature aimed at distancing themselves from ‘exaggerating’ currents 
and at refuting them: works of  Radd  � al ā  al-ghul ā t  ( Refutation of the 
ghul ā t ),  9    Firaq  (enumerations of the various sects),  10    Rij ā l  
(prosopographical works, allowing the classifi cation of Shi  i 
personalities as orthodox or heterodox), as well as   	 ad ī th  collections 
were all composed in the perspective of this ideological battle — 
compiling   	 ad ī th s indeed implies a selection, and therefore a 
theological orientation. Shi  ism became the scene of a struggle for 
spiritual legitimacy between exotericist and esotericist Shi  is, between 
supporters of the  sufar ā  
   and supporters of the  abw ā b . The  sufar ā  
   are 
the four intermediaries who, according to offi  cial Twelver Shi  ism, 
ensured the link between the twelft h Imam and his followers between 
the Minor and the Major Occultations.  11   As for the  abw ā b  (sg.  b ā b , 
‘Gate’ or ‘Threshold’), they were charismatic disciples of the Imams 
whom the so-called  ghul ā t  held to be initiates of higher rank and ‘gates’ 

even though I tend to agree more with Amir-Moezzi’s approach (which seems more 
in line with what we know of the process of institutionalization and the fact that 
orthodoxy is almost systematically a construction aft er the fact — the initial fact being 
‘heresy’), all sides must agree that the period between the two Occultations was a key 
moment in the defi nition of Shi  i identities. The ‘rationalist’ school, whether 
rationalism was indeed a novelty in Shi  i thought, as Amir-Moezzi has it, or not, as 
advocated by Modarressi and Madelung, nevertheless strove to diff erentiate itself 
from ‘esotericists’, labelled as  ghul ā t , in the aft ermath of the Occultations.   

    9  See W. al-Q ā  �  ī , ‘The Development of the Term Ghul ā t in Muslim Literature 
with Special Reference to the Kays ā niyya’, in A. Dietrich, ed,  Akten des VII. Kongresses 
f ü r Arabistik und Islamwissenschaft   (G ö ttingen,  1976 ); repr. in E. Kohlberg, ed,  Sh ī  � ism  
(Aldershot, 2003), pp. 316–317, for a list of Shi  i authors of works bearing this title. 
Most are no longer extant.   

    10  Among these, the most famous and still extant are the  Firaq al-sh ī  � a  by 
al-Nawbakht ī  and the  Kit ā b al-Maq ā l ā t wa’l-fi raq  by al-Qumm ī , who were both active 
at the beginning of the 10th century; on this literature, see W. Madelung, ‘Bemerkungen 
zur imamatischen Firaq-Literatur’,  Der Islam , 43 ( 1967 ), pp. 37–52, esp. p. 40, 
regarding the claim that al-Nawbakht ī ’s and al-Qumm ī ’s probable source was Hish ā m 
b. al- � akam (end of 8th c.). This claim was questioned through a new analysis of the 
texts by T. Bayhom-Daou, ‘The Second Century  Š  ī   ite   Ġ ul ā t ’, pp. 22–46.   

    11  On the representatives of the Imam during Occultation and the construction of 
the doctrine of the  sufar ā  
  , see now E. Hayes,  Agents of the Hidden Imam: Forging 
Twelver Shi � ism 850–950 CE  (Cambridge,  2022 ).   
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of access to the Imam’s esoteric knowledge.  12   These  abw ā b  were oft en 
close disciples of the Imams whom the subsequent rationalized 
Twelver Shi  i tradition either rejected or included, which illustrates the 
ambiguous treatment they received. Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  (d. aft er 
183/799) was thus an important transmitter of many   	 ad ī th s from the 
Imams Mu � ammad al-B ā qir (d. 115/732) and Ja  far al- �  ā diq 
(d. 148/765), but also the tutelary fi gure of several  ghul ā t  currents who 
gave rise to a ‘Mufa �  � alian tradition’ which has been masterfully 
studied by Heinz Halm.  13   This tradition found particular expression in 
Nu � ayrism, the Islamic tradition par excellence for the preservation of 
the texts and doctrines of  ghuluww . But the latter in fact permeates the 
whole of Shi  ism, including Ismailism as the  Kashf  illustrates. 

 The term  ghuluww  derives from two Qur’ ā nic verses stating:  ‘Do not 
exaggerate in your religion’  ( l ā  taghl ū  f ī  d ī nikum ).  14   In the Qur’an, this 
recommendation is directed to the ‘People of the Book’, and in 
Q. 4:171, it applies more specifi cally to those who claim that Jesus was 
the son of God. In later periods however, the Islamic tradition mostly 
applied these verses to the ‘extremist’ or ‘exaggerating’ Shi  is, and to a 
set of doctrines, including belief in the divinity of the Imam or some of 
his disciples, the transmigration of the souls ( tan ā sukh ,  maskh ), and 
antinomianism ( ib ā  	 a ). In other words,  ghuluww  is a polemical 
designation meant for some specifi c groups — who were oft en also 
political rebels, and not merely theological dissidents — and to exclude 
them from what was considered the true religion.  15   

    12  See ibid., esp. pp. 148–159; M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , Ch. 3: 
‘Polemics and Authority in the 3rd/9th Century’, pp. 79–121, esp. pp. 80–82, 111–116.   

    13  H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten’: Die Mufa �  � al-Tradition der  Ġ ul ā t und die 
Urspr ü nge des Nu � airiertums. I. Die  Ü berlieferer der h ä retischen Mufa �  � al-Tradition’, 
 Der Islam , 55 ( 1978 ), pp. 219–266; idem, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II. On Mufa �  � al, 
see also L. Capezzone, ‘La questione dell’eterodossia di Mufa �  � al b.   Umar al-Ju  f ī  nel 
 Tanq ī  	  al-maq ā l  di al-M ā mq ā n ī ’, in R. Tottoli, ed,   � ad ī th in Modern Islam , special 
issue of  Oriente Moderno , 21 n.s. 82/1 ( 2002 ), pp. 147–157; M. Asatryan, ‘Heresy and 
Rationalism in Early Islam: The Origins and Evolution of the Mufa �  � al-Tradition’ 
(New Haven, CT,  2012 ), esp. pp. 12–62; idem,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , 
esp. pp. 43–61; idem, ‘Mofa ż  ż al al-Jo  fi ’,  EIr .   

    14  Q. 4:171 and 5:77.   
    15  See De Smet, D., ‘Exag é ration’, in  Dictionnaire du Coran , ed. M.A. Amir-Moezzi 

(Paris,  2007 ), pp. 292–295; S. Anthony, ‘Ghul ā t (extremist Sh ī    ī s)’,  EI3 .   
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 In fact, and especially as far as   Ir ā q is concerned,  ghuluww  overlaps 
de facto with Shi  ism for the period preceding the Minor Occultation. 
According to H. Halm, what was later labelled as  ghuluww  by the 
heresiologists was then ‘die urspr ü ngliche Form des  Š  ī   a’ (‘the original 
form of Shi  ism’).  16   Indeed, a number of doctrines attributed to the 
 ghul ā t  are found either as they are, or in an attenuated form, in the 
ancient canonical collections of Twelver   	 ad ī th s.  17   In this regard, 
Hodgson states that the  ghul ā t  represented ‘a distinctive speculative 
tendency within the general  Sh  ī    ī  political orientation’, with these 
speculations forming ‘a reservoir of ideas from which many later  Sh  ī    ī  
movements drew their main inspiration’.  18   

 Heresiologists oft en present   Abd All ā h b. Saba �  (1st/7th c.) as the 
forefather of  ghuluww . He was considered so because of his refusal to 
accept   Al ī ’s death, and his belief in the latter’s triumphant return 
( raj � a ) as the Mahd ī , aft er a period of occultation ( ghayba ). As is well 
known, both notions were later integrated into offi  cial Twelver 
Shi  ism, which illustrates the ambiguity of the charge of  ghuluww : 
how are the so-called  ghul ā t  to be branded as ‘exaggerators’, when 
their doctrines were eventually adopted by orthodoxy? The  raj � a  
was particularly favoured among the  ghul ā t  who understood this 
notion as the historical return of a Mahd ī  before the Resurrection. It 
could be conceived either as the return of an Imam-in-occultation, or 
as his resurrection proper.  19   The success of this notion, no doubt, was 
due in part to its political applicability: many movements off ered 
political and earthly hope to the Alids, who were persecuted by the 
Umayyads (41–132/661–750) and then betrayed by the Abbasids 

    16  H. Halm, ‘Das “Buch der Schatten” ’, II, p. 86.   
    17  This is the argument of several publications by M.A. Amir-Moezzi: see M.A. 

Amir-Mozzi,  Guide divin , passim; idem,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 3 to 6, pp. 89–175; 
idem,  Le Coran silencieux et le Coran parlant , Ch. 4: ‘Av è nement de la gnose. Une 
monographie sur la connaissance par al-Saff  â r al-Qumm î ’, pp. 127–158; idem, ‘Note 
sur deux traditions ‘’h é t é rodoxes” im ā mites’.   

    18  M.G.S. Hodgson, ‘ Gh ul ā t’,  EI2 .   
    19  E. Kohlberg, ‘Ra dj   a’,  EI2 . On the emergence and early evolutions of the concept 

of  raj � a , see also A. A. Sachedina,  Islamic Messianism, the idea of the Mahdi in Twelver 
Shi � ism  (Albany, 1981), pp. 166–179; J. Van Ess,  Theology and Society in the Second and 
Third Centuries of the Hijra. A History of Religious Thought in Early Islam , English 
trans. by J. O’Kane, (Leiden and Boston,  2017 ), vol. 1, pp. 330–357.   
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(132–656/750–1258). Among several groups, the  raj � a  accompanied a 
historicizing exegesis of the Qur’anic verses referring to the Day of 
Judgement: some interpreted the ‘Return’ ( ma �  ā d ) of the Qur’an as a 
 raj � a , i.e. as a resurrection or the reappearance of the Mahd ī , before 
the actual fi nal Resurrection. Accounts predicting the Mahd ī ’s deeds 
and sayings upon his return are found in several   	 ad ī th s from canonical 
collections.  20   Treatise I of the  Kashf  contains a tradition of this type.  21   
It is noteworthy that J ā bir al-Ju  f ī , a disciple of the fi ft h Imam suspected 
of  ghuluww , is said to have been a promoter of the  raj � a ;  22   his name 
also appears in Treatise I.  23   

 Besides their belief in various forms of  raj � a , the  ghul ā t  were also 
characterized by a tendency to anthropomorphism. Al-Mugh ī ra b. 
Sa   ī d is thus said to have described God in the form of a man.  24   It is 
against these kinds of propositions that one must understand the 
many chapters devoted to the affi  rmation of God’s transcendence and 
unicity ( taw 	  ī d ) in Twelver   	 ad ī th  collections and works bearing this 
title, such as Ibn B ā bawayh’s  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ; several   	 ad ī th s thus 
feature the Imam asserting God’s absolute transcendence in response 
to a question that tends to subject him to the limitations (notably 

    20  See e.g. the study dedicated to one such tradition as reported by Mu � ammad 
B ā qir al-Majlis ī , in C. Turner, ‘The “Tradition of Mufa �  � al” and the Doctrine of the 
Raj � a: Evidence of Ghuluww in the Eschatology of Twelver Shiism?’,  Iran: Journal of 
the British Institute of Persian Studies , 44 ( 2006 ), pp. 175–195.   

    21  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Kashf , ed. R. Strothmann (London, New 
York, Bombay, Calcutta, Madras,  1952 ), I, pp. 32–35,  §  §  68–73. Henceforth, all 
references to the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  will be noted in an abbreviated form:  Kashf , followed 
by the number of the treatise, the page number in Strothmann’s edition and the 
paragraph number in my translation. Where a page number appears alone, it refers to 
the numbering of the present monograph.   

    22  W. Madelung, ‘ Dj  ā bir al- Dj u  f ī ’,  EI2 ; J. Van Ess,  Theology and Society , vol. 1, 
pp. 341–345.   

    23   Kashf  I, p. 18,  §  14.   
    24  A disciple of the Imam Mu�ammad al-B ā qir until the latter’s death in 114/732, 

he was at the head of a Shi  i revolt in K ū fa in 119/737. He seems to have described God 
with human features and professed the creation of men as ‘shadows’ ( a � illa ), starting 
with Mu�ammad and   Al ī . On him, see W. Madelung, ‘Mugh ī riyya’,  EI2 ; W.F. Tucker, 
 Mahdis and Millenarians. Sh ī �ite Extremistes in Early Muslim Iraq.  (New York,  2008 ), 
pp. 52–70; J. Weaver, ‘Mugh ī riyya’,  EI3 .   
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temporal and spatial) of creatures. As for the tendency to deify the 
Imams, this was gradually discarded or tempered, and while the 
Twelver   	 ad ī th  collections still bear traces of such beliefs (in   Al ī ’s 
mystical sermons, for instance),  25   it was preserved explicitly only in 
currents such as Nu � ayrism or, later, Druzism. 

 The divinization of the Imams goes hand in hand with the doctrine 
of metempsychosis ( naskh ), or ‘metemphotosis’, according to the 
expression proposed by M.A. Amir-Moezzi to account for the 
transmigration of light from Imam to Imam.  26   According to such views, 
the names and attributes of God are thus epiphanized in a succession of 
Imams. A certain docetism, also prized among the  ghul ā t , is attached to 
this idea of a manifestation of a divine nature, the  l ā h ū t , in successive 
luminous forms corresponding to the successive Imams; the latter are 
not born through natural ways, they are not subject to death, nor to the 
normal needs of humans with bodies, for their divine nature is clothed 
in a subtle, or ‘glorious’, body, and not a material one.  27   

 It is not just the souls of the Imams who can transmigrate, but also 
others: either the souls of their disciples who, from reincarnation to 
reincarnation, refi ne their essence, or the souls of their enemies, who, 
according to a dualistic conception, are the representatives of an 

    25  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 3: ‘Remarques sur la divinit é  de 
l’im â m’, pp. 89–108 (English trans.,  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 3: ‘Some Remarks on 
the Divinity of the Imam’, pp. 103–131.   

    26  M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 109 (English trans.,  Divine Guide , pp. 42–43).   
    27  On docetism among the  ghul ā t , see H. Corbin, ‘Epiphanie divine et naissance 

spirituelle dans la gnose isma é lienne’, in idem,  Temps cyclique et gnose isma é lienne  
(Paris,  1982 ), pp. 116–131; H. Halm,  Die islamische Gnosis :  Die extreme Schia und die 
 � Alawiten  (Zurich and Munich,  1982 ), index s.v. ‘Doketismus’; D. De Smet, ‘El é ments 
chr é tiens dans l’isma é lisme y é m é nite sous les derniers Fatimides. Le probl è me de la 
gnose  
 ayyibite’, in M. Barrucand, ed, L’ É gypte  fatimide, son art et son histoire , ed. 
(Paris, 1999), pp. 45–53, esp. pp. 48–52; idem, ‘La valorisation du f é minin dans 
l’isma é lisme  
 ayyibite. Le cas de la reine y é m é nite al-Sayyida Arw ā  (1048–1138)’, 
 M é langes de l’Universit é  Saint-Joseph , 58 ( 2005 ), pp. 107–122; idem, ‘Crucifi xion’, in 
M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ed,  Dictionnaire du Coran  (Paris,  2007 ), pp. 197–199; idem, ‘La 
naissance miraculeuse de l’Imam isma é lien: nourritures c é lestes et corps camphr é ’, in 
C. Cannuyer and C. Vialle, eds,  Acta Orientalia Belgica , 28 ( 2015 ), pp. 323–333; idem, 
‘Les racines doc é tistes de l’im â mologie shi‘ite’, in M.A. Amir-Moezzi et al, eds, 
 L’ é sot é risme shi‘ite, ses racines et ses prolongements  (Turnhout,  2016 ), pp. 87–112.   
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ontological Evil prior to the creation of humans, and opposed to Good 
from and for all eternity. Thus, the fi rst two Muslim caliphs, Ab ū  Bakr 
and   Umar, are said to be manifested in the features of the enemies of 
the earlier prophets (the Pharaoh, typically, but also the anonymous 
adversaries of Noah, etc.). The enemies of the Imams can be 
reincarnated as animals (monkeys, dogs, swine, foxes. . .): this 
metamorphosis into a lower form is called  maskh . From the  Kit ā b 
al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , a famous work from the  ghul ā t  attributed to 
Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī ,  28   to the Twelver   	 ad ī th  collections, the  maskh , a 
transmigrationist concept, becomes a punishment in the hereaft er. 
This is also the case in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf : the transmigrationist 
meaning of the term  mus ū khiyya  is implicitly discarded in favour of an 
initiatory and eschatological interpretation. 

 Finally, antinomianism is considered a characteristic thesis of the 
 ghul ā t , if not the ‘exaggerating’ doctrine par excellence. Ab ū ’l-
Kha 
  
  ā b,  29   a disavowed disciple of Ja  far al- �  ā diq, is thus accused of 
having given a licentious teaching, authorising his followers to engage 
in fornication, sodomy, theft , alcohol, and allowing them to abandon 
the religious duties prescribed to the common Muslim (prayer, 
almsgiving, fasting, pilgrimage). Ritual obligations were indeed seen 
as metaphors for men whose ‘friendship’ ( wal ā ya ) should be sought 
and sins symbolized men from whom one should disassociate 
( tabarra 
 a ).  30   Interpreting Q. 4:28:  ‘God desires to reduce your 
[obligations]’ , the Kha 
  
  ā biyya apparently claimed that their obligations 
were ‘reduced’ on the authority of Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b, and that anyone 
who knew the Prophet or the Imam could dispense of the religious 
prescriptions.  31   According to Ab ū  Man �  ū r al-  Ijl ī , another fi gure of the 

    28  See the textual analysis of this work in M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative 
Shi � i Islam , pp. 13–42.   

    29  On Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b and the Kha 
  
  ā biyya, see B. Lewis, ‘Abu’l- Kh a 
  
  ā b’,  EI2 ; 
W. Madelung, ‘ Kh a 
  
  ā biyya’,  EI2 ; H. Ansari, ‘Ab ū  al-Kha 
  
  ā b’,  EIs ; M.A. Amir-Moezzi, 
‘ K a 
  
  ā biya’,  EIr ; H. Halm,  Die islamische Gnosis , pp. 199–217; R.P. Buckley, ‘The Im ā m 
Ja  far al- �  ā diq, Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b and the Abbassids’,  Der Islam , 79 ( 2002 ), pp. 118–140.   

    30  This is based on the Shi  i opposition between  wal ā ya  and  bar ā  
 a , discussed in 
the commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 129 ff ., 147 ff .    

    31  Al-Nawbakht ī ,  Firaq al-Sh ī  � a , ed. H. Ritter (Istanbul, 1931), pp. 38–39, 59; 
al-Qumm ī ,  Kit ā b al-Maq ā l ā t wa’l-fi raq , ed. M.J. Mashk ū r (Tehran,  1963 ), pp. 51–53, 81.   
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 ghul ā t , religious duties were to be understood as symbolizing historical 
persons ( ashkh ā  �  ), be they friends or enemies of God, and religion 
consisted in identifying them as such.  32   

 One might argue that antinomianism may have been a polemical 
accusation used by the so-called orthodox heresiologists — i.e. 
rationalist Twelver Shi  is — to disqualify their adversaries, whom 
they labelled as ‘exaggerators’ ( ghul ā t ). Nonetheless, antinomian 
positions are attested in several sources of the so-called  ghul ā t .  33   
Among many other examples, the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa  
explicitly states that whoever reached a certain rank of initiation 
and ‘elevation’ ( taraqq ī  ) may abandon their religious duties: ‘Whoever 
knows this esoteric [knowledge] is exempt from the fulfi lment of 
the exoteric’ ( man  � arafa h ā dh ā  al-b ā  � in fa-qad   saqa � a  � anhu  � amal 
al- �  ā hir ).  34   

 The esoteric — and ‘personalized’ — interpretation of religious 
duties is consistent with an essential early Shi  i belief according 
to which ‘religion is knowledge of men’ ( al-d ī n ma � rifat al-rij ā l ). This 
expression appears in a letter from Ja  far al- �  ā diq to his disciple 
Mufa �  � al b.   Umar al-Ju  f ī , in which he asserts this fundamental 
principle, while fi rmly rejecting its potential antinomian 

    32  Ab ū  Man �  ū r al-  Ijl ī  was a disciple of Mu�ammad al-B ā qir from the region of 
K ū fa. He declared himself to be his successor. He claimed he had seen God and 
that he possessed the knowledge of  ta 
 w ī l . On him, see H. Halm,  Die islamische 
Gnosis , pp. 86–89; W. Madelung, ‘Man �  ū riyya’,  EI2 ; W.F. Tucker,  Mahdis and 
Millenarians , pp. 71–87, esp, pp. 80–81.   

    33  See e.g. H. Halm, ‘Courants et mouvements antinomistes dans l’islam medieval’, 
in  La notion de libert é  au Moyen Age. Islam, Byzance, Occident , ed. G. Makdisi, 
D. Sourdel and J. Sourdel-Thomine, (Paris,  1985 ), pp. 135–141, esp. pp. 137–139; 
M.M. Bar-Asher and A. Kofsky,  The Nu � ayr ī  - � Alaw ī  Religion. An Enquiry into its 
Theology and Liturgy  (Leiden,  2002 ), pp. 66–67; M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative 
Shi � i Islam , pp. 93–96, 157–161; idem, ‘Of Wine, Sex, and Other Abominations: The 
Meanings of Antinomianism in Early Islamic Iraq’,  Global Intellectual History , 
forthcoming. Antinomianism will also be discussed in the commentary of  Kashf  V, 
pp. 408–419.   

    34  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , ed.    Ā rif T ā mir and Ignace-A. Khalif é  
(Beirut,  1960 ), Ch. 13, p. 45.   
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consequences.  35   Although it is apparently not found elsewhere in Shi  i 
literature, it is emblematic of Shi  i Islam and its Imam-centred 
theology. This personalized approach of religion is one of the key 
features of early Shi  i  tafs ī r , especially in the interpretative tradition 
based on what M.A. Amir-Moezzi has labelled, in regard to al- � ibar ī ’s 
 Tafs ī r , ‘commentaire coranique personnalis é ’.  36   This technique 
consists in interpreting a number of Qur’anic verses in relation to 
historical individuals from the origins of Islam, in order to support the 
Shi  i historiography of early Islam. More specifi cally, a ‘personalized 
commentary’ of the Qur’an is geared towards a testimony of   Al ī  b. Ab ī  
 �  ā lib’s divine election as Mu�ammad’s rightful successor. This exegesis 
thus resides in the identifi cation of Qur’anic allusions to   Al ī  and/or 
his descendants. Of course, this technique is closely related to the Shi  i 
concept of  wal ā ya  and the obligation for the faithful to acknowledge, 
follow, and love the Imam. Hence, ‘religion is knowledge of men’ 
means that religion consists in the recognition of the rightful Imam. 
Inasmuch as  wal ā ya  goes hand in hand with  bar ā  
 a , that is the 

    35  Al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t f ī  fa �  ā  
 il  ā l Mu 	 ammad , ed. Mu � assasat 
al-Im ā m al-Mahd ī  (Qom, n.d.), pp. 939–950. For recent discussions of this letter, see 
H. Ansari,  L’Imamat et l’occultation selon l’imamisme: Etude bibliographique et histoire 
des textes  (Leiden, 2016), pp. 245–247; M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ‘Les Imams et les Ghul ā t. 
Nouvelles r é fl exions sur les relations entre imamisme “mod é r é ” et shi  isme 
“extr é miste” ’,  SSR , 4 (2020), pp. 5–38; M. Asatryan, ‘Of Wine, Sex, and Other 
Abominations’; idem, ‘The Heretic Talks Back: Feigning Orthodoxy in al- � aff  ā r 
al-Qumm ī ’s  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t  (d. 902–3)’,  History of Religions , 61/4 ( 2022 ), 
pp. 362–388.   

    36  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Le Coran silencieux et le Coran parlant , Ch. 3: ‘N é cessit é  
de l’herm é neutique. Autour du commentaire coranique d’al- � ibar ī ’, pp. 101–125 
(English trans.,  The Silent Qur’an and the Speaking Qur’an , Ch. 3: ‘The Necessity of 
Hermeneutics: On the Qur’anic Commentary of al- � ibar ī ’, pp. 75–96); idem, ’  Al ī  et 
le Coran (Aspects de l’imamologie duod é cimaine XIV)’,  Revue des Sciences 
Philosophiques et Th é ologiques , 98 ( 2014 ), pp. 681–685; idem, ‘ Al-Durr al- � am ī n  
attribu é   à  Ra � ab al-Burs ī . Un exemple des “commentaires coraniques personnalis é s” 
 š i’ites (Aspects de l’imamologie duod é cimaine XVI)’,  Le Mus é on , 130/1–2 (2017), 
pp. 207–240. The ‘personalized commentary’ is a Shi  i literary genre illustrated 
by several works throughout the history of Shi  i Islam; see the lists provided by 
M.A. Amir-Moezzi in these articles. See also commentary of  Kashf  I below, pp. 148 ff .   
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disavowal of the Imam’s enemies,  37   ‘knowledge of men’ also comprises 
recognition of the impostors the true believer must not follow. 

 This fundamentally personalized approach to faith has manifested 
itself in various ways in many Shi  i trends. It explains the struggle for 
legitimacy between various protagonists claiming to represent the 
Imams, before and aft er the Minor Occultation. Indeed, if religion 
consists in the knowledge of men, this knowledge also extends to 
persons who are initiated (or claim to have been initiated and 
appointed) by the Imam and thus benefi t from his spiritual prestige. In 
addition to political and fi nancial factors,  38   it is within this doctrinal 
framework that one may understand the claims of various  b ā b s to 
represent the Imams — a claim that on occasions went as far as 
claiming the Imamate itself. And, as we will see, this framework also 
allows one to understand the  da � wa  hierarchy as the Ismaili 
interpretation of the common Shi  i principle that ‘religion is knowledge 
of men’ or ‘persons’ ( ashkh ā  �  ). 

 As we have seen above, the personalized approach was extended to 
the interpretation of Islamic religious duties by some groups, which 
led to antinomianism. Indeed, if these ritual obligations have an 
exoteric (  �  ā hir ) meaning, referring to their actual performance by the 
believers, and an esoteric ( b ā  � in ) meaning, referring to ‘a man’, ‘an 
individual’ or ‘a person’ ( rajul ,  shakh �  ), there then arises the temptation 
to declare the obsolescence of the exoteric in favour of the esoteric. 
Ismailism was not new to this problematic, since it also developed a 
personalized interpretation of religious duties, as attested by several 
sources. Treatise V of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  thus understands the 
pilgrimage to the Ka  ba as meeting the Imam of the time. The  Ri �  ā  �  
f ī ’l-b ā  � in , another work attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, is 
almost entirely dedicated to such ‘personalized’ interpretations of 
ablutions ( wu �  ū  
  ), prayer (  � al ā t ), fasting (  � iy ā m ), alms-giving ( zak ā t ) 
and pilgrimage (  	 ajj ), the various parts of which are identifi ed with 

    37  E. Kohlberg, ‘ Bar ā  
 a  in Sh ī   i doctrine’, JSAI, 7 ( 1986 ), pp. 139–175; M.A. Amir-
Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 7: ‘Note  à  propos de la  wal ā ya  imamite’, pp. 177–207 
(English trans.:  The Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 7: “Notes on Imami Wal ā ya”, 
pp. 231–275); M. Massi Dakake,  The Charismatic Community: Shi � ite Identity in Early 
Islam  (Albany,  2007 ), pp. 65–67.   

    38  On these, see E. Hayes,  Agents of the Hidden Imam .   
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Mu�ammad,   Al ī , the Mahd ī  or the ranks of the  da � wa .  39   The  Ta 
 w ī l 
al-zak ā t , also attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, barely addresses 
alms-giving at all, despite its title, and focuses again on the  da � wa  and 
its ranks. 

 However, contrary to  ghul ā t  sources, Fatimid Ismaili works 
emphasize the necessity of actually performing the external rites, even 
when their esoteric meaning is known: ‘Both knowledge and action 
remain obligations as long as the spirit and the body coexist.’  40   The 
 Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  even goes as far as to state that ‘the esoteric taken alone 
is heresy towards the signs of God’ ( il 	  ā d f ī   ā y ā t All ā h ), and that 
whoever ‘believes in abandoning his [exoteric] obligations must be 
killed’ ( qutila man i � taqada isq ā  �  far ā  
 i � ihi ).  41   This harshness may be 
explained by the fact that the Fatimids were confronted with 
antinomian outbursts from within their ranks on several occasions in 
their history. 

 As previously said, although these doctrines are generally associated 
with  ghuluww , Amir-Moezzi has shown that many nevertheless 
found their way into Twelver Shi  i compositions, sometimes in 
attenuated form, sometimes not. Amir-Moezzi understands this as 
a demonstration that the Imams in fact adhered to these doctrines to 
a certain extent, while their defi nition of  ghuluww  only embraced 
antinomianism, that is, the abandoning of Islamic religious duties 
justifi ed by the access to their true meaning via esoteric interpretation 
( ta 
 w ī l ). It is indeed the only doctrine of the  ghul ā t  that is not found in 

    39  On this work and its interpretation of prayer in relation to the general Shi  i 
personalized approach to religion, see F. Gillon, ‘Ismaili  Ta 
 w ī l  of Religious Rites: 
Interpretation of Obligatory Prayer in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s  Ri �  ā  �  f ī  l-B ā  � in ’, 
 SSR , 6 ( 2022 ), pp. 224–252.   

    40   Kashf  V, p. 112,  §  39.   
    41  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , ed.  � . Kha �  �  ū r (Salamiyya,  2018 ), 

p. 97. The text goes on to explain that the esoteric meaning of ‘killing’ ( qatl ) is ‘to be 
cut off  from the ranks (  	 ud ū d ) and to refrain from opening the infl ux ( maw ā dd ) of 
divine assistance ( ta 
 y ī d ) and knowledge to the Respondents ( mustaj ī b ī n ) (. . .) so as to 
become dead, without spirit.’ However, it is unclear whether this esoteric meaning 
of ‘killing’ renders its exoteric meaning obsolete — particularly when the point is to 
assert the necessity of the   �  ā hir ! The Respondents are the neophytes who begin their 
initiation within the  da � wa .   
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Twelver Shi  i literature.  42   Whether the Imams indeed advocated such 
a strict defi nition of  ghuluww  or not, it is nevertheless clear that there 
seems to be a wide consensus in the sources to consider antinomianism 
as an ‘exaggeration’ — while things are not as clear-cut when it comes 
to the other ‘typical’  ghul ā t  doctrines. 

 Indeed, in the literature claiming orthodoxy, one oft en fi nds what 
appears to be  fragments  of teachings that are more fully displayed in 
so-called  ghul ā t  literature, as if they were taken from the ideological 
system in which they made sense to be integrated into a system where 
they are only understood metaphorically. I have briefl y discussed the 
example of animal metamorphosis, which is present in Twelver 
collections, but in isolation from the cosmogony wherein it makes full 
sense. In the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , as will be seen, metamorphosis is also 
present but understood in a metaphorical sense only. Moreover, traces 
of the cosmology of the  ghul ā t  can be found in isolated texts: the 
primordial ‘shadows’ ( a � illa ) or ‘forms’ ( ashb ā  	  ) of  ghul ā t  works such 
as the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa  or others, are thus mentioned in many 
Twelver Shi  i   	 ad ī th s.  43   

 The presence of such traces of  ghul ā t  doctrines in a corpus claiming 
orthodoxy (be it Twelver Shi  i or Fatimid Ismaili) begs the question: 
are these fragments the result of an adaptation, of a ‘toning down’ of 
certain doctrines, or are they indications of the actual beliefs of the 

    42  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ‘Les Imams et les Ghul ā t’.   
    43  See e.g. the   	 ad ī th s cited in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 81 ff  (English 

trans.:  Divine Guide , pp. 32 ff ); see also idem, ‘Cosmogony and cosmology, V. In 
Twelver Shi‘ism’,  EIr . On  ghul ā t  works discussing primordial ‘shadows’, see H. Halm, 
‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, I and II; L. Capezzone, ‘Il  Kit ā b al- � ir ā  �   attribuito a Mufa �  � al 
b.   Umar al- � u  f ī . Edizione del ms. unico (Paris, Biblioth è que nationale) e studio 
introduttivo’,  Rivista degli Studi Orientali , 69 ( 1995 ), pp. 295–416; M. Asatryan, ‘Shiite 
Underground Literature Between Iraq and Syria: “The Book of Shadows” and the 
History of the Early Ghulat’, in T. Langermann and R. Morrison, eds,  Texts in Transit 
in the Medieval Mediterranean  (University Park, MD,  2016 ), pp. 128–161; idem, ‘An 
Early Sh ī   i Cosmology,  Kit ā b al-Ashb ā  	  wa’l-a � illa  and its Milieu’,  Studia Islamica , 
110 ( 2015 ), pp. 1–80; idem,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , pp. 64–78, 138–145 
and index s.v. ‘apparitions’, ‘shadows’; idem, ‘An Agenda for the Study of early 
Shi  i cosmologies’, in G.W. Trompf, G.B. Mikkelsen and J. Johnson, eds,  The Gnostic 
World  (London and New York,  2020 ), pp. 321–327, esp. pp. 324–327.   
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authors? In other words, is the curbing of  ghul ā t  doctrines into more 
consensual ones sincere, or is it an eff ect of  taqiyya ? Indeed,  taqiyya  is 
an essential tenet of Shi  i faith — as demonstrated for instance by 
  	 ad ī th s such as the following: ‘God’s Rule is keeping the Secret [i.e. 
 taqiyya ]’; ‘Whoever does not keep the Secret is devoid of Faith’.  44   
What, then, is the object of  taqiyya  in Shi  i discourses, particularly in 
the discourses of the ‘rationalist’ Shi  is? It may be considered that 
rationalist theologians were convinced of the falsity of so-called 
‘irrational’ doctrines about the Imams. But it is also possible to consider 
that for some, rationalistic Shi  ism, far from opposing its esoteric 
counterpart, was a way to hide and protect it so as to become its 
exoteric aspect. Esotericists could thus consider that the rationalistic 
approach was the one that should be held in public in order to hide 
their more intimate beliefs. 

 The problem of intentions arises with regard to the Imams 
themselves: the sources mention that some disciples were publicly 
disavowed by their Imam. Should one understand these 
excommunications as  taqiyya  and consider that the  ghul ā t  were not 
rejected for the doctrines they professed, but only because they 
professed them publicly and without the Imam’s permission?  45   At any 
rate, this is what some of the  ghul ā t  allege, interpreting the opprobrium 

    44  Cited in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 311 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , 
p. 129). On  taqiyya , see also E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Im ā m ī  Sh ī    ī  views on  taqiyya ’,  JAOS , 
95 (1975), pp. 395–402; idem, ‘ Taqiyya  in Sh ī   i Theology and Religion’, in H.G. 
Kippenberg and G.C. Stroumsa, eds,  Secrecy and Concealment  (Leiden, New York and 
Cologne, 1995), pp. 345–380; D. De Smet, ‘La pratique de  taqiyya  et  kitm ā n  en islam 
chiite: compromis ou hypocrisie?’, in M. Nachi, ed,  Actualit é  du compromis: la 
construction politique de la diff  é rence  (Paris,  2011 ), pp. 148–161; idem, ‘La  taqiyya  et le 
je û ne du Ramadan: quelques r é fl exions isma é liennes sur le sens  é sot é rique de la 
charia’,  Al-Qan � ara , 34/2 ( 2013 ), pp. 357–386; M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ‘Dissimulation 
tactique ( taqiyya ) et scellement de la proph é tie ( khatm al-nubuwwa ) (Aspects de 
l’imamologie duod é cimaine XII)’,  Journal Asiatique , 302/2 ( 2014 ), pp. 411–438.   

    45  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 313–316 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , 
pp. 129–130); idem,  La Religion discr è te , pp. 166–168 (English trans.:  Spirituality of 
Shi � i Islam , pp. 216–219), where the following   	 ad ī th  attributed to Ja  far al- �  ā diq is 
quoted aft er the  Kit ā b al-Ghayba  by al-Nu  m ā n ī : ‘It happens that I confer a teaching to 
someone; then he leaves me and reports it exactly as he heard it from me. Because of 
this, I declare that it is lawful to curse him and dissociate oneself from him.’   
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cast by the Imam as a blessing and an investiture, by virtue of a perhaps 
excessive understanding of  taqiyya . 

 The notion of  ghuluww  must therefore be handled with great 
caution. In the fi rst place, and with the possible exception of 
antinomianism, the elements considered characteristic of ‘exaggeration’ 
are not fundamentally opposed to what is found in the earliest   	 ad ī th  
collections — and they are even sometimes incorporated as they are, 
as illustrated by the  raj � a , considered a typical feature of  ghuluww  in 
the fi rst century of Islam, which became ‘orthodox’ aft er the Great 
Occultation. Secondly, the importance of  taqiyya  in Shi  i Islam may 
infl uence the propensity to publicly condemn or incompletely expound 
doctrines to which one secretly adheres. Finally, it is a polemical 
category designed to undermine the infl uence of the supporters of the 
 abw ā b  for the benefi t of a ruling Shi  i elite which gained further power 
as early as 945, thanks to the Buyid viziers. Pursuing this political 
track, we also realise that other elements considered to be ‘exaggerating’, 
but less emblematic of  ghuluww , seem to have been discarded for 
reasons more diplomatic than theological. Thus, the Shi  i thesis of the 
falsifi cation of the Qur’an was discarded by the rationalizing Twelver 
orthodoxy, and the reason is clearly the concern to adopt a more 
consensual position vis- à -vis the Muslim majority. In the same vein, 
some  ghul ā t  seem to have been labelled such only because of their 
political activism and the revolts they led. Insofar as revolutionary 
movements were oft en based on  ghul ā t  doctrines, it is not always clear 
how to separate political  ghuluww  from theological  ghuluww . 

 However, I believe the term can be used as an approximate category: 
provided we are aware of its limitations, it remains useful inasmuch as 
there is a general understanding — both in the sources and in modern 
scholarship — of the type of doctrines covered by the term. Rather 
than searching for an illusory absolute meaning of the term, it should 
be accepted that it only has a relative meaning, in the sense that 
 ghuluww  relates to a set of doctrines that came to be seen as falling 
outside the ‘orthodox’ consensus. While the boundaries seem quite 
clear regarding antinomianism, they prove more blurred when it 
comes to other  ghul ā t  doctrines, as we have seen. However, borderline 
cases do not demonstrate, in my opinion, the futility of the category. 
They are rather an invitation to keep it fl exible, and to avoid giving it 
a rigid defi nition. 
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   ii. A brief overview of the Ismaili  da � wa , from its origins to the 
founding of the Fatimid caliphate  
 Given the huge progress made in Ismaili and Fatimid studies over 
recent decades, it is not necessary to synthesize here the early history 
of the Ismailis and the Fatimids, as the reader can be referred to this 
growing literature. However, a few aspects need to be recalled to shed 
light on the context of the composition of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . This 
context is all the more important since the  Kashf  itself does not provide 
clear indications as to the circumstances that prompted its composition; 
it is therefore for the reader to join the dots and to clarify the obscure 
allusions of the  Kashf  by examining the certain historical context and 
fi nding to which events and debates this or that passage of the  Kashf  
might be a response — although this exercise is not without risk and 
can bear no certainties. 

 There are three periods in the early history of Ismailis that are 
relevant to the study of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf : the origins (in the aft ermath 
of Ism ā    ī l b. Ja  far’s death, in the mid-8th century); the clandestine pre-
Fatimid  da � wa  (until the proclamation of al-Mahd ī  in 899); and, the 
early Fatimid years (covering the reigns of the fi rst two Fatimid caliphs, 
from the proclamation to 946). On the fi rst two periods, however, the 
information is scant. As a clandestine movement, the Fatimid  da � wa  
did not produce any internal chronicles, and external observers could 
not provide accounts about this secret organization. As a result, 
information regarding the history or Ismailism preceding the 
foundation of the Fatimid caliphate is only accessible through the 
screen of the Fatimid institutionalized rewriting of the events, mainly 
by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n (d. 363/974) and his  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa ,  46   or 
through the reports of non-Ismaili authors, either late and/or hostile. 

 As noted by Farhad Daft ary, for ‘the opening stage of the Ism ā    ī l ī  
movement (. . .), the accounts of the early Imam ī  heresiographers 
al- � asan b. M ū s ā  al-Nawba � t ī  (died between 300 and 310/912–922) 
and Sa  d b.   Abd All ā h al-A š   ar ī  al-Qumm ī  (d. 301/913–4), who are 

    46  Al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa , ed. W. al-Q ā  �  ī , (Beirut, 1970); al-Q ā  �  ī  
al-Nu  m ā n,  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa , ed. F. Dachraoui (Tunis, 1975); English trans.: H. Haji, 
 Founding the Fatimid State. The Rise of an Early Islamic Empire  (London, 2006).   
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well-informed about the  Š  ī    ī  divisions, in fact provide our main sources 
of information’.  47   According to these accounts, the death of Imam 
Ja  far al- �  ā diq was followed by a crisis of succession, and the community 
of his followers were divided into six groups, two of which can be 
considered ‘proto-Ismailis’.  48   Of these latter two groups, it is the one 
named the Mub ā rakiyya that benefi ts from the longest reports by 
al-Nawbakht ī  and al-Qumm ī .  49   Most of these reports is in fact 
dedicated to Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b, as well as to the subdivisions of his 
disciples, the Kha 
  
  ā biyya, and their beliefs. It thus seems that in this 
earliest stage of Ismaili history, there was a strong connection between 
the radical Shi  i movements (the so-called  ghul ā t ) of the time, and 
Ism ā    ī l, the son of Ja  far al- �  ā diq who would have succeeded him had 
he not predeceased his father.  50   

 These reports sparked a debate in modern scholarship to determine 
to what extent the proto-Ismailis may have actually been Kha 
  
  ā bis or 
deeply infl uenced by Kha 
  
  ā b ī  beliefs. On the one hand, scholars such 
as Madelung and Daft ary argued that the beliefs and doctrines 
attributed to the Kha 
  
  ā biyya were entirely diff erent from those 
appearing in later Ismaili texts — not to mention that Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b is 
explicitly disavowed in Fatimid Ismaili texts.  51   On the other hand, 
Massignon and Corbin held that it was plausible for Ismailism to 
have had Kha 
  
  ā bi roots.  52   For this discussion, the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is a 
key document — especially due to the many  ghul ā t  resonances found 
in Treatise I, and also in several passages in Treatises III and V where 
a form of response to  ghul ā t  doctrines can be perceived. The  Kashf , as 
the present study aims to show, precisely illustrates the fact that 

    47  F. Daft ary, ‘The Earliest Ism ā    ī l ī s’,  Arabica , 38/2 ( 1991 ), p. 215.   
    48  Al-Nawbakht ī ,  Firaq al-sh ī  � a , pp. 57–67; al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , pp. 79–89. See 

also F. Daft ary, ‘The Earliest Ism ā    ī l ī s’, pp. 219–222; idem,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , pp. 88–90.   
    49  Al-Nawbakht ī ,  Firaq al-sh ī  � a , pp. 58–64; al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , pp. 81–86.   
    50  F. Daft ary, ‘The Earliest Ism ā    ī l ī s’, pp. 225 ff .   
    51  See e.g. al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Da �  ā  
 im al-isl ā m , ed. A.A.A. Fyzee (Cairo,  1963 ), 

vol. 1, pp. 49–50 (English trans.:  The Pillars of Islam: “Da � a 
 im al-Islam” of Qadi 
al-Nu � man , trans. A.A.A. Fyzee, rev. and annot. I.K. Poonawala (New Delhi, 2002), 
vol. 1, pp. 65–66).   

    52  For a recent overview of this debate and new arguments in favour of the 
Kha 
  
  ā bi-Ismaili connection, a great part of which is based on the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , see 
R. Adem, ‘Early Ismailism and the Gates of Religious Authority’.   
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Ismailism is not unrelated to the Kha 
  
  ā b ī  heritage, even when refuting 
it. As we shall see, it appears that part of the  ghul ā t  teachings of the 
pre-Nu � ayri tradition provided the material for nascent Ismailism. 
While no clear and direct intellectual fi liation can be established 
between the many movements of early Shi  ism, on the one hand, and 
Ismailism, on the other hand, it is clear that the latter was born in an 
intellectual environment coloured by  ghuluw w. 

 Indeed, the ground in which proto-Ismailism was formed is linked 
to the fi gure of Ja  far al- �  ā diq in two respects: fi rstly, although little is 
known about his son Ism ā    ī l, it can be said that he and his entourage 
could not have been strangers to the proliferation of esoteric sects 
around Ja  far al- �  ā diq. Ismailism is clearly anchored in the dynamic of 
speculative  ghuluww , even if it later sought to distance itself from it. 
Moreover, the fact that it wanted to distance itself from  ghuluww  can 
be read as an indication of its initial proximity to the  ghul ā t  currents. 
Secondly, the massacre of Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b and his followers originated 
in an attempted revolt on their part — one of the many revolts with 
religious claims aft er the fi rst century of Islam. It is reasonable to think 
that this politico-esoteric agitation — the exact nature of which is 
unfortunately unknown — had some connection with the betrayal of 
Shi  i hopes raised by the Abbasid revolution, on the one hand, and 
with Ja  far al- �  ā diq’s resolute political quietism, on the other hand.  53   It 
could therefore be argued that Ismailism was the heir to Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b 
in the sense that it stemmed from a refusal to abandon the political 
aspect of Shi  ism — in addition to the messianic and speculative 
aspects of Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b’s mission. But again, to establish these links 
is not to establish a fi liation. It cannot be asserted with any certainty 
that Ismailism emerged directly from the Kha 
  
  ā biyya; yet, it is clear 
that it emerged from an intellectual and political environment on 
which the Kha 
  
  ā biyya and similar groups had left  their mark. 

 The second stage of early Ismaili history, that of the clandestine 
 da � wa  which would eventually blossom in the founding of the Fatimid 
caliphate, is, as one would expect, obscure. The  da � wa  appears to date 
back to the preaching of a certain   Abd All ā h, nicknamed al-Akbar by 
his Fatimid descendants. While there is a consensus of sources, both 

    53  See R.P. Buckley, ‘The Im ā m Ja  far al- �  ā diq, Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b and the Abbassids’.   
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internal and external to Ismailism, on this point, as well as on his 
appearance in   Askar Mukram in Kh ū zist ā n, his identity is at the heart 
of the dispute over Fatimid genealogy. Forced to fl ee   Askar Mukram 
because of his preaching, and aft er a short stay in Ba � ra,   Abd All ā h 
al-Akbar settled in Salamiyya, Syria, disguised as a merchant. From 
there, he began sending missionaries to Iraq and Iran to preach 
the coming of the Mahd ī . Salamiyya would thenceforth be the 
centre of the Ismaili organization until the founding of the Fatimid 
caliphate.  54   Almost nothing is known of his son, A � mad, who took 
over the leadership of the organization, except that he had two sons: 
al- � usayn and Mu � ammad. It was apparently under the leadership 
of the latter, the younger of the two, that the underground activity of 
the  da � wa  began to bear fruit. Having no son, Mu�ammad b. A � mad, 
nicknamed Ab ū  al-Shalaghlagh, appointed as his successor his 
nephew, Sa   ī d, the son of al- � usayn, and the future founder of the 
Fatimid dynasty who would become known as   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  
(d. 322/934).  55   

 It is not necessary to dwell on the progress of the  da � wa  and the 
adventures of the various missionaries.  56   A few words must be said, 
however, about Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī , the architect of the founding 
of the Fatimid caliphate in Ifr ī qiya. Sent to Mecca by Ibn  � awshab, the 
father of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, he met members of the Berber 
tribe of the Kut ā ma. He accompanied them to their homeland, the 
mountains of Little Kabylia, in 280/893, settled there and recruited 
several Berber chiefs and other notables, who converted to Ismailism. 
Eventually, in 289/902, he was able to confront the Aghlabids, the 
local dynasty of Arab emirs, who had been in power since the year 
800. In 296/909, Ab ū    Abd All ā h made his entry into Raqq ā da, and 

    54  On   Abd All ā h al-Akbar, see H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi ,  The Rise 
of the Fatimids , Eng. trans. by M. Bonner (Leiden, New York and Cologne, 1996), 
pp. 5–14.   

    55  Ibid., p. 14–15.   
    56  See the very complete overviews by H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi , esp. 

pp. 22–57; F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , pp. 58–116. For the methods of recruitment of 
the early  d ā  �  ī  s, see H. Halm, ‘Methods and forms of the earliest Ism ā    ī l ī  da  wa’, in 
E. Kohlberg, ed,  Sh ī  � ism  (Aldershot, 2003), pp. 277–290; on the methods and symbols 
of the  da � wa , see D. Hollenberg , Beyond the Qur 
  ā n , pp. 53–78.   
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then Qayraw ā n. He was then able to organize a government with a 
view to bringing   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  to Ifr ī qiya.  57   

 In 899, upon the death of the leader of the  da � wa , Mu�ammad Ab ū  
al-Shalaghlagh, who had apparently presented himself until then as 
the representative, the ‘Proof’ (  	 ujja ) of the Imam, he was succeeded 
by his nephew   Al ī  (or Sa   ī d, which must be his pseudonym). He then 
claimed to be the expected Mahd ī , a change of doctrine which troubled 
several of the missionaries of the  da � wa . Among the most important of 
them, Ibn  � awshab (in Yemen) and Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  (in 
Ifr ī qiya) admitted this reform of the status of the head of the  da � wa . 
But   Abd ā n (in Iraq), al-Jann ā b ī  (eastern coast of the Arabian 
Peninsula), and Ibn  � awshab’s companion,   Al ī  b. al-Fa � l, refused to 
recognise   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  and continued to wait for the return of 
Mu�ammad b. Ism ā    ī l. The Yemeni  da � wa  did not survive its 
dissensions, and we shall see later what happened aft er the death of 
Ibn  � awshab. As for the  da � wa  of eastern Arabia, it took on its 
independence, and despite diplomatic eff orts in this direction, never 
recognized the Fatimid caliph as Imam. It gave rise to a state, that of 
the Qarmatians, named aft er one of the founders of the Iraqi  da � wa , 
 � amd ā n Qarma 
 ,   Abd ā n’s brother-in-law.  58   

    57  On Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī , the main source is the  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa  by al-Q ā  �  ī  
al-Nu  m ā n. See F. Dachraoui,  Le califat f â timide au Maghreb: Histoire politique et institutions, 
296–362/909–973  (Tunis,  1981 ), pp. 58–132; P.E. Walker, ‘Ab ū    Abdall ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’,  EI3 .   

    58  On this schism in the  da � wa , and the events following the proclamation of his 
eschatological status by   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , see W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 59–65; 
idem, ‘The Fatimids and the Qarma 
  ī s of Ba � rayn’, in F. Daft ary, ed,  Mediaeval Isma � ili 
History and Thought  (Cambridge,  1996 ), pp. 21–73; S.M. Stern, ‘Ism ā    ī lis and Qarma 
 ians’, 
in idem,  Studies in Early Ism ā  �  ī lism  (Jerusalem and Leiden,  1983 ), pp. 289–298; F. Daft ary, 
‘A Major Schism in the Early Ism ā    ī l ī  Movement’,  Studia Islamica , 77 ( 1993 ), pp. 123–139; 
idem,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , pp. 116–126. Michael Brett developed an alternative view on this 
‘schism’, claiming that the various Ismaili movements did not have an organizational 
unity and that this unity was merely the result of a posteriori Fatimid historiography. 
F. Daft ary, W. Madelung, and Omert J. Schrier have argued against this thesis: see 
M. Brett,  The Rise of the Fatimids; the World of the Mediterranean and the Middle East in 
the Fourth Century of Hijra, Tenth Century CE  (Leiden,  2001 ), pp. 29–48; F. Daft ary, 
Review of M. Brett,  The Rise of the Fatimids  ( 2001 ),  BSOAS , 65/1 ( 2002 ), pp. 152–153; W. 
Madelung, Review of M. Brett,  The Rise of the Fatimids  ( 2001 ),  Journal of Islamic Studies , 
13/2 (2002), pp. 202–204; O.T. Schrier, ‘The Prehistory of the Fatimid Dynasty: Some 
Chronological and Genealogical Remarks’,  Die Welt des Orients , 36 ( 2006 ), pp. 143–191.   
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   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  chose to join his followers in the Maghreb, 
where Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  had been strengthening his position for 
years. In 909, the city of Qayraw ā n was taken by Ab ū    Abd All ā h. A 
few months later, in January 910,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  made his 
triumphal entry into Raqq ā da and was offi  cially proclaimed caliph. 

 Soon aft er his enthronement in 297/910,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  
relegated Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  to the background. This political 
disappointment was further aggravated by one of a spiritual nature: 
expected to be the central fi gure of eschatological events, al-Mahd ī  
proved incapable of performing any miracles. His taste for pomp and 
luxury shocked the very sober and ascetic Ab ū    Abd All ā h, who 
reproached the new caliph for corrupting the austere morals of the 
Kut ā ma warriors. Encouraged by his brother Ab ū ’l-  Abb ā s, who also 
held important positions in the  da � wa , Ab ū    Abd All ā h began to doubt 
the quality of the man who presented himself — and whom he himself 
had presented to the Kut ā ma — as the Mahd ī . As a result, a conspiracy to 
overthrow the new caliph emerged among several leaders of the  da � wa . 
  Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  gained intelligence of this and had Ab ū    Abd All ā h 
and his accomplices executed in Jum ā da II 298/February 911.  59   This 
event stirred up great discontent and turmoil. Led by a certain K ā d ū  b. 
Mu   ā rik al-M ā wa 
  ī , a faction of the Kut ā ma warriors rebelled against 
Fatimid rule in 300/912, a year aft er Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’s execution. 
Interestingly, the rebels are said to have believed in the latter’s messianic 
return; according to al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n (d. 363/974) and the much later 
historian Ibn   Idh ā r ī  (fl . second half of the 7th–fi rst half of 8th/13th–14th 
century), their leader claimed to be a prophet and a  mahd ī  , who would 
create a new religion and authorize illicit sexual practices and ‘other 
forbidden things’, thereby causing confusion.  60   

    59  F. Dachraoui,  Le Califat Fatimide au Maghreb , pp. 127–132; H. Halm,  The Empire 
of the  Mahdi, pp. 159–168; P.E. Walker, ‘Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’,  EI3 .   

    60  Al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa , ed. W. al-Q ā  �  ī , (Beirut, 1970), p. 273; 
al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa , ed. F. Dachraoui (Tunis, 1975), pp. 324–325; Ab ū  
l-  Abb ā s A � mad b. Mu�ammad Ibn   Idh ā r ī  al-Marr ā kush ī ,  Kit ā b al-Bay ā n al-mughrib 
f ī  akhb ā r al-Maghrib , ed. G.S. Colin and  É . L é vi-Proven ç al (Leiden,  1948 ), vol. 1, 
pp. 166–167; F. Dachraoui,  Le Califat Fatimide au Maghreb , pp. 134–135; H. Halm,  The 
Empire of the Mahdi , pp. 172–174; M. Brett,  The Rise of the Fatimids , pp. 108–111. 
Another episode shows   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  confronting the excessive enthusiasm of 
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 It was on this occasion that   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  is said to have 
offi  cially designated his successor. Naming his son Mu � ammad b.   Abd 
All ā h aft er the Prophet himself, al-Mahd ī  attempted to divert the 
messianic hopes raised by the  da � wa  onto himself. Placed at the head of 
the army, Ab ū ’l-Q ā sim Mu�ammad b.   Abd All ā h, the soon-to-be 
second Fatimid caliph al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h, was charged with 
crushing the revolt. His mission was crowned with success as he took 
the false Mahd ī  and his lieutenants prisoners; they were then publicly 
executed in Raqq ā da.  61   The fact that al-Q ā  � im’s offi  cial designation as 
heir is directly connected to the repression of a rival messianic and 
antinomian movement, is of great importance. Having this in mind is 
essential to our understanding of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  — and of Treatise V 
in particular, as we will see, since this treatise explicitly names al-Q ā  � im 
and contains a refutation of antinomianism and of an unnamed ‘false 
Mahdi’. It is also noteworthy that during the entire reign of al-Mahd ī , 
al-Q ā  � im has already taken on major political and military responsibilities. 

 This episode illustrates that the Fatimid caliphate was highly 
unsettled in its early years, plagued by revolts and defections. This 
may explain the many allusions of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  to ‘those who 
knew the truth’ and yet turned away from it. It also explains the 
constant need to justify the Fatimid reign, threatened on all sides, both 
by internal revolts and external enemies, namely the Umayyads, to the 
west, and the Abbasids, to the east. Aft er the death of al-Mahd ī  in 
322/934, al-Q ā  � im succeeded him. He had been in offi  ce as heir for 
some twenty years, and had gained political as well as military 
experience (having led several unsuccessful campaigns in Egypt, 
among other things). It was at the end of his reign that a revolt broke 
out, led by the Kharijite Ab ū  Yaz ī d, which almost led to the caliphate’s 
downfall. When al-Q ā  � im died (334/946), his son and successor 
al-Man �  ū r (r. 334–341/946–953) hid the news and offi  cially declared 
himself caliph only aft er Ab ū  Yaz ī d had been defeated. The caliphate 

some of his followers and having several of his own missionaries executed for 
antinomian practices, such as drinking alcohol and eating pork during Rama �  ā n; see 
al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa , ed. W. al-Q ā  �  ī , p. 276; al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Ift it ā  	  
al-da � wa , ed. F. Dachraoui, pp. 328–329; Ibn   Idh ā r ī ,  Kit ā b al-Bay ā n al-mughrib , vol. 1, 
pp. 185–186; H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi , pp. 247–250.   

    61  Halm H.,  The Empire of the Mahdi , p.173–174.   
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was now fi rmly established and would subsequently be consolidated 
under the rule of al-Mu  izz (r. 341–365/953–975), whose generals 
fi nally succeeded in occupying Egypt, which had been in their sights 
for several years.  62      

   2. Transmission: Manuscripts, Editions, and Reception  

 The  Kashf  has been transmitted down to the present day by the  � ayyibī 
 da � wa , as indicated by the manuscript tradition, as well as by the rare 
quotations of the text in Ismaili literature — all found in  � ayyibī 
sources, as we will see. 

 Only two publicly available manuscripts of the  Kashf  have come 
down to us.  63   These are the two manuscripts on which Rudolf 
Strothmann based his 1952 edition of the text. 

 The fi rst one, labelled ‘manuscript A’ by Strothmann, has been 
preserved in the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin since 1928, under the code 
Or. add. Oct. 2768.  64   It consists of 164 numbered folios, with 11 lines 
per page. The writing is clear and neat. Red ink is used for some 
words.  65   The copy is dated 28 Mu � arram 1135 (8 November 1722). 
Strothmann notes that the name of the copyist is ‘unclear’ ( ghayr 
w ā  � i 	  ), but that it ‘resembles Yasir b. M ā wl ā ’.  66   Unlike manuscript B, 
manuscript A does not mention the name of the  d ā  �  ī   under whose 
authority the copy was made. The colophon translates as follows: 

  ‘Completed on the 28th of the month of Mu � arram, in the 
year 1135 with the help of God, the King, the Highest, copied 
by his wretched and humble servant, who is in need of the 
forgiveness of God, his Summoner and Friend, Yasir b. M ā wl ā  

    62  For detailed accounts of the beginnings of the Fatimid caliphate, see 
F. Dachraoui,  Le califat fatimide au Maghreb ; H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi ; M. 
Brett,  The Rise of the Fatimids .   

    63  I.K. Poonawala lists seven more manuscripts of the  Kashf  in private libraries, but 
these were not accessible to me; see I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 73.   

    64  Available at the following URL: https://digital.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/
werkansicht/?PPN=PPN627485588, consulted on 22 February 2023.   

    65  This is particularly the case of the words cyphered in the secret alphabet; on this 
alphabet, see below, pp. 35–38.   

    66   Kashf , p. 179, n. 1.   

https://digital.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/werkansicht/?PPN=PPN627485588
https://digital.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/werkansicht/?PPN=PPN627485588
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Lu 
 f All ā h, in about 167 folios, 2,400 lines ( bayt ), each line 
comprising 50 letters.’  67    

 Manuscript B is preserved at the University of Bombay under the code 
Fyz 21, indicating that it is from the collection of the Ismaili scholar 
Ali Asghar Fyzee.  68   It consists of 130 folios, with about 15 lines per 
page. The writing is sloppy and hasty, resulting in numerous 
grammatical and spelling errors, as well as terms erroneously replacing 
others. This could also be due to the copyist’s poor command of 
Arabic. The copy is dated 20 Dh ū  al- � ijja 1130 (14 November 1718), 
and was made by   Abd al-Ra �  ī m b.  � ayyib Kh ā n, under the authority 
of the ‘ d ā  �  ī  al-du �  ā t’  (‘Chief Summoner’) in India, Sindh and Yemen, 
our master Badr al-D ī n al-Shaykh Ism ā    ī l J ī ”.  69   The colophon is 
signifi cantly longer than that of manuscript A: 

  ‘Copied by the weak, wretched and humble, servant of servants, 
  Abd al-Ra �  ī m b.  � ayyib Kh ā n. I have read this book and had it 
sealed by our master Badr al-D ī n al-Shaykh Ism ā    ī l J ī  son of Sal ī l, 
our master  � af ī  al-D ī n al-Shaykh  Ā dam.  70   May God lengthen his 
life and the light of his summons, in the name of Mu�ammad 
and his family, the pure — may God bless them all. 

    67  There is a discrepancy of three folios between the number of folios in the 
manuscript that has come down to us and the count of the copyist. Also, the number 
of 2400 lines seems excessive (164 folios X 11 lines = 1804 lines).   

    68  See M. Goriawala,  A Descriptive Catalogue of the Fyzee Collection of Ismaili 
Manuscripts  (Bombay,  1965 ), p. 15, no. 21. Goriawala mistakenly states, however, that 
the name of the copyist does not appear in the manuscript. The Fyzee collection also 
contains another manuscript of the  Kashf , under the code Fyz 22, which, according to 
Goriawala, is the manuscript of Strothmann’s edition sent to the print, since it includes 
footnotes and an introduction. I have not been able to consult directly the Bombay 
manuscript, but a copy was kindly provided to me by a private source who wished 
to remain anonymous.   

    69  38th Indian D ā w ū d ī   d ā  �  ī  , d. 1150/1737. The copy is dated 1130/1718, which is 
the year of the death of his predecessor, N ū r Mu�ammad N ū r al-D ī n b. M ū s ā  Kal ī m 
al-D ī n; see F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , p. 511, no. 38, where he is mentioned under the 
name Ism ā    ī l Badr al-D ī n b. Shaykh  Ā dam  � af ī  al-D ī n.   

    70  Shaykh  Ā dam  � af ī  al-D ī n b.  � ayyibsh ā h, d. 1030/1621, was the 28th  d ā  �  ī   of the 
D ā w ū d ī  and   Alaw ī  branches of  � ayyib ī  Ismailism; see F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , 
pp. 511–512; I.K. Poonawala, ‘ Sh ay kh   Ā dam’,  EI2 .   
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 Praise be to God, the One, the Forgiving, the Creator of night 
and day, the Creator of the heavens, the earth and the seas, the 
Creator of the fl ocks, the birds and the trees, who bestows upon 
Creation all the colours and fruits. Our master, the Summoner of 
the Summoners in India, Sindh and Yemen, our master Badr 
al-D ī n al-Shaykh Ism ā    ī l J ī , gift ed with forbearance, knowledge 
and power, has granted us certainty ( al-yaq ī n ); gift ed with 
eloquence and nobility, he has granted us the faithful Spirit, 
the way of salvation, the means for creatures to be saved from 
matter to reach the Abode of Purity, in the highest of   Iliyy ī n 
[Q. 83:18], in the name of our master Mu�ammad and all his 
family. 

 I have completed this book on the date of the 20th of the 
glorious month of Dh ū  al- � ijja, in the year 1130 of the  hijra  of 
the chosen Prophet Mu�ammad. May God pray upon our master 
Mu�ammad, the Messenger of God, and upon his family, the 
pure.’  

 Both manuscripts thus date from the beginning of the 18th century, 
which is late considering the supposed time of composition of the 
work (early Fatimid period). This is however a common issue with 
Ismaili manuscripts. Although manuscript A is later than manuscript 
B, the latter is not the model for the former. Indeed, Ms B contains 
many mistakes, several of which are not found in Ms A. However, 
there are also cases where both manuscripts transmit similar errors 
(which can be recognized as such by comparing the text with other 
sources, be they Ismaili or Twelver Shi  i), which suggests that even if 
they do not both rely on the same copy, they at least belong to the 
same manuscript tradition. Ms A is the more reliable, and it is 
essentially on this one that Strothmann based his edition. 

 This edition was published without Strothmann’s  imprimatur ,  71   as 
indicated, for instance, by a note in Henry Corbin’s handwriting on 
the title page of his personal copy.  72   In the fi nal pages of his edition of 
the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Mu �  
 af ā  Gh ā lib provides facsimiles (of 

    71  Inasmuch as Strothmann disavowed the 1952 edition, it is only out of 
convenience that I will refer to it as ‘Strothmann’s edition’ throughout this study.   

    72  ‘Edition provisoire sans ‘Imprimatur”. I would like to thank Christian Jambet 
for allowing me to consult this copy.   
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rather poor quality) of three letters in French he received from 
Strothmann. They are unfortunately undated and not always perfectly 
legible. Nevertheless the following lines can be deciphered in one of 
the letters: 

  ‘My dearest colleague, I am glad to have received your 
correspondence (?). You requested the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  from 
me. I have you sent  (sic)  by post (. . .) a copy, but against my 
will; the edition has many mistakes ( ghal �  ā t ) and typographical 
errors. I had sent my manuscript to Islamic Research Association 
in 1939. It was printed in Bombay, Cairo and Calcutta and 
edited in 1952 without my having had the opportunity to read 
the proofs!’  73    

 A new edition of the text would therefore be necessary, particularly in 
the light of the results of the present study and the quotations of and 
parallels to the  Kashf  I have found in other sources. However, this task 
must be reserved for a future publication: I have preferred to provide a 
study of the contents of the work rather than a new edition. It seemed 
more urgent to examine the meanings, aims and spirit of the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf , than to establish its precise text. Also, in the absence of new 
manuscripts, a new edition might not be so useful, especially since the 
1952 edition remains overall satisfactory — at least suffi  ciently so to be 
translated with the occasional recourse to manuscripts or other 
sources for the faultiest passages. Finally, the text of the  Kashf  itself is 
well-known to scholars who have devoted several partial studies to it. 
What is lacking today is not so much access to the text, but a study that 
endeavours, inasmuch as possible, to provide a broader historical 
contextualization of it, as well as a detailed commentary of some of its 
essential features. 

    73  ‘Mon tr è s cher coll è gue, je suis heureux d’avoir re ç u votre correspondance (?). 
Vous me demandez le  كتاب الكشف . J’ai vous envoy é   (sic)  par poste (. . .) une copie, mais 
contre mon gr é ; l’ é dition a beaucoup de  غلطات  et fautes typographiques. J’avais envoy é  
mon manuscrit  à  Islamic Research Association en 1939. Il a  é t é  imprim é   à  Bombay, le 
Caire et Calcutta et  é dit é  en 1952 sans que j’aie eu l’occasion de lire les  é preuves!’; see 
Mufa �  � al b.   Umar al-Ju  f ī ,  Al-Haft al-shar ī f , ed. M. Gh ā lib (Beirut,  1977 ), p. [204].   
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 There exists a second edition of the  Kashf , published in 1984 by 
Mu �  
 af ā  Gh ā lib.  74   In the introduction to his edition, he describes the 
conditions under which he came to edit this text: in 1954, while visiting 
Pakistan for a series of lectures organized by the Ismaili Society, Gh ā lib 
met in Hyderabad a certain Dr.   Az ī z   Al ī , who had a great interest in 
‘esoteric studies’ ( al-dir ā s ā t  al- b ā  � iniyya ). Moreover, as the head of the 
highest local Ismaili council he granted Mu �  
 af ā  Gh ā lib access to his 
personal library which contained rare Ismaili manuscripts: ‘Fortunately, 
the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  was among them.’  75   With the manuscript now in his 
possession, Gh ā lib sought another copy of this text in order to produce 
an edition. In 1958, he received a letter from Rudolf Strothmann in 
which the latter stated that he had established the text of the  Kashf  as 
early as 1939 for the Islamic Research Association in Bombay. This 
edition was based on manuscript no. 2768 in the Staatsbibliothek in 
Berlin. Apart from the mention of the Berlin manuscript, this 
corresponds to the data in the letter from which a passage was 
reproduced above. 

 Unfortunately, Gh ā lib goes on, the  d ā  �  ī    �  ā hir Sayf al-D ī n (d. 1965)  76   
objected to the publication of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  and demanded that 
the Indian authorities should confi scate the copies even before they 
left  the printing house. According to Gh ā lib, Strothmann then 
proposed to him that he should re-edit the  Kashf  in the light of the 
manuscript Gh ā lib possessed, especially since Strothmann had 
claimed that the manuscript on which he had relied for the fi rst edition 
was of poor quality and contained many typographical errors and 
mistakes. Gh ā lib says he then asked for the printed text to be sent to 
him, but Strothmann died in 1960 before he could sent it to Gh ā lib. 
Having searched in vain for another manuscript, he had to resort to 
editing the text on the basis of the only manuscript available to him. 

 Gh ā lib then provides a description of his manuscript: 132 folios, 14 
lines per page and 11 words per line on average, nice legible 

    74  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Kashf , ed. M. Gh ā lib (Beirut,  1984 ).   
    75  Ibid., p. 18.   
    76  51st Indian D ā w ū d ī   d ā  �  ī  , d. 1385/1965; see F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , p. 512, 

no. 51, where he is mentioned under the name  �  ā hir Sayf al-D ī n b. Mu�ammad 
Burh ā n al-D ī n.   
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handwriting, titles and symbols in red ink. The copy is dated Thursday 
6 Rajab 1073 (14 February 1663), and the name of the copyist is   Abd 
al-  Az ī z b. al-Shaykh  Ā dam b.  � af ī  al-D ī n al-Yaman ī  al- � arraz ī , under 
the authority of the  d ā  �  ī   al-Shaykh   Al ī  b. Sulaym ā n b. Ja  far. 

 Several aspects of this account are questionable and perplexing. 
First, it is surprising — although not entirely impossible — that Gh ā lib 
was not aware of the edition of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  until 1958, that is, six 
years aft er its publication, even though he and Strothmann maintained 
a correspondence. Moreover, Gh ā lib was apparently not aware that 
Strothmann had relied on a second manuscript (the one from the 
Fyzee collection) since he does not mention it at any point. Worse, the 
claim that the Berlin manuscript was faulty does not hold; Gh ā lib 
obviously confused the two manuscripts used by Strothmann, and 
applied to manuscript A the characteristics of manuscript B. Such 
confusion suggests that he had not consulted Strothmann’s edition 
(although his own was published in 1984, 24 years aft er Strothmann’s 
death!) or read its introduction. Yet a comparison of the two editions, 
despite some inconsequential variations, regularly makes it clear that, 
in spite of what he says, Gh ā lib was inspired by his predecessor and 
correspondent. In many cases, he seems to have merely reproduced in 
the body of the text the suggestions for correction indicated by 
Strothmann in the footnotes of his own edition or in his table of errors. 
Either Gh ā lib edited the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  without consulting the 1952 
edition, or he consulted it while claiming not to have done so. Whatever 
the case, this lack of clarity is hardly compatible with a scholarly 
approach, and it is therefore questionable whether the 1984 edition is 
critical. Furthermore, there is no evidence that the Hyderabad 
manuscript Gh ā lib claims to have used for his edition actually existed, 
since Gh ā lib does not provide facsimiles of a few pages of the 
manuscript, contrary to what he usually did in his editions. Incidentally, 
it is unclear whether this manuscript ended up in Gh ā lib’s library, or 
whether he worked on a copy. 

 The names of the copyist and the  d ā  �  ī   are also problematic. 
According to the description provided by Gh ā lib  77   and the colophon 

    77  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Kashf , ed. M. Gh ā lib, p. 19.   
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of the manuscript reproduced at the end of his edition,  78   the manuscript 
was copied by a certain   Abd al-  Az ī z b. al-Shaykh  Ā dam b.  � af ī  al-D ī n, 
under the authority of the  d ā  �  ī   al-Shaykh ‘  Al ī  b. Sulaym ā n b. Ja  far’. 
Now, while there is indeed a Sulaym ā n ī   d ā  �  ī   named   Al ī  b. Sulaym ā n 
— in offi  ce at the supposed time of the copy (1073/1663) since he died 
in 1088/1677  79   — the name Ja  far seems wrong. Indeed, the fi rst  d ā  �  ī   
of the Sulaym ā n ī  branch of  � ayyibī Ismailism was named Sulaym ā n 
b.  � asan: as his son, the  d ā  �  ī     Al ī  should be named   Al ī  b. Sulaym ā n 
b.   � asan . However,   Al ī  did not immediately succeed Sulaym ā n b. 
 � asan: from 1597 to 1640, he was preceded by his brother, Ja  far 
b. Sulaym ā n, which perhaps explains the confusion. But it is unlikely 
that the copyist ignored the name of his  d ā  �  ī  . 

 As for the copyist,   Abd al-  Az ī z b. al-Shaykh  Ā dam b.  � af ī  al-D ī n, 
his name indicates that he was a son of Shaykh  Ā dam  � af ī  al-D ī n 
(d. 1030/1621), 28th  d ā  �  ī   of the Daw ū d ī  and   Alaw ī  branches of  � ayyibī 
Ismailism — and therefore a brother of the 38th Daw ū d ī   d ā  �  ī   under 
whose authority manuscript B was copied, Ism ā    ī l Badr al-D ī n b. 
al-Shaykh  Ā dam  � af ī  al-D ī n. Should we infer from this that the copyist, 
although coming from a line of Daw ū d ī   d ā  �  ī  s, worked on behalf of a 
Sulaym ā n ī   d ā  �  ī  ? Although not entirely impossible, this is unlikely. 

 These elements suggest the need to approach Gh ā lib’s edition with 
caution. For the present study, however, it has been occasionally 
consulted in the hope of clarifying diffi  cult passages. Apart from a few 
cases, indicated in the footnotes to the present translation, Gh ā lib’s 
edition proved not to be of much help in general.  80   

 It is impossible to venture into fi nal conclusions regarding the 
manuscript tradition of the  Kashf  based on two manuscripts only. Yet, 
these manuscripts can provide some indications as to the history of the 

    78  Ibid., p. 153.   
    79  See F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , p. 512, n. 29.   
    80  It should be added that, in 2010, a third ‘edition’ of the  Kashf  was printed by 

Alwarrak publishers (London, Beirut and Baghdad). In fact, this so-called edition 
merely reproduces Strothmann’s 1952 edition without any emendations, which only 
adds more confusion to a diffi  cult text by creating a third pagination for the  Kashf . 
The new ‘edition’ does not refer to the previous editions and lacks scholarly value. 
I have not used this reprint, since its only merit is to provide easier commercial 
access to the  Kashf .   
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 Kashf ’s transmission — especially when this information may be 
augmented by a survey of the quotations of the  Kashf  in Ismaili 
literature. It appears that the  Kashf  was mainly transmitted through 
the Yemeni  � ayyibī tradition. In the case of manuscript B, the colophon 
is suffi  cient to reach this conclusion. 

 Things are trickier in the case of manuscript A, however, since the 
colophon does not provide any names. One possible way to infer the 
 � ayyibī origin of manuscript A, despite this dearth of information, 
could be its use of secret alphabets, which are also found in manuscript 
B. These secret characters are used to encrypt certain terms, proper 
names (particularly those of the enemies of the Imams) and curses 
(see  Figures 1 and 2 , see overleaf). However, this use is not systematic 
throughout the volume, since, for instance, the name of Ab ū  Bakr is 
sometimes cyphered, sometimes not. Strothmann also encountered 
these alphabets in his edition of the Ismaili manuscript preserved in 
the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan under the code H 75.  81   For the 
purpose of identifying the tradition to which the  Kashf  belongs, the 
secret alphabets are of importance, since, as noted by Daniel De Smet, 
they seem to appear only in ‘the Arabic manuscripts transmitted by 
the  � ayyibī branch’. While this is not enough to state categorically that 
these alphabets are a specifi cally  � ayyibī feature, it is nevertheless a 
strong indication in favour of this hypothesis. Another clue invoked 
by D. De Smet is that these alphabets also appear in manuscripts of the 
 Ris ā la al-J ā mi � a , which, according to De Smet, ‘played a considerable 
role in the Ismaili assimilation of the doctrine of the Ikhw ā n [al- 
 � af ā  � ]’.  82   Indeed, this Ismaili assimilation of the famous encyclopaedia 
and its attribution to a pre-Fatimid Imam was precisely carried out by 

    81  See R. Strothmann,  Gnosis-Texte der Ismailiten. Arabische Handschrift  
Ambrosiana H 75  (G ö ttingen,  1943 ), esp. pp. 60–61 of the introduction, and p. 178 for 
the equivalence table between the two secret alphabets and the Arabic alphabet. See 
also the discussion of the ‘secret writing’ ( al-kit ā ba al-sirriya ) and the equivalence 
table in Strothmann’s introduction to his edition of the  Kashf . As noted by Daniel 
De Smet, these two tables present several diff erences; see D. De Smet, ‘L’alphabet 
secret des Isma é liens ou la force magique de l’ é criture’, in  Charmes et sortil è ges. Magie 
et magiciens , ed. R. Gyselen (Bures-sur-Yvette,  2002 ), pp. 51–60, esp. p. 52.   

    82  See D. De Smet, ‘L’alphabet secret des Isma é liens’, pp. 53–54.   
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   Figure 1. Folio 9b from Ms. A, corresponding to  Kashf  I, pp. 10–11,  §  §  21–22. 
Words in the secret alphabet are in red ink. A later hand has added the Arabic 
‘translation’ in black ink above each coded word.         
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   Figure 2. Folio 27b from Ms. A, corresponding to  Kashf  I, p. 31,  §  §  65–66. Here, a 
second secret alphabet has been used in black ink, above the words in the fi rst 
alphabet in red ink.         
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 � ayyibī authors, around the 13th century.  83   Yet, the origin of this 
alphabet and whether it was created by  � ayyib ī  Ismaili authors, or 
merely borrowed by them from the  Ris ā la al-J ā mi � a  remains an open 
question.  84   

 Further evidence of the  � ayyibī transmission of the  Kashf  is to be 
sought in the attestations of the work in Ismaili literature. In light of 
our current knowledge of the latter, the mentions of the  Kashf  in other 
works would seem to indicate that it benefi ted from the  � ayyibī 
interest in Fatimid texts, and that before that it was a rather a secondary 
text in the works attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman.  85   Indeed, I 
have found no mentions of it prior to the  � ayyibī  d ā  �  ī   Idr ī s   Im ā d 
al-D ī n (d. 872/1468).  86   In his  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , an exposition of ‘esoteric 
truths’ (  	 aq ā  
 iq ), reporting many   	 ad ī th s of a spiritual nature, he 
quotes Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman on several occasions, although he 
does not always indicate from which work the quotations are taken.  87   
At times, Idr ī s does not even present them as quotations: such is the 
case in a page of the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī   that repeats elements of Treatise I 
of the  Kashf .  88   There are, however, two explicit mentions of the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  in the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , and it is indeed attributed to Ja  far b. 

    83  See D. De Smet, ‘L’auteur des  Ras ā  
 il Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  
   selon les sources 
isma é liennes  
 ayyibites’,  SSR , 1 ( 2017 ), pp. 151–166.   

    84  On this, see D. De Smet, ‘  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib et l’alphabet himyarite ou l’invention 
de l’ é criture secr è te isma é lienne’, in  Acta Orientalia Belgica , 36 ( 2023 ), ed. S. Holvoet 
and R. Veymiers, pp. 347–358.   

    85  As opposed to a text such as the  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in  which seems to have served as a 
handbook of  ta 
 w ī l , as suggested by the fact that al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n mentions it, and 
that it was a major source of the anti-Ismaili work of the Zayd ī  author al-Daylam ī ; on 
the former, see below, pp. 45 ff , section on Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, on the latter, see 
al-Daylam ī ,  Bay ā n madhhab al-b ā  � iniyya wa-bu � l ā nihi, manq ū l min Kit ā b Qaw ā  � id 
 � aq ā  
 id  ā l Mu 	 ammad (Die Geheimlehre der B ā  � initen nach der Apologie “Dogmatik des 
Hauses Mu 	 ammed”) , ed. R. Strothmann (Istanbul, 1939), index s.v.  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in .   

    86  On him, see T. Qutbuddin, ‘Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n’,  EI3 .   
    87  See e.g. Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , ed. M. Gh ā lib (Beirut,  1991 ), 

pp. 195–196, where a passage attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman is indeed a 
quotation of the latter’s  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , pp. 163–164.   

    88  Compare Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 171 and  Kashf  I, p. 11,  §  §  23–24; 
p. 30,  §  63; pp. 37–39,  §  80.   
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Man �  ū r al-Yaman. The fi rst of these mentions precedes lengthy 
quotations from Treatise II, which prove useful in clarifying certain 
passages poorly transmitted by the manuscript tradition of the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf .  89   The second explicit mention of the  Kashf  precedes a 
quotation from Treatise V.  90   

 To my knowledge, there are only two more attestations attributing 
the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman: one is found in the 
 Fihrist  of al-Majd ū    (d. 1183/1769), a much later directory of works. 
Al-Majd ū    arranges his lists of works by topic, not by author, and 
without following a chronological order; as a result, the books 
attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman are scattered here and there.  91   
It seems that al-Majd ū    did not have direct access to the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
since he does not dedicate a specifi c note to it. He only mentions it 
within a note on the  Majm ū  �  al- 	 aq ā  
 iq , an anonymous compilation of 
thematically arranged Ismaili texts, mainly containing excerpts from 
works by Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, as well as by two other important 
Fatimid authors,  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  and al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-D ī n 
al-Sh ī r ā z ī .  92   This is clearly a  � ayyibī compilation since it contains 
quotations attributed to Imam al- � ayyib and extracts from the  Ris ā la 
al-J ā mi � a . It is divided into seven chapters: according to al-Majd ū   , it is 
in chapters 5 and 6, respectively devoted to the ‘sources of religion’ 
( u �  ū l al-d ī n ) and the eschatological ‘return’ ( ma �  ā d ), that excerpts 
from the  Kashf  are found.  93   Unfortunately, this work was not accessible 
to me. 

 The  Kashf  is also quoted and attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman 
in at least one other compilation. Fran ç ois de Blois reports an allusion 

    89  Compare Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , pp. 127–131 and  Kashf  II, 
pp. 42–48,  §  §  7–22. Note that the quotation of the  Kashf  by Idr ī s is not continuous but 
interrupted several times by glosses. Some passages of  Kashf  II are not quoted.   

    90  Compare Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 217 and  Kashf  V, pp. 103–104, 
 §  §  26–27.   

    91  See al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist al-Kutub wa’l-Ras �  ā  
 il,  ed.   Al ī naq ī  Manzav ī  (Tehran, 
1966), index  s.n.  ‘Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’.   

    92  See I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 329, no. 83; W. Ivanow,  Guide to Ismaili 
Literature , p. 79, n. 417; idem,  Ismaili Literature , p. 98, no. 391.   

    93  For a summary of the contents of the  Majm ū  �  al- 	 aq ā  
 iq , see al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , 
pp. 257–260, and pp. 259, 260 for the mentions of the  Kashf .   
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to a passage from the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  in his description of a manuscript 
from the Hamdani collection held at the Institute of Ismaili Studies 
and bearing the number 1496.  94   This manuscript contains four 
treatises: 1) the  Gh ā yat al-Maw ā l ī d  by al-Kha 
  
  ā b (d. 533/1138), a 
Yemeni tribal leader who was a key supporter of the  � ayyibī  da � wa  in 
its struggle for independence from the Fatimid caliphate;  95   2) an 
assemblage of several extracts from the works of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman, al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n, al-Kirm ā n ī  and al-Mu � ayyad. It is here 
that we fi nd a brief reference to the ‘seventy forms ( haykal )’ mentioned 
in a passage from  Kashf  V;  96   3) the  Ris ā la  by Ab ū     Ī s ā  al-Murshid, 
edited by S.M. Stern from another manuscript;  97   4) an extract from the 

    94  F. De Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts: The Hamdani Collection  
(London and New York,  2011 ), pp. 103–105, esp. p. 104.   

    95  On al-Kha 
  
  ā b, see F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s , pp. 264–265, and references p. 608, 
n. 84. On the  Gh ā yat al-Maw ā l ī d , see also D. De Smet, ‘Une femme musulmane 
ministre de Dieu sur terre? La r é ponse du  d ā  �  ī   isma é lien al- � a 
  
  ā b’,  Acta Orientalia 
Belgica , 15 ( 2001 ), pp. 155–164; idem, ‘La valorisation du f é minin dans l’isma é lisme 
 � ayyibite. Le cas de la reine y é m é nite al-Sayyida Arw ā  (1048–1138)’,  M é langes de 
l’Universit é  Saint-Joseph , 58 ( 2005 ), pp. 107–122; K. Bauer, ‘Spiritual Hierarchy and 
Gender Hierarchy in Fatimid Ism ā    ī l ī  Interpretations of the Qur’an’,  Journal of Qur’anic 
Studies , 14/2 ( 2012 ), pp. 29–46, esp. pp. 40–42.   

    96  See IIS MS 1496, f. 63, which refers to  Kashf  V, pp. 102–103,  §  24. It should be noted 
that the theme of the ‘seventy forms’, or seventy  maq ā m s, seems to have been reused by 
the Ismailis from earlier Shi  i speculations — as indicated for instance by the existence of 
a  Kit ā b al-Sab �  ī n  among  ghul ā t  works; see M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i 
Islam , p. 181. While the interest in it progressively diminished during the Fatimid period, 
it apparently regained importance in the  � ayyibī  da � wa ; in the  Kanz al-walad , a founding 
work of  � ayyibī doctrine, the author mentions the ‘seventy  haykal s’ in reference to Ja  far 
b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman and identifi es the  haykal s with the Speaking-Prophets, their Legatees 
and their Completer Imams, from Adam to the Q ā  � im, through the Fatimid caliphs, 
Imam al- � ayyib and the seven ‘substitutes’ ( abd ā l ) from the latter’s progeny — thus 
illustrating the adaptation to  � ayyibī doctrine of an earlier tradition; see Ibr ā h ī m b. 
al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al-walad , ed. M. Gh ā lib (Beirut,  1970 ), pp. 207–208; compare 
to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin , ed.  � . Kha �  �  ū r (Salamiyya, 2018), 
pp. 185–187. As for the term  haykal , it means ‘temple’, but has wider symbolic 
connotations; it is a receptacle of sacredness, as well as a place of epiphany. To avoid 
confusion with  �   ū ra , usually translated as ‘form’, and to emphasize this sacredness, 
I translate it as ‘sacred form’. On  haykal  in the  Kashf , see index s.v.   

    97  See S.M. Stern, ‘The earliest cosmological doctrines of Ism ā    ī lism’, in idem, 
 Studies in Early Ism ā  �  ī lism , pp. 3–29.   
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 Ris ā la al-Mudhhiba , attributed to al-Nu  m ā n.  98   This compilation is 
obviously a typical product of the  � ayyibī tradition as indicated not 
only by the presence of a  � ayyibī text, the  Gh ā yat al-Maw ā l ī d  but also 
by its deference towards Fatimid intellectual heritage. 

 These are the only explicit references to the  Kashf  that I was able to 
fi nd in later Ismaili literature. However, there are other hints that, 
along with several other Fatimid texts, the  Kashf  was an important 
source in the  � ayyibī context. Indeed, several concepts found in the 
 Kashf  (and apparently nowhere else in Fatimid literature) have been 
incorporated in  � ayyibī sources. The notion of  haykal  is an example of 
this  � ayyibī revival of early Shi  i and Ismaili concepts that had been 
seemingly neglected during the Fatimid period; in the framework of 
such a revival of themes that lean towards  ghuluww ,  99   the  Kashf  must 
have played a role as a witness of the  ghul ā t  origins of Ismailism. Other 
illustrations of the infl uence that the  Kashf  may have had on the 
 � ayyibī  da � wa  include the abovementioned direct quotations of the 
 Kashf  in the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , but also some less direct hints. For 
instance, the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī   makes use of the rare expression  al- � ayn 
al- � a �  ī ma , found in Treatise V of the  Kashf .  100   Another rare expression, 
the ‘Greater Mary’ ( Maryam al-kubr ā  ), also appears in another major 
 � ayyibī source, the  Kanz al-walad .  101   

 In another passage of the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , the author relates miracles 
performed by the Fatimid Imam-Caliph al-Mustan � ir bi’ll ā h (d. 
487/1094). Among these miracles is the Imam’s appearance ‘in the 
forms (  � uwar ) of the ten Imams, the domes of light’ (  � ahara bi- � uwar 

    98  On the  Ris ā la al-Mudhhiba , see Y. Marquet, ‘La pens é e philosophique et 
religieuse du Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n  à  travers la  Ris ā la Mu � hiba ’,  Bulletin d’Etudes Orientales , 
39/40 ( 1987–1988 ), pp. 141–181; D. De Smet, ‘The  Ris ā la al-Mu � hiba  attributed 
to al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’, in  Fortress of the Intellect, Ismaili and Other Islamic Studies 
in Honour of Farhad Daft ary , ed. O. Ali-de-Unzaga (London and New York,  2011 ), 
pp. 59–79.   

    99  On the new orientations of the  � ayyibī  da � wa , see D. De Smet, ‘El é ments 
chr é tiens dans l’isma é lisme y é m é nite’, pp. 45–53.   

    100  See Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , pp. 130, 167, 193, 211, 217; cf. 
 Kashf  V, p. 97,  §  13; p. 102,  § 23; p. 103,  §  26. See also commentary of  Kashf  V, 
pp. 395–408.   

    101  See Ibr ā h ī m b. al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al-walad , p. 212; cf.  Kashf  V, p. 97, 
 §  13.   
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al-a 
 imma al- � ashara qub ā b n ū r ); the text does not elaborate further on 
these ‘domes’. The ‘ten domes of light’ are also mentioned by a much 
earlier  � ayyibī  d ā  �  ī  , the prolifi c   Al ī  b. Mu � ammad b. al-Wal ī d 
(d. 612/1215).  102   In a work which contains several quotations of Ja  far 
b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s works (but not the  Kashf  ), the expression appears 
in a   	 ad ī th  attributed to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, and the domes are identifi ed 
with the fi rst ten Fatimid caliphs who precede ‘the veiling of the son of 
our master al- Ā mir’, i.e. al- � ayyib.  103   It seems, therefore, that a   	 ad ī th  
of the ten domes was popular among  � ayyibī authors — and well-
known to them if we consider that it is alluded to only in these texts. 
But I have not been able to fi nd any version of it, nor any other mention 
of it, except for the   	 ad ī th  quoted in Treatise I, where Ja  far al- �  ā diq 
speaks of his vision of ‘ten domes of light’.  104   I will return to this   	 ad ī th  
— specifi cally to its relationship with  ghul ā t  and Nu � ayri speculations.  105   
What matters here is the reception of the  Kashf  in  � ayyibī context and 
the hypothesis that the  Kashf  was a valuable resource for  � ayyibī 
speculations, although, in the current state of our knowledge, it is not 
possible to evaluate the extent of its importance precisely. 

 In any case, one may state that the  Kashf  has survived down to the 
present day thanks to the  � ayyibī transmission. The importance of this 
fact in the history of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is not to be underestimated. 
Although the hypothesis that Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman indeed 
intervened on the  Kashf , at least as an editor, is quite plausible, the 
possibility that the  � ayyibī transmitters of the collection were 
responsible for some of the editorial arrangements should not be ruled 
out. Some of these arrangements may also date from a later Fatimid 
period — as is the case in other works by Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman 
which bear marks of successive reworkings, such as the  Fatar ā t wa’l-
qir ā n ā t al- � ashar .  106   But this should not lead us to dismiss the  early  

    102  On him, see I.K. Poonawala, ‘  Al ī  b. al-Wal ī d’,  EI3 .   
    103  Al ī  b. Mu�ammad b. al-Wal ī d,  Ris ā lat tu 	 fat al-murt ā d wa ghu �  � at al-a � d ā d , in 

R. Strothmann,  Gnosis-Texte der Ismailiten , p. 169.   
    104   Kashf  I, p. 7,  § 12.   
    105  See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 139–142.   
    106  See H. Halm, ‘Zur Datierung des ism ā    ī litischen “Buches der Zwischenzeiten 

und der zehn Konjunktionen” (Kit ā b al-fatar ā t wal-qir ā n ā t al-  a š ara) HS T ü bingen Ma 
VI 297’,  Die Welt des Orients , 8/1 ( 1975 ), pp. 91–107.   
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Fatimid origin and the authenticity of the  Kashf  altogether. In spite of 
possible  � ayyibī or Fatimid interventions (in the structure of the 
collection as a whole, or in specifi c treatises — particularly Treatise V), 
there is in fact no decisive argument causing us to doubt that most of 
the text was composed sometime under the reigns of the fi rst two 
Fatimid caliphs — which corresponds to the time of activity of the 
Ismaili scholar Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman. As a matter of fact, I will 
present several arguments in favour of this hypothesis in the present 
study.  

   3. The problematic authorship of the Kit ā b al-Kashf: 
some remarks on the corpus attributed to Ja � far 

b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman  

 The attribution of the  Kashf  to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman is based on 
the manuscript tradition, on the one hand, and on the scarce 
testimonies of much later sources, on the other hand. Yet, in spite of 
the late nature of the available evidence, the contents of the  Kashf  are 
consistent with Fatimid orientations such as the rejection of 
antinomianism. They are also consistent with other works attributed 
to Ja  far, as I will show occasionally in this study and in the footnotes 
to the translation. However, while this study aims at confi rming that, 
for its main part, the  Kashf  is an early Fatimid composition, I will leave 
aside the question of the authorship until the rest of the corpus 
attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman is better known. Nevertheless, 
a brief presentation of this author and the corpus transmitted under 
his name is in order, to situate the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  in relation to this 
literature — and to understand why the attribution of the text must 
remain an open question for now. 

 Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman was the son of Ibn  � awshab Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman, the conqueror of Yemen on behalf of the Salamiyyan  da � wa . 
Ab ū  al-Q ā sim  � asan Ibn  � awshab, was an Iraqi Shi  i from K ū fa. It is 
important to note that he was a learned man, having studied the 
Qur’an,   	 ad ī th  and  fi qh . As he was walking on the banks of the 
Euphrates, distraught by the occultation of the Imam in 874, he 
met mysterious fi gures who captivated him with their esoteric 
knowledge of the Qur’an, while holding out the promise of a 
meeting with the ‘Imam of the Age’. They were Ismaili missionaries. 
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Aft er taking the oath and joining the  da � wa , he was sent to Yemen 
in 881 by Mu�ammad Ab ū  al-Shalaghlagh, accompanied by 
another, younger, Yemeni  d ā  �  ī  ,   Al ī  b. al-Fa � l. His mission was to 
create a  d ā r al-hijra , an ‘emigration abode’, on the model of the 
community founded by the Prophet Mu�ammad when he left  
Mecca for Medina. It was in fact a territory to be placed under the 
authority of Salamiyya and preparing for the rise of the Mahd ī . Ibn 
 � awshab managed to take several fortresses, a success which earned 
him the nickname of Man �  ū r al-Yaman, ‘the One Assisted (by God) 
for the conquest of Yemen’.  107   

 Aft er the death of Ibn  � awshab in 302/914–5, the Fatimids 
appointed as head of the Yemeni  da � wa  a certain   Abdall ā h b.   Abb ā s 
al-Sh ā wir ī , thus overlooking Ibn  � awshab’s sons. It is Ibn M ā lik who 
reports the consequences this had for the Yemeni  da � wa , whereas Idr ī s 
  Im ā d al-D ī n only mentions that Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman eventually 
left  Yemen to join the Imam.  108   According to Ibn M ā lik, Ab ū  al- � asan 
Man �  ū r, the eldest of Ibn  � awshab’s sons travelled to the Fatimid 
court in Ifr ī qiy ā  to plead his cause, but the messenger sent to appoint 
al-Sh ā wir ī  as  d ā  �  ī   had already left . Enraged by what he considered an 
act of usurpation, and despite Ja  far’s attempts to preserve the unity of 
the Ismaili community, Ab ū  al- � asan murdered   Abdall ā h b.   Abb ā s 
and recovered his father’s conquests, renouncing Ismailism and his 
allegiance to the Fatimids. Ja  far was the only one of his siblings to 
remain loyal to them, and apparently the only one to survive the 
period of turmoil that started with the revolt of Ab ū  al- � asan Man �  ū r, 
who was subsequently assassinated. Ja  far therefore left  Yemen, as the 
situation there had become too unstable. The exact date of his 
departure is not known. Both Ibn M ā lik and Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n, state 
that Ja  far left  Yemen to join the Imam in Ifr ī qiy ā . Ibn M ā lik situates 

    107  On Ibn  � awshab, see H. Halm, ‘Die S ī rat Ibn  � au š ab’: die ismailitische da  wa 
im Jemen und die Fatimiden’,  Die Welt des Orients , 12 ( 1981 ), pp. 107–135; idem, ‘Ebn 
 � aw š ab, Abu’l-Q ā sim  � asan’,  EIr ; W. Madelung, ‘Man �  ū r al-Yaman’,  EI2 .   

    108  Compare Ibn M ā lik,  Kashf asr ā r al-b ā  � iniyya wa-akhb ā r al-qar ā mi � a , ed. M.Z. 
al-Kawthar ī  (Cairo,  1939 ), p. 40; Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r , ed. Y.S. Fa 
  
  ū m 
(London, Beirut, Damascus, Amman, 2008), vol. 5, p. 74; ed. A.F. Sayyid, vol. 7, p. 8. 
Note that in both passages, Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n claims that it was Ibn  � awshab himself 
who appointed   Abdall ā h b.   Abb ā s al-Sh ā wir ī  as his successor.   
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this departure within the confl ict over Ibn  � awshab’s succession. He 
further adds that Ja  far ‘left  to join ( kharaja il ā  ) the son of   Ubayd 
[the fi rst Fatimid caliph] who was named al-Q ā  � im [bi-Amr 
All ā h]’.  109   Several scholars assumed that Ja  far went to Ifr ī qiy ā  under 
the reign of al-Q ā  � im, that is, between 322/934 and 334/946.  110   
This would imply that he stayed some twenty years in Yemen aft er 
his father died, in spite of the less than favourable circumstances. 
It seems more likely that Ja  far attached himself to the service of 
al-Q ā  � im before the latter became a caliph in his own right. Al-Q ā  � im 
held important functions within the Fatimid state as early as 912: 
he was then appointed as the offi  cial successor of   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī  and charged with the suppression of the Kut ā ma revolt, 
which was a reaction to the execution of Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  
the previous year. It is therefore possible that the information 
provided by Ibn M ā lik is to be interpreted diff erently: Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman travelled to North Africa sometime aft er al-Q ā  � im had 
become the second strongman of the Fatimid caliphate, but before 
he became the new Imam-Caliph. The many allusions in the  Kashf  
to al-Q ā  � im (not to mention the fact that he is explicitly mentioned), 
the meaning given to the notion of Proof (  	 ujja ),  111   and the fact that 
I deem the  Kashf  to have been composed under the reigns of the 
fi rst two Fatimid caliphs, seem to be in line with this interpretation 
— provided, of course, we admit that the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is for the 
most part correctly attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, for which 
I see no strong counter-argument. 

 In any case, Ja  far is then seen taking part in the war against the 
Kharijite rebel Ab ū  Yaz ī d which nearly ended the Fatimid caliphate.  112   
This rebellion occupied the last two years of al-Q ā  � im’s reign, and the 
fi rst of his successor’s, al-Man �  ū r bi’ll ā h (r. 334–341/946–953). Ja  far is 
said to have participated in the fi ghting and several fragments of his 

    109  Ibn M ā lik,  Kashf asr ā r al-b ā  � iniyya , p. 40.   
    110  See e.g. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 81, n. 197; Poonawala,  Biobibliography , 

p. 70; Halm, ‘ Dj a  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’,  EI2 ; Haji, ‘Ja  far b. Man � ur al-Yaman’,  EIr .   
    111  Particularly in Treatise V. See commentary below, pp. 390–408.   
    112  On this episode, see H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi , pp. 298–325; M. Brett, 

 The Rise of the Fatimids , pp. 165–175.   
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poetry on the military campaign and the Fatimid victories have been 
preserved.  113   

 His dates of birth and death are uncertain. James W. Morris believes 
that Ja  far was born around the year 270/883,  114   and that he must have 
died before al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n wrote the  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa  around 
346/957.  115   For his part, in the introduction to his edition of the  Kit ā b  
 al-Kashf , Mus 
 af ā  Gh ā lib gives the year 270 H. as the approximate date 
of birth, and 347 H. as the date of death.  116   This corresponds to the 
estimate of Morris, but Gh ā lib provides no explanation nor sources for 

    113  For Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s biography, the main sources are Ibn M ā lik’s 
 Kashf asr ā r al-b ā  � iniyya wa akhb ā r al-qar ā mi � a , Ja  far’s partially preserved poetry 
which attests his presence at the Fatimid court at the time of Ab ū  Yaz ī d’s rebellion, and 
an anecdote involving him at the beginning of al-Mu  izz’s reign and reported in the 
 S ī rat al-ustadh Jawdhar . According to James W. Morris, Ja  far’s presence can also be 
deduced during certain episodes of his father’s life as reported by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n 
in his  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa : on several occasions, al-Nu  m ā n bases his account on the direct 
testimony of an unnamed witness who is close to Ibn  � awshab, and whom Morris 
deems to be Ja  far himself; for an overview of what is known of Ja  far’s life, see J.W. 
Morris,  The Master and the Disciple. An Early Islamic Spiritual Dialogue  (London and 
New York, 2001), pp. 22–27; D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, 
pp. 48–56. See also H. Halm, ‘ Dj a  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’,  EI2 ; idem,  The Empire of 
the Mahdi , pp. 286–288; S.M. Stern, ‘Ja  far Ibn Mans ū r al-Yaman’s Poems on the 
Rebellion of Ab ū  Yaz ī d’, in idem,  Studies in Early Ism ā  �  ī lism , pp. 146–152; H. Haji, 
‘Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’,  EIr .   

    114  If we accept with Morris that the direct testimony on which al-Nu  m ā n bases 
his report of the departure of   Abdall ā h al-Sh ī    ī  to Ifr ī qiya in 280/893 is indeed that of 
Ja  far; see J.W. Morris,  The Master and the Disciple , pp. 23–24 and related footnotes. 
See also previous footnote.   

    115  See J.W. Morris,  The Master and the Disciple , p. 24: ‘It seems quite likely 
(although this is only one possible hypothesis) that al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’s massive but 
unacknowledged ‘borrowing’ from Ja  far’s  S ī rat Ibn  � awshab  presupposes that he was 
already dead at the time of its writing (ca. 346/957).’ Like D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation 
aft er the End of Days’, p. 54, I am not convinced by this conjecture and fi nd more 
convincing Abbas Hamdani’s remark that Ja  far is not named among the notables who 
accompanied the Imam-caliph al-Mu  izz to Egypt in 362/973, which prompts him to 
estimate that Ja  far must have lived ‘somewhere between 270/883 and 360/970’; see A. 
Hamdani, ‘An Early Fatimid Source on the Time and Authorship of the  Ras ā  
 il I � w ā n 
al- � af ā  
  ’,  Arabica , 26/1 (1979), p. 65; cited by J.W. Morris,  The Master and the Disciple , 
p. 53 note 46.   

    116  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Kashf , ed. M. Gh ā lib, p. 13.   
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these dates. In the introduction to his edition of the  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r 
al-nutaq ā  
  , another work by Ja  far, he admits that he was unable to 
establish a date of birth, but gives, ‘according to some Ismaili 
manuscripts’, the year 380/990 as the date of death. . .  117   It is diffi  cult to 
explain this inconsistency, especially since both editions were published 
in the same year (1984). Morris further points out that in the introduction 
to his edition of Ibr ā h ī m al- � am ī d ī ’s  Kanz al-Walad  (1971), Gh ā lib 
gives the dates as 240 H. to 347 H.  118   In all likehood, Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman died early in the reign of al-Mu  izz (r. 341–365/953–975), as 
Morris believes, and not towards the end of that reign, as suggested by 
Madelung based on a passage in the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  that he interprets 
as an allusion to the problematic succession of that al-Mu  izz.  119   
D. Hollenberg has proposed a date of death of ca. 348/960, ‘for the sake 
of convention’, since, he argues, ‘most of the works ascribed to him were 
composed during the rule of al-Mu  izz li-D ī n All ā h’.  120   

 The reception of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s intellectual contribution 
is somewhat ambiguous. On the one hand, the  � ayyib ī  tradition has 
considered him one of the major Fatimid authors of works of ‘esoteric 
truths’ (  	 aq ā  
 iq ), alongside  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  and al-Mu � ayyad 
f ī ’l-D ī n al-Sh ī r ā z ī . A few references to his work during Fatimid times 
indicate that his writings (or those transmitted under his name) were 
essential in the initiatory training of the members of the  da � wa . Indeed, 
al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n refers to his  Kit ā b al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin  as a landmark 
in the initiatory progression of the Ismaili neophytes, but without 
naming its author.  121   

 Later, in a chapter in which he lists the Ismaili works one should 
read before delving into his  R ā  	 at al- � aql ,  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  

    117  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , ed. M. Gh ā lib (Beirut, 
1984), p. 8.   

    118  See Ibr ā h ī m b. al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al- walad, p. 43, n. 1; cited by 
J.W. Morris,  The Master and the Disciple , p. 53, n. 46.   

    119  See W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 96, n. 282; J.W. Morris,  The Master and the 
Disciple , p. 51, n. 42.   

    120  See D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, p. 54.   
    121  As noted by I.K. Poonawala, ‘The Chronology of al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’s Works’, 

 Arabica , 65/1–2 ( 2018 ), p. 145. See al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , ed.    Ā . T ā mir 
(Beirut,  1960 ), p. 316   
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fi rst mentions ‘books on the exoteric aspect of worship’, naming three 
of al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’s compositions. Turning to the ‘books of exegesis’ 
( kutub al-ta 
 w ī l ) dealing with the ‘esoteric worship that is attached to 
knowledge’ ( al- � ib ā da al-b ā  � iniyya al-muta � alliqa bi’l- � ilm ), he then 
mentions ‘the books of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, and other masters 
( shuy ū kh ) of the  da � wa  who are known for the appropriateness of their 
method ( bi-sad ā d al- � ar ī qa ), such as Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī , Mu � ammad 
b. A � mad b. al-Nakhshab ī  [i.e. al-Nasaf ī ] and Ab ū  Ya  q ū b al-Sijz ī  [i.e. 
al-Sijist ā n ī ]’.  122   This indicates that at the time of al-Kirm ā n ī , Ja  far’s 
works still held importance. 

 Yet, as noted by D. Hollenberg, ‘it is likely that [Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman’s] stature in the later Ism ā    ī l ī  tradition was greater than his 
importance in his own day’.  123   There are two main reasons for this 
statement: fi rst, he is rarely mentioned in contemporary or near-
contemporary Fatimid sources. Second, strangely enough, al-Q ā  �  ī  
al-Nu  m ā n never seems to mention him directly, although they both 
‘supposedly lived in the caliphal capital’ at the same time,  124   and both 
were intellectuals of the Fatimid court. The nature of al-Q ā  �  ī  
al-Nu  m ā n’s non-doctrinal works (i.e. his chronicles and works of 
history such as the  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa  or the  Maj ā lis wa’l-mus ā yar ā t ) 
would indeed allow us to expect at least one mention of Ja  far b. 
Man �  ū r al-Yaman, an author whom the subsequent Ismaili tradition 
held in such high esteem. Yet, there seems to be none. Hollenberg goes 
on to suggest a reason for this: ‘This could be explained by the fact that 
from [al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’s] and Ja  far’s point of view the true “author” 
of such  ta 
 w ī l , was, aft er all the Imam al-Mu  izz li-d ī n All ā h, not the 
 d ā  �  ī   himself.’  125   

 While this hypothesis is not to be dismissed, I believe, however, that 
al-Nu  m ā n’s odd silence regarding Ja  far, and more generally, the 
relative silence surrounding his works during the Fatimid period, 
could be further explained by a combination of two additional factors, 

    122   � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī ,  R ā  	 at al- � aql , ed. M. K ā mil  � usayn and M. Mu �  
 af ā  
 � ilm ī  (Cairo,  1953 ), p. 22; ed. M. Gh ā lib (Beirut, 1983), p. 109.   

    123  D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, p. 49.   
    124  Ibid., p. 55.   
    125  Ibid., p. 65.   
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that I propose as hypotheses: 1) the existence of a rivalry between 
al-Nu  m ā n and Ja  far; 2) the fact that towards the end of his life, Ja  far, 
who had been very close to the Imam-Caliphs al-Q ā  � im and al-Man �  ū r, 
was less favoured by the new caliph, al-Mu  izz, who preferred 
al-Nu  m ā n. 

 These two hypotheses are based on my interpretation of two of the 
rare anecdotes transmitted by the sources on Ja  far. The fi rst of these 
appears in the  S ī rat al-ustadh Jawdhar  where he is shown as being 
fi nancially supported by the Imam while he was about to be forced out 
of his house in al-Man �  ū riyya. Although the Imam of the time, 
al-Mu  izz, gives the order to help Ja  far and to settle his debt, he also 
manifests some irritation towards Ja  far for putting himself in that 
diffi  cult situation and exhorts him not to do it again.  126   It appears that 
the respect Ja  far had earned in his many years of faithful service to the 
dynasty prompted the Imam to support him. Yet, the tone of al-Mu  izz’s 
letter and the exasperation he expresses seem to point to the fact that 
at that time, towards the end of Ja  far’s life, the latter’s prestige was 
fading, and that he was deemed somewhat out of date. One might also 
question the intentions of Jawdhar in reporting this episode; it can be 
suspected that, had Ja  far enjoyed the full favour of the Imam, Jawdhar 
may have been more hesitant to show him in such a shameful position. 

 The second anecdote appears in a much later source than the  S ī rat 
al-ustadh Jawdhar  and should not be taken at face value as it bears 
quite obvious marks of embellishment. In his   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r , Idr ī s 
  Im ā d al-D ī n (d. 872/1468) briefl y presents the virtues of Ja  far b. 
Man �  ū r al-Yaman, in an eff ort to portray him as a  d ā  �  ī   from a higher 
level than al-Nu  m ā n, whom Idr ī s had just been praising in the 
preceding section. According to Idr ī s, al-Nu  m ā n once complained to 
the Imam that Ja  far did not visit him while he was sick. As a response, 
the Imam handed him books by Ja  far, and al-Nu  m ā n then understood 
that his rank was lower than that of Ja  far whom the Imam refers to as 
‘your master’ ( mawl ā k ). Aft er that, al-Nu  m ā n ran to Ja  far’s house and 
threw himself at his feet, ‘without disdain nor pride, and without 
jealousy for the loft iness of his position’ ( ghayr mustankif wa-l ā  

    126  See H. Haji,  Inside the Immaculate Portal. A History from Early Fatimid Archives  
(London and New York, 2012), pp. 139–140 (Arabic: pp. 146–147).   
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mustakbir wa-l ā   	  ā sid lahu  � al ā   � uluww maq ā mihi ). The implicit 
meaning of the story, as intended by Idr ī s, is that the  b ā tin  (represented 
by Ja  far) is superior to the   �  ā hir  (represented by al-Nu  m ā n). What is 
interesting here is the conciliatory intentions of the text, which clearly 
attempts to reconcile Ja  far and al-Nu  m ā n while establishing a 
hierarchy between them at the same time, as if Idr ī s were taking sides. 
But why would they need to be reconciled if there was no tension 
between them to begin with? Although the veracity of the story is 
questionable, it bears some accents of authenticity — especially in the 
fi nal paragraph of the anecdote where, notwithstanding the happy 
ending, Idr ī s’s very choice of words suggests that the problem may 
indeed have been one of ‘pride’ and ‘jealousy’.  127   

 Al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n was younger than Ja  far and although he had 
been in the service of the Fatimid caliphs from the beginning, it was 
apparently not until the reign of al-Mu  izz that he became a major 
fi gure of the Fatimid intellectual milieu. His fortune under the dynasty, 
as well as that of his descendants who occupied high positions in the 
Fatimid state for several generations, may explain why Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman was progressively relegated to the background, although his 
works continued to be studied by the Ismaili  d ā  �  ī  s, as attested by 
al-Kirm ā n ī ’s testimony. 

 Ismail K. Poonawala has listed some fi ft een  128   works attributed to 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, based on known manuscripts or attestations 

    127  See Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r , ed. M. F ā kh ū r ī  and M. Kam ā l 
(London, Beirut, Damascus, Amman, 2007), vol. 6, pp. 68–70.   

    128  I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , pp. 70–75. Not all fi ft een are ‘works’ in the 
strict sense: no. 15 is merely ‘a chapter by ( fa � l  � an ) (. . .) Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’. 
Poonawala does not provide a description of the contents of this  fa � l . No. 13 refers to 
Ja  far’s poetry, but only fragments are extant, and they may not have been part of a 
single written and composed  qa �  ī da  or  d ī w ā n . H. Feki provided another list of Ja  far’s 
works, which does not include Ja  far’s poetry or the abovementioned  fa � l , nor the 
 Adilla wa’l-shaw ā hid , the  Ta 
 w ī l s ū rat al-nis ā  
   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al- 	 ur ū f al-mu � jam  (for 
brief presentations of these works and references, see below). He nevertheless reaches 
a number of twelve works by counting the  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya  (although he 
ascribes it to Ibn  � awshab), as well as a  al-Taw ā r ī kh wa’l-siyar , which Feki claims is 
mentioned in the  Kanz al-walad  and the   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r ; see H. Feki,  Les Id é es 
religieuses et philosophiques de l’isma é lisme fatimide , pp. 16–19; for the  Taw ā r ī kh wa’l-
siyar , see ibid., p. 16, no. 1. However, it seems Feki has mistaken an expression used by 
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in Ismaili literature, since this list is nowhere to be found in its entirety 
in Ismaili literature. The corpus transmitted under Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman’s name remains largely understudied and has not yet been 
thoroughly examined until now, in spite of a handful of scholarly 
studies.  129   Recently, David Hollenberg has provided the fi rst 
monograph focusing on a corpus he labelled ‘ da � wa  literature’ and 
which comprises most of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s works; this 
marked tremendous progress in our knowledge of this corpus, its 
symbols and exegetical techniques.  130   Yet, much remains to be done to 
fully apprehend it. This would require critical editions of the works of 
the corpus to begin with. So far,fi ve works attributed to Ja  far have 
received a full edition, but only two are critical ones, namely the 
editions of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  and the  Kit ā b al- �  Ā lim wa’l-ghul ā m .  131   A 

the author of the  Sar ā  
 ir al-nu � aq ā  
   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  for a book title; the 
expression ‘the people of stories and biographies’ ( ahl  or  a �  	  ā b al-taw ā r ī kh wa’l-siyar ) 
actually refers to the ‘exoteric’ historical literature, as opposed to the esoteric teachings 
of the  da � wa , particularly with regard to prophetic stories. For an attempt to organize 
chronologically the works attributed to Ja  far, see D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er 
the End of Days’, pp. 59–61. Hollenberg does not include the poetry, the  fa � l , and the 
pseudo- Taw ā r ī kh wa’l-siyar . He still reaches a number of 14 works by counting the 
 Sar ā  
 ir al-nu � aq ā  
   and the  Asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
   as two separate works, and by adding a title 
unknown to Poonawala and Feki: the  U �  ū l al-d ī n bi-ma � rifat al-ta 
 w ī l . On the latter 
work, see below.   

    129  I will refer to these in the footnotes to the list of Ja  far’s works below.   
    130  D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an. Early Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Ta 
 w ī l and the Secrets of the 

Prophets  (Columbia, SC,  2016 ), esp. list of sources, pp. 45–49. The list includes most 
of the works generally attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s works, as well as the 
 Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya  by Ibn  � awshab, the  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l  and the  Ris ā la 
al-mudhhiba  by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n.   

    131  Edition and English translation by J.W. Morris,  The Master and the Disciple . See 
also al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , pp. 134–135; W. Ivanow,  Guide to Ismaili literature , p. 36, XI 
no. 42; idem,  Ismaili literature , p. 18, no. 10; P. Kraus, ‘La bibliographie isma ë lienne de 
W. Ivanow’, p. 486; M. Goriawala,  A Descriptive Catalogue , p. 13, no. 18; I.K. Poonawala, 
 Biobibliography , pp. 74–75, no. 14; H. Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et philosophiques de 
l’isma é lisme fatimide , p. 17, no. 5; A. Gacek,  Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts in the 
Library of the Institute of Ismaili Studies  (London,  1984 ), vol. 1, p. 3, no. 6; F. de Blois, 
 Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts , pp. 5–9; D. Cortese,  Ismaili and other Arabic 
Manuscripts. A Descriptive Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Library of the Institute of 
Ismaili Studies  (London and New York,  2000 ), p. 33, no. 52/1013; D. Hollenberg, 
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precise analysis of these works and those unpublished is still needed, 
for instance, to ascertain their authorship and/or to date them — 
which could be eff ected by comparing the doctrines, exegeses and 
technical vocabulary used in these works, and paying close attention 
to the diff erences between them, thus possibly highlighting evolutions 
in Fatimid Ismaili doctrine. This corpus is indeed central for the 
production of a history of Fatimid thought. 

 Indeed, while there is little question that this corpus is to be dated to 
the Fatimid period, it should be possible to propose a more precise 
dating, since Ismaili doctrine evolved during this period  132   — as 
exemplifi ed by Madelung’s study on the Ismaili doctrine of the 
Imamate.  133   Setting aside Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s poetry,  134   his 
biography of his father Ibn  � awshab,  135   the  Kit ā b al- �  Ā lim 

 Beyond the Qur’an , p. 46. See also the studies by W. Ivanow, ‘The Book of the Teacher 
and the Pupil’, in W. Ivanow,  Studies in Early Persian Ismailism , (Leiden,  1948 ), 
pp. 85–113; H. Corbin, ‘L’initiation isma é lienne ou l’ é sot é risme et le Verbe’,  Eranos 
Jahrbuch , 39 ( 1970 ), pp. 41–142; reed. in idem,  L’Homme et son Ange. Initiation et 
chevalerie spirituelle  (Paris, 1983), pp. 81–205; idem, ‘Un roman initiatique isma é lien’, 
 Cahiers de civilisation m é di é vale , 15/57 ( 1972 ), pp. 1–25; 15/58 (1972), pp. 121–142.   

    132  As previously mentioned, such an attempt was made by D. Hollenberg, 
‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, pp. 59–61, but the reasons for the proposed 
chronological classifi cation are not detailed for all the works.   

    133  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’.   
    134  I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 74, no. 13. Extracts of Ja  far’s poems have 

been preserved by Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n in his   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r . S.M. Stern had collected 
them for a work on the genealogy of the Fatimids, which he prefaced with biographical 
data on Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman. He did not have time to complete this work before 
his demise, and the fragments were posthumously collected in chapter 7 of his  Studies 
in Early Ism ā  �  ī lism . These poems were composed during the military campaign against 
the Kh ā rijite rebel Ab ū  Yaz ī d; see S.M. Stern, ‘Ja  far Ibn Mans ū r al-Yaman’s Poems on 
the Rebellion of Ab ū  Yaz ī d’.   

    135  W. Ivanow,  Ismaili literature , p. 21, no. 23; I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , 
p. 74, no. 12. This work, presumably composed by Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, is lost. 
H. Halm partially reconstructed its contents, thanks to three later sources that relied 
directly on it. Two of them are Ismaili (the  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa  by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n, and 
the   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r  by Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n), while the third is the  Kashf asr ā r 
al-b ā  � iniyya wa akhb ā r al-qar ā mi � a , a polemical anti-Ismaili work by the Sunni author 
Mu�ammad b. M ā lik; see H. Halm, ‘Die S ī rat Ibn  � au š ab’, pp. 107–135.   
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wa’l-ghul ā m ,  136   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al- � ur ū f al-mu � jam min-h ā    137  , and 
focusing on the exegetical corpus transmitted under his name, it seems 
that it should be divided in at least two groups, depending on whether 
the works contain Neoplatonic features and technical vocabulary and 
whether they refer to a certain cosmology or not. 

 The fi rst group of works generally develops classical Shi  i themes 
such as the distinction between   �  ā hir  and  b ā  � in , or the role of the 
Imam in enforcing the latter and, therefore, in transmitting and 
teaching the true interpretation ( ta 
 w ī l ) of the revelation ( tanz ī l ). It 
contains Qur’anic exegeses close to, if not common with, those found 
in what M.M. Bar-Asher has identifi ed as the (proto-)Twelver Shi  i 
‘pre-Buwayhid school of exegesis’. It also makes use of the ‘personalized 
commentary’, a traditional Shi  i hermeneutical technique which 
identifi es elements mentioned in the Qur’an with Good or Evil as 

    136  The authorship and origin of this work are uncertain. As an initiatory tale 
staging the conversion of a young neophyte and his village to Ismailism, its literary 
style stands out in the corpus attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman. J.W. Morris’ 
introduction to the edition and translation of the text barely discusses its attribution 
and seems to take it for granted. Such a discussion may be found in F. De Blois,  Arabic, 
Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts , pp. 5–9, esp. p. 7, where it is suggested that ‘the book 
is very likely to be an anonymous work from the pre-Fatimid or early Fatimid period 
which the tradition subsequently ascribed, now to Ja  far, and now to his father’. Other 
scholars have noticed the unique style of the  Kit ā b al- �  Ā lim wa’l-ghul ā m : H. Feki thus 
writes that ‘ni le fond ni la forme ne ressemblent  à  ce que nous connaissons par ailleurs 
de Ja  far [b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman]’; see H. Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et philosophiques de 
l’isma é lisme fatimide , p. 17. Before him, P. Kraus stated the following: ‘Il semble certain 
que cet ouvrage repr é sente une phase plus ancienne de la litt é rature isma é lienne que 
tous les autres  é crits conserv é s dans les collections D â w û diya.’; see P. Kraus, ‘La 
bibliographie isma ë lienne de W. Ivanow’, p. 486. This statement may be excessive, but 
it nevertheless points to the uniqueness of the work when compared to Ja  far’s other 
books. The debate on its attribution therefore remains open.   

    137  See al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , p. 153; W. Ivanow,  Ismaili Literature , p. 22, no. 21; I.K. 
Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 73, no. 10; A. Gacek,  Catalogue , vol. 1, p. 118, no. 141; 
D. Cortese,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts. The Z ā hid  � Al ī  Collection  (London and New 
York,  2003 ), pp. 182–183, no. 166; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , p. 46; idem, ‘ Anta 
an ā  wa- an ā  minka  (“You are me, and I am from you”): A Quasi-Nu � ayr ī  Fragment on 
the Intellect in the Early Ism ā    ī l ī  Treatise  Kit ā b Ta 
 w ī l  	 ur ū f al-mu � jam ’, in  Arabic 
Humanities, Islamic Thought. Essays in Honor of Everett K. Rowson , ed. J. E. Lowry and 
S. M. Toorawa (Leiden,  2017 ), pp. 50–66.   
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protagonists of the beginnings of Islam;  138   the use of this type of 
interpretation illustrates that the Ismailis had fully adopted the Shi  i 
historiography of the succession of the Prophet Mu�ammad, according 
to which   Al ī ’s right to rule and guide the Islamic community was 
usurped by the fi rst three caliphs of Islam. All these themes are found 
in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . 

 Obviously, this fi rst group of works also contains specifi cally Ismaili 
features. Thus, the classical form of ‘personalized commentary’ which 
interprets Qur’anic terms as allusions to historical persons is adapted 
to Ismaili orientations: rather than being merely referred to historical 
protagonists from the beginnings of Islam, Qur’anic verses are also 
understood as referring to ranks of the Ismaili  da � wa  hierarchy, such 
as the Proof (  	 ujja ) or the Summoner ( d ā  �  ī  ). Also, the art of  ta 
 w ī l  
extends ‘beyond the Qur’an’, to Islamic rituals (e.g. the meaning of 
prayer) and natural elements (e.g. water, sky, earth, etc.). In general, 
exegeses revolving around  da � wa -related themes, and the corollary 
theme of initiation, are characteristic features of early Ismailism. One 
should also mention the importance of the Mahd ī /Q ā  � im fi gure, which 
was always an essential feature of Ismaili doctrine even aft er the rise to 
power of the Fatimids, which was based on messianic claims that were 
subsequently toned down. 

 The fi rst group includes the following works: 

   Kit ā b al-Kashf ; 
  Kit ā b al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin ;  139   
  al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n ;  140   

    138  On the notion of ‘personalized commentary’, an expression forged by M.A. 
Amir-Moezzi, see above, pp. 15 ff  and below, commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 148 ff .    

    139  This work has been uncritically edited by  � us ā m Kha �  �  ū r. See also al-Majd ū   , 
 Fihrist , pp. 138–139; W. Ivanow,  Guide to Ismaili literature , p. 36, XI no. 46; idem, 
 Ismaili literature , p. 22, no. 20; M. Goriawala,  A Descriptive Catalogue , p. 16, no. 23; 
I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 73, no. 7; H. Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et 
philosophiques de l’isma é lisme fatimide , p. 18, no. 9; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , 
p. 48. A. Gacek,  Catalogue , p. 48, no. 57; D. Cortese,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , 
pp. 79–80, no. 63; F. Gillon, ‘Ismaili Ta � w ī l of Religious Rites’.   

    140  This work remains unedited, but I wish to thank Arzina Lalani who has been 
working on an edition of the text and has kindly provided me with a draft  version of 
her work. See al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , pp. 190–191; W. Ivanow,  Guide to Ismaili literature , 
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  Kit ā b al-Far ā  
 i �  wa- 	 ud ū d al-d ī n .  141   In all known manuscripts, the 
 Far ā  
 i �   is followed by an extract of a  Kit ā b al-Adilla wa’l-shaw ā hid  
attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, which seems otherwise 
lost.  142    

 While all works attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman more or less fi t 
the description above, the second group contains extra features, absent 
from the works of the fi rst group:  143   a cosmological system infl uenced 

p. 36, XI no. 49; idem,  Ismaili literature , p. 21, no. 16; M. Goriawala,  A Descriptive 
Catalogue , pp. 16–17, no. 24; I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , pp. 71–72, no. 1; idem, 
‘Ism ā    ī l ī   ta 
 w ī l  of the Qur’an’; H. Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et philosophiques de 
l’isma é lisme fatimide , p. 18, no. 8; A. Gacek,  Catalogue , pp. 118–119, no. 142; 
D. Cortese,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , pp. 170–171, no.153; F. de Blois,  Arabic, Persian 
and Gujarati Manuscripts , pp. 11–12; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , p. 47.   

    141  This work reproduces the letter sent by the fi rst Fatimid caliph   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī  to the Ismaili community in Yemen in order to assert the legitimacy of his 
claim to the caliphate, mainly through genealogical arguments. Apart from this letter, 
edited by H. Hamdani, the work remains unedited; on this letter, see H. Hamdani,  On 
the Genealogy of Fatimid Caliphs (Statement on Mahd ī ’s Communication to the Yemen 
on the Real and Esoteric Names of his Hidden Predecessors)  (Cairo,  1958 ); A. Hamdani 
and F. De Blois, ‘A Re-examination of al-Mahd ī ’s Letter to the Yemenites on the 
Genealogy of the Fatimid Caliphs’,  Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society , 115 ( 1983 ), 
pp. 173–207; M. Brett,  The Rise of the Fatimids , pp. 36–38, 112–116. On the  Far ā  
 i �  , 
see also al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , pp.187–188; W. Ivanow,  Guide to Ismaili literature , p. 36, XI 
no. 45; id,  Ismaili literature , p. 22, no. 19; P. Kraus, ‘La bibliographie isma ë lienne de 
W. Ivanow’, p. 486; M. Goriawala,  A Descriptive Catalogue , p. 14, no. 20; I.K. Poonawala, 
 Biobibliography , p. 73, no. 6; idem, ‘Ism ā    ī l ī   ta 
 w ī l  of the Qur’an’; H. Feki,  Les Id é es 
religieuses et philosophiques de l’isma é lisme fatimide , p. 19, no. 12; A. Gacek,  Catalogue , 
p. 42, no. 49; D. Cortese,  Ismaili and other Arabic Manuscripts , p. 34, no. 53/928; 
eadem,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , pp. 68–69, no. 53; M.M. Bar-Asher, ‘Outlines of 
Early Ism ā    ī l ī -F ā timid Qur’an Exegesis’, pp. 263, 272; F. de Blois,  Arabic, Persian and 
Gujarati Manuscripts , p. 13; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , pp. 46–47.   

    142  Al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , p. 188; P. Kraus, ‘La bibliographie isma ë lienne de W. Ivanow’, 
p. 487; W. Ivanow,  Ismaili Literature , p. 22; M. Goriawala,  A Descriptive Catalogue , p. 14, 
no. 20; I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 72, no. 4; A. Gacek,  Catalogue , p. 42, no. 49; 
F. de Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts , pp. 13–14.   

    143  With some minor exceptions. See e.g. the occurrence of the term  j ā r ī   (‘fl ow’), 
which goes hand in hand with the cosmological system found in the second group, in 
 Kashf  II, p. 48,  §  21; see commentary of  Kashf  II, p. 198. Another example is the 
‘philosophical’ paragraph in  Kashf  V, pp. 111–112,  §  39. However, inasmuch as these 
passages stand as exceptions within the  Kashf , the latter can hardly be included in the 
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by Greek philosophy ( al- � aql / al-nafs : the Intellect/the Soul), and the 
use of philosophical vocabulary, by which I mean the Arabic technical 
vocabulary that resulted from the movement of translation of Greek 
philosophical works, such as the pairs  bi’l-quwwa / bi’l-fi  � l  (in 
potentiality/in actuality) or  r ū  	 an ī  / jism ā n ī   (spiritual/bodily), or the 
notions of  jawhar  (substance),  kawn wa-fas ā d  (generation and 
corruption), etc. 

 The second group of works includes the following: 

   Sar ā  
 ir al-nutaq ā  
  ;  144   
  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t ;  145   

second group where the use of philosophical concepts is not anecdotical but is fully part 
of the intellectual system. Such traces of a vocabulary specifi c to the second group may 
indicate that the  Kashf  was slightly reworked or marginally corrected at a later stage.   

    144  The  Sar ā  
 ir  has been edited with the  Asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
   as a single work by 
Mu �  
 af ā  Gh ā lib: Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  . More recently, 
D. Hollenberg has critically edited and translated the prologue of the  Sar ā  
 ir ; see 
D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, pp. 211–239. I leave out the  Asr ā r 
al-nutaq ā  
   here, because I agree with D. Hollenberg’s conclusion that it was not 
composed by the same author as the  Sar ā  
 ir ; while both works date from al-Mu  izz’s 
reign, the  Asr ā r  is slightly later than the  Sar ā  
 ir , between fi ft een and thirty years aft er 
Ja  far’s supposed date of death; see the discussion by D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation 
aft er the End of Days’, pp. 61–66. I would add that the  Asr ā r  does not contain either 
clear Neoplatonic features, or most of the characteristic features of the fi rst group of 
works as I have defi ned them above. On these two works, see also al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , 
p. 278; W. Ivanow,  Guide to Ismaili literature , p. 36, XI no. 43 and 44; idem,  Ismaili 
literature , p. 21, nos. 14 and 15; I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 72, nos. 2 and 3; 
H. Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et philosophiques de l’isma é lisme fatimide , p. 19, nos. 10 
and 11; A. Gacek,  Catalogue , p. 8, no.11 and p. 111, no. 138; D. Cortese,  Ismaili and 
other Arabic Manuscripts , pp. 32–33, no. 51/984; eadem,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , 
pp. 24–25, no. 13 and p. 159, no. 144; F. de Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati 
Manuscripts , pp. 9–11; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , pp. 48, 79–99, 109–125; 
idem, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, passim.   

    145  This work has been uncritically edited by  � us ā m Kha �  �  ū r: see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman,  Kit ā b Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , ed.  � . Kha �  �  ū r (Salamiyya, 2018). Note that an earlier 
incomplete ‘edition’ of this text was initially published by Kha �  �  ū r under the title of 
 al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin . I would like to thank Shafi que Virani for providing me with a copy of 
this ‘second print’ of the pseudo- al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin . Probably realising his mistake, Kha �  �  ū r 
then published the  Ri �  ā  �   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  as separate books in the following reprints 
— although I was not able to verify at which point in the reprints the correction was made. 
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  Kit ā b al-Fatar ā t wa’l-qir ā n ā t .  146   
  Ta 
 w ī l s ū rat al-nis ā  
  .  147    

 Even though all these works contain Neoplatonic vocabulary, the 
 Fatar ā t  and the  Ta 
 w ī l s ū rat al-nis ā  
   diff er from each other and from 
the other two. The  Sar ā  
 ir   al-nutaq ā  
   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , on the 
other hand, share much: the style of writing, the concepts, the stories 
narrated are similar, and there are many parallels between them.  148   

These corrected editions seem approximately conform to the manuscripts of these texts 
held at the Institute of Ismaili Studies. See also al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , p. 260; W. Ivanow,  Guide 
to Ismaili Literature , p. 36, XI no. 40; idem,  Ismaili Literature , p. 21, no. 17; I.K. Poonawala, 
 Biobibliography , p. 73, no. 8; H. Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et philosophiques de l’isma é lisme 
fatimide , p. 18, no. 7; A. Gacek,  Catalogue , p. 129, no.155; D. Cortese,  Ismaili and other 
Arabic Manuscripts , pp. 34–35, no .54/1028; eadem,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , p. 186, 
no.171; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , p. 47.   

    146  This work has been uncritically edited by  � us ā m Kha �  �  ū r: see Ja  far b. 
Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Fatar ā t wa’l-qir ā n ā t , ed.  � . Kha �  �  ū r (Salamiyya, 2021). 
The prologue has been critically edited and translated to English: see D. Hollenberg, 
‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, pp. 97–143, and ibid., pp. 143–211 for an 
analysis of the contents; idem, ‘Neoplatonism in pre-Kirm ā n ī an Fatimid doctrine: A 
critical edition and translation of the prologue of the  Kit ā b al-fatar ā t wa-l-qir ā n ā t ’,  Le 
Mus é on , 122/1–2 ( 2009 ), pp. 159–202. There are two other studies of this work: 
H. Halm, ‘Zur Datierung. . .’; E. Orthmann, ‘  �  ā hir  und  b ā  � in  in der Astrologie: Das 
 Kit ā b al-Fatar ā t wa-l-qir ā n ā t al- � a š ara ’, in  Diff erenz und Dynamik im Islam. Festschrift  
f ü r Heinz Halm zum 70. Geburstag , ed. H. Biesterfeldt and V. Klemm (W ü rzburg, 
 2012 ), pp. 337–358. See also al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , pp. 265–269; W. Ivanow,  Guide to 
Ismaili Literature , p. 36, XI no. 41; idem,  Ismaili Literature , p. 21, no. 18; P. Kraus, ‘La 
bibliographie isma ë lienne de W. Ivanow’, p. 486; M. Goriawala,  A Descriptive 
Catalogue , pp. 13–14, no.18–19; I.K. Poonawala,  Biobibliography , pp. 73–74, no. 11; 
H. Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et philosophiques de l’isma é lisme fatimide , pp. 17–18, no. 6; 
A. Gacek,  Catalogue , p. 42, no. 50; D. Cortese,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , pp. 69–70, 
no. 54; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , p. 49.   

    147  This work remains unedited. See al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , p. 190; W. Ivanow,  Guide 
to Ismaili literature , p. 36, XI no. 47; idem,  Ismaili literature , p. 22, no. 22; I.K. 
Poonawala,  Biobibliography , p. 73, no. 9; D. Cortese,  Arabic Ismaili Manuscripts , 
pp.185–186, no. 170; D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , pp. 47–48, 72–73.   

    148  To enumerate the many parallels and similarities between the  Sar ā  
 ir al-nutaq ā  
   
and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  would however be beyond the scope of the present study. I will 
address this matter in a future publication. For our purpose here, suffi  ce it to say that 
these two works stand apart from the rest of the corpus attributed to Ja  far and that we 
have established here that they have the same author.   
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Furthermore, there is solid evidence that they should be attributed to 
a single author: in both works, the author refers to another book he 
presents as one of his own: the  U �  ū l al-d ī n bi-ma � rifat al-ta 
 w ī l  or  U �  ū l 
al-d ī n f ī  ma � rifat al-ta 
 w ī l , apparently no longer extant,  149   which allows 
us to ascribe with certainty these two works to a single author — be he 
Ja  far or not. 

 In addition, the ‘voice’, so to speak, of the author of the  Sar ā  
 ir 
al-nutaq ā  
   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  is very particular. It has a hint of 
individualism, generally absent from earlier  da � wa  books such as the 
works of the fi rst group, which are quite impersonal. Therefore, it is 
legitimate to wonder: is it possible that these two works were also 
written by Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, when their tone is so diff erent 
than the works of the fi rst group? And how is one to interpret the 
sudden appearance of Neoplatonic vocabulary in the works of an 
author whose previous compositions were totally devoid of it? If we 
are not to admit that there is a minimum of two (in fact, probably 
more) ‘Ja  fars’, we should at least postulate that there were two stages 
in his career, corresponding more or less to the abovementioned 
groups of works — with the reign of al-Mu  izz as a turning point.  150   

    149  Hollenberg has previously noticed this reference in the  Sar ā  
 ir al- nutaq ā , 
which allowed him to add the  U �  ū l al-d ī n  to his list of works attributed to Ja  far; see 
D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, p. 61, where the author refers to 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , p. 79. The  U �  ū l al-d ī n  is also 
mentioned by Ja  far in ibid., p. 76, although Gh ā lib mistakenly transcribed it as  Rus ū m 
al-d ī n il ā  ma � rifat al-ta 
 w ī l . As it appears, the  U �  ū l al-d ī n  is also named in the  Ta 
 w ī l 
al-zak ā t  as another composition of the latter’s author; see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, 
 Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 85.   

    150  Indeed, the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  refers explicitly to al-Mu  izz; see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 152. As for the  Sar ā  
 ir , it mentions Mu�ammad b. Ism ā    ī l, 
which, according to Hollenberg, based on Madelung’s analysis, is characteristic of the 
reform of the Fatimid genealogy under al-Mu  izz; see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, 
 Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
  , p. 39; W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 86–101; 
D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, pp. 58, 64. Another feature 
pointing to al-Mu  izz is precisely the Neoplatonic vocabulary and doctrines found in 
several works produced during his reign. The process of the adoption of Neoplatonism 
by the Fatimid court is still under discussion among specialists, but it would seem 
that it occurred under the reign of al-Mu  izz and that this doctrinal shift  had to do 
with the relation between the Fatimids and the Eastern  d ā  �  ī  s forming what 
Madelung had labelled ‘the Persian School’; see W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 101. 
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 However, the hypothesis of multiple ‘Ja  fars’ seems more plausible. 
D. Hollenberg thus writes: ‘I would speculate that many of the works 
ascribed to Ja  far were, in fact, works noted by custodians of the 
tradition to be of a similar type, and thus ascribed to the tradition.’  151   
What matters, he adds, is that these works ‘were composed during the 
reigns of Ab ū ’l-Q ā sim, al-Man �  ū r, and al-Mu  izz, and that they 
represented offi  cial Fatimid doctrine in their time’.  152   Yet, a closer look 
at the corpus transmitted under Ja  far’s name might lead to further 
discoveries and more precise classifi cations. It is hoped that this will 
be progressively accomplished in the future, but in the current 
situation, no conclusion can be reached regarding the authorship of 
any of these works (except, as established above, that the  Sar ā  
 ir  and 
the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  are by a single author). To use de Blois’s words 
when contesting Kraus’s contention that the   �  Ā lim wa’l-ghul ā m  is 
unique in its content: ‘It seems to me that this question must be 
deferred until a time when all the works ascribed to Ja  far have been 
published and studied.’  153   This also applies to the matter of the  Kashf ’s 
authorship: in the absence of complete critical editions, as well as 
in-depth and comparative studies of all the works attributed to Ja  far, 
it is not possible to conclude whether the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is his or not 
— and it may never be decided conclusively. I have however indicated 
a few parallels between the  Kashf  and other works ascribed to Ja  far 
throughout this study and in the footnotes to the translation, but these 

Unfortunately, this complex issue is beyond the scope of the present study, as 
Neoplatonic features are almost absent from the  Kashf . On the ambiguous relation of 
the Fatimids to Neoplatonism, and the presence of Neoplatonism in Fatimid works 
before al-Kirm ā n ī , see D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, which 
deals with this matter at length, esp. pp. 87–96, where the author reviews the 
scholarship on this topic (up to 2006). In addition to the references given there, see 
D. De Smet, ‘Les biblioth è ques isma é liennes et la question du n é oplatonisme 
isma é lien’, in Cristina d’Ancona, ed,  The Libraries of the Neoplatonists , (Leiden and 
Boston,  2007 ), pp. 481–492; idem, ‘The  Ris ā la al-Mu � hiba ’; D. Hollenberg, 
‘Neoplatonism in pre-Kirm ā n ī an Fatimid doctrine’, pp. 159–202; idem, ‘The Empire 
Writes Back: Fatimid Ismaili  Ta 
 w ī l  (Allegoresis) in the Mysteries of the Ancient 
Greeks’, in F. Daft ary and G. Miskinzoda, eds,  The Study of Shi � i Islam , pp. 135–147.   

    151  D. Hollenberg, ‘Interpretation aft er the End of Days’, p. 65.   
    152  Ibid.   
    153  F. De Blois,  Arabic, Persian and Gujarati Manuscripts , p. 7.   
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occasional comparisons do not claim to be exhaustive. Furthermore, 
such parallels do not necessarily prove that two works are to be 
ascribed to a single author, since symbols and interpretations were 
shared by all Ismaili intellectuals of the time — hence the parallels 
with al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’s  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , for instance. 

 This study is intended as a contribution to the necessary eff ort of 
deciphering a corpus that is essential for the history of Fatimid and 
Ismaili thought. It is an attempt to shed light on one of the works of 
this corpus. As for its attribution, it will remain an open question. In 
this regard, I can only say that the composition of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
took place at a period consistent with that of Ja  far’s activity, and that, 
in addition to the parallels I have found with other works of his, this 
makes it plausible that the historical Ja  far was indeed involved in the 
authorship of  Kit ā b al-Kashf .  

   4. The Six treatises of the Kit ā b al-Kashf and their contents  

 The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  consists of six treatises of varying lengths, styles 
and structure. Detailed commentaries and analyses of the treatises will 
be found in the relevant sections. Here, I will only briefl y present the 
contents and some essential features of each one. 

 Treatise I appears as a patchwork of   	 ad ī th s, exegeses and various 
fragments from the  ghul ā t , proto-Nu � ayr ī  and pre-Buyid Shi  i traditions, 
interwoven with Fatimid and Ismaili glosses. Similarly to Treatise III, it 
transmits Qur’anic exegeses that are in line with the methods of the 
‘pre-Buyid school of exegesis’ — particularly regarding the ‘anti-Sunni’ 
stance. Although traces of the  ghul ā t  tradition appear elsewhere in the 
 Kashf  — particularly in Treatises III and V — Treatise I contains 
signifi cantly more in this regard, as it displays the characteristic 
vocabulary of the ‘Mufa �  � alian’ tradition. However, the text also bears 
some clear, although occasional, traces of an Ismaili intervention. It is 
as if an Ismaili author had gathered Shi  i exegetical fragments, at times 
slightly adapted to Ismaili doctrine, and occasionally either inserted 
glosses to reorient the meaning of the text,  154   or introduced a few 

    154   Kashf  I, pp. 8–9,  §  17; p. 12,  §  25.   
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typically Ismaili passages such as the incipit,  155   the one mentioning the 
‘Completer Imams’ in the context of an exegesis of Qur’an 7:142,  156   or 
the one dealing with Joseph and the initiatory interpretation of the 
episode involving his master’s wife.  157   Interestingly, it is precisely in the 
treatise that bears the clearer marks of the infl uence of the  ghul ā t  that 
one fi nds an explicit condemnation of the said  ghul ā t .  158   The treatise 
also contains several lists of names: enemies of the Imams, Proofs and 
‘Orphans’. It ends with three long   	 ad ī th s dealing with three major 
themes: 1) the return of the Q ā  � im; 2) the luminous pre-eternal creation 
of Mu�ammad,   Al ī , F ā  
 ima,  � asan and  � usayn; and 3)   Al ī ’s ability to 
resurrect the dead (which hints at the esoteric meaning of resurrection 
as access to esoteric knowledge). 

 Treatise II is very diff erent and two-thirds of it consist of   	 ad ī th s 
found in Twelver collections of   	 ad ī th s, particularly in chapters 
devoted to  taw 	  ī d . The fi rst   	 ad ī th  deals with the absolute 
transcendence of God, while the second is devoted to the rejection of 
anthropomorphism, in the context of speculations on the divine 
Throne and Footstool. The third and fi nal section of the treatise is for 
the most part an alphabetical cosmogony, the exposition of which is, 
however, heavily corrupted and diffi  cult to understand. At the end of 
the treatise, we briefl y see the appearance of properly Ismaili notions, 
hitherto totally absent. The common themes of the three parts of the 
treatise are the two entities of the divine Throne and Footstool. Treatise 
II is the only treatise of the  Kashf  that dwells on cosmological 
considerations. 

 According to Heinz Halm, Treatise III is, just like Treatise I, built on 
a core stemming from the  ghul ā t  tradition.  159   However, this tone is not 
as evident as it is in Treatise I, and Halm himself does not provide 
much evidence to support this claim. I have tried to demonstrate that 
we are actually dealing with an Ismaili composition, most likely from 
the early Fatimid period. ‘Personalized commentary’, especially in its 

    155   Kashf  I, pp. 2–3,  §  §  2–4.   
    156   Kashf  I, pp. 15–16,  §  §  32–35.   
    157   Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  §  57–59.   
    158   Kashf  I, pp. 7–8,  §  13.   
    159  H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II, pp. 83–84.   
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negative species, is very much in evidence: the treatise appears to have 
been composed at least in part against enemies of the  da � wa , but their 
identity can only be the subject of speculation. Several exegeses, if not 
all, are attributed to a ‘Sage’ ( al- 	 ak ī m ) who must be an Imam of 
Salamiyya, and more precisely the predecessor of the Fatimid caliph 
  Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  at the head of the  da � wa , as suggested by Wilferd 
Madelung.  160   But again, typical Ismaili doctrines do not appear at fi rst 
sight, except for the passages concerning the Return of the Resurrector. 
The treatise focuses on the Imamate of   Al ī , the faithfulness of his 
Proofs, the hostility of his enemies, and the Qur’anic verses are 
interpreted in this sense. Note, however, that about halfway through 
the treatise, a passage appears to justify a reform, the nature of which 
is not specifi ed but which one suspects is the reform of the  da � wa  by 
  Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī . The treatise also presents us with a rare example 
of an Ismaili interpretation of two entire s ū ras, 89 and 107. 

 Treatise IV is very brief, but nevertheless diffi  cult as it is corrupted 
beyond understanding. It contains two parts. The fi rst part consists of 
three fragments of   	 ad ī th s found in Twelver sources and dedicated to 
 taw 	  ī d , knitted together in a rather haphazard manner. The second 
part reproduces an entire chapter from the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , a 
well-known proto-Nu � ayri  ghul ā t  work. Structurally, Treatise IV 
recalls Treatise II, since it consists of a fi rst part that has parallels in 
chapters of Twelver Shi  i collections devoted to  taw 	  ī d , and a second 
part belonging to a pre-Fatimid Ismaili tradition in the case of Treatise 
II, and to a  ghul ā t  tradition in Treatise IV. The latter contains no 
identifi able trace of Ismaili doctrine. 

 Treatise V is more satisfying in this respect since it is clearly a 
Fatimid Ismaili text. Two Ismaili fi gures are named: Mu � ammad b. 
A � mad, the ‘sage’ to whom several exegeses are attributed here and in 
Treatise III, and the second Fatimid caliph, al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h. 
Moreover, several passages opposed to antinomianism refl ect offi  cial 
Fatimid doctrine on the  shar ī  � a . This treatise is the longest in the 
collection. On the surface, and according to its stated purpose, it is an 
epistle on pilgrimage. But a whole part of the treatise abandons this 
topic completely in favour of speculations relating to prophetology. 

    160  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 55–56.   
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The reason for this is that the actual subject of the treatise is not so 
much pilgrimage in its exoteric sense as the necessity to acknowledge 
the Imam of the time, who is the true Ka  ba in the esoteric sense, as 
well as his representatives, who are thus conceived of as places of 
epiphany (or ‘Houses’). Despite the partial persistence of a vocabulary 
derived from  ghul ā t  doctrines, the treatise is undoubtedly Ismaili — 
which illustrates the proximity between early Fatimid Ismailism and 
 ghul ā t  doctrines, even though the latter are reinterpreted and adapted 
to Ismaili doctrine. 

 Treatise VI is devoted to the demonstration of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’s 
Imamate based on the interpretation of Qur’anic verses. It revolves 
around the opposition between divine election and human choice, 
between the vertical investiture of an Imam elected by God, and the 
horizontal investiture of a man chosen by other men ‘following their 
passions’. Inserted into this discussion and as if camoufl aged, are some 
passages devoted to the Summoners ( du �  ā t ) and the Proofs (  	 ujaj ). 
The fi nal paragraphs of the treatise link the necessity of obeying   Al ī  
and the representatives of the Imam, namely the Proofs and the 
Summoners. 

 Each of the treatises has its own literary, lexical, and even doctrinal, 
peculiarities overall, which makes it diffi  cult to situate them 
chronologically in relation to each other. While some of them can be 
compared — Treatises III and V in particular — they nevertheless 
retain signifi cant diff erences in style, in the organization of the subject 
matter and in the vocabulary. For example, Treatise III is especially 
fond of the nicknames of   Al ī ’s opponents, namely Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar 
and   Uthm ā n; with the exception of   Umar’s nickname, they are not 
found anywhere else in the collection.  

   5. Between chaos and order: the art of compilation and 
structure in the Kit ā b al-Kashf  

 Structure plays an important role in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , not only in the 
collection as a whole, but also in each of the treatises. An essential aim 
of the present study is to attempt to highlight these various layers of 
structure in a collection that seems to lack it completely. Indeed, the 
fi rst impression gained by the reader is of being in the presence of a 
patchwork of unrelated paragraphs, which, although all revolving 
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around similar themes, do not form a coherent whole, but rather a 
chaotic jumble of   	 ad ī th s and exegetical fragments. 

 Yet, behind this apparent chaos, there is order, and, as far as the 
fl awed transmission allows one to see, a deliberate composition. Before 
turning to some features of the internal structure of each treatise, we 
must note how the summary of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf ’s contents in the 
previous section highlights the arrangement of the treatises. The three 
most important treatises, in terms of size as well as contents, are 
Treatises I, III and V. In between, the editor of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  has 
interspersed shorter treatises: Treatises II and IV, which both have 
similar structures and contents. Treatise VI, which closes the volume, 
is also quite short, but its contents are more or less in line with Treatise 
I, III and V, due to its Shi  i passages on the analogy between   Al ī  and 
Aaron, on the one hand, and its distinctive Ismaili passages displaying 
Ismaili symbols and  da � wa  ranks, on the other hand. Treatises II and 
IV contain nothing of the sort — although the case of Treatise II is 
more ambiguous since it does refer to the ‘seven Speaking-Prophets’ 
and the ‘seven Imams’ in its penultimate paragraph, and its alphabetical 
cosmogony echoes other Ismaili texts where we fi nd similar plays with 
the letters of the alphabet. By their styles, contents and structure, 
Treatises II and IV nevertheless stand out in the collection, and it 
seems that the main reason they are found in the  Kashf  is to serve as 
interludes between the core treatises. Their independence vis- à -vis the 
other treatises is such that it would not be unreasonable to think that 
they do not belong in the same period as the rest of the  Kashf . I have 
mentioned the possibility that the  Kashf  in the form in which it has 
reached us may well owe something to the  � ayyib ī s who have 
transmitted it. The insertion of Treatises II and IV could be one 
possible result of a  � ayyib ī  intervention. Yet, again, the case of Treatise 
II is a little trickier because it tallies well with the notion that we are 
dealing with a pre-philosophical (or even counter-philosophical) 
Ismaili cosmology that should therefore be dated from either the pre-
Fatimid or early Fatimid period.  161   As for Treatise IV, given the terrible 
state of corruption in which the text has reached the present day, it is 
impossible to reach any conclusion about it — apart from the mere 

    161  See commentary of  Kashf  II, esp. pp. 190–191, 196–198, 205.   
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observation that it reproduces fragments of texts that are found in 
other sources, and that one of these sources is the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-
a � illa , a famous  ghul ā t  work. How did this fragment fi nd its way into 
both the  Kashf  and the  Haft   is unclear, particularly since it bears no 
specifi cally  ghul ā t  doctrines — or none that can be identifi ed in the 
current state of preservation of this fragment. 

 Among the reasons for considering Treatises I, III, V, as well as VI 
to a lesser extent, as ‘core treatises’, is the subtle play of echoes from 
one treatise to another, as if there is a discrete, yet never explicitly 
acknowledged, connection between them — with one exception, to 
which I shall return. This network of internal resonances is a strong 
argument in favour of the consistency of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  as a unifi ed 
book, rather than a random assortment of textual fragments. 
Furthermore, it suggests that the collection was composed according 
to the principle of ‘scattering of knowledge’ ( tabd ī d al- � ilm ), a literary 
technique common in esoteric circles, which consists in separating the 
complete exposition of a secret doctrine into several parts which are 
then scattered throughout a work or several.  162   The use of this 

    162  It should however be noted that my use of the expression ‘scattering of 
knowledge’ is merely due to its convenience, as it describes adequately the way the 
author of the  Kashf  spins a web of concepts resonating with one another across the 
collection. This method is not named as such in Ismaili sources, as far as I know. In 
fact, while the method is widely spread in esoteric circles of various times and spaces, 
the expression  tabd ī d al- � ilm  itself comes from the writings of the alchemist J ā bir b. 
 � ayy ā n, with Paul Kraus being one of the fi rst Western scholars to signal its use in the 
J ā birian corpus; see P. Kraus,  J ā bir Ibn  � ayy ā n .  Contribution  à  l’histoire des id é es 
scientifi ques dans l’islam ,  vol. 1: Le corpus des  é crits j ā biriens  (Cairo, 1943), pp. XXVII–
XXXI. See also H. Corbin,  Alchimie comme art hi é ratique  (Paris,  1986 ), pp. 183–184 
and n. 84; P. Lory,  Dix trait é s d’alchimie  (Paris,  1983 ), pp. 126 ff . M.A. Amir-Moezzi 
suggests that this technique is also used in Twelver Shi  i collections of   	 ad ī th ; see M.A. 
Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 124, n. 241; 307–308 and n. 679 (English trans.:  Divine 
Guide , pp. 127, 175, n. 241, 229–230 note 679). See also idem,  La Preuve de Dieu. La 
mystique shi’ite  à  travers l’ œ uvre de Kulayn ī  IX e -X e  si è cle  (Paris, 2018), pp. 257–258; 
R. Vilozny,  Constructing a Worldview. Al-Barq ī ’s Role in the Making of Early Sh ī  �  ī  Faith  
(Turnhout,  2017 ), pp. 185, 208; O. Mir-Kasimov, ‘The Word of Descent and the Word 
of Ascent in the Spectrum of the Sacred Texts in Islam’, in  Controverses sur les  é critures 
canoniques de l’islam , ed. D. De Smet and M.A. Amir-Moezzi (Paris,  2014 ), p. 347, 
n. 1; idem,  Words of Power.  � ur ū f ī  Teachings between Shi � ism and Sufi sm in Medieval 
Islam  (London and New York,  2015 ), pp. 33 ff .   
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technique is noticeable on two levels, as previously said: from one 
treatise to another, and within one treatise. 

 The fact that the treatises echo each other is only partly due to the 
inevitable proximity between texts presenting the same doctrines and 
belonging to the same tradition, or simply to the editor’s intervention 
and endeavour to unify the whole collection. Indeed, several examples 
seem to indicate an intention to ‘scatter’ the teaching. It is thus striking 
to fi nd in Treatise III a long passage devoted to the torture of Ab ū  Bakr 
upon the Return of the Resurrector,  163   whereas the torture of Ab ū  
Bakr and   Umar — who remain unnamed in this passage — is barely 
hinted at in the long   	 ad ī th  of Treatise I devoted to the return of the 
Mahd ī .  164   This is particularly striking given that in other ‘Shi  i 
apocalypses’, the punishment of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar is dealt with at 
length.  165   In the same passage of Treatise III, Ab ū  Bakr’s seventy 
thousand deaths are interpreted as the seventy dignitaries of the 
esoteric hierarchy who will accompany the Resurrector, each of whom 
will have an army of ‘a thousand men and more’;  166   these seventy 
dignitaries appear again in Treatise V.  167   

 Another example is the opening of Treatise III, with two paragraphs 
devoted to the theme of the ‘mosques and houses of God’ which in fact 
represent the dignitaries of the  da � wa .  168   Strangely enough, the ‘houses’ 
do not appear again in this treatise, but turn out to be the focal point 
of Treatise V. One may also mention a passage in Treatise III which 
briefl y discusses the fi gures of Moses and Aaron as analogues of 
Mu�ammad and   Al ī ,  169   when it is in fact in Treatise VI that the 
analogy is treated at greater length. 

 Again, the play of echoes from one treatise to another could appear 
as a coincidence, but it is too constant to be completely unintentional. 
These echoes build a network of cross-references in the  Kashf , 
connecting the treatises to one another — with some more connected 

    163   Kashf  III, pp. 87–88,  §  §  77–81.   
    164   Kashf  I, p. 34,  §  72.   
    165  See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 164–166.   
    166   Kashf  III, p. 87,  §  79.   
    167   Kashf  V, pp. 102–103,  §  24.   
    168   Kashf  III, pp. 52–53,  §  §  1–2.   
    169   Kashf  III, p. 75,  §  52.   
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than others. I already highlighted that Treatises II and IV stand out as 
the odd ones in the collection, and are reminiscent of each other in 
structure. Treatises I and III, on the other hand, particularly resonate 
together because of the emphasis they both put on naming the enemies 
of   Al ī .  170   Treatises I and V also appear to be connected when the 
  	 ad ī th  of   Al ī  resurrecting the dead in Treatise I fi nds its explanation in 
the passage of Treatise V dealing with the symbolic meaning of life as 
esoteric knowledge.  171   The presence of  ghul ā t -related vocabulary also 
strongly connects these two treatises, even though this vocabulary 
diff ers, and the styles and structure of the two treatises are very 
diff erent. Among the features of this ‘ ghul ā t -connection’ is the mention 
of Mu�ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr in both treatises, which is very unusual in 
Ismaili texts (but much more common in Nu � ayri literature).  172   

 Finally, the passages on metamorphosis ( maskh  or  mus ū khiyya ) 
present the most explicit argument for the composition of the 
collection by a careful and meticulous editor: the issue is addressed in 
Treatises I, III and V.  173   In Treatises III and V, the author explicitly 
states that the question of metamorphosis has already been discussed. 
In Treatise III, the passage ends as follows: ‘And this has partly been 
explained previously’, while in Treatise V, we read: ‘This is the meaning 
of metamorphosis ( mus ū khiyya ), as previously explained.’ These two 
sentences are the only explicit internal references indicating that the 
collection was conceived as a coherent whole. 

 In addition to these inter-treatise cross-references, which can be 
interpreted as a method of ‘scattering knowledge’, there are other 
examples within the treatises themselves. I shall limit myself to one 
specifi c type of ‘scattering’, which consists of interrupting the exegesis 
of a verse with one or several more or less unrelated paragraphs, only 
to resume it aft erwards — a method which, when applied to the  Kashf , 

    170  See below, index, s.n, Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar,   Uthm ā n,  � al � a, people of the Camel, 
people of Nahraw ā n, Mu   ā wiya, Taym,   Ad ī , Makhz ū m, Umayyads,   Amr b. al-   Ā  � , 
al-Mugh ī ra b. Shu  ba, Kh ā lid b. al-Wal ī d. Except for Ab ū  Bakr, who is also mentioned 
in Treatise V, these names only appear in Treatises I and III.   

    171   Kashf  I, pp. 37–39,  §  80; V, p. 98,  §  15.   
    172   Kashf  I, p. 14,  §  30; p. 24,  §  52 ;  V, pp. 94–95,  §  §  7–8; p. 152,  § 103.   
    173   Kashf  I, pp. 4–5,  §  §  6–7; III p. 88,  §  81; V, pp. 96,  §  §  9–10; p. 135,  §  72.   
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only complicates the reading of a book that generally suff ers from a 
lack of logical connectors, as I have said earlier. This practice appears 
in Treatises I and III, but governs the structure of Treatise V in its 
entirety. In Treatise I, the exegesis of Q. 14:24–30 is thus interrupted 
by a series of digressions.  174   In Treatise III, the exegesis of Q. 25:45–46, 
where the word ‘shadow’ is identifi ed with the Imam, is interrupted at 
length: the text then tackles Q. 77:30 which refers to a ‘three-branched 
shade’, the word ‘shadow’ or ‘shade’ (  � ill ) justifying the passage of the 
exegesis from one verse to another, by association of ideas, as it were. 
The ‘three branches’ are then the pretext for an important development 
on Salm ā n, Ab ū  Dharr and al-Miqd ā d. Immediately aft erwards, the 
text resumes the exegesis of Q. 25:45–46.  175   This method is repeated 
over and over in Treatise V, the whole structure of which is organized 
around the interrupted and resumed interpretations of four main 
verses.  176   

 These are just a few examples illustrating that the appearance of 
chaos in the  Kashf  may not only be due to a fl awed transmission of the 
text — although this also has consequences — but is, at least in part, 
intentional. The chaos, when looked at more closely, reveals a carefully 
disorganized puzzle, manifesting an  art of compilation . This study will 
be an attempt to put some of the pieces of the puzzle together, in order 
for patterns, themes and doctrines, to emerge. Yet, this puzzle is in 
itself an essential feature of the  Kashf , and this is the reason why I have 
preferred to deal with each treatise individually, rather than to organize 
the study according to a thematic approach. In doing so, I hope to be 
attentive to the specifi c features of each treatise, yet without neglecting 
their connections.  

   Notes on the translations and commentaries  

 The translation is based on Rudolf Strothmann’s 1952 edition which is 
currently the best available one, in spite of its shortcomings and 

    174  The exegesis begins in  Kashf  I, pp.18–20,  §  §  40–42, and resumes pp. 21–22, 
 §  §  46–47.   

    175  The exegesis begins in  Kashf  III, p. 69,  §  42, and resumes pp. 73–74,  §  50.   
    176  See plan of Treatise V below, pp. 319–321.      
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mistakes (see my discussion of the editions above). I have therefore 
used the pagination of this edition, indicating the end of each of its 
pages between square brackets in bold  [. . .] . 

 Although this volume aims at presenting a translation of the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf , and not a critical edition, I have referred to the manuscripts 
on several occasions. This has been the case particularly for very 
corrupted passages when I have not followed the readings of the 
previous editors, and/or corrected the latter based on either the 
meaning or other sources. I have not mentioned the manuscript 
variants that I did not deem signifi cant or those corrected by previous 
editors. 

 I have used <. . .> for variants that only appear in one manuscript or 
one edition, as well as for problematic passages and sentences that I 
have reconstructed, particularly on the basis of other sources. 

 The general contents of each treatise have been dealt with in their 
respective commentaries. However, I have occasionally attempted to 
clarify diffi  cult and unclear passages in the footnotes to the translation. 

 One of the main features of this translation is the identifi cation of 
the textual units forming each treatise. As a result, I have rearranged 
the paragraphs found in the previous editions. Also, I have identifi ed 
main sections containing several paragraphs within each treatise and 
gave them titles between square brackets in order to clarify the 
convoluted structure of the  Kashf . 

 All Qur’anic translations are mine, but I have benefi ted from the 
available English translations, particularly those by Arberry, Pickthall 
and Yusuf Ali. 

 I have tried to translate technical Arabic terms consistently 
throughout. On some occasions, however, I had to diverge from my 
usual translation, because a single English word can translate multiple 
Arabic terms (e.g. ‘Proof’, by which I generally translate   	 ujja , but also 
use for  burh ā n ), or, in reverse, because a single Arabic term can have 
multiple meanings (e.g.  amr , which I generally translate as ‘order’, but 
is better translated otherwise in certain contexts). In such cases, I have 
indicated the Arabic original in parentheses to avoid any confusion. 

 The underlined terms correspond to those that are cyphered in a 
‘secret alphabet’ in the manuscripts. 

 The commentaries following the translations of each treatise are not 
linear and do not claim to be exhaustive. The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is a rich 
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and complex work, and there is no way to exhaust all of its implications 
here. Only the most salient features and the most important themes 
have been addressed. Since the themes of the treatises oft en overlap, 
themes that appear in several treatises have sometimes been brought 
together in a single section. The theme of transmigration, for example, 
is addressed only in the commentary to Treatise I, although it also 
appears in Treatises III and V. Similarly, the notion of Proof has been 
dealt with in the commentary to Treatise V, although it appears in 
almost all the treatises.      
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               TREATISE I        

  The fi rst treatise of the  Kashf  is probably the most challenging because 
it intertwines fragments of various doctrinal origins, that is, Shi  i in the 
broader sense (i.e. common to most Shi  i trends), as well as passages 
that are clearly affi  liated with  ghuluww , all recombined to fi t an Ismaili 
agenda. The main themes are of propaedeutic nature as they cover 
initiation, the pacts between God and humans and between the Imam 
and his followers, the Shi  i historiography of the Prophet’s succession, 
the necessity of the Imamate and its continuity, and the return of the 
Q ā  � im-Mahd ī . The text can be confusing as it seems, at fi rst sight, to be 
a disorganized collection of fragments of texts. By the following 
breaking-down of its parts, we hope to show the treatise as a skilfully 
composed patchwork of fragments. Despite the apparent, and probably 
voluntary, disconnection of the various textual units, they may be 
regrouped under common themes and convey an overall coherent 
doctrine. What follows is an attempt to organize the treatise, and to 
highlight its structure and recurring themes. 

   1) Introduction:  da � wa , secrecy and loyalty

   [ §  1]  Introductive eulogy 
  [ §  §  2–5]  A pact of secrecy with the reader: the necessity of 

 kitm ā n  
  [ §  §  6–11]  Meaning of metamorphosis: exegesis of Q. 2:6–9    

  2) Two   	 ad ī th s and their commentary

   [ §  12]    � ad ī th : Ja  far al- �  ā diq and his vision of ten domes of light 
  [ §  13]  Commentary on the   	 ad ī th : a refutation of the  ghul ā t  
  [ §  §  14–16]    � ad ī th : A mystical sermon by   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib 
  [ §  17]  Commentary on the   	 ad ī th : the continuity of God’s Order    
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  3) Ranks of the  da � wa 

   [ §  18]    � ad ī th : exegesis of Q. 70:40 
  [ §  §  19–20]  Exegesis of Q. 52:1–8    

  4) The enemies

   [ §  §  21–22]  Enumeration of enemies of Prophets and Imams 
  [ §  §  23–24]    � ad ī th :   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and the ancient communities 
  [ §  25]  Commentary on the   	 ad ī th : the continuity of God’s Order    

  5)  Raj � a : the Return

   [ §  26]  The Master of the Age: the Resurrector 
  [ §  27]    � ad ī th : Ja  far al- �  ā diq on retribution    

  6) Enumerations of names and ranks

   [ §  §  28–29]  Enumeration of the Gates and Proofs 
  [ §  §  30–31]  Enumeration of the Orphans and their ‘fathers’ 
  [ §  §  32–35]  The Completer Imams and the nights of Ramadan    

  7) The light of the Imamate

   [ §  §  36–39]  Exegesis of the verse of Light    

  8)  Wal ā ya  and its adversaries

   [ §  §  40–42]  The ‘good tree’ and the ‘bad tree’: exegesis of Q. 
14:24–27 

  [ §  43]  The path and the  wal ā ya  
  [ §  44]  The Speaking-Imam: exegesis of Q. 6:59    

  9)   Al ī  and the ‘Imams of misguidance’

   [ §  45]  Exegesis of Q. 2:1–3, 5 
  [ §  §  46–47]  Exegesis of Q. 14:28–30 
  [ §  §  48–50]  Exegesis of Q. 2:165–167 
  [ §  51]  Exegesis of Q. 44:41–45, 52–54, 57 
  [ §  52]  Exegesis of Q. 95 
  [ §  53]  Exegesis of Q. 67:30    

  10) Ranks of the  da � wa 

   [ §  54]  The Bees: exegesis of Q. 16:68–69    
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  11)  Raj � a : the Return

   [ §  §  55–56]  The Resurrector    

  12) Initiation and the  da � wa 

   [ §  §  57–59]  Joseph and initiation    

  13) The enemies of   Al ī : crimes and punishment

   [ §  60]  Ab ū  Bakr and the Return 
  [ §  61]  Ab ū  Bakr and his claim to the Divine Trust 
  [ §  62]  The enemies and the Return 
  [ §  §  63–64]  Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar: the Return and the continuity of 

enmity 
  [ §  65]  Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and the continuity of enmity 
  [ §  66]    Umar, enemy of   Al ī     

  14)  Raj � a : the Return

   [ §  67]    � ad ī th : the etymology of  mahd ī   
  [ §  §  68–73]    � ad ī th : the Return of the Resurrector    

  15) The light of the Imamate

   [ §  74]  Mu � ammad and the Imams as light: exegesis of Q. 24:40 
  [ §  75]  Legatee and Prophet: exegesis of Q. 22:45 
  [ §  §  76–79]    � ad ī th : the creation of the Five and Adam    

  16)   Al ī ’s life and death

   [ §  79]    � ad ī th : Ja  far al- �  ā diq on   Al ī ’s murder 
  [ §  80]    � ad ī th :   Al ī ’s power to resurrect the dead    

  17)  [ §  81]    � ad ī th : on the vision of God
  18) Conclusion  

   [ §  82]    � ad ī th :  wal ā ya  and  shirk  
  [ §  83]  End      



   Treatise I Translation  

 In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate from whom 
we seek our help 

  1.  Praise be to God who created ( fa � ara ) His worshippers according to 
His nature ( fi  � ra � ihi ). He weakens tongues in their attempt to describe 
and qualify Him, intellects are blunted in their attempt to grasp His 
essence and His magnitude.  ‘Praise be to God who created the heavens 
and the earth, and made the shadows and the light; yet those who disbelieve  
 [1]   ascribe equals to their Lord’  [Q. 6:1]. There is no god but God alone, 
without a partner. I bear witness that Mu � ammad is His servant and 
Messenger — may God’s blessings and peace be upon him and his 
family. There is no strength except in God the High, the Sublime. 

 [Introduction: a pact with the reader] 

  2.  The fi rst thing a believer needs concerning his religion and knowledge 
of the Truth and its people, is loyalty ( am ā na ) to God and His Friends 
( awliy ā  
  ), for He has said — He is Mighty and Sublime (  � azza wa-jalla ):  ‘We 
presented the Trust  ( am ā na )  to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, 
but they refused to carry it and were afraid of it; and man carried it. Surely he 
is unjust and a fool’  [Q. 33:72]. As for me, brother, I bind you to God’s 
Covenant (  � ahd ) and His Pact ( m ī th ā q ), the most fi rm Covenant and Pact 
to which He has always bound His Prophets and Messengers. God has 
forbidden His Prophets, His Messengers, His Gates ( abw ā b ) and His Proofs 
(  	 ujaj ) — as well as your father who gave you drink and your brother who 
suckled ( ra � i � a ) with you from the same source —  1   [to eat items] such as 

      1  ‘Father’ and ‘brother’ may be understood in the symbolic sense here; see 
commentary of  Kashf , p. 128–134.   

74
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carrion, blood and swinefl esh,  2   and similarly I forbid you to divulge [what 
follows], to let anyone but you read it or to speak it to one of the sons of 
Adam —  ‘the prime nature ( fi  
 ra ) on which God has created ( fa 
 ara ) man’  [Q. 
30:30].  3   Do not also write it  [2]  to anyone, unless they deserve it and are a 
true believer. If you transgress this, if you do other than what I have ordered 
you and should you divulge [what follows], God, His Messenger and the 
latter’s Legatee will disassociate themselves ( bar ī  
  ) from you; God will 
submit you to the sword of Truth and will carry out His judgement against 
you,  ‘however much the associationists may be averse’  [Q. 9:33].  4   

  3.  Indeed, a report has come from the Friends ( awliy ā  
  ), who received 
it from the Legatees ( aw � iy ā  
  ), who received it from the Summoners 
( du �  ā t ), who received it from the Chiefs ( nuqab ā  
  ), who received it from 
the Nobles ( nujab ā  
  ), who received it from the Gates ( abw ā b ), who 
received it from the Proofs (  	 ujaj ):  5   ‘Tell the people of Friendship ( wal ā ya ): 
“Conceal our secret, obey our command, do not circulate our word, and 
we shall make you the elite of creation. There have been people before 
you from past communities who fulfi lled what was entrusted to them, 
concealed the secret and did what they were ordered, and so God made 
them Messengers to His trustworthy ones, and Gates for  6   His Friends”.’  7   

    2  This is an allusion to the following verses:  ‘He Has forbidden for you carrion and 
blood and swinefl esh’  [Q. 2:173; 16:115];  ‘Forbidden unto you are carrion and blood and 
swinefl esh’  [Q. 5:3]. On this passage, and its potential esoteric meaning, see below 
pp. 127–128, n. 191.   

    3  This could be an allusion to the tax named  fi  � ra  which was due by the newly 
initiated believer, according to Ibn Riz ā m; cited by D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , 
p. 14; see also ibid., p. 60. On initiation and  fi  � ra  in a similar sense in an Ismaili source, 
see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , pp. 256–257.   

    4  Also Q. 61:9.   
    5  This chain of transmission, which is highly unusual as it is composed of ranks 

rather than names, also poses problems as to which is the highest rank. It seems that 
the rank of the Legatee has been misplaced.   

    6  The text reads:  il ā  , ‘to’, which would make the ‘Friends’ the ‘destination’ of those 
who go through the Gates. I choose to understand ‘Friends’ as a synonym of ‘believers’ 
rather than referring to high ranks of the hierarchy — which seems to correspond to the 
‘chain of transmission’ above, given the correction suggested in the previous footnote.   

    7  A similar, though slightly longer, version of this   	 ad ī th  is quoted and commented 
on in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , pp. 163–164, where it is attributed 
to Ja  far al- �  ā diq. See also Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī   (Beirut,  1991 ), 
pp. 195–196, who quotes this passage from the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t .   
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  4.  By God, by God brother! Do not expose yourself to the wrath of 
God. Without what I have understood from you and what I know 
about the degree you have reached, I would not have unveiled this 
chapter. I make God your surety ( kaf ī l ).  8   

  5.  The words of the Greatest Master ( al-sayyid al-akbar )  9   — may 
God’s blessings be upon him — [also refer to this point]: ‘Communities 
have perished only  [3]  because they did not consider this, did not 
refl ect and because they divulged the secret.’  10   Whoever divulges the 
secret rejects the Truth aft er having known it.  11   There is no strength 
except in God the High, the Sublime. 

 [The metamorphosis ( mus ū khiyya ): exegesis of Q. 2:6–9] 

  6.  On God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘As for the disbelievers, 
it is the same to them whether you warn them or do not warn them, they 

    8  This is an allusion to Q. 16:91:  ‘Fulfi l God’s convenant ( � ahd), when you make 
covenant, and do not break your oaths aft er confi rming them, and aft er you have made 
God your surety (kaf ī l).’    

    9  This unusual epithet designates the Prophet Mu � ammad. It seems to characterise 
certain  ghul ā t  groups, as we fi nd it, for instance, in the  Kit ā b al- � ir ā  �  , ff . 88b, 92b, 99b, 
126b. L. Capezzone notes that, in his  Rij ā l , al-Kashsh ī  says that I �  �  ā q. al-A � mar uses 
this expression. However, M. Asatryan is not convinced that this is suffi  cient evidence 
to attribute the  Kit ā b al- � ir ā  �   to I �  �  ā q al-A � mar (d. 286/899), a  ghul ā t  heresiarch (on 
him, see M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , index s.n. ‘I �  �  ā q 
al-A � mar’, s.v. ‘I �  �  ā qiyya’; idem, ‘Es �  ā q A � mar al-Na � a  i’,  EIr ). Asatryan actually 
refers to this passage of the  Kashf  to illustrate that the expression is not specifi c to 
one author, but rather to a certain trend. See L. Capezzone, ‘Il  Kit ā b al- � ir ā  �  ’, p. 304; 
M. Asatryan, ‘Heresy and Rationalism’, p. 68, n. 225; p. 77, n. 258. As a matter of 
fact, the expression is also found in Nu � ayri texts; see e.g. al- � abar ā n ī ,  Majm ū  �  
al-a � y ā d , ed. R. Strothmann,  Der   Islam , 27 (1946), p. 13; idem,  Kit ā b al-ma �  ā rif , ed. 
M.M. Bar-Asher and A. Kofsky (Leuven, Paris and Walpole, 2012), pp. 67, 70.   

    10  Similar   	 ad ī th s appear in Sunni sources. See e.g. Ibn M ā ja,  Sunan , ed. M.F.   Abd 
al-B ā q ī  (Cairo,  1952 ),  muqaddima ,  b ā b  10, p. 33, where the ‘previous communities’ 
have ‘perished’ because they did not agree with the doctrine of  qadar .   

    11  The rejection of faith aft er having embraced it is a Qur’anic theme (see e.g. 
16:91). In a Shi  i context, it is of course applied to those who followed the Prophet 
Mu � ammad but then refused to acknowledge   Al ī , that is, the  muslim ū n , as opposed 
to the  mu 
 min ū n . In the  Kashf , it is also a recurring theme, due to the Shi  i nature of 
the text, but it might also allude to renegade  du �  ā t .   
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will not believe’  [Q. 2:6], [Ja  far] al- �  ā diq — peace be upon him — said: 
‘He means the antagonists ( a � d ā d ), and those who follow them.’  ‘God 
has set a seal on their hearts and on their hearing, and on their eyes is 
a covering, and they will have a painful torment’  [Q. 2:7], that is, in 
metamorphosis and the taking on of composite bodies in the painful 
layers of Hell ( bi’l-mus ū khiyya wa’l-tar ā k ī b bi’l- � abaq ā t bi-al ī m 
al-adr ā k ).  12   They are objects of [God’s] wrath, they have gone astray, 
and they rejected the Truth aft er knowing it, even though they knew it 
was the Truth. This shows that he refers to those who entered the 
Summons of Truth ( da � wat al- 	 aqq ), then were driven out of it by one 
of the Gates of faithlessness ( nakth ) and hypocrisy in following the 
whisperings of Satan. They are consequently denied the benefi ts of 
knowledge, the degrees of religion and the substance of their visions 
and certainty. They become like beasts who profess no religion because 
they have been removed from where they were, by objecting to the 
Truth and <. . .>  13   of Falsehood ( al-b ā  � il ). They have removed 
themselves from the Truth they had entered. Their visions have faded 
away, and so they do not see the Truth [anymore] and they are deprived 
from its benefi ts. They  [4]  do not hear them [the benefi ts], and  ‘He has 
set a seal on their hearts’  [Q. 2:7]. This is what deprivation is.  ‘They do 
not understand’  what guides them. 

  7.  This is also the meaning of God’s words — He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘We created man in the fairest stature, and then We reduced him 
to the lowest of the low’  [Q. 95:4–5]. This means that he was guided to 
the straight path with God’s approval, and that he was raised through 
this to the degrees of the pious worshippers who believe in Him. But 
when he broke ( nakatha ) [the Pact] and changed [path] by not 
observing adequately the Truth that reached him, he was deprived of 
worship and the benefi t was not renewed ( tajd ī d al-if ā da ). He was 
then in  ‘the lowest of the low’ , which is the position of the people of 
ignorance. Indeed, the one who does not know is more forgivable than 
the one who knows and yet does not retain what he knows and does 

    12  On the interpretation of this sentence, see M. Asatryan, ‘Early Ismailis and 
Other Muslims: Polemics and Borrowing in Kit ā b al-Kashf’, in O. Mir-Kasimov, ed, 
 Intellectual Interactions in the Islamic World. The Ismaili Thread  (London and New 
York,  2020 ), p. 278, n. 19.   

    13  Ms. A:  wa-karh ; ms. B:  wa-kasr . Strothmann: blank; Gh ā lib:  wa-karh .   
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not profi t from it. The Loser is in the lowest abyss of misguidance as he 
received guidance and yet was not among the guided ones. This is the 
correct meaning of the allusion to metamorphosis ( al-mus ū khiyya ). 

  8.   ‘Of the people, there are some who say: “We believe in God and the 
Last Day”, but they are not believers. They think to beguile God and those 
who believed, and they beguile none save themselves, but they are not 
aware’  [Q. 2:8–9]. He means by this the Shi  is who fall short ( al-sh ī  � a 
al-muqa �  � ira ) from knowing the Truth and who say:  [5]   ‘We believe in 
God and the Last Day’ . The Last Day is the Mahd ī , the Master of the 
Age (  �  ā  	 ib al-zaman ) — may God’s blessings be upon him. God — He 
is Mighty and Sublime — made manifest what they kept secret in their 
words and said:  ‘They are not believers. They think to beguile God and 
those who believed.’  Those who believed are those who know this Law 
( shar ī  � a ). 

  9.   ‘When it was said to them: “Believe as the people believe”, they say: 
“Shall we believe as fools believe?” Truly, they are the fools, but they do 
not know’  [Q. 2:13]. He means by this the First of the iniquitous, the 
Second  14   and those who believe in the two of them and follow them 
both. The ‘people’ ( al-n ā s ) are those who know and acknowledge the 
people of Truth. God has revealed this knowledge to His most 
venerable Messenger. 

  10.  God has said:  ‘Truly, they are the workers of corruption, but they 
are not aware’  [Q. 2:12].  ‘These are they who have bought misguidance at 
the price of guidance, and their trade has not profi ted them, and they are 
not right-guided’  [Q. 2:16]. He means by this the followers of the 
Pharaohs. 

  11.   ‘O Man! What has deluded you as to your generous Lord, who 
created you, then fashioned, you, and proportioned you?’  [Q. 82:6–7]. 
The man who forgets what he has contracted with his Friend ( wal ī  ) is 

    14  Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar: the use of the terms ‘First’ and ‘Second’ to designate them 
is a common code of Shi  i exegesis. See e.g. I. Goldziher, ‘Spottnamen der ersten 
Chalifen bei den Sch î ‘iten’,  Wiener Zeitschrift  f ü r die Kunde des Morgenlandes , 15 
( 1901 ), pp. 323; E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the   � a 	ā ba ’,  JSAI , 5 ( 1984 ), 
p. 165; M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis in Early Imam ī  Shi � ism  (Leiden, Boston 
and Jerusalem,  1999 ), p. 114, 118. See also  Kashf  I, p. 22,  §  48; p. 24,  §  52; p. 28,  §  60; 
III, p. 58,  §  §  12–13; V, p. 95,  §  7. The sources sometimes mention the ‘Third’, that is, 
  Uthm ā n.   
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the one ‘deluded as to his generous Lord’ to [the extent of opposing] 
God. [The Lord] is the Prince of the Believers. This is [stated in] a 
[clear] Bedouin Arabic language.  15    [6]  

 [Ja  far al- �  ā diq and the domes of light] 

  12.  Al- �  ā diq — may God’s blessings be upon him — said: ‘I was 
contemplating the verse:  “God is the light of the heavens and the 
Earth”  [Q. 24:35], when these verses manifested ten domes of light 
( qub ā b min n ū r ), approaching <the high nobility ( al-sharaf  )>.  16   
Around them were a thousand [other] domes of light, until they 
reached <the Highest Nobility ( al-sharaf al-akbar )>.  17   It was 
surrounded by [all the] creatures, and it was as if I heard it preaching 
its world.’ A man stood up and said: ‘Tell us more, may God hve mercy 
upon you.’ [The Imam] said: ‘The ten domes of light include the seven 
Speaking-Prophets ( nu � aq ā  
  ), and the [other] three are the k ā l ī  ,  18   the 
Guardian ( raq ī b )  19   and the Gate ( b ā b ). These are the ten domes of 
light. Whoever knows them knows God, and whoever rejects them 
rejects God.’ 

 [Commentary of the vision] 

  13.  By the ‘domes’, he only means that they are a covering ( sutra ) to 
the hidden knowledge of God. He referred to them by this name, 
but it is not in the sense that the Christians ( al-na �  ā r ā  ) say that 
Jesus’ body is a sacred form ( haykal ) in which God descended on 

    15  Correcting Strothmann’s edition which reads  ghar ī ba  instead of   � arabiyya . The 
meaning of the sentence might be that what has just been said is clear.   

    16  Mss. A, B:  al-sharaf ; Gh ā lib (p. 28):  al-sharq .   
    17  Mss. A, B:  al-shahr al-akbar ; Gh ā lib (p. 28):  al-mashhad al-akbar . Strothmann 

suggests replacing  al-shahr  by  al-shuraf , but this word in plural would not bode well 
with the singular adjective. I correct into:  al-sharaf , based on the occurrence of the 
term in the previous sentence.   

    18  This term does not appear elsewhere in Ismaili literature, except for another 
occurrence in  Kashf  I, p. 10,  §  20. Rather, we fi nd it in Nu � ayr ī  texts. Its meaning is 
unclear, and its occurrences in Nu � ayr ī  literature do not give any indication in this 
regard; see al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , p. 107; idem,  Majm ū  �  al-a � y ā d , p. 10. In the 
latter text, the  k ā l ī   seems identifi ed with ‘Salsal’, that is, Salm ā n al-F ā ris ī .   

    19  Again, this is not an Ismaili technical term.   
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earth to walk among His servants; God is highly exalted above 
that! Similar is what the exaggerators ( ghul ā t ) among the Muslims 
say about the Imams and the Messengers, as they also say that their 
bodies are forms ( hay ā kil ) with which the Creator covers ( yastajinn ) 
Himself to descend on earth. [Their bodies] are thus his domes, that 
is, sacred places ( maq ā m ā t ) that contain Him on His earth. He 
would be in the body of each one of them in his time. Glory to 
God, may He be exalted above what the iniquitous say! He has 
forbidden this in His Book, saying:  ‘O People of the Book, do not 
exaggerate (l ā  taghl ū ) in your religion and say not   [7]   as to God but 
the truth, etc.’  [Q. 4:171]. No one says such a thing, except the ignorant. 
We take refuge in God from ignorance aft er knowledge, and from 
doubt aft er certainty. 

 [A mystical sermon by   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib] 

  14.  J ā bir b. Yaz ī d al-Ju  f ī   20   said: ‘I heard my lord and master, Ab ū  
Ja  far al-B ā qir Mu � ammad b.   Al ī  — may God’s blessings be upon him 
— relating this tradition from the Prince of the Believers through his 
forefathers: “He stood on the pulpit in K ū fa and said: ‘People! I am the 
Messiah ( al-mas ī  	  )  21   who heals the blind and the leper, who creates 
the birds  22   and spreads the clouds’ ” — this means that he is the second 
Messiah. “ ‘I am him and he is me.’ ” 

    20  A disciple of Mu � ammad al-B ā qir (d.114/733) who transmitted   	 ad ī th  that 
were highly appreciated in  ghul ā t  circles; see W. Madelung, ‘ Dj  ā bir al- Dj u  f ī ’,  EI2 . 
Note that Ms. A reads ‘Zayd’ instead of ‘Yaz ī d’ (Ms. B simply reads J ā bir b. al-Ju  f ī ). We 
fi nd the same mistake in other Ismaili sources; see e.g. Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr 
al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 215; al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , p. 271. This may indicate that this mistake was 
common in the  � ayyib ī  context.   

    21  This refers to Jesus, as also indicated by the rest of the sentence in which   Al ī  
claims attributes that are specifi c to Jesus in Islam.   

    22  This alludes to Q. 3:49:  ‘I come unto you with a sign from your Lord: I fashion 
for you out of clay the likeness of a bird, and I breathe into it, and it becomes a bird 
by God’s leave’  (quoted in  Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  15). See also Q. 5:110:  ‘Jesus, son of 
Mary (. . .) you created out of clay the likeness of a bird  —  by My leave. Then you 
breathed into it, and it became a bird  —  by My leave. And you healed the blind and 
the leper  —  by My leave. And you brought the dead forth  —  by My leave, etc.’  This power 
of resurrecting the dead is also attributed to   Al ī  in the fi nal pages of  Kashf  I; see  Kashf  
I, pp. 37–39,  §  80.   
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  15.  A man rose to him and said: “O Prince of the Believers, is the 
Torah non-Arabic ( a � jamiyya ) or Arabic?” He answered: “It is non-
Arabic, but its exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ) is Arabic.”  23   

  16.  The Messiah is the One who rises with Truth ( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-
 	 aqq ), the King of this world and the hereaft er, as it is attested by the 
words of God — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Peace be upon me the day 
I was born, and the day I die, and the day I am raised up alive’  [Q. 
19:33]. “Jesus son of Mary is from me and I am from him. He is the 
Supreme Word of God ( kalimat All ā h al-kubr ā  ). <I am the 
contemplator, and I am the contemplated>.”  24   

 [Gloss on the notion of God’s Order ( amr )] 

  17.  This is from the sayings of the Prince of the Believers — may God’s 
blessings be upon him — namely that that God’s Order is continuous 
( amr All ā h mutta � il ), from the fi rst of His Prophets, Messengers and 

    23  This passage on the exegesis of the Torah seems interpolated, as its connexion 
with the rest of the sermon is not clear. It might have something to do with the 
messianic doctrine according to which the true and esoteric meaning of previous 
revelations will be unveiled when the Mahd ī  comes. Therefore,   Al ī ’s traditional role 
as ‘master of the exegesis’ would be a consequence of his status as the Messiah.   

    24  Ms. A:  huwa al-sh ā hid wa-an ā  al-mashh ū d  � al ā  al-gh ā  
 ib ā t ; ms. B:  huwa al-sh ā hid 
wa-an ā  al-mashh ū d  � al ā  al-lu � an ā  
  . The Arabic text is not clear and is probably 
corrupted. Corrected to:  an ā  al-sh ā hid, an ā  al-mashh ū d , aft er a version of the  khu � bat 
al-bay ā n  in which   Al ī  declares: ‘I am the Contemplator, I am the Contemplated’, 
which is more intelligible; see Ja  far Kashf ī ,  Tu 	 fat al-mul ū k , cited in M.A. Amir-
Moezzi,  La   Religion discr è te , p. 107 (Eng. trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , p. 129). This 
sentence is a reference to Q. 85:3:  wa-sh ā hid, wa-mashh ū d . H. Corbin translates the 
uncorrected version of the  Kashf  as follows: ‘Il est le T é moin attestant les myst è res et 
j’en suis l’attest é ’; see H. Corbin, ‘De la gnose antique  à  la gnose isma é lienne’, in idem, 
 Temps cyclique et gnose isma é lienne , p. 202. The expression  al-sh ā hid al-mashh ū d  
appears in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , p. 117, in another of 
  Al ī ’s mystical sermons. See also R. Strothmann,  Esoterische Sonderthemen bei den 
Nusairi. Geschichten und Traditionen von den Heiligen Meistern aus dem Prophetenhaus  
(Berlin, 1958), Arabic text p. 17,  §  66, where the Imam  � asan al-  Askar ī  declares: ‘We 
are the comtemplator, and we are the contemplated for one who desires it’ ( na 	 nu  
 al-sh ā hid wa’l-mashh ū d li- �  ā libihi ). On the literary genre of the mystical sermons 
attributed to   Al ī , see M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 3: ‘Remarques sur 
la divinit é  de l’Imam’, pp. 89–108 (Eng. trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 3: ‘Some 
Remarks on the Divinity of the Imam’, pp. 103–131). See also  Kashf  I, p. 11,  §  §  23–24.   
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Imams of His religion to the last of them: whoever obeys the last of 
them, it is as if he obeyed the fi rst of them, because of the continuity of 
God’s Order from the fi rst of them, to the ones aft er him, and up to the 
last of them.  25   Whoever obeys  [8]  the fi rst, his obedience will guide and 
lead him to the last. The ‘Order of God’ is that which He establishes with 
each one ( q ā  
 im )  26   of them in his era, and which then reaches his 
successor. It is  ‘the cable of God’  [Q. 3:103] that cannot be severed, and 
 ‘the fi rm handhold which will never break’  [Q. 2:256].  27   By this, God severs 
the words of the misguided misguiders who  ‘sever what God has ordered 
to be joined (y ū  � al)’  [Q. 2:27]. They claim the sacred stations ( maq ā m ā t ) 
in favour of the iniquitous antagonists ( a � d ā d ) in every era and every 
age ( f ī  kull  � a � r wa-zam ā n ), and they invalidate the testamentary 
dispositions ( al-wa �  ā y ā  ) by which the Messengers designate their 
Legatees ( aw � iy ā  
  ), and the Imams designate the Imams aft er them. God 
speaks the Truth, and He guides to the path through His Guidance and 
His trustworthy and chosen ones — may God bless them all. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 70:40] 

  18.   ‘I swear by the Lord of the Easts and the Wests’  [Q. 70:40]. <He says  28   
that God has>  29   thirty-nine Easts, thirty-nine Wests, and thirty-nine 
cities other than yours, who have all taken the Covenant and the Pact 
to know us.  30   It was taken with  ‘the Jibt and the  �  ā gh ū t’  [Q. 4:51]  31   in 

    25  H. Corbin has translated most of the previous   	 ad ī th , as well as its explanation 
until this point; see H. Corbin, ‘De la gnose antique  à  la gnose isma é lienne’, in idem, 
 Temps cyclique et gnose isma é lienne , pp. 201–202.   

    26  In this paragraph of a distinct Fatimid stance, the term  q ā  
 im  does not bear any 
eschatological connotation, and therefore cannot be translated by ‘Resurrector’ as is 
usually the case. On this particular meaning of the term, see commentary of  Kashf  III, 
pp. 290–293. Cf. also  Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25, where, within another distinctly Fatimid 
passage on God’s Order, the Imam of the time is called  q ā  
 im bi-amr All ā h .   

    27  Cf.  Kashf  III, p. 56,  §  9; V, p. 99,  § 18; p. 122,  §  55.   
    28  The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  contains numerous occurrences of  q ā la  or  yaq ū l  refering to 

anonymous interpreters.   
    29  This only appears in M. Gh ā lib’s edition, p. 28.   
    30  Despite the absence of a chain of transmission, this paragraph is a   	 ad ī th . 

Therefore, ‘us’ refers to the Imams.   
    31  Idols. They are oft en identifi ed with Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar in a Shi  i context, as 

can be seen below in  Kashf  I, p. 22,  §  48.   
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each city with every warner ( nadh ī r ). I said: ‘May I be your ransom! 
Explain to me the thirty-nine.’ [The Imam] said: ‘[There are] twelve 
months, each having a Demonstrator ( mubarhin ), which makes 
twenty-four. [Then there are] seven heavens and a similar number 
on earth, which makes thirty-nine,  32   the number of the Easts as 
well as the Wests. As for the cities, they are the Gates ( abw ā b ), the 
Proofs (  	 ujaj ), the Demonstrators ( mubarhin ū n ) and the Wings 
( ajni 	 a ).  33   Do you understand?’ I said: ‘Yes master, may I be your 
ransom!’  [9]  

 [Exegesis of Q. 52:1–8] 

  19.  About His words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘When the heaven 
is rent asunder, and it becomes red like ointment. . .’  [Q. 55:37], he  34   said: 
‘It is as if I am looking at the One who establishes the Truth ( al-q ā  
 im 
bi’l- 	 aqq ); the Order of the Speaking-Prophets will be rent asunder, he 
will appear to his world and the horizon will shine for him. Then, the 
affl  iction ( al-h ā  
 i � a ) will fall on the heretics ( ahl al-il 	  ā d ); this is the 
 ‘chastisement about to fall, it is ineluctable’  [Q. 52:7–8].’ 

    32  The count is wrong: twelve months, twelve ‘Demonstrators’, seven heavens and 
seven earths bring to a total of thirty-eight — not thirty-nine.   

    33  The term  mubarhin  does not appear in other Ismaili texts, to the best of my 
knowledge. As for the ‘Wings’, they are indeed a rank of the Ismaili hierarchy, 
generally identifi ed with the rank of the ‘Summoners’ ( du �  ā t ); see e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , pp. 26, 159, 160; idem,  Ta 
 w ī l al-Zak ā t , pp. 123, 
228; al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Tu 	 fat al-mustaj ī b ī n , in   Arif T ā mir, ed,  Khams ras ā  
 il ism ā  �  ī liyya  
(Salamiyya,  1956 ), p. 154; Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 247, etc. See also H. 
Feki,  Les Id é es religieuses et philosophiques , pp. 157–159, 223, 243; H. Corbin,  Trilogie 
isma é lienne , index  s.v.   ajni 	 a , esp. pp. 35–36 note 35; F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s. Their 
History and Doctrines , index  s.v. jan ā  	  . It is noteworthy that al-Sijist ā n ī  explains that 
the ‘Wings’ are thus called because ‘they fl y ( ya �  ī r ū n ) to spread the two  da � wa s, both 
the exoteric and the esoteric’ (al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Tu 	 fat al-mustaj ī b ī n , p. 154), which is 
related to the symbolic identifi cation of the birds to the Summoners; on the latter 
identifi cation, see  Kashf  VI, p. 171,  § 30, and related footnote. The term ‘Wings’ may 
also have to do with the identifi cation of members of the  da � wa  with angels; see e.g. 
 Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20 and related footnote; V, p. 154,  § 105, as well as my remarks in the 
commentary of  Kashf  V, pp. 413–414.   

    34  Although the author of the exegesis is not specifi ed, this ‘he’ must refer to an 
Imam.   
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  20.  This is the esoteric meaning of His words:  ‘By the Mount (al- �  ū r), 
by a Book inscribed, in a parchment unrolled, by the House frequented, 
and the roof exalted, and the sea swarming. Surely your Lord’s chastisement 
is about to fall, it is ineluctable’  [Q. 52 :1–8]. The ‘Mount’ is the Speaking-
Prophet; the ‘Book inscribed’ is the knowledge; the ‘parchment 
unrolled’ is the Proof (  	 ujja ) — may God’s blessings be upon him; the 
‘House frequented’ is the progeny;  35   the ‘roof exalted’ is the  k ā l ī  ;  36   
the ‘sea swarming’ is the Gate; the ‘chastisement about to fall’ is the 
Resurrector ( q ā  
 im ), whose coming is ‘ineluctable’.  37   

 [Enumeration of the enemies] 

  21.  The knowledge of the esoteric meaning of His words concerning 
the people of    Ā d and Tham ū d,  38   and the people of Abraham and 

    35  That is, the Imams from the progeny of Mu � ammad and   Al ī .   
    36  See above,  Kashf  I, p. 7,  § 12.   
    37  See the version of the  khu � bat al-bay ā n  as transmitted by Ja  far Kashf ī  in his 

 Tu 	 fat al-mul ū k ; translated and transcribed in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , 
pp. 105–108 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , pp. 126–131): there,   Al ī  
identifi es himself with each of the elements mentioned in Q. 52:1–6. As we see, the 
exegesis of the  Kashf  is more precise. Similar interpretations of these verses are also 
found in later Ismaili sources: in one of his sermons, the fourth Fatimid caliph, 
al-Mu  izz, declares that the Imams are the Gates to God’s ‘House frequented’ and ‘roof 
exalted’, which, if authentic, gives an idea of how the exegesis of theses verses has 
evolved, from the  ghul ā t  origins of the  Kashf  (here attested by the use of the term  k ā l ī  ) 
to the offi  cial rhetoric of the Fatimid state; see P.E. Walker,  Orations of the Fatimid 
Caliphs: Festival Sermons of the Ismaili Imams  (London and New York, 2009), p. 136 
(Arabic: p. 41). See also D. De Smet,  Les  É p î tres sacr é es des Druzes.  Ras ā  � il al- � ikma. 
 Volumes 1 et 2. Introduction,  é dition critique et traduction annot é e des trait é s attribu é s  à  
 � amza b.  � Al ī  et  à  Ism ā  �  ī l at-Tam ī m ī   (Leuven,  2007 ), Epistle 33, p. 398, where  � amza 
b.   Al ī  identifi es himself with the ‘Mount’, the ‘Book inscribed’, the ‘House frequented’ 
and the ‘Master of Resurrection and the Last Day’. In the  Kashf , the exegesis of s ū ra 52 
outlines the historical transmission of divine knowledge from the last Speaking-
Prophet, Mu � ammad, to the Q ā  � im (“the inevitable punishment”), through the Proof 
(probably   Al ī ), his descendants, the enigmatic  k ā l ī  , and the Gate (who is most likely 
the Gate of the Q ā  � im).   

    38     Ā d and Tham ū d are people mentioned several times in the Qur’an where they 
are given as examples of past infi del communities who did not listen to the warnings 
of their prophets — these were respectively H ū d and  �  ā li � ; see F. Buhl, ‘   Ā d’,  EI2 ; I. 
Shahid, ‘ Th am ū d’,  EI2 ; R. Tottoli, ‘   Ā d’,  EQ ; R. Firestone, ‘Tham ū d’,  EQ .   
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Noah: the fi rst of them is  Ab ū  Bakr , the second is    Umar ,  39   the third is 
   Uthm ā n , the fourth is   � al � a .  40   The people of Madyan  41   and the people 
of Rass  42   are the people of the  Camel   43   and the people of  Nahraw ā n .  44   
The companions of the Pharaoh of Moses are  Mu   ā wiya ,  45    [10]  and his 
companions, the  Umayyads . 

  22.  The second cycle ( al-kawr al-th ā n ī  )  46   [is that of?] Pharaoh, 
H ā m ā n and Korah,  47   who are respectively the First  Ab ū  Bakr , the 

    39  See  Kashf  III, pp. 57–58,  §  §  12–13, where    Ā d and Th ā m ū d are similarly 
identifi ed with Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar. See also al-Qumm ī ,  Tafs ī r , ed.  � . Al-M ū saw ī  
al-Jaz ā  � ir ī  (Najaf,  1386–7  [ 1966–7 ]), vol. 2, p. 263; ed. Mu � assasat al-Mahd ī  (Qom, 
1435 [2014]), vol. 3, p. 920, a pre-Buyid Shi  i source where    Ā d and Th ā m ū d are 
identifi ed with ‘Quraysh’ ( hum quraysh ).   

    40   � al � a b.   Ubayd All ā h was a Quraysh ī  and a cousin of Ab ū  Bakr. Together with 
Zubayr b. al-  Aww ā m, he led a coalition against   Al ī , and they were both defeated and 
killed at the Battle of the Camel in 36/656; see W. Madelung, ‘Tal � a b.   Ubayd All ā h’, 
 EI2 ; idem, ‘Tal � a b.   Ubayd All ā h’,  EI3 ; L. Veccia Vaglieri, ‘al- Dj amal’,  EI2 ; N.I. Haider, 
‘Camel, Battle of the’,  EI3 .   

    41  The Qur’an refers to the people of Madyan who were preached to by the prophet 
Shu  ayb; see e.g. Q. 7:85; 9:84. Just like the people of    Ā d and Th ā m ū d — with whom 
they are mentioned in Q. 9:70 — they are an example of an impious community from 
the past who refused God’s warnings through His prophets; see F. Buhl and C.E. 
Bosworth, ‘Madyan  Sh u  ayb’,  EI2 ; A. Rippin, ‘ Sh u  ayb’,  EI2 .   

    42  The Qur’an mentions the people of Rass twice, within enumerations also 
comprising the people of Noah,    Ā d and Th ā m ū d; see Q.25:38; 50:12. No further 
information is given about them; see A.J. Wensick, ‘A �  �  ā b al-Rass’,  EI2 .   

    43  The Battle of the Camel in 36/656 brought into confl ict   Al ī  and a coalition led 
by  � al � a b.  Ubayd All â h and Zubayr b. al-  Aww ā m; see L. Veccia Vaglieri, ‘al- Dj amal’, 
 EI2 ; N.I. Haider, ‘Camel, Battle of the’,  EI3 ; L. Veccia Vaglieri, ‘  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’,  EI2 ; 
R. Gleave, ‘  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’,  EI3 .   

    44  The Battle of Nahraw ā n in 38/658 brought into confl ict   Al ī  and those among 
his partisans who defected him aft er the Battle of  � iff  ī n, that is, the Kh ā rijites; see 
L. Veccia Vaglieri, ‘  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’,  EI2 ; R. Gleave, ‘  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’,  EI3 .   

    45    Al ī ’s opponent in the Battle of  � iff  ī n, and founder of the highly despised — 
among the Shi  is — Umayyad dynasty; see M. Hinds, ‘Mu   ā wiya I’,  EI2 .   

    46   Kawr  has the same meaning as  dawr , ‘cycle’. The text is obviously corrupted here, 
but we gather that it is about demonstrating the continuity of the opposition to the 
prophets and the Imams; ‘in every era and every age’, as the  Kashf  puts it insistently, the 
same archetypes of adversity take new forms. See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 147–154.    

    47  These three adversaries of Moses are named together in the Qur’an in 29:33 and 
40:24. On Korah, who is dealt with at more lenght, see Q. 28:76–82. On H ā m ā n, 
Pharaoh’s intendant, see Q. 28:6–8; 40:36.   
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Second    Umar  and the Third    Uthm ā n .  48   So it is in every epoch. Have 
you not seen the words of God:  ‘I respited the disbelievers, then I seized 
them, and how terrible was My rejection!’  [Q. 22:44].  49   

 [  � ad ī ths  by   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib] 

  23.  Related to this [is the report of] a Shi  i man who stood before 
the Prince of the Believers while he was preaching in K ū fa, and 
said: ‘O Prince of the Believers, how did you fi nd this community 
( umma )?’ He said: ‘By Him who splits the seed and blows the breeze, 
I have found more in the ancient communities than I have in this 
one!’ According to these words, it is necessary that he is the First and 
the Last.  50   

  24.  This is verifi ed by God’s words:  ‘I swear by the planets 
(al-khunnas),   51    that pass and hide’  [Q. 81:15–16]. The Prince of the 
Believers said: ‘The Legatees are from me, and I am from them. We 

    48  Pharaoh, H ā m ā n and their armies are identifi ed with Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and their 
followers in other Shi � i sources; see E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the 
  � a 	ā ba ’, p. 164.   

    49  This sentence appears in a context where previous communities who have 
denied the prophets are mentioned — among them the people of    Ā d, Th ā m ū d, 
Madyan and Moses.   

    50  Since he is able to compare the past communities to the present one. This is an 
allusion to   Al ī ’s divinity and to a doctrine of transmigration.   

    51   Khunnas  is usually translated thus. The following exegesis plays on the meaning 
of the verb  khanasa , ‘to stay back, to recede, to retire, to remain behind’, which 
applies to the planets inasmuch as they ‘retire’ at dawn. The exegesis alludes to the 
concealment of the Imamate — its ‘retirement’ — until the Resurrector comes. In the 
 Kit ā b al-I � l ā  	 ,  the  khunnas  are the fi ve ontological principles:   � aql  /  nafs  /  jadd  /  fat 	   / 
 khay ā l ; see Ab ū   �  ā tim al-R ā z ī ,  Kit ā b al-I � l ā  	  , ed. H. M î n û chehr and M. Mo � aghegh 
(Tehran, 2004), pp. 128–129. In his  Maq ā l ī d al-malak ū tiyya , al-Sijist ā n ī  uses the term 
 khunnas  to designate the fi ve planets corresponding to the fi ve ‘Masters of Laws’ 
( a �  	  ā b al-shar ā  
 i �  ) — as opposed to the fi rst and the last ‘Masters of Cycles’ ( a �  	  ā b 
al-adw ā r ) who do not bring forward a  shar ī  � a ; see al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Maq ā l ī d 
al-malak ū tiyya , ed. I.K. Poonawala (Tunis,  2011 ), p. 246. In this interpretation of the 
term, the fact that the planets who ‘retire’ refer to the ‘Masters of Laws’ is probably an 
allusion to the fact that the Law brought by each one of them is abrogated by the 
following  n ā  � iq . For another Ismaili interpretation of Q. 81:15–16, see Idr ī s   Im ā d 
al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 211.   
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recede ( nukhnis anfusan ā  ), we pass and hide from our enemy, until the 
Durd ū r’  52   — which is the sword of the Resurrector.  53    [11]  

 [The continuity of God’s Order ( amr )] 

  25.  The explanation of this is what has been mentioned before, that is, 
that in every era, there is a Proof of God, whether it is a messenger 
prophet ( nab ī    mursal )  54   or a chosen Imam. Each of them has an enemy 
in his era, as God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘Thus have We 
appointed to every prophet an enemy among the sinners’  [Q. 25:31]. The 
prophet is similar to [another] prophet, and the enemy is similar to 
[another] enemy. Therefore, every enemy to a prophet is also an 
enemy to the prophets before and aft er him, because they have shown 
enmity to God’s Order. Whoever rises against [a prophet] is the enemy 
[of God’s Order]. Thus is the guidance to God’s Order, [one prophet] 
aft er another in every era and every age. God’s Order is one; His Order 
does not change, and His Will does not turn. Thus, whoever showed 
enmity towards Ishmael, son of Abraham, who was Abraham’s Legatee, 
is also an enemy to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, Mu � ammad’s Legatee — may 
God bless him and his family — and to Aaron, the Legatee of Moses 

    52  This rare term means ‘eddy, whirlpool, vortex’. I have found only one occurrence 
of it in classical Shi  i literature, in a   	 ad ī th  attributed to Ja  far al- �  ā diq: while a Jew was 
in prayers, he saw two children abusing a cock. Because he did not interrupt his prayer 
to stop the children, God ordered the earth to swallow him, and ‘he fell in the Durd ū r’ 
for eternity; see Majlis ī ,  Bi 	  ā r al-anw ā r ,  juz 
   100,  abw ā b al-amr bi’l-ma � r ū f wa’l-nah ī  
 � an al-munkar ,  b ā b  1:  wuj ū b al-amr bi’l-ma � r ū f wa’l-nah ī   � an al-munkar wa-fa � luhum ā   
(Qom, 2008), vol. 21, p. 228, no 67.   

    53  See Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 171, where  §  §  23—24 are reproduced 
quasi literally — except for the quotation of Q. 81:15–16. The latter verse is quoted and 
interpreted quite diff erently in ibid., p. 211.   

    54  Both mss. read:  nab ī  wa-mursal , but this is probably a mistake for  nab ī    mursal , 
an expression found in the famous Shi  i   	 ad ī th : ‘Our Order is diffi  cult, considered 
diffi  cult, and it cannot be supported by anyone, except  a messenger   prophet , an angel of 
proximity or a believer whose heart has been tested by God for faith’ ( inna amrana 
 � a � b musta �  � ab, l ā  ya 	 tamiluhu ill ā  mal ā k muqarrab aw nab ī  mursal aw  � abd mu 
 min 
imta 	 ana All ā h qalbahu li’l- ī m ā n ); see al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t , pp. 
57–70; al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  k. al- 	 ujja ,  b ā b f ī  m ā  j ā  
 a anna  	 ad ī thahum  � a � b 
musta �  � ab , ed.   A.A. Ghaff  ā r ī  (Tehran, 1955), vol. 1, pp. 401–402, no. 1–2, 4–5. Also 
quoted in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 56.   
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during his lifetime. The words of the Prince of the Believers — ‘I found 
more in the ancient communities, etc.’ — means that he establishes 
God’s Order ( al-q ā  
 im bi-amr All ā h ), which the ancient communities 
had denied when the Legatees established it aft er their prophets. This 
is an allusion to what the people of Moses did to Aaron, and what the 
people of Jesus did to Simon: they all denied God’s Order that 
[the Legatees] had established, which is one. Thus, Mu � ammad — 
may God bless him and all His prophets; the guidance is through His 
Order — said:   Al ī  is in relation to me as Aaron was to Moses’.  55   And 
God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘The community of your 
father Abraham’  [Q. 22:78].  56   This explanation is a demonstration of 
this matter, as was the previous explanation; it is suffi  cient, and it 
contains healing.  [12]  

 [On the Master of the Age] 

  26.   ‘Of what do they question one another? Of the mighty Tiding, on 
which they are in disagreement’  [Q. 78:1–3]. He said:  57   The ‘Tiding’ is 
the Sign ( al- ā ya ), and what is ‘mighty’ is what God almighty has made 
so — there is no god but Him. The Sign is the mark, and the mark is 
the name, and the name is the tiding, the Master of the Age, who 
answers the people of the Heavens and the Earths when a calamity hits 
them. He is the One who establishes the Truth ( q ā  
 im al- 	 aqq ), and 
from whom the wretched ( mank ū s ) Creation turns away, as verifi ed by 
His words — may He be exalted:  ‘It is a mighty Tiding, from which you 
are turning away’  [Q. 38:67–68], and :  ‘Nay, rather it is clear signs in the 
breasts of those who have been given knowledge’  [Q. 29:49]. The latter are 
the people of Friendship ( ahl al-wal ā ya ) who know [the Tiding] and 

    55  Also quoted in  Kashf  VI, p. 159,  §  6; p. 161,  §  9.   
    56  The relation of the   	 ad ī th  and the Qur’anic verse to what precedes is unclear. 

The author is apparently attempting to illustrate the continuity and unity of ‘God’s 
Order’ by placing it under the patronage of Abraham, archetype of the monotheist 
prophet. Q. 22:78 is quoted again in the commentary of the verse of Light below; see 
 Kashf  I, pp. 17–18,  §  §  36–39. See also  Kashf  V, where the ‘sacred station of Abraham’ 
( maq ā m Ibr ā h ī m ) is central, esp. pp. 93–95, §§ 5–7; p. 111, § 37 .    

    57  Again, this indicates that the following exegesis is a   	 ad ī th  attributed to an 
unknown Imam.   
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look down from it ( al-n ā  � ir ū n minhu )  58   — may blessings be upon 
them. It is the reason for God’s words — He is Sublime and High: 
 ‘None rejects Our signs except every ungrateful disbeliever’  [Q. 31:32]. He 
means by this those who reject the Resurrector ( al-q ā  
 im ) — may 
God’s blessings be upon him. 

 [A   	 ad ī th  on retribution] 

  27.  Al- �  ā diq Ja  far b. Mu � ammad — may God’s blessings be upon 
him — said: ‘O Mufa �  � al,  59   whoever worked yesterday reaps today, 
and whoever works today reaps tomorrow, retribution for retribution, 
good for good and evil for evil; your Lord is not iniquitous to anyone. 
O Mufa �  � al, do you not see how the Glorious Kingdom ( mulk ) 
becomes settled ( yastaw ī  ) when its King ( malik)  comes,  [13]  and is 
unsettled when he leaves? It is just at the beginning and becomes 
unjust at the end.’ Then he recited [the verse]:  ‘[Not one soul shall be 
wronged anything;] even it be the weight of one grain of mustard-seed, We 
shall produce it, and suffi  cient are We for reckoning’  [Q. 21:47], and what 
He said about the unbelievers:  ‘Do We ever retribute any but the 
unbeliever?’  [Q. 34:17]. He then applied this to the Creation ( ja � alahu 
j ā riyan f ī ’l-khalq ): retribution for retribution. The meaning of this is 
that the one who begins is the most iniquitous; it is he the iniquitous 
one, not the one who retributes. 

 [Enumeration of the Gates, Proofs and Orphans] 

  28.  The names of the Gates: the Gate of Adam was Seth, his Proof; the 
Gate of Noah was Shem, his Proof; the Gate of Abraham was Ismael, 
his Proof; the Gate of Moses was Joshua, his Proof;  60   and the Gate of 
Jesus was Simon, his Proof. 

    58  R. Strothmann, p. 13, n. 1, suggests that this enigmatic expression might allude 
to Q. 57:13:  ‘On the day when the hypocritical men and the hypocritical women will say 
unto those who believe: “Look on us (un � ur ū n ā ) that we may borrow from your light!”.’  It 
could also allude to Q. 2:50:  ‘And when We brought you through the sea and rescued you, 
and drowned the folk of Pharaoh while you were beholding (wa-antum tan � ur ū n).’    

    59  Mufa �  � al b. J ā bir al-Ju  f ī , a disciple of Ja  far al- �  ā diq and a fi gure of the  ghul ā t ; 
see introduction, p. 9 and references provided there.   

    60  On Joshua (Shu  ayb) as Proof of Moses, see also  Kashf  V, p. 97,  §  12. Compare 
with other passages where Aaron is the Proof of Moses:  Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25; III, p. 75, 
 §  52; VI, p. 162,  §  12.   
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  29.  The Proof of Mu � ammad was   Al ī ; <the Proof of   Al ī  was 
 � asan>,  61   the Proof of  � asan was  � usayn, the Proof of  � usayn was 
  Al ī  son of  � usayn, the Proof of   Al ī  son of  � usayn was his son 
Mu � ammad al-B ā qir, the Proof of al-B ā qir was Ab ū    Abd All ā h Ja  far 
al- �  ā diq son of Mu � ammad. And so on with the Imams aft er Ja  far b. 
Mu � ammad, his sons succeeding one another until the Resurrector 
comes — may God’s blessings be upon them all. 

  30.  The names of the Orphans:  62   Ab ū  Dharr [Jundab b. Jun ā da 
al-Ghif ā r ī ],  63   al-Miqd ā d [b. al-Aswad al-Kind ī ],  64     Amm ā r [b. Y ā sir],  65   
D ā wud,  66   Mu � ammad [b. Ab ī  Bakr?],  67     Abd All ā h [b. Raw ā  � a 

    61  Missing in both manuscripts.   
    62  On the notion of Orphan and for a discussion of the following passage, see 

commentary of  Kashf  III, pp. 272–279.   
    63  One of the fi rst converts to Islam, he is greatly revered in Shi  i Islam as one of the 

closest companions of   Al ī , along with Salm ā n al-F ā ris ī  and al-Miqd ā d. On him, see J. 
Robson, ‘Ab ū   Dh arr’,  EI2 ; A. Asfaruddin, ‘Ab ū  Dharr al-Ghif ā r ī ’,  EI3 ; A.J. Cameron, 
 Ab û  Dharr al-Ghif â r î . An examination of his image in the hagiography of Islam  (London, 
1982). He is one of Salm ā n’s fi ve Orphans in Nu � ayr ī  doctrine; see R. Dussaud,  Histoire 
et religion des No � air î s  (Paris,  1900 ), pp. 68 ff .; Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s ,  An 
Introduction to the Religion, History and Identity of the Leading Minority in Syria  (Leiden, 
 2009 ), pp. 90 ff . See also  Kashf  III, pp. 70–71,  §  46; V, p. 100,  §  22.   

    64  One of the fi rst converts to Islam and a partisan of   Al ī  against Mu   ā wiya. He is 
one of Salm ā n’s fi ve Orphans in Nu � ayr ī  doctrine; see R. Dussaud,  Histoire et religion 
des No � air î s , pp. 68 ff ..; Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , pp. 90 ff . See also  Kashf  III, 
p. 70,  §  45.   

    65  One of the fi rst converts to Islam, he participated in all the battles led by the 
Prophet Mu � ammad and was one of the heroes of the Battle of Badr. As a governor of 
K ū fa since   Umar’s caliphate, he contributed in rallying its population to   Al ī  before 
the Battle of the Camel, in which he participated. He was therefore one of   Al ī ’s most 
trusted men. He died at the Battle of Siff  ī n; see H. Reckendorf, ‘  Amm ā r b. Y ā sir’,  EI2 . 
According to Nu � ayr ī  doctrine, he is one of the Orphans of Saf ī na, who himself was 
the  b ā b  of the Imam  � asan.   

    66  Like H. Halm, I was not able to identify him; see H. Halm,  Kosmologie  p. 154.   
    67  He was the son of Ab ū  Bakr, but never really knew his father who died when he 

was only three years old. His mother went on to marry   Al ī  who became fond of him 
and raised him. He was a salient fi gure of the opposition to   Uthm ā n, and, according 
to some reports, participated in his assassination. A supporter of   Al ī  aft er the latter 
became the caliph, he fought alongside him during the Battle of the Camel. He then 
governed Egypt on   Al ī ’s behalf before   Amr b. al- Ā  �  took over and had him horribly 
tortured and killed; on him, see G.R. Hawting, ‘Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr’,  EI2 ; M. 
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al-Ans ā r ī  ?],  68   al-  Abb ā s [b.   Abd al-Mu 
  
 alib],  69   Ja  far [b. al- �  ā rith],  70   
 [14]   � amza [b.   Abd al-Mu 
  
 alib],  71    � an " ala [b. Asa  d al-Shib ā m ī ],  72   
Aswad  73   and Shu  ayb  74   are Orphans. 

Yazigi, ‘Defense and Validation in Shi’i and Sunni Tradition: The Case of Mu � ammad 
b. Ab ī  Bakr’,  Studia Islamica , 98/99 ( 2004 ), pp. 49–70. In the present passage, the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  does not specify the identity of this Mu � ammad, which is probably why H. 
Halm refrains from identifying him with Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr; see H. Halm, 
 Kosmologie , p. 155. It is true that the  Kashf  presents him as the Orphan of Ibn Ab ī  
Zaynab, i.e. Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b, which is anachronistic. However, as Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  
Bakr is mentioned several times in the collection (see  Kashf  I, p. 24,  §  52; V, pp. 94–95, 
 §  §  7–8; p. 152,  §  103), and because, just like   Amm ā r b. Y ā sir, he is considered one of 
Saf ī na’s fi ve Orphans in the Nu � ayr ī  tradition, I am inclined to believe that he must be 
identifi ed with the Mu � ammad of the present list.   

    68  On him, see A. Schaade, ‘  Abd All ā h b. Raw ā  � a’,  EI2 ; S. Mirza, ‘  Abd All ā h 
b. Raw ā  � a’,  EI3 . Again, the  Kashf  does not specify the identity of this   Abd All ā h, 
and H. Halm refrains from identifying him; see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 155. However, 
it is likely that we are dealing with   Abd All ā h Raw ā  � a al-Ans ā r ī , since he is considered 
as one of Salm ā n’s fi ve Orphans in the Nu � ayr ī  tradition; see R. Dussaud,  Histoire 
et religion des No � air î s , p. 68 ff .; Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 90 ff .   

    69  He was Mu � ammad and   Al ī ’s uncle, and fought against the Muslims 
at the Battle of Badr, before converting when they marched on Mecca in 8/630. 
He was on bad terms with   Umar; see W. Montgomery Watt, ‘al-  Abb ā s b.   Abd 
al-Mu 
  
 alib’,  EI2 .   

    70  A grandson of   Abd al-Mu 
  
 alib. The Nusayr ī s list him among the Prophet 
Mu � ammad’s Orphans; see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 155; M.M. Bar-Asher and 
A. Kofsky,  The Nu � ayr ī  - � Alaw ī  Religion , p. 190 (Arabic: p. 215).   

    71  Another of Mu � ammad and   Al ī ’s uncles, he was very close to the former. He 
fought heroically during the battle of Badr and died the following year at the battle 
of U � ud, which the Muslims lost to Quraysh; see G.M. Meredith-Owens, ‘ � amza 
b.   Abd al-Mu 
  
 alib’,  EI2 .   

    72  I follow H. Halm’s suggestion of identifi cation, which he bases on a Nu � ayri 
text where  � an " ala b. Sa  d ( sic ) al-Shib ā m ī  sacrifi ces himself for  � usayn in 
Karbal ā  � , thus allowing  � usayn to enter in occultation; see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , 
p. 155 and p.155 note 70; R. Strothmann,  Esoterische Sonderthemen , p. 10 (Arabic text, 
p. 13,  §  45).   

    73  According to H. Halm, he was a close companion to the fourth Imam,   Al ī  Zayn 
al-   Ā bid ī n; see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 155.   

    74  According to H. Halm, he was considered as a ‘client’ ( mawl ā  ) of the fourth 
Imam,   Al ī  Zayn al-   Ā bid ī n, by the Nu � ayris; see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 155.   
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  31.  The father of the fi rst two is Salm ā n,  75   and the father of   the 
next two is <. . .>.  76   Mu � ammad and   Abd All ā h’s father is Ibn Ab ī  
Zaynab,  77     Abb ā s and Ja  far’s father is Saf ī na,  78    � amza and  � an " ala’s 
father is Rushayd al-Hajar ī ,  79   Aswad and Shu  ayb’s father was Ab ū  
Kh ā lid [  Abd All ā h b. Gh ā lib al-K ā bul ī ].  80   These are the Orphans and 
their fathers. 

 [The Completers: exegesis of Q. 7:142] 

  32.   ‘We appointed for Moses thirty nights, and We completed them with 
ten; thus was completed the time appointed by his Lord of forty nights’  [Q. 
7:142]. By these thirty, he means the Proofs, because the nocturnal 
Proof is the Master of the confi dential speech ( najw ā  )  81   and the covenant, 

    75  A famous companion of Mu � ammad and   Al ī , a considerable literature was 
devoted to him, notably with regard to his importance in esoteric Shi  ism. He holds an 
eminent position in the Nu � ayri system, as third member of the trinity  ma � n ā   /  ism  / 
 b ā b ; see G. Levi Della Vida, ‘Salm ā n al-F ā ris ī ’,  EI2 ; L. Massignon, ‘Salm ā n P ā k et les 
pr é mices spirituelles de l’Islam iranien’, in idem,  Opera Minora , ed. Y. Moubarac 
(Beirut,  1963 ), vol. 2, pp. 443–483; R. Dussaud,  Histoire et religion des No � air î s , 
pp. 63–67; Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , index  s.v.  Salm ā n, etc. See also  Kashf  III, 
pp. 71–73,  §  §  47–48.   

    76  The name is lost; both manuscripts read  yat ī m , ‘orphan’.   
    77  As noted by Halm, this is Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b al-Asad ī  (d. 755), the famous founder 

of the sect of the Kha 
  
  ā biyya, who was excommunicated by Ja  far al- �  ā diq; see H. 
Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 155; idem, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II, p. 83. The Nu � ayris 
consider him as the  b ā b  of the seventh Imam, M ū sa al-K ā  " im; see Y. Friedman,  The 
Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 287.   

    78  Ab ū    Abd al-Ra � m ā n Qays b. Warq ā  �  al-Riy ā  �  ī , whose nickname was Saf ī na, 
was an emancipated slave of Mu � ammad. The Nu � ayris consider him as the  b ā b  of the 
second Imam, al- � asan b.   Al ī ; see Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 287.   

    79  A quite obscure character, he suff ered martyrdom for his loyalty to   Al ī , 
according to several sources. Hence his special status in Shi  i historiography. It seems 
he denied   Al ī ’s death and believed in his  raj � a , in the manner of the Saba � iyya; see S. 
Anthony,  The Caliph and the Heretic , pp. 213–218. The Nu � ayris consider him as the 
 b ā b  of the third Imam, al- � usayn b.   Al ī ; see Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 287.   

    80  The Nu � ayris consider him as the  b ā b  of the fourth Imam,   Al ī  Zayn al-   Ā bid ī n; 
see Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 287.   

    81  Originally a Qur’anic term,  najw ā   came to designate a tax paid by those who 
attended the  maj ā lis al- 	 ikma , that is, the learning sessions held during the Fatimid 
period. This, as well as the present passage, suggest that the term was adopted by the 
Ismailis to designate initiation. On initiatory taxes, such as  najw ā   or  fi  � ra , see H. Halm, 
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while the diurnal Proof is the Master of the sword and the evident proof 
( burh ā n ), as God — may He be exalted — mentioned:  ‘. . .apparent 
cities. . .’  ( qur ā   �  ā hira ) [Q. 34:18]. The apparent [cities] are the Masters 
of the swords, while the hidden ( b ā  � ina ) [cities] are the Masters of the 
confi dential talk.  82   

  33.  Between two Speaking-Prophets, there are six Completers 
( atimm ā  
  ); thus, from Adam to Noah, there were six, and so on until 
A � mad, that is, Mu � ammad the Messenger of God  83   — may God’s 
blessing and peace be upon him and his family. Six times fi ve  84   equal 
thirty Completers by whom the Legacy is completed. And so, His 
words: ‘ We appointed for Moses thirty nights. . .’  [refer to] the thirty 
Completers from Adam to Mu � ammad. When A � mad appeared, 
spoke the Revelation ( na � aqa bi’l-tanz ī l ) and summoned ( da �  ā  ) 

‘The Isma‘ili oath of allegiance (  � ahd ) and the ‘sessions of wisdom’ ( maj ā lis al- 	 ikma ) 
in Fatimid times’, in F. Daft ary, ed,  Mediaeval Isma‘ili History and Thought  (Cambridge, 
 1996 ), pp. 103–104. See also D. Hollenberg , Beyond the Qur 
  ā n , p. 14, although the 
author does not mention the  najw ā  . The tax was abolished by the caliph al- �  ā kim 
bi-Amr All ā h; see M. Canard, ‘al- �  ā kim bi-Amr All ā h’,  EI2 ; H. Halm, ‘Der Treuh ä nder 
Gottes: Die Edikte des Kalifen al- �  ā kim’,  Der Islam , 63 ( 1986 ), pp. 41–42; P.E. Walker, 
‘The Ismaili Da  wa in the Reign of the Fatimid Caliph Al- �  ā kim’,  Journal of the 
American Research Center in Egypt , 30 ( 1993 ), p. 174 and p. 174, n. 88. On the payments 
made in exchange for access to esoteric knowledge, see P. Walker, ‘Techniques for 
guarding and restricting esoteric knowledge in the Ismaili da  wa during the Fatimid 
period’, in Popovi č , M. et al, eds,  Sharing and Hiding Religious Knowledge in Early 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam  (Berlin,  2018 ), pp. 186–197, esp. pp. 192–194. On the 
 maj ā lis al- 	 ikma , see H. Halm, ‘The Isma‘ili oath of allegiance’; idem,  The Fatimids 
and their Traditions of Learning  (London,  1997 ).   

    82  For a similar distinction between the ‘twelve nocturnal Proofs, Masters of the 
Exegesis’ and the ‘twelve diurnal Proofs, Masters of the Exoteric of the Revelation’, see 
e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa Asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , p. 42.   

    83  The Prophet Mu � ammad is named A � mad in reference to Q. 61:6, where Jesus 
announces a  ‘Messenger to come aft er me and whose name shall be A 	 mad’ . Here, the 
use of the name A � mad is aimed at distinguishing him from another Mu � ammad, 
mentioned a few lines further, who is presumably the Mahd ī . It is not clear, however, 
whether the Mahd ī  is called Mu � ammad because of the traditional idea that he will 
bear the same name as the Prophet (i.e. Mu � ammad b.   Abd All ā h), or if the text is 
referring to Mu � ammad b. Ism ā    ī l.   

    84  There are fi ve Speaking-Prophets before Mu � ammad: Adam, Noah, Abraham, 
Moses and Jesus.   
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[people] to it, he abrogated the Laws ( nasakha al-shar ā  
 i �  ) of the 
prophets who spoke before him: this is why  [15]  he established the 
month of Rama �  ā n making it an obligation for everyone who settles in 
the community of A � mad to fast [during this month]. This is because 
each day [of fasting] corresponds to a Completer, and fasting, in the 
esoteric sense, is silence. When A � mad spoke, he broke the fasting of 
the fasters by his speaking of the Revelation. 

  34.   ‘And We completed them with ten’ : to be complete, the [number 
of] Proofs from A � mad to Mu � ammad is eight. They are the bearers 
of the Throne; the Throne is knowledge, and knowledge is the exegesis 
( al- � ilm huwa al-ta 
 w ī l ). ‘ We completed them with ten; thus was 
completed the time appointed by his Lord of forty nights’ : [the time is 
completed with] the eight Completers, to which are added A � mad 
and Mu � ammad, which completes the ten — may God’s blessings be 
upon them all.  85   

  35.  In this [verse], Moses represents A � mad, and the ‘time’ 
[referred to] is the Speaking-Prophet of Speaking-Prophets ( n ā  � iq 
al-nu � aq ā  
  ).  86   The words of the Prophet — may God bless him: ‘Fast 
when you see [the crescent of the moon], and break your fast when 
you see it’,  87   mean: ‘Stay silent on the knowledge of Truth’. ‘Do not 
break your fast’  88   means: ‘Do not talk before the appearance of the 
Speaking-Prophet of the cycle or an Imam.’ 

    85  Same interpretation in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Far ā  
 i �  wa- 	 ud ū d 
al-d ī n , IIS MS 1406, ff . 175–176. In contrast, the interpretation of Q. 7:142 in other 
works by Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman is quite diff erent: see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, 
 Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , pp. 70–71, 131–132; idem,  Sar ā  
 ir wa Asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , pp. 83, 217. In 
the latter source, each Speaking-Prophet is followed by a Legatee  and  six Completers 
— instead of six Completers only in the  Kashf .   

    86  That is, the Mahd ī  who is the seventh and the last of the Speaking-Prophets.   
    87  This   	 ad ī th  can be found in most Sunni collections; see e.g. al-Bukh ā r ī ,  Al-J ā mi �   

 al-  �  a 	  ī  	  ,  k. al- � awm ,  b ā b  11, ed. M.D. al-Kha 
  ī b (Cairo,  1400/1979 ), no. 1909, vol. 2, 
p. 33.   

    88  According to a variant of the same   	 ad ī th ; see e.g. al-Bukh ā r ī ,   � a 	  ī  	  ,  k. al- � awm , 
 b ā b  11, no. 1906, vol. 2, p. 32: ‘Do not fast before you see the crescent of the moon, and 
do not break fast before you see it.’   
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 [The verse of Light: exegesis of Q. 24:35]  89   

  36.  God — may He be exalted, glorifi ed and praised — says:  ‘God is 
the Light of the heavens and the earth’  [Q. 24:35]. His Light in the 
heavens  [16]  is His guidance, and His light in the earth is the Imams 
through whom one is rightly guided.  ‘The similitude of His Light’  on 
earth  ‘is a niche wherein is a Lamp’ : a niche ( mishk ā t ), in the language 
of the Ethiopians, is a recess with an aperture.  90   [God] gives it as a 
similitude (  � arabah ā  mathalan ) of F ā  
 ima al-Zahr ā  � , daughter of 
Mu � ammad, who has no imperfection — may God bless them both. 

  37.   ‘[A niche] wherein is a Lamp’ , that is,  � usayn — peace be upon 
him.  ‘The Lamp is in a Glass’ , [refers to] when [ � usayn] was in her 
womb.  ‘The Glass is as it were a glittering star’  refers to F ā  
 ima — may 
God’s blessings be upon her — who is like a glass due to her qualities, 
and whose elevation above other women is like that of a glittering, that 
is a radiant, star. 

  38.   ‘[The lamp] is kindled from a Blessed Tree’ , which is Abraham, 
the intimate friend of the Merciful One — may God’s blessings be 
upon him.  ‘An Olive Tree’  refers to Abraham; aft er He called him a 
tree, [He now specifi es] that it is an olive tree. ‘Olive tree’ is among the 
names of the Imams and Messengers, while ‘fi g tree’ is among the 
names of the Legatees and the Proofs.  91   Hence, it is said that [the lamp] 

    89  The following exegesis of Q. 24:35 has several identical or close features with 
others: see al-Fur ā t al-K ū f ī ,  Tafs ī r , ed. M. al-K ā  " im (Tehran,  1990 ), pp. 281–282, 286; 
al-Qumm ī ,  Tafs ī r , ed.  � . Al-M ū saw ī  al-Jaz ā  � ir ī , vol. 2, pp. 102–103; ed. Mu � assasat 
al-Mahd ī  vol. 2, p. 707; al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  k. al- 	 ujja ,  b ā b anna al-a 
 imma n ū r 
All ā h , vol. 1, p. 195, no. 5; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  15, ed. H ā shim 
al- � usayn ī  al-Tihr ā n ī  (Tehran,  1398/1978 ), pp. 157–159, no. 3–4; al-Sijist ā n ī , 
 Al-Maq ā l ī d al-malak ū tiyya , 52nd  iql ī d , pp. 238–242. For a brief comparison of 
al-Sijist ā n ī ’s  ta 
 w ī l  of this verse with the  Kashf ’s, see I.K. Poonawala, ‘Ism ā    ī l ī  ta � w ī l of 
the Qur’an’, pp. 220–221. It should be noted however that most of the  Kashf ’s 
interpretation builds on earlier Shi  i traditions, and is thus closer to the latter than to 
al-Sijist ā n ī ’s interpretation. For a more clearly Ismaili exegesis of the verse of Light, see 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, ff . 88–89.   

    90  This is indeed the case; see A. Jeff ery,  The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur 
  ā n  
(Baroda,  1938 , repr. Leiden-Boston, 2007), p. 266.   

    91  Same identifi cation of the ‘fi g tree’ with the Proofs and the ‘olive tree’ with the 
Imams in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin , p. 62. Such a distribution of 
roles with, on the one hand, the Messengers ( rusul ) and the Imams, and, on the other 
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is rooted in a Speaking-Prophet. Then, [God] says:  ‘Neither eastern, 
nor western’ , which means that the community is Abraham’s — peace 
be upon him — his community being neither eastern, that is, Christian 
( na � r ā niyya ), similar to the community of Jesus, nor western, that is, 
Jewish, similar to the community of Moses. Thus, God — may He be 
exalted — speaks of  ‘the community of your father Abraham, who named 
you   [17]   Muslims aforetime’  [Q. 22:78], and said:  ‘Abraham was neither 
Jewish nor Christian (na � r ā niyyan), but he was a  	 an ī f and a Muslim’  [Q. 
3:67]. 

  39.  Then He says:  ‘[A tree] whose oil would almost illuminate’  [Q. 
24:35], which means that  � usayn — may God bless him — almost 
spoke of his Imamate while still in [F ā  
 ima’s] womb, before she gave 
birth to him. This is [what] His words [mean]:  ‘[It would almost 
illuminate] though no fi re touched it’ . He says: though he was not 
appointed by an Imam [yet].  ‘Light upon Light’  is about his intelligence 
and his [spiritual] wealth; he guides and is guided by his Imam.  ‘God 
guides to His Light whom He wills’  among His creatures. He says  92   that, 
through their loyalty ( wal ā ya ) [to the Imam], [God] guides them to 
the loyalty ( wal ā ya ) to the Imams of his progeny.  ‘God strikes similitudes 
for men, and God knows all thing.’  

 [The good tree and the corrupt tree: exegesis of Q. 14:24–27] 

  40.  [God] — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘A good word is like a 
good tree’  [Q. 14:24]. The ‘word’ ( kalima ) is Mu � ammad the Messenger 
of God — may God bless him and his family — [because] the 
Messengers are words. Have you not heard the words of God:  ‘[God] 
verifi es the Truth by His Words’  [Q. 42:24] — that is, by His Messengers? 
 ‘Like a good tree’  means F ā  
 ima, who is good.  ‘. . .whose root is fi rm’  
[Q. 14:24] means Mu � ammad — may God bless him and his family. 
 ‘Its branches reach into heaven, it gives its produce every season by 

hand, the Legatees ( aw � iy ā  
  ) and the Proofs (  	 ujaj ) can be found in other passages 
of the  Kashf ; see  Kashf  III, p. 80,  §  64; V, pp. 126–127,  §  62; p. 153,  §  104. It seems 
characteristic of early Fatimid doctrine and designed to establish an analogy 
between prophethood and (Fatimid) Imamate.   

    92  Again, it is not clear whether this ‘he’ refers to God or to the interpreter of the 
verse.   
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permission   [18]   of its Lord’  [Q. 14:24–25]: this is the sacred station 
( maq ā m ) of the succession of Imams from [F ā  
 ima’s] progeny. 

  41.   ‘God strikes similitudes for men, in order that they may refl ect. 
And the similitude of a corrupt word is as a corrupt tree’  [Q. 14:25–26]. 
This is  Zufar   93   in the revelation ( tanz ī l ), that is,  Satan  in the esoteric 
sense.  94    ‘As a corrupt tree’  means the  Umayyads .  95    ‘Uprooted from the 

    93  One of   Umar’s nicknames in Shi  i literature. According to E. Kohlberg, it has no 
pejorative connotation and is used because it rimes with   Umar; see E. Kohlberg, 
‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the   � a 	  ā ba ’, pp. 162, 163, n. 107. However, M.A. Amir-
Moezzi indicates that the term means ‘a beast loaded with heavy weights’, that is, a 
donkey; see M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ‘Review of  Scripture and Exegesis in Early Im â m î  
Shiism  by Meir M. Bar-Asher’,  Studia Islamica , 92 ( 2001 ), p. 209. See also M.M. Bar-
Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , p. 119, n. 132, for further references in the pre-Buyid 
 Tafs ī r s of al-  Ayy ā sh ī  and al-Qumm ī .   

    94  In the pre-Buyid Shi  i exegetical tradition, certain Qur’anic mentions of Satan 
(Q. 2:208, 14:22) are identifi ed with   Umar, either alone or together with Ab ū  Bakr; see 
M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , pp. 84, 109, and 43–44 for the omission of this 
identifi cation in the printed and some manuscript versions of  Tafs ī r   al-Qumm ī  . See 
also al-  Ayy ā sh ī ,  Tafs ī r , ed. Mu � assasat al-Bi  tha (Qom,  2000 ), vol. 1, pp. 213, 214; vol. 
2, p. 404. In the latter passage, it is said that every mention of ‘Satan’ in the Qur’an 
should be understood as the ‘Second’, i.e.   Umar. The same hermeneutic key is found 
in a  ghul ā t  source; see Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī ,  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 37, p. 77. Similar 
statement in  Kashf  I, p. 27,  §  60, but ‘anything concerning Satan in the Qur’an’ is 
referred to Ab ū  Bakr. For an Ismaili example of the identifi cation of Satan with   Umar, 
see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
  , p. 86. See also  Kashf  I, p. 30, 
 §  63, and references there for the identifi cation of the Qur’anic couple ‘man’/’Satan’ 
with Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar.   

    95  In what Bar-Asher has labelled the ‘pre-Buwayhid school of exegesis’, both the 
‘cursed tree’ from Q. 17:60 and the ‘corrupt tree’ from Q. 14:26 are commonly 
identifi ed with the Ban ū  Umayya, as opposed to the ‘good tree’ from verse 14:24; see 
M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , pp. 207–208. This exegetical tradition then 
fl ourished in Ismailism: see e.g. al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  al-Maj ā lis wa’l-mus ā yar ā t , ed. H. 
al-Faq ī  et al. (Tunis,  1978 ), p. 116; al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ift ikh ā r , ed. I.K. Poonawala 
(Tunis,  2000 ), pp. 173 (‘Umayyads’), 227 (‘Yaz ī d’); al-Nays ā b ū r ī ,  Ithb ā t al-im ā ma , in A. 
Lalani, ed. and trans.,  Degrees of Excellence: A Fatimid Treatise on Leadership in Islam  
(London and New York,  2010 ), pp. 47–48,  §  §  26–27 (Arabic text, pp. 25–26). In the 
latter source, Q. 14:24–26 is used as an illustration of the distinction between plants 
that are good and useful to men, and others are bad and harmful; the former are the 
Imams, while the latter are the ‘Imams of the people of exotericism’ ( a 
 immat ahl 
al- �  ā h ir), who are not named. On Q. 17:60, see also Idr ī s   �  Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , 
p. 193.   
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earth, having no stability’ , that is, from the higher hell ( min a � l ā  
jahannam ).  96   The earth is similar to the Legatee from whom one is 
saved from hell. They are ‘uprooted’ from the Legatee, which means 
that they are separated [from him].  ‘Having no stability’  means that it is 
not adequately attached to religion and the world. 

  42.   ‘God confi rms those who believe by a fi rm saying in the worldly 
life’  — <. . .>  97   who places the exegesis above the revelation  98   —  ‘and in 
the hereaft er’  [Q. 14:27], that is, the Recurrence ( al-karra ).  99    ‘God 
misguides the iniquitous’  who rejected the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of the 
Prince of the Believers and claimed the Aff air ( al-amr ) aft er the 
Messenger.  ‘God does what He wills’  [Q. 14:27]: He forgives whom He 
wills, for He is the Forgiver and the Merciful.  ‘God admits into His 
Mercy whom He wills’  [Q. 48:25], that is, into the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) 
of   Al ī .  ‘If they are separated’ , that is, if they are hypocrites,  ‘then We will 
punish   [19]   those from them who disbelieved’  in the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) 
of the Prince of the Believers,  ‘with a painful punishment’  [Q. 48:25], 
that is, [a] sore [punishment]. 

 [The path and the  wal ā ya : exegesis of Q. 47:1] 

  43.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘Those who disbelieve 
and bar from God’s Path, God will send their deeds astray’  [Q. 47:1]. 
He  100   said that the clear Path ( al-sab ī l al-w ā  � i 	  ) is the Prince of the 

    96  The text is ambiguous here as it seems to draw an equivalence between the 
‘earth’, further identifi ed with   Al ī , and the ‘higher hell’. Of course, one should 
understand that whoever is ‘uprooted’  is  in Hell.   

    97  Ms. A:  wa-huwa  � inda al-nasla f ī ’l-tazw ī j   ya � n ī . . . ; ms. B:   � inda al-mas 
 ala f ī ’l-
tazw ī j . Neither is intelligible. Strothmann leaves a blank space until  al-ta 
 w ī l . See 
following footnote.   

    98  Ms. A:  min awjuh al-ta 
 w ī l bi’l-tanz ī l ; ms. B:  min maz ā wij awjuh al-ta 
 w ī l bi’l-
tanz ī l . I translated the version of ms. A, although the fi rst part of the sentence is 
missing. See previous footnote.   

    99   Karra  would normally translate as ‘return’. However, to diff erentiate it from 
the term  raj � a  or  ma �  ā d , I will at times translate it by ‘recurrence’ — which also 
presents the advantage of highlighting the transmigrationist connotations of  karra . 
The term was indeed used in this sense by certain  ghul ā t , which the  Kashf  clearly 
echoes, particularly in Treatise I.   

    100  Once more, it alludes to an anonymous exegete of the verse, most probably an 
Imam.   
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Believers — may God’s blessings be upon him. He is the  ‘straight Way 
(al- � ir ā  �  al-mustaq ī m)’  [Q. 1:6].  101   Thus, whoever disbelieves in his 
Friendship ( wal ā ya ) and meets God in this state, then God will 
frustrate his deed, send his eff ort astray and make it as  ‘scattered dust’  
[Q. 25:23]. He will cast their faces into the Fire and do justice to every 
man among them on the Day of Resurrection. Even if he has 
[accomplished] works as [loft y as] the fi rm mountains ( al-jib ā l 
al-raw ā s ī  ), if he does not meet God in the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of the 
Prince of the Believers, his work will profi t him nothing.  102   God — He 
is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘We shall turn unto the work they did and 
make it scattered dust’  [Q. 25:23]. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 6:59] 

  44.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘Not a leaf falls but He 
knows it’  [Q. 6:59]. He said that the ‘leaf’ is the drop [of sperm] that 
enters the womb.  ‘Not a grain amid the darkness of the earth’ : the ‘grain’ 
is the child, and the darkness of the earth is the mother.  ‘Nor anything 
fresh or dry’ , that is, neither living nor dead,  ‘but it is in a Book Manifest’  
[Q. 6:59], because of His words:  ‘[No affl  iction befalls in the earth or in 
yourselves] before We bring it into being’  [Q. 57:22]. He is saying that the 
manifest has manifested itself [through] the Speaking Imam ( al-Imam 
al-n ā  � iq ) — may God’s blessings be upon him and his family. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 2:1–3; 5] 

  45.  ‘ Alif L ā m M ī m. This is the Book wherein is no doubt’  [Q. 2:1–2]. He 
says that ‘ Alif L ā m M ī m ’ is Mu � ammad — may God’s blessings be 
upon him — and [the Book] opens by addressing him. The ‘Book 
Manifest’ is the Prince  [20]  of the Believers,   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — may 
God’s blessings be upon him.  ‘[The Book] wherein is no doubt’  means 
‘wherein there is no uncertainty’. The  ‘guidance for the godfearing’  

    101  The identifi cation of   Al ī , and the Imams in general, with the Qur’anic terms 
 sab ī l  and   � ir ā  �   is common in pre-Buwayhid Shi  i exegesis, particularly in the 
‘personalized commentaries’; see e.g. M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Le Coran silencieux et le 
Coran parlant , p. 96; idem,  La   Religion discr è te , pp. 95, 183 (English trans.:  Spirituality 
of Shi � i Islam , pp. 112, 240); idem, ‘ Al-Durr al- � am ī n  attribu é   à  Ra � ab al-Burs ī ’, pp. 
221, 225; M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , p. 202. See also index s.v.  sab ī l ,   � ir ā  �  .   

    102  This sentence is reminiscent of  1 Corinthians , 13:2–3.   
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[Q. 2:2] is the Imam of the believers who sought protection in the 
Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and fear the friendship ( wal ā ya ) 
of  ‘the Jibt and the  �  ā gh ū t’  [Q. 4:51] and the Imams of misguidance. 
 ‘Those who believe in the mystery (ghayb)’  — that is, the mystery of what 
they know through the knowledge of the Imamate —  ‘and those who 
perform the prayer and spend of what We have provided them’  [Q. 2:3] 
— the prayer is  � usayn and the Imams of his progeny. ‘ They   spend of 
what We have provided them’  refers to the alms that they convey to 
those to whom it belongs.  ‘Those are upon guidance from their Lord’  — 
that is, upon knowledge from their Imam —  ‘and those are the successful’  
[Q. 2:5]; He says they are those who are saved in the hereaft er. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 14:28–30]  103   

  46.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘Have you not seen those 
who exchange the grace of God for disbelief?’  [Q. 14:28]. The grace of 
God is the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of the Prince of the Believers, and their 
‘exchanging’ is their rejection of his Friendship ( wal ā ya ). They are the 
people of  Taym ,    Ad ī  , < Makhz ū m  and  Umayya >.  104    ‘They have caused 
their people to descend to the abode of loss (d ā r al-baw ā r) ’ (Q. 14:28). 
<. . .>  105   <light>  106   <of the Kingdom; they will never have any part in 
the Kingdom>  107  , [as] God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘You 
are a people lost (qawman b ū ran)’  [Q. 48:12]. As for the  Umayyads , 
[their fate] has been delayed  [21]  until the Day of Resurrection 
( qiy ā ma ), which is the apparition of the Speaking-Prophet and his 
rising ( qiy ā ma ) — may God’s blessings be upon him. In the hereaft er, 
[there will be]  ‘Gehenna wherein they are roasted, a terrible abode’  [Q. 
14:29]. 

  47.   ‘They give equals to God to mislead [people] from His Path’  [Q. 
14:30]: this refers to the leaders ( a 
 imma ) they appoint apart from 

    103  The following paragraphs continue the exegesis started above, pp. 18–20,  §  §  
40–42.   

    104  Ms. A: blank space. All these clans are branches of Quraysh: Taym is the clan 
of Ab ū  Bakr and  � al � a ibn   Ubayd All ā h,   Ad ī  is the clan of   Umar, Makhz ū m is the 
clan of Kh ā lid b. al-Wal ī d — all of them enemies of the Shi  a.   

    105  Ms. A: blank space; ms. B: illegible words in secret alphabet.   
    106  Ms. A: missing.   
    107  Mss. A, B:  min al-mulk l ā  yak ū n f ī him min al-mulk abadan .   
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God. They obey them as the Friends ( awliy ā  
  ) of God obey the Imam, 
that is, the Prince of the Believers — may God bless him.  ‘Say’ , 
Mu � ammad:  ‘Take your joy’ , for their joy in diverging from you and the 
Imams from your progeny will bring them  ‘to the Fire’  [Q. 14:30]. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 2:165–167] 

  48.  He said — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Yet there be men who take to 
themselves equals to God, apart from God’  [Q. 2:165], that is, leaders 
( a 
 imma ) apart from God,  ‘and they love them as God is loved’ , that is, 
as the Friends ( awliy ā  
  ) of God love the Imam whom God — He is 
Mighty and Sublime — has chosen — may God’s blessings be upon 
whom God choses.  ‘And those who believe’ , that is, [those who believe] 
in His Messenger — may God bless him — and accept the Friendship 
( wal ā ya ) of   Al ī  — may God bless him —  ‘love [God] more ardently’  
because they have for the one chosen by God the love those have for 
their  Jibt  and their   �  ā gh ū t . By  ‘the Jibt and the  �  ā gh ū t’  [Q. 4:51], he 
means  the First and the Second .  108   ‘If only you could see, Mu � ammad, 
 ‘those who have been iniquitous’  109    to the Prince of the Believers, that is, 
  Al ī  — peace be upon him — ‘ when they see the torment’  on the day the 
Resurrector rises ( yawma qiy ā m al-q ā  
 im ), [they would see that]  ‘the 
power altogether belongs to God entirely, and that God is terrible in 
punishment’  [Q. 2:165]. 

  49.  To the enemies of the Prince of the Believers, He says:  ‘When 
those who are followed disown (tabarra 
 a) those who followed them, 
[when] they see the punishment   [22]   and the links’  of the Friendship 
( wal ā ya ) they gave to the one they took as a friend ( man tawall ū hu ) 
 ‘are cut off ’  [Q. 2:166],  ‘those who followed will say: “If only we might 
return (karra), and disown them as they have disowned us!”.’  [Q. 2:167]. 
To return is to come back ( al-karra al-raj � a ).  110   The follower and the 

    108  Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar. The  Jibt  and the   �  ā gh ū t  are thus interpreted in Shi  i 
sources such as the  Tafs ī r al- � Ayy ā sh ī  ; see M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , 
p. 109 and p. 109, n. 88. All mentions of these two Qur’anic terms in the  Kashf  are to 
be understood in reference to this hermeneutical key.   

    109  The text has:  law tar ā  , instead of the Qur’anic  law yar ā  . Here, the subject is 
Mu � ammad and the direct object is the ‘iniquitous’, while in the Qur’an, the latter are 
the subject.   

    110  On the  raj � a , see commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 162–166.   
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one followed will both be in the Fire, whatever eff ort, worshipping or 
good deed they have accomplished.  ‘Thus will God show them their 
deeds as anguish for them, and never shall they issue from the Fire’  [Q. 
2:167]. 

  50.  He said that the All-Knowing is  111    ‘God, the Creator, the Maker, 
the Shaper’  [Q. 59:24]. He is Powerful over everything, and He does 
what He wills. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 44:41–45; 52–54; 57] 

  51.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘The Day no protector 
can avail nothing a client, and they will not be helped, save those upon 
whom God has mercy’  [Q. 44:41–42]. This means that the Prince of the 
Believers and his partisans ( sh ī  � a ) have the Mercy of God.  ‘He is the 
Mighty (al- � az ī z), the Wise’  [Q. 44:42].  112   This means that the Legatee 
transcends all likeness (  � az ī z  � an al-mathal ) and that he is wise in his 
action.  ‘Indeed, the tree of Zaqq ū m is the food of the sinful. Like molten 
brass, it will boil in their bellies’  [Q. 44:43–45]. The  ‘sinful’  stands for 
every antagonist (  � idd ) and his followers.  ‘Surely, those who fear [God] 
(muttaq ī n)’ , that is, those who fear the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of  ‘the Jibt 
and the  �  ā gh ū t’  [Q. 4:51], and seek refuge in the the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) 
of the Prince of the Believers,  ‘shall be in a safe station (maq ā m)’  [Q. 
44:51], in God’s proximity, safe from terror,  ‘amid gardens and 
watersprings, wearing silk and brocade, facing one another. And we shall 
wed them to wide-eyed houris’  [Q. 44:52–54].  ‘This is the supreme 
triumph’  [Q. 44:57].  [23]  

 [Exegesis of Q. 95:1–8] 

  52.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘By the fi g and the olive’  
[Q. 95:1], meaning  � asan and  � usayn.  ‘By Mount Sinai’  [Q. 95:2], that 
is, Mu � ammad — peace be upon him — the Master of the Messengers 
( sayyid al-mursal ī n ).  ‘And this land secure’  [Q. 95:3] means the Prince 
of the Believers,   Al ī .  ‘We indeed created man in the fairest stature’  [Q. 
95:4] means the First because he had greater knowledge ( ma � rifa ) than 

    111  Or: ‘the savant said: He is God. . .’ ( q ā la al- �  ā lim huwa All ā h ).   
    112  The text reads  al- 	 ak ī m , ‘the Wise’, instead of the Qur’anic  al-ra 	  ī m , ‘the 

Merciful’.   
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the Second.  113    ‘Then we reduced him to the lowest of the low, save those 
who believe and do righteous deeds’  [Q. 95:5–6], that is, the deeds of 
those who obey the Imam whom they obey; they are Mu � ammad b. 
Ab ī  Bakr and <H ā shim>  114   b.   Utba b. Ab ī  Waqq ā  � , and those who 
came aft er them among the righteous of their children.  ‘They will have 
an unfailing reward. What can contradict you as to the judgement aft er 
this?’  [Q. 95:6–7]: O Mu � ammad, who can argue with you as to the 
Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of the Prince of the Believers?  ‘Is not God the 
justest of judges?’  [Q. 95:8]. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 67:30] 

  53.  Concerning the words of God — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Say: 
What think you? If your water were to disappear into the earth, who then 
would bring you gushing water?’  [Q. 67:30], he says that it refers to the 
Prince of the Believers   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — may God’s blessings be 
upon him. God made water as an example for him vis- à -vis his family, 
for just as He keeps the living alive by water, He brings the world 
( al- �  ā lam ) to life by the knowledge ( al- � ilm ) which comes from the 
Savant ( al- �  ā lim ). The ‘gushing water’ refers to the Resurrector from 
the family of Mu � ammad — may God bless him.  [24]  

 [The Bees: exegesis of Q. 16:68–69]  115   

  54.  And from God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime — [is the 
following verse]:  ‘Your Lord revealed to the bees, saying: Take unto 
yourselves houses of the mountains and of the trees’  [Q. 16:68]. The ‘bees’ 
( al-na 	 l ) are the Imams who receive ( mun 	 al ū n ) God’s knowledge. 
They are the depositaries ( mustawda �  ū n ) of God’s Guidance and Light. 

    113  The ‘First’ and the ‘Second’ are respectively Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar, as previously 
seen. This distinction between the fi rst two caliphs sometimes appears in Shi  i 
literature; Ab ū  Bakr is thus portrayed as being under the evil infl uence of   Umar in 
usurping   Al ī ’s right to rule. Therefore, he is less to blame than   Umar. The same 
distinction appears in another passage of this treatise; see  Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63, and 
related footnotes; see also  Kashf  III, pp. 85–86,  §  69. On the ‘satanic’ infl uence of 
  Umar over Ab ū  Bakr, see also  Kashf  V, p. 95,  §  7.   

    114  Both manuscripts read ‘Hish ā m’ instead of ‘H ā shim’. He was a companion of 
  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib who died in the Battle of  � iff  ī n.   

    115  For a discussion of this paragraph, see commentary of  Kashf  III, pp. 259–261.   
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The mountains are the Summoners  116   who belong to the sacred station 
( maq ā m ) of the Proofs.  ‘And of the trees’ : they are the Summoners who 
are below the Proofs.  117    ‘And of what they build’  [Q. 16:68], that is, of 
what they give birth to. God tells the Imams:  ‘Eat of all fruits, and 
follow the paths of your Lord in humility’  [Q. 16:69]. The ‘fruits’ are the 
knowledge (  � ilm ), and the ‘paths’ are the deeds (  � amal ).  ‘Then comes 
there forth out of their bellies a drink of diverse hues wherein is healing for 
men’  [Q. 16:69], that is, a decree (  	 ukm ) that discriminates between 
people and on which there is no disagreement.  ‘Surely in that is a sign’ : 
He means the demonstration of the Proof. 

 [The Resurrector] 

  55.  And God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘When the trumpet 
is sounded’  [Q. 74:8] are for the manifestation of the Imam when he 
rises.  ‘That day will be a harsh day for those who disbelieved’  [Q. 74:9–
10] in the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of the Prince of the Believers,   Al ī  — 
may God’s blessings be upon him —  ‘it will not be easy’  [Q. 74:10]. 

  56.  Concerning God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Is He 
not who answers the compelled one, when he calls unto Him, and removes 
the evil and appoints you lieutenants (khulaf ā  
 ) in the earth?’  [Q. 27:62], 
he says that the one who answers is God — may He be exalted — and 
that the one who is ‘compelled’ is the Resurrector. When the night 
comes during which he will set out,  [25]  he will rise at night and will 
call God in fear of the beginning and the delay ( al-bad 
  wa’l-ta 
 kh ī r ). 
And [by the time] the dawn tears [the night], he will have set out.  118   

 [Joseph and initiation]  119   

  57.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘She desired him, 
and he would have desired her, had he not seen a proof (burh ā n) from his 

    116  On this equivalence, see  Kashf  VI, pp. 169–171,  §  §  27–30.   
    117  Here, the term ‘ d ā  �  ī  ’ is to be understood in a broad sense, as it applies to both 

the Proofs and the actual Summoners under the authority of the Proofs.   
    118  The text is unclear here and seems corrupted.   
    119  As noted by M.M. Bar-Asher, ‘Outlines of Early Ism ā    ī l ī -F ā timid Qur’an 

Exegesis’, p. 272, n. 51, the following passage, which rejects the exoteric interpretation 
of Joseph’s seduction by his master’s wife, has parallels in other Ismaili texts; see esp, 
al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , pp. 141–143. See also Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, 
 Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 173.   
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Lord. Thus have We turned away evil (al-s ū  
 ) and turpitude (al-fa 	 sh ā  
 ) 
from him’  [Q. 12:24], they said that he desired her to the point that he 
unfastened [her] drawers and laid with her as a man lies with a woman. 
He said: ‘They lied; may God curse them!’ Someone asked:  120   ‘What is 
the proof ( burh ā n ) that he saw?’ He said: ‘The Proof (  	 ujja ) came upon 
him.’ 

  58.  One of the exoteric interpretations of this has that she desired 
him to come to her, while he desired to kill her and wanted to slaughter 
her ‘ had he not seen a proof from his Lord’ . He knew by what God taught 
him that it was not necessary to slaughter her, nor was he obliged 
towards her.  ‘Thus have We turned away evil and turpitude from him.’  
The ‘evil’ is what he wanted, that is, to slaughter her although that was 
not necessary, and the ‘turpitude’ is what she wanted. This [explanation] 
is better than what the people of exotericism say, and closer to the 
esoteric meaning.  121   

  59.  The esoteric meaning is that the wife of al-  Az ī z  122   alludes to 
one of [al-  Az ī z’s] ministers who had a longing for Truth and had 
heard Joseph’s elucidation — may God bless him — and the excellence 
(  	 usn ) of his explanation.  123   The exoteric meaning of this is his beauty; 
the ‘excellence’ by which he is described is his beauty. In the esoteric 
[sense], however, the excellence is that of elucidation and explanation.  124   
The minister thus desired Joseph to summon him and placed himself 
under his direction, longing [for his knowledge].  [26]  Indeed, the 
Summons ( al-da � wa ) is analogous to coitus ( al-nik ā  	  ) in the esoteric 
order.  125   Seeing [the minister’s] longing, his faculty of understanding 
and the covetousness of his demand, Joseph desired to take the 
covenant upon him,  ‘had he not seen a proof from his Lord’ , said God 

    120  Ms.B:  qultu , ‘I asked’.   
    121  That is: this explanation, albeit of exoteric nature, is better than the fi rst 

explanation which interpreted the verse in an exclusively sexual sense; see commentary 
of  Kashf  I, pp. 131–132.   

    122  Potiphar, Joseph’s master, is thus named in the Qur’an.   
    123  This refers to Joseph’s interpretation of Pharaoh’s dream in Qur’an 12:43–49.   
    124  Same explanation in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ri �  ā  �  f ī  al-B ā  � in , p. 54.   
    125  See  Kashf  III, p. 78–79,  §  60; V, p. 114,  §  41; p. 123,  §  57; VI, p. 166,  §  23, and 

commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 130–134.   
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— He is Mighty and Sublime. This means that considering God’s 
Order ( amr All ā h ) and the ranks (  	 ud ū d ) of His religion, [Joseph 
concluded] that he was not to answer to the minister’s demand for 
knowledge, nor to unveil it to him before the covenant was taken upon 
him. Yet, the covenant can only [be taken] by the Imam who takes it in 
person or has his Proofs and Summoners take it on his behalf. In that 
time, Joseph was not free ( mu � laq )  126   to take a covenant, nor to 
mention his sacred station ( maq ā m ), nor to unveil the esoteric aspects 
of his knowledge. Therefore, he refrained [from unveiling his 
knowledge] ( amsaka ) due to the proof ( burh ā n ) that was granted to 
him from the proofs of the ranks (  	 ud ū d ) of God — may He be exalted. 
 ‘Thus have We turned away evil and turpitude from him.’  The ‘evil’ is the 
transgression of the ranks (  	 ud ū d ) of God — may He be exalted — by 
taking the covenant before he was free to do so ( qabl an yu � laq lahu 
dhalik ). The ‘turpitude’ is the unveiling of the knowledge to someone 
upon whom the covenant has not been taken, and such was the case of 
the minister to whom Joseph — may God bless him — was about to 
unveil his knowledge. 

 [Ab ū  Bakr and the Resurrector: exegesis of Q. 75:20–25; 29–34] 

  60.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘No indeed! But 
you love the hasty life, and neglect the hereaft er. That day will faces be 
resplendent, looking (n ā  � ira) towards their Lord’  [Q. 75:20–23], that is, 
illuminating ( mushriqa ).  127    ‘Looking towards their Lord’  means 
[towards] the Prince of the Believers — may God’s blessings be upon 
him.  ‘And that day faces that day shall be scowling’  [Q. 75:24], that is, 

    126  The use of this term is probably an allusion to the rank of the  ma 
 dh ū n mu � laq , 
that is, a preacher who has ‘full permission’ to take covenants, recruit new members to 
the  da � wa  and display the esoteric teachings — as opposed to the  ma 
 dh ū n ma 	 d ū d  
who has ‘limited permission’. According to a text attributed to al-Sijist ā n ī , the  ma 
 dh ū n 
mu � laq  is appointed by the  d ā  �  ī  / jan ā  	   and is given the freedom ( a � laqa lahu ) to preach 
to whomever he wants within a given region (  � uq �  ), while the  ma 
 dh ū n ma 	 d ū d  has 
permission to preach to only one, two, three or four persons. Also, the latter’s activity 
is more limited geographically; see al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Tu 	 fat al-mustaj ī b ī n , p. 154.   

    127  See Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  8, p. 116, no. 19, where  n ā  � ira  from 
the same verse is similarly glossed as  mushriqa .   
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 [27]  gloomy,  ‘in the thought that some great disaster is about to fall on 
them’  [Q. 75:25]: this refers to the exemplary [punishment] ( al-mathla ) 
during the Recurrence ( karra ).  ‘But nay! When it reaches the clavicles’  
[Q. 75:26]; he says [that this refers to] the exemplary [punishment] by 
the hand of the Resurrector — may God bless him — upon those who 
did not believe ( yu � addiq ) in him and did not accept the Friendship 
( muw ā l ā t ) of the Prince of the Believers before the manifestation [of 
the Resurrector]. The First  128   and his followers think that the 
Resurrector will not rise ( l ā  qiy ā ma li’l-q ā  
 im ) until the Resurrection 
during the Return ( qiy ā ma al-ba � th f ī ’l-ma �  ā d ).  ‘And when leg is 
intertwined with leg, upon that day unto your Lord shall be the driving’  
[Q. 75:29–30]: he says this is about the Gathering ( al- 	 ashr ).  ‘For he 
neither believed (la  � addaqa), nor did he pray’  [Q. 75:31]: he did not 
believe in the Gathering and did not pray to God before the Recurrence 
( al-karra ) in [its] esoteric [sense] ( f ī ’l-b ā  � ina ).  129   Prayer is obedience to 
the Prince of the Believers and the Imams whom God has chosen from 
among his sons.  ‘Instead, he denied and turned away’  [Q. 75:32], that is, 
he denied the word of the Messenger [concerning his succession] and 
turned away from the Prince of the Believers. [The verse:]  ‘Then he 
went to his household arrogantly. Woe to you, woe!’  [Q. 75:33–34] was 
revealed about him, just like anything concerning Satan in the Qur’an; 
he is the companion of those who forge lies. 

 [Ab ū  Bakr and his claim to the Divine Trust: exegesis of Q. 33:72–73] 

  61.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Indeed, we 
off ered ( � ara � n ā ) the Trust (al-am ā na) to the heavens and the earth and 
the mountains, and they refused to bear it and were afraid of it. But man 
(ins ā n) bore it; indeed, he is iniquitous and ignorant, and God will punish 
the hypocrites’  [Q. 33:72–73]. The Trust is the rank ( martaba ) of the 
Prince of the Believers   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — may God’s blessings be 

    128  Ab ū  Bakr.   
    129  The author is making a distinction between an exoteric meaning of eschatology, 

i.e, the Resurrection in the aft erlife, on the one hand, and an esoteric meaning, which 
refers to the ‘Return’ of the Imamate through the sons of   Al ī . In other words, 
eschatology is reoriented toward an initiatory approach.   
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upon him. God presented (  � ara � a )  130   the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) to the 
people of heavens, and to the people of earth, and to the Angels of 
the mountains. They accepted  [28]  his Friendship ( wal ā ya ) and 
acknowledged his grace ( fa � l ). None of them imitated his sacred 
station ( maq ā m ), nor did they claim his rank ( martaba ), afraid to place 
themselves in a place where God and His Messenger had not placed 
them. ‘ But man bore it; indeed, he is iniquitous and ignorant’ : this means 
 Ab ū  Bakr — may God curse him   131   — who claimed the rank of the 
Prince of the Believers and his lieutenancy ( khil ā fa ) to the Messenger 
of God — may God bless him — although [this] had not been granted 
to him by God nor by his Messenger. ‘ God will punish the hypocrites, 
men and women’  — they are those who were iniquitous to the family of 
Mu � ammad and are well-known for their iniquity —  ‘and those who 
associate [to God], men and women’ , who associated to the Friendship 
( wal ā ya ) those to whom it did not belong. ‘ God forgives the believers, 
men and women’  [Q. 33:73]: He will cover their sins, for He is Forgiving, 
Merciful. 

 [The Resurrector] 

  62.  About His word — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Woe be to those 
who associate, who pay not the alms (al-zak ā t) and disbelieve in the 
hereaft er’  [Q. 41:6–7], he says that the alms have been imposed upon 
the people of prayer ( ahl al- � al ā t ), but not upon those who associate. 
This verse was revealed about whoever directs the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) 
[due] the Prince of the Believers to someone else ( ashraka ), and 
conveys the alms to the one appointed by his Satan who claims to be 

    130  The exegesis takes advantage of the polysemy of the verb   � ara � a , which, in the 
case of verse 33:72, is usually understood as meaning ‘to off er’ or ‘to propose’. However, 
the term also means ‘to present’, ‘to show’. Thus, instead of the traditional 
understanding of the verse, according to which God is somehow searching for a 
creature to bear the trust, here, the verse is understood in the sense that God is 
‘presenting’ the trust for the Creation to worship and acknowledge. The verb   � ara � a  
also appears in the sense of ‘to present’ in verse 2:31, where God ‘presents’ the creatures 
to the Angels, daring them to name them. The choice made by the exegete here allows 
for the interpretation that follows.   

    131  On the identifi cation of the Qur’anic ‘man’ ( ins ā n ) with Ab ū  Bakr, see  Kashf  I, 
p. 30,  §  63, and references there; see also  Kashf  III, p. 59,  §  16; pp. 62–63,  §  21.   
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an Imam from God.  ‘They disbelieve in the hereaft er’ : he says they 
disbelieve in the Recurrence ( al-karra ) meaning they deny the Return. 
The Return is the manifestation of the Resurrector — may God bless 
him and his family — by which God returns  [29]  the assault of his 
enemy in favour of the family of Mu � ammad. God will then give 
authority  ‘to the Truth over the False, He destroys it, and behold, the False 
disappears’  [Q. 21:18]. 

 [Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar, enemies of   Al ī : exegesis of Q. 25:27–31; 50] 

  63.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘The day that the 
iniquitous will bite his hands and say: Oh, would that I had taken a path 
with the Messenger!’  [Q. 25:27]. This refers to  Ab ū  Bakr — may God 
curse him . He will say:  ‘Alas for me! Would that I had not taken 
So-and-so (ful ā n)   132    for a close friend! He indeed led me astray from the 
remembrance (dhikr), aft er it had come to me’  [Q. 25:28–29],  133   that is, 
aft er the Messenger of God — may God bless him.  ‘Satan leads man 
astray’  [Q. 25:29]. ‘Satan’ means    Umar — may God curse him  — and 
‘man’ the First.  134    ‘The Messenger says: ‘O my Lord! My people have taken 

    132   Ful ā n  is usually a code used in Shi’i exegesis to allude to the fi rst three caliphs 
of Islam ( ful ā n   wa-ful ā n   wa-ful ā n ) or to their family ( Ban ū  Ful ā n ), as noted by E. 
Kohlberg. When used alone, it generally refers to Ab ū  Bakr, (as seems to be the case 
in another occurrence of this verse in  Kashf  III, p. 71,  §  46); see E. Kohlberg, ‘Some 
Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the   � a 	  ā ba ’, p. 164; M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , 
p. 118. However, in this particular case, it refers to   Umar.   

    133  The identifi cation of  dhikr , ‘remembrance’, with the Imams is common in Shi  i 
literature; see e.g. al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t , pp. 87–97, where the Imams 
are identifi ed with the Qur’anic expression  ahl al-dhikr . See also  Kashf  III, pp. 71,  §  46; 
p. 79,  §  62; VI, p. 158,  §  3.   

    134  That is, Ab ū  Bakr. The author of the present treatise seems to have gathered 
here several interpretations based on the equivalence between the Qur’anic  ins ā n  and 
Ab ū  Bakr; see above,  Kashf  I, p. 29,  §  61. The hermeneutical equivalence between 
 ins ā n / shay �  ā n  and Ab ū  Bakr/  Umar is rooted in early Shi  ism; for an almost identical 
interpretation of Q. 25:27–29, see al-Qumm ī ,  Tafs ī r , ed.  � . al-M ū saw ī  al-Jaz ā  � ir ī , vol. 2, 
p. 113; ed. Mu � assasat al-Mahd ī  vol. 2, p. 721; see also Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  
wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 37, p. 77. The same equivalence is found in other Ismaili sources, in 
relation to Q. 25:27–29 or to Q. 59:16:  ‘. . .like Satan, when he said to man: “Disbelieve”, 
then, when he disbelieved, he said: “I am quit of you.’ ” ; see W. Madelung and P. Walker, 
 An Ismaili heresiography. The ‘B ā b al- š ay �  ā n’ from Ab ū  Tamm ā m’s  Kit ā b al-shajara 
(Leiden, Cologne and Boston,  1998 ), pp. 20–22, 71 (Arabic: pp. 2–4, 71); Ja  far b. 
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this Qur’an as a thing to be shunned’  [Q. 25:30]. The ‘Qur’an’ means   Al ī  
— may God’s blessings be upon him — whom they took as ‘a thing to 
be shunned’ ( mahj ū r ) by them.  135   

  64.   ‘We have made for every prophet an enemy among the criminals’  
[Q. 25:31]. The enemy of Adam enemy was his son Cain; the enemies 
of Noah were the people of the Flood; the enemy of Abraham was 
Nimrod, son of Canaan; the enemy of Moses son of   Imr ā n was Korah; 
the enemies of Jesus were the priests of the Children of Israel; the 
enemies of Mu � ammad — may God bless him — were the two enemies 
from Quraysh: Ab ū  Jahl son of Hish ā m and his uncle Ab ū  Lahab. 
Mu � ammad,  ‘your Lord suffi  ces as a guide and as a helper’  [Q. 25:31]. 
 ‘And the disbeliever is ever a partisan against his Lord’  [Q. 25:55], that is, 
[against]   Al ī , the Prince of the Believers — may God’s blessings be 
upon him — and the Imams of his progeny.  [30]  The word of God — 
He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Return to your Lord’  [Q. 12:50] means 
[return] to your Master ( m ā lik ). 

 [Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar, enemies of   Al ī : exegesis of Q. 29:1–3] 

  65.  About God’s word — He is Mighty and Sublime: ‘ Alif L ā m M ī m. 
Do the people reckon that they will be left  to say: “We believe” and will not 
be tried?’  [Q. 29:1–2], [the Imam] says that they are tested through the 
Prince of the Believers. Similarly, He says:  ‘We tried their predecessors, 
and God knows those who speak the Truth and those who lie’  [Q. 29:3]. 
[The Imam says] that the people of Moses were thus tested through 
Aaron, but they rebelled against him and obeyed the S ā mir ī .  136   And 

Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , pp. 48, 111; idem,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 
255; idem,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, ff . 138–139. On this distinction, with 
a particular focus on the  Kashf  and on Ab ū  Tamm ā m’s approach, see now D. De Smet, 
‘The Demon in Potentiality and the Devil in Actuality: Two Principles of Evil according 
to 4th/10th Century Ismailism’,  Arabica , 69 ( 2022 ), pp. 601–625.   

    135  On   Al ī  as ‘a thing to be shunned’ (Q. 25:30), see also Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr 
al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 171, and references to  Tafs ī r   al-Qumm ī   and  Kit ā b al-shajara  in previous 
footnote.   

    136  A mysterious protagonist to whom the Qur’an, unlike the Torah, attributes the 
cult of the golden calf. By disculpating Aaron from this fault, the Qur’an paves the way 
to the Shi  i interpretation which sees in Aaron the Legatee of Moses. On the S ā mir ī , 
see Q. 20:85–87. See also  Kashf  VI, p. 162,  §  12, and commentary of  Kashf  I, 
pp. 147–154.   
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the people of Jesus were tested with Simon, but they rebelled against 
him and obeyed <Pilate>.  137   And this community was tested with the 
Prince of the Believers, but they rebelled against him and obeyed  Ab ū  
Bakr and   Umar . 

 [  Umar, enemy of   Al ī : exegesis of Q. 2:205–207] 

  66.  About His words:  ‘He destroys the crops and the lineage (nasl)’  [Q. 
2:205]. The ‘crops’ are one fi ft h ( khums ), and the ‘lineage’ is the lineage 
of Mu � ammad — may God’s blessings and peace be upon them.  ‘And 
God loves not corruption’  [Q. 2:205]: this verse was revealed concerning 
Zufar, who is    Umar .  ‘If it is said to him: “Fear God”, pride takes him to 
sin. Hell shall be enough for him — how evil a cradling!’  [Q. 2:206]. Then 
He said:  ‘Amongst the people, there are those who sell themselves seeking 
God’s pleasure’  [Q. 2:207]. This refers to the Prince of the Believers. 
Concerning obedience to God, He says:  ‘God is kind to His worshippers’  
[Q. 2:207]. They are the people of obedience and Friendship ( wal ā ya ) 
and faith. God — may He be exalted — said:  ‘O you who believe, enter 
into peace altogether,   [31]   and follow not the footsteps of Satan, he is an 
avowed enemy to you’  [Q. 2:208]. He means    Umar — may God curse 
him .  138   

 [  � ad ī th  on the etymology of ‘Mahd ī ’] 

  67.  He says: ‘I asked Ab ū    Abd All ā h [Ja  far al- �  ā diq] — may God’s 
blessings and peace be upon him — about the Mahd ī ,  139   and why he is 
called the Mahd ī .’ He said: ‘This is because he “guides” ( had ā , yahd ī  ) to 
the hidden Order.’  140   

    137  Both mss. read ‘Haylas’, a probable error for ‘B ī l ā  
 us’.   
    138  In the  Tafs ī r   al- � Ayy ā sh ī  , the ‘footsteps of Satan’ are ‘the  wal ā ya  of  ful ā n 

wa-ful ā n ’ or ‘of the First and the Second’; see al-  Ayy ā sh ī ,  Tafs ī r , vol. 1, p. 213, 214.   
    139  This is only the second occurrence of the term in this treatise (see the fi rst one 

on p. 6,  §  8), which rather opts for the term  q ā  
 im .   
    140  The same explanation is given by al-Nu  m ā n ī  in his  Kit ā b al-Ghayba ; cited 

by M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 291 and n. 643 (English trans.:  Divine guide , 
pp. 120, 225, n. 643).   
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 [  � ad ī th  on the Return of the Resurrector]  141   

  68.  He will emerge in anger from the sanctuary of God. When he is a 
 bar ī d   142   away, supplicants (  � ar ī kh ) from Mecca will come to him. He 
will say: ‘What is with you?’ They will answer: ‘This and that.’ He will 
leave a lieutenant ( khal ī fa ) with them and go. But as soon as we will 
have left  the houses behind him, <the messenger will catch up with 
him and say>:  143   ‘Your lieutenant has been killed.’ He will return in 
anger, and he will recite the verse:  ‘If they fi ght you, slay them — such is 
the reward of the disbelievers’  [Q. 2:191]. 

  69.  Gabriel — peace be upon him — will appear to them in an aura 
of light, on a black and white horse with a golden saddle. He will be 
wearing an armour of light, an iron helm and will hold a spear of light, 
standing on   Aqaba.  144   Victory is at the tip of his spear, Terror ( ru � b )  145   
is in its middle, triumph is in its inferior iron part ( zujj ), and its handle 
is made from the light of the Throne. When the Resurector rises, 
[Gabriel] will recognise him.  146    [32]  He will unsheathe his sword, will 

    141  For a full German translation of this   	 ad ī th , as well as the paragraph that 
precedes, see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , pp. 29–30. I have benefi ted from some of Halm’s 
corrections and interpretations of the text.   

    142  A unit of measurement equal to four  farsakh  (parasangs), which is about 24 
kilometres. See H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 29 note 58.   

    143  Ms. A:  yaq ū l al-ras ū l ; ms. B:  la 	 iqahu al-ras ū l . I translate the corrected text as 
suggested by Strothmann:  la 	 iqahu al-ras ū l yaq ū l .   

    144  A locality between Mekka and Min ā  where Mu � ammad received oaths of 
allegiance; see W.M. Watt, ‘  A $ aba’,  EI2 . However, this could also allude to the pass 
(  � aqaba ) of Harsh ā , where, according to some Shi  i reports, the Prophet was ambushed 
by several companions the night following the proclamation of Ghad ī r Khumm, 
that is, in the Shi  i narrative, aft er the Prophet had publicly appointed   Al ī  as his 
successor; on this alleged plot, see E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the 
  � a 	  ā ba ’, pp. 152–156. See also  Kashf  III, p. 84,  § 74, where we fi nd a reference to ‘the 
people of   � aqaba ’.   

    145  On ‘Terror’ as an entity auxiliary to the Mahd ī , see M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide 
divin , pp. 293–294, n. 647 (English trans.,  Divine Guide , pp. 121, 226, n. 647). See also 
below,  Kashf  I, p. 33,  §  70.   

    146  Compare with the Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 65, p. 131, 
where the Resurrector will appear from ‘God’s sacred house’ ( bayt All ā h al- 	 ar ā m ) 
and Gabriel will be the fi rst to swear his allegiance to him, along with all the 
Angels — which is reminiscent of the Angels bowing before Adam.   
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put it on his shoulder and will proclaim: ‘You are “ the people whom 
God loves and who loves God, humble towards the believers, stern towards 
the disbelievers, striving in the path of God ” [Q. 5:54] “ as they ought to. 
He has chosen you, and he has laid no impediment upon you in religion ” 
[Q. 22:78].’ He will call for the weapons to be unsheathed and will 
enter Mecca with the Resurrector. He will stain his sword with blood  147   
amongst the Quraysh for seven months, until they say: ‘If this one was 
from the Ban ū  H ā shim, he would take our kinship into consideration!’ 
Then, Gabriel will attack Medina with his spear, but the Resurrector 
will sheath his sword:  ‘God (. . .) heals the breasts of a people who believes 
and removes the rage from their hearts. God forgives whom He wills.’  [Q. 
9:14–15]. 

  70.  Then, every time a banner of the Resurrector turns to a city, the 
Terror ( ru � b ) in his hand will precede him at a distance of one month.  148   
He will guide the people of no city unless they are guided by God. 
Whoever rejects [this guidance], God will make stones of sulphur fall 
on them, until He brings them all back to His guidance and they all 
surrender to Him. 

  71.  [The Resurrector] will break the cross, destroy the churches 
( biya �  ) and slaughter the pig.  149   The Summons of association ( da � wat 
al-shirk )  150   [to God] will be terminated, and the Summons of joy 
( da � wat al-faraj ) will be manifested. The Summons of religion 
( al-da � wa bi-d ī n All ā h ) will rise  [33] , faithful to God. This is the 
promise God made to His Prophet in His words — He is Mighty and 

    147  I follow H. Halm’s correction of  ya � rakh  to  ya � raj ; see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 
29, n. 60.   

    148  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 293–294, n. 647 (English trans., 
 Divine Guide , p. 226, n. 647), particularly the   	 ad ī th  quoted there from al-Nu  m ā n ī ’s 
 Kit ā b al-Ghayba : ‘And the Terror will march ahead of him [i.e. the Mahd ī ] at a distance 
of one month, behind him, on his right and on his left .’   

    149  Classical features of messianic narratives in Islam. See e.g. Bukh ā r ī ,   � a 	  ī  	  ,  k. 
al-buy ū  �  ,  b  ā  b  102, no. 2222, vol. 2, p. 119. For other examples in Ismaili literature, see 
also the references given in H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 30, n. 61. Halm notes that the 
expression: ‘to break the cross’ also appears in the Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-
a � illa , Ch. 48, p. 103.   

    150  Ms. A:  al-tark . I translate the variant from ms. B.   
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Sublime:  ‘[It is He who sent His Messenger with the Guidance and the 
Religion of Truth] to make it prevail over all religion, however averse the 
associationists may be’  [Q. 9:33]. God — He is Mighty and Sublime — 
will fulfi l [this promise] by the hand of the Resurrector — may God’s 
blessings be upon him. At that time, the bull and the lion will drink 
from the same pool, and the shepherd will entrust his sheep to the 
wolf.  151   

  72.  The Resurrector will enter Medina and he will ascend the 
pulpit, full of awe and dignity. He will be a young man of great 
longanimity and yellowish complexion. He will be wearing the 
Messenger’s coat of mail and the turban ‘al-Sa �  ā b’ (  � am ā mat 
al-sa 	  ā b )  152   and carrying his sword, Dh ū  al-Fiq ā r.  153   He will be 
surrounded by his partisans ( sh ī  � a ) among the believers; their hearts 
will be stronger than iron, and they will pronounce the  takb ī r  in a 
single voice, making the heart of every hypocrite and every enemy 
( mun ā  � ib )  154   to shudder. On that day, the glory will be to God, to His 
Messenger and to the believers. [The Resurrector] will pronounce a 
sermon — peace be upon him — that will last from the morning 
prayer until the noon prayer, then he will rise and pray both prayers, 

    151  This is reminiscent of Isaiah 11:6 and 65:25.   
    152  This is the nickname of the Prophet’s turban in the Shi  i tradition. According 

to various reports, Mu � ammad is said to have put it on   Al ī ’s head, which symbolises 
his designation as the Prophet’s Legatee. An illustration of this can be found further in 
this very treatise; see  Kashf  I, p. 38,  §  80. On this turban in Shi  i tradition, see S. 
Anthony,  The Caliph and the Heretic: Ibn Saba 
  and the Origins of Sh ī  � ism  (Leiden, 
 2011 ), pp. 229–231. According to Anthony, who refers to Imam ī  reports, the belief of 
some  ghul ā t  groups in   Al ī ’s presence ‘in the clouds’ ( f ī ’l-sa 	  ā b ) was due to a confusion 
between the name of the turban and that of the actual clouds. Yet, see the section on 
  Al ī ’s ability to ride the clouds in al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t , pp. 739–740. 
H. Feki claims that a similar description (youth, longanimity, yellow complexion, coat 
of mail and turban) of the  q ā  
 im  is found in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Fatar ā t 
wa’l-qir ā n ā t al- 
 ashara ; cited in H. Feki, ‘Deux trait é s du D â    î  Y é m é nite Isma é lien   Al î  
Ibn Mo � ammad Ibn Al-Wal ī d (VII e /XIII e  si è cle)’,  Annuaire de l’EPHE , 78 (1969), pp. 
380–381. I have not been able to fi nd this description in Kha �  �  ū r’s edition of the 
 Fatar ā t .   

    153  Name of   Al ī ’s sword.   
    154  The root  n- � -b  is oft en used in Shi  i context to designate   Al ī ’s adversaries. See 

also the more common expression,  ahl al-na � b , which occurs in  Kashf  V, p. 134,  §  72.   
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each with its own two calls ( bi-adh ā nayn  wa- iq ā matayn ).  155   Then he 
will go to the [Prophet’s] grave and will destroy its wall until nothing 
is left  but the grave itself.  The one [lying] there  will rise;  they will 
inform him and he will order them both to be crucifi ed .  156   Then  ‘the 
vain-doers shall lose’  [Q. 45:27].  157   Then all the people <. . .>  158   

  73.  He will put down the sword, and all  [34]  of their matters ( um ū r ) 
will be unveiled, and all their innovations will be extinguished and 
wiped out. The right ( al- 	 aqq ) will be returned to those to whom it 
belongs,  159   in order for man to return as he was when he was born and 
for the people of Friendship ( wal ā ya ) to know what they had adhered to. 

 [The divine Light of the Imams: exegesis of Q. 24:40] 

  74.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — says:  ‘Whoever God does not 
give Light, then he has no Light’  [Q. 24:40]. He says that God — He is 
Mighty and Sublime — created Mu � ammad and the Imams of his 
progeny as a Light for those who follow them, guiding those who turn 
to them. He made praise ( al- 	 amd ) a garment to those who cleave to 
them. To whomever God gives no Imam,  ‘then he has no Light’ . This is 
the meaning of  ‘Whoever God does not give Light, then he has no Light’ . 

 [Exegesis of Qur’an 22:45] 

  75.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — says:  ‘A deserted well and a 
loft y castle’  [Q. 22:45]. The ‘deserted well’ is the Prince of the Believers, 
and the ‘loft y castle’ is the Messenger of God  160   — may God’s blessings 
and peace be upon him. God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘We 
granted them a true tongue of nobility’  [Q. 19:50]. He says [this refers to] 
a Legatee rising ( wa �  ī  q ā  
 im ) aft er the prophets, judging between them, 

    155  Each prayer is traditionally preceded by two calls, the  adh ā n  and the  iq ā ma .   
    156  The sentence is very allusive, but the likely meaning is that the Prophet will be 

resurrected, and aft er being told of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar’s betrayal, he will order their 
crucifi xion. See also  Kashf  III, pp. 86–87,  §  §  79–80, where the torture of Ab ū  Bakr, 
although of a diff erent nature, is also linked with the Resurrector. See commentary of 
 Kashf  I, pp. 162–166.   

    157  This could also be an approximate quotation of Q. 40:78.   
    158  The rest is unintelligible in both manuscripts. Strothmann leaves a blank space.   
    159  That is, the Imams.   
    160  For a similar interpretation, see Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 223.   
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following their ways. And the Imams inherit this [tongue of nobility] 
one aft er another. 

 [Creation of the Five and Adam] 

  76.  Ab ū    Abd All ā h [Ja  far al- �  ā diq] — peace be upon him — said: 
‘God created veils (  	 ujub ) from the Light of His Face and named each 
one aft er one of His names. <The Praise ( al- 	 amd ) is His>  161   and He 
named His Prophet aft er it. He is the All-High ( al- � al ī  ) and the Prince 
of the Believers is   Al ī .  ‘To Him belong the beautiful names  ( al-asm ā  
  
al- 	 usn ā  ) ’  [Q. 17:110],  162   and from these He derived the names of 
 � asan and  � usayn. And He is  ‘the Creator (f ā  � ir) of the heavens and the 
earth’  [Q. 6:14],  163   and from these He derived the name of F ā  
 ima.  164   
When He created them, he set them to the right of the Throne.  [35]  

  77.  Then He created the angels, and when they looked at [these Five], 
they glorifi ed their quality and learned from them to glorify [God] 
( al-tasb ī  	  ); thus, their glorifi cation became the angels’ glorifi cation. Ab ū  
  Abd All ā h — may God’s blessings be upon him — said: ‘And this is [the 
meaning of] the word of God — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘We are verily 
ranged in ranks, and we are verily those who hymn His Glory (al-musabbi 	  ū n)’  
[Q. 37:165–166]. This refers to the Five who were created as spiritual 
beings ( r ū  	  ā niyy ī n ) from the Light of His Face. He named [the angels] 
aft er [the Five], and He granted them His favour ( fa �  � alahum ) as He had 
granted it to [the Five] with the light from the Light of His Face. 

  78.  Then God created Adam, and when he looked at them on the 
right of the Throne, he said: “Lord, who are these fi ve?” He said: “Adam, 
these are my elect and my elite (  � afwat ī  wa-kh ā  �  � at ī  ). I created them 
from My Light and gave them names derived from Mine.” He said: 
“Lord, by their right over You, and Your right over them, teach me.” God 
said: “Adam, you have a secret of mine. Do not show it to anyone unless 
I ask you about it and permit you to do so.” Adam said: “Yes Lord.” God 
said: “Adam, take a covenant with Me on this.” God took the covenant 

    161  Mss. A, B:  huwa al- 	 amd . Corrected to:  lahu al- 	 amd .   
    162  Also Q. 20:8 and 59:24.   
    163  Also Q. 12:101; 14:10; 35:1; 39:46; 42:11.   
    164  The same explanation of the names of the ‘Five of the cloak’ ( ahl al-kis ā  
  ) is 

found in Twelver Shi  i sources; see e.g. M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide Divin , pp. 78–79 
(English trans.,  Divine Guide , p. 31). See also F. Daft ary, ‘ Ahl al-Kis ā  
  ’,  EI3 .   
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from him and taught him the names and numbers [of the creatures]. 
 ‘Then He presented ( � ara � a) them to the angels’  [Q. 2:31], having not [yet] 
taught none of them [the names and numbers].  ‘He said: Inform me of 
the names of these, if you are Truthful. They said: Glory be to you! We have 
no knowledge save what you have taught us. Surely, you are the Knower,  
 [36]   the Wise. God said: Adam, inform them of their names’  [Q. 2:31–33]. 
The angels thus knew that Adam was a depository ( mustawda �  ), and 
that he was favoured over them ( mufa �  � al  � alayhim ) by the knowledge 
that God — may He be exalted — had given him. When they came to 
know this, He summoned them to prostrate [before Adam]. Their 
prostration before Adam was an act of worship to God, because it was [a 
act of] obedience for them and [a sign of] Adam’s nobility.  ‘[They 
prostrated] except for Ibl ī s’  [Q. 2:34] the vicious, who  ‘refused’  to prostrate, 
and refused to accept Adam’s favour ( fa � l ) [over him]. God asked him: 
 ‘What prevents you from prostrating when I have ordered you to? He replied: 
I am better than him’  [Q. 7:12]. God said: “I favoured him over you when 
he acknowledged the favour ( fa � l ) of the Five, over whom I have not 
given you any power, nor over those who follow them.” This is the 
meaning of God’s words [when Ibl ī s says]:  ‘[I shall pervert them] except 
Your devoted worshippers’  [Q. 15:40], and His words — may He be 
exalted:  ‘You have no power over my worshippers’  [Q. 15:42]: they are the 
partisans ( sh ī  � a ) of the Prince of the Believers. 

 [A   	 ad ī th  on   Al ī ’s murder] 

  79.  [Ja  far al- �  ā diq] — may God bless him — was once asked: ‘Was 
there a sign for the murder of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib?’ He said: ‘Yes, not a 
single stone in the Sacred House ( al-bayt al-maqdis ) could be lift ed 
without fresh blood being found underneath it.’ 

 [  � ad ī th  on   Al ī ’s power to resurrect the dead] 

  80.  [Ja  far al- �  ā diq] — may God bless him and his family — narrated 
the following: ‘A group of priests came to the Messenger of God — may 
God bless him —and one of them said: “God spoke to Moses in person.” 
Another one said: “God took Abraham as his intimate friend.” And a 
third said: “God gave Jesus the Holy Spirit. So, what has He given to you, 
O Mu � ammad?” [The Messenger] — may God bless him and his family 
— heaved a sigh,  [37]  and the people thought he was angry. He lingered 
a moment while revelation ( al-wa 	  ī  ) came to him. Then he raised his 
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head and said: “God took Abraham as his intimate friend ( khal ī l ), but 
He took me as his beloved (  	 ab ī b ) and chose me. Adam and I are from 
one clay. And even though God spoke to Moses, He only spoke to him 
from behind a veil, whereas He spoke to me and I spoke to Him, and He 
saw me and I saw Him, and there was no veil between us. And God gave 
Jesus the Holy Spirit by which he revived the dead, and if you so wish, I 
shall revive your dead as well.” The priests were pleased with him, and 
said: “Yes, we want this.” He called   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — may God’s 
blessings be upon him — and he whispered and confi ded to him a 
supplication to utter ( yan � uq ) to the dead in order to resurrect them. 
Then he called for his turban ‘al-Sa �  ā b’ and put it on [  Al ī ’s] head. He 
put his head under   Al ī ’s cloak and informed him. Then he made him 
bear his sword Dh ū  al-Fiq ā r and told him: “Take these people to [the 
cemetery of] al-Baq ī    and revive for them whomever they will, with 
God’s permission — may He be exalted.” The Prince of the Believers 
went there with the group. When they reached the middle of [the 
cemetery of] al-Baq ī   , his lips moved with what the Messenger of God 
— may God’s blessings and peace be upon him — had ordered him, and 
the cemetery began to shake and burst open. When they saw this, they 
said to him: “Ab ū  al- � usayn! Forgive our false step!” He said — may 
God’s blessings be upon him: “Is it not to me you have been insolent. It 
is to the Messenger of God that you have been insolent.” They said: 
“Give us permission to go back to him.” They went back and said: 
“Messenger of God, forgive our false step, may God forgive yours!” He 
said — may God’s blessings be upon him  [38]  and his family: “Is it not 
to me you have been insolent, but to God. May He forgive your false 
steps!” Then he sent [them] to the Prince of the Believers and <they 
acknowledged that the Order was his>  165  .’  166   

    165   Thumma arsala il ā  am ī r al-mu 
 min ī n fa-raddahu : the last sentence of the   	 ad ī th  is 
unintelligible. Some words seem to be missing. I reconstructed the probable meaning 
based on Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 171. Aft er alluding to this   	 ad ī th , Idr ī s 
quotes another one containing the following sentence: ‘He ordered him to give the Order 
back to the Prince of the Believers’ ( amarahu an yarudda al-amr il ā    am ī r al-mu 
 min ī n ).   

    166  See Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-taw 	  ī d , p. 423, where, among other tales of 
resurrections, a   	 ad ī th  narrates — much more briefl y than in the  Kashf  — how Mu � ammad 
sends   Al ī  to the cemetery to revive the dead of Quraysh. In this   	 ad ī th , Q. 3:49 is explicitly 
referred to, while it is only implied here; it is quoted, however, in  Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  15.   
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 [A   	 ad ī th  on the vision of God] 

  81.  [Ja  far al- �  ā diq] — may God bless him and his family — was once 
asked if Mu � ammad had seen his Lord. ‘Yes’, he said, ‘twice: once with 
his heart, and once with his eyes. Did you not hear him say:  ‘Indeed, he 
saw him yet another time’  until:  ‘His eye swerved not, nor did it stray’  [Q. 
53:13–17]?’  167   

 [On associating something to God] 

  82.  [Ja  far al- �  ā diq] — may God bless him and his family — [gave this 
interpretation of] the words of God — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘God 
forgives not that one should be associated with Him; less than that He 
forgives whomever He will’  [Q. 4:48]: ‘They say about this that he is the 
association ( shirk ),  168   but it is not as they say. Association ( al-ishr ā k ) in 
this context is to associate to the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of the Prince of 
the Believers and whomever has been appointed by God as a Friend 
( wal ī  ) and an Imam; [it is] thus to establish someone else alongside 
him, and to reject his Friendship ( wal ā ya ), and therefore go totally 
astray. Association to God is therefore diff erent from [what they say].’ 
He said:  ‘Whoever associates [something] with God, then God will forbid 
Him the paradise, and his abode will be the Fire’  [Q. 5:72], and  ‘an evil 
destination’  [Q. 2:126]. May God preserve us and preserve you from 
associating anyone to the Friends of God, and from dissociating 
( bar ā  
 a ) from them. And tthese are two completely diff erent matters. 
  83.  The explanation has ended.  [39]   

    167  Compare with Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  8, p. 111, no. 9, where the 
commentary of the same verses in a   	 ad ī th  attributed to   Al ī  al-Ri �  ā  goes in the 
opposite direction, as it distinguishes between the vision of God and that of His signs. 
Indeed, Q. 53:18 does state:  ‘Verily he saw one of the greatest signs of his Lord’ . The 
  	 ad ī th  also quotes Q. 42:11:  ‘Like Him there is naught’  ( laysa ka-mithlihi shay 
  ). In the 
same chapter, Ibn B ā bawayh narrates several reports to the eff ect that the Prophet saw 
God with his heart, and not with his eyes. On this debate, see commentary of  Kashf  V, 
pp. 390–395. On the hermeneutical equivalence between the term ‘sign’ (  ā ya ) and the 
Imams, see  Kashf  III, p. 79,  §  63, and related footnote.   

    168  It is unclear to what or whom these pronouns refer to. Could this be an allusion 
to an anti-Shi  i argument claiming that devotion to the Imam is  shirk ?   



   Treatise I Commentary  

 Despite its fragmented structure, the fi rst treatise displays doctrinal 
unity. The reader is but compelled to observe the following paradox: 
on the one hand, the treatise leaves the reader with an impression of 
great confusion, as it does not contain any consistent argumentation, 
except in short passages that, in any case, are not formally and logically 
connected to each other. On the other hand, it cannot be denied that 
the text presents a certain coherence of content. The composition of 
the treatise is reminiscent of the technique of impressionist painters: it 
is only through a series of isolated touches, interspersed with an 
exegesis here, or an enumeration of names there, that a general picture 
progressively emerges. One is thus provided with fragments to 
reassemble the whole into a coherent doctrine — a method consistent 
with the technique of ‘scattering of knowledge’.  169   That is to say, we are 
not dealing here with an actual ‘treatise’, in the sense of an organized 
and linear argumentation framed by an introduction and a conclusion, 
similar to what a philosophical or theological treatise would look like; 
the text is not systematic in its exposition. Rather, it manages to deliver 
its ideas through a play of passages echoing each other throughout the 
treatise. When examining the treatise closely, it appears that, far from 
being a chaotic collection of fragments more or less randomly 
combined, it must have been quite carefully composed — an assertion 
that may be extended to the whole  Kit ā b al-Kashf . 

 It is not only the structure that makes this treatise a diffi  cult text, but 
also the variety of its doctrinal trends, which can be identifi ed through 
the doctrines it displays, as well as its vocabulary. Indeed, at least three 
main trends can be detected. The fi rst is Shi  i in the broader sense; 

    169  See Introduction, pp. 63–68.   
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some features of the text cannot be ascribed to a specifi c Shi  i trend 
as they are common to several of them (e.g. the historiography of 
the succession to Mu � ammad). The second, of course, is the Ismaili 
trend (e.g. the initiatory and messianic themes, the Ismaili conception 
of the continuity of the Imamate). However, the Ismaili trend is 
not as present as one might expect from a text stemming from the 
Ismaili tradition. The third trend, more surprisingly, is reminiscent 
of what is known of the  ghul ā t , both from external and internal 
sources. The themes, vocabulary and doctrines of the so-called 
‘Mufa �  � al tradition’ are overwhelmingly present in this treatise, 
when compared to others in the collection, even though the 
arrangement of the fragments was undoubtedly done by an Ismaili 
author or editor. We are thus dealing with a core formed by a text — or 
a cluster of texts — of mainly  ghul ā t  origin, later adapted and reoriented 
in Ismaili fashion. 

 The following commentary will therefore attempt to reconstruct 
some of the intentions of the treatise by connecting its parts and 
occasionally connecting them with other passages of the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf , as well as other sources (Ismaili, Imam ī , Nu � ayri, etc.), thus 
highlighting both the origins of the various parts of the treatise and the 
way the latter were remodelled to fi t the Ismaili orientations. 

   1. The Divine Trust ( am  ā  na ),  wal  ā  ya  and the covenant  

 The fi rst pages are dedicated to the initiatory pact, which is grounded 
in the pre-eternal Pact between God and men. The author begins by 
defi ning the  am ā na  as the fi rst quality of the true believer.  Am ā na  is a 
polysemic term with rich theological implications.  170   It means ‘loyalty’, 
‘fi delity’, but also ‘deposit’ or ‘trust’ (i.e. something that is entrusted to 
someone),  171   as well as ‘security pact’. Its root  a-m-n  — the same root 
as the word ‘faith’,   ī m ā n  — points to notions of safety and confi dence. 
In the Qur’an, the notion is either used in the sense of a trust one is 
exhorted to return to its legitimate owners — it then has to do with 

    170  See D. Gril, ‘D é p ô t divin’, in  Dictionnaire du Coran , pp. 207–209.   
    171  In this sense, the meaning of the term is close to  wad ī  � a . For the juridical 

aspects of the latter, see O. Spies, ‘Wad ī   a’,  EI1 .   
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loyalty to one’s word  172   — or as a synonym of ‘covenant’ (  � ahd ).  173   
However, in Q. 33:72, the term bears a cosmological sense, rather than 
a strictly social one.  174    Am ā na  thus has a double meaning: terrestrial 
and celestial, so to speak, or worldly and spiritual, which paves the way 
to its understanding in our treatise, that is, to the idea that the initiatory 
pact is but a refl ection of the Covenant between God and men. 

  Am ā na  appears closely connected to several other important Shi  i 
notions, namely  wal ā ya ,  175    amr  (the ‘Cause’, the ‘Order’ or the ‘Aff air’ 
of the prophets and the Imams), as well as  taqiyya . Much has been 
written on  wal ā ya  in modern scholarship, and it is not necessary to 
elaborate on this here. Nevertheless, a few basic explanations are 
required. The root  w-l-y  expresses the idea of proximity, from which 
two series of meanings are derived: those related to friendship, and 
those related to governance and protection.  176   The term  wal ī   itself can 

    172  See Q. 2:283:  ‘If someone entrusts something to another person, let him who is 
trusted to deliver what he is entrusted with’ ; 4:58:  ‘God commands you to deliver trusts 
back to their owners.’    

    173  See Q. 23:8; 70:32; and 8:27 where the word   � ahd  does not appear but which 
nevertheless deals with a form of pact:  ‘Do not betray God and the Messenger, and do 
not betray your trusts.’  See quotation of the latter verse in  Kashf  V, pp. 147–148,  §  95.   

    174  ‘ We presented the Trust  ( am ā na )  to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, 
but they refused to carry it and were afraid of it; and man carried it. Surely he is unjust 
and a fool.’  Here, the Qur’an is obviously dealing with a form of alliance between God 
and men, which connects the  am ā na  to other Qur’anic notions such as   � ahd  (‘covenant’) 
and  m ī th ā q (‘pact’, ‘alliance’); see M. Ebstein, ‘Covenant (religious) pre-eternal’,  EI3 . 
God entrusts man with a sacred deposit, the nature of which is not clarifi ed in this 
verse, but which can nevertheless be connected to the appointment of man as God’s 
lieutenant on earth, as stated in Q. 2:30:  ‘Your Lord told the angels: I am setting in the 
earth a lieutenant (khal ī fa).’    

    175  The  am ā na  from Q. 33:72 is indeed identifi ed with the ‘ wal ā ya  of the Prince of 
the Believers’; see al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  k. al- 	 ujja ,  b ā b f ī -hi nikatun wa-nitafun min 
al-tanz ī l f ī ’l-wal ā ya’ , vol. 1, p. 413, no. 2.   

    176  For a general overview of this Arabic root (which, however, does not discuss 
its Shi  i connotations), see M. Chodkiewicz,  Le Sceau des saints: Proph é tie et saintet é  
dans la doctrine d’Ibn Arab î   (Paris,  1986 ), pp. 30–35, esp. p. 33, where the author 
signals a Qur’anic play of echoes that allows us to connect  wal ā ya  and  am ā na : Q. 10:62 
mentions the  awliy ā  
  , the ‘Friends’ of God ‘on whom there shall be ‘no fear nor sorrow’. 
The same expression appears in Q. 2:38 as a promise to mankind aft er Adam’s 
repentance, provided it follows God’s guidance. Inasmuch as the ‘man’ of Q. 33:72 can 
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either have an active or a passive sense, that is to say that the  wal ī   can 
be either the protector or the protected. In a Shi  i context, the  wal ā ya  
of the Imam, inasmuch as it denotes proximity to God, is what he 
derives his sanctity and authority from. By extension, it is therefore 
synonymous to these terms. As for the  wal ā ya  of the believers, it 
consists of their acknowledgement of the spiritual and political 
legitimacy of the Imam, which implies a faithful commitment to the 
Imam’s ‘cause’ as well as a spiritual love for him. 

 Insofar as the Imam is not only a historical person, but a theophany 
which pre-exists Creation,  177   the idea of        wal ā ya  takes on a dimension 
which transcends the simple temporal and political recognition of this 
or that Imam, as it becomes an act of adherence to the Alliance 
between God and men, and a positive response to the question of Q. 
7:172:  ‘Am I not your Lord?’  Consequently,  wal ā ya  merges with the 
notion of ‘divine deposit’, the more so as, like the  am ā na , the  wal ā ya  is 
in correspondence with the two aspects, pre-existent and worldly, of 
the Imam: it is through the metaphysical Imam, depositary of the 
Alliance, that God and mankind are connected, and the terrestrial 
Imam takes his legitimacy from the fact that he is but the refl ection, 
the image of this metaphysical Imam. 

 According to the Islamic hierohistory of salvation, Prophets appear 
as successive reminders of a timeless, yet always forgotten, truth. This 
truth is the content of the divine deposit entrusted to Adam which 
humanity must preserve and which it still neglects; in the Shi  i context, 

be identifi ed with Adam, it seems that the Qur’an itself establishes a link between the 
 wal ā ya  and the covenant between God and mankind. On  wal ā ya  in Shi  ism, see M.A. 
Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 7, ‘Notes  à  propos de la  wal ā ya  imamite’, pp. 
177–207 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch.7: ‘Notes on Imami  Wal ā ya ’, pp. 
231–275); M. Massi Dakake,  The Charismatic Community , pp. 33–69, 103–139, and 
ibid., pp. 15–31, for  wal ā ya  in Islamic tradition; on  wal ā ya  in the Ismaili corpus of 
al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-D ī n al-Sh ī r ā z ī , see also E. Alexandrin,  Wal ā yah in the F ā  � imid Ism ā  �  ī l ī  
Tradition  (Albany,  2017 ).   

    177  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , Ch. 2: ‘La pr é existence de l’im â m’, pp. 
73–154 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , Ch. 2: ‘The Preexistence of the Imam’, pp. 
29–59); idem,  La   Religion discr è te , Ch. 4: ‘La pr é -existence de l’im â m’, pp. 109–133 
(English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 4: ‘The Pre-Existence of the Imam’, pp. 
133–168). An illustration of such pre-existence is found in the  Kashf , in the cosmogony 
of the Five; see  Kashf  I, pp. 35–37,  §  §  76–78.   
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this preservation is ensured by the men of God par excellence, the 
Imams. As al-Sijist ā n ī  puts it: ‘The Sacred House is the Completer 
[Imam], the Master of the Age, because he is a house appointed to 
preserve the Trust for the community.’  178   According to a   	 ad ī th  
reported by al-Kulayn ī , the non-Shi  is are thus identifi ed with ‘traitors 
who have betrayed (. . .) their Repositories ( am ā n ā t )’, because ‘God’s 
Book was given to them, and they falsifi ed and changed it’.  179   This 
‘Book of God’ can be interpreted more broadly, not only as the 
historical Qur’an, but also as the object of the Covenant between God 
and men. This may also be linked to an ancient Shi  i exegetical key 
according to which the Qur’anic occurrences of the word ‘Book’ are a 
code-name for the Imam — a method amply illustrated in Treatise VI 
of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , as we will see.  180   

 With regard to the locus of the pact contracted between God and 
mankind, the guarantor and the conservator of this pact is the Imam, 
particularly   Al ī  ibn Ab ī   �  ā lib, the Imam par excellence, as expressly 
stated in Treatise I: ‘The Trust is the rank of the Prince of the Believers 
  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib.’  181   However, in the same passage, the ‘man’ from Q. 
33:72 who agrees to bear the  am ā na  is not Adam, but Ab ū  Bakr, whose 
acceptance is interpreted as an illegitimate claim to a status that does 
not belong to him. To support this reading, the author confers to the 
verb   � ara � a  in the verse a diff erent meaning from that found in 
common exegeses. Rather than referring to the  proposal  that God 
makes to the various beings of Creation of the heavy burden 
of representing Him on earth, here, the exegesis is reminiscent of 
Q. 2:31 — cited at the end of the treatise, aft er the cosmogony of the 
Five  182   — where the same verb clearly has the meaning of  presentation . 
In Q. 2:30–36, God announces to the angels that He will establish 
Adam as a lieutenant on earth. Faced with the doubts they express, 
God teaches  ‘all the names’  of beings to Adam, then  presents  (  � ara � a ) 

    178  Al-Sijist ā n ī ,  al-Maq ā l ī d al-malak ū tiyya , pp. 310–311. The notion that the 
Imams are ‘Houses’ is a central point of  Kashf  V.   

    179  Cited in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 216 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , 
p. 86).   

    180  See commentary of  Kashf  VI, pp. 458–463.   
    181   Kashf  I, p. 28,  §  61.   
    182   Kashf  I, pp. 36–37,  §  78.   
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the latter to the angels, asking them to name them. Confessing their 
ignorance, the angels bow down to Adam. From this perspective, Q. 
33:72 means that God  presents  (rather than off ers) the Trust — that is to 
say the  maq ā m , the sacred station, of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — to all beings. 
They all  ‘refused to carry it and were afraid of it’  [Q. 33:72], that is to say 
they refrained from claiming this eminent rank and they recognized its 
privileged status, just as the angels of Q. 2:34 had done when 
acknowledging Adam’s rank.  183   The analogy between Satan who refuses 
to bow down to Adam and Ab ū  Bakr who ‘claimed the rank of the 
Prince of the Believers and his lieutenancy ( khil ā fa ) to the Messenger of 
God’  184   is clear, although the author does not declare it explicitly. 

 Although based on the usual understanding of the verb   � ara � a , a 
similar interpretation of Q. 33:72 is reported by Ab ū  Tamm ā m, who, 
in his  Kit ā b al-Shajara , attributes it to the sect of the  mugh ī riyya : 

  He proposed (  � ara � a ) to the heavens and the earth that they 
should prevent   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib from assuming the califate 
( khil ā fa ) and the imamate, but they refused. Next He proposed it 
to the mountains but they refused also. Then He proposed it to 
the people, whereupon   Umar went to Ab ū  Bakr — both were at 
that moment still shadows ( a � illa ) — and he ordered him to take 
upon himself preventing   Al ī  by both betraying him. Thereaft er 
Ab ū  Bakr did exactly that. All this is in God’s statement, “ We did 
indeed off er the trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, 
but they refused to undertake it being afraid of it. But man undertook 
it; he was indeed unjust and foolish.”  Then   Umar said to Ab ū  
Bakr, “I will support you against   Al ī , on him be peace, so that 
you can pass the caliphate to me aft er yourself.”  185    

    183  It is worth noting that in the interpretation of Q. 33:72 found in the  Shaw ā hid 
wa’l-bay ā n , the  am ā na  is the ‘sacred station of the Legatee’ ( maq ā m al-wa �  ī  ), who is   Al ī , 
while the ‘heavens’, the ‘earth’ and the ‘mountains’ are respectively the Imams, the Proofs 
and the ‘Chiefs’ ( nuqab ā  
  ). The ‘man’ is ‘the fi rst iniquitous one’ ( al- �  ā lim al-awwal ); see 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, ff . 228–231. Thus, the 
analogy between Adam and the angels prostrating to him, on the one hand, and   Al ī  and 
ranks of the  da � wa , on the other hand, highlights once more the symbolic equivalence 
between the ‘angels’ and members of the  da � wa ; on this, see  Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20, and 
related footnote, as well as the commentary of  Kashf  V below, pp. 413–414.   

    184   Kashf  I, p. 29,  §  61.   
    185  W. Madelung and P. Walker,  An Ismaili heresiography , pp. 70–71 (Arabic: p. 71).   
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 From the fact that the episode takes place when Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar 
were ‘shadows’, it is clear that the names of the protagonists refer to 
pre-eternal archetypes, rather than to historical individuals.  186   The 
latter are manifestations of pre-eternal entities at a particular time, and 
their confl ict is a repetition of the confl ict between Adam and Ibl ī s. 
Thus, there was, ‘in every era and every age’, an   Al ī  and an Ab ū  Bakr, 
that is, the eternal entities   Al ī  and Ab ū  Bakr appearing under diff erent 
guises or forms. This will lead to the problem of metempsychosis, as 
well as the continuity of  amr , ‘God’s Order’, and the opposition it 
meets.  187   It is the background to passages such as the enumerations of 
the enemies of the prophets.  188   

 Before tackling this notion of  amr  in detail, the practical application 
of  am ā na  and  wal ā ya  needs to be highlighted. In the treatise,  am ā na  is 
immediately related to the initiation pact, and to what constitutes its 
prerequisite, that is, the pact of discretion. Since the author does not 
dwell on the idea of a pre-eternal pact, and confi nes himself to quoting 
Q. 33:72, it was necessary to show that the initiation covenant 
contracted between the author and the reader of the treatise is a 
refl ection of the pre-eternal covenant, of which it is merely a particular 
illustration. The   � ahd  which unites the disciple to the Imam in this 
world is based by the author of the treatise upon the   � ahd  between God 
and humanity, and it is the latter that gives the initiatory pact its 
importance and status. 

 It is signifi cant that the treatise begins by stating that: ‘the fi rst thing 
the believer needs concerning his religion and knowledge of the Truth 
and its people is loyalty ( am ā na ) to God and His Friends’.  189   The rest 
of the text, in which the author goes without transition from the 
Covenant that ‘God has always made with His prophets’ to the pact of 
discretion, establishes a correspondence between  am ā na  as a pre-
eternal pact and the  am ā na  which is due in this world. Now, the fi rst 
defi nition of this second  am ā na  is, as we can see next,  kitm ā n , the 
silence that must be observed with regard to the teachings. Although 

    186  Speculations on pre-eternal ‘shadows’ are a feature of  ghul ā t  sources which 
have transpired in Twelver Shi  i collections; see above, p. 18, n. 43.   

    187  See esp.  Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25, and commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 134–162.   
    188   Kashf  I, pp. 10–11,  §  §  21–22.   
    189   Kashf  I p. 2,  §  2.   
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the term does not appear in this treatise, it is indeed  taqiyya  we are 
dealing with. The fi rst advice to the aspirant to the true religion is — 
with thinly veiled threats against their life! — to stay silent and preserve 
the secret teachings.  190   The author then assimilates this obligation to 
the Islamic food bans: revealing the secret to someone who is not 
worthy of it would be analogous to eating ‘carrion, blood and pork’ 
( al-mayta wa’l-damm wa-la 	 m al-khanz ī r ).  191   This elevates  taqiyya  as 

    190  In the prologue of his  Zahr bidhr al- 	 aq ā  
 iq , and aft er a series of eulogistic 
paragraphs, the third  � ayyib ī   d ā  �  ī    �  ā tim b. Ibr ā h ī m al- �  ā mid ī  (d. 596/1199) warns 
his reader in terms very similar to those found in the prologue of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . 
He states that the  Zahr  is ‘a trust on [the recipient’s] neck’ ( am ā na f ī  ruqbatika ) and 
anyone ‘who does not deserve it’ ( man l ā  yasta 	 iqquh ā  ) should not be allowed to lay 
eyes on it. The recipient will be held accountable for it when he meets God, His angels 
and His Friends. If he discloses the contents of the treatise, he and whoever reads it 
without deserving it will be ‘disavowed by God’ ( bar ī  
  ū n min All ā h ). This disavowal 
will take the transgressors from God’s mercy to His wrath ( bar ā  
 a yakhruj bi-h ā  man 
fa � ala dh ā lik min ra 	 mat All ā h il ā  gha � abi-hi ). Indeed, the author has ‘unveiled’ 
( kashaft u ) matters that should not be unveiled but remain hidden and concealed 
( kitmuh ā  wa-isr ā ru-h ā  ). Just as in the  Kashf ,  �  ā tim also mentions the qualities of the 
recipient, justifi ying the disclosure of the esoteric knowledge to him; see  �  ā tim b. 
Ibr ā h ī m al- �  ā mid ī ,  Zahr bidhr al- 	 aq ā  
 iq , in  Muntakhab ā t ism ā  �  ī liyya , ed.    Ā dil 
al-  Aww ā  (Damascus, 1958), p. 160. Another work from the same author,  al-Shum ū s 
al-z ā hira , is similarly ‘entrusted to the reader as an  am â nat ’; see W. Ivanow,  Ismaili 
Literature , p. 61. On  �  ā tim b. Ibr ā h ī m al- �  ā mid ī , see ibid., pp. 61–68; W. Madelung, 
‘al- �  ā mid ī ’,  EI2 ; I.K. Poonawala,  Bibliography , pp. 151–155.   

    191   Kashf  I, p. 2,  §  2. In a recent article, M. Asatryan suggests that this enumeration 
of forbidden things should be connected with the anti- ghul ā t  polemics in the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf , since it is common, in heresiography works, to accuse the  ghul ā t  of viewing 
carrion, blood and swinefl esh as permitted to be eaten; see M. Asatryan, ‘Early 
Muslims and Other Muslims: Polemics and Borrowings in  Kit ā b al-Kashf ’, in 
 Intellectual Interactions in the Islamic World: The Ismaili Thread , ed. O. Mir-Kasimov 
(London,  2020 ), pp. 281–282. However, a more convincing explanation can be 
proposed in light of the specifi cally Ismaili  ta 
 w ī l  of this unholy triad, as found in 
several other works: in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin , ‘carrion (lit.: ‘dead 
things’), blood and swinefl esh’ are respectively identifi ed with ‘the people of the 
exoteric’ ( ahl al- �  ā hir ), ‘doubt’ ( shakk ) regarding ‘God’s Order’, and the ‘hypocrit’ 
( mun ā fi q ); see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b   al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin , pp. 161–163. A 
similar interpretation appears in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , 
IIS MS. 734, ff . 187–188, and it is also reported by the Zayd ī  author al-Daylam ī , who 
quotes it from an otherwise unknown  al- � Ilm al-makn ū n wa’l-satr (sirr?) al-makhz ū n , 
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an essential prerequisite to accessing to the secret doctrine. Indeed, 
Shi  i literature provides several   	 ad ī ths  asserting the centrality of 
 taqiyya  in Shi  i faith: ‘ Taqiyya  is my religion and that of my fathers, 
thus says Ja  far al- �  ā diq, and he who has no  taqiyya  has no religion’;  192   
‘Nine-tenths of religion consists of the Keeping of the Secret ( taqiyya ); 
those who do not practice it have no religion.’  193   

 The primordial Covenant between God and Adam is the archetype 
of the initiatory pact which opens the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . However, this is 
only possible by virtue of a certain continuity in the transmission of 
the initial deposit, ensured by the succession of prophets and Imams. 
The primordial pact must be updated ‘in every era and every age’ 
through recognition of the ‘Imam of the age’. By acknowledging this 
Imam, the Ismaili neophyte enters a new family, renouncing his bodily 
life and lineage, in favour of the spiritual life bestowed upon him by 
his masters, inasmuch as they provide him with the true esoteric 
knowledge. Symbolically, he exchanges his worldly affi  liations in 
favour of a spiritual affi  liation. To enter the  da � wa  is to enter a new 
network of kinship.  

   2. The  da � wa , an esoteric family  

 One of the aims of the present study is to show how, drawing from 
general Shi  i features, Ismailism constituted itself as a distinct trend 
with its own identity. What are the specifi c features of Ismailism, when 
compared to previous and contemporary Shi  i movements? One of the 

which he ascribes to Ab ū  Ya  q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī ; see al-Daylam ī ,  Bay ā n madhhab 
al-b ā  � iniyya wa-bu � l ā nihi , p. 48. See also the  Maf ā t ī  	  al-ni � ma , in W. Madelung and P. 
Walker,  Affi  rming the Imamate .  Early Fatimid Teachings in the Islamic West  (London 
and New York, 2021), pp. 86–87 (Arabic: pp. 84–85), where a slightly diff erent, yet 
overall similar, interpretation is provided. On these interpretations, see F. Gillon, ‘Du 
 tafs ī r  chiite au  ta 
 w ī l  isma é lien, l’ é volution du commentaire personnalis é  n é gatif dans 
la  da � wa ’, in O. Mir-Kasimov and M. Terrier, eds,  Festschrift  for M.A. Amir-Moezzi , 
forthcoming.   

    192  A well-known and widely quoted   	 ad ī th ; see references in M. A. Amir-Moezzi, 
 Guide divin , p. 311 and p. 311, n. 682 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 129 and p. 230, 
n. 682).   

    193  See ibid., where this   	 ad ī th  is quoted along with several others on  taqiyya .   
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answers to this question is the notion of  da � wa , the ‘Summons’ — 
understood as a political clandestine organization whose hierarchy is 
built on a systematization of the initiatory themes of Shi  i Islam. What 
separated early Ismailis from other Muslims, or from other Shi  is at 
the time, is their belonging to such an organization. We will return to 
the  da � wa  as such in another chapter, and focus here on one aspect of 
this organization, that is, its conceptualization as an alternative, 
spiritual, family — as opposed to the biological, natural, family. 

 The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  contains several passages dealing with such a 
‘familial’ symbolism, grounded on the implicit opposition between the 
biological, earthly family and the spiritual family — which is an ancient 
and well-known conception, as we fi nd it, for instance, in the famous 
words of Jesus: ‘He who loves his father or mother more than me is not 
worthy of me: and he who loves his son or daughter more than me is 
not worthy of me.’  194   At some point in the   	 ad ī th  of Treatise I describing 
the return of the Mahd ī ,  195   the people of Ban ū  H ā shim complain that 
the Mahd ī  has no regard for their kinship — the Mahd ī , as a descendant 
of the Prophet, being also a H ā shimite. This expresses the idea that the 
love of truth must overcome any worldly attachments, family included. 
The ‘esoteric family’ entails two aspects, both of which symbolize the 
relation of the master and the disciple. According to one of these 
aspects, the master is symbolically male, while his disciple is female, 
and the initiation is therefore described as an ‘esoteric marriage’ or 
‘esoteric coitus’ ( al-nik ā  	  al-b ā  � in ). From another point of view, the 
master is symbolically his disciple’s father; as a result, all the disciples 
of a common master are brothers in true, esoteric, faith, which places 
Ismailism within a theoretical frame common to all initiatory 
brotherhoods. Of course, these two points of view are closely connected 
and complementary: the progressive initiation of the disciple, his 
coming to the esoteric life, is modelled on the whole process of birth 
and growth in the biological life. 

 This symbolic conception of the  da � wa  as a new family is based on 
the interpretation of the notion that the Imams give life to the dead, as 
illustrated by the   	 ad ī th  of Treatise I where   Al ī  is sent out to the 

    194  Matt. 10:37.   
    195   Kashf  I p. 33,  §  69.   
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cemetery to resurrect the dead.  196   This idea was also present in Imami 
circles.  197   The symbolic interpretation of this attribute of the Imams is 
that they dispense the spiritual and esoteric knowledge which is the 
life of the soul. The ability to give life to a body is thus a symbol of the 
ability to give spiritual life: ‘The esoteric knowledge is a second life and 
a renewed creation’ (  � ilm al-b ā  � in huwa al- 	 ay ā t al-th ā niya wa’l-khalqa 
al-mujaddada ).  198   In both the  Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n  and the  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-
b ā  � in ,  199   for instance, Q. 40:11: ‘ Our Lord, you have caused us to die 
twice and to live twice’ , is interpreted with regard to this symbolism: 

  The meaning of his words is that they were dead before the call 
to Islam, but he gave them life through Islam. Then, he concealed 
the esoteric ( katama   al-b ā  � in ) from them, and so they became 
dead with regard to the esoteric life. Then he gave them life 
through the knowledge of the esoteric. Such are their two deaths 
and their two lives.  200    

 Several Ismaili texts from the early Fatimid period thus describe 
initiation and access to esoteric knowledge as ‘rebirth’ ( wil ā da 
th ā niya ),  201   as a ‘second creation’ ( khalq th ā n ī  ),  202   or a ‘new creation’ 
( khalq jad ī d ),  203   concepts with both initiatory and messianic 
implications. Henceforth, the analogy was taken further, in Ismaili 
doctrine as well as in Nu � ayrism, by expressing the process of the 
soul’s coming to knowledge in terms borrowed from the biological 
process of life, thus drawing a strict analogy between the birth of a 
body and the (re-)birth of the soul, that is, access to the true esoteric 
knowledge. Insofar as bodies come to life through mating, and the 
soul comes to life through initiation, then initiation is strictly analogous 
to mating in the esoteric order. Thus, mating can be lawful — marriage, 

    196   Kashf  I pp. 37–39,  §  80.   
    197  See e.g. al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī  , Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t , pp. 480–489.   
    198  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, f. 86.   
    199  Ibid., ff . 86–87; idem,  Al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in , p. 161.   
    200  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in , p. 161.   
    201  See e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 113.   
    202  See e.g. ibid., pp. 87, 90.   
    203  The expression  khalq jad ī d  appears in  Kashf  V, p. 97,  §  13; p. 101,  §  22; p. 149, 

 §  97; p. 155,  §  105. See also Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS 
MS. 734, ff . 71, 157, 223–224, 337–338; idem,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 87.   
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that is, the covenant between the master and his disciple — or unlawful 
— adultery, that is, divulging secret teachings without permission. 
The new members of the  da � wa  are thus ‘married’ to an initiator who, 
by ‘fertilising’ them with knowledge, is their symbolic ‘husband’, 
before he becomes their ‘father’. 

 In this regard, one of the most interesting passages from Treatise I is 
the exegesis of the attempted seduction of Joseph by the wife of 
Potiphar (named ‘al-  Az ī z’ in the Qur’anic account).  204   Several 
interpretations of this episode are given aft er the literal one is strongly 
rejected: according to the author, the story does not involve any sexual 
act (or refusal of such an act).  205   The usefulness and implications of the 
fi rst interpretation are not quite clear, as one fails to grasp the meaning 
of Joseph’s temptation to slaughter the wife of al-  Az ī z — especially 
since it is presented as an exoteric interpretation.  206   It is likely that the 
main interest of this fi rst interpretation is to introduce the idea that 
this seduction attempt should not be understood literally; this 
interpretation is thus ‘better than what the people of exotericism say, 
and closer to the esoteric meaning’.  207   According to the second 
interpretation, presented as the esoteric one, the relationship in 
question here is of an initiatory, rather than sexual nature, because ‘the 
Summons is analogous to coitus ( nik ā  	  ) in the esoteric order’.  208   
Consequently, the seduction attempt becomes a request for initiation 
and the sexual desire of Potiphar’s wife is meant to be seen as a desire 

    204   Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  57–59.   
    205  This recalls the prudishness of some Khariji opponents to the inclusion of S ū ra 

12 ( Y ū suf  ) in the Qur’an because of its so-called licentious episodes. It may also be a 
remote echo of some so-called ‘exaggerating’ ( ghul ā t ) beliefs denying any material 
corporeality to the Imams: according to these beliefs, the Imams do not feed, do not 
copulate, do not die, and even, are not born through natural ways.   

    206  Although according to other Ismaili sources, the ‘slaughter’ ( al-dhab 	  ) 
symbolizes the taking of the initiatory oath; see e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, 
 Al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in , pp. 169, 189–190. The author of the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  further explains 
that to slaughter is to separate the head from the body, which symbolizes the fact that 
the neophytes separate themselves from their exoteric heads and chiefs who maintain 
them under the exoteric religion and reject the esoteric doctrine; see Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 110.   

    207   Kashf  I, p. 26,  §  58.   
    208   Kashf  I, p. 27,  §  59.   
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for knowledge. Joseph’s refusal to be seduced symbolises his refusal 
to initiate a candidate deemed unsuitable to receive the esoteric 
knowledge; sexuality is understood only as a code for initiation. The 
very idea that the neophyte symbolically reaches a second birth when 
he is fully initiated presupposes a prior fertilization: for there to be a 
new-born, there must be sexual intercourse, therefore, symbolically, 
the master must fertilize the disciple in order for him to become a new 
man. In this relationship, the master is analogous to the male while the 
disciple is symbolically female. 

 The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  contains several other occurrences of this 
symbolic identifi cation of coitus with initiation, in Treatises III, V and 
VI.  209   In Treatise V, the idea that fornication means the unauthorized 
disclosure of esoteric doctrines appears in a passage aimed at organizing 
the  da � wa  by giving instructions to the ‘Summoners’. In Treatise VI, the 
same interpretation is found in a similar context. Several other Ismaili 
sources display the same symbolism and the general idea that the 
initiator, or master, is symbolically male, while the disciple is 
symbolically female:  210   ‘Every instructor ( muf ī d ) is in the place of the 
male, and every person instructed ( mustaf ī d ) is in the place of the 
female: indeed, the female receives what the male emanates to her, and 
through this reception, a child is manifested from her.’  211   The initiation 
itself is likened to mating (or marriage): ‘Mating ( mun ā ka 	 a ) is the 
disclosure of the exegetical sciences and the esoteric wisdoms.’  212   

    209   Kashf  III, p. 78,  §  58; V, p. 114,  §  41; p. 123,  §  57; VI, p. 166,  §  23.   
    210  See K. Bauer, ‘Spiritual Hierarchy and Gender Hierarchy in Fatimid Ism ā    ī l ī  

Interpretations of the Qur’an’,  Journal of Qur’anic Studies , 14/2 ( 2012 ), pp. 29–46, esp. 
pp. 34–40. This part of the article is based on the  Kit ā b al- �  Ā lim wa’l-ghul ā m  by Ja  far 
b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, the  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l  and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-da �  ā  
 im  by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n, 
as well as the  Maj ā lis al-mu 
 ayyadiyya  by al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-D ī n al-Sh ī r ā z ī . See also D. 
Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , Ch. 3: ‘Rearing’, pp. 53–78, esp. pp. 60, 72–73. In 
addition, see e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in , pp. 51, 55; idem,  Ta 
 w ī l 
al-zak ā t , pp. 113–114, 118; W. Madelung and P. Walker,  Affi  rming the Imamate , p. 85 
(Arabic: pp. 83–84). The same symbolism appears in the Druze writings, which 
suggests that the Ismaili  da � wa  still used it at the time of the emergence of Druzism: 
see D. De Smet,   É p î tres sacr é es des Druzes , pp. 50–52; Epistle 8, pp. 187–188.   

    211  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 154.   
    212  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 118.   
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 While this symbolic interpretation of sexuality apparently 
characterizes early Ismailism, it was probably drawn from earlier 
 ghul ā t  doctrines, since it is also found in Nu � ayri sources, which have 
retained many elements of the  ghul ā t  tradition.  213   In this literature, the 
notion that ‘the pupil is in the place of the woman and the master 
( sayyid ) is in the place of the husband’ is a common idea.  214   This 
symbolism is perhaps not unrelated to the accounts of the Nu � ayri 
doctrine by Twelver Shi  i heresiologists al-Nawbakht ī  and al-Qumm ī , 
in which they accuse the founder of Nu � ayrism, Ibn Nu � ayr, of 
authorizing sodomy because it is ‘an exercise of humility’.  215   Charges 
of sexual licentiousness are among the usual accusations against  ghul ā t  
groups to illustrate their antinomianism.  216   But it would seem that the 
reports transmitted in heresiographies were based on actual knowledge 

    213  On Nu � ayri initiation as reported by al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al- 	  ā w ī  f ī   � ilm al-fat ā w ī  , 
in  Silsilat al-tur ā th al- � alaw ī  , ed. Ab ū  M ū s ā  and Shaykh M ū s ā  (Diy ā r   Aql, 2006), vol. 
3, pp. 45–116, see Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī s- � Alaw ī s , pp. 212–215; B. Tendler Krieger, 
‘Marriage, Birth and  b ā  � in ī  ta 
 w ī l . A study of Nu � ayr ī  Initiation based on the  Kit ā b 
al- �  ā w ī  f ī   � ilm al-fat ā w ī   of Ab ū  Sa   ī d Maym ū n al- � abar ā n ī ’,  Arabica , 58/1 ( 2011 ), pp. 
53–75. There are three stages of initiation, the second being called the ‘marriage’ 
( al-nik ā  	  ), while the third is likened to breastfeeding. In this work, it is noteworthy 
that al- � abar ā n ī  interprets several Qur’anic occurrences of  mu 
 min ā t , ‘believing 
women’, as a code for the neophytes. In another work of his, the  Kit ā b al-Dal ā  
 il f ī ’l-
mas ā  
 il , he explicitly states that since women are ‘all blameworthy (. . .) therefore 
the mention of praiseworthy women in the Book of God, may He be exalted, are 
the students. The Gnostic is male and the one who seeks knowledge is female. The 
tongue of the Gnostic is the penis and the ear of the one who seeks knowledge is. . . the 
vulva’; cited in B. Tendler, ‘Concealment and Revelation: a Study of Secrecy and 
Initiation among the Nu � ayr ī -  Alaw ī s of Syria’ (Princeton University,  2012 ), p. 66. On 
Nu � ayri initiation, see also R. Dussaud,  Histoire et religion des No � air î s , pp. 104–119; 
M.M. Bar-Asher and A. Kofsky,  The  � Alaw ī  Religion: An Anthology  (Turnhout:  2021 ), 
pp. 149–167.   

    214  Is �  ā q al-A � mar,   Ā d ā b  � Abd al-Mu �  � alib , in  Silsilat al-tur ā th al- � alaw ī  , ed. Ab ū  
M ū s ā  and Shaykh M ū s ā  (Diy ā r   Aql, 2006), vol. 6, p. 264.   

    215  Al-Nawbakht ī ,  Firaq al-sh ī  � a , p. 78; al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , pp. 100–101. See also 
M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , p. 158, on the idea supported by 
Is �  ā q al-A � mar according to which homosexuality has ‘a blameworthy as well as a 
praiseworthy aspect’, the latter being ‘to seek the knowledge of  taw 	  ī d  from someone 
who is more knowledgeable than you’.   

    216  See commentary of  Kashf  V, pp. 408–419.   
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of the sexual symbolism in Nu � ayri initiation,  217   although the teaching 
was misrepresented, probably intentionally, and understood literally.  

   3. God’s ‘Order’ ( amr ) and its continuity  

 The polysemic term  amr  appears several times in Treatise I and in the 
 Kit ā b al-Kashf  in general. The occurrences of the term in the  Kashf  do not 
refer — at least not directly — to the divine command  kun , ‘be’, which 
brings beings into existence, and it bears no cosmological connotations. 
Speculations on a cosmological  amr  were engaged with by Ismaili 
authors, particularly among philosophers of the Neoplatonic tendency, 
who belong to the so-called ‘Persian school’. In their texts, and especially 
in al-Sijist ā n ī ’s works, it is a question of defi ning the relationship of God 
to Creation, and determining whether the creative imperative constitutes 
a separate hypostasis or whether it is consubstantial either to God or 
to Creation.  218   The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  does not include comparable 
developments, and even the specifi cally Shi  i refl ections on the 
relationships between divine knowledge, power and imperative are 
absent, besides brief allusions in Treatise II  219   with regard to the fi rst two. 

  Amr , here, must be understood in another, broader, sense. In the 
fi rst place,  amr  is the command, the order, and to say that the Imam is 

    217  Bella Tendler Krieger thus notes that the justifi cation for these practices 
attributed to Ibn Nu � ayr by heresiologists suggests the latter may have known about 
the sexual symbolism of the Nu � ayri initiation; see B. Tendler Krieger, ‘Marriage, Birth 
and  b ā  � in ī  ta 
 w ī l ’, pp. 61–63.   

    218  On this problem, see D. De Smet, ‘Le verbe imp é ratif dans le syst è me 
cosmologique de l’Isma é lisme’,  Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Th é ologiques , 73 
(1989), pp. 397–412; P. Walker,  Early Philosophical Shiism, The Ismaili Neoplatonism of 
Ab ū  Ya � q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī   (New York,  1993 ), Ch. 6: ‘Creation as command’, pp. 81–86. 
See also C. Baffi  oni, ‘ Ibd ā  �  , Divine Imperative and Prophecy in the  Ras ā  
 il Ikhw ā n 
al- � af ā  
  ’, in O. Ali-de-Unzaga, ed,  Fortresses of the Intellect. Ismaili and other Islamic 
Studies in Honour of Farhad Daft ary  (London-New York, 2011), pp. 213–226. The 
notion of  amr  has recently benefi ted from several studies: see M. Ebstein,  Mysticism 
and Philosophy in al-Andalus: Ibn Masarra, Ibn al- � Arab ī  and the Ism ā  �  ī l ī  Tradition  
(Leiden and Boston,  2014 ), pp. 33–76; E. Krinis,  God’s Chosen People: Judah Halevi’s  
Kuzari  and the Sh ī  �  ī  Im ā m Doctrine  (Turnhout,  2014 ), index s.v. ‘order’, esp. pp. 189–
223; O. Ghaemmaghami,  Encounters with the Hidden Imam in Early and Pre-Modern 
Twelver Sh ī  �  ī  Islam  (Leiden and Boston,  2020 ), pp. 26–27; G.M. Schwarb, ‘Amr’,  EI3 .   

    219   Kashf  II, p. 41,  §  4.   
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the holder of the  amr  (  �  ā  	 ib al-amr ) means that he is the holder of 
authority — whether spiritual, temporal, or both. This meaning is to 
be linked to the expression ‘Prince of the Believers’ ( am ī r al-mu 
 min ī n ), 
the offi  cial title of the head of the Islamic community which designates 
  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib in particular in the Shi  i context. 

 But  amr  also bears a more general and vague meaning in Arabic: 
 amr  is the ‘thing’, the ‘aff air’ or the ‘matter’. It can also refer to the 
‘order’, in the sense of ‘command’, but also as in ‘system’, ‘organization’ 
or ‘hierarchized structure’. Just like the  amr  as divine imperative, this 
very general sense, anterior to any philosophical elaboration, appears 
in the collections of Shi  i   	 ad ī th s, where it designates the sacred ‘cause’, 
‘aff air’ or ‘teaching’ of the Imams — the Imams being the guarantors of 
the ‘Aff air’ par excellence, that is, humanity’s relationship to God — or 
even the divine ‘Order’ of which they are the emanations, the 
depositaries, and the guardians.  220    Amr  is in fact ‘a very commonly 
used term for  wal ā ya ’.  221   In the passages of Treatise I dealing with  amr , 
the emphasis is on the Order inasmuch as it is transmitted from Adam, 
from Prophet to Prophet, from Imam to Imam. The  amr  is to be 
identifi ed with the divine trust, which is the content of the pre-eternal 
pact: the ‘Order’ is the transmission of the custody of this trust, from 
which the Imams derive their spiritual legitimacy.  222   It is as heirs of 

    220  See e.g. the   	 ad ī th  in which Ja  far al- �  ā diq declares: ‘Our  amr  is a secret within 
a secret, etc.’, cited in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 143 (English trans.:  Divine 
Guide , p. 55), where it is translated as ‘doctrine’, and glossed as ‘aff air’, ‘cause’ and 
‘order’ in a footnote. See also the propositions ‘ res religiosa ’ (idem,  Religion discrete , 
p. 183 (English trans.,  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , p. 240), and ‘power’, glossed as 
referring to the ‘legitimate power’, the ‘succession of the Prophet’ and the ‘caliphate’ 
(idem,  Le Coran silencieux et le Coran parlant , p. 40, n. 47). See also idem, “La Nuit du 
 Qadr ’ (Coran, sourate 97) dans le Shi’isme ancien (Aspects de l’imamologie 
duod é cimaine XV)’,  M é langes de l’Institut dominicain d’ é tudes orientales  ( MIDEO ), 31 
(2016), pp. 181–204, and its discussion of Shi  i commentaries of  amr  in Q. 97; the term 
is interpreted there in a sense that echoes its meaning in the  Kashf .   

    221  M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , p. 203, n. 124 (English trans.: 
 Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , pp. 270–271, n. 124); see also ibid. ,  pp. 183, 193 (English 
trans: pp. 240, 255).   

    222  In several Shi  i traditions, the pre-eternal pact contains four oaths: an oath of 
adoration to God, of  wal ā ya  to Mu � ammad, the Imams and the Mahd ī ; see M.A. 
Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 86–87 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 34).   
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Adam and custodians of a knowledge that God reserves to them, that 
they are to be followed and obeyed. The ‘Order’ is the idea that the 
trust entrusted to man crosses the centuries and the men of God 
(Prophets and Imams), as a symbol of the Alliance and as the Threshold 
of access to esoteric knowledge. A   	 ad ī th  reported by al-Kulayn ī  thus 
describes the passage of the Order from Adam to his legatee Imam 
and its transmission ‘from the time of Adam until Mu � ammad, who 
passed it on to his own Legatee’.  223   

  Amr  is explained twice in Treatise I, each time in passages following 
and commenting on mystical   	 ad ī th s by   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib. Since the 
second of these passages refers to the fi rst,  224   they must belong to the 
same editorial layer, and it is likely that their author is also the editor 
of the treatise — to which other glosses and commentaries of   	 ad ī th s 
should also be attributed, particularly the anti- ghul ā t  passage 
commenting on a vision of Ja  far al- �  ā diq.  225   

 Following this latter passage, to which I will return, is a fi rst   	 ad ī th  
attributed to   Al ī , reported by J ā bir b. Yaz ī d al-Ju  f ī  who claims to hold 
it from the fi ft h Imam, Mu � ammad al-B ā qir. There,   Al ī  assimilates 
himself to Christ and declares himself the Messiah: ‘I am him and he 
is me (. . .) Jesus son of Mary is from me and I am from him.’  226   This 
  	 ad ī th  comes under the tradition of the mystical sermons attributed to 
  Al ī  which bring into play the question of the divinity of the Imam and 
in which ‘the Imam is not only presented as the man of God par 
excellence but as participating fully in the Names, Attributes and Acts 
that theology usually reserves for God alone’.  227   In the   	 ad ī th  reported 
by  Kit ā b al-Kashf , the allusion to Jesus must be understood by the 
exceptional status of the latter, which the Qur’an calls ‘Spirit of God’ 
and to which he attributes powers of healing, resurrection or even of 

    223  Cited in M.A. Amir-Moezzi, “La Nuit du  Qadr ’ (Coran, sourate 97)’, p. 185.   
    224   Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25.   
    225   Kashf  I, pp. 7–8,  §  13.   
    226   Kashf  I, p. 8,  §  §  14 and 16.   
    227  M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La   Religion discr è te , Ch. 3: ‘Remarques sur la divinit é  de 

l’im â m’, p. 89 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 3: ‘Some Remarks on 
the Divinity of the Imam’, p. 103). This chapter is precisely dedicated to the literary 
genre of the ‘mystical sermons’ and their theological implications.   
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creation.  228   That   Al ī  ibn Ab ī   �  ā lib claims these qualities for himself is 
characteristic of a tendency of ancient Shi  ism. 

 Surprisingly, the  Kashf  does not elaborate on this aspect and rather 
uses the   	 ad ī th  to support the continuity of  amr , ‘from His fi rst 
Prophets, Envoys and Imams of His religion, to the last’.  229   It is true 
that the notion of  amr  does not exclude a metaphysical conception of 
the Imam according to which a ‘celestial’   Al ī  would be the source of 
the esoteric knowledge that the various prophets and Imams draw 
from. Inasmuch as the Imam preexists as a spiritual being created 
before Adam (as in the pentadist cosmogony at the end of treatise I, or 
as in several Twelver   	 ad ī th s), it is perfectly conceivable that the 
succession of prophets and Imams takes place by participation, almost 
in the Platonic sense of the term: each Prophet or Imam would thus 
derive his knowledge from its exemplary depository, the metaphysical 
Imam. But this argument, that links, on the one hand, the identifi cation 
of   Al ī  with the Messiah (as the Word of God), and on the other hand, 
the continuity of divine revelation through a series of representatives 
of God, does not appear here; as a result, the comment seems slightly 
out of step with the explicit content of the   	 ad ī th . This discrepancy 
would seem to indicate an intervention to mitigate the potential  ghul ā t  
implications of the text. Indeed, the comment on   Al ī ’s sermon 
moderates the affi  rmation of his quasi-divinity by interpreting it as an 
affi  rmation of the transmission through the ages of the Divine Trust 

    228  Like in Q. 3:49 or 5:110, where the infant Jesus gives life to a bird made of clay 
by simply breathing in it. In early Shi  ism, such powers of healing and resurrection are 
attributed to the Imams; see e.g. A.J. Newman,  The Formative Period of Twelver Sh ī  � ism. 
 � ad ī th as Discourse Between Qum and Baghdad  (Richmond, 2000), pp. 81–82; M.A. 
Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 6: ‘Savoir c’est pouvoir’, pp. 151–175 (English 
trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 6: ‘Knowledge is power’, pp. 193–229), where the 
divine knowledge of the Imams appears as the sources of their supernatural powers. 
The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  also reports an account in which   Al ī  has the power to resurrect the 
dead;  Kashf  I, pp. 37–39,  §  80. In Treatise V, Q. 3:49 is interpreted metaphorically, in 
reference to the spiritual life (i.e. the esoteric knowledge) which the Imam provides 
for his disciples; see  Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  15; p. 100,  §  22. It is worth noting that the ‘birds’ 
are a symbol for the Summoners in early Ismailism; see  Kashf  VI, p. 171,  § 30, and 
related footnote.   

    229   Kashf  I, p. 8,  §  17.   
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— a trust of which   Al ī  is the archetypical representative. Thereby, the 
editor of the treatise can introduce the crucial idea of       the ‘continuity of 
God’s Order’, stating that: ‘whoever obeys the last of [the Messengers 
and the Imams], it is as if he obeyed the fi rst of them’,  230  and that 
‘whoever obeys the fi rst, his obedience will guide and lead him to the 
last.’  231   This is evidently in keeping with the idea that no time lacks a 
depositary of God’s Order. There is therefore an unbroken line of 
transmission of sacred knowledge, from Adam to the current Imam. 
This option characterises the Ismaili  da � wa  — both pre-Fatimid and 
Fatimid — and its campaign in favour of a living Imam. Indeed, the 
‘continuity’ implies the actual, physical, and living presence of an 
Imam — and his representatives. 

 The second passage of the treatise dedicated to the concept of  amr  
also follows a sermon attributed to   Al ī . The tone of the latter is this 
time less ‘mystical’ (  Al ī  does not take on Christic or divine attributes), 
and more compatible with the doctrine of ‘continuity of the Order’. To 
a partisan who asks him his judgement on the Islamic community, he 
replies: ‘By Him who splits the seed and blows the breeze, I have found 
more in the ancient communities than I have in this one!’  232   It seems 
astonishing, at fi rst glance, that this declaration is glossed as follows: ‘It 
is necessary, according to his words, that he be the fi rst and the last.’ 
The content of the fi rst sermon, where   Al ī  compared himself to Christ, 
was attenuated by a doctrine of the transmission of the deposit and the 
continuity of  amr ; here, the moderate content of the subject is, on the 
contrary, interpreted in a sense corresponding to the literal meaning 
of the fi rst sermon, since ‘the fi rst and the last’ are divine and Christic 
(‘I am the alpha and the omega’) attributes. This must necessarily be 
explained by the hypothesis proposed above, namely that   Al ī  is 
conceived as a spiritual principle and the true content of  amr , the 
continuity of this Order resulting from the continuity of participation 
in this unique principle. In short, the conception involved here is quite 
close to the conception of Christ as the divine Word in the Gospel of 
John (except the incarnation).   Al ī  is the Word of God, the primary 

    230   Kashf  I, p. 8,  §  17.   
    231  Ibid., pp. 8–9,  §  17.   
    232  Ibid., p. 11,  §  23.   
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principle of being and knowledge, therefore both the source of the 
knowledge of Prophets and Imams, and the depositary par excellence 
of the knowledge bestowed by God on mankind. 

 This must also be linked to the doctrines which make each Prophet 
and each Imam successive appearances of   Al ī  — just as their enemies 
are successive appearances of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar. They are therefore 
successive manifestations of a unique principle, according to an 
interpretation of  tan ā sukh , metempsychosis, close to that which would 
be adopted by the Twelver Shi  a. Prophets are neither incarnations of 
God, nor of a divine principle identifi ed with Mu � ammad or   Al ī , but 
are the receptacles of a light transmitted from Prophet to Imam since 
Adam. M.A. Amir-Moezzi proposed translating this sense of  tan ā sukh  
by ‘metemphotosis’: rather than an individual, it is a luminous principle 
that transmigrates from one envelope to another, the light here 
representing esoteric knowledge, that is, the divine trust. This explains 
  Al ī ’s statement that ‘the Legatees are from me, and I am from them’.  233   
But due to the  ghul ā t  roots of the treatise, this remains ambiguous; 
initially, this statement probably involved a doctrine of metempsychosis 
according to which the Legatees are successive manifestations of a 
metaphysical   Al ī . 

 It is therefore as if the doctrine of the continuity of  amr , which 
appears as a gloss, is used to replace that of metempsychosis, thus 
refi ning and moderating an ‘exaggerating’ belief, in a way comparable 
to the treatment of  mus ū khiyya , as will be seen below. From this 
perspective, the two passages on  amr   234   appear closely connected to 
the rejection of divine incarnation in  §  13 (which immediately precedes 
the fi rst sermon of   Al ī ). In an enigmatic   	 ad ī th , Ja  far al- �  ā diq relates 
a vision he had of ‘ten domes ( qub ā b ) of light’, which are respectively 
identifi ed with the seven Speaking-Prophets, and with three ranks 
whose exact nature is not specifi ed: the  k ā l ī  , the Guardian ( raq ī b ) and 
the Gate ( b ā b ). 

 The very presence of the term  k ā l ī  , exclusively found in Nu � ayri 
texts, demonstrates the ancient  ghul ā t  origins of this   	 ad ī th .The term 
 qubba  (pl.  qub ā b ) is also found in Nu � ayri texts where it is roughly 

    233  Ibid. ,  p. 11,  §  24.   
    234   Kashf  I, pp. 8–9,  §  17; p. 12,  §  25.   
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synonymous with  kawr  or  dawr , ‘historical cycle’. Y. Friedmann points 
out that the earliest occurrence of the term seems to be a work by 
Mu � ammad b. Sin ā n, where it designates ‘the period of the Imams 
beginning with   Al ī ’.  235   Its meaning has, however, been broadened 
among Nu � ayri authors proper, since it has come to designate the 
great historical periods of humanity to which the main Speaking-
Prophets lend their names.  236   Such is the meaning of the ‘domes’ in 
this passage of the  Kashf , since seven out of ten persons who lend their 
names to the ‘domes’ are the Speaking-Prophets.  237   The role of the last 
three remains obscure, however. In any case, it seems clear that the 
doctrine of the domes was associated with a doctrine of metempsychosis 
and incarnation, given the commentary that follows the   	 ad ī th . 
Otherwise, it would be diffi  cult to explain why the mention of the 
domes becomes the pretext for a refutation of divine incarnation. This 
doctrine of the domes can also be compared to what is found in some 
 ghul ā t  sources where the historical cycles ( adw ā r ) are each inaugurated 
by an Adam (there are therefore several Adams, who presumably 
correspond to the Speaking-Prophets).  238   This can be interpreted in 
the sense of a metempsychosis of Adam, who would appear successively 
in the diff erent Speaking-Prophets.  239   

    235  Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī s- � Alaw ī s , pp. 112–113.   
    236  Ibid., pp. 112–115; M.M. Bar-Asher and A. Kofsky,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī  

Religion , pp. 28–30.   
    237  In this regard, I do not agree with Asatryan’s contention that the  qubba  in 

 ghul ā t  texts ‘bears no similarity’ to its usage in the  Kashf ; see M. Asatryan, ‘Early 
Ismailis and other Muslims’, p. 279, n. 23.   

    238  See e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , p. 31: ‘Adam is 
a nickname ( laqab ) applied to each Speaking-Prophet in his age, and each Imam in 
his era.’ See also ibid., p. 52, the expression ‘one Adam aft er the other’, and this 
statement: ‘Each Speaking-Prophet who is the master of a [new] Law ( shar ī  � a ) is the 
Adam of his era.’   

    239  See e.g. M. Asatryan, ‘An Early Sh ī   i Cosmology’, esp. pp. 26–35, 65–70; 
Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 60–61, pp. 116–118. On the latter two 
chapters, see M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , pp. 37–38. See also 
the belief in the seven Adams attributed to   Abd All ā h b.  � arb, a leader of the 
Kays ā niyya, by al-N ā shi �  in his  Kit ā b U �  ū l al-ni 	 al ,  §  58, in J. Van Ess,  Fr ü he 
mu � tazilitische H ä resiographie: Zwei Werke des N ā  š i 
  al-Akbar (gest. 293 H.)  (Beirut, 
 1971 ), Arabic text, p. 39.   
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 This type of doctrine is also found in Nu � ayri thought. We can thus 
cite, as an example, a passage from al- � abar ā n ī ’s  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , 
where this idea is developed about   Al ī . In a   	 ad ī th  reported aft er 
Salm ā n al-F ā ris ī , someone asks   Al ī : ‘Were you present at the time of 
Noah?’, to which he answers: 

  ‘And where was I not? I took Adam as a veil in his cycle ( f ī  
kawri-hi wa dawri-hi ), and bore the name of Abel; I took Noah as 
a veil in his cycle, and bore the name of Seth [sic]; I took Jacob as 
a veil in his cycle, and bore the name of Joseph; I took Moses as a 
veil in his cycle, and bore the name of Joshua; I took Jesus as a 
veil in his cycle, and bore the name of Simon; I took Mu � ammad 
as a veil in his cycle, and bore the name of   Al ī . I am the origin of 
cycles ( mukawwir al-akw ā r wa-mudawwir al-adw ā r ) (. . .) I am 
eternally new ( jad ī d abadan ), I do not fade away ( lam afni ).’  240    

 Many other examples could be provided of such a belief in both the 
divinity of   Al ī  and his cyclical appearances in diff erent persons. It is 
thus understandable why the gloss of Treatise I eagerly refutes the 
doctrines of the  ghul ā t  and the Christians just aft er the   	 ad ī th  of the 
domes.  241   Fatimid literature contains several similar refutations,  242   

    240  Al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , p. 166. See also M.M. Bar-Asher and A. Kofsky, 
 The  � Alaw ī  Religion: An Anthology , pp. 90–91. A comparable conception is expressed 
in several Ismaili sources; see e.g. the Niz ā r ī  Ismaili work by Ma � m ū d-i K ā tib,  Haft  
B ā d , in S.J. Badakhshani,  Spiritual Resurrection in Shi � i Islam: An Early Ismaili Treatise 
on the Doctrine of Qiy ā mat  (London and New York,  2017 ), Ch. 2, pp. 51–59,  §  §  8–26.   

    241   Kashf  I, pp. 7–8,  §  13.   
    242  See e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa Asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , p. 241, where 

the  ghul ā t  are similarly likened to the Christians. See also al-Mu � ayyad,  Al-Maj ā lis 
al-Mu 
 ayyadiyya , ed. M. Gh ā lib (Beirut, 1974), vol. 1, pp. 172–173: a commentary of a 
passage of the  khu � bat al-bay ā n , where   Al ī  claims divine attributes, reads as follows: 
‘The  ghul ā t  imitate the Christians and are similar to them. For the Christians, God 
(. . .), out of benevolence and mercy towards His servants, and reckoning that they 
were not able to take into consideration the speech on the salvation of their souls if it 
did not come from a human form like theirs, took on a body and appeared to them 
wearing the robe of humanity ( n ā s ū t ), to free them (. . .) The  ghul ā t  say just as much 
about the Prince of the Believers.’ The author goes on to explain that if God is indeed 
as omnipotent as the  ghul ā t  would have Him, then it would better suit His nature to 
appear in whatever form He wants, instead of departing from His noble form to take 
on the vile form of humanity. Indeed, ‘if one of us was omnipotent and wanted to 
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which leads to the conclusion that we are dealing here with a Fatimid 
gloss. 

 Other distinctly Ismaili passages include the one dealing with the 
‘Completer Imams’.  243   The term appears again in Treatise V and more 
briefl y in Treatise VI. The passage from Treatise I which deals with 
them is a commentary of Q. 7:142:  ‘We appointed for Moses thirty nights, 
and We completed them with ten; thus was completed the time appointed 
by his Lord of forty nights.’  The thirty nights are interpreted as the fi ve 
Speaking-prophets from Adam to Jesus (Adam, Noah, Abraham, 
Moses and Jesus; Mu � ammad is not counted among them), and the 
six ‘Completer Imams’ who follow each of them. The last ten nights 
refer to the Prophet Mu � ammad, to Mu � ammad ‘the Speaking-
Prophet of Speaking-Prophets’, and the Completer Imams who mark 
the transition from one to the other. We also note that the Speaking-
Prophet is called the ‘diurnal Proof’ (  	 ujjat al-nah ā r ), while the 
completer Imam is called the ‘nocturnal Proof’, due to their respective 
roles: the Speaking-Prophets bring an exoteric revelation, while the 
Imams deliver its esoteric exegesis. These two roles correspond to 
successive historical cycles of manifestation and concealment, 
although these terms do not appear. 

 It is interesting to note, moreover, that the exegesis according to 
which the fast of Ramadan is a symbol of  taqiyya  takes place within a 
system of prophetic cycles with political implications related to the 
expectation of the Mahd ī ’s return.  244   Indeed, the equivalence between 

do good to a riding beast or a donkey, it would be foul for him to take on the form of 
a beast in order to be useful to it. And if this is foul for us (. . .) it is even more for the 
Creator’. It is therefore foul to say, as the  ghul ā t  do, that a man who ‘is born and grew, 
who eats and drinks, who has parents, a partner and children’, is a god. On 
al-Mu � ayyad’s refutation of the  ghul ā t  in this section of the Maj ā lis, see E. Alexandrin, 
‘Al-Mu � ayyad’s Concept of the Q ā  � im: a Commentary on the  Khutbat al-Bay ā n ’, 
 Ishraq. Islamic Philosophy Yearbook , 4 ( 2013 ), pp. 294–303.   

    243   Kashf  I, pp. 15–16,  §  §  32–35.   
    244  The  ta 
 w ī l  which equates fasting and the silence that surrounds the esoteric 

knowledge, and breaking fast with the exoteric revelation and the manifestation of the 
spiritual authority, is quite classical in early Ismailism; see D. De Smet, ‘La  taqiyya  et le 
je û ne du Ramadan’; idem, ‘Je û ner par le silence. L’interpr é tation  é sot é rique du ramadan 
selon l’auteur  % u � ayri Maym ū n b. Q ā sim al- � abar ā n ī  (m. 426/1034)’, in S.H. de Franceschi 
et al, eds,  Aff am é s volontaires. Les monoth é ismes et le je û ne  (Limoges, 2020), pp. 315–334.   
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fasting and  taqiyya  is also found in al- � abar ā n ī ’s works,  245   which 
suggests that he himself draws from an older tradition that he shares 
with the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . Al- � abar ā n ī  thus identifi es each of the days 
and nights of Ramadan with historical individuals ( ashkh ā  �  ) from the 
beginnings of Islam.  246   This falls within a tendency of certain  ghul ā t  
groups to interpret the recommendations and prohibitions of the 
Qur’an as referring to people, which led either to an antinomian 
doctrine such as the one upheld by the Kha 
  
  ā biyya, or simply to an 
esoteric interpretation of religious prescriptions which did not exclude 
their actual, exoteric, fulfi lment. 

 Ismailism, as it appears in the  Kashf , obviously drew from these 
sources and adapted them to its needs. As in al- � abar ā n ī ’s work, the 
days are identifi ed with persons, but this general principle is used in 
support of a fully Ismaili conception of the prophetic cycles, and 
oriented towards the messianic expectation. This exegesis therefore 
states not only the continuity of  amr , but also its culmination in the 
person of the Mahd ī , ‘the Speaking-Prophet of Speaking-Prophets’, 
who symbolises the breaking of the fast, that is, the manifestation of 
‘the Order’ ( amr ).  247   This shows that there is indeed a consistency 
throughout the latest passages of the treatise, since they all affi  rm a 
prophetic Order going from Adam to the Mahd ī , or, in other words, 
an Order which has the Mahd ī  as the culmination of the transmission 
of the sacred trust since Adam. 

 Before concluding this matter of the continuity of the Order, a fi nal 
point must be considered which is clearly related to it: the allusions to 

    245  Al- � abar ā n ī ,  Majm ū  �  al-a � y ā d , pp. 16–17; idem,  Kit ā b al-ma �  ā rif , pp. 65, 67–68. 
On  taqiyya  in Nu � ayrism, see Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī s- � Alaw ī s , pp. 143–144; M.M. 
Bar-Asher and A. Kofsky, in al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-ma �  ā rif , pp. 19–22; and the recent 
article by D. De Smet, ‘Je û ner par le silence’.    

    246  Al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-ma �  ā rif , pp. 67–69.   
    247  On the connection between fasting as a symbol of  taqiyya  and prophetic cycles, 

see the report, based on texts by al-Sijist ā n ī  and al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n, by D. De Smet, 
‘La  taqiyya  et le je û ne du Ramadan’, pp. 363–375, esp. p. 370: ‘Le jour de la rupture du 
je û ne symbolise l’av è nement du Mahd ī  et l’abrogation partielle de la  taqiyya .’   
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‘communities which preceded’. From the beginning of the treatise, we 
fi nd paradoxical statements in this regard: 

   ● in the   	 ad ī th  on  kitm ā n , where the Imams recommend silence 
regarding their teaching, one reads: ‘There have been people from 
past communities who held to their trust and concealed our secret 
and did what they were ordered, and so God made them Messengers 
to His trustworthy ones, and Gates for His Friends.’  248    

  ● a few lines further on, another   	 ad ī th , attributed this time to the 
‘Greatest Master’, that is, the Prophet Mu � ammad,  249   states: ‘The 
communities who have perished suff ered this fate, because they 
did not consider this, did not refl ect and divulged the secret.’  250    

  ● in the previously mentioned   	 ad ī th , where a Shi  i asks   Al ī  what he 
thinks of the Islamic community, he replies: ‘I found more in the 
ancient communities than I have in this one!’  251    

  ● in the commentary to this   	 ad ī th , the author writes that   Al ī  is the 
one whom ‘the ancient communities had denied when the Legatees 
established [God’s Order] aft er their prophets. This is an allusion 
to what the people of Moses did to Aaron, and what the people of 
Jesus did to Simon: they all denied God’s Order that [the Legatees] 
had established, which is one’.  252     

 In the Qur’an, ‘former communities’ are oft en presented as having 
betrayed or rejected their prophets. In a Shi  i context, this is generally 
seen as an illustration of the steadfast opposition met by the prophets, 
as seen in the enumerations of enemies of Treatise I  253   or in the second 
development on  amr .  254   How then should we understand the fact that 
the ‘ancient communities’ are apparently better than the Islamic 
community? Although this is not explicated here, all the previous 
communities were tested and divided, like the Islamic community 

    248   Kashf  I, p. 3,  §  3.   
    249  On this denomination of the Prophet Mu � ammad, see above, p. 76, n. 9.    
    250   Kashf  I, pp. 3–4,  §  5.   
    251   Kashf  I, p. 11,  §  23.   
    252   Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25.   
    253   Kashf  I, pp. 10–11,  §  §  21–22.   
    254   Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25.   
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which, according to the Shi  a, underwent a split between supporters 
and opponents of   Al ī , that is, between those who followed the 
Prophet’s exoteric revelation to its necessary consequence — the 
recognition of the esoteric key held by   Al ī  — and those who stuck 
with the exoteric, therefore, ultimately, to a religion cut off  from the 
essential. This is how ‘ancient communities’ can be either faithful or 
unfaithful, depending on the part of these communities that is being 
considered. On the one hand, there is an ancient community which is 
that of the transmission of the trust; this is how Q. 22:78, which 
mentions ‘the community of your father, Abraham’, is understood.  255   
But on the other hand, each prophet was confronted with the hostility 
of the people to whom he had the mission to preach. 

 As an illustration of this reference to past communities, a corpus of 
  	 ad ī th s found in both Sunni and Shi  i collections, is frequently used in 
Shi  i and Ismaili literature to support the notion that the Muslim 
community is imitating previous communities, for better and for 
worse.  256   One of these (‘. . . in the exactly same manner’, lit.: ‘following 
them to the footstep’,   	 adhwa al-na � l bi’l-na � l ) is quoted in Treatise V 
of the  Kashf , where it is explicitly connected with the idea that 
everything the Qur’an says about Moses and Aaron applies to 
Mu � ammad and   Al ī .  257   The expression   	 adhwa al-na � l bi’l-na � l  seems 
to have become a topos of Fatimid Ismaili literature when dealing with 
the opposition every prophet and his legatee are met with. Indeed, it 
also appears in other works attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, to 
compare   Al ī ’s fate with that of Joshua,  258   or   Al ī ’s with that of Abel,  259   
or even to compare the ‘exaggerations’ of  � usayn’s status by the  ghul ā t  

    255   Kashf  I p. 12,  §  25; pp. 17–18,  §  38.   
    256  See the   	 ad ī th s quoted by P. Walker, ‘Ismaili Polemics against Opponents in 

the Early Fatimid Period’, in O. Mir-Kasimov, ed,  Intellectual Interactions in the Islamic 
World. The Ismaili Thread  (London,  2020 ), pp. 29–30.   

    257   Kashf  V, p. 127,  §  63.   
    258  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 138: ‘What is meant by all the 

stories narrated by God about Moses, Pharaoh and the Israelites, is our prophet 
Mu � ammad, his Pharaoh, his Legatee and his enemies; they put their footsteps in 
theirs.’   

    259  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
  , p. 52.   
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with those of Jesus’s status by the Christians.  260   It also appears in 
al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’s  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , where an analogy is made between 
Noah’s fate among his people and Mu � ammad’s,  261   and, more 
importantly, in the very fi rst page of al-Nu  m ā n’s masterpiece, the 
 Da �  ā  
 im al-isl ā m  — which is an indication of the place this   	 ad ī th  had 
taken on in Fatimid rhetoric. Al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-d ī n al-Sh ī r ā z ī  also 
quotes it several times.  262   Furthermore, this   	 ad ī th  is repeated over 
and over in the seemingly ‘Fatimid Propaganda Work’ recently 
discovered by M. Pregill,  263   and then edited and translated by W. 
Madelung and P. Walker.  264   While this work does not contain any 
specifi cally Ismaili vocabulary, the above-mentioned scholars have 
considered as an Ismaili feature its emphasis on the analogy between 
the events surrounding the revelation brought by Mu � ammad and his 
succession, on the one hand, and events met with previous prophets 
and their respective Legatees, on the other hand. This constant 
comparison between previous revelations and the Islamic revelation 
draws from the Qur’an itself, of course, and was systematized in Shi  i 
literature. In this regard, al-Sijist ā n ī  states that ‘knowing the reports 

    260  Ibid., p. 241.   
    261  Al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , ed.    Ā . T ā mir (Beirut,  1960 ) p. 91. Al-Q ā  �  ī  

al-Nu  m ā n refers there to his quotation of the   	 ad ī th  in his  Da �  ā  
 im al-isl ā m .   
    262  See e.g. al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-d ī n,  Al-Maj ā lis al-mu 
 ayyadiyya , ed. M. Gh ā lib, vol. 1, 

pp. 102, 127, 204.   
    263  M. Pregill, ‘Measure for measure: Prophetic History Qur’anic Exegesis and 

Anti-Sunn ī  Polemic in a Fatimid Propaganda Work (BL Or. 8419)’,  JQS , 16/1 (2014), 
pp. 20–57.   

    264  W. Madelung and P. Walker,  Affi  rming the Imamate , pp. 15–77 (Arabic: pp. 
1–71). I do not share the editors’ opinion regarding the attribution of this text to Ab ū  
  Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  — in fact, the evidence to support this claim is weak, at best. 
Hassan Ansari has criticised this attribution in a blog post, and proposed to identify 
this untitled and anonymous text with the  K.  � adhwa al-na � l bi’l-na � l  by al-Fa � l Ibn 
Sh ā dh ā n al-N ī sh ā b ū r ī , thus inscribing the work in the Imam ī  Shi  i tradition, rather 
than the Ismaili tradition; see  https://ansari.kateban.com/post/4835  (consulted on 
4/10/2021). Whatever the origin of the work may be, it is very plausible that the 
Fatimids had taken special interest in it, given the importance of the   	 ad ī th    	 adhwa 
al-na � l bi’l-na � l  in their literature, as I have just shown. The content, although not 
specifi cally Ismaili, does not contradict Ismaili beliefs.   

https://ansari.kateban.com/post/4835
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regarding [people from the] past would be of no benefi t to the creatures 
if they did not have analogues among the contemporaries’.  265   This 
general principle held special signifi cance in the Fatimid context, since 
it was in fact the premise of another analogy, the one between 
Mu � ammad and   Al ī , on the one hand, and the Fatimid Imams, on the 
other hand. As a result, all mentions of Mu � ammad and   Al ī  — 
especially when their enemies are discussed — in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
must be understood as references to the Fatimids themselves. 

 Indeed, the essential feature of this eternal repetition of a similar 
dramaturgy is the presence of what might be referred to as a ‘counter-
Order’, or ‘counter-initiation’; to the continuity of the divine Order is 
opposed a continuity of the opposition it meets. The authentic Imams 
designated by God are opposed, during the very lifetime of each 
Speaking-Prophet and aft er his death, by ‘Imams of misguidance’.  266   
The historical corollary of the transmission of the Divine Trust since 
Adam is the permanent adversity of the enemies of the truth, typifi ed, 
according to the Shi  a, by the fi gures of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar.  

   4. The continuity of antagonism: the enemies of the Imam  

 Shi  ism does not only consist of adhering to the  wal ā ya  of   Al ī , but also 
consists of ‘dissociating’ from his enemies or ‘disavowing’ them. This 
is the doctrine of  bar ā  
 a , ‘dissociating oneself from someone’, in this 
case the enemies of the Imams.  Wal ā ya  and  bar ā  
 a  are the two sides of 
the allegiance owed by the Shi  a to their Imams. The term  bar ī  
   
appeared at the beginning of the treatise, in the sentence: ‘If (. . .) you 
divulge [what follows], God, His Messenger and the latter’s Legatee 
will be quit ( bar ī  
  ) of you.’  267   The doctrine of  bar ā  
 a  may seem 
tautological, since it goes without saying that if one becomes the 
‘friend’ of   Al ī , one must necessarily become the enemy of his enemies. 
But that the corollary of the  wal ā ya , or its negative counterpart, has to 
be  bar ā  
 a  can be understood as a necessary consequence of the dualistic 
Shi  i idea that creation is the theatre of a war between the ‘Armies of 

    265  Al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ift ikh ā r , p. 227.   
    266   Kashf  I, p. 21,  §  45.   
    267   Kashf  I, p. 3,  §  2.   
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Intelligence’ and the ‘Armies of Ignorance’.  268    Bar ā  
 a  implies a dualistic 
conception in which it is not enough to join the ranks of Good — it is 
also necessary to reject Evil. 

 In the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , however, we fi nd no trace of such a dualistic 
struggle on a cosmic plane. On the other hand, it clearly takes place on 
a historical level, in accordance with a Shi  i reading of the succession 
of the Prophet Mu � ammad. Several passages of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
resort to the exegetical technique that M.A. Amir-Moezzi has labelled 
a ‘personalized Qur’anic commentary’. Verses that bear favourable 
connotations generally refer to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib or his family, while 
unfavourable appreciations and condemnations refer to his historical 
adversaries. From this perspective, the Qur’an becomes a sort of 
encrypted historical account. 

 Treatise I off ers several illustrations of such exegeses: the 
interlocutors of the Prophet who, in Q. 2:13, refuse to believe are thus 
identifi ed with ‘the First of the iniquitous, the Second and those who 
believe in them and follow them’,  269   that is, Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and their 
supporters. But while retaining the principle that the Qur’anic verses 
refer to persons, the author of the  Kashf  refi nes the process and 
broadens its scope in several respects. For example, each of the 
elements listed at the beginning of s ū ra 52 is identifi ed with a diff erent 
rank of the  da � wa , while other Shi  i texts identify them all with   Al ī .  270   
This process is more fully found in Treatises III, V and VI; it is no 
longer just a question, as in al- � ibar ī ’s  Tafs ī r , of identifying elements 
of the Qur’an with historical fi gures from the beginnings of Islam. 

 In the rather confused passage of  §  §  21–22, diff erent people 
mentioned in the Qur’an are identifi ed with several characters whom 
the Shi  a consider as enemies of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — an equivalence on 
which Treatise III builds. As with the ‘ancient communities’ discussed 
above, the reason for this is that these people are presented in the 
Qur’an as having been deaf to the warnings and revelations of the 
prophets who had been sent to them. The passage in question seems 

    268  For traditions staging this cosmogony, see M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , 
pp. 19–20 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , pp. 7–8); idem,  La Religion discr è te , 
pp. 304–305 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , pp. 413–414).   

    269   Kashf  I, p. 6,  §  9.   
    270   Kashf  I, p. 10,  §  20.   
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corrupted, because ‘the Pharaoh of Moses’ and his companions are 
fi rst identifi ed with Mu   ā wiya and the Umayyads, but then Pharaoh, 
H ā m ā n and Korah are respectively identifi ed with Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar 
and   Uthm ā n. Two distinct exegeses seem to have been juxtaposed to 
one another, the second beginning with the words ‘the second cycle’ 
( al-kawr al-th ā n ī  ).  271   The fi rst part simply establishes equivalences 
between such ancient people mentioned in the Qur’an and such 
characters from the beginnings of Islam. 

 The second part, however, by introducing the concept of  kawr , as 
well as the sentence: ‘So it is in each century’, seems to give the subject 
a whole new dimension. It is no longer a question of decoding the 
Qur’an and the history of Mu � ammad’s succession, but of proposing a 
doctrine of the cyclical reappearance of opponents to prophets. The 
history of humanity is that of the struggle between allies and enemies 
of God: it is the Shi  i doctrine of   � iddiyya , the ‘theory of opponents’.  272   
Does this mean that Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n are the archetypes 
of the enemies of Abraham, Noah, Moses and Jesus? If   Al ī  is the 
archetypical fi gure manifested in prophets and Imams since the 
beginning of humanity, by metempsychosis or by participation, or if, 
at least, he is the archetype of Legatees, we can consider, in coherence 
with Shi  i dualism, that the historical enemies of   Al ī  are also elevated 
to the rank of archetypes. The  Kashf  remains ambiguous on this point. 
On the other hand, another work attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman, the  Ta 
 w ī l al-Zak ā t , is much more explicit: 

  God named them the Jibt and the  �  ā gh ū t in His Book. The First 
of iniquity is the Jibt and the Second is the  �  ā gh ū t, and he is 
Satan. They are present in the [historical] cycle of each Speaking-
Prophet, in the era of each Foundation ( as ā s ), in the age of each 
Imam. No era and no age is free from these two; they take on 
diff erent repulsive bodies and forms, just as the Imams take on 
diff erent excellent and subtle bodies.  273    

    271   Kashf  I, p. 11,  §  22.   
    272  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , p. 301, n. 24 (English trans.: 

 Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , pp. 409–410, n. 24).   
    273  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 206. This passage was also quoted 

from a manuscript of the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  by I. Goldziher, ‘Spottnamen der ersten 
Chalifen’, p. 323, n. 4.   
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 The issue of attribution arises as much for the  Ta 
 w ī l al-Zak ā t  as it does 
for the  Kashf . Furthermore, the doctrine expressed here does not 
appear anywhere in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  — nor does the term  as ā s , 
which designates the Legatee ( wa �  ī  ) of the Speaking-Prophet in Ismaili 
doctrine. Yet it remains instructive because it provides the theoretical 
background for many passages of the  Kashf . It is not, however, to say 
that the  Kashf  refrains from developing this thesis by  taqiyya . Its 
absence seems rather due to a desire to articulate a ‘moderate’ doctrine, 
away from the old transmigrationist theories of the  ghul ā t . In Fatimid 
Ismailism, the idea of       a cyclical succession of Speaking-Prophets in 
the course of history would thus be kept on, but the reappearance 
under diff erent ‘bodies’, ‘forms’, ‘envelopes’ or bodily ‘simulacra’ of a 
unique principle would be downplayed. If there is a single principle, it 
is that of  amr , that of the Divine Trust, transmitted through initiation, 
not through a form of metempsychosis. The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  thus seems 
to want to preserve the elements of the doctrine of reincarnation 
( tan ā sukh ) which imply a cyclical history of revelation, without 
preserving this doctrine itself — the important aspect in this doctrine 
being that of continuity, which the Fatimid Imams claim to embody. 
Likewise, the cyclical historicity of enmity towards the Prophets and 
Imams, as confusedly expressed in the abovementioned passage which 
mentions  kawr , had to make sense in the system evoked by the extract 
from  Ta 
 w ī l al-Zak ā t , according to which it is always the same thing 
which manifests itself in the diversity of bodies in which the Opponents 
appear. It is true that the nuance between these two conceptions is 
quite subtle, and that it is all the more diffi  cult to distinguish them 
since, as D. De Smet noted, several Ismaili authors, while openly 
rejecting  tan ā sukh , nevertheless propose a ‘soteriology which 
presupposes, in one way or another, the transmigration of souls’.  274   

 The fact remains that, while the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  clearly takes up 
elements drawn from doctrines where  tan ā sukh  was admitted — as 

    274  D. De Smet, ‘El é ments chr é tiens dans l’isma é lisme  
 ayyibīte’, p. 48. On this 
matter, see also idem, ‘Les racines doc é tistes de l’im â mologie shi‘ite’; idem, ‘La 
transmigration des  â mes. Une notion probl é matique dans l’isma é lisme d’ é poque 
fatimide’, in O. Mir-Kasimov, ed,  Unity in Diversity. Mysticism, Messianism and the 
Construction of Religious Authority in Islam  (Leiden and Boston,  2014 ), pp. 77–110.   
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confi rmed by the use of the term  mus ū khiyya , which is discussed next 
— it seems to stick to a historical approach, founding the unity of the 
Prophets and Imams, not on metempsychosis, but on  amr . The second 
paragraph on  amr  in Treatise I develops the corollary of the idea 
expressed in the fi rst paragraph on  amr : if ‘whoever obeys the last of 
them, it is as if he obeyed the fi rst of them’,  275   then ‘every enemy to a 
prophet is also an enemy to the prophets before and aft er him’.  276   
Basically, the treatise sticks here to Qur’anic data, which it only 
systematises: not only do the prophets bring a message which is 
fundamentally the same, but according to verse 25:31,  277   each prophet 
is confronted with  ‘an enemy among the sinners’ . All it took then was to 
adapt these ideas to the Shi  i historiography of the early days of Islam, 
and to identify the earlier enemies of the prophets. Treatise III gives 
the key to such identifi cations: ‘They are named using the names of 
the past communities, because they acted and deviated as they did, 
and transgressed as they did.’  278   Their deviation consisted of their 
refusal to recognise   Al ī ’s Imamate aft er the death of the Prophet: just 
as ‘the people of Moses were thus tested through Aaron, but rebelled 
against him and obeyed the S ā mir ī , and the people of Jesus were tested 
with Simon, but rebelled against him and obeyed Pilate’, ‘this 
community was tested with the Prince of the Believers, but they 
rebelled against him and obeyed Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar’.  279   

 Remarkably, the famous   	 ad ī th manzilat H ā r ū n  :  ‘  Al ī  is in relation 
to me as Aaron was to Moses’,   280   is interpreted in the perspective of 
the opposition met by the Imam.   Al ī  is not only analogous to Aaron 
because he held the esoteric knowledge of the exoteric revelation 
brought by Mu � ammad, as is commonly related in Shi  i texts, but also 
because he was betrayed just like Aaron was by the Israelites — 
according to the Qur’anic narrative of the Golden Calf episode. Indeed, 
the author quotes the   	 ad ī th  just aft er mentioning ‘what the people of 

    275   Kashf  I p. 8,  §  17.   
    276   Kashf  I p. 12,  §  25.   
    277  Quoted in  Kashf  I p. 12,  §  25.   
    278   Kashf  III, p. 59,  §  15.   
    279   Kashf  I, p. 31,  §  65.   
    280  Cited in  Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25; VI, p. 159,  §  6; p. 161,  §  9. See commentary of  Kashf  

VI, pp. 458–463.   
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Moses did to Aaron, and the people of Jesus to Simon’.  281     Al ī ’s role 
vis- à -vis Mu � ammad is thus defi ned both positively (he is the master 
of  ta 
 w ī l , which is the indispensable complement of the  tanz ī l ) and 
negatively (he is the locus where true believers are separated from 
hypocrites and enemies). The ‘dual vision’ of Shi  ism which 
distinguishes the esoteric and the exoteric aspects of religion, is 
coupled with the ‘dualistic vision’ based on the struggle between good 
and evil.  282   As noted above, the  wal ā ya  must be completed by the 
 bar ā  
 a , the dissociation from the Imam’s enemies. Thus, the criterion 
of betrayal of the revelation of Mu � ammad is the attitude towards   Al ī . 
The fact that he is ‘taken as a thing to be shunned’  283   is an indication 
of his divine election. In the historical struggle between good and evil, 
the very fact that he arouses opposition from the forces of evil is a 
suffi  cient indication of his status as the representative of the divine 
‘cause’. As a matter of fact, Ibn al-Haytham, a Shi  i converted to 
Ismailism and a contemporary of the advent of the Fatimids in North 
Africa, thus interprets the   	 ad ī th manzilat H ā r ū n : ‘He meant by this 
that his community would break its covenant with him just as the 
community of Moses broke with H ā r ū n.’  284   

 This   	 ad ī th  was thus used in Shi  i literature to establish a systematic 
analogy between Moses and Mu � ammad, Aaron and   Al ī . The enemies 
of Moses and Aaron became the obvious models of the enemies of   Al ī . 
The worship of the idol of the Golden Calf was assimilated to following 
the fi rst caliphs in place of   Al ī ; indeed, in some sources, Ab ū  Bakr and 
  Umar are named ‘the two idols (  � anam ā n ) of Quraysh’ or identifi ed 
with Pharaoh and H ā m ā n.  285   In the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar 
and   Uthm ā n are respectively identifi ed with Pharaoh, H ā m ā n and 
Q ā r ū n.  286   In other sources, they are presented respectively as ‘the Calf 
of this community’ (   ijl h ā dhihi al-umma ), the ‘Pharaoh of this 

    281   Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25.   
    282  On the ‘dual’ (  �  ā hir / b ā  � in ) and ‘dualistic’ (good/evil) conceptions at the heart 

of Shi  ism, see M.A. Amir-Moezzi and C. Jambet,  Qu’est-ce que le sh î ’isme? , pp. 31–40.   
    283   Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63.   
    284  W. Madelung and P.E. Walker,  The Advent of the Fatimids  (London, 2000), p. 72 

(Arabic: p. 12). See also Ibr ā h ī m b. al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al-walad , p. 224.   
    285  E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the   � a 	  ā ba ’, p. 164.   
    286   Kashf  I, p. 11,  §  22; V, p. 134,  §  72.   
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community’ and the ‘S ā mir ī  of this community’; in some cases, the 
Calf and the S ā mir ī  are respectively identifi ed with Ab ū  Bakr and 
  Umar  287   — the S ā mir ī  being the one responsible for the cult of the 
Golden Calf in the Qur’anic narrative. The latter identifi cation is 
indeed to be found in another work attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman, the  Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n : 

  These two iniquitous [men] from the community of Mu � ammad 
— may God bless him and his family — are like the Calf and the 
S ā mir ī  among the people of Moses — peace be upon him — 
because, the S ā mir ī  summoned the people of Moses to the Calf 
and diverted them from Aaron, the successor ( khal ī fa ) of Moses, 
[just as] the S ā mir ī  of this community summoned the community 
of Mu � ammad to follow the First iniquitous, who is the Calf of 
this community, and diverted them from   Al ī , the successor of 
Mu � ammad.  288    

 The numerous references in the  Kashf  to the fi gure of Pharaoh, 
especially in Treatise V, are part of this Shi  i tradition which seeks the 
model of its own history in the story of Moses.  289   Other passages are 
devoted to Moses and Aaron, particularly in Treatise VI, which 
develops this theme through several pages. 

 It is unlikely that the Shi  i reference to Moses and Aaron as 
precursors of the fate of Mu � ammad and   Al ī  was directly connected 
to some kind of belief in the transmigration of the souls (specifi cally 
those of   Al ī  and his enemies). Yet, the connection is quite easy to 
make, and it is possible that this analogy provided the model for 
systematic analogies with all past Speaking-Prophets. Be that as it may, 
the  Kashf  is clearly dependent on both traditions, which are here 
brought together but also attenuated and geared towards new 
objectives. Indeed, in Fatimid context, parallels drawn between ancient 

    287  See M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , pp. 115–117 and p. 115, n. 109.   
    288  Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, ff . 138–139.   
    289  In this regard, E. Kohlberg, ‘The Term “R ā fi  � a” in Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  Usage’,  JAOS , 

99/4 ( 1979 ), pp. 677–679, explains how this term which was initially a pejorative one, 
came to be accepted by the Shi  a, through a reference to the attitude of Pharaoh’s 
magicians who ‘refused’ ( rafa � a ) his authority and acknowledged Moses instead.   
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and Islamic histories serve another parallel, the one between the early 
Islamic and the Fatimid histories. Thus, whatever the Qur’an says 
about Aaron applies to   Al ī , and whatever applies to   Al ī  applies to 
whomsoever claims to be his heir, both genealogically and spiritually, 
that is, the Fatimid Imam.  

   5.  Mus  ū  khiyya : from literal to metaphoric metamorphosis  

 The theme of metamorphosis ( maskh ) originates in the Qur’an, where 
several verses refer to the transformation of humans into swine or 
monkeys, as divine punishment.  290   However, the verb  masakha  itself 
appears only once, and the context does not explicitly point to 
metamorphosis, but rather to something like petrifi cation:  ‘And had 
We willed, we would transform them (masakhn ā hum) in their place; they 
could neither leave nor return’  (Q. 36:67). The possibility of such 
transformations being asserted by the Qur’an, the exegetes were forced 
to study the question and the status of people transformed into 
animals. It is not necessary to enter here into the details of the 
theological discussions that this question has entailed.  291   Since they 
could hardly contradict the Qur’an, ‘orthodox’ theologians generally 
considered that metamorphosis was possible, but did not dwell on this 
possibility, nor did they make it a central point of their theology: 
according to D. De Smet, ‘the notion of metamorphosis plays only a 
marginal role in Sunni Islam. On the other hand, it is at the very heart 
of the so-called “extremist” Shi  ism ( ghuluww )’.  292   

 Metamorphosis into lower forms such as animals indeed held a 
particular doctrinal importance among the  ghul ā t , but is also found in 
Twelver Shi  i literature, because, as M.A. Amir-Moezzi’s research has 

    290  See Q. 2:65, 5:60, 7:166.   
    291  For an overview of these discussions, see C. Pellat, ‘Mas kh ’,  EI2 ; D. De Smet, 

‘M é tamorphose’, in M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ed,  Dictionnaire du Coran  (Paris,  2007 ), pp. 
552–554. See also U. Rubin, ‘Apes, Pigs and the Islamic Identity’,  Israel Oriental Studies , 
17 ( 1997 ), pp. 98–105; P. Walker, ‘The doctrine of metempsychosis in Islam’, in W.B. 
Hallaq and D.P. Little, eds,  Islamic Studies presented to Charles J. Adams  (Leiden,  1991 ), 
pp. 219–238. See also the monograph dedicated to this doctrine in ‘heterodox’ milieus: 
R. Freitag,  Seelenwanderung in der islamischen H ä resie  (Berlin,  1985 ).   

    292  D. De Smet, ‘M é tamorphose’, p. 553. The translation is mine.   
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shown, the Twelver corpus of   	 ad ī th s echoes many doctrines attributed 
to the  ghul ā t , although attenuated and reduced to remnants. Amir-
Moezzi thus notes that ‘in the early corpus of Twelver traditions’, 
namely in the works of al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī , al-Kulayn ī , Ibn B ā bawayh 
and al-Nu  m ā n ī , ‘there are numerous attestations of  maskh , namely a 
degrading reincarnation in animal form’, and that the transformed 
beings are generally ‘the historical adversaries of the Shi  is’.  293   Thus, in 
Shi  i context, the Qu � r ā nic datum of punishment by the transformation 
into monkeys or swine is used against the adversaries of the Imams, 
who are the enemies of God par excellence.  294   

 Amir-Moezzi points to a tradition reported by al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī  
in which the Imam Ja  far al- �  ā diq, having touched the eyes of his 
disciple Ab ū  Ba �  ī r, ‘enables him to see the true nature of the great 
majority (i.e. the non-Shi  is) among the pilgrims to Mecca: they are 
monkeys ( qirada ) and swine ( khan ā z ī r )’.  295   A very similar account is 
found in chapter 22 of the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa : Imam al- �  ā diq 
promises one of his disciples to show him the progeny of Ibl ī s: ‘You do 
not recognize it, but we recognize it.’ One day, they both pass by a 
cemetery where ‘people came and went’. The disciple tells the Imam: 
‘You promised to show me the  mus ū khiyya .’ The Imam then passes his 
hand over the eyes of the disciple ( masa 	 a bi-yadihi  � al ā   � aynayya ): ‘I 

    293  M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , pp. 296–297. Note the lexical 
proximity between  maskh  and  naskh , the latter being the positive couterpart of the 
former and referring to the doctrine of the metempsychosis of the Imams — or, 
according to Amir-Moezzi’s proposition, ‘metemphotosis’, that is, the transmigration 
of the light of the Imams. The latter doctrine would correspond to a ‘moderate’ 
Shi  ism, and therefore to an attenuated form of the doctrine of  naskh  or  tan ā sukh ; see 
e.g. M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 109 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 42); idem, 
 La Religion discr è te , pp. 131, 166 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , pp. 165, 
216–217).   

    294  See e.g.  Tafs ī r al- � Askar ī  , where animal metamorphosis is a punishment for the 
refusal to acknowledge the Imams; cited in M.M. Bar-Asher, ‘The Qur’anic 
Commentary Ascribed to Imam  � asan al-  Askar ī ’,  JSAI , 24 ( 2000 ), p. 369. In the 
 Tafs ī r al- � Ayy ā sh ī  , a fi sh who was formerly a man tells   Al ī  he has taken on this form 
because he did not acknowledge   Al ī ’s  wal ā ya . Others are transformed into lizards or 
mice; cited in M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , pp. 200–201.   

    295  M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , p. 297. See also idem,  Guide 
divin , p. 235 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 94).   
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looked at the people I had seen coming and going and behold, most of 
them were dogs, monkeys, swine, foxes, etc. So I asked: “Master, who 
are these?” He replied: “They are the descendants of Ibl ī s, they mingle 
with people and they are in the  mus ū khiyya .’ ” Further in the text, 
beings are divided into three categories: humans, jinns and demons 
( shay ā  �  ī n ). Humans are defi ned as ‘those who know God, testify to His 
unicity and know His Friends ( awliy ā  
  ) and His Gates ( abw ā b )’, while 
demons are ‘those who are metamorphosed ( masakh ū  ) in the bodies 
of  mus ū khiyya ’.  296   

 While this defi nition of humanity and the tripartition of beings 
corresponds to conceptions found in Twelver Shi  i texts,  297   the latter 
do not seem systematically to consider the adversaries of the Imams as 
animals. And, unlike the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa  which proposes an 
elaborate doctrine of what it calls  mus ū khiyya  (rather than  maskh ),  298   
the Twelver corpus does not situate this identifi cation of the enemies 
of the Imams with lower beings within the framework of a precise and 
consistent doctrine of creation, reincarnation and salvation. It is as if 
the Twelver corpus has kept merely traces of more complex theories 
found in the literature of the  ghul ā t . 

 The presence of the concept of  mus ū khiyya  in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is 
an additional indication of its anchorage in  ghul ā t  origins. Yet, the 
meaning of the term is modifi ed, in line with a clear trend throughout 
the collection consisting of attenuating or refi ning elements that are 
manifestly connected to  ghuluww . Among these data, we note that the 
 mus ū khiyya  has received special attention, since it is found not only in 

    296  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 22, pp. 56–57.   
    297  See the tripartite division of humanity between Imams, initiated followers and 

‘monsters in human form’ in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 8: ‘Seul 
l’homme de Dieu est humain: Th é ologie et anthropologie mystique  à  travers l’ex é g è se 
imamite ancienne’, pp. 214–218, 222–223 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , 
Ch. 8: ‘Only the Man of God is Human: Theology and Mystical Anthropology 
according th Early Imami Exegesis’, pp. 284–291, 296–298).   

    298  On the  mus ū khiyya  in the literature of the  ghul ā t , see M. Asatryan,  Controversies 
in Formative Shi � i Islam , pp. 149–154; idem, ‘Early Ismailis and Other Muslims’, esp. 
p. 276, note 12. The latter article also examines the occurrences of  mus ū khiyya  in 
the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . While I share Asatryan’s general approach in this regard, my 
interpretation partly diff ers from his. In addition, the article overlooks some passages 
of the  Kashf  relevant to this question.   
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Treatise I, but also in Treatises III and V. In the latter two, the passages 
on  mus ū khiyya  are accompanied by references to the previous 
occurrences of the term within the volume, which seems to demonstrate 
that the  Kashf  as a whole is a coherent work — or that it bears the 
marks of an attempt to unify its various components. 

  Mus ū khiyya  is usually metamorphosis into an animal form in 
punishment for disbelief. In the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , the notion of punishment 
is preserved in some occurrences, but that of metamorphosis is 
systematically discarded — inasmuch as, by ‘metamorphosis’, an actual 
transformation into a lower physical form is meant. However, the 
 mus ū khiyya  as defi ned by the  Kashf  is still a process or a change of nature 
with eschatological consequences, even though this change is not 
physical. As we will see, the  mus ū khiyya , here, is the result of a fall into the 
lower ranks of disbelief — rather than into lower animal forms. 

 The fi rst mention of this notion appears at the beginning of Treatise 
I, in a passage setting out the consequences of the breach of the pact 
which had just been concluded with the reader. This is to warn the 
neophyte against a volte-face: either a betrayal of the  da � wa  to join the 
ranks of the ‘Opponents’ or an unauthorized disclosure of the esoteric 
teachings. Q. 2:7 is applied to them:  ‘God has set a seal on their hearts 
and on their hearing, and on their eyes is a covering, and they will have a 
painful torment.’  Whoever enters the  da � wa  and then abandons it is 
deprived of ‘the benefi ts of science’ and is assimilated to ‘beasts who 
profess no religion’.  299   These ‘beasts’ ( bah ā  
 im ) evoke the ‘cattle’ ( an �  ā m ) 
of Q. 7:179:  ‘We have created for Gehenna many jinn and men: they have 
hearts wherewith they understand not, eyes wherewith they see not, ears 
wherewith they hear not. They are like cattle.’  Just like in Q. 2:7, the verse 
mentions the absence of vision and hearing, as well as the defectiveness 
of the heart. The  Kit ā b al-Kashf ’s interpretation of the  mus ū khiyya  is 
therefore fairly faithful to the Qur’anic text: unbelievers are likened to 
beasts because they are deprived of the Truth, and not because their 
unbelief would result in a literal metamorphosis or reincarnation in 
animal form, as seems to be the case in the doctrines of the  ghul ā t . 

 The rest of the passage confi rms that the metaphorical ‘beasts’ are 
traitors, that is, former members of the  da � wa  who had started their 

    299   Kashf  I, p. 4,  §  6.   
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initiation and received instructions before turning away from it: ‘The one 
who does not know is more forgivable than the one who knows and yet 
does not retain what he knows and does not profi t from it.’  300   According 
to the  Kashf , such is the true meaning of the  mus ū khiyya : it is a change of 
state, a transition from faith to disbelief, from adherence to Truth to 
adherence to Falsehood. The result of such a transfer is to become a 
 metaphorical  beast. The passage ends with the statement that ‘this is the 
correct meaning of the allusion to metamorphosis’,  301   implicitly referring 
to an incorrect meaning of the term, that is,  literal  metamorphosis. This 
passage is therefore polemical on two levels: on the one hand, it is an 
attack against enemies of the  da � wa  who initially came from within its 
ranks. On the other hand, it is a refutation of the  ghul ā t s’ understanding 
of the  mus ū khiyya . The latter aspect is further confi rmed, but only 
implicitly, by citing Q. 95:4–5: ‘ ‘We created man in the fairest stature, and 
then We reduced him to the lowest of the low.’   302   Indeed, as Heinz Halm 
had already noted in his short summary of the  ghul ā t  themes of Treatise 
I,  303   these two verses were used in  ghul ā t  circles (Ibn  � arb  304   and the 
 Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa   305  ) in support of transmigrationist doctrines. 
Therefore, it can be contended here that the  Kashf  is alluding to such 
doctrines and proposing an alternative reading of Q. 95:4–5 by 
reinterpreting the term  mus ū khiyya , rather than renouncing it altogether. 

 In Treatise III, there is another example of such an implicit refutation 
of the transmigrationist exegesis of a Qur’anic verse. Indeed, the 
 Kashf ’s exegesis of Q. 17:50:  ‘Say: Be of stone or iron, or any other 
creation that grows in your hearts’ , seems to allude to yet other ‘incorrect 
interpretations’ of metamorphosis. It begins by attributing to 
al- � ak ī m  306   the idea that these words are addressed to Ab ū  Bakr and 

    300   Kashf  I, p. 5,  §  7.   
    301  Ibid.   
    302  Ibid.   
    303  H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II, pp. 83–84.   
    304  According to   Abd All ā h b. Mu � ammad al-N ā shi �  in his  K. U �  ū l al-ni 	 al , this 

verse was among those used by   Abd All ā h b.  � arb to support his transmigrationist 
doctrine; see J. Van Ess,  Fr ü he mu � tazilitische H ä resiographie , Arabic p. 39. See also 
German trans. of the relevant passage in H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II, p. 24.   

    305  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 11, p. 43.   
    306  See commentary of  Kashf  III, pp. 252–256.   
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  Umar, because those who refuse to follow   Al ī  and receive true 
knowledge from him are similar to ‘inert matters that do not hear any 
knowledge and do not do anything, because they have no life such as 
the one found in animals’.  307   ‘Stone’ and ‘iron’ are thus not understood 
in a literal sense, but are defi ned according to their inert quality: the 
absence of life — life itself symbolising spiritual life, and therefore 
esoteric knowledge. In fact, this argument is explicitly made in the 
passage of Treatise V dedicated to the distinction between ‘subtle 
essence’ and ‘dense body’:  ‘ Inert and dense objects are all made of dust, 
stones, [dead] wood and similar things. The same goes for the exoteric 
without the esoteric, etc.’  308   This confi rms that  mus ū khiyya  concerns 
the ‘people of exotericism’. 

 Here, the Ismaili interpretation of Q. 17:50 does not explicitly 
mention the  mus ū khiyya , but it clearly echoes transmigrationist 
exegeses of this verse among certain circles. Indeed, according to the 
heresiologist al-Qumm ī , the  ghul ā t  sect of the  mukhammisa  (the 
‘pentadists’),  309   apparently linked to the Kha 
  
  ā biyya, used this verse to 
support their theory of  tan ā sukh  and affi  rmed that the souls of their 
adversaries would take on various forms, human and non-human, 
‘until there are, neither in the heavens, nor on the earth, any more 
beasts, or immobile or mobile beings, where the souls would not have 
passed, including stars and planets’. As an eschatological punishment, 
this cycle of successive reincarnations would end in  inert matter : rock, 
earth or iron.  310   Similar interpretations of Q. 17:50 in support of 
metamorphosis are attested in  ghul ā t   311   and Nu � ayr ī   312   sources. Like in 

    307   Kashf  III, pp. 65–66,  §  27.   
    308   Kashf  V, p. 112,  §  39.   
    309  See al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , pp. 56–59; H. Halm,  Die islamische Gnosis , pp. 218–

225; W. Madelung, ‘Mu kh ammisa’,  EI2 ; M. Asatryan, ‘Mo � ammesa’,  EIr.    
    310  Al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , p. 59.   
    311  As noted by M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , p. 14, this verse 

is used in support of  maskh , or  raskh , ‘transformation into mineral form’, in the  Kit ā b 
al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa  and the  Kit ā b al- � ir ā  �  ; see Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-
a � illa , Ch. 61, p. 118; L. Capezzone, ‘Il  Kit ā b al- � ir ā  �  ’, pp. 372, 400. In the  Kit ā b al-Haft  , 
ascending mineral reincarnations ( naskh ) into precious gems such as ruby or peridot, 
are opposed to descending mineral reincarnations ( maskh ) into iron, copper or lead.   

    312  See al-Kha �  ī b ī ,  al-Ris ā la al-rastb ā shiyya , cited in M.M. Bar-Asher and A. 
Kofsky,  The  � Alaw ī  Religion: An Anthology , p. 104.   
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the interpretation of this verse in Treatise III, the hermeneutics rests 
on the notion that ‘stone and iron’ are eschatological punishments, an 
eschatology which the  Kashf  interprets as exposure of the true nature 
of the enemies of the Imam, while the  mukhammisa  insert them into a 
cycle of successive transformations. Again, we are dealing with an 
Ismaili reinterpretation of an earlier exegetical tradition in favour of 
metamorphosis, now understood metaphorically. The unbelievers do 
not literally become ‘stone’ and ‘iron’, but merely  similar  to those 
matters inasmuch as they are deprived of spiritual life. 

 The other passages of the  Kashf  explicitly dealing with metamorphosis 
similarly reject the  ghul ā t  connotations and literal interpretations of 
the  mus ū khiyya . The fi nal section of Treatise III interprets several 
eschatological verses from Q. 22 in relation to Ab ū  Bakr’s torment 
upon the return of the  q ā  
 im . The sentence:  ‘For him in this world is 
ignominy’  (Q. 22:9), is remarkably glossed as follows: ‘He means by this 
[Ab ū  Bakr’s] metamorphosis into a variety of fi gures and forms’ ( m ā  
yumsakh f ī -h ī  min ikhtil ā f al- � uwar wa’l-hay ā kil ) .   313   There can hardly 
be a more explicit transmigrationist statement. Yet, it is immediately 
neutralized by a ‘moderate’ defi nition of  maskh  as ‘a transfer from a 
class to another’, and passing from the ranks of Muslims and 
‘companions of the Messenger of God’ to those of the ignorant, deniers 
and polytheists.  314   This may allude to the Shi  i distinction between 
 muslim  and  mu 
 min , that is, between those who refused to follow   Al ī  
and those who did.  315   The  mus ū khiyya  would thus designate the status 
of those Muslims who, according to the Shi  i narrative, renounced the 
true faith aft er the Prophet Mu � ammad’s death. But again, in 
mentioning the companions who rejected   Al ī ’s Imamate, the author’s 
intention is to target former members of the  da � wa  who turned away 

    313   Kashf  III, p. 88,  §  81.   
    314  Ibid.   
    315  According to M.A. Amir-Moezzi, the technical meaning of the term  mu 
 min  

in early Shi  i texts is ‘initiate’, and it defi nes the Shi  ites as opposed to the rest of the 
Muslim community; see M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , index s.v.  mu 
 min ; idem,  La 
Religion discr è te , index s.v.  mu 
 min ; idem,  La Preuve de Dieu , pp. 157, 167–168. On 
this distinction, see now M. Massi Dakake,  The Charismatic community , pp. 177–211. 
In Ismaili context, this technical Shi  i term came to designate the members of the 
 da � wa , as illustrated by  Kashf  V, p. 134,  §  71; p. 142,  §  87; VI, pp. 165–166,  §  21, etc.   
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from it. It is interesting, and perhaps revealing, that once again the 
affi  rmation of the ‘correct’ meaning of  maskh  or  mus ū khiyya  is so 
closely connected to an allusion to dissensions within the  da � wa . This 
could indicate that the ‘dissidents’ hinted to here adhered precisely to 
the ‘incorrect’, that is, literal, conception of metamorphosis. 

 The passage from Treatise V dealing with  mus ū khiyya  emphasizes 
more the connection to animality that the term originally implies. 
This is where the metaphorical nature of  mus ū khiyya  is most explicitly 
expressed. Ab ū  Bakr — apparently the privileged victim of 
metamorphosis — is thus likened to a dog and a swine for having left  
‘the ranks of the people of truth to join those of falsehood’.  316   This is 
because a human, in the full sense of the term, is ‘favoured with the 
knowledge that allows them to distinguish truth from falsehood, and 
impure from pure’.  317   He who shows himself incapable of such 
discernment, who ‘turns away from the truth to falsehood (. . .) 
metaphorically left  humanity to join the dogs and the swine. This is 
the meaning of metamorphosis.’  318   Further in the same treatise, 
another passage sheds light on this, although it is not directly a 
question of metamorphosis: ‘Inert and dense objects are all made of 
dust, stones, [dead] wood and similar things. The same goes for the 
exoteric without the esoteric.’  319   The analogy between beings who do 
not benefi t from life and intellects who do not benefi t from esoteric 
knowledge thus clarifi es the Ismaili conception of metamorphosis — 
as it appears in the  Kashf  — as metaphorical. That the disbelievers are 
unconscious beasts or lifeless stones requires a  ta 
 w ī l  that takes these 
statements in a symbolic sense. The enemies of the  da � wa  are beasts or 
inanimate objects in the sense that they are not enlightened and 
enlivened by the esoteric knowledge imparted by the Imam. 

 One might be tempted to consider that this attenuation of the 
original meaning of metamorphosis is a matter of  taqiyya , but it seems 
that we are rather dealing with a sincere reinterpretation — as sincere 
as the one that motivated the rejection of divine incarnation in the 

    316   Kashf  V, p. 95,  §  9.   
    317  Ibid.   
    318   Kashf  V, p. 96,  §  9.   
    319   Kashf  V, p. 112,  §  39.   
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commentary of Ja  far al- �  ā diq’s vision.  320   The soft ening of the doctrines 
of the  ghul ā t  is not to be understood as a form of compromise. Indeed, 
the orientation of  Kashf  on this point agrees with that of other Ismaili 
authors, such as al-Sijist ā n ī  or al-Kirm ā n ī , who both reject the 
possibility for sinful human souls to transmigrate into an animal, 
vegetable or mineral form.  321   The diff erence, perhaps, resides in the 
proximity of the  Kashf  to  ghul ā t  doctrines to the point of preserving 
their concepts by means of reshaping them. In any case, the  Kashf  
defi nitely adopts a symbolic approach of  mus ū khiyya , which results in 
a greater subtlety of its doctrine.  

   6. The Mahd ī  and his Return  

 The fi rst mention of the Mahd ī  in Treatise I comes immediately 
aft er the passage on  mus ū khiyya ,  322   which suggests a connection 
between the two ideas, although not explicitly made in Treatise I. The 
discussion of the Mahd ī  is in line with the previously mentioned 
themes.  Mus ū khiyya  has been defi ned as the change of state of one who 
is on the path of truth and then turns away from it. The recognition of 
this truth extends to the recognition, and therefore the expectation, of 
the Mahd ī . Thus, the affi  rmation of the hypocrites in Q. 2:8:  ‘We believe 
in God and in the Last Day’  is attributed to the ‘Shi  is who fall short’ 
( al-sh ī  � a al-muqa �  � ira )  323   whose faith does not include recognition of 
the Mahd ī , the ‘Master of the age’ (  �  ā  	 ib al-zam ā n ).  324   The use of the 

    320   Kashf  I, p. 7,  §  12.   
    321  See D. De Smet, ‘La transmigration des  â mes’, esp. pp. 82–93. However, De Smet 

shows that the refutation of transmigration by al-Kirm ā n ī  also extends to human souls 
taking on other human bodies, whereas al-Sijist ā n ī ’s refutation focuses on  maskh  proper, 
that is, reincarnation into animal form. On the problem of metempsychosis in Ismailism, 
see also idem,  La philosophie isma é lienne: Un  é sot é risme chiite entre n é oplatonisme et 
gnose  (Paris, 2012), pp. 113–149; W. Madelung, ‘Ab ū  Ya  q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī  and 
metempsychosis’, in J. Duschesne-Guillemin, ed,  Iranica varia: Papers in honor of 
Professor Ehsan Yarshater  (Leiden, 1990), pp. 131–143. For another Ismaili metaphorical 
understanding of metamorphosis, see also al-R ā z ī ,  Kit ā b al-I � l ā  	  , pp. 173–174.   

    322   Kashf  I, p. 4–5,  §  §  6–7.   
    323  Ibid.   
    324   Kashf  I, p. 6,  §  8.   
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term  muqa �  � ira  is noteworthy insofar as it is the counterpart of the 
accusation of  ghuluww : if the  ghul ā t  are those who attribute too much 
power to the Imams, or who, in one way or another , ‘go too far’ or 
‘exaggerate’, the  muqa �  � ira , on the other hand, are those who ‘do not 
go far enough’ or ‘lessen’ the doctrine. The  muqa �  � ira  are such in the 
eyes of those whom they call the  ghul ā t , and vice versa. It is unclear 
whether the coexistence in the same text of these two terms must be 
seen as an inconsistency (e.g. due to the juxtaposition of distinct 
layers), or if it indicates the editor of the  Kashf ’s position, on a ridge 
line between  ghuluww  and  taq �  ī r   325   — a position which would, again, 
correspond to the Fatimid option in this regard. 

 It is clear, in any case, that, in Treatise I,  ghuluww  only includes the 
notions of divine incarnation and metamorphosis in the literal sense: 
of what is usually considered as falling under  ghuluww  with the  Kashf  
rejecting only the idea that God can take a human form or that the 
infi dels are literally swine and monkeys, etc. On the other hand, it 
retains the extreme anti-Sunni tendency (Treatise III is the most 
vindictive in this respect, but it also appears in Treatise I),  326   and 
especially the doctrine of  raj � a , which is undoubtedly the initially 
‘exaggerating’ doctrine which has best survived in the so-called 
‘moderate’ currents. In the Treatise V, another doctrine characteristic 
of  ghuluww  will be refuted in turn: that of antinomianism. 

 In the second mention of the Mahd ī  in Treatise I, the  ‘heaven rent 
asunder’  from Q. 55:37 is interpreted as follows: ‘The Order of the 
Speaking-Prophets will be rent asunder.’  327   Evidently, the Mahd ī  is 
part of ‘the continuity of the Order’, as its last, fi nal, point. ‘The 
Speaking-Prophet of Speaking-Prophets’ ( n ā  � iq al-nu � aq ā  
  )  328   is thus 

    325   Taq �  ī r  is the verbal noun from the same root as  muqa �  � ira .   
    326  This anti-Sunni tendency, a classic feature of early pre-Buyid Shi  ism, may in 

the context of the  Kashf  be used for polemical purposes, not so much against Sunnis 
as such, as against rival Shi  i trends or internal dissidents. As mentioned earlier, the 
vilifi cation of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar takes place within a larger analogy likening the 
Ismaili Imam to   Al ī , and his enemies to those of   Al ī ’. Therefore, it is not so much 
about the historical events that followed the Prophet’s death as it is about legitimizing 
the Fatimid rule.   

    327   Kashf  I, p. 10,  §  19.   
    328   Kashf  I, p. 16,  §  35.   
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the culmination of the Order, towards which the latter has tended 
since Adam, and especially since the last Speaking-Prophet, 
Mu � ammad. 

 The Mahd ī  is interpreted as the real meaning of the Qur’anic verses 
referring to the aft erlife or the Day of Resurrection.  329   This is what 
the concept of  raj � a  entails. People will then receive retribution on 
the basis of their attitude towards the  wal ā ya :  330   ‘The Prince of the 
Believers (. . .) will do justice to every man among them on the Day of 
Resurrection. Even if he has [accomplished] works as [loft y as] the 
fi rm mountains ( al-jib ā l al-raw ā s ī  ), if he does not meet God in   Al ī ’s 
Friendship ( wal ā ya ), his work will profi t him nothing.’  331   The emphasis 
is therefore on a historical interpretation of Qur’anic eschatology: all 
the verses evoking the ‘mustering’ ( al- 	 ashr ), the ‘return’ and so on are 
interpreted in this sense. 

 At the end of the treatise, a relatively long   	 ad ī th , which can be 
considered a kind of ‘Shi  i apocalypse’, enumerates the facts and 
gestures of the Mahd ī  upon his return.  332   In an important article, Colin 
Turner has studied a Shi  i apocalyptic narrative known as ‘the tradition 
of Mufa �  � al’ and narrated in al-Majlis ī ’s  Bi 	  ā r al-anw ā r . The original 
text is very long, and C. Turner only translates part of it.  333   It presents 
several similarities with the account of the  Kashf  — the latter thus 
appears to transmit the short version of a longer account, even if the 
order of events is not exactly the same. 

 In the Apocalypse reported by al-Majlis ī , long developments are 
dedicated to the fate of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar during the Resurrection, 
whilst the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  only briefl y alludes to them: ‘He will order 
them both to be crucifi ed’ — even so, this sentence is coded using the 
secret alphabet. Given the importance of the treatment of the ‘two’ in 

    329  See e.g.  Kashf  I, p. 19,  §  42, where the ‘hereaft er’ is identifi ed with the ‘Return’ 
( al-karra ), that is, the physical return of the Mahd ī .   

    330  The ‘  	 ad ī th  of retribution’ attributed to Ja  far al- �  ā diq also seems to allude to 
an earthly retribution at the hands of the Mahd ī ; see  Kashf  I, pp. 13–14,  §  27.   

    331   Kashf  I, p. 20,  §  43.   
    332   Kashf  I, pp. 32–35,  §  §  68–73.   
    333  C. Turner, ‘The ‘Tradition of Mufa �  � al’ and the Doctrine of the Raj  a: Evidence 

of ‘Ghuluww’ in the Eschatology of Twelver Shi’ism?’,  Iran: Journal of the British 
Institute of Persian Studies , 44 ( 2006 ), pp. 177–180.   
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the  Bi 	  ā r , it seems necessary to resort to the latter in order to clarify 
the  Kashf  and reveal what is hidden behind this very elusive mention. 
This elusiveness may mean that the text has been censored here, 
perhaps according to the method of ‘scattering of knowledge’ ( tabd ī d 
al- � ilm ). It thus comes down to the reader to complete the account 
according to the other mentions of the fate of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar 
during the Return, in particular in Treatise III. Indeed, one fi nds there 
the idea that Ab ū  Bakr will undergo the ‘chastisement of the burning’ 
— the latter being identifi ed with the appearance of the Resurrector 
— and that he ‘will be killed seventy thousand deaths and burnt as 
many times’.  334   It is aft er this passage, moreover, that the text deals 
with metamorphosis in this treatise, which clearly shows that it must 
be linked to the Resurrector insofar as it is a punishment. 

 In the  Bi 	  ā r ’s Apocalypse, Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar are exhumed and 
their bodies are discovered perfectly preserved. The Mahd ī  then asks 
if anyone has doubts about them. On a negative response from the 
audience, he re-buries them. When exhumed again, three days later, 
their bodies are still preserved, which their supporters will take as a 
sign of their election. Supporters of the Mahd ī  will call those who love 
these two to stand on one side, so that the assembly will be split into 
two groups. This illustrates the role of the Mahd ī  as a judge and 
executor of the divine justice that separates the elect from the damned. 
The devotees of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar will then be annihilated, and 
Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar themselves will be resurrected to stand trial. 
Signifi cantly, they will be reproached not only for refusing to follow 
  Al ī  and for the misdeeds they committed against him and F ā  
 ima, but 
also for all the crimes since the dawn of humanity: the murder of Abel 
by Cain, Abraham having been thrown Abraham into the furnace, 
Joseph having been thrown into the pit, the punishment of Jonah 
locked in the belly of the whale, the murder of John the Baptist, the 
crucifi xion of Jesus, the wounds of Salm ā n, the murder of all the 
Imams, and more generally all the crimes of blood committed since 
the dawn of time, all the vices, all the acts of treason, iniquity and 
oppression. They will then confess their crimes, be hanged on a tree 
and burned. Their ashes will be scattered in the sea. On the Day of 

    334   Kashf  III, p. 87,  §  79.   
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Resurrection (which is therefore distinguished here from the Return 
of the Mahd ī ), the Fourteen Impeccables of Twelver Shi  ism will be 
assembled to fulfi l the revenge against the fi rst two Caliphs. The latter 
will then be killed and resurrected a thousand times a day and their 
tortures will never stop.  335   

 In addition to the sadism and revengeful obsession manifested in 
this text, it should be noted that Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar are accused of all 
crimes of humanity since its inception. They are the personifi cations 
of the principle of evil, and will be judged as such. The role of the 
Mahd ī  is therefore to play the historical part of the cosmic rebalancing 
which must take place at the end of time.  

   Conclusion  

 Treatise I includes at least two editorial layers: an ancient core, with 
typical concepts and technical terms of the  ghul ā t , which was then 
reworked to fi t Ismaili orientations. Whether this Ismailism is Fatimid 
or pre-Fatimid is unclear and this matter can hardly be decided based 
on what has oft en been the criterion to determine the provenance of 
early Ismaili texts, that is, the mention of a Mahd ī  that is yet to come; 
indeed, the messianic expectation was always a tenet of Ismaili faith, 
even aft er the reform of the fi rst Fatimid caliph. Whatever the case 
may be, the important feature of Treatise I is that it represents a stage 
of Ismaili doctrine prior to its full formalization during the Fatimid 
period (especially during and aft er the reign of al-Mu  izz). Ismailism is 
here clearly rooted in Shi  i and  ghul ā t  speculations. A list of the features 
of Treatise I with  ghul ā t  and Nu � ayr ī  parallels was established by H. 
Halm: it includes the mentions of J ā bir b. Yaz ī d al-Ju  f ī  and Mufa �  � al 
b.   Umar al-Ju  f ī , the pentadist cosmology at the end of the treatise 
with F ā  
 ima being named ‘F ā  
 ir’, the domes of light contemplated by 
Ja  far al- �  ā diq, the  k ā l ī  , the Orphans, the mentions of Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b 
and other sacred fi gures of the Nu � ayr ī  tradition, and the  mus ū khiyya .  336   

    335  See al-Majlis ī ,  Bi 	  ā r al-anw ā r , cited by C. Turner, ‘The ‘Tradition of Mufa �  � al’ 
and the Doctrine of the Raj  a’, p. 179.   

    336  H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II, pp. 83–84.     
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To these, one can add Mu � ammad being named  al-sayyid al-akbar , 
the   	 ad ī th  on the vision of God, as well as the mentions of Mu � ammad 
b. Ab ī  Bakr. 

 Beside its  ghul ā t  accents, this treatise is fundamental in approaching 
the origins of Ismailism: we thus discern not only its genealogy (rooted 
in the  ghul ā t  groups), but also the fi rst Ismaili intuitions, by which the 
movement distinguished itself from rival Shi  i trends. Among these 
specifi cally Ismaili features is notably the       ‘continuity of the Order’ 
which leads to an elaborate conception of the prophetic cycles and 
seems to correspond perfectly to the early Fatimid conception of the 
Imamate: the continuity of the Order is a legitimist argument, not a 
messianic one. On this point and on transmigration, Ismailism as it 
appears in the treatise breaks with its  ghul ā t  origins and elaborates its 
own ‘moderate’ doctrine — while still using connotated vocabulary (in 
particular the  mus ū khiyya ) and drawing its contents from a pool of 
Shi  i beliefs, representations and exegeses. The  Kashf  also retains two 
aspects which will be considered specifi c to  ghuluww : the hostility to 
Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar, and the doctrine of  raj � a , intended to justify its 
political organization.         
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               TREATISE II        

  Treatise II stands out in the collection since it is the only one entirely 
dedicated to ontological and cosmological speculations. It deals indeed 
with the nature of God, the Throne and the Footstool, understood as 
two hierarchized ontological hypostases, and it ends with a rather 
confusing, yet remarkable, alphabetical cosmogony. These three main 
themes correspond to the three parts of the treatise, the fi rst two of 
which are in fact   	 ad ī th s that are also attested in Twelver Shi  i   	 ad ī th  
collections. These two   	 ad ī th s both represent the Twelver promotion 
of  taw 	  ī d  in the face of anthropomorphism, and this polemicising 
dimension is particularly patent in the second   	 ad ī th . 

 Thus, the original (i.e. Ismaili) parts of the treatise are the third one, 
which presents how the letters of the Arabic alphabet emanate from 
each other, as well as a few transitional paragraphs inserted by the 
author of the treatise to articulate the three parts of the text. The 
structure of the treatise can be broken down as follows: 

   1) The Divine Transcendence: fi rst   	 ad ī th . 

  –  [ §  §  1–3]  First part of the fi rst   	 ad ī th  
 –  [ §  §  4–5]  Inserted passage: discussion of names of God 
 –  [ §  6]  Second part of the fi rst   	 ad ī th  
 –  [ §  7]  Transition with the second   	 ad ī th    

  2)  [ §  §   8–17]  The Throne, the Footstool and the rejection of 
anthropomorphism: second   	 ad ī th .   

  [ §  §   18–20]  Transition with the third part: how the Throne and the 
Footstool are connected, and the possibility of knowing them 

   3)  [ §  §   21–25]  The alphabetical cosmogony: the emanation of the 
letters from the Throne and the Footstool    

169
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   Treatise II Translation  

 In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate 
 [First   	 ad ī th : the Divine transcendence]  1   

  1.  Praise be to God, Unique in His Unicity, Alone ( mutafarrid ) in 
His Lordship. There is no god but Him, Alive without <‘how’> ( bi-l ā   
 kayf  );  2   He did not come to being ( lam yakun lahu k ā na ), and there was 
no ‘how’ ( kayf  ) to His <being> ( li-kawnihi ).  3   He did not have a place; 
He was not in anything nor on anything, and He did not create 
( ibtada � a ) a space for His being. He did not become stronger aft er 
there was something, nor was He weak before creating ( kawwana ) 
something. He was not bound by necessity ( mustawjiban )  4   before 
creating something. There is nothing similar to Him. <He was not 
lacking of a kingdom before He created it, and will not be lacking of it 
aft er it fades away. He is a living god without [the existence of] life, a 
possessor of a kingdom before He created anything  and  aft er He 

      1  As I have shown elsewhere, four versions of this   	 ad ī th  appear in Twelver Shi  i 
sources, two short versions and two long ones; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, 
pp. 484–509, esp. pp. 487–498. This article contains discussions of some variants as 
well as detailed comparative tables between the various versions of this   	 ad ī th . Here, 
I will only refer to the Twelver variants when I have used them to modify the text of 
the  Kashf .   

    2  Mss. A, B:  bi-l ā   	 ay ā t  (‘without life’). Corrected aft er the Twelver Shi  i versions; 
see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 490, tab. 1.1, l. 4.   

    3  Mss. A, B:  li k ā fi hi  (‘to His condition, or: modality’). Corrected aft er the Twelver 
Shi  i versions; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 490, tab. 1.1, l. 6.   

    4  Three out of the four Twelver Shi  i versions read:  mustaw 	 ishan , ‘deserted’, 
‘isolated’, meaning that God did not lack anything ‘before’ He created something, 
while the  Kashf  emphasizes the notion that God was not bound by the necessity to 
create. The fourth Twelver Shi  i version does not contain this sentence; see F. Gillon, 
‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 491, tab. 1.1, l. 13.   
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    5  Mss. A, B:  wa-l ā  k ā na khalqan qabl insh ā  
 ihi shay 
 an malik ansha 
 a al-kawn  (‘there 
was not creature before He created something; He is a King who created being’). Here, 
I translate the version found in al-Kulayn ī ,  al-Raw � a min al-k ā f ī ,   khu � bat al- �  ā l ū tiyya , 
ed.   A.A. al-Ghaff  ā r ī  (Tehran,  1377  [ 1957 ]), p. 31. The  Kashf ’s version seems to be a 
simplifi cation of the original   	 ad ī th , since it omits two sentences found in the Twelver 
versions, and does not include the idea that God remains king whether there is a 
kingdom or not; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 491, tab. 1.1, l. 15–18.   

    6  Here, all four Twelver versions provide various versions of the root  sh-b-h , 
meaning that nothing is similar to God or that God cannot be known by the mediation 
of something similar to Him; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 491, tab. 1.1, l. 22.   

    7  Here, all four Twelver versions omit the second part of the sentence on 
extinction; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 491, tab. 1.1, l. 24.   

    8  The fi ve versions of the   	 ad ī th  all diverge on this sentence; see F. Gillon, ‘Une 
version isma é lienne’, p. 491, tab. 1.1, l. 25–26, and p. 496 for a short discussion of these 
variants.   

    9  This does not appear in the  Kashf . Added aft er the Twelver Shi  i versions; see 
F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 492, tab. 1.1, l. 28–31.   

    10  Mss. A, B:  wa-m ā lik ansha 
 a al-qudra m ā  ar ā da . Corrected aft er the Twelver 
Shi  i versions; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 492, tab. 1.1, l. 35.   

    11  Mss. A, B:  haythu   ansha 
 a . Corrected to:  haythu   sh ā  
 a , which makes more sense. 
The Twelver Shi  i versions vary but all contain the verb  sh ā  
 a  (except one); F. Gillon, 
‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 492, tab. 1.1, l. 36.   

created being> ( wa-l ā  k ā na khalwan  � an al-mulk qabl insh ā  
 ihi wa-l ā  
yak ū n khalwan minhu ba � da dhah ā bihi k ā na il ā han  	 ayyan bi-l ā   	 ay ā t 
wa-m ā likan qabl an yansha 
 a shay 
 an wa-m ā likan ba � da insh ā  
 ihi 
li’l-kawn ).  5   

  2.  Therefore, there is no ‘how’ to God’s being, and He does not 
have a ‘where’, nor any limitation (  	 add ). He is not known through a 
form ( shaba 	  ).  6   He is neither worn by His permanence ( baq ā  
  ), nor 
subject to annihilation ( fan ā  
  ).  7   He does not harken to any summons 
( da � wa ), but on the contrary, it is to His summons that all things 
harken.  8   He was alive without created life ( bi-l ā   	 ay ā t h ā ditha ), 
<without a describable being, without a defi ned ‘how’, without a 
determined ‘where’> ( bi-l ā  kawn maw �  ū f bi-l ā  kayf ma 	 d ū d wa-l ā  ayn 
mawq ū f  ),  9   without occupying a space ( bi-l ā  mak ā n s ā kin f ī -hi ); nay, he 
is Alive and Powerful ( muqtadir ), a King who always retains His  [40]  
Power ( qudra ) <and Kingship. He created what He wanted> ( wa’l-
mulk ansha 
 a m ā  sh ā  
 a )  10   where He <wanted>,  11   without [referring to] 
an archetypal model ( bi-l ā   	 add mith ā l ), [and this creation entailed] 
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    12  Mss. A, B:  man q ī la , which is probably a mistake. The text here seems to refer to 
the basmala, which, in the fi rst chapter of the Qur’an, precedes the expression 
 al- 	 amdu li-Ll ā h . From this textual precedence, the author seems to infer an 
ontological hierarchy, but this paragraph is quite obscure and clearly corrupted.   

    13  An allusion to the fi rst chapter of the Qur’an,  al-F ā ti 	 a .   
    14  It is unclear what is meant by this proximity and why  al-qudd ū s  is close to 

 sub 	  ā n  and  tab ā raka .   

no dissolution or consolidation [of God]; it is only a favour from Him 
[returning] to him ( minhu wa-ilayhi ). 

  3.  There is no god but Him. Glory be to He who is the fi rst without 
‘how’, and who is the last without ‘where’!  ‘And all things perish, except 
His Face’  [Q. 28:88],  ‘His are the Creation and Order’  [Q. 7:54],  ‘His is 
the Judgment, and unto Him you will return’  [Q. 28:88]. 

 [Passage inserted in the   	 ad ī th ] 

  4.  He was King before He created anything with [His] Power. He 
created the whole Creation through a Power from His Knowledge 
( ibtada � a al-bad �    kullahu bi-qudra min  � ilmihi ). Thus did God’s 
Knowledge appear through Power. 

  5.   ‘Praise be to God’  ( al- 	 amdu li-Ll ā h ) is the laudation ( al-than ā  
  ); 
 ‘Glory be to God’  ( sub 	  ā nahu ) [refers to His] sublimity (  � a � ama );  ‘May 
He be blessed’  ( tab ā raka ) is to affi  rm [His] might ( ta � azzuz ). Before 
( min qabl )  12    ‘Praise be to God’  is God’s Name by which is called the One 
whose knowledge cannot be accessed by the creatures, [which name] is 
neither Arabic, Persian ( a � jam ī  ) or Syriac, and [which name] is only 
pronounced by the tongues of the creatures when uttering [the phrase]: 
 ‘In the Name of God’  ( bi-ism All ā h ). By this [expression], God opened 
( fata 	 a )  13   everything. Aft er that comes  ‘the Merciful’  ( al-Ra 	 m ā n ), an 
attribute describing highness (  � uluww ). Then [comes the epithet]:  ‘the 
Compassionate’  ( al-Ra 	  ī m ), which is the attribute of the Lenient 
( al- 	 al ī m ). Then the praise ( al- 	 amd ), which is the laudation. Then: 
 ‘Glory’  ( sub 	  ā n ), which is the exhaltation ( ta �  �  ī m ). Then:  ‘May He be 
blessed’  ( tab ā raka ), which is the affi  rmation of [His] might ( ta � z ī z ). And 
 ‘the Sanctifi ed’  ( al-qudd ū s ) is close to both ( j ā ruhum ā  ).  14   Sanctity 
( al-quds ) is the loft iest of all these attributes: Praise, Merciful,  [41]  
Compassionate and Glory. As for [the epithet]  ‘the Absolute’  ( al- � amad ), 
its pronunciation stands apart from these attributes. The absolute 
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    15  It is unclear whether this is an allusion to Q. 2:255, quoted below — and in this case, 
why the plural  sin ā t  instead of the Qur’anic  sina ? — or if it is an error for  sanaw ā t , ‘years’, 
meaning that God is not aff ected by the passage of time. The latter possibility would make 
sense inasmuch as the text just denied that God is subject to (temporal) events.   

    16  Mss. A, B:  al-raqam . Strothmann also reads  al-raqam , while Gh ā lib corrects it 
into  al-raq ī m  although he claims that his ms. reads  al-raqam  (p. 56, n. 2). The term 
reappears at the end of the treatise, p. 50,  §  24. In the table of errors of his edition, 
Strothmann notes that this second occurrence of  al-raqam  is to be corrected to  al-raq ī m , 
but omits to make the same correction for the present occurrence. In his quotation of 
large extracts of Treatise II in his  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , pp. 127–131, Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n also 
reads  al-raq ī m  here; see Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 128. The term  al-raq ī m  is 
Qur’anic (Q. 18:9) and has prompted numerous interpretations; among these,  al-raq ī m  
is identifi ed with a book or a ‘tablet’ ( law 	  ), and put in relation with the  ‘Marked Book’  
( kit ā b marq ū m ) from Q. 83:9 and 20 — as is also the case in the two occurrences of the 
term in  Kashf  II. See e.g. al- � abar ī ,  Tafs ī r al- � abar ī :   J ā mi �  al-bay ā n f ī  tafs ī r  ā y al-qur 
  ā n , 
ed.   A. al-Turk ī  (Gizeh,  2001 ), vol. 15, pp. 157–161. Inasmuch as the  b ā b al-raq ī m  is 
identifi ed here to the Footstool, it is likely identical with the  ‘Preserved Tablet’  ( al-law 	  
al-ma 	 f ū  � z ) from Q.  85:22, which traditionally forms a couple with the Qalam and 
receives its ‘marking’ from this superior ontological level.   

realities are the affi  rmation of God’s oneness ( al- � amadiyy ā t al-taw 	  ī d ). 
The Absolute ( al- � amad ) is the one whom . . . 

 [End of the fi rst   	 ad ī th ] 

  6.  . . . the imaginations cannot liken [to anything]; He exhausts 
comparisons ( shubuh ā t ). He is not created from anything, and nothing 
exceeds Him. He does not lose anything from determining something 
( l ā  yaz ū l minhu shay 
  min amr  	 atamahu ). He is not aff ected by events, 
He is not seized by slumbers ( sin ā t ).  15   He is not questioned for anything 
[He did], and He does not regret anything.  ‘Slumber seizes Him not, nor 
sleep’  [Q. 2:255];  ‘To Him belong all that is in the heavens and the earth, 
and all that is between them, and all that is underneath the soil’  [Q. 20:6]. 

 [Gloss and transition to the second   	 ad ī th ] 

  7.  Such are the Gates ( abw ā b ) of the attributes (  � if ā t ). They are the 
Gates of his Knowledge that no one comprehends; nothing can reach 
the limits (  	 ud ū d ) of its extension:  ‘His Footstool extends over the 
heavens and the earth’  [Q. 2:255]. The Footstool ( al-kurs ī  ) is the Gate of 
the knowledge of the manifest part of the Mysteries ( b ā b  � ilm ghayb 
 �  ā hir min al-ghuy ū b ); it is the Gate of the Marked Tablet ( al-raq ī m ).  16   
<And the Marked Tablet is the Prince of the Believers. And His words: 
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    17  Added aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 128.   
    18  As I have shown elsewhere, another version of this   	 ad ī th  appears in Ibn 

B ā bawayh’s  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, pp. 498–507. 
Again, I will only refer to the Ibn B ā bawayh’s version when I have used it to modify 
the text of the  Kashf .   

    19  Mss. A, B:  wa � a � a f ī hi al-Qur
ān  � al ā   � ifa w ā  	 ida . Corrected to:  wu�i�a f ī  
al-Qur
ān  � ifa  � al ā   	 idda , aft er Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 321. See F. Gillon, 
‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 499, tab. 2.1, l. 3, and pp. 504 -505.   

    20  That is, the Throne ( al- � arsh ).   
    21  Added aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 128.   
    22  Mss. A, B:   � ifat al-adaw ā t . Corrected to:   � ifat al-ir ā da , aft er Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b 

al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 322. In the latter version, however, this is attributed to the Throne, and 
not to the Footstool; see footnote 24 below.   

    23  Mss. A, B:  al- 	 araka . Corrected to:  al- 	 arak ā t , aft er Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b 
al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 322. Given that the  alf ā  �   are mentioned just before, it is likely that the 
text is referring to the ‘vowels’ rather than to motion.   

 ‘A Marked (marq ū m) Book contemplated by those brought nigh 
(al-muqarrab ū n)’  [Q.  83:20–21] refer to the supports ( al- 	 amla ) [of 
the Footstool].>  17   His words:  ‘ The Footstool extends . . .’  are about this 
Gate, the Knowledge of the heavens and the earth. 

 [Second   	 ad ī th : the Throne and the Footstool]  18   

  8.  The Throne ( al- � arsh ) has many diff erent attributes, but <the Qur’an 
has associated it with one attribute in particular>,  19   saying:  ‘Lord of the 
Sublime ( � a �  ī m) Throne’  [Q.  9:129], [meaning] Lord of the Sublime 
Kingdom. He [also] says:  ‘ The Merciful sat Himself upon the Throne’  
[Q. 20:5], meaning  [42]  that He encompasses the Kingdom. This is the 
modality ( kayf ū fi yya ) in the beginning. The Throne is in conjunction 
( f ī ’l-wa � l ) [with God], and it is in His proximity, to [His] side and vicinity. 

  9.  If somebody were to ask: ‘Why is the conjunction ( wa � l )  20   
isolated ( mufrad ) from the Footstool?’, the answer would be: ‘Do you 
not know that [the Throne and the Footstool] are two of the greatest 
Gates in the heart of the Qur’an? They are both wellsprings, and they 
are counted as part of the Mystery ( ghayb ) — <by the conjunction 
( wa � l) , what is meant is Mu�ammad — may blessings and peace be 
upon him>  21   — because the Footstool is the Exoteric Gate of the 
Mystery ( al-b ā b al- �  ā hir min al-ghayb ), from which the created beings 
( mubda �  ā t ) stem, and it is the principle ( mabda 
  ) of all things. It is 
<the attribute of the Will>,  22   the knowledge of words and vowel<s>  23   
and its explanation, the knowledge of the Return and the Origin 
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    24  In Ibn B ā bawayh’s version, this sentence appears in the enumeration of the 
attributes of the Throne, rather than those of the Footstool; see Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b 
al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 322; F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 500, tab. 2.1, l. 18–19 and 
22. See also the translation of this paragraph of the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d  by M.A. 
Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 80, and the comments in n. 165 (English trans.:  Divine 
Guide , p. 31 and p. 161, n. 165).   

    25  Ms. A: Missing; ms. B:  ayn ū niyyatuh ā  wa- 	 add ratqih ā  wa-was � ih ā  . Corrected 
to:  ayn ū niyyatuh ā  wa- 	 add ratqih ā  wa-fatqih ā  , aft er Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , 
p. 322; Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 129. This is an allusion to Q. 21:30:  ‘Do 
the unbelievers not see that the heavens and the earth were united (k ā nat ā  ratqan), and 
We separated them (fataqn ā h ā )?’    

    26  The technical details of the doctrine conveyed by the   	 ad ī th  are unclear in both 
the  Kashf  and the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d  — particularly in this paragraph. The text is heavily 
corrupted. The apparent aim of this paragraph is to explain how the Footstool takes its 
qualities from the Throne, and how the latter manifests itself through the former.   

    27  This sentence is particularly cryptic. Is it a tentative analogy between the relation 
of the scholars and those who learn from them, on the one hand, and the relation of 
the Throne and the Footstool, on the other hand?   

( al- � awd wa’l-bad 
  ).  24   As for the Throne, it is the Esoteric Gate ( al-b ā b 
al-b ā  � in ) in which is the knowledge of Being ( kawn ), of totality ( mala 
  ), 
of the limit (  	 add ), of the ‘where’ ( ayn ), of the will ( mash ī  
 a ), and of 
the form ( shaba 	  ). To the one who knows, they are two Gates, because 
the Kingdom of the Throne has formed ( saww ā  ) the Kingdom of the 
Footstool, and its knowledge is greater ( a �  � am ) than the knowledge of 
the Footstool. This is why He says:  ‘Lord of the Sublime ( � az ī m) Throne’  
[Q. 9:129]; it is because its attribute is greater ( a �  � am ) than the attribute 
of the Footstool. They are, in this regard, bound to each other 
( maqr ū n ā n ), representing the general and particular of knowledge 
( ya � imm ā n wa yakhi �  �  ā n bi’l- � ilm ). 

  10.  And if it is stated: ‘It is necessary to know what becomes of 
the Throne when becoming in conjunction and proximity ( j ā r ) to the 
Footstool’, the answer is: ‘It came into its proximity because the 
modality [of its presence] in the exoteric aspect [of being] belongs to 
the Gates of permanence ( li 
 anna kayf ū fi yyatahu f ī ’l- �  ā hir min abw ā b 
al-baq ā  
  ).  [43]  <And the spatiality ( ayn ū niyya ) [of these Gates] and the 
degree of their union and separation>  25   are found in the Gate of the 
Throne. They are both in proximity with each other, in the vicinity of 
each other by their side.  26   

  11.  It is in a similar way that the scholars ( al- � ulam ā  
  ) are known 
and that one learns about the veracity of their prayers ( da � aw ā t ).  27   
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    28  Added aft er Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 323.   
    29  It should be noted that the Qur’an does not curse the Jews for saying that God 

has hands, but for saying that His hand is fettered. Indeed, the following sentence 
states:  ‘Nay, but His hand are outspread.’    

    30  Mss. A, B:  wa � af ū hu bi’l-tashb ī h . Corrected to:  wa � af ū hu bi’l-rijlayn , aft er Ibn 
B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 323; see F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 501, 
tab. 2.1, l. 45. The  Kashf ’s version is however of importance as it provides the key 
concept of  tashb ī h , ‘anthropomorphism’, that the   	 ad ī th  intends to refute.   

    31  This refers to the rock of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem.   
    32  For a discussion of this famous   	 ad ī th , see commentary of  Kashf  II, pp. 192–194. 

In a footnote (p. 44, n. 4), Strothmann provides a reference to a version of the ‘  	 ad ī th  
of the dream’ or ‘  	 ad ī th  of the best form’ that does not contain the term  an ā mil . Since 
Gh ā lib provides the exact same reference instead of referring to a more relevant 
version, it is likely that he merely copied Strothmann on this occasion; see  Kashf , ed. 
Gh ā lib, p. 57, n. 2.   

 ‘God bestows His Mercy upon whom He wills’  [Q.  2:105];  ‘He is the 
Strong, the Mighty’  [Q. 11:66];  ‘Praise be to God, Lord of the Universes’  
[Q. 1:2]. 

  12.  <Among the various attributes of the Throne, He said — may 
He be blessed:>  28    ‘Exalted be God, Lord of the Throne, above what they 
describe’  [Q. 21:22]. This is the attribute of the Throne, and the attribute 
of Oneness ( wa 	 d ā niyya ). Indeed, a people has associated with God 
that of which they had no knowledge, [but] God said:  ‘Lord of the 
Sublime Throne’  [Q. 9:129], meaning the Lord of Unity —  ‘exalted be 
He above what they describe’ . 

  13.  Another group ( qawm ) described God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime — as having two hands, and they said:  ‘God’s hand is fettered. 
May their hands be fettered and may they be cursed for what they have 
said!’  [Q.  5:64].  29   Others described Him <as having two feet>,  30   
claiming that he placed His foot on the Rock of the Sacred House 
(  � akhrat bayt al-maqdis )  31   and then rose therefrom to the sky. Others 
described Him as having fi ngertips ( an ā mil ), saying that Mu�ammad 
— may God bless him and his family — said: ‘I felt the freshness of His 
fi ngertips on my heart.’  32   

  14.  May God — He is Mighty and Sublime — be exalted above 
such attributes (  � if ā t )! There is no god but Him, Lord of the Sublime 
Throne. May He be blessed; may the Lord of the  ‘highest likeness’  
( al-mathal al-a � l ā  ) [Q. 16:60] be exalted above what they have likened 
Him to ( m ā  maththal ū hu bi-hi ). He cannot be assimilated [to anything], 
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    33  This verse states:  ‘ They have taken Satans (shay ā  �  ī n) for Friends (awliy ā  
 ) instead 
of God and think that they are guided.’    

    34  This paragraph is missing from both Ibn B ā bawayh’s  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d  and Idr ī s 
  Im ā d al-D ī n’s  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  .   

nor described through any representation ( wahm ),  ‘the eyes attain Him 
not’  [Q.  6:103].  [44]  It is [only] someone who did not rise to this 
knowledge that describes him as having hands. They describe their 
Lord with these likenesses and assimilate Him to these things out of 
their ignorance of Him. God — may He be exalted — said:  ‘You have 
been given of knowledge nothing except a little’  [Q.  17:85]. There is 
nothing similar to God, nothing alike, nothing equal. 

  15.  To Him belong the most beautiful names by which none other 
is named. It is these names that are described when He says:  ‘To God 
belong the most beautiful names, so call Him by them and leave those 
who profane His names’  [Q. 7:180] and  ‘meddle with’  His  ‘signs’  [Q. 6:68] 
without knowledge. And elsewhere: they associate [something] to 
Him  ‘whence they know not’  [Q. 7:182], and they disbelieve ( yakfi r ū n ) 
in Him thinking  ‘that they are working good deeds’  [Q. 18:104]. He also 
said:  ‘And the most part of them believe not in God but they associate 
[other gods to Him]’  [Q. 12:106].  ‘ They meddle with’  His names and  ‘His 
signs’  [Q. 6:68] without knowledge, considering them inadequately and 
deviating from them, in spite of the fact that God ordered them to take 
as kin ( aqw ā m ), friends ( awliy ā  
  ) and Imams those to whom He has 
granted His favour and to whom He entrusted a knowledge He 
entrusted to no one else. 

  16.  Whoever follows other than them goes astray from the Path 
( sab ī l ).  ‘ Those who disbelieve, their Friends are the  �  ā gh ū t’  [Q.  2:257] 
because they envy God’s Friends ( awliy ā  
  ) to whom is reserved the 
pursuit of the Path. The   �  ā gh ū t   ‘bring’  their Friends  ‘out from light to 
darkness’  [Q.  2:257], because when God — He is Mighty  [45]  and 
Sublime —established the proof ( al-burh ā n ), and made it a Friend ( wal ī  ) 
to God and to the believers, thereby brought the servants  ‘out from 
darkness to light. And those who disbelieve,   their Friends are the  �  ā gh ū t 
who bring them out from light to darkness. Those are the inhabitants of the 
Fire, therein dwelling forever’  [Q. 2:257]. They associate [something] with 
God, yet claiming to be believers; He said:  ‘They think they are guided’  
[Q. 7:30].  33   Whoever is appointed ( nu � iba ) without God is a   �  ā gh ū t .  34   
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    35  The Arabic is particularly convoluted here:  lamm ā  k ā na m ā  k ā na mimman 
yadull  � alyahi min qur ā b ā tihi f ī   	 ay ā tihi wa-min ba � d waf ā tihi . My translation attempts 
to convey the apparent general meaning.   

    36  Both Halm and Marquet read   � alam , ‘sign’ or ‘symbol’, instead of   � ilm ; see 
H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 39; Y. Marquet, ‘Quelques remarques  à  propos de  Kosmologie 
und Heilslehre der fr ü hen Ism ā  �  ī l ī ya  de Heinz Halm’,  Studia Islamica , 55 ( 1982 ), p. 117, 
and below, p. 195, n. 82. 182 ff .   

    37  Mss. A, B:  wa 	 dahu . Corrected to:  bi- 	 addihi , aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n’s  Zahr 
al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 129.   

  17.  God sent Mu�ammad — may God bless him and his family 
— and he was a guide ( dal ī l ) towards this light and this proof ( burh ā n ), 
with God’s permission — may He be exalted. The favour that he 
brought to us was sublime. Then, he died ( qubi � a ) — may God bless 
him — having established for the community aft er [his death] a 
guiding and guided proof ( dal ī lan h ā diyan muhtadiyan ). He was the 
one who was indicated from among [the Prophet’s] close ones, both 
during [the Prophet’s] lifetime and aft er his death;  35   his knowledge 
was manifested, yet they did not acknowledge that the authority 
( al-amr ) belonged to the Proof ( al- 	 ujja ) aft er [Mu�ammad’s death], 
and they went astray. 

 [The Throne and the Footstool] 

  18.  The origin of the Gate of the Footstool rests in the fact that when 
God — He is Sublime and High — wanted to create ( yabtadi �  ) a 
Kingdom, He wanted it to be knowledge (  � ilm ).  36   Yet, God cannot be 
spatially described [in relation] to this knowledge ( laysa y ū  � af All ā h 
minhu bi-ayn ), nor can the modality of this knowledge[’s relation] to 
God be described ( wa-l ā  y ū  � af al- � ilm min All ā h bi-kayf  ). This 
knowledge is not separate ( tafarrada ) from God, for there is no 
ontological degree (  	 add ) between God and His knowledge. He 
created ( ansha 
 a ) what He wanted to create through this knowledge, 
and this creation ( insh ā  
  ) became a source (  � ayn ) establishing (  � arasha ) 
all things <in their defi nition>.  37   It contained the defi nitions (  	 ud ū d ) 
[of all beings]: their locations ( amkina ), their modality ( kayf ū fi yya ), 
their spatiality ( ayn ū niyya );  [46]  the disjunction and conjunction 
( al-fa � l wa’l-wa � l ), the union and separation ( al-fatq wa’l-ratq ); the 
resemblance [of things] ( tash ā buhuh ā  ) and their [particular] 
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    38  Mss. A, B:  f ī -n ā   (‘in us’). Corrected to:  fa-ban ā  , aft er Strothmann’s suggestion in 
note 3. Halm follows this reading; H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 39. See also Idr ī s   Im ā d 
al-D ī n’s  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 130.   

    39  The use of this term is confusing. Given the polemical stance against 
anthropomorphism in the previous pages, one might be tempted to understand 
 w ā  � if ū n  as a synonym for ‘assimilationists’ ( mushabbih ū n ). Yet, what follows states that 
it designates the  musta 	 iqq ū n , the ‘deserving’ specially assigned to the Throne, without 
further explanation. It is likely that these ‘deserving’ are the eight angels specially 
assigned to carry the Throne according to Q. 69:17, but the use of  w ā  � if ū n  to designate 
them remains obscure and rather unusual. For an Ismaili interpretation of this verse 
and the symbolism of number eight, see al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Al-Maq ā l ī d al-malak ū tiyya , 62nd 
 iql ī d , pp. 290–294.   

    40  Mss. A, B:  qablah ā  . Corrected to  qablahu  (i.e.  al-ghayb ), aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n’s 
 Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 130. Marquet translates quite diff erently, reading  i �  � ala � ahu  instead 
of  a � la � ahu : ‘Tout inconnaissable auquel Dieu a fait conna î tre [un peu] de son 
inconnaissable ne peut d é crire les inconnaissables qui l’ont pr é c é d é ’; Y. Marquet, 
‘Quelques remarques . . .’, p. 118. See Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n’s  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 130, 
which reads  khalaqahu  instead of  a � la � ahu .   

luminosities ( nayyir ā tuh ā  ), their signs ( a � l ā muh ā  ), their decrees 
( a 	 k ā muh ā  ), their determination ( ithb ā tuh ā  ), their fi xation 
( ma � r ū buh ā  ), their manifestation and concealment (  �  ū h ū ruh ā  
wa-bu �  ū nuh ā  ); all this is designed and established ( mars ū m ma � r ū sh ). 
<He built>  38    ‘His Throne upon the water’  [Q. 11:7], and He established 
(  � arasha ) there the terms ( ajal ), defi nitions (  	 add ) and modalities 
( kayfi yya ) of all things. This is [the meaning of] His words:  ‘Lord of the 
Sublime Throne’  [Q. 9:129]. 

  19.  And from one perspective ( f ī  mak ā n ), the Sublime Throne is 
so, and from [another] perspective, it is the mysterious attribute ( al- � ifa 
al-gh ā  
 iba ) that the describers ( al-w ā  � if ū n )  39   cannot describe, although 
they are the most deserving ( al-musta 	 iqq ū n ) and are specially 
assigned to this Throne. For this reason, [the Throne] is named the 
unknowable Mystery ( al-ghayb al-gh ā  
 ib ), because each thing that has 
been created before another is an unknowable Mystery to this thing 
that was created aft er it. And God is the most knowledgeable about all 
this. 

  20.  We know indeed that the human being is not able to describe 
the modality ( kayf ū fi yya ) of [the presence of] his soul in the body 
( al-jirm ). Similarly, no Mystery that God brings about ( a � la � ahu ) from 
His Mystery can describe the Mysteries that precede it.  40   Similarly, the 
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    41  Mss. A, B:  bi-h ā  annah ā  . Corrected to:  rabbah ā  li 
 annah ā  , aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d 
al-D ī n’s  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 130.   

    42  Strothmann believes this refers to the human being (note 5), but for Y. Marquet, 
‘Quelques remarques . . .’, p. 118, it is God. I incline towards the latter’s understanding.   

    43  Mss. A, B:  wa-huwa al-b ā b al-th ā n ī  alladh ī  aq ā mahu All ā h . Corrected to: 
 wa’l-b ā b al-th ā n ī  huwa alladh ī  aq ā mahu All ā h , following Halm’s suggestion in 
H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 40, n. 20.   

    44  On this technical term, see commentary of  Kashf  II, p. 198.   

Mysteries cannot describe their Mothers ( ummah ā t ) that precede 
them. Similarly, the Mothers of the Mysteries cannot describe <their 
Lord, because>  41   they were not, and He then brought them into being 
( lam takun fa-kawwanah ā  ). He knew [these realities] before their 
creation ( insha 
 ih ā  ); [otherwise], how could He  42   describe something 
that was not before He brought [the Mysteries] preceding it into being 
( kawwana )? The anthropomorphists ( mushabbih ū n ) have therefore 
associated [something to God] by attributing ( nasab ū  ) to God that of 
which they have no knowledge.  [47]  And God has not sent down a 
power ( sul �  ā n ) upon them without saying:  ‘There is no God but Me, so 
worship Me’  [Q. 21:25]. 

 [The alphabetic cosmogony] 

  21.  When God established (  � arasha ) His Throne with His power 
( qudra ), and separated these pillars at the basis of His Throne ( fataqa  
 hadhihi   al-ark ā n f ī  as ā s  � arshihi ) — [pillars] which are preceded [by the 
Throne] in [God’s] ontological knowledge that precedes the [creation 
of a] being ( alladh ī  sabaqah ā  bi’l- � ilm al-k ā  
 in alladh ī  f ī -hi sabaqa 
al-k ā  
 in ) — there were two Gates to this Throne. The fi rst Gate is His 
Throne [itself], and He established (  � arasha ) these degrees (  	 ud ū d ) in 
it, naming it ‘Throne’, and ‘unknowable Mystery’ ( ghayb gh ā  
 ib ). And 
the second Gate is the one that God established ( aq ā ma )  43   — may He 
be exalted — for this Throne, and in which He hid ( asarra ) the 
knowledge of the exoteric (  � ilm al- �  ā hir ), naming it ‘Footstool’. 
  
  22.  The Exalted said:  ‘His Footstool encompasses the heavens and 
earth and maintaining them does not fatigue him, and he is the High, the 
Glorious’  [Q.  2:255]. God appointed His fl owing ontological degree 
(  	 addahu al-j ā r ī  )  44   in the Gate of the Throne as an axis ( qu � b ), and He 
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    45  The Footstool contains the principles of the beings below it, in contrast with the 
Throne, which contains the ‘mysterious’ principles, that is, spiritual and not accessible 
to human perception.   

    46  Ms. A:  fa � arat ; ms. B:  fa- � araba . Corrected to:  fa- �  ā rat , following Strothmann in 
his table of errors.   

    47  The technique here consists in drawing new letters from other letters by spelling 
the latter. For example, we obtain two new letters from the name of the first letter, the 
 � , called  alif  ( ألف , ALF), namely the  l ā m  ( � , L) and the  f ā  
   ( � , F). Here, however, the 
calculation according to which sixteen letters are obtained by spelling the first seven 
letters of the alphabet is incorrect. To reach this number, one is to add the letters  s ī n , 
 sh ī n ,  n ū n ,  w ā w ,  h ā  
   — which are discussed independently in the following lines — to 
the first seven letters, and the four that we obtain when spelling these seven:  f ā  
  ,  l ā m , 
 m ī m ,  y ā  
  .   

    48  The likely reason for this is that the name of the Footstool ( kurs ī  ) contains the 
letter  s ī n , while the name of the Throne (  � arsh ) contains the letter  sh ī n .   

charged it with ( aq ā ma  � alayhi ) everything He had created ( ansha 
 a ) in 
the Throne. He then gave it permission and the fl owing axis ( al-qu � b 
al-jar ī  ) fl owed unto the second Gate which is named the Footstool, 
and which contains the knowledge of every manifest being ( kull shay 
  
k ā  
 in lam yaghib ).  45   He placed in it the preservation of everything. 
When the axis had fl owed unto the Gate of the Footstool, God made it 
into twenty-eight letters, through seven degrees (  	 ud ū d ). God then 
named these twenty-eight letters by their names. He thus named the 
fi rst degree [of the letters] ( awwal    	 add minh ā  ):  alif , then  b ā  
  , then  t ā  
  , 
then  th ā  
  , then  j ī m , then   	  ā  
  , then  kh ā  
  . 

  ا ب ت ث ج ح خ  

 He thus named these letters by these names. Out of these twenty-eight, 
He appointed seven Gates and named them ‘signs’ ( sim ā t ), gathering 
therein sixteen letters. These seven <became>  46    [48]  Mothers 
( ummah ā t ) because the [other] degrees [came out] of them ( fa-minh ā  
al- 	 ud ū d ). ‘Signs’ ( sim ā t ) mean the diacritics (  � ajamiyy ā t ). When these 
seven —  alif ,  b ā  
  ,  t ā  
  ,  th ā  
  ,  j ī m ,   	  ā  
  ,  kh ā  
   — are spelled ( hujiyat ), one 
obtains sixteen letters.  47   As for the  s ī n , it the name of the Footstool, 
and the  sh ī n  is the name of the Throne.  48   He also made seven [other] 
letters containing the remaining letters — that is, the letters apart from 
the  s ī n  and the  sh ī n , and apart from those included in the previous 
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    49  The formulation is confusing since it can lead the reader to think that the  s ī n  
and the  sh ī n  are not part of the group of sixteen letters — but they necessarily are; see 
above, p. 181, n. 47 and commentary of  Kashf  II, p. 199.   

    50  As we can see, this is, again, erroneous: thirteen letters have been enumerated.   
    51  There are in fact only eight diacritic points — unless the  f ā  
   is removed?   
    52  The  n ū n  ( نون ,  n-w-n ) is obtained by spelling the  s ī n  ( سين ,  s-y-n ) and the  sh ī n  ( شين , 

 sh-y-n ), and the  w ā w  is obtained by spelling the  n ū n . Spelling the  w ā w  therefore does 
not provide any new letter, and   	 ur ū fihim ā   is therefore incorrect.   

    53  Before the  h ā  
   is pronounced, the name All ā h ( a-l-l-h ) could form the beginning 
of a word starting with the letter  l ā m  and preceded by the defi nite article  al- . The idea 
that the  h ā  
   determines the name of God is also found in al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Yan ā b ī  �  , 
in  Trilogie isma é lienne , ed. H. Corbin (Tehran, 1961), p. 10: ‘The word ‘All ā h’ assumes 
its defi nitive form ( istaqarra ) with the letter  h ā  
  ’; English trans.: P. Walker,  The 
Wellsprings of Wisdom. A Study of Ab ū  Ya � q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī ’s Kit ā b al-Yan ā b ī  �   (Salt Lake 
City, 1994), p. 46.   

sixteen letters.  49   These remaining letters are twelve:  d ā l ,   �  ā l ,  r ā  
  ,  z ā y , 
  �  ā d ,   �  ā d ,   �  ā  
  ,   �  ā  
  ,   � ayn ,  ghayn ,  f ā  
  ,  q ā f ,  k ā f .  50   

  د ر ص ط ع ف  

  ذ ز ض ظ غ ق ك  

 These letters are marked with seven signs ( sim ā t ),  51   that is, the diacritic 
points (  � ajamiyy ā t ) on the letters with diacritics ( mu � jam ā t ). These 
[seven signs] are an indication of the seven that gather the letters 
remaining aft er the fi rst seven and [the letters] they gather. There is no 
additional letter in these twelve [letters] because [the letters] added 
when they are spelled had already been obtained by the spelling of the 
previous seven, and they are thus included within the [group of] 
sixteen. 

  23.  As for the  n ū n  and the  w ā w , they are obtained by spelling the 
 s ī n  and the  sh ī n , as well as by the spelling  [49]  of <the letters of both 
(  	 ur ū fi him ā  )>.  52   All that remains is the  h ā  
   alone, which is in the name 
of God — He is Mighty and Sublime. When someone utters the name 
of God — He is Mighty and Sublime, it is not apparent that he means 
God until he pronounces the  h ā  
  . If he does not, it is not apparent that 
he means the name of God.  53   Indeed, [the  h ā  
  ] is the terminus ( gh ā ya ) 
of the letters forming God’s name, just as God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime — is the terminus of what His creation can know from all that 
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    54  Mss. A, B:  al-raqam . Corrected following Strothmann’s correction in the table of 
errors to his edition; see above  Kashf  II p. 42,  §  7, and relevant footnote.   

He created. The  h ā  
   is therefore an indication of Him — may His name 
be blessed and exalted be His glory. 

  24.  The fi rst seven letters indicate the seven Speaking-Prophets, 
and the last seven indicate the seven Imams, because they contain all 
the letters ( tam ā m al- 	 ur ū f  ), just as the Imams contain all of the aff airs 
( tam ā m um ū r ) of the Messengers and the Speaking Prophets — may 
God’s blessings be upon them all. Thus do the sixteen and the twelve 
complete the twenty-eight letters, including the indication of the 
Throne, the Footstool, and God, who created all things. 

  25.  When these letters were gathered together — and they are 
degrees within the seven degrees ( hiya  	 ud ū d f ī ’l- 	 ud ū d al-sab � a ) — 
He named them the Gate of the Marked Table ( al-raq ī m ),  54   which is 
 [50]   ‘the Marked (marq ū m) Book contemplated by those brought nigh 
(al-muqarrab ū n)’  [Q.  83:20–21], to whom God has reserved the 
inheritance ( al-wir ā tha ). These are the chosen ones ( al-muntajab ū n ) 
from amongst the inhabitants of the heavens and the earth. The 
inheritance is the Sublime Kingdom, of which God — He is Mighty 
and Sublime — said:  ‘We gave the people of Abraham the Book and the 
Wisdom, and We gave them a Sublime Kingdom’  [Q. 4:54]. The Sublime 
Kingdom is the inheritance by which God has elected them — as He 
said:  ‘Solomon inherited from David’  [Q.  27:16]. And God has 
transferred the inheritance from Abraham and the family of Abraham, 
to Mu�ammad and the family of Mu�ammad — peace be upon them; 
[and] that included  ‘the Marked (marq ū m) Book contemplated by those 
brought nigh’ . It is a favour by which God has favoured them over the 
universes, and this is the Sublime Kingdom.  [51]   
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   Treatise II Commentary  

 Treatise II shares with the fi rst the characteristic of being a compilation 
of several texts gathered by an editor whose intervention is manifest, 
although it is not always quite legible, partly due to the corruption of 
the transmitted text. However, it is much shorter than the fi rst treatise, 
and it is therefore composed of fewer textual units. Two of these, 
which make up the fi rst two parts of the treatise, are relatively long 
  	 ad ī th s that have also been transmitted in the Twelver Shi  i tradition, 
since almost identical versions of them are found in works by 
al-Kulayn ī  and Ibn B ā bawayh, as I have shown elsewhere.  55   However, 
it is unlikely that the  Kashf  drew from these works, as I argue that, for 
the most part, the  Kashf  is to be dated slightly earlier. As for the third 
part of Treatise II, it is mainly composed of an alphabetical cosmogony. 
This part of the treatise was studied by Heinz Halm in his  Kosmologie 
und Heilslehre der fr ü hen Ism ā  �  ī l ī ya . 

 The author of Treatise II did not confi ne himself to reproducing 
these two   	 ad ī th s which form about two thirds of the treatise. It is not 
implausible that he only reproduced the third part, rather than 
composing it himself. Yet, even if this were the case, his contribution 
remains visible in his eff ort to articulate these three textual units (the 
two   	 ad ī th s and the alphabetical speculations) by adding comments in 
between. Furthermore, the very composition of the treatise reveals an 
intention to provide a doctrinal presentation on ontology and 
cosmology. Indeed, the treatise reads very straightforwardly as a 
progression down the ladder of being, from the unknowable Essence 
of God, through the two intermediary hypostases that are the Throne 
and the Footstool, to the alphabet which symbolically rules the cosmos 
and corresponds to the Speaking-Prophets and the Imams. 

    55  See F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’.   
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 The tone and the vocabulary of this treatise thus totally diff er from 
those found in Treatise I. Indeed, while the latter was at odds with the 
 ghul ā t  tendencies of its contents and tried to attenuate them, Treatise 
II is completely free of anything reminiscent of the  ghul ā t . In fact, it 
seems in line with the opposite tradition, since the quoted   	 ad ī th s 
clearly insist on God’s absolute transcendence and harshly condemn 
anthropomorphism. While these orientations are to be understood as 
the expression of the ‘moderate’ Shi  i leanings towards Mu  tazili 
positions in the face of the ‘Sunni’ anthropomorphists ( mushabbiha ), 
one may wonder whether they could have also been used for polemical 
purposes against  ghul ā t  doctrines divinizing the Imam — precisely 
those doctrines that Treatise I echoed while moderating them at the 
same time. 

   1. Divine transcendence  

 The fi rst part of the treatise, which corresponds to the fi rst quoted 
  	 ad ī th , consists of a series of negations, aiming to establish the divine 
transcendence through an apophatic approach. It is a question of 
rejecting any subordination of God to creation: creation is an act of 
God’s absolute freedom, it involves no necessity. God is not linked to 
creation, but rather, everything in existence must be referred to God 
for its existence. This idea is particularly apparent in the statement 
according to which God is king even before establishing a kingdom, or 
in the affi  rmation that the act of creation does not add anything to or 
take away anything from God. 

 As found in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , there is no indication that this text is 
a   	 ad ī th : it does not include a chain of transmission ( isn ā d ), nor does 
it contain any evidence suggesting a dialogue between an Imam and 
his disciple. Yet, it is transmitted as such by al-Kulayn ī  and Ibn 
B ā bawayh, each of these compilers transmitting two versions of it of 
diff ering lengths. 

 The two long versions, which correspond to the entire fi rst part of 
the treatise (besides the inserted passage on the divine names and 
attributes), are both attributed to Imam Mu � ammad al-B ā qir, and 
they both appear, among other   	 ad ī th s, in chapters devoted to the 
incompatibility of spatiality with divine transcendence. Thus, 
al-Kulayn ī ’s version is found in a chapter of the  U �  ū l al-Kaf ī   dealing 
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    56  Al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  kit ā b al-taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b al-kawn wa’l-mak ā n , vol. 1, 
pp. 88–90. The   	 ad ī th  under discussion is pp. 88–89, no. 3.   

    57  Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  28, pp. 173–184; the   	 ad ī th  that compares 
with the  Kashf  is pp. 173–174, no. 2.   

    58  Al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 88, no. 1; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  
28, p. 173, no.1.   

    59  Al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 88; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 173. 
The section between brackets appears only in Ibn B ā bawayh’s version.   

with ‘being and space’ ( al-kawn wa’l-mak ā n ),  56   while Ibn B ā bawayh’s 
version appears in the chapter of his  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d  entitled: ‘On the 
negation of God’s spatiality, temporality, stillness, motion, descent, 
ascent and change of position’ ( naf ī  al-mak ā n wa’l-zam ā n wa’l-suk ū n 
wa’l- 	 araka wa’l-nuz ū l wa’l- � u �  ū d wa’l-intiq ā l  � an All ā h ).  57   Both of 
these chapters open with a similar short  had ī th  in which a man asks 
Mu � ammad al-B ā qir: ‘Tell me, when did God come to be?’ ( akhbirn ī  
 � an All ā h mat ā  k ā na ), and is met with the reply: ‘When was He not, so 
that I may tell you when He came to be?’ ( mat ā  lam yakun  	 att ā  
ukhbiraka mat ā  k ā na ).  58   

 The other  had ī th s in these chapters are generally based on this 
kind of rhetoric by which erroneous — i.e. anthropomorphic or 
assimilationist — representations of God are answered with 
proclamations of God’s absolute transcendence. There is no referent, 
model or superior instance from which God would derive all or part of 
His being, since He is the origin of all things: God is not subject to 
time, space, movement, etc., since He is the one who created time, 
space, movement, etc. It is the meaning of the fi rst lines of the   	 ad ī th  
that interests us here, which are omitted in the  Kashf  and in the two 
short versions, but are found almost identically in the two long 
versions: 

  ‘A man came to Ab ū  Ja  far and asked him: “Tell me, when did 
your Lord come to be?” He replied: “Beware! It is only of a thing 
that was not [then came to be] that one can ask when it came to 
be, but my Lord — blessed and exalted be He — was and remains 
alive without a ‘how’, etc.” ’  59    

 As for the two short versions, they are attributed to diff erent Imams 
and appear in very diff erent contexts. In al-Kulayn ī ’s version, it appears 
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    60  Al-Kulayn ī ,  al-Raw � a min al-K ā f ī , khu � bat al- �  ā l ū tiyya , p. 31.   
    61  Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  11, pp. 141–142, no. 6. The  isn ā d  of this 

  	 ad ī th  only has one name in common with the  isn ā d  Ibn B ā bawayh provides for the 
longer version.   

    62   Kashf  II, p. 40,  §  2.   
    63  See F. Gillon, ‘Une version isma é lienne’, p. 496.   
    64   Kashf  II, p. 41,  §  §  4–5.   

at the beginning of a mystical sermon attributed to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, 
the  khu � ba al- �  ā l ū tiyya .  60   The version transmitted by Ibn B ā bawayh 
appears once again in his  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , in a chapter dedicated to 
the ‘attributes of the [divine] Essence and the attributes of the [divine] 
acts’ (  � if ā t al-dh ā t wa- � if ā t al-af �  ā l ). It forms the content of a   	 ad ī th  
attributed to M ū s ā  al-K ā  " im.  61   The fact that al-Kulayn ī  and Ibn 
B ā bawayh attribute the shorter version to diff erent Imams may 
indicate that the shorter versions are simply incomplete versions of an 
original   	 ad ī th  — corresponding to the longer versions, or to their 
source. 

 The version found in the  Kashf  is closer to these longer versions, if 
only by its length. It should be noted, however, that it contains at least 
two elements that are specifi c to the short versions. In the  Kashf , the 
fi rst lines of the text are thus closer to the short versions than to the 
long versions, since the latter do not contain the sentence: ‘There is no 
god but Him’ — nor the eulogy ‘Praise be to God’, found only in 
al-Kulayn ī ’s short version. 

 Further on, the  Kashf  states: ‘He does not harken to any summons 
( da � wa ), but on the contrary, it is all things that harken to His 
summons.’  62   Here, all fi ve versions of the   	 ad ī th  diverge, and it is only 
the short version reported by Ibn B ā bawayh that contains the key term 
 da � wa .  63   In the absence of other versions of the   	 ad ī th , however, these 
elements are quite meagre. It appears nonetheless that the  Kashf  is an 
important piece in the perspective of a study of this   	 ad ī th  and its 
transmission. 

 In the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , the   	 ad ī th  is cut in two, precisely where the 
short version of Ibn B ā bawayh ends — al-Kulayn ī ’s ends several lines 
before — with a passage  64   that seems inserted ad hoc by the author-
editor of the treatise, since it is not found in the Twelver Shi  i versions 
of the text. This passage can be divided into two thematic parts. In the 
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    65  Ibid., p. 47,  §  17.   

fi rst, the author articulates the Qur’anic notions of divine knowledge 
(  � ilm ) and power ( qudra ), the latter expressing the former. This short 
paragraph echoes another passage found further in the third part of 
the treatise, where the divine knowledge is actualized by the divine 
omnipotence in order to create beings.  65   

 That knowledge precedes power is a way to preserve the 
transcendence of God, and to free Him from all dependence on 
creatures: God does not know beings  a posteriori , His knowledge 
embraces the ‘fait accompli’, so to say, but it is on the contrary 
according to the knowledge that He had of them  a priori  that they are 
created. The creation of beings unfolds according to a pre-existing 
model. 

 The second part of the passage inserted in the   	 ad ī th  is very 
convoluted. The author seems to establish a hierarchy amongst 
diff erent expressions of worship and divine names. Unfortunately, the 
text is corrupted, and the doctrinal content assigned to each of the 
attributes is not explained. As a result, the theological implications of 
this paragraph are unclear. The intention behind the insertion of this 
short development remains arcane — but it should be noted that it 
was inserted precisely where the short version of Ibn B ā bawayh ends. 
Insofar as the Qur’anic notion of   � amad  (Q. 112:2) is discussed there, 
it is perhaps necessary to compare this passage with the   	 ad ī th  quoted 
in Treatise IV of the  Kashf . In fact, there seems to be more than one 
link between Treatises II and IV: in addition to this notion of   � amad , 
Treatise IV contains a brief quotation from the fi rst   	 ad ī th  of Treatise 
II, and it is the only other treatise of the collection to mention an 
‘alphabetical’ creation. 

 At the end of the fi rst   	 ad ī th , a paragraph is used as a transition to 
the second   	 ad ī th . The editor conveniently uses a fragment of the 
famous Throne Verse (Q.2:255) which concludes the fi rst   	 ad ī th  
( ‘Slumber seizes Him not, nor sleep’ ) to introduce the second one which 
deals precisely with the Throne and the Footstool. Anticipating this 
second   	 ad ī th , the author declares that the Footstool corresponds to 
‘the manifest part of the Mysteries’. 
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    66  Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 128.   
    67   Kashf  II, pp. 42–46,  §  §  8–17.   
    68  Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  50, p. 323.   

 In his quotation of  Kashf  II, Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n adds that the 
Footstool, identifi ed with  al-raq ī m , corresponds to   Al ī , and a few lines 
further he identifi es the Throne with Mu�ammad.  66   This is missing 
completely in the  Kashf , but provides an additional reading key to 
interpret the roles of the Throne and the Footstool as spiritual entities 
corresponding to the Messenger and the Legatee, respectively.  

   2. The Throne, the Footstool and the problem 
of anthropomorphism  

 The second   	 ad ī th  of Treatise II is slightly longer than the fi rst. Here, 
too, the  Kashf  does not present it as a   	 ad ī th , although it contains 
elements of a dialogue between a master and a disciple. It is via an 
external source that I was able to identify it as a   	 ad ī th , since it is 
transmitted by Ibn B ā bawayh in his  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d  — and nowhere 
else to the best of my knowledge. Chapter 50 of this source corresponds 
in its entirety to the second part of Treatise II  67   — although the 
converse is not true, since the  Kashf  adds a paragraph that Ibn 
B ā bawayh does not transmit. 

 The text is slightly unusual for a   	 ad ī th  from a formal point of view. 
It is relatively long and the argument is more reminiscent of a brief 
treatise or speech, rather than a   	 ad ī th  devoted to a particular theme 
in response to a question. Although the version reported by Ibn 
B ā bawayh contains a question (absent from the  Kashf  ), it remains 
quite vague: ‘I interrogated Ab ū    Abdall ā h [Ja  far al- �  ā diq] about the 
Throne and the Footstool.’  68   It would seem that this question is in fact 
an addition aimed at introducing the following text and giving it the 
formal appearance of a   	 ad ī th . 

 The text itself, although it deals indeed with the notions of Throne 
and Footstool, suddenly takes a turn when it engages in a condemnation 
of anthropomorphic representations of God, before weaving a link 
between these cognitive errors and the refusal to follow the Imams. It 
then concludes with the mission of Mu�ammad and the explicit 
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    69   Kashf  II, p. 42,  §  8; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 323. There are several 
studies on the Islamic debates on anthropomorphism; see e.g. J. Van Ess, ‘Tashb ī h 
wa-tanz ī h’,  EI2 ; idem,  Theology and Society , vol. 4, pp. 403–514; D. Gimaret,  Dieu  à  
l’image de l’homme Les anthropomorphismes de la  sunna  et leur interpr é tation par les 
th é ologiens  (Paris,  1997 ); L. Holtzman, ‘Anthropomorphism’,  EI3 .   

designation of his successor. It is therefore not only about the ‘Throne 
and its attributes’, contrary to what the title of the chapter indicates in 
the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , this theme being the subject of only the fi rst half 
of the   	 ad ī th . There is of course a direct link between the fi rst and 
second half of the text, since the discussions on the Throne and the 
Footstool were at the heart of Islamic debates on the nature of God 
and His attributes, partly prompted by apparently anthropomorphic 
verses such as Q. 20:5:  ‘The Merciful sat Himself upon the Throne’  — 
quoted in the   	 ad ī th .  69   This text is therefore a concise contribution on 
an ongoing Islamic debate from a Shi  i perspective. The Shi  i take on 
the matter of anthropomorphism thus tends towards a symbolic and 
cosmological understanding of the Throne and the Footstool. The text 
also implies that these debates would not take place if the community 
were to follow the Imams — rather than their passions and personal 
opinions. 

 In the fi rst part of the   	 ad ī th , the Throne and the Footstool are 
conceived of as two celestial entities through which God governs ‘the 
Kingdom’, that is to say, all beings. Their spiritual nature is expressed 
through the Qur’anic notion of  ghayb , or ‘mystery’, which designates 
the invisible and spiritual worlds, as opposed to the material and 
physical world. The Throne is described as the ‘esoteric gate’ of the 
 ghayb , while the Footstool is the ‘exoteric gate’. Unfortunately, the 
characteristics of neither hypostasis are clearly defi ned; they are only 
listed, without being commented on. Moreover, these characters diff er 
in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  and in the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , since ‘the attribute of 
the Will, the knowledge of words and vowels and its explanation, the 
knowledge of the Return and the Origin’, are attributed to the Footstool 
by the former, and to the Throne by the latter. While one cannot 
deduce from these contradictory statements a coherent theological 
doctrine, one nevertheless understands that it is a question of 
distinguishing two spiritual hypostatic levels, as in the ancient Ismaili 
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    70  On K ū n ī  and Qadar, see Ab ū     Ī s ā  al-Murshid,  Ris ā la , in S.M. Stern, ‘The earliest 
cosmological doctrines of Ism ā    ī lism’; al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al - Ift ikh ā r , Ch. 5, pp. 123–
137. See also H. Halm,  Kosmologie , pp. 53–66; idem, ‘The Cosmology of the Pre-
Fatimid Ism ā    ī liyya’; D. De Smet,  La philosophie isma é lienne , pp. 65–70; M. De Cillis, 
 Salvation and Destiny in Islam, The Shi � i Ismaili Perspective of  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī   
(London and New York,  2018 ), pp. 112–120. The latter study is dedicated to the 
notions of  qa �  ā  
   and  qadar , respectively identifi ed with the Intellect and the Soul, in 
al-Kirm ā n ī ’s  Kit ā b al-Riy ā  �  .   

    71  Al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ift ikh ā r , Ch. 3, pp. 108–115. Note that in his abovementioned 
 Ris ā la , Ab ū     Ī s ā  al-Murshid does not consider the Throne and the Footstool as 
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they are identifi ed, respectively, with ‘air’ and ‘water’ and both emanate from the 
‘Follower’; see Ab ū     Ī s ā  al-Murshid,  Ris ā la , in S.M. Stern, ‘The earliest cosmological 
doctrines of Ism ā    ī lism’, pp. 9, 22–23. Al-Kirm ā n ī  also seems to place the Throne and 
the Footstool in the ‘world of nature’ (  �  ā lam al- � ab ī  � a ), where they govern the celestial 
spheres ( afl  ā k ); see  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī ,  R ā  	 at al- � aql , ed. M. K ā mil  � usayn and 
M. Mu �  
 af ā   � ilm ī , pp. 163–181; ed. M. Gh ā lib, pp. 295–305.   

    72  Al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Tu 	 fat al-mustaj ī b ī n , pp. 13–14. This divergence in the use of 
technical terms is one possible reason for questioning the  Tu 	 fat ’s authenticity. Paul 
Walker suggests it might be a later Niz ā r ī  composition; see P. Walker,  Early Philosophical 
Shiism , p. 165, n. 79. Notwithstanding the discrepancies with the Sijist ā nian doctrine 
noted by Walker, the text remains useful as a summary of al-Sijist ā n ī ’s cosmology.   

speculations on K ū n ī  and Qadar,  70   or the ‘Precedent’ ( al-s ā biq ) and 
the ‘Follower’ ( al-t ā l ī  ), which in turn are respectively identifi ed with 
the Universal Intellect and Universal Soul in the Neoplatonic system 
as adapted and integrated into Ismailism by authors such as Ab ū  
Ya  q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī . The latter gives the Intellect and the Soul several 
other names, among which we fi nd the Throne and the Footstool, but 
according to an order opposite to that of Treatise II: in his  Kit ā b 
al-Ift ikh ā r , al-Sijist ā n ī  thus names the Intellect  kurs ī  , while the Soul 
corresponds to the   � arsh .  71   In another text, he names the Intellect   � arsh , 
but the Soul is then called  mulk , ‘kingdom’.  72   

 Q. 21:22:  ‘Exalted be He, Lord of the Throne, above what they attribute 
to Him’ , then serves a pivotal function between the two parts of the 
  	 ad ī th , since it combines a mention of the Throne and a scriptural 
basis for the refutation of anthropomorphism, the latter theme forming 
the topic of the second part of the   	 ad ī th . 

 The rest of this section tackles the rejection of anthropomorphism 
by commenting on two scriptural quotations. The fi rst of these is 
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    73  S.M. Stern, ‘The Earliest Cosmological Doctrines of Ism ā  �  ī lism’, p. 10.   
    74  A similar approach to that of this verse can be found in another chapter of Ibn 

B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  25, pp. 167–168. For another Ismaili interpretation of 
Q.  5:64, yet unrelated to the matter of anthropomorphism, see Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n, 
 Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 132.   

    75  See Ibn  � anbal,  Musnad al-im ā m  (Cairo,  1313  [ 1895 ]), vol. 1, p. 368; vol. 4, 
p. 66; vol. 5, p. 243. The  Kashf  and the  Taw 	  ī d  only allude to the part mentioning the 
‘fi ngertips’; see  Kashf  II, p. 44,  §  13; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 323.   

Q. 5:64, which rejects an assertion by the Jews who allegedly claim that 
God’s hands are ‘fettered’, and affi  rms, on the contrary, that they are 
wide open. Therefore, the Qur’an does not reject the idea that God has 
hands, although this must probably be understood in a metaphorical 
sense, but the idea that they would be ‘fettered’, that is, either that they 
are powerless, or that they lack generosity as the continuation of the 
verse seems to indicate:  ‘He lavishes (yunfi qu) on His Will.’  Yet, the 
  	 ad ī th  makes the verse about the attribution of hands to God and 
about the question of anthropomorphism, which is clearly a twist of 
the Qur’anic text, made possible by the fact that the quotation from 
the verse is truncated and that the statement:  ‘On the contrary, His 
hands are wide open’ , does not appear there. 

 A brief passage from the epistle of Ab ū     Ī s ā  al-Murshid, a Fatimid 
author writing under the authority of al-Mu  izz (r. 341–365/953–975), 
cites this same verse in full in a context of rejection of anthropomorphism 
(‘assimilation ( tashb ī h ) of creatures to the Creator’). The text is not 
quite explicit, Ab ū     Ī s ā  merely indicating that the two hands in question 
are an allusion ‘to the First and the Second’,  73   that is, K ū n ī  and Qadar, 
which, in the  Kashf  and in the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , correspond to the 
Throne and the Footstool. Ab ū     Ī s ā ’s interpretation of the verse 
represents a slight shift  in its understanding, since anthropomorphism 
no longer consists in assigning hands to God per se, but in not giving 
these ‘hands’ a metaphoric meaning.  74   

 The second scriptural source discussed in the context of the 
refutation of anthropomorphism is a very famous   	 ad ī th , in which the 
Prophet Mu�ammad reported his vision of God ‘in the most beautiful 
form’ and felt ‘the freshness of the fi ngers  (an ā mil )’ of God — or His 
‘palm’ in alternative versions.  75   This   	 ad ī th  is a topos of the discussions 
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    76  For diff erent versions of this   	 ad ī th  and its relation to the debate on 
anthropomorphism, see D. Gimaret,  Dieu  à  l’image de l’homme , pp. 143–153.   

    77  Shahrast ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Milal wa’l-ni 	 al, Book of Religious and Philosophical Sects , 
ed. William Cureton (London, 1846), vol. 1, pp. 77–78.   

    78  Shahrast ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Milal wa’l-ni 	 al,  vol. 1, p. 64; idem, Le  Livre des Religions et 
des Sectes , intro. and French trans. annotated by Daniel Gimaret and Guy Monnot 
(Louvain, 1986), vol. 1, pp. 308–309.   

    79  Shahrast ā n ī , Kit ā b al-Milal wa’l-ni � al, vol. 1, p. 76; cited in B. Abrahamov, 
Anthropomorphism and Interpretation of the Qur’ ā n in the Theology of al-Q ā sim ibn 
Ibr ā h ī m. Kit ā b al-Mustarshid, edited with Translation, Introduction and Notes 
(Leiden, 1996), p. 3. See also ibid., pp. 1–8 for an overview of the Islamic debates on 
anthropomorphism.   

on anthropomorphism.  76   Al-Shahrast ā n ī  quotes it among the 
expressions that ‘anthropomorphists’ ( mushabbiha ) understand 
literally in the chapter of his  al-Milal wa’l-ni 	 al  dedicated to the 
  � if ā tiyya  (‘attributionists’).  77   The latter, he says, ‘did not distinguish 
between the attributes of the essence and the attributes of the act’ and 
‘affi  rmed attributes from the scripture (  � if ā t khabariyya ) such as the 
Hands, the Face, without interpreting them metaphorically ( l ā  
yu 
 awwil ū n dh ā lik )’  78   — as opposed to the Mu  tazilites. Thus, the Shi  i 
and Ismaili affi  rmation of God’s absolute transcendence, and the 
refutation of the literalism and anthropomorphism it entails, both lean 
towards the Mu  tazili side of the debate. Although according to 
al-Shahrast ā n ī , the great representative of the   � if ā tiyya  is al-Ash  ar ī , it 
seems that there was another target to the refutations of 
anthropomorphism. Indeed, al-Shahrast ā n ī  indicates that the 
promoters of  tashb ī h  were not only what he calls the   	 ashwiyya , that is 
the Sunni traditionists, but also ‘a group of exaggerating Shi  is’ ( jam ā  � a 
min al-sh ī  � a al-gh ā liya ).  79   The Ismailis seem to have opted for the 
symbolic approach on this point, thus setting themselves equidistantly 
from the rationalistic, metaphorical, approach of the mu  tazilites and 
the anthropomorphist approach of both the  ghul ā t  and the Sunni 
traditionists. Indeed, the relevance of the   	 ad ī th  found in the  Kashf  
may not have been the same for the author of the  Kashf  and for Ibn 
B ā bawayh. While the latter is in line with the adoption of rationalism 
by ‘moderate’ Shi  ism, thus understanding the anthropomorphic 
attributes of God as metaphors, the Ismailis seem to have taken the 
metaphorical approach further: the names and attributes do not stand 
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    80   Sab �  mas ā  
 il wa-ajwibatuh ā  , in R. Strothmann,  Gnosis-Texte der Ismailiten , p. 70.   
    81   Kashf  II, p. 45,  §  15. This passage does not appear in the version of the  Kit ā b 

al-Taw 	  ī d .   

for God’s powers, but they are symbols of ontological realities or ranks 
of the  da � wa . 

 This approach is illustrated by a  � ayyib ī  Ismaili text edited by 
R. Strothmann, where the   	 ad ī th  of the fi ngers  (an ā mil )’ is briefl y 
interpreted. The version provided here is slightly diff erent from Ibn 
 � anbal’s: ‘The Almighty ( jabb ā r ) put His fi ngers ( an ā mil ) on my back, 
and I felt their freshness in my body.’ Contrary to the   	 ad ī th  quoted in 
the  Kashf  and the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , the anonymous author of this work 
does not reject the   	 ad ī th  altogether, but rather gives it a symbolic 
scope allowing it to be removed from its apparent anthropomorphism. 
Thus, the  jabb ā r , which is usually one of the names of God, is here 
interpreted as an allusion to Gabriel ( Jibr ā  
  ī l ), using a pun based on the 
root  j-b-r . As for the  an ā mil , they actually refer to the ‘intermediary 
ranks (  	 ud ū d )’ between Gabriel and Mu�ammad. The ‘back’ (  � ahr ) is 
an allusion to the ‘exoteric knowledge’ (  � ilm al- �  ā hir ) to which 
Mu�ammad was raised and by means of which he accessed the 
‘esoteric truths’, thus fi nding the ‘freshness of certainty in his heart’.  80   

 At the end of the second   	 ad ī th , a correlation is established between 
the theological error of anthropomorphism and the fact of ignoring 
the Imams’ guidance: 

  ‘ They meddle with’  His names and  ‘His signs’  [Q.  6:68] without 
knowledge, considering them inadequately and deviating from 
them, in spite of the fact that God ordered them to take as kin 
( aqw ā m ), friends ( awliy ā  
  ) and Imams those whom He favoured 
and to whom He entrusted a knowledge He entrusted to no one 
else.’  81    

 Inasmuch as the Imams are the custodians of a knowledge revealed by 
God, and even knowledge par excellence, any cognitive error must be 
linked to the refusal to take them as guides. Hence the last paragraph 
of the   	 ad ī th  which evokes the succession of Mu�ammad: the latter 
having expressly designated   Al ī  as his successor, as the depositary of 
knowledge and of the ‘Order’, the refusal to follow him amounts to 
deviating from the truth, and to becoming entwined in erroneous 
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theological opinions. Thus the magisterium of the Imams and their 
authority to intervene in the theological controversies which agitated 
the Islamic community in the 8th and 9th centuries are justifi ed. 
Implicitly, the text seems to affi  rm that the knowledge given to   Al ī  
gives Ja  far al- �  ā diq (the alleged author of the second   	 ad ī th ) a pre-
eminence as regards the technical speculations of theology. 

 It is noteworthy that the penultimate paragraph of the   	 ad ī th , as 
reported by the  Kashf , is found neither in the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , nor, more 
surprisingly, in the  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī   by Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n, although the 
latter quotes in full a long passage from Treatise II. This means either that 
there existed another version of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , or that the missing 
paragraph is a gloss of a later copyist. It is also possible that Idr ī s   Im ā d 
al-D ī n simply did not fi nd it useful to copy this passage, but its absence 
from the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d  as well remains a remarkable coincidence. The 
paragraph in question is unfortunately not very original, apart perhaps 
from a certain vehemence of its tone, since it identifi es the enemies of the 
Imams and those who do not follow them with the  �  ā gh ū t.  

   3. The alphabetic cosmogony  

 Before the passage dealing with the alphabetical cosmogony proper, 
there is a short development supplementing the purpose of the above 
  	 ad ī th : it again evokes the Throne and the Footstool, and ends with a 
brief allusion to assimilationists. In the middle of the passage, it 
contains traces of an argument advocating the impossibility for a being 
to fully know and access the realities that precede it ontologically. As is 
the case throughout Treatise II, the corruption of the text and its 
allusiveness make it diffi  cult to grasp the precise doctrine that is at play. 

 The fi rst sentence of this passage states its intention, which is to go 
back to the origin of the Footstool: ‘When God wanted to create a 
Kingdom, He wanted for it to be knowledge.’  82   The following sentences 

    82   Kashf  II, p. 46,  §  18. The elusiveness of this sentence is probably what prompted 
the previous translators to read   � alam , ‘sign’, instead of   � ilm , ‘knowledge’; see H. Halm, 
 Kosmologie , p. 39: ‘Zeichen’; Y. Marquet, ‘Quelques remarques . . .’, p. 117: ‘symbole’. 
However, this ‘sign’, or ‘knowledge’, is eventually identifi ed with the Throne at the end 
of the paragraph ( Kashf  II, p. 47,  §  17), the Throne itself having been identifi ed with 
divine knowledge. Therefore, I see no reason to read   � alam  in this specifi c occurrence 
while all the other occurrences of the term are read   � ilm .   
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    83   Kashf  II, p. 46,  §  18.   
    84  See e.g. the chapter of al-Sijist ā n ī ’s Maq ā l ī d dedicated to the demonstration of 

this point, which is in line with Neoplatonic speculations: al-Sijist ā n ī ,  al-Maq ā l ī d 
al-malak ū tiyya , 8th iql ī d, pp. 68–71.   

    85  See e.g. al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Yan ā b ī  �  , in  Trilogie isma é lienne , pp. 16–17; idem, 
 Kit ā b al-Ift ikh ā r , Ch. 2, pp. 100–107; idem,  al-Maq ā l ī d al-malak ū tiyya , 19th  iql ī d , 
pp. 111–114; 25th  iql ī d , pp. 131–133; 28th  iql ī d , pp. 140–143.   

    86  See al-Kirm ā n ī , Kit ā b al-Riy ā  � , ed.    Ā . T ā mir (Beirut,  1960 ),  Ch.  10, pp. 213–230. 
On this debate, see D. De Smet, ‘Le verbe-imp é ratif dans le syst è me cosmologique de 
l’Isma é lisme’. See also P. Walker,  Early philosphical Shiism , Ch. 6: ‘Creation as 
command’, pp. 81–86; idem,   � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī . Ismaili Thought in the Age of 
al- �  ā kim  (London and New York,  1999 ), pp. 83–94.   

hint at two philosophical issues: on the one hand, the text emphasizes 
the fact that God’s knowledge contain all beings, and that the latter’s 
determinations are all established by virtue of this knowledge. On the 
other hand, the passage briefl y deals with the relationship between 
God and the said knowledge: ‘This knowledge is not isolated from 
God, and there is no ontological degree (  	 add ) between God and His 
knowledge.’  83   If the term ‘knowledge’ indeed refers to the Throne, that 
is, the fi rst being, then this sentence is about the nature of the 
connection between God and the fi rst being. Although the text does 
not elaborate further, this resonates with the philosophical speculations 
of the Persian  d ā  �  ī  s and their debate on the status of God’s command 
( amr ) that brought the Intellect into existence. The problem was to 
preserve God’s absolute transcendence, without considering him as 
the cause of beings, since a cause is necessarily coordinated to its 
eff ects.  84   Yet, God had to be the origin of being; so how was one to 
conceive of the relation between the Creator and the creation? 
Al-Sijist ā n ī  theorized the notion of God’s command ( amr ) as an 
intermediary between the divine Essence and the fi rst being.  85   In 
doing so, he only displaced the problem, since the same questions rose 
about the  amr : was it part of God or part of the Intellect? It is because 
of these diffi  culties that al-Kirm ā n ī  later criticized al-Sijist ā n ī ’s 
approach, particularly in his Kit ā b al-Riy ā  � .  86   

 The ‘resonance’ with the sentence of the  Kashf  cannot be considered 
more than just that at this point. The text is far too ellusive to draw 
any fi nal conclusions. Yet, one might wonder whether in this case too, 
the author of Treatise II which off ers several indirect parallels with the 
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    87  Al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Yan ā b ī  �  , Ch. 15, pp. 40–41; English trans.: P. Walker,  The 
Wellsprings of Wisdom , pp. 67–68.   

    88   Kashf  II, p. 41,  §  4.   

Sijist ā nian cosmology, is not trying to take a stand in this debate. The 
rejection of the idea that there is an intermediary between God and 
His ‘knowledge’, the fi rst being, would thus be a subtle way to advocate 
a cosmological rival doctrine to that of al-Sijist ā n ī . 

 The Sijist ā nian resonances do not stop here, since the following 
paragraphs deal with the notion that each ontological degree is a 
‘mystery’ for the degree which follows it. Thus an ontology made of 
successive ruptures emerges, which is undoubtedly intended to break 
the assimilationist claims: if one is by nature ignorant of the ontological 
levels preceding one’s own existence in this world, any attempt to 
describe them by analogy is doomed to failure. It is therefore not 
possible to rely on what we know to access what we do not know: the 
unknowable remains unknowable, out of all proportion to the 
knowable. Again, this echoes some considerations in a chapter of 
al-Sijist ā n ī ’s  Wellsprings of Wisdom .  87   

 The treatise then returns to the Throne and the Footstool: the fi rst 
lines summarize what is acquired from the second   	 ad ī th , namely the 
existence of the two ‘thresholds’ or ‘gates’. There are, however, some new 
nuances. First, the term   � arsh , ‘Throne’, is used in two diff erent senses, 
one general and the other particular, respectively corresponding to the 
Throne proper and the Footstool. Second, the text mentions the divine 
knowledge and power, as well as that of the pillars of the Throne. Power 
had already been briefl y mentioned and linked to knowledge in the 
passage inserted in the fi rst   	 ad ī th .  88   However, all these passages are 
obscure and one can hardly draw any precise theological doctrine from 
them. They refer in any case to several Qur’anic verses in which God is 
named   � al ī m  and  qad ī r , and it is obviously an attempt to theorise the 
relationship of these two attributes, God’s knowledge being somehow 
actualized by His power, the latter manifesting the former. 

 One can hardly draw more from the text, except for the idea, already 
mentioned, of the independence of the divine knowledge vis- à -vis 
created beings: God knows them even before they are created, His 
knowledge of them is not dependent on their existence. As for the 
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    89  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 43.   
    90   Kashf  II, p. 48,  §  22.   
    91  See references provided by D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur’an , p. 144, n. 107. In 

addition, see e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
  , pp. 22, 24, 
61–62; idem  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , pp. 54, 64, 66, 68, 72, 83, 84, 101, 103 107, 115; al-R ā z ī , 
 Kit ā b al-I � l ā  	  , pp. 108, 187, 268–269; al-Sijist ā n ī ,  al-Maq ā l ī d al-malak ū tiyya , p. 314.   

    92  On this triad, see P.E. Walker, ‘Cosmic Hierarchies in Early Ism ā    ī l ī  Thought: the 
view of Ab ū  Ya  q ū b al-Sijist ā n ī ’,  The Muslim World , 66/1 ( 1976 ), pp. 14–28; H. Halm, 
 Kosmologie , pp. 67–74; idem, ‘The Cosmology of the Pre-Fatimid Ism ā    ī liyya’; D. De 
Smet, ‘La fonction no é tique de la triade  al-Jadd ,  al-Fat 	  ,  al-Khay ā l : Les fondements de 
la connaissance proph é tique dans l’isma é lisme’,  Diff erenz und Dynamik im Islam  ( 2012 ), 
pp. 319–336; A. Straface, ‘The representations of  al-Jadd,   al-Fat 	   and  al-Khay ā l  in the 
Ismaili literature. Some examples and further remarks’, in M.A. Amir-Moezzi et al, eds, 
 L’ é sot é risme shi‘ite, ses racines et ses prolongements  (Turnhout,  2016 ), pp. 423–440.   

pillars ( ark ā n ), this is their fi rst and only appearance in the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf , but their exact role is not clearly defi ned. The verb  fataqa , 
used to express the separation of the pillars, is used in Q. 21:30 for the 
separation of Heaven and Earth, as noted by Heinz Halm, who deduces 
an analogy between Heaven and the Throne, on the one hand, and the 
Earth and the Footstool, on the other hand.  89   The pillars would thus 
correspond to the Footstool. 

 The text then approaches the processional movement which leads 
to the alphabetical cosmogony: through ‘His  j ā r ī  ’, God successively 
establishes the Throne and the Footstool, the alphabet being derived 
from the latter.  90   The use of these two expressions:   	 addahu al-j ā r ī  , 
‘His fl owing ontological degree’, and  al-qu � b al-jar ī  , ‘the fl owing axis’, 
is remarkable. The term  j ā r ī   appears in several other works attributed 
to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, in the  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l  by al-Q ā  �  ī  
al-Nu  m ā n, the  Ris ā la al-mudhhiba , as well as in the works of 
representatives of the ‘Persian school’ of Ismailism.  91   The  jar ī   
designates the ‘fl ow’ that comes down from the spiritual entities unto 
the earthly  da � wa  hierarchy. It is synonymous to  ta 
 y ī d  inasmuch as it 
does indeed apply to the spiritual infl uence received by the Prophets 
and the Imams, but it also extends to the emanative force that travels 
through all the spiritual entities, that is, through the Intellect and the 
Soul — and in certain texts, the triad  al-jadd  /  al-fat 	   /  al-khay ā l .  92   The 
term  j ā r ī   thus fi ts in a certain typically Ismaili ontological system, 
which is only hinted at in Treatise II. 
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    93   Kashf  II, p. 49,  §  22.   
    94   Kashf  II, p. 48,  §  22.   
    95   Kashf  II, p. 49,  §  22.   
    96   Kashf  II, p. 49,  §  22.   

 The  j ā r ī   establishes a fi rst heptad of letters which are the ‘Mothers’ 
of all the other letters.  93   But the text then becomes more confused. 
Aft er listing the fi rst seven letters, the  Kashf  goes on: ‘He thus named 
these letters by these names. Out of these twenty-eight, He appointed 
seven Gates and named them ‘signs’ ( sim ā t ), gathering therein sixteen 
letters.’  94   The author repeats himself, since the ‘seven gates’ are the fi rst 
seven letters that have just been listed. But the rest of the sentence 
poses a problem: these seven gates are called  sim ā t , while the rest of 
the text states that ‘signs ( sim ā t ) mean the diacritics (  � ajamiyy ā t )’.  95   
The text is obviously corrupted here, since the observation on the 
diacritics in fact only concerns the twelve letters remaining once the 
group of sixteen has been drawn from the fi rst heptad. 

 As for the number sixteen, it is obtained by spelling the fi rst seven 
letters, the text tells us. However, this is not exactly the case. What 
follows is a reconstruction of the probable meaning of an extremely 
confused text, since the detail of the calculation to reach the number 
of sixteen is not provided. First, we have the fi rst heptad:  alif ,  b ā  
  ,  t ā  
  , 
 th ā  
  ,  j ī m ,   	  ā  
  ,  kh ā  
  . By the spelling of these letters, we further obtain:  f ā  
   
and  l ā m  out of the  alif  ( a-l-f  ), and  m ī m  and  y ā  
   out of the  j ī m  ( j-y-m ), 
which makes a total of eleven. To reach sixteen, it is therefore necessary 
to add two letters which do not come from the fi rst heptad, but from 
the Footstool and the Throne to which correspond the letters  s ī n  and 
 sh ī n  ( s-y-n ,  sh-y-n ), respectively. Spelling the latter two provides us 
with one more letter: the  n ū n  ( n-w-n ). And when spelling the  n ū n , we 
obtain the  w ā w . That makes a total of fi ft een, to which we must add 
the  h ā  
  , which symbolises God. 

 The passage dealing with the twelve remaining letters of the alphabet 
is just as obstruse. It is thus stated that: ‘He also made seven other 
letters gathering the remaining and letters (. . .) in the number of 
twelve.’  96   The play on the numbers seven and twelve is quite universal, 
and it is also found in Ismaili cosmological texts where a heptad is 
governing a dodecade. For instance, in the  Ris ā la  by Ab ū     Ī s ā  
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    97  See S.M. Stern, ‘The Earliest Cosmological Doctrines of Ism ā  �  ī lism’, p. 9. Note 
that although Ab ū     Ī s ā  announces twelve beings, he only names eleven.   

    98  As we can see, the terms ‘Throne’ and ‘Footstool’ do not bear the same meaning 
as in the  Kashf .   

    99  Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , ed. M. K ā mil  � usayn, in W. Ivanow, 
ed,  Collectanea: vol. 1  (Leiden, 1948), p. 189 (English trans., W. Ivanow, ‘The Book of 
Righteousness and True Guidance’, in W. Ivanow,  Studies in Early Persian Ismailism , 
(Leiden, 1948), p. 55).   

    100  J.W. Morris,  The Master and the Disciple , pp. 79–80 (Arabic: pp. 14–15). For a 
discussion of the numbers 7 and 12 in the  Ris ā la t  Ab ū   �  Ī s ā  al-Murshid , the  Ris ā la 
al-Mudhhiba  by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n and the  Kit ā b al-Fatar ā t  by Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman, see H. Halm,  Kosmologie , pp. 91–100.   

al-Murshid, the heptad of angels called  karr ū biyya  emanated from 
K ū n ī ’s light is followed in existence by a group of twelve ‘spiritual 
beings’ ( r ū  	  ā niyya ) who come from Qadar’s light. These beings serve 
as intermediaries between Qadar and the Speaking-Prophets.  97   The 
‘Precedent’ ( s ā biq ) then creates the air ( haw ā  
  ), which he names 
‘Throne’ (  � arsh ), and water, which he names ‘Footstool’ ( kurs ī  ).  98   He 
then separates the air into seven waves, corresponding to the seven 
heavens, and divides the spheres into twelve (probably the twelve signs 
of the zodiac), as a symbol of the twelve ‘spiritual beings’. 

 Other early Ismaili examples of a connection between a heptad and 
a dodecade can be provided. In the  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , 
attributed to Ibn  � awshab, the author notes that the fi rst verse of the 
Qur’an, the basmala, is formed of nineteen letters, which he divides 
into a group of seven and a group of twelve. The seven correspond to 
the seven Speaking-Prophets and the seven Imams, while the twelve 
correspond to their twelve ‘chiefs’ ( nuqab ā  
  ) or ‘proofs’ (  	 ujaj ).  99   

 In the  Kit ā b al- �  Ā lim wa’l-ghul ā m , the fi rst teaching the disciple 
receives, aft er taking the oath, concerns the creation of beings. From 
God thus successively proceed a triad, a heptad and a dodecade: the 
triad is formed by God’s will ( ir ā da ), order ( amr ) and speech ( qawl ). 
In the Qur’an, when God wants to create a thing, He only has to say to 
it: ‘Be!’, and it is:  kun fa-yak ū n . This formula has seven letters in Arabic, 
which corresponds to the seven heavens, as is also the case in as in Ab ū  
   Ī s ā  al-Murshid’s  Ris ā la . Finally, the letters composing the terms  ir ā da , 
 amr  and  qawl , are twelve, corresponding to the twelve signs of the 
zodiac.  100   These examples illustrate to what extent lettrist speculations 
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    101  See also the diagram of the ‘gnostic’ cosmology of early Ismailism provided in 
H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 116.   

in early Ismaili literature are linked to both the cosmogony and to the 
members of the Ismaili hierarchy, that is to say to both the spiritual 
and terrestrial   	 ud ū d . This does not appear so explicitly in the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf , and it is therefore useful to clarify it with parallel sources. 

 These parallels allow us to understand why the author of Treatise II 
is trying to subordinate the ‘twelve remaining letters’ to a heptad. The 
problem is that his attempt to do so is very approximate — although, 
once more, the confusion of the text may be partly due to a fl awed 
transmission. Indeed, while he announces twelve letters, he actually 
lists thirteen. The system in which one series of letter is emanated 
from another would work well if the twelve letters were divided into 
two groups of six, the second group being only the diacritical version 
of the fi rst: the  d ā l  emanates the  dh ā l  by adding a diacritic point, and 
so on for the  r ā  
   and the  z ā y , the   �  ā d  and the   �  ā d , the   �  ā  
   and the   �  ā  
  , 
the   � ayn  and the  ghayn , the  f ā  
   and the  q ā f . 

  د ر ص ط ع ف  

  ذ ز ض ظ غ ق  

 But in such a confi guration, we lose the heptad, which is key. 
Furthermore, the  k ā f  is left  out, unless it is given the place of the  f ā  
  , 
which already appeared in the fi rst group of sixteen letters. 

 If we recapitulate the data of the text, we obtain the following 
diagram (the arrows refer to the letters obtained by spelling other 
letters):  101   
  
 Group of sixteen letters: 

 (God)  ه ـ 

 (Throne)  ش  

  و   →   ن  →  (Footstool)  س  

  ل ف م ي   →  (First heptad: the Speaking-Prophets)  ا ب ت ث ج ح خ  
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    102   Kashf  II, p. 50,  §  24.   
    103  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , pp. 44–45.   
    104  S. Guyard,  Fragments relatifs  à  la doctrine des Isma é l î s  (Paris,  1874 ), fragment 

no. 2, pp. 19–26 (French trans: pp. 108–122).   
    105  Ibid., p. 24 (French trans: p. 113).   

 Group of twelve letters: 

 (Second ‘heptad’: the Imams)  د ر ص ط ع (ف) ك  

  ذ ز ض ظ غ ق  

 It should however be noted that the two heptads that respectively 
stand for the seven Speaking-Prophets and the seven Imams, according 
to the penultimate paragraph of Treatise II,  102   may be the two groups 
of letters forming the group of twelve. 

 Whatever may be the case, the confusion of the presentation seems 
due to the mixing by the author of two divergent and hardly 
reconcilable systems: a fi rst system dividing the twenty-eight letters of 
the Arabic alphabet into four heptads, and another one which divides 
them into a group of sixteen and a group of twelve. 

 At this point, the text leaves several questions unanswered: to what 
does the distribution of letters in sixteen and twelve correspond? To 
what realities do the letters obtained through spelling correspond? 
The same question goes for the second pseudo-heptad (in the group of 
twelve) of letters with diacritics. 

 In the chapter of  Kosmologie und Heilslehre der fr ü hen Ism ā  �  ī l ī ya  
where he analyses the alphabetical cosmogony Treatise II, Heinz Halm 
briefl y recalls Fragment II of an Ismaili manuscript edited and 
translated by Stanislas Guyard.  103   In this text, the twenty-eight letters 
of the alphabet are divided into four ‘weeks’, or heptads.  104   Just as in 
the  Kashf , the fi rst heptad is formed by the fi rst letters of the alphabet: 
 alif ,  b ā  
  ,  t ā  
  ,  th ā  
  ,  j ī m ,   	  ā  
  ,  kh ā  
  , which correspond to the ‘spiritual 
degrees’ ( al- 	 ud ū d al-r ū  	  ā niyya ) governing the seven planets. Then 
comes the second ‘week’, which is ‘corporeal’ ( jism ā n ī  ):  d ā l ,  r ā  
  ,  s ī n , 
  �  ā d ,   �  ā  
  ,   � ayn ,  q ā f , and which symbolises the Speaking-Prophets: ‘None 
of these [letters] has diacritics ( munaqqa �  ), except for the  q ā f ’.  105   This 
‘week’ emanates the third week, simply by adding diacritic points, each 
one corresponds to the ‘Foundation’ ( as ā s ) of the corresponding 
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    106  Ibid., p. 25 (French trans., p. 114).   
    107  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 45.   

Speaking-Prophet. The letters are thus:  dh ā l ,  zayn ,  sh ī n ,   �  ā d ,   �  ā y , 
 ghayn ,  f ā  
  . As we can see, the couple  q ā f  /  f ā  
   is an exception to the 
general rule: this is because the  q ā f  represents the Q ā  � im. The Q ā  � im 
‘will judge the corporeals ( al-jism ā niyy ī n ) in his era and age, and this 
has been given to none other than him’.  106   The exceptional role of the 
Q ā  � im, which is referred to as the  raj � a , thus explains why the rule of 
the emanation of letters is diff erent here. Finally, the last heptad 
corresponds to the hidden ( mast ū r ī n ) Imams. 

 H. Halm considers this text to be the result of a ‘secondary’ stage in 
the evolution of the doctrine in comparison to the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , as if 
the doctrine of the latter had been arranged and systematized so as to 
produce a more coherent presentation.  107   Rather, it seems that the 
inconsistency and confusion of the  Kashf  is due, as we have said, to the 
merging of two distinct systems into one, either intentionally, to 
mislead the uninitiated reader, or unintentionally, by a copyist or an 
author who did not understand his subject well. 

 In the same chapter, Halm discusses a series of other examples of 
lettrist speculations which can be compared to the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  in 
one aspect or another. He begins with an extract from a work of 
al-Daylam ī , a 14th-century Zaydi author, who quotes Ismaili texts. He 
continues with the pre-cabbalistic speculations of the Sefer Ye �  ī r ā h, the 
speculations of Mark the Gnostic, and the refl ection on the letters and 
the language in the  Kit ā b al-Z ī na  by the Ismaili philosopher Ab ū   �  ā tim 
al-R ā z ī . I refer the reader to Halm’s book. As Halm acknowledges, not 
all the texts he mentions contribute to clarify the  Kashf , but they are 
useful inasmuch as they show that several characteristics of the latter’s 
lettrism are found elsewhere, the  Kashf  being apparently the only text 
to gather them all. These essential features are the following: 

  — the cosmological role of the alphabet; 
 — a cosmology in three stages: the Throne, the Footstool and the 

alphabet; 
 — the spiritual fl ow that goes through all these hypostases and creates 

them (the  j ā r ī  ); 
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    108   Kashf  II, p. 48,  §  22.   
    109  Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 131.     

 — the division of the alphabet into heptads; 
 — the notion of       a heptad governing a dodecade; 
 — the technique of spelling out the names of letters; 
 — the method of emanating letters with diacritics from those without 

diacritics; 
 — the correspondence between letters and ranks of the  da � wa .  

 Regarding the latter point, Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n provides additional 
elements. We have seen that in his quotation from Treatise II, he 
identifi ed the Throne with Mu�ammad and the Footstool with   Al ī . 
No doubt deeming the alphabetical cosmogony of the  Kashf  too 
confused, he interrupts his quotation with the sentence: ‘When the 
axis had fl owed unto the Gate of the Footstool, God made it into 
twenty-eight letters’,  108   without entering into the detail of these; 
therefore, he neither refers to the heptads, nor to the diacritic points 
and the spelling of the names of the letters. Instead, he recalls that 
Mu�ammad and   Al ī  correspond respectively to the esoteric and 
exoteric thresholds of the Throne, and continues: 

  When His axis proceeded to (from?) the Law ( shar ī  � a ) up to the 
threshold of the Footstool, that is to say to   Al ī , He made twenty-
eight letters, that is to say that he established twenty-eight ranks 
(  	 add ). Twelve of them are exoteric (  �  ā hira ) — six emigrants and 
six auxiliaries, who committed no mistake and were not misled 
with the misled — and sixteen are hidden ( makt ū m ī n ) ranks, like 
F ā  
 ima,  � asan,  � usain, and like Mu�ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr, of 
whom the Prince of the Believers   Al ī , said: ‘As for Mu�ammad, 
he was a son to me.’  109    

 This constitutes another possible interpretation of the symbolism of 
the letters of the alphabet, and in any case confi rms that they were put 
in correspondence with the members of the terrestrial hierarchy, that 
is to say of the  da � wa . Another noteworthy point is the division of the 
twenty-eight   	 ud ū d  into a group of twelve, and a group of sixteen, just 
like in Treatise II. 
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 While, because of its confusion, it is not possible to fully analyse the 
alphabetical cosmogony of Treatise II, it is however possible to identify 
here some essential features which make the  Kashf  a unique example 
of an otherwise widespread practice of lettrism in the Islamic world.  

   Conclusion  

 This treatise, despite its brevity, is extremely dense. Although the text 
clearly suff ers from a fl awed transmission, contributing to the confusion 
of several passages, it has an overall coherence. This latter is, however, 
slightly scrambled by a multiplicity of layers. Indeed, as the treatise is 
composed for a large part from   	 ad ī th s also found in Twelver Shi  i 
compilations, it appears to be dedicated to the affi  rmation of the divine 
transcendence ( taw 	  ī d ) as well as the refutation of anthropomorphism 
— since, as we have seen, the speculations on the Throne and the 
Footstool are directly connected to the debates on anthropomorphism. 
Yet, the reason why these two   	 ad ī th s were included in Treatise II goes 
beyond the intentions which led al-Kulayn ī  and Ibn B ā bawayh to 
preserve and transmit them. It is in fact the third part of Treatise II, the 
one that is original, which provides the true intentions of the text. The 
objective of the treatise is to sketch a cosmology which clearly echoes 
the Ismaili speculations on the Intellect and the Soul or the ‘Precedent’ 
( s ā biq ) and the ‘Follower’ ( al-t ā l ī  ). It is therefore all the more interesting 
that the author of Treatise II mobilized the two abovementioned 
  	 ad ī th s to support an Ismaili cosmology. 

 Yet, while the similarities with, for instance, al-Sijist ā n ī ’s cosmological 
system are striking, the diff erences are not negligeable. How are we to 
understand this proximity of the two systems? Should it be interpreted 
as a dialogue between the cosmological systems of the Western and the 
Eastern  da � wa s? In other words, is the diff erence between the cosmology 
of the  Kashf  and that of al-Sijist ā n ī  just an insignifi cant variation due to 
the independence that the Ismaili missionaries had so long as they 
conformed to a general model? Or is it an attempt to produce a rival 
system, overall similar but free from Neoplatonic vocabulary and 
exclusively based on Shi  i sources? In the absence of better manuscripts 
which might help elucidating these questions by providing a less 
confused text, we can only note the clear resonances between Treatise II 
and what is known from the Ismaili cosmology based on other sources.     
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               Treatise III Commentary        

  Following the general pattern of the  Kashf , the argument of Treatise 
III does not unfold straightforwardly. As in Treatise I, the various 
textual units of which it is composed are not formally connected to 
each other. It is only in examining the themes of the text that a certain 
unity of discourse emerges. These themes are distinctly Fatimid, once 
we go beyond broadly Shi  i appearances. The text thus mainly deals 
with the  da � wa  and its enemies (hence the strong presence of   Al ī ’s 
enemies, implicit archetypes of the enemies of the  da � wa ) and the 
return of the Resurrector. Approximately in the middle of the treatise, 
a key passage on Salm ā n seems to justify a religious reform that is 
probably the one carried out by   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī . The structure of 
the text is quite easily legible, although it contains neither an 
introduction, nor a conclusion. It can roughly be analysed as follows: 

   1) The  da � wa . 

   [ §  1–2]  Exegesis of verses dealing with the theme of God’s ‘houses’ 
  [ §  §  3–9]  Exegesis of Q. 107 
  [ §  §  10–26]  Exegesis of Q. 89 
  [ §  §  27–32]  Exegesis of Q. 17:50–52; 17:71   

  2) The Imam and his Proofs:   Al ī , al-Miqd ā d, Ab ū  Dharr and Salm ā n. 

   [ §  33]  The Praise is to obey both Mu � ammad and   Al ī : exegesis of 
Q. 10:10 

  [ §  34]  The Imam as a shade shelter: exegesis of Q. 25:45–46 
  [ §  §  35–39]  The three-branched shade: al-Miqd ā d, Ab ū  Dharr and 

Salm ā n. 
  [ §  §  40–41]  Salm ā n 
  [ §  42]  Exegesis of Q. 25:45–46 continued   
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  3)  Raj � a  and retribution 

   [ §  43]  Exegesis of Q. 19:96–97   

  4)  [ §   44]  Inserted passage: Moses and Aaron: exegesis of 
Q. 20:25–31  

  5)  Raj � a  and retribution (continued) 

   [ §  §   45–53]  The Summoners and the  raj � a : exegesis of 
Q. 20:108–112 

  [ §  §  54–64]  Exegesis of Q. 20:124–131; 20:135 
  [ §  §  65–68]  Ab ū  Bakr: exegesis of verses from Q. 21 
  [ §  §  69–73]  Exegesis of verses from Q. 22   

  6)  [ §  §  74–75]  Additional paragraphs on the  raj � a  and the enemies of 
  Al ī   

  7)  [ §  75]  Conclusion    
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   Treatise III Translation  

 In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate 
 [God’s mosques and houses] 

  1.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — says in the fi rmness of His 
Book:  ‘ The mosques belong to God, so do not call (l ā  tad �  ū ), along with 
God, upon anyone’  [Q.  72:18]. The mosques are the Imams and the 
Speaking-Prophets — may God’s blessings be upon them all. It is not 
permissible for anyone to claim ( yadda �  ī  ) their sacred station. God has 
ordered that their Summons be answered and their Order received; 
[He has ordered] to hold fast to their obedience, and that no rivals or 
equals are invoked ( yud �  ā  ) along with God, because God does not 
accept this, nor does He order it. Rather, the Summons of the Speaking-
Prophets — may God’s blessings be upon them — is toward God — 
He is Sublime and High — and this is the meaning of His word:  ‘Only 
those who believe in God and the Last Day shall inhabit God’s mosques’  
[Q. 9:18], that is, the Speaking-Resurrector ( al-n ā  � iq al-q ā  
 im ) — may 
God’s blessings be upon him. He means that only those who accept 
and hear [the Resurrector] in regard to this Summons, and who 
respond by hastening to his mosque ( labb ā  masjidahu ), shall be 
illuminated by the light of wisdom <and be guided>  1  . He is the 
Speaking-Prophet of the Age, who summons to God, and is known as 
the Last Day — may his peace be upon us. 

  2.   ‘In houses God has permitted   [52]   to be erected,   and His Name to 
be remembered therein; therein is He praised in the mornings and the 
evenings by men whom neither commerce nor traffi  cking diverts from the 

      1  Missing from ms. A.   
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    2  Cf. the exegesis of Q.  24:36 in  Kashf  V, pp. 104–107,  §  §   27–29. See also 
occurrences of this verse in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS 
MS. 734, ff . 89–90; idem,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 200.   

    3  Qualifying the Imams as ‘mines’ or ‘sources’ of knowledge is a classical feature 
of the Shi  i lexicon. See e.g. al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t , pp. 123–126; 
al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  k. al- 	 ujja, b ā b anna al-a 
 imma ma � din al- � ilm wa-shajarat 
al-nubuwwa . . .,  vol. 1, p. 221, no.1–3. For other occurrences of  ma � din , see index s.v.   

remembrance of God’  [Q.  24:36–37].  2   The ‘Houses’ are those who 
manifest God’s judgment and fi rmly stand by His Laws, and they are 
the Proofs — peace be upon them. They are the ‘permitted Houses’ 
which have been ordered to be raised above fi lth and impurities 
( al-arj ā s wa’l-anj ā s ). It is a duty for the believers to know them, to 
glorify what God has glorifi ed — may He be exalted — to comply with 
their orders and prohibitions, to approach them with love, to accept 
what they say and hear what they order. It is through these Houses 
that God is known — may He be praised. His most glorious Name, if 
one asks [for something using] it, he will receive, if one invokes it, he 
will be answered. ‘ He is praised in the mornings and the evenings by 
men ’ [Q. 24:36–37] refers to the night and the day, two realities ( b ā b ā n ) 
indicating these Houses. ‘Praise’, in the esoteric order, is the knowledge 
of the Truth in every era and every age through the Imam — peace be 
upon him. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 107] 

  3.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — says:  ‘Have you seen the one 
who denies religion?’  [Q.  107:1]. God gives him as an example to 
the people who know. Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said: ‘ The 
decree and the esoteric knowledge belong to the Master of the source 
( ma � din ).’  3    ‘Have you seen the one who   [53]   denies religion? That is who 
repels the orphan’  [Q. 107–74]. This means that the one who denies 
religion is the one who repels the Imam from his sacred station, 
because the Imam is the pillar ( qaw ā m ) of religion and of the believers’ 
worship. There is no Imam but the one chosen by God for His religion 
and as a guidance to His Order. The apparent ( f ī ’l- �  ā hir ) meaning of 
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‘to repel’  (yadu �  � u)  is ‘to push away’ the orphan, as in God’s saying — 
He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘ The day they shall be repelled (yuda �  �  ū n)  
 into the Fire of Gehenna’  [Q. 52:13]. 

  4.  The Imam is named ‘the orphan’ ( yat ī m ) because his father has 
disappeared ( gh ā ba ), as has the father of the Imam who established 
him ( aq ā mahu ). The Imam does not become an Imam and is not 
named aft er the Imamate until the Imam who transmitted the Imamate 
to him ( af �  ā  ilayhi bi’l-imāma ) has disappeared and he becomes the 
Imam in his era. Whichever one of them is [the Imam] in his era is the 
one who receives the name ‘orphan’. 

  5.  When the people of the exoteric [religion] speak about ‘the 
orphan pearl’ ( al-durra al-yat ī ma ), they mean that it is peerless, that 
there is no better pearl than it. So is the Imam: he is peerless and there 
is no one in his era better than him. 

  6.   ‘ The one who denies religion’  [Q. 107:1] of which God — may 
He be exalted — has perfected both exoteric and esoteric aspects, is 
the one who pushes the orphan away; namely the sacred station of the 
Imam through whom God establishes the esoteric aspect of religion, 
the exoteric aspect of which was established by the Messenger. The 
one who denies the Imam and the esoteric aspect of religion is ‘the one 
who denies religion’. This applies to the iniquitous who, aft er the 
Messenger[’s death] — may God bless him and his family —  [54]  
pushed   Al ī  — when he was the Imam — away from the sacred station 
of the Imamate in which the Messenger had established him. They 
then claimed the Imamate for themselves, by iniquity and enmity — 
God  ‘loves not the aggressors (al-mu � tad ī n)’  [Q. 2:190]. 

  7.  He then says:  ‘And urges not the feeding of the poor  [Q. 107:3]. 
The ‘poor’ ( misk ī n ) is one of the names of the Proof, because, from one 
viewpoint, the believers take refuge ( yaskun ) with him in search of the 
esoteric knowledge. From another viewpoint, [the Proof] is poor and 
needs ( misk ī n faq ī r ) the Imam to provide ( yamuddahu ) him the 
esoteric knowledge the latter established within the former. The food 
is the knowledge he acquires from him. This means that the one who 
denies religion does not urge the seeking of the esoteric knowledge 
possessed by the Proof.   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — peace be upon him — was 
Mu � ammad’s Proof, and an Imam to his community aft er 
[Mu � ammad’s death]. With   Al ī  is the esoteric aspect of Mu � ammad’s 
religion ( b ā  � in d ī n mu 	 ammad ), just as with every Proof is the esoteric 
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    5  That is: they pray in public thereby hypocritically displaying their faith.   
    6  Same expression in  Kashf  I, p. 9,  §  17; V, p. 99,  § 18; p. 122,  §  55.   

aspect of the knowledge of the Imam of his age. Such is God’s tradition 
and the organization of His religion. 

  8.  God — may He be exalted — then says:  ‘Woe to those who pray, 
and are heedless of their prayers’  [Q. 107:4–5]. He means the iniquitous. 
He says ‘Woe to them’ because they pray the exoteric prayer, and yet 
are heedless of the esoteric prayer, of the guardian who has it in charge 
( wal ī  al-amr f ī h ā  ), as well as the whole of religion. They are the ones of 
whom God — He is Mighty and Sublime — says:  ‘ Their deeds have 
failed, and on the Day of Resurrection We shall not assign to them any 
weight’  [Q. 18:105]. As for prayer itself, it is similar to the wellspring of 
pure drinking water ( al- � ayn al-ma �  ī n mashrabih ā  )  4   that is not altered 
by the ages. It is the Summons to the Master of Truth in every era and 
every age — may God bless him  [55]  and his family. 

  9.  He then says — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Those who make 
display, and yet refuse charity’  [Q. 107:6–7]. This refers to the iniquitous 
and their followers who display in front of the people their apparent 
worshipping, abandon their [impious] speech in public and come to 
bowing and prostration.  5   And yet they refuse charity, which God 
made a duty: [and they refuse] obedience to the Master of Truth, who 
is the Imam of the community, acknowledgment of his right, following 
the tradition God and His Messenger have traced [by following him]. 
He is the Prince of the Believers,   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — peace be upon 
him — and every Imam of his progeny in every era and every age. 
Whoever follows the iniquitous, does not give the right to whom it 
belongs, and does not grab God’s  ‘handhold’  [Q. 2:256] and His  ‘cable’  
[Q. 3:103],  6   is among those  ‘who make display, and yet refuse charity’ . 
This is the explanation of  ‘Have you seen the one who denies religion? 
etc.’  [Q. 107:1]. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 89] 

  10.  God says:  ‘By the dawn’  [Q. 89:1]. Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon 
him — says the dawn is Mu � ammad — may God’s blessing and peace 
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    7  See above  Kashf  I, pp. 10–11,  §   21, where the same Qur’anic people and 
characters mentioned here and in the following pages are identifi ed with the same 
protagonists of the beginnings of Islam.   

be upon him.  ‘And ten nights’  [Q. 89:2] means the Prince of the Believers 
— peace be upon him.  ‘And the even and the odd’  [Q.  89:3] means 
 � asan and  � usayn.  ‘And the night when it passes away’  [Q. 89:4] means 
F ā  
 ima al-Zahr ā  �  — peace be upon her.  ‘Is there in that an oath for a 
mindful one?’  [Q. 89:5]: He means: ‘ There is no oath more noble than 
the one I have just sworn.’  ‘Is there in that an oath for a mindful one?’  
means ‘Is the exoteric aspect of these words an oath for someone of 
intellect and reason who understands what I have sworn?’ 

  11.  Do not examine whatever you consider without the Truth, do 
not follow the path of [other] sects ( madh ā hib ),  [56]  so that you may 
abandon falsehoods and not follow any other path or way than that of 
rectitude. Otherwise, you will perish with those who perish, your 
deeds will be frustrated, and you will be among the losers. Whoever 
knows what God has sworn upon will be guided: it is on the Five 
Eminences ( al-khamsa al-a � l ā m ) that a  q ā  
 im  points and indicates in 
every era and every age. 

  12.   ‘Have you not seen how your Lord did with  �  Ā d, Iram of the 
pillars?’  [Q. 89:6–7].    Ā d refers here to  Ab ū  Bakr the accursed   7   because 
he returned (  �  ā da ) to the lying and the iniquity he had begun with 
[before converting to Islam]. He then claimed ( idda �  ā  ) what he had no 
right to claim. God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘Even if they 
were brought back, they would return unto that which they are forbidden. 
They are truly liars’  [Q. 6:28]. Such is the one who returns ( al- �  ā  
 id ) to 
denial and rejection [of the truth], to ignorance aft er knowledge, to 
rebellion aft er obedience.  ‘Iram of the pillars ’: the meaning of this is 
in what precedes:  ‘with  �  Ā d’ . [On the one hand], whoever says ‘he 
returned’ (  �  ā da ) means ‘he came back’ ( raja � a ), and [ ‘ �  Ā d’ ] is thus the 
one who returns ( al- �  ā  
 id ). [But on the other hand], the  d ā l  in  ‘ �  Ā d’  is 
lowered [i.e. vocalized in the indirect case]: the meaning is therefore 
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    8  Instead of reading    Ā d as a proper noun, in accordance with the usual 
understanding of this verse, the author refers it to two diff erent roots: the root   � -w-d , 
which implies the notion of return, that the root   � -d-w , from which stems the word 
  � aduww , ‘enemy’. The latter interpretation is made possible by the vocalization of the 
 d ā l  in   �  ā d  with an indirect case ‘- in ’; the author thus reads   �  ā din  as if it were the active 
participle of the verb   � ad ā  , ‘to oppose’, ‘to transgress’ or ‘to bypass’. In fact, this 
vocalization in the Qur’an is merely due to the fact that   �  ā d  is preceded by the 
preposition  bi- , which is followed by an indirect case. For the present interpretation to 
be grammatically correct, the  d ā l  should have been vocalized with a simple  kasra , 
rather that a  tanw ī n .   

    9  This idiomatic expression is usually thus translated, but this might also be a pun 
with the word   �  ū r , ‘mount’ or ‘mountain’, a Qur’anic term (Q. 52:1) identifi ed with the 
Speaking-Prophet; see  Kashf  I, p. 10,  §  20. This would mean that Ab ū  Bakr ‘opposed’, 
or ‘transgressed’, his Speaking-Prophet, that is, Mu � ammad, by refusing to 
acknowledge   Al ī ’s position.   

    10  See  Kashf  I, p. 10,  §  21.   

‘enemy’ ( mu �  ā din ).  8   The enemy ( mu �  ā d ī  ) is the iniquitous, and the 
transgressor ( al- �  ā d ī  ) is the one who crosses (  � ad ā  ) something and 
bypasses it towards something else.  ‘Iram of the pillars, the like of which 
was never created among the lands (bil ā d)’  [Q. 89:7–8], that is, among 
the Proofs. He is the pillar (  � im ā d ) of religion. His words  [57]  — He is 
Mighty and Sublime: ‘  �  Ā d, Iram of the pillars, the like of which was never 
created among the lands’  [Q.  89:6–8] designates   Al ī  b. Ab ī   � alib — 
peace upon him; he is the one the like of whom was never created 
among the Proofs, and he is the pillar of religion. His words — He is 
Mighty and Sublime:  ‘ �  Ā d Iram of the pillars’  mean the one who crossed 
(  � ad ā  )   Al ī , bypassed him, was overweening toward him and refused to 
obey him. He did not place him where God had placed him, [that is,] 
as an intermediary ( w ā si � a ) between His worshippers and Him. This 
iniquitous, the First of iniquity, transgressed his limits (  � ad ā   �  ū rahu ),  9   
rebelled against the holder of authority ( wal ī  al-amr ), and transgressed 
his sacred station (  � ad ā   � al ā  maq ā mihi ). 

  13.   ‘And Tham ū d, who hewed (j ā b ū ) the rocks in the valley’  [Q. 89:9]. 
By Tham ū d, he means    Umar  —  may God curse him .  10   And God’s 
words:  ‘ They hewed the rocks in the valley’  mean that they cut them, 
because ‘to hew’ ( al-jawb ), in the language of the Arabs, is ‘to cut’ 
( al-qat �  ). It is said: ‘he hewed something’ when he cut it. So, this Second 
iniquitous and those who followed him have cut off  the Proofs from 
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    11  See  Kashf  I, p. 25,  §  54; VI, pp. 169–171,  §  §  27–30, and related footnotes, where 
the mountains are identifi ed with the Summoners or the Proofs. See also Ibn  � awshab, 
 Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , p. 209 (English trans., p. 78), where, within a similar 
interpretation of Q. 89:6–12, we fi nd the following hermeneutical key: ‘Rocks, in the 
esoteric [sense], are the Proofs, because rocks come from mountains, and the 
mountains are the Proofs’.   

    12  A companion of the Prophet, he conquered Egypt where he founded the city of 
Fus 
  ā  
 . Among the important traits that made him an enemy of the Shi  a is his siding 
with Mu   ā wiya in the confl ict that set him against   Al ī . He is also credited with the ruse 
of placing Qur’an leaves on the spears of his troops’ spears at the battle of  � iff  ī n. He 
also governed Egypt on behalf of Mu   ā wiya aft er removing   Al ī ’s governor, Mu � ammad 
b. Ab ī  Bakr, and torturing him to death; see A.J. Wensinck, ‘  Amr b. al-   Ā  � ’,  EI2 ; 
K.M.G. Keshk, ‘  Amr b. al-   Ā  � ’,  EI3 .   

    13  On this reference to past communities, see  Kashf  I, p. 10,  §  23, and commentary 
of  Kashf  I, pp. 144–147, and 147–154.   

establishing God’s Order ( min iq ā mat amr All ā h ). For the rocks, on 
the earth are analogous to the Proofs.  11   The valleys are the water 
course ( majr ā  al-m ā  
  ), and the Proofs are the courses of God’s Order. 
So He says that they cut the Proofs from [God’s Order] by cutting off  
the sacred station of the Master of the Truth (  �  ā  	 ib al- 	 aqq ); it is from 
his hands that streams the stream of God’s Order, as well as the 
knowledge of His religion and His wisdom — may God bless him — 
and he is   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib. [God] designated him by mentioning the 
valley — such is his sacred station. 

  14.  The meaning of His words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And 
Pharaoh, lord of stakes’  [Q. 89:10], here, is    Uthm ā n  —  may God curse 
him  — because he behaved with pride ( tafar � ana ) toward  [58]  God’s 
Friends ( awliy ā  
  ), acted like a king, and claimed the veil (  	 ij ā b ) for 
himself, thus likening himself to his brethren H ā m ā n, Pharaoh and 
Corah. 

  15.   ‘Those who were insolent in the lands, and worked much 
corruption therein, your Lord unloosed on them the scourge of 
chastisement’  [Q. 89:11–13]. He means by this  Mu   ā wiya , his companion 
   Amr b. al-   Ā  �  ,  12   those who follow them and those [who fought at the 
Battle] of the Camel. He named them with the names of the past 
communities, because they acted and deviated as they did, and 
transgressed as they did.  13   The ‘scourge of chastisement’ is the sword 
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    14  The mss. read ‘Nufayl b. Shu  ba’, otherwise unknown. The text is corrupted 
here; there is probably a confusion between two characters in the list, since it mentions 
al-Mugh ī ra, who must be al-Mugh ī ra b. Shu  ba.   

    15  A general from the early Islamic conquests, he fought against the Prophet before 
converting to Islam. He was one of Ab ū  Bakr’s trusted men, which explains the 
hostility of the Shi  a towards him; see P. Crone, ‘ Kh  ā lid b. al-Wal ī d’,  EI2 .   

    16  A Companion of the Prophet who he fought the  ridda  wars. He seems to have 
been close to Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar.   

that the Prince of the Believers unsheathed ( a � hara ) — peace be upon 
him — and with which he killed the people of [the battle of] the Camel, 
annihilated their might and killed their tyrants.  ‘Surely your Lord is 
ever on the watch’  [Q. 89:14]: this means that He watches the actions of 
the worshippers, punishing the iniquitous of the later [people] like He 
punished the iniquitous of the earlier [people]. 

  16.   ‘As for man, when his Lord tries him by honouring him and is 
gracious onto him, then he says: “My Lord has honoured me.” ’  [Q. 89:15]. 
These are the words of Mu � ammad — may God bless him — 
acknowledging the blessings of his Creator who honoured him with 
his revelation (wa	ī) and his message.  ‘But when he tries him by 
straitening his provision, then he says: “My Lord has despised me” ’  
[Q. 89:16]. This refers to  Ab ū  Bakr  —  may God curse him  — because 
he is the man specifi cally blamed with the words: ‘by straitening his 
provision’, that is, for desiring the sacred station of the Prince of the 
Believers   Al ī  — may God’s blessings be upon him. He had been 
ordered to listen to the wisdom of God from him and to make himself 
closer to God by obeying him, but he was too proud  [59]  and said:  ‘My 
Lord (rabb) has despised me’ , that is that the Messenger of God — may 
God bless him — scorned him by preferring his cousin. The Messenger 
is the master of the aff air (  �  ā  	 ib amr ) of the Muslims, and so he is their 
lord ( rabb ) in the language of the Arabs. He is the lord of every Muslim, 
that is, his master ( sayyid ), the Master of his aff air (  �  ā  	 ib amrihi ) and 
the Master of the grace ( al-ni � ma ) he receives. 

  17.   ‘Nay! But you honour not the orphan’  [Q. 89:17]: this phrase is 
directed to  Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar  — that is, Zufar —, as well as <. . .>  14  , 
Kh ā lid b. al-Wal ī d,  15   S ā lim, the slave of Ab ū   � udhayfa,  16      Uthm ā n, 
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    17  A Companion of the Prophet, he stayed close to the circles of power aft er his 
death. Mu   ā wiya appointed him governor of K ū fa, ‘a region disturbed by the intrigues 
of the  Sh  ī   a and the continual risings of the  Kh  ā ri dj  ī s’; see H. Lammens, ‘al-Mu gh  ī ra 
b.  Sh u  ba’,  EI2 .   

    18  While the Qur’anic verse means that the poor is not fed, the interpretation 
provided here understands the genitive in the opposite way: the feeding (  � a �  ā m ) is not 
what is given to the  misk ī n , but what the latter provides.   

    19  This is an attempt to establish an analogy between the Proof of the Speaking-
Prophet ( n ā  � iq ) Mu � ammad and the Proof of the Imam — that is, in early Fatimid 
times, the appointed successor of the Imam. On this meaning of ‘Proof’, see discussion 
in commentary of  Kashf  V, pp. 395–408.   

Mu   ā wiya ,    Amr b. al-   Ā  �  and al-Mugh ī ra  [b. Shu  ba].  17   Those are the 
ones who denied the orphan’s right, that is, the Imam’s — may God 
bless him and his family. They did not obey God regarding the honour 
He bestowed upon him, that is, the sacred station of the Imamate, as 
well as the Legacy and the succession ( khil ā fa ) of the Messenger: they 
did not honour the one that God — may He be exalted — had 
honoured. The Imam is   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, the Legatee of God’s 
Messenger — may God bless him and his family. 

  18.  The meaning of His words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And 
you urge not on the feeding of the poor ( � a �  ā m al-misk ī n)’  [Q. 89:18]. 
They are those who were previously mentioned by name and their 
notables. They do not urge the people on the feeding of the poor. 
‘Poor’ is a name for the Proof, while ‘feeding’ is the knowledge of the 
esoteric, and the Proof is the Master of the esoteric (  �  ā  	 ib al-b ā  � in ); 
therefore, they do not urge to feed the Proof, which is exegesis 
( ta 
 w ī l ).  18   By this Mu � ammad — may God bless him — indicated   Al ī , 
who was his Proof in his era. And the Proof of a given Imam is the 
Master of exegesis (  �  ā  	 ib al-ta 
 w ī l ) in his era.  19   The Proof is named 
 [60]  the ‘poor’ ( misk ī n ) because the souls fi nd peace ( taskun ) in his 
knowledge. This is also because his sacred station is the refuge of the 
believers, and ‘refuge’ ( ma 
 w ā  ) is the abode ( maskan ). Also, [the Proof] 
has tranquillity ( al-sakīna ), eminence and graciousness. [In addition, 
the Proof] relies upon the Imam ( misk ī n il ā  al-Imam ) for the principles 
( qaw ā  � id ) of his knowledge that [the Imam] provides him ( yamudduhu ) 
with God’s divine assistance ( ta 
 y ī d ) — He is Mighty and Sublime. 
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    20  This is an allusion to F ā  
 ima, the daughter of the Prophet and wife of   Al ī . Fadak 
was an oasis pacifi cally conquered by the Muslims which belonged to the Prophet. 
Upon the Prophet’s death, F ā  
 ima claimed it as part of her inheritance but Ab ū  Bakr 
refused to grant her request, attributing to the Prophet the statement that ‘prophets do 
not leave inheritance’ (see below, p. 308, where this   	 ad ī th  is quoted). Aft er that, 
F ā  
 ima did not speak with Ab ū  Bakr until her death. See e.g. Bukh ā r ī ,   � a 	  ī  	  ,  k. far �  
al-khums ,  b ā b  1, no. 3092, 3093, vol. 2, p. 386;  k. al-magh ā z ī  ,  b ā b  14, no. 4035–4036, 
vol. 3, p. 99;  k. al-magh ā z ī  ,  b ā b  38, no. 4240–4241, vol. 3, pp. 142–143. See also L. 
Veccia Vaglieri, ‘Fadak’,  EI2 ; H. Munt, ‘Fadak’,  EI3 ; W. Madelung,  The Succession to 
Mu 	 ammad , index  s.v.  Fadak. This episode is also mentioned in  Kashf  V, p. 125,  §  59.   

    21  Allusion to Q.  47:22:  ‘Would you then, if you were given the command, work 
corruption in the land and sever your ties of kinship (tuqa �  � i �  ū  ar 	  ā makum)?’    

    22  This is the   	 ad ī th  Ab ū  Bakr claimed to have heard from the Prophet Mu � ammad 
to motivate his refusal to grant Fadak to F ā  
 ima; see L. Veccia Vaglieri, ‘Fadak’,  EI2 ; W. 
Madelung,  The Succession to Mu 	 ammad , pp. 50 ff . On the highly symbolic matter of 
Mu � ammad’s inheritance, see also ibid., pp. 360–363.   

  19.  And God — may He be exalted — said:  ‘And you devour the 
inheritance entirely, and love wealth with an ardent love’  [Q. 89:19–20]. 
This refers to the notables of a certain people —  may God curse them  
— because they devoured the Lady’s ( al-sayyida ) inheritance — peace 
be upon her — and deprived her of  Fadak .  20   In the exoteric realm, 
they regarded it as permissible to severe the ties of kinship ( qa �  ī  � at 
al-ra 	 m ).  21   In the esoteric realm, they dashed to the position ( mak ā n ) 
she was assigned by God, and they usurped it by force. ‘ Entirely’  means 
that their devouring encompasses and comprises everything, because 
the iniquitous deprived F ā  
 ima — may God’s blessings be upon her 
— of her entire inheritance, both religious and worldly ( f ī ’l-d ī n wa’l-
duny ā  ). They said: ‘ The Prophets do not leave an inheritance’,  22   even 
though God — He is Mighty and Sublime — has said:  ‘Solomon 
inherited from David’  [Q.  27:16], and, reporting Zachariah’s words: 
 ‘Give me from Thee a heir (wal ī ) who will inherit from me and from the 
family of Jacob’  [Q. 19:5–6]. These iniquitous [people] thus opposed 
the words of God — He is Mighty and Sublime — and His tradition 
( sunna ) regarding His prophets.  ‘Is not   God’s curse is upon the iniquitous’  
[Q. 11:18] from the fi rst generations to the last. They also deprived her 
of her religious inheritance of the Imamate, which God allocated to 
her and her progeny until the Hour comes. Because of this, this 
description and these words are applied to them. 
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    23  On this hermeneutical equivalence, see also  Kashf  III, p. 85,  §  76; V, p. 101,  §  22; 
p. 155,  §  106.   

    24  Members of the  da � wa  are sometimes referred to as angels; see also  Kashf  V, p. 
154,  §   104, where the Summoners are designated as ‘venerable Angels’. In other 
sources, the angels are identifi ed with the Proofs or various other ranks of the  da � wa ; 
see e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , pp. 34, 38, 40; idem, 
 Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , pp. 91, 103; Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , p. 206 (English 
trans., p. 74), where the reason for this identifi cation is that the Imams have ‘given’ or 
‘entrusted’ ( mallaka ) the ‘knowledge of religion and guidance’ to the Proofs.   

    25  The text seems to present two meanings for the word ‘angel’. The fi rst one, 
which identifi es the angels with members of the  da � wa , would be the ‘classical’ Ismaili 
interpretation; see previous footnote. The second meaning seems to be a 
reinterpretation of the term in order for it to fi t the requirements of the context of 
composition of  Kashf  III.   

  20.  Then, God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘Nay! When 
the earth is ground to powder,   [61]   and your Lord comes, and the angels 
rank on rank’  [Q. 89:21–22]. By ‘earth’, he means the Proof  23   — may 
God’s blessings be upon him —, as well as his manifestation (  � uh ū r ), 
his rising ( qiy ā m ) and his spreading ( inbis ā  �  ) back from his withdrawal 
( munqaba �  ).  ‘When your Lord comes’ : by this, He means the Resurrector 
( q ā  
 im ) — may God’s blessings be upon him — the Master of the age. 
The ‘angels’ are his friends, his auxiliaries and the people of his 
Summons.  24   [In this case, however],  25   this speech applies to a specifi c 
angel, that is, the one who will hold up the sword ( yaq ū m bi’l-sayf  ) 
before the Master of the age, because His words — He is Mighty and 
Sublime: ‘ the angels rank on rank ’ mean that the Imam will send before 
him someone who will hold up the sword and warn people about his 
power and the scourge of his chastisement. He will then come in 
person, aft er the earth has been prepared and arranged for him — may 
God bless him and his family. This means that God will send the Imam 
who bears the sword ( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ), and that he will warn the 
peoples, one aft er the another, with his tongue and sword.  ‘Upon that 
day, Gehenna is brought out’  [Q.  89:23]: ‘Gehenna’, here, means the 
Speaking-Prophet who will appear with the sword ( ya � har bi’l-sayf  ) 
and their sentencing to death, which means [their doom in] Gehenna. 

  21.   ‘Upon that day, man will remember, but how will remembrance 
profi t him?’  [Q. 89:23]. By this blamed man, He refers to  Ab ū  Bakr  —  may 
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    26  In the Qur’an, this speech is attributed to Satan who thus puts the blame on 
those who listened to him.   

    27  See al-Qumm ī ,  Tafs ī r , ed.  � . al-M ū saw ī  al-Jaz ā  � ir ī , vol. 2, p. 421; ed. Mu � assasat 
al-Mahd ī  vol. 3, p. 1156, where Q. 89:25–26 is interpreted as referring to  ful ā n  or to 
‘the Second’.   

    28    Umar.   
    29  Derogatory nickname of   Uthm ā n in Shi  i literature. On the meaning of the 

term (either ‘old fool’ or ‘long-bearded’), see M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , 
p. 117 and p. 117, n. 115.   

God curse him  —, who, on that day, will remember how he opposed the 
Prince of the Believers — peace be upon him. It thus means  Ab ū  Bakr  
and those whose station and state are similar to his and who believe in 
his lie. He and the people of his era will remember on the day of 
Resurrection  [62]  and Return. Whoever is similar to him will remember 
on the manifestation of the Resurrector (  � uh ū r al-q ā  
 im ) — peace be 
upon him. He will blame his followers, and they will blame him, and he 
will tell them:  ‘I had no power over you save that I summoned you and you 
listened to me. So do not blame me, but blame yourselves. I cannot listen to 
your cries, and you cannot listen to mine. I reject what you have associated 
me with [i.e. God]’  [Q. 14:22].  26   

  22.  Aft er the words: ‘ Upon that day, man will remember, but how 
will remembrance profi t him?’  [Q. 89:23], [God] — He is Mighty and 
Sublime — adds:  ‘He will say: “O would that I have forwarded for my 
life!” ’  [Q. 89:24]. He means that his life and the life of all creation lies in 
the knowledge of the Prince of the Believers — peace be upon him. 
Then He says:  ‘Upon that day, non shall punish as He punishes, none 
shall bind as He binds’  [Q. 89:25–26]. This description and this speech 
apply to him,  27   as well as his accomplice  28   because the latter misled 
him and drove him astray. This also applies to Na  thal  29   who assisted 
them, accepted what they claimed and turned away from the Order as 
they did. Each of them is a Satan. 

  23.  Then, God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘O soul at 
peace, return unto your Lord, well-pleased, well-pleasing’  [Q. 89:27–28]. 
This is the soul ( nafs ) of the Prophet — may God bless him — because 
it is from the Spirit of God and will return to the source ( ma � din ) from 
whence it came. It has another meaning on the esoteric level:  ‘O soul at 
peace, return’  refers to the soul of the believer which comes from the 
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    30  This verse is quoted and commented on below,  Kashf  III, p. 67,  §  32.   

soul  [63]  of God. It is ‘at peace’ through the knowledge of God in every 
era. ‘Return unto your Lord, well-pleased, well-pleasing’: this refers to 
the soul of the Prophet — may God bless him — because upon the 
return ( al-ruj ū  �  ), that is, the Recurrence ( al-karra ), it will be with the 
Resurrector of the age ( q ā  
 im al-zam ā n ) — may God bless him. 

  24.   ‘Enter among my worshippers, enter My Paradise’  [Q. 89:29–30]. 
The worshippers are the Imams and the Speaking-Prophets — may 
God’s blessings be upon them. Whoever does not enter into their 
obedience is not a believer. Whoever does enter into their obedience 
and knows them in their age, necessarily obtains satisfaction and 
contentment ( al-ri �  ā  wa’l-ri � w ā n ) from God. ‘Paradise’, in this context, 
is the Proof — peace be upon him — because every Imam is reached 
only through his Proof, and the Proofs are the Gates of the Imams. 

  25.  According a certain explanation, in this context, the ‘Lord’ is, 
esoterically, the Prince of the Believers, [because] he is the Lord and 
Master of the covenant of faith (  � uqdat al- ī m ā n ) — peace be upon him. 
It is therefore necessary for every believing man and woman from the 
community of Mu � ammad — may God bless him — among those 
who believe in the esoteric and act upon what they know, to 
acknowledge the sacred station of the Prince of the Believers, in 
accordance with the testament ( wa � iyya ) of Mu � ammad the Messenger 
of God — may God bless them both and their family. [It is necessary 
that] they [the believers] make use of their knowledge that   Al ī  is the 
Master of exegesis (  �  ā  	 ib al-ta 
 w ī l ) and its key, and that, had he not 
opened [the door of exegesis] for the believers, they would not know it. 

  26.   ‘On the day when all men’  shall be summoned  ‘by their Imam’  
[Q. 17:71],  30   every Imam will make it known to the people of his age 
and his Friendship ( wal ā ya ) that he is the sacred station, and that the 
knowledge of faith emanates  [64]  towards them exclusively from the 
Prince of the Believers,   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, through what he indicates 
and establishes. It is through this that they connect to the Messenger 
of God — may God bless him — then, through the latter, to God — He 
is Mighty and Sublime. 
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    31  That is, ‘any other creation that you deem harder to revive’. In the Qur’an, these 
verses are a response to those who doubt the resurrection:  ‘ They say: “What, when we 
are bones and remains, shall we really be raised up again in a new creation?” ’  [Q. 17:49].   

    32  Nicknames of Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar. According to Bar-Asher,  fa �  ī l  means ‘young 
camel’ and was ‘substituted for its synonym,  bakr ’; see M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and 
Exegesis , p. 119.   

    33  Ms. A:  ishr ā kahum ; ms. B:  ushrik ū   crossed out and replaced by:  ashrakahum . In 
a footnote, Strothmann suggests that the meaning is as translated ( la � alla al-mur ā d 
ashrakat al-umma al-ithnayn al-madhk ū rayn il ā  am ī r al-mu 
 min ī n ). In his edition, p. 
73, Gh ā lib reproduces this suggestion word for word, but replaces  ashrakat  by  ashrak ū  . 
In this instance, Gh ā lib seems to have plagiarised Strothmann’s edition.   

    34  Missing in Gh ā lib’s edition, p. 73. This could also indicate that Gh ā lib has 
plagiarised Strothmann’s because this sentence fi ts exactly in one line of Strothmann’s 
edition, which would mean that Gh ā lib overlooked it when copying Strothmann. 
However, there is also the possibility that we are dealing here with an homeoteleuton in 
Gh ā lib’s manuscript, since the missing sentence is between two occurrences of  �all ā  
All ā h  � alayhi .   

 [Exegesis of Q. 17:50–52] 

  27.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Say: “Be stones 
or iron, or some other creation that is yet greater in your hearts.”   31    They 
will say: “Who will bring us back?” Say: “He who created you the fi rst 
time.” They will shake their heads at you and say: “When will that be?” 
Say: “It will perhaps be soon.” ’  [Q. 17:50–51], al- � ak ī m says that this is 
about  Ab ū  al-Fa �  ī l and Zufar .  32   Indeed, <the community has associated 
these two>  33   to the Prince of the Believers <— may God bless him — 
regarding the sacred station of the Legacy, of the diff usion of the 
exegesis and the completion of the Messengers’s Order. The 
Messenger>  34   — may God bless him and his family — had said indeed: 
‘I am the Master of revelation, and   Al ī  is the Master of exegesis.’ Their 
pride prevented them from being drawn toward him and listening to 
the exegesis from him, and jealousy overcame them. So God told His 
Messenger about them:  ‘Say: “Be stones or iron” ’ , meaning: ‘If you do 
not obey God’s order to have faith in the Master of exegesis and to 
acquire the knowledge of the exegesis from him, then be inert ( jam ā d ) 
stones or iron. You will not hear any knowledge, and none of your 
eff orts and deeds will be accepted.’ This is because stones and iron are 
inert matter that can neither hear knowledge nor do nothing, because 
there is no life in them  [65]  as there is in animals. 
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  28.  Then He says:  ‘Or   some other creation that is yet greater in your 
hearts’  [Q.  17:51], meaning: ‘Or be associating and disbelieving 
creatures whose destiny is Fire, since it is  ‘greater in your hearts’  to be 
considered among these.’  ‘God will gather hypocrites and disbelievers, all 
together, into hell’  [Q. 4:140].  ‘ They will say: “Who will bring us back?” ’  
[Q. 17:51], meaning that they will say: ‘Who will bring us back among 
the disbelievers and the associators aft er we left  them and converted to 
Islam?’  ‘Say: “He who created you the fi rst time.” ’  [Q.  17:51]. He 
summoned you to faith and to the exegesis, but since you rejected the 
summons to faith and exegesis and rebelled, he will bring you back 
among the rebels, the unbelievers and the associators, and will gather 
you, all together, in hell, as God said — He is Mighty and Sublime. 

  29.   ‘ They will shake their heads at you’  [Q. 17:51]. ‘ They shake’, in 
the language of the Arabs, means ‘they raise’. This means that they will 
raise their heads towards you and will say: ‘Let us hear the Summons 
of the exegesis from you, just like you let us hear the Summons of the 
revelation.’ They thus raise their heads with pride towards the one that 
God has raised above their heads and placed at their head, that is, the 
Legatee   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — may God’s blessings be upon him. God 
chose him and the Messenger — may God bless him — indicated him 
for the diff usion of the exegesis. The meaning of:  ‘ They will shake their 
heads at you’  is therefore that they will raise themselves above   Al ī , 
your Legatee, to listen to you and not to him. 

  30.  Then, God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘ They will 
say: “When will that be?” ’  [Q. 17:51], meaning: ‘When is the time when 
we will be brought back with the associators  [66]  and the disbelievers 
even though we are Muslims?’ So, God told His Messenger:  ‘Say: “It 
will perhaps be soon.” ’ , thus showing to you the consequence of your 
pride — your destiny among the people of the Fire. 

  31.   ‘On the day when He will summon you, and you will answer 
with His praise ( 	 amd), and you will think that you have tarried but a 
little’  [Q. 17:52]. On the esoteric level, the ‘praise’ names the Legatee. 
God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘On the day when He will 
summon you, and you will answer’  — on the Day of Resurrection 
( al-ba � th ) —  ‘with His praise’  — the Legatee that God has chosen for 
His Messenger; you will answer him.  ‘And you will think that you have 
tarried but a little’  before the Day of Resurrection, because you will 
fi nd the Order of God as you heard it soft  and tender. No one repels 
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    35  The ‘Standard of Praise’ appears in several Sunni collections of   	 ad ī th s, except 
that it is attributed to Mu � ammad rather than   Al ī . The eschatological context yet 
remains the same; see e.g. Ibn  � anbal,  Musnad , vol. 1, pp. 281, 295; vol. 3, p. 144. For 
other occurrences of the ‘Standard of Praise’ in the main Sunni collections, see A.J. 
Wensick and J.P. Mensing,  Concordance et indices de la tradition musulmane  (Leiden, 
1943), s.v.   	 amd  ( liw ā  
    al- 	 amd ). Strothmann also provides other references to Sunni 
sources; see  Kashf , p. 67, n. 3. The ‘Standard of Praise’ is also found in numerous Shi  i 
  	 ad ī th s, and is attributed to either Mu � ammad,   Al ī  or the angel Gabriel. In some 
versions, Gabriel transmits the standard to Mu � ammad, who in turn gives it to   Al ī , 
which obviously symbolizes the latter’s appointment as Legatee; see e.g. al-Majlis ī , 
 Bi 	  ā r al-anw ā r ,  juz 
   7,  abw ā b al-ma �  ā d ,  b ā b  17:  al-was ī la wa-m ā  ya � har min manzilat 
al-nab ī  wa ahl baytihi f ī ’l-qiy ā ma , no. 21, vol. 3, p. 523;  juz 
   8,  abw ā b al-ma �  ā d ,  b ā b  18: 
 al-liw ā  
  , no. 1–12, vol. 3, pp. 526–529. In Ismaili sources, the standard is sometimes 
attributed to   Al ī  and sometimes to Mu � ammad; for the former, see e.g. Ja  far b. 
Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
  , p. 18; idem,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 44; for 
the latter, see e.g. al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-d ī n,  Al-Maj ā lis al-mu 
 ayyadiyya , ed.  � . Kha �  �  ū r 
(Salamiyya, 2019), vol. 2, p. 147.   

His Order, no one delays His Judgement, no one replaces His tradition 
( sunna ). 

  32.  Such is the meaning of His words:  ‘On the day when We will 
summon all men by their Imam’  [Q. 17:71].   Al ī  — may God’s blessings 
be upon him — is the Imam of the companions of Mu � ammad — may 
God bless him — and it is by   Al ī  that they are summoned to 
Mu � ammad, because he is his Gate. This is why it is said: ‘  Al ī  will bear 
the Standard of Praise ( liw ā  
  al- 	 amd ) in his hand on the Day of 
Resurrection.’  35   This means that he bears in his hand the sacred station 
of the Legatee which the Lord of the universes has bestowed upon him. 

 [Meaning of the Praise: exegesis of Q. 10:10] 

  33.  Indeed, in the esoteric sense, it is said:  ‘Praise be to God, Lord of 
the universes’  [Q.  1:2], [meaning] praise be to God on the Day of 
Resurrection ( yawm al-qiy ā ma ), to emphasize that the Order and the 
sacred station of the Legatee belong to God, just like the Messenger 
belongs to God. He says:  ‘ The close of their prayer (da � w ā hum) will be: 
“Praise be to God, Lord of the Universes” ’  [Q. 10:10]. The esoteric meaning 
of this verse:  ‘ Their prayer (da � w ā hum) therein   [67]   will be: “Glory to 
you, O God” ’  [Q. 10:10], is that they are summoned to exalt God and 
acknowledge His sovereignty, until they pronounce it with their tongues 
and believe it in their hearts.  ‘And their greeting: “Peace” ’  [Q. 10:10]: by 
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    36  Also Q. 13:15.   
    37  ‘ They are not summoned unless he is the fourth’: the meaning of this sentence 

is unclear. As a matter of fact, the whole passage on the Praise, although understandable, 
is written in poor syntax and is apparently corrupted. As for this specifi c sentence, 
Strothmann suggests it might be an allusion to Q.  58:7:  ‘Three men do not have a 
confi dential speech, but He is the fourth of them.’  In Strothmann’s edition, there is a 
misprint here:  l ā  yad �  ū n li 
 annahu al-r ā bi �  , instead of what ms. A reads:  l ā  yad �  ū n illa 
annahu al-r ā bi �  . Gh ā lib reproduces the same error (p. 75) and suggests that the ‘fourth’ 
refers to the ‘califate’ of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, who is the fourth ‘from the exoteric 
perspective’ (p. 75, n. 3) — but this explanation is very implausible.   

this, what is meant is their acknowledgement of the Messenger, their 
surrender ( tasl ī m ) to him in their pursuit [of knowledge], and their 
conversion to Islam. Indeed, when they are summoned to God, they 
are summoned to the Messenger until they believe in him and 
acknowledge [that] his Message ( ris ā la ) is from God. Then,  ‘the close of 
their prayer (da � w ā hum) will be: “Praise be to God, Lord of the Universes” ’  
[Q. 10:10]: the meaning of the close of their prayer — that praise be to 
God — is that they acknowledge that the Legatee belongs to God, that 
he rose on His order, that the esoteric [aspect] of his knowledge belongs 
to God, that to obey him is to obey God. He is the Lord of the universes, 
and His Judgement applies to all of them together. He put the revelation 
in the charge of the Messenger, and the exegesis in the charge of the 
Legatee — and they are the knowledge and the deeds ( al- � ilm wa’l-
 � amal ). God made it a duty to obey the Messenger and the Legatee, and 
to follow their knowledge and their deeds. And whoever acknowledges 
the Legatee and obeys him, it is as if this summons him to obey every 
Imam aft er him. And if the believer consents to the creed ( shah ā da ) 
that there is no god but God and that Mu � ammad is the Messenger of 
God — may the blessings and peace of God be upon him — it is a duty 
for him, aft er that, to acknowledge the Legatee of the Messenger of 
God, to acknowledge that his sacred station is to God — since he is the 
Praise — and that it is from God that he rose with the exegesis. He is to 
be acknowledged by his esoteric name, the Praise, as an indication to 
the acknowledgement of what he rose with and of the fact that he is the 
Master of the esoteric part of God’s Order — He is Mighty and Sublime. 
Such is the meaning of His words in the fi rst verse:  ‘On the day when He 
will summon you, and you will answer’  [Q.  17:52]  [68]   ‘willingly or 
unwillingly’  [Q. 3 :83].  36   <. . .>  37   The Messenger is Mu � ammad and the 
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    38  In Ismaili terminology, the ‘Follower’ ( al-t ā l ī  ) is usually paired with the ‘Preceder’ 
( al- �  ā biq ). These terms designate the fi rst two ontological hypostases (i.e, Universal 
Intellect/Universal Soul; K ū n ī /Qadar), which, in the material realm, correspond to the 
couple Mu � ammad/  Al ī . However, the  Kashf  does not generally engage in such 
ontological speculations — except in Treatise II, as we have seen — and therefore, it is 
peculiar to fi nd a term relating to ontology here, in a passage which deals with something 
quite diff erent. In addition, one would expect the  t ā l ī   to correspond to   Al ī , as is usually 
the case in Ismaili texts, but here the  t ā l ī   guides towards   Al ī . It is therefore likely that 
the  t ā l ī   is the Proof, as hinted to by the following paragraphs which are dedicated to this 
rank. Yet, it remains unclear why the Proof would be named the ‘Follower’.   

    39  Apart from the interpretation of ‘Lord’, a similar interpretation of Q. 25:45–46 is 
found in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, ff . 91–92.   

    40  Here, the term  n ā  � iq  does not seem to refer to the Speaking-Prophet, but to the 
Imam present in each time. This is in line with the characteristically early Fatimid 
analogy between  n ā  � iq  and  im ā m .   

Legatee is   Al ī  — may God’s blessings be upon them both. There is no 
excuse for the community of Mu � ammad not to obey them both. 

 [The Imam as shadow: exegesis of Q. 25:45–46] 

  34.  Concerning God’s words:  ‘Have you not seen how your Lord has 
stretched out the shadow? If He willed, He could have made it still. Then 
We made the sun its guide, thereaft er We seize it to Ourselves with ease’  
[Q. 25:45–46], al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — says: ‘ The ‘stretched 
shadow’ here refers to the Prince of the Believers — peace be upon 
him. The ‘Lord’ is the ‘Follower’ ( al-t ā l ī  )  38   who guides towards the 
stretched shadow. The stretching of the shadow is the unfolding of his 
knowledge for the elite of the people of his Friendship ( khaw ā  �  ahl 
wal ā yatihi ).  ‘If He willed, He could have made it still (s ā kin)’ : if God 
willed, He could have made this knowledge still ( askana-hu ), so that 
people would not know what it is, or what his sacred station and his 
esoteric knowledge are.  39   However, it is necessary that Truth becomes 
manifest, because if it remained still, the entire world would perish 
and all would topple, and be vanquished. 

 [The three-branched shade: al-Miqd ā d, Ab ū  Dharr and Salm ā n. 
 Exegesis of Q. 77:30–31] 

  35.  The speech now returns to the Speaker of each age ( n ā  � iq kull 
zam ā n )  40   — may God’s blessings be upon him — who is the glorifi ed 
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    41  In line with our previous footnote, this would mean that the Imam, here 
identifi ed with the ‘sun’, indicates his successor, the   	 ujja , ‘Proof’, identifi ed with the 
‘moon’.   

    42  Ms. A:  bi’l- 	 ij ā b ; ms. B:  bi’l- 	 ij ā b  and  bi’l- � ij ā b  in the margin, instead of  bi’l-
 � aj ā  
 ib . I correct into the latter reading, following Gh ā lib, p. 76, because his suggestion 
presents the advantage of creating an eff ect of rhymed prose with  bad ā  
 i �  . It is however 
unclear to me what and who is meant by this.   

    43  The sentence is incomplete here, the text seems corrupted. Yet, neither 
Strothmann nor Gh ā lib seemed to take notice.   

    44  This is reminiscent of John 4:13.   
    45  Same etymology in  Kashf  V, pp. 100–101,  §  22.   

Imam, the veil of the Resurrector, the illuminating sun who points 
toward the radiant moon,  41   the One who speaks marvels and is the 
locus of epiphany for beings ( al-n ā  � iq bi’l- � aj ā  
 ib wa’l-ma � har li’l-
bad ā  
 i �  f ī hi ),  42   who is guided by the shade-giving shadow of which 
God said:  ‘Rush to a shadow split in three branches, which yet yields no 
shade and nor any relief from the fl ame’  [Q. 77:30–31]. 

  36.  The shadow refers to the Prince of the Believers — peace be 
upon him. It is necessary to know him in his esoteric truths (  	 aq ā  
 iq ) 
and his sacred stations. The explanation  [69]  of this is that God — may 
He be exalted — tells the Speaking-Prophet: ‘Tell your people: “Rush 
to the Legatee” ’, who will address his community on this.  ‘Split in three 
branches’  refers to his Gates that he establishes to summon towards him 
and whom he appointed for those who seek him. They are the Proofs 
of the Legatee, and the Legatee is the Proof of the Messenger, and the 
Messenger is the Proof of God; all these Proofs are for the worshippers, 
in this world and in the hereaft er. By ‘rush’, He means that it is necessary 
for you to meet him, to stand before him, to seek him and to present 
[yourselves] to him. Whoever belongs to the Summons of one of these 
three branches — peace be upon them — who speak with wisdom and 
sword ( nu � aq ā  
  bi’l- 	 ikma wa’l-sayf  ) <. . .>  43   

  37.  Among them is al-Miqd ā d, named so because he cut off  
( qadda ) falsehood and eliminated it; he illuminated the Truth and 
summoned to it. He is one of the wellsprings; whoever drinks from 
him will never be thirsty again.  44   

  38.  The second wellspring is Ab ū  Dharr because he inseminated 
( dhara 
 a )  45   the people, taught them and they drank from him. His 
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    46  This refers to Ab ū  Bakr. Taym was the clan of Quraysh he belonged to; it is also 
mentioned in  Kashf  I, p. 21,  §  46. See E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the 
 � a 	  ā ba’, p. 166, n. 139, where the expression ‘brother of Taym’ is commented on with 
reference to the present passage of the  Kashf . The expressions ‘brother of Taym’, for 
Ab ū  Bakr, and ‘brother of   Ad ī ’, for   Umar, are found elsewere; see e.g. the declaration 
attributed to Mu   ā wiya by Ibn Ab ī  al- � ad ī d, cited by W. Madelung,  The Succession to 
Mu 	 ammad , p. 335.   

    47  Ms. A:   	 alaft um ; ms. B:  khalaft um . Strothmann suggests correcting into: 
 kh ā laft um , which I translate.   

    48  The verb  baddala , ‘to exchange’ recalls Q. 14:28:  ‘Have you not seen those who 
exchange the grace of God for disbelief?’ , quoted in  Kashf  I, p. 21,  §  46.   

    49  With regard to the present passage of the  Kashf , Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  
views on the  � a 	  ā ba’, p. 166, suggests that  ful ā n  here refers to Ab ū  Bakr. It is generally 
true that the term appearing alone mean Ab ū  Bakr, while the expression  ful ā n wa-ful ā n  
means both Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar; see M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , p. 118. 
However, this does not seem to apply to the other interpretation of Q. 25:28–29 in 
 Kashf  I, p. 30,  §   63, where  ful ā n  is identifi ed with Satan, that is,   Umar, while the 
lament:  ‘Woe to me! etc.’  is put in Ab ū  Bakr’s mouth, the ‘man’ forsaken by Satan in the 
verse.   

    50  On the ‘remembrance’, see  Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63; III, p. 79,  §  62; VI, p. 158,  §  3.   
    51  Ms. A:  thumma khalafa Ab ū  Dharr lamm ā  quri 
 a (sic) h ā dhihi al- ā ya lamm ā  

nazalat ; ms. B:  wa-q ā la thumma khalaqa Ab ū  Dharr (yaq ū m qiy ā mahu bi’l-sayf idh qama 
 � al ā  al-kafara al-fujj ā r fa-l ā   � ill lahum yasti � ill ū n bi-hi min al-qatl wa-la yalja 
  ū n ilayhi 
wa’l- � ill alladh ī  yughn ī   � an al-lahab) huwa qarra h ā dhihi al- ā ya lah ā  li-dh ā  (sic) nazalat . 
The passage is obviously corrupted, particularly in B. The part of the sentence that I put 
between brackets in the B variant is misplaced; it appears a few lines further in ms. A.   

name is Jundub. On the day when Satan rose and people swore 
allegiance to him aft er the summons of Ibl ī s, following [the death of 
the Prophet], they came to Ab ū  Dharr — peace be upon him — and 
told him: ‘Swear allegiance, Ab ū  Dharr.’ ‘To whom?’, he asked. [They 
replied] ‘To the Satan of the community.’ [He stated] ‘No, by God, I 
will absolutely not swear allegiance to the brother of Taym.  46   I will not 
repel the Prince of the Believers — may God’s blessings be upon him. 
 [70]  You have disobeyed,  47   you have exchanged [truth for falsehood],  48   
and you have disbelieved when he was a rebel! [Ab ū  Bakr] will say: 
 “Woe to me! Would that I had not taken So-and-so (ful ā n)   49    for a friend 
(khal ī l)! He indeed led me astray from the remembrance”  — that is, from 
knowing the Prince of the Believers —  50    “aft er it had come to me. Satan 
leads man astray”  [Q. 25:28–29].’ Then Ab ū  Dharr <. . .>  51   
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    52   Jam �  kar ā ma : there is a literary eff ect of rhymed prose with  ism   sal ā ma , but the 
meaning escapes me.   

    53  The author is playing on the root letters  s-l-m , from which the words ‘Islam’ and 
‘salvation’ ( sal ā ma ) are derived.   

    54  Ms. A:   	 anaf ī  ; ms. B:   	 aq ī q ī  . Strothmann follows A, Gh ā lib reads the same as B. 
Corrected to   	 an ī f ī  , as the text obviously refers to the authentic monotheism of 
Abraham as mentioned in the Qur’an, not to the juridical Sunn ī  school.   

  39.  The third wellspring, which is the end of all ends and the 
wellspring of all wellsprings, is Salsab ī l or Salm ā n, as in God’s words 
— He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘ There is a spring [in Paradise] named 
Salsab ī l’  [Q. 76:18]. [Salm ā n] is the Great Ark ( al-saf ī na al-kab ī ra ). His 
very name is an indication of its meaning, because it is the name of 
salvation ( ism   sal ā ma ) <. . .>  52   He saves whoever is in peace with him 
( sallama li-man s ā lamahu ).  53   The Gate of   Al ī , whoever  [71]  knows 
him knows [  Al ī ]. Whoever does not know the wellspeing, that is, the 
Prince of the Believers — peace be upon him — in his esoteric truths 
(  	 aq ā  
 iq ), though his three faces, will not be saved from destruction 
and from the sword, because he will have ‘ no shade and nor any relief 
from the fl ame’  [Q. 77:31]. Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — says 
that the meaning of this verse is that he will rise with the sword 
( qiy ā muhu bi’l-sayf  ) against the dissolute disbelievers. They will then 
have no shade to shelter from being killed. The shadow that off ers 
relief from the fl ame is one of the three Gates — peace be upon them. 

 [Salm ā n, the origin of Islam] 

  40.  He then returned to the topic of Salm ā n and to why he was 
named Salm ā n and said that it is because he is the origin of Islam, and 
it is through him that [Islam] is known. Among those who were 
questioning him, someone asked al- � ak ī m for a proof ( dal ī l ) from the 
Book of God. ‘Such is the meaning of God’s words — He is Mighty 
and Sublime:  ‘ The true religion with God is Islam’  [Q. 3:19]. By ‘religion’, 
He means that the true   	 an ī f ī    54   religion that you are in is with God. 
Salm ā n was a ladder ( sullam ) towards his master, and he gave himself 
( aslama nafsahu ) to him based on the knowledge he had of the truth of 
religion within the Law ( shar ī  � a ) of Jesus — may the blessing of God be 
upon him. He thus went from one truth (  	 aq ī qa ) to another truth. 
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    55  Jerusalem.   
    56  The interpretation of these two verses started a few pages above on  §  34 and was 

suddenly interrupted by the passage on the three Proofs, only to resume here.   

God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘ The true religion with God 
is Islam’ , which means that perfection in religion is to surrender 
( tasl ī m ) [to God], to have purity of intention and certainty about God’s 
Order with all those who  [72]  were appointed ( aq ā ma ) by God, 
Speaking-Prophet aft er Speaking-Prophet, Legatee aft er Legatee, 
Imam aft er Imam .  When Salm ā n surrendered ( aslama ) to Mu � ammad 
aft er [he had surrendered to] Jesus — may God’s blessings be upon 
them both — he perfected his religion, fi rst with Jesus, and he 
completed it by following Mu � ammad — may God bless him. 

  41.  This is the meaning of the prayer of Mu � ammad, the Mesenger 
of God — may God bless him. In the beginning of Islam, he prayed 
towards the Sacred House;  55   his prayer in this direction, and the prayer 
of those who prayed with him, were approved ( yataqabbal ) by God. 
And God did not make them lose the reward of the fi rst direction in 
which they prayed. It is thus said that a Muslim was leading the prayer 
of an assembly of Muslims, when someone informed him, just as he 
was praying, that the Messenger — may God bless him — was [now] 
praying in the direction of Mecca by an order from God. So [the 
Imam] turned to Mecca and completed his prayer. When this reached 
the Messenger of God — may God bless him — he lauded and praised 
him for it, and he said: ‘God has accepted both the beginning and the 
end of his prayer, and has doubled his reward.’ This is a sign from God 
validating what Salm ā n did and indicating that he should be imitated 
in this, because the religion of God is not broken off  by the death of the 
Messengers and the Imams; rather, it is perpetuated by successive 
representatives ( q ā  
 im ba � da q ā  
 im ) in accordance with God’s 
order and election. The perfection of religion and the completion of 
Islam thus reside in the succession of God’s chosen ones, one aft er 
another — may God’s blessings be upon them all. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 25:45–46 continued]  56   

  42.  On God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘ Then We made 
the sun its guide, thereaft er We seize it to Ourselves with ease’  
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    57  See  Kashf  III, p. 62,  § 20, where the verb  inqaba � a , from the same root  q-b- �  , 
designated the occultation of the Proof before its manifestation.   

    58  Similar interpretation of Q. 25:45–46 in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid 
wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, ff . 91–92.   

    59  Ms. A:  al-quwwa ; ms. B:  al-quwwa  and  al-fatra  in the margin. On the notion of 
 fatra , see C. Pellat, ‘Fatra’,  EI2 ; W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 104–105; H. Halm, 
‘Zur Datierung . . .’, pp. 97–98.   

    60  Ms. A:  wa-a 	 ad ma �  ā n ī hi m ā  ar ā da bi-hi al-rajul min  �  ā li 	  kasbihi  � ayyibatun 
bi-dh ā lika nafsahu ; ms. B:  wa-a 	 ad ma �  ā n ī hi m ā  ar ā da bi-hi al-rajul min  �  ā li 	  yanqasim 
 � al ā  ma �  ā nin wa-a 	 ad ma �  ā n ī hi m ā  ar ā da bi-hi al-rajul min  �  ā li 	  kasbihi  � ayyibatun 
bi-dh ā lika nafsahu . As we can see, ms. B repeats itself, but even ms. A is unclear. Also, 
Strothmann replaces  ar ā da bi-hi  with  yu 
 add ī hi  without noting this correction. At the 
end of the paragraph, we fi nd the same confusion between  ar ā da  and  add ā  , which 
probably explains Strothmann’s correction   

[Q. 25:45–46], al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said  [73]  that by the 
sun, He means the Speaking-Prophet in every age — may the blessings 
of God be upon him. It is he [the Speaking-Prophet] who guides 
towards the eternally still shadow — peace be upon it.  ‘ Thereaft er We 
seize it (qaba � n ā h ā )   57    to Ourselves with ease’ : by this, He means the 
occultation ( ghayba ) that takes place in every age.  58   The ‘ease’ is the 
interval ( fatra ) that extends between two Speaking-Prophets — may 
the blessings of God be upon them all.  59   

 [Exegesis of Q. 19:96–97] 

  43.   ‘Those who believe and do good deeds (al- �  ā li 	  ā t), the All-merciful 
shall assign love (wuddan) unto them’  [Q. 19:96]. About these words of 
God — He is Mighty and Sublime — he said — peace be upon him 
— that by ‘those who believe’, He means those who believe in the 
secret of the family of Mu � ammad.  ‘Those who do good deeds’ : they 
know the Imam of their era and they are righteous to him and by him 
(  � ala 	  ū  lahu wa-bihi) ; they are the good deed. The deed has several 
meanings: one of its meanings is what a man conveys from his 
righteous earnings as goodness to himself (?).  60   The second [type of] 
deed, which is the ultimate purpose ( al-gh ā ya ), is to know ( ma � rifa ) 
the Master of the age — peace be upon him.  ‘ The   All-merciful shall 
assign love (wuddan) unto them’  means: ‘I have assigned love in the 
hearts of the created beings.’ [The name] ‘the All-merciful’ ( al-ra 	 m ā n ) 
[derives] from ‘the Compassionate’ ( al-ra 	  ī m ), and it is one of the 
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    61   Ahl  	 imyat al- �  ā rif ū n bi- 	 aq ī qatihi : the text is grammatically incorrect. We 
should either have  al- �  ā rif ī n , instead of  al- �  ā rif ū n  (this would translate as follows: ‘the 
people who protect those who know his reality’), or:  ahl  	 imyatihi al- �  ā rif ū n 
bi- 	 aq ī qatihi , which I have translated.   

names of God — He is Mighty and Sublime. And love, in the esoteric 
sense, is the Prince of the Believers — peace be upon him. He therefore 
said that he will assign the Legatee as an intercessor for them on the 
Day of Resurrection.  ‘We have made it easy in your tongue that you may 
bear good tidings unto the godfearing, and warn a people stubborn’  
[Q. 19:97]. The godfearing ( al-muttaq ū n ) are the believers who fear 
sedition ( fi tna ) and enmity — they are the party of the Imam and his 
auxiliaries ( an �  ā r ), they are the people who protect him and know his 
reality.  61   The ‘people stubborn’ are  [74]   Ab ū  al-Fa �  ī l, Zufar and 
Nathal , and their followers. They stubbornly opposed the Master of 
Truth ( aladd ū   � al ā   �  ā  	 ib al- 	 aqq ), they usurped his name and did not 
convey their deeds ( add ū  a � m ā lahum ) through his gate. They behaved 
with stubborn opposition with regard to what they had been ordered 
— may God curse them. 

 [Moses and Aaron: exegesis of Q. 20:25–31] 

  44.  And God — He is Sublime and High — said:  ‘[Moses] said: Lord, 
expand my breast, ease my aff air (amr) for me, and unloose the knot 
upon my tongue, that they may understand my words. And give me a 
minister from my folk, Aaron my brother, and by him add to my strength’  
[Q. 20:25–31]. This was a request from Moses concerning his brother 
and Proof, Aaron — may God’s blessings be upon them both. In the 
esoteric sense, this is a request from Mu � ammad — may God bless 
him — to his Lord — He is Sublime and High — concerning his 
brother the Prince of the Believers — peace be upon him — to add to 
his force by him. And God — He is Mighty and Sublime — did this for 
them both so that they conveyed God’s messages, advised His 
worshippers and guided the community to the Imamate and the 
Imams — may God’s blessings be upon them. God — He is Mighty 
and Sublime — thus said :  ‘I approved this one for you as a brother, 
minister, companion and assistant.’ The meaning of the ‘knot’ upon 
his tongue is that he asked Him to lift  the [seal of] dissimulation 
( taqiyya ), which He did through his minister and companion. 
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    62  The interpretation of Q. 20:110, however, is missing. Is this voluntary or was the 
passage lost? The former possibility should not be ruled out as the missing verse does 
not deal with the events of the Resurrection, which is the focus of the following 
paragraphs.   

 [The role of the Summoners in preparing the  raj � a : 
exegesis of Q. 20:108–112]  62   

  45.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘That day they 
will follow the Summoner (d ā  �  ī ) in whom is no crookedness’  [Q. 20:108], 
al- � ak ī m said that the Summoner, in this context, is the Bearer of the 
sword ( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ); there is no lie in his coming, and no pushing 
back his Summons.  ‘Voices will be hushed for the Merciful, and you will 
hear but a murmuring’  [Q. 20:108]. [Al- � ak ī m] — peace be upon him 
— said: ‘ The murmuring is [the sound]  [75]  of steps [that will be 
heard] until the Prince of the Believers is done disputing ( mun ā  � ara ) 
with his enemies about the Return ( raj � a ) aft er which there will be no 
return.’ 

  46.  This is the meaning of God’s words — He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘He against whom the word of chastisement is realised — shall 
you deliver him out of the Fire?’  [Q. 39:19]. He means by this that he 
who is defeated on that day and who makes friendship ( wal ā ya ) with 
the iniquitous, will be taken by the sword of the Resurrector — may 
God’s blessings be upon him — and will not be delivered out of  ‘the 
Fire whose fuel (wuq ū d) is people and stone, prepared for the unbelievers’  
[Q. 2  :24]. ‘People’, from this perspective, are the believers who are 
enlightened by the Light of Truth; they showed the path to people and 
guided them towards their guides. The ‘stones’ are the Summoners; He 
means that they are those who take charge of the chastisement of those 
who disbelieved in them and their wisdom, and who summoned 
towards Imams other than the Imams of Truth, to whom [the 
Summoners] summon. The explanation for this is that the Summoners 
and the believers cause ( asb ā b ) the combustion ( wuq ū d ) of the Fire for 
the deniers, because God — He is Mighty and Sublime — only chastises 
aft er sending forth the proof (  	 ujja ) to His worshippers along with the 
excuse and the warning ( al-i � dh ā r wa’l-indh ā r ). The Summoners and 
those among the believers who respond to them are this proof against 
the deniers and the misguided, because the Summoners excuse from 
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    63  The meaning is apparently that the Summoners excuse those who acknowledge 
the ‘Order of the Imams’. This is probably an allusion to the Qur’anic verses which 
reject the excuses and pretexts of the hypocrites who refuse to go to battle (Q. 9:90–
94), and, more generally, the excuses of the damned on the Day of Judgment (Q. 30:75; 
66:7; 75:15; 77:36). The text seems to imply that, inasmuch as, according to the Qur’an, 
the unbelievers will not be excused, the believers, on the contrary, will be. Note that 
Q. 66:6 also mentions  ‘the Fire whose fuel is men and stone’ , just like Q. 2:24 which is 
commented on here, while the following verse states precisely:  ‘O you unbelievers, 
make no excuses for yourselves this day. You are only being paid for what you were doing.’  
This might be a key to understand this passage of Treatise III. However, the argument 
of the text is not very clear, partly because of a fl awed transmission.   

    64  This does not appear in the mss. and is a suggestion by Strothmann, p. 76, n. 2. 
The text is again corrupted, and the link between the two parts of the sentence is not 
clear:  al-k ā fi r ū n wa’l- �  ā ll ū n yar ū n a � m ā l al-mu 
 min ī n wa-ya � mal ū n  (here, Strothmann 
adds:  w ā jibahum ). I translate as suggested by Strothmann and delete the  wa-  before 
 ya � mal ū n .   

    65  Does this refer to the duty of responding to the ‘excuse and warning’ of the 
Summoners?   

    66  This paragraph is particularly corrupted, as can be seen from the repetition of 
the last sentence. This only obscures a passage which, due to the multiplicity of 
unidentifi ed pronouns, was already unclear.   

the Order of the Imams ( a � dhar ū   � an amr al-a 
 imma ),  63   and they warn, 
and the believers respond. The Summoners are thus proof of excuses 
and warnings, and the believers are proof of the response and the 
necessity to accomplish the deeds that God has ordered. The 
unbelievers and the misguided will see the deeds of the believers <who 
fulfi l their duty>  64   out of fear of  [76]  and desire for God. When the 
[acknowledgment of the] proof became a duty for them,  65   [the 
believers] became the means of the Fire, because they are those who 
fuel it for the misguided deniers by order of God. 

  47.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Surely We 
shall inherit the earth, and all that are upon it, and unto us they shall be 
returned’  [Q. 19:40]. He means by this the fi nal Return ( raj � a ) to God’s 
Friends ( awliy ā  
  ). They are the inheritors of the earth, and they are 
God’s Proof for His servants. [The Proof] emanated from them and 
returned to them. It is by them that the world knows their guidance, it 
is to them that all creation returns, and their reckoning is with them. 
He means by this that they return to them, that the truth emanated 
from them and that all creation will return to them.  66   
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    67  Strothmann sees here an allusion to   Al ī ’s sermon in K ū f ā  as reported in  Kashf  I, 
pp. 8–9,  §  §  14–16, but that passage does not mention God’s ‘permission’ or ‘licence’. 
The notion, as well as the term  idhn , do appear in the   	 ad ī th  at the end of  Kashf  I in 
which   Al ī  resurrects the dead; see  Kashf  I, pp. 37–38,  §  80. Strothmann was probably 
referring to this latter   	 ad ī th  rather than to   Al ī ’s sermon. However, the present 
reference to ‘the story of Jesus’ is probably not to another passage of the  Kashf , but rather 
to the passages of the Qur’an where Jesus performs miracles  ‘with God’s permission’ ; see 
Q. 3:49; 5:110. See also the interpretation of Q. 3:49 in  Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  15.   

    68  Mss. A, B, Strothmann and Gh ā lib all read:  wa-huwa , which renders the sentence 
incorrect. I translate by deleting the  wa .   

    69  Mss. A, B:  bi-h ā dh ā  al-bayt . I translate the version provided by the two editors 
who both correct into:  bi- 	 add al-sayf , without comment.   

  48.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘On that 
day, shall no intercession avail except for those for whom the Merciful has 
given permission (adhina) and whose word He accepted’  [Q.  20:109]. 
Al- � ak ī m said: ‘On the day the Resurrector — may God’s blessings be 
upon him — will rise with the sword ( qiy ā mihi bi’l-sayf  ), no one will 
obtain his intercession  ‘except for those for whom the Merciful has given 
permission’ , that is: except for those who will come to him with God’s 
permission ( idhn ) and the permission of the followers of the Silent 
Imam who was hidden ( al-imām al- �  ā mit al-mast ū r ) before the 
manifestation of the Resurrector (  � uh ū r al-q ā  
 im ) — may God’s 
blessings be upon him. For, God’s permission — He is Mighty and 
Sublime — is in the hands of the Imams and the Messengers, as stated 
in the story of Jesus — peace be upon him.  67   So whoever follows the 
Imam of his era, [this Imam]  68   will guide him to and indicate the One 
who rises with the edge of the sword  69   with God’s permission ( al-q ā  
 im 
bi- 	 add al-sayf min idhn All ā h ). He said that intercession  [77]  is from 
him, and that it is destined for whoever is among the people of 
Friendship ( wal ā ya ) unless he has fallen short of [performing] the 
obligatory deeds ( qa �  � ara  � an w ā jib al- � am ā l ); yet, if [the Bearer of 
the sword] approves of one of the deeds he did in obedience to [the 
Imams], and if he dies fearing for their Friendship ( muw ā l ā t ), their 
love and their aff ection, then God will approve his deed. 

  49.  About His words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And faces shall 
be humbled unto the Living, the Self-Subsisting. And he who bears iniquity 
shall fail’  [Q.  20:111], he said: ‘the iniquity towards the family of 
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    70  The anonymous person quoted by the author of  Kashf  III is here referring to a 
variant reading, allegedly omitted from the ‘offi  cial’ Qur’an, in line with an early Shi  i 
tradition of Qur’anic commentaries.   

    71  Cf.  Kashf  III, p. 74,  §  51.   
    72  The term  nik ā  	   can translate as ‘marriage’ or refer to coitus or penetration. In 

this instance, I have chosen the latter possibility since the argument of the text seems 
to be that the diff erence between male and female is that the former is active in the 
sexual relationship while the latter is passive — which symbolically corresponds 
respectively to the activity of the master passing on the initiatory teachings and the 
passivity of the disciple receiving this teaching.   

    73  See  Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  §  57–59; V, p. 114,  §  41; p. 123,  §  57; VI, p. 166,  §  23, and 
commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.   

Mu � ammad’ (  � ulm  ā l-Mu 	 ammad ). The verse was thus revealed 
( h ā kadh ā  unzilat h ā dhihi al- ā ya ).  70   God — He is Mighty and Sublime 
— said:  ‘Whoever does good deeds being a believer . . .’  [Q.  20:112], 
which means whoever does good deeds and knows the truth of faith as 
well as the two [types of] deeds; we explained this in its due place.  71   As 
for the ‘believer’, he is the one who believes in God’s secret and knows 
its truths (  	 aq ā  
 iq ). 

  50.  In God’s words — He is Sublime and High:  ‘[O mankind! We 
have created you] male and female’  [Q. 49:13], by ‘male’, He means the 
one who disdains penetration ( kabura  � an   al-nik ā  	  ) and becomes a 
male who is not penetrated ( l ā  yunka 	  ).  72   As for the female, she needs 
penetration ( ta 	 t ā j il ā    al-nik ā  	  ). 

  51.  So whoever does a deed receives retribution, and  ‘he shall fear 
neither inquity nor injustice’  [Q.  20:112] regarding what has already 
taken place, but he will receive retribution for all of it and will reach 
the degree of the one who is known from [his] deed. 

  52.  The explanation of this in the esoteric sense is that the male is 
like the one whose degree in religion has been elevated and who has 
joined the ranks (  	 ud ū d ) of the Summoners. He then does not need 
any Summons — this is because coitus ( al-nik ā  	  ) is analogous to the 
Summons and the Prophets.  73   The one whose degree is not elevated 
cannot dispense with the Summons, with harkening to knowledge and 
with being reared in wisdom, as long as he belongs to this rank (  	 add ); 
it is so until his rank is elevated and he reaches the rank in which he is 
not summoned — which is analogous to  [78]  the male who is not 
penetrated, as previously said. 
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    74   Mu 
 min  here refers to a member of the  da � wa  hierarchy.   
    75  The text is again corrupted, which makes it very cryptic. It seems that at some 

point in the history of the transmission, there was a mix-up between diff erent passages. 
As a consequence, the interpretation of Q. 20:112 in  §  § 57 and 59 is intertwined with 
the esoteric interpretation of male and female in  §  § 58 and 60. The latter two paragraphs 
are apparently unrelated to the topic at hand — retribution within the  da � wa . The fi nal 
paragraph of the passage,  § 61, could therefore be a later addition by a copyist trying to 
make sense of the whole passage by establishing a lose connection between the two 
themes — retribution and the symbolic male/female distinction.   

    76  The discontinuity of the interpretation, which jumps from Q.  20:112 to 
Q. 20:124, then from Q. 20:131 to Q. 20:135, may indicate that the interpretation of the 
missing verses was lost in transmission — as may also be the case of Q. 20:110 above.   

    77  On the ‘remembrance’, see  Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63; III, pp. 71,  §  46; VI, p. 158,  §  3.   
    78  Mss. A, B, Strothmann:  jalas ū  f ī  majlisihi , which I translate. Gh ā lib, p. 83:  jalas ū  

f ī  ghayr majlisihi .   
    79  A non-derogatory nickname for Ab ū  Bakr.   

  53.  He thus says that whoever accomplishes a deed, be he a 
Summoner or a believer,  74   his deed will not be lost, his endeavour will 
not be denied ( l ā  kufr ā n ) by God, and  ‘he shall fear neither iniquity nor 
injustice’  [Q. 20:112], as has previously been explained.  75   

 [Exegesis of Q. 20:124–131, 135]  76   

  54.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And whosoever 
turns away from My Remembrance, his shall be a life of narrowness’  
[Q. 20:124], [al- � ak ī m] — peace be upon him — said that by this, He 
means the people who turned away from the Friendship ( wal ā ya ) of 
the Prince of the Believers  77   — may God’s blessings be upon him — 
and sat in his place.  78   On the exoteric level, this corresponds to the 
words of the Prophet, the Master of the Law — may God bless him: ‘O 
people! Follow my guidance for it is God’s guidance. And follow the 
guidance of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib. Whoever follows his guidance in my life 
and aft er my death will not deviate from the Path and will not be 
wretched.’ 

  55.   ‘And whosoever turns away from My Remembrance, his shall be a 
life of narrowness, and on the Day of Resurrection We shall gather him 
blind. He shall say: “My Lord, why have You gathered me blind when I was 
wont to see?” And [God] shall say: “Thus Our signs came unto you and you 
forgot them, and so today you are forgotten.” ’  [Q.  20:124–126]. This 
means: ‘Thus My signs came unto you,    At ī q   79  , and you forgot them, 
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    80  Mss. A, B:  jalasa f ī  ghayr majlisihi . Cf.  §  54.   
    81  The identifi cation of the Qur’anic term   ā ya , pl.   ā y ā t , ‘sign’, with the Imams is a 

common feature in early Shi  i sources; see e.g. al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  kit ā b al- 	 ujja, 
b ā b anna al- ā y ā t   allat ī  dhakarah ā  All ā h f ī  kit ā bihi hum al-a 
 imma , vol. 1, p. 207, no. 1–3. 
See also  Kashf  V, pp. 130–133,  §  §  68–70; VI, pp. 167–168,  §  25; pp. 173–174,  §  §  36–37. 
The  Kashf  illustrates, here too, the way exegeses and terms applied to the Imams in 
early Shi  ism are extended, in the Ismaili exegetical system, to various ranks of the 
 da � wa  hierarchy; see  Kashf  V, p. 151,  §  102 (‘signs’ identifi ed with the Proofs); VI, pp. 
177–178,  §  §  41–42 (‘signs’ identifi ed with the Summoners, the Gates and the Proofs).   

    82  Note the analogy between the two couples  n ā  � iq / wa �  ī   and  imām /  	 ujja , 361 ff .   

and so today you are forgotten,    Umar .’  ‘And thus do We reward him who 
is prodigal’  [Q. 20:127] in hostility towards his Imam, sits in a seat that 
is not his  80    ‘and does not believe in the signs ( ā y ā t) of his Lord’  [Q. 20:127], 
that is, in   Al ī  and the Imams among his progeny.  81    ‘And verily the 
chastisement of the Hereaft er’ , O    Umar and   At ī q ,  ‘is more terrible and 
more lasting’  [Q. 20:127], [which means that they will be] permanently 
and perpetually in the narrowness and constraint of distorted bodies, 
and in all kinds  [79]  of chastisements and varieties of calamity. 

  56.  His words:  ‘[Why have You brought me back] blind when I was 
wont to see?’  [Q. 20:125], mean that [God] brings back a blind person who 
has deviated from the Path of guidance, and is unguided by an Imam of 
truth, and [the blind person] says:  ‘I was wont to see’ , that is: ‘I was wont 
to be guided by following the Messenger’. He will be answered: ‘You 
stayed in this world aft er [the death of] the Messenger, [and] you received 
his order (which he had received from God) regarding the sacred station 
of the Legatee and the Imams among his progeny. They are the ‘signs’ of 
God, and yet you forgot them, that is: you renounced following them and 
emulating them,  ‘and so today you are forgotten’ , you are renounced and 
abandoned, with no guide to guide you since there is no guide but the 
one established by God and His Messenger as a guide.’ This speech is 
addressed to the iniquitous aft er [the death of] the Messenger of God — 
may God bless him — and to all those who followed a Speaking-Prophet 
but did not follow his Legatee [as well], or followed an Imam but did not 
follow the one that this Imam appointed as his Legatee ( aw �  ā  ilayhi ) and 
to whom he transmitted his authority ( af �  ā  ilayhi bi-amrihi ).  82   

  57.  Al- � ak ī m said that God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘Is it not a guidance to them, how many generations We destroyed before 
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    83  Ms. A:  anna sharrahum a 	  ā lahum ; ms. B:  anna sarrahum  ā j ā lahum . Strothmann 
suggest that the meaning is:  an yabtarhum  ā j ā lahum , which I translate. The text is 
slightly convoluted, but it is understood that the verse is thus interpreted: in spite of 
Mu � ammad’s longing for God’s punishment of the disbelievers, it is necessary that 
those who deserve this punishment fully live the lives that were predetermined for 
them in God’s prescience — thus actually deserving the punishment by the 
accomplishment of their lives. God then has a ‘case’ or a ‘proof’ (  	 ujja ) against them.   

them in whose dwellings they walk? Surely in that are signs for men of thought’  
[Q. 20:128], refer to the Imams — may God’s blessings be upon them and 
upon those who follow them. And the meaning of His words: ‘ Is it not a 
guidance to them, how many generations We destroyed’ , is that the downfall 
of those who opposed and resisted was unveiled to the people. They 
looked at the various exemplary [punishments], then at themselves, but 
their iniquity and disbelief only increased — may God curse them. 

  58.  And the explanation His words: ‘S urely in that are signs for 
men of thought’ , is that the revenge and the exemplary [punishments] 
that came down from God unto the rebels are signs of the Imams and 
those  [80]  who follow them, for those who rebel against [the Imams] 
to consider [the signs], to be driven away [from rebellion] by them and 
to be admonished through them, and so that [the signs] may be proofs 
against those who are not driven away and do not consider [them]. 
Indeed, those whose iniquity and disbelief have increased do not 
consider what they are guided to through the examples of others. The 
delay God grants them and His longanimity misled them away from 
[the examples] — although He said — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And 
let not those who disbelieve suppose that our respite to them is good for 
them. We grant them respite only that they may increase in sin; and there 
awaits them a shameful chastisement’  [Q. 3:178]. 

  59.  Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said about God’s words — 
He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And but a word that preceded from your Lord, 
and a term already fi xed, (the judgment) would have been inevitable’  
[Q. 20:129] [that they mean]: ‘Mu � ammad, you see that the punishment 
is [deserved by] certain specifi c people. But, the ‘word preceded’ — [the 
word] is the duration of the lives in human form ( f ī ’l-n ā s ū t ). And it is a 
‘fi xed term’ because their lives in human form already took place in God’s 
prescience and decree, as a known fi xed term. It is not fi tting for the 
wisdom of the Wise One <for Him to cut them off  from their terms>,  83   
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    84  In the context of this verse, the verb  fatana  is usually understood as meaning ‘to 
try’ or ‘to test’. But here, the interpreter of the verse understands it in the sense of ‘to 
seduce’, ‘to tempt’.   

nor for Him to remove them from the lives He wanted for them — [He 
does not do this] in order for Him to have a case (  	 ujja ) against them. 
There is no part of the punishment He wants for someone that escapes 
Him. He is — may He be exalted —  ‘the First and the Last’  [Q. 57:3], and 
 ‘He encompasses all things’  [Q. 41:54] — glory be to His name. 

  60.  He then said — may He be exalted:  ‘So be patient’ , O 
Mu � ammad, and those who believe with you,  ‘with what they say’  
[Q. 20:130] when they call you a magician, a madman or a liar, you 
and anyone who summons them to what you have summoned them, 
 ‘and proclaim the praise of your Lord before the rising ( � ul ū  � ) of the sun 
and aft er its setting (ghur ū b)’  [Q. 20:130].  [81]  By this, He means the 
Resurrector’s judgment (  	 ukm al-q ā  
 im ) — may God’s blessings be 
upon him — upon his enemies — may God curse them — when what 
is rightfully his is returned to him and he rises with the sword — this 
is the rising of the sun. As for the sunset, it is the occultation ( ghayba ) 
that aff ects the Speaking-Prophet — may God’s blessings be upon him 
— upon his death , in every era and every age, until another Speaking-
Prophet appears by God’s will and order at a time which God desires 
— He is Mighty and Sublime. 

  61.   ‘Do not turn your eyes to that We have given pairs of them to 
enjoy — the fl ower of the worldly life, that We may seduce (naft inahum)   84   
 them thereby’  [Q. 20:131]. Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said that 
He wants to dissuade the Speaking-Prophet of the age from turning 
his eyes to the pleasant life he sees in the people of misguidance, for 
this might distract him and he might be seduced by [their] enmity 
towards the Prince of the Believers — peace be upon him. Indeed, the 
enmity that the Speaking-Prophet — may God’s blessings be upon 
him — saw from this wretched ( mank ū s ) world towards the Prince of 
the Believers — peace be upon him — alarmed him and he almost 
doubted his position ( manzila ) with God — He is Sublime and High. 
This is the meaning of the verse:  ‘Had We not confi rmed you, you would 
nearly have inclined to them a little’  [Q. 17:74]. He means that had he 
not received secret sciences and subtle [truths] ( al- � ul ū m al-makn ū na 
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    85  Prophets may be seized by doubt, not because they lose their way and are 
corrupt, but because they may fear the worldly consequences of the revelations they 
receive. The author’s intention is to emphasize the fact that Prophets remain pure 
even though they may experience episodes of weakening faith.   

wa’l-la �  ā  
 if  ) regarding the Prince of the Believers — peace be upon 
him — had he not [reached] the highest degrees and the eminent 
position in every moment and in every glimpse, thus accessing 
unveilings and [divine] conversations ( yuk ā shaf muk ā shafa 
wa-yukh ā  � ab mukh ā  � aba ) — this is the ‘confi rmation’— he would have 
almost doubted the cause ( amr ) [of the Prince of the Believers], due to 
the great number of the people of deviation and corruption. And so a 
warning and a threat came to him from God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime. This happens with all the people of truthfulness (  � idq ) and 
knowledge ( ma � rifa ):  [82]  without God’s confi rmation to His 
Messengers, they would have turned on their heels ( irtadd ū   � al ā  
a � q ā bihim ) out of fear, not out of depravity ( kh ā  
 if ī n ghayr kh ā sir ī n ).  85   

  62.  He then said:  ‘ The provision of your Lord is better and more 
lasting’  [Q. 20:131]. This means the knowledge of the esoteric that God 
ordered him to bestow upon the Prince of the Believers — peace be 
upon him — and this is the ‘provision’ that comes out from this 
knowledge to the world. And it is ‘better and more lasting’ because the 
people of the world will have their world vanish from them, and  ‘they 
shall be returned to the most grievous chastisement’  [Q.  2:85] and the 
 ‘terrible abode’  [Q. 2:126]. 

  63.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘You shall 
know who are the owners of the even Way, and who is guided’  [Q. 20:135], 
he said — peace be upon him — that it is a threat to the people    At ī q, 
Zufar and Na  thal  and their supporters —  may God curse them  — 
because they are the enemies of the people of Truth. The ‘owners of 
of the even Way’ are the companions of the Imam — may God’s 
blessings be upon him — and the ‘guided’ are those who are guided to 
obey him. 

  64.  And similar to this in the Book of God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime — are His words:  ‘Verily, I am All-forgiving to him who repents, 
believes and does good, and at last is guided’  [Q. 20:82]. The repentant 
is the one who is from the people of Friendship ( wal ā ya ), and the 
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    86  Ms. A:  wa-ya � mal ; ms. B:  wa-lam ya � mal . I believe Ms. B and Strothmann are 
correct, since the text seems to establish a hierarchy between the members of the 
 da � wa , and to open the door the repenting members who had displeased the Imam. 
Treatise III generally seems to allude to dissensions within the  da � wa  — particularly 
in the passages on retribution that preceded.   

    87  This refers to an alleged plot to assassinate the Prophet Mu � ammad in an 
ambush at the pass (  � aqaba ) of Harsha, the night following the proclamation of Ghad ī r 
Khumm. According to Shi  i sources, several major companions participated in the 
ambush, among them Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar,   Uthm ā n,  � al � a, Mu   ā wiya,   Amr b. al-   Ā  � , 
al-Mugh ī ra b. Shu  ba, etc. — protagonists mentioned in several passages of the  Kashf . 
On this episode, see E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the   � a 	  ā ba ’, pp. 152–
156. In a footnote, p. 84, n. 4, Strothmann suggests ‘the people of   Aqaba’ could allude 
to the expression met earlier in  § 69:  irtadd ū   � al ā  a � q ā bihim , ‘they turned on their 
heels’. While this explanation is insuffi  cient, since the text clearly refers to the 
abovementioned plot, it is nevertheless possible that the author did intend a pun 
between this expression and the   Aqaba episode, since the plotters are indeed those 
who followed Mu � ammad but then turned away when required to acknowledge   Al ī ’s 
position as the Legatee. See also  Kashf  I, p. 32,  §  69, where Gabriel is said to sit in 
  Aqaba during the eschatological events.   

believer is the one who knows this aff air ( h ā dh ā  al-amr ) but does not 
act on it.  86   And the one who does [good] is the one whose goodness of 
action is accepted and whose endeavour is lauded.  ‘And at last is 
guided’  means that he is guided by his Friendship, his faith, his 
knowledge ( ma � rifa ) and his good deeds to the knowledge of his Imam 
— may God’s blessings be upon him in all his eras. 

 [Exegesis of verses from Q. 21] 

  65.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘This is a 
remembrance of those with me and those before me’  [Q. 21:24], he said 
— peace be upon him — that this means  [83]  that the  ‘remembrance of 
those with me’  is the same as the one  ‘those before me’  summoned to: it 
is the knowledge which the Prince of the Believers brought — may 
God’s blessings be upon him. The Summons is to him in every era and 
every age. 

  66.   ‘But most of them do not know the Truth, and so turn away’  
[Q. 21:24]. He means by this the people of   Aqaba ( a �  	  ā b al- � aqaba ),  87   
because they turned away from the Truth and from its acknowledgment, 
that is, from the Imam — may God’s blessings be upon him. He 
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    88  Indeed, the same sentence as in Q. 6:50 is pronounced by Noah in Q. 11:31.   
    89  Mss. A, B:  tathabbutihi . Corrected to  tathb ī tihi , following Strothmann’s 

suggestion, p. 85, n. 1.   
    90  This paragraph seems out of place, although it does mention the term  dhikr , 

‘remembrance’, which appears in both the previous and the following paragraph.   
    91  On this hermeneutic equivalence, see also  Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20; V, p. 101,  §  22; 

p. 155,  §  106. It is noteworthy that the mention of the Proof is followed by the words 
‘peace be upon him’, usually reserved for the Imam. This indicates that the Proof, 
here, is the successor of the Imam; see commentary of  Kashf  V, pp. 395–408.    

possesses the knowledge of everything the people need — [knowledge 
of] calamities and fates, of instructions, of means, of destinies and 
terms — which the Messenger taught him from God’s knowledge — 
He is Mighty and Sublime; indeed, [the Messenger] [only] knows what 
God has taught him — as God said — may He be exalted — to His 
Prophet Mu � ammad — may God’s blessing and peace be upon him: 
 ‘Say: I am not an innovation among the Messengers, and I know not what 
shall be done with me or with you. I only follow what is revealed to me’  
[Q. 46:9]. And elsewhere:  ‘Say: I do not say to you that I possess the 
treasures of God, nor that I have knowledge of the Mystery (ghayb), nor do 
I tell you I am an angel’  [Q. 6:50]. These are also the words of Noah — 
peace be upon him — as reported of him by God in His Book.  88   All of 
this is an indication that the Imams  [84]  and the Messengers only 
know what God has made known to them, through His revelation 
( wa 	  ī  ), His divine assistance ( ta 
 y ī d ) and His light. The confi rmation 
( tathb ī t )  89   [of this knowledge] comes from God — glory be to His 
name. 

  67.   ‘[We have sent down unto you a Book wherein is] your 
remembrance’  [Q.  21:10] means that He knows [which of you is] a 
believer or an unbeliever.  ‘Will you not refl ect’  [Q.  21:10] upon His 
commands and His prohibition and acknowledge His place?  90   

  68.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘We have 
written in the Psalms (al-zab ū r), aft er the remembrance, that the earth will 
be inherited by My righteous worshippers’  [Q. 21:105], he said — peace be 
upon him — that the ‘Psalms’ are the Imam — may God’s blessings 
be upon him. And the ‘earth’ is like the Proof — peace be upon him.  91   
The ‘righteous worshippers’ are the Summoners to God — may He be 
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    92  Ms. A:  bi-mulkihim wa-amw ā lihim ma � n ā  ahl al-am �  ā r  wa yumlikuhum 
al- 	 uk ū ma  � alayhi ; ms. B:  yumlikuhum wa-amw ā lihim ma � n ā  ahl al-am �  ā r wa 
yumlikuhum al- 	 uk ū ma  � alayhimi . The text is again corrupted, and Strothmann leaves 
a blank. The probable meaning of the sentence is that upon the Return, the Summoners 
will be confi rmed, legitimized in their actions and functions. It is interesting that the 
expression  ahl al-am �  ā r   is apparently used for the members of the  da � wa  who have 
been preparing for the Return.   

    93  See  Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63, and pp. 109–110, n. 134.   

exalted — <with their goods and possessions; they are the people of the 
military camps. He will give them authority over [their goods and 
possessions]>  92   upon the Return, that is, when the right is returned to 
its people, aft er the victory of the iniquitous and the veiling ( istit ā r ) of 
the Proofs and the Imams. 

 [Ab ū  Bakr: exegesis of verses from Q. 22] 

  69.  About God’s words  -  He is Sublime and High:  ‘Among men is he 
who disputes concerning God, without knowledge, and follows every rebel 
Satan, against whom it is written that whoever takes him for friend 
(tawall ā h), him he leads astray, and he guides him to to the chastisement 
of the burning’  [Q. 22:3–4], he said — peace be upon him — that is 
about    At ī q  —  may God curse him  — because he disputed concerning 
God — He is Sublime and High — over whether He ordered the 
Messenger — may God bless him — [to establish] the Imamate of the 
Prince of the Believers, [claiming] that his sacred station was not from 
God, and that the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ) was not taught  [85]  by the Messenger 
of God to the Prince of the Believers on God’s order. He disputed this 
out of denial, jealousy and pride, without knowledge, and  ‘followed 
every rebel Satan’ . Satan is    Umar  —  may God curse him  — because 
   At ī q  only acted on his opinion and his order.  93      At ī q  believed himself 
to be knowledgeable, and disdained the search for knowledge, 
displaying his disdain toward all — and this was unbelief ( kufr ) on his 
part. He thought that he had knowledge and acted publicly accordingly, 
when he was really ‘without knowledge’. 

  70.  Have you not seen God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘Turning away with pride to lead astray from God’s path. For him in this 
world is ignominy, and on the Day of Resurrection the chastisement of the 
burning’  [Q. 22:9]? This verse came down concerning him —  may God 
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    94  This is also known as the day of the proclamation of Ghad ī r Khumm, a place 
situated near Ju � fa, which is a locality on the outskirts of Medina in the direction of 
Mecca. Not long before his death and aft er the farewell pilgrimage, the Prophet 
Mu � ammad is said to have declared to his community: ‘Whoever’s Lord (mawl ā ) I 
am, then   Al ī  is his Lord as well’. This famous   	 ad ī th  is found both in Shi  i and Sunni 
sources, although its interpretations obviously diff er. On Ghad ī r Khumm, see L. 
Veccia Vaglieri, ‘ Gh ad ī r  Kh umm’,  EI2 ; M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ‘Ghad ī r Khumm’,  EI3 ; M. 
Massi Dakake,  The Charismatic Community , pp. 33–48. The   	 ad ī th  is quoted in  Kashf  
VI, p. 159,  §  6.   

    95  Death in the esoteric sense thus consists of the refusal to follow Mu � ammad in 
the person of his Legatee. It is refraining from giving life to the letter of  tanz ī l  by the 
spirit of  ta 
 w ī l .   

    96  A rank of the hierarchy of the  da � wa ; see e.g. F. Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s. Their 
History and Doctrines , p. 218, where it is identifi ed with the Proof. Here, however, it 
seems distinct from this rank. See  Kashf  V, p. 102,  §  24, where the ‘Hand’ appears again 
in a passage dedicated to this elite formed of seventy members.   

curse him . On the day of Ju � fa,  94   when the Master of the Law (  �  ā  	 ib 
al-shar ī  � a ) appointed the Prince of the Believers — may God’s blessings 
be upon him — saying: ‘This is your Imam, so know him! This is your 
Gate to God, so glorify him!’    At ī q  turned away so as not to hear these 
words, because of the hatred and the enmity to the Prince of the 
Believers — peace be upon him — his Satan and his partisans had 
charged him with. He speculated that God would not know everything 
he and his companions did —  may God curse him . 

  71.  It is about him that this verse was revealed:  ‘That is for what 
your hands have forwarded’ ,    At ī q ,  ‘for God is not   [86]   iniquitous to His 
worshippers’  [Q. 22:10]. This will be said to him aft er  ‘the chastisement 
of the burning’  [Q. 22:9], that is, aft er the rising of the Resurrector — 
may God’s blessings be upon him — with the sword ( qiy ā m al-q ā  
 im 
bi’l-sayf  ). On that day, the iniquitous  Ab ū  Bakr  will be killed seventy 
thousand deaths and burnt as many times. The meaning of the deaths 
endured by this iniquitous is to show his iniquity and his enmity to the 
universes, and [to show] that he lost his Islam when he disobeyed 
the Messenger aft er [his death]. Such is the esoteric meaning of the 
killing.  95   As for the seventy thousand deaths, it means that seventy 
among the elite of the Gates, the Proofs and the Hands ( ay ā d ī  )  96   from 
among the believers, will appear along with the Resurrector — may 
God’s blessings be upon him — when he appears with the sword 
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    97  The repetition of this sentence may result from a copyist’s error.   
    98  Ms. A:  tum ī t maq ā mahu ; ms. B:  baliya maq ā mahu . Both editors (Gh ā lib p. 89) 

read as A, but B is more intelligible here.   

( al-q ā  
 im  � inda  � uh ū rihi bi’l-sayf  ) — as God said — He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘And Moses chose seventy of his people for Our appointed time’  
[Q. 7:155]. These seventy are with every Speaking-Prophet when he 
appears and God perfects his sacred station; they will thus appear with 
the Resurrector — may God’s blessings be upon him — when he 
appears with the sword.  97   Each one of these seventy is followed by a 
thousand [men], and more — but the latter are all related to the 
seventy. Then will the loss of this iniquitous [man] be manifest, as well 
as the fact that his rebellion against the Messenger of God Lord of the 
Universes, and his iniquity toward the Prince of the Believers, have 
driven him out of the assembly of believers. Seventy thousand words 
( kalima ) will gather against him testifying of the calamity of his 
station.  98   His hypocrisy will be manifest. 

  72.  And [the fact that] he will be burnt as many times, reminds 
[one] that he deserves  [87]  the Fire, in the exoteric sense of the term, 
and shows what [actions] deserve this [punishment]. In the esoteric 
sense, he will be reminded of his faults and his crimes will be 
enumerated by the seventy thousand tongues of the people of 
truthfulness and faith ( ahl al- � idq wa’l- ī m ā n ), who are the elite [among 
the companions] of the Resurrector and his auxiliaries ( ans ā r ) — 
peace be upon him. Such is the explanation of this symbolic image 
( ish ā ra ). 

  73.  ‘ For him in this world is ignominy’  [Q. 22:9]: He means by this 
his metamorphosis into a variety of fi gures and forms ( m ā  yumsakh 
f ī h ī  min ikhtil ā f al- � uwar wa’l-hay ā kil ) — may God curse him. The 
meaning of this metamorphosis ( maskh ) is his transfer from one class 
to another. Indeed, he was counted among the Muslims and the 
companions of the Messenger of God — may God bless him and his 
family — but he left  this class for the class of the ignorant — and they 
set him out of the ranks of knowledge (  	 ud ū d al- � ilm ) into the class of 
the unbelievers, out of the ranks of obedience and faith into the class 
of the associators, because he associated to God’s order the choice of 
his own soul and the personal opinion of his Satan who misguided 
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    99  See  Kashf  I, pp. 4–5,  §  §  6–7, and commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 154–162.   

him and misguided himself. Such is the meaning of the reference to 
metamorphosis ( maskh ): it is the change from a praiseworthy state to 
these blameworthy states. And this has partly been explained 
previously.  99   

  74.  About God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘I do not 
know whether that which you are promised is nigh, or whether my Lord 
has set a distant term for it’  [Q. 72:25], al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him 
– said  [88]  that they are about the rising of the Bearer of the sword 
( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ) — may God’s blessings be upon him. 

  75.   ‘Indeed, He knows what is spoken aloud and He knows what you 
conceal’  [Q.  21:110]. This verse concerns those who opposed the 
Prince of the Believers — may God’s blessings be upon him —, those 
who betrayed him and conspired against him out of enmity towards 
him and the one who appointed him in his sacred station by [order of] 
God. 

  76.  This is the end of the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ) we have received from 
the treasury of grace ( khiz ā nat al-fa � l ) — may God be praised as He 
should be!  [89]   
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   Commentary  

 Although Treatise III seems, at fi rst glance, to contain few identifi able 
Ismaili doctrines and themes — such as the prophetic cycles, the 
succession of Completer Imams,  100   the initiation, etc. — it is in fact a 
key treatise in the collection. In Treatise I, the few clearly Ismaili 
elements were intertwined with others originating in pre-Nu � ayr ī  and 
 ghul ā t  circles. In Treatise III, the  ghul ā t  origins are more questionable. 
In his article on the ‘Mufa �  � al tradition’, Heinz Halm stated that 
Treatises I and III preserved ‘ ghul ā t  opuscules’ or ‘tracts’ (‘ gul ā t-
 Traktate’) which had been reworked by an Ismaili hand.  101   Yet, while 
he gave numerous examples of  ghuluww -related doctrines in Treatise 
I, he noted but three such features in Treatise III: Ab ū  Dharr’s refusal 
to pledge allegiance to Satan,  102   the statement that ‘Salm ā n is the origin 
of Islam’,  103   and the identifi cation of the ‘Orphan’ ( yat ī m ) with the 
Imam.  104   A few others can be added: another mention of  maskh ,  105   the 
use of puns and debatable etymologies in relation to Ab ū  Bakr,  106   
  Umar,  107   and the names of al-Miqd ā d, Ab ū  Dharr and Salm ā n.  108   
The very presence of this latter triad in the treatise is suggestive: these 

    100  They briefl y appear in  Kashf  I, pp. 15–16,  §  §  32–34, in a passage I identifi ed as 
Ismaili. They are found more extensively in  Kashf  V, p. 110,  §  36; p. 113,  §  40; p. 132, 
 §  §  69–70; p. 134,  §  71; p. 151,  §  101.   

    101  H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch der Schatten”, II, pp. 83–84.   
    102   Kashf  III, pp. 70–71,  §  38.   
    103   Kashf  III, p. 72,  §  40.   
    104   Kashf  III, p. 54,  §  §  3–5; p. 60,  §  17.   
    105   Kashf  III, p. 88,  §  73. See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 154–162.   
    106   Kashf  III, pp. 57–58,  §  12.   
    107   Kashf  III, p. 58,  §  13.   
    108   Kashf  III, pp. 70–72,  §  §  37–39.   
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    109   Kashf  I, pp. 14–15,  §  §  30–31.   
    110   Kashf  V, pp. 100–101,  §  22.   
    111   Kashf  III, p. 70,  §  38.   
    112  For Ab ū  Bakr:   At ī q (§§ 55, 63, 69–71) and Ab ū  al-Fa �  ī l (§§ 27, 43); for 

  Uthm ā n: Na  thal (§§ 22, 43, 63). On   At ī q, see e.g. M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and 
Exegesis , p. 84 (where it is noted that this nickname has no pejorative connotation, but 
is on the contrary an honorifi c title); E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the 
  � a 	  ā ba ’, p. 147. See also M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ‘  Al ī  et le Coran’, p. 699, n. 109, who 
reports that the expression ‘the religion of   At ī q’ ( d ī n al- � At ī q ) was forged in Sunni 
circles in reaction to the Shi  i expression ‘the religion of   Al ī ’; on  d ī n  � Al ī  , see idem,  La 
Religion discr è te , Ch. 1: ‘Consid é rations sur l’expression  d ī n  � Al ī  : Aux origines de la foi 
shiite’, pp. 19–47 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 1: ‘Refl ections on the 
Expression  d ī n  � Al ī  : the origins of the Shi  i Faith’, pp. 3–44). On Ab ū  al-Fa �  ī l, see e.g. 
M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , p. 119; W. Madelung, ‘Introduction’, in 
F. Daft ary and G. Miskinzoda,  The Study of Shi � i Islam  (London and New York,  2014 ), 
p. 9. On Na  thal, see e.g. I. Goldziher, ‘Spottnamen der ersten Chalifen’, pp. 327, 334; 
E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  views on the   � a 	  ā ba ’, p. 164; W. Madelung,  The 
Succession to Mu 	 ammad , p. 138; M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , p. 117.   

    113  Zufar:  Kashf  I, p. 19, § 41; p. 31, § 66. See E. Kohlberg, ‘Some Imam ī  Sh ī    ī  Views 
on the   � a 	  ā ba ’, p. 162 and p. 163, n. 107; M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , 
p. 118.   

three characters are only discussed in the  Kashf  in Treatise I, and there 
only en passant;  109   in Treatise V, Ab ū  Dharr is mentioned alone,  110   
using the same pun for his name as in Treatise III.  111   

 Another aspect of Treatise III could possibly have roots in  ghuluww , 
although it is a general feature of pre-Buwayhid exegesis: the 
‘vilifi cation of the Companions’ ( sabb al- � a 	  ā ba ), as well as ‘negative 
personalized commentaries’ consisting of identifying negative fi gures 
or entities from the Qur’an with   Al ī ’s opponents in the early days of 
Islam. Of course, this also appears in Treatises I and V, but still holds a 
considerable place in Treatise III, the ‘anti-Sunni’ stance of which is 
very pronounced; this treatise is indeed the only one in the collection 
to mention the nicknames given to Ab ū  Bakr and   Uthm ā n in early 
Shi  ism.  112   One of   Umar’s nicknames appears in Treatise I,  113   but in 
Treatise V, all these nicknames no longer feature. 

 The elements of  ghuluww  in Treatise III are therefore quite scant, all 
the more so since they are reinterpreted in a new sense and detached 
from the meaning they had in the ‘exaggerating’ sects: such is the case 
of the ‘Orphan’, which we will deal with in the present chapter, and the 
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 mus ū khiyya , discussed above. Even the ‘negative personalized 
commentaries’ of Treatise III are just as much reminiscences of ancient 
Shi  i exegeses as they are updates of these old exegetical processes 
geared towards a new end, that is, the legitimation of the Ismaili  da � wa . 
Rather than a ‘ ghul ā t  opuscule’, Treatise III is an Ismaili text playing 
with some of the codes and concepts of the  ghul ā t , reformulating them 
to serve the Ismaili Fatimid ideology. 

 Indeed, there is evidence that this treatise is in fact a polemical one, 
which, under the cover of Qur’anic exegesis and references to the early 
days of Islam, has a very concrete, i.e. political, aim. While it is clear that 
older exegetical resources were mobilized for the composition of the 
treatise, the composition itself seems to be linked to a particular historical 
context, a pivotal moment in the  da � wa  during which a reform occurred. 
In the absence of explicit historical evidence, such as references to 
specifi c historical events or protagonists, one can only formulate 
hypotheses as to the events to which the treatise implicitly responds: 
they may correspond either to the investiture of the one who would 
become the fi rst Fatimid caliph and who declared himself the Mahd ī , to 
the end of his reign, or to the beginning of the reign of his successor, 
al-Q ā  � im. 

 Among the reasons for the diffi  culty in distinguishing the pre-
Fatimid and the Fatimid phases is their chronological proximity: 
between the period immediately preceding the proclamation of   Abd 
All ā h al-Mahd ī  and the period of his reign, or even that of his 
successor, there was no clear break. At the time, the Ismaili scholars 
were trying to adapt their doctrinal texts to new circumstances. The 
aim was to support Fatimid legitimacy unsurprisingly by the use of 
earlier material: it would be unthinkable to argue in favour of the 
already fragile legitimacy of the Fatimid Imam while refraining from 
using the very texts, doctrines and exegeses that were supposed to 
have announced his appearance. Therefore, it is only natural that an 
early Fatimid composition would quote so many exegeses of the 
‘Sage’, who must be the predecessor of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  at the 
head of the  da � wa . Their occurrences do not necessarily mean that 
the treatise, in the form in which it came to us, is contemporary with 
this ‘Sage’. 

 Treatise III poses the delicate question of the very defi nition of 
Ismailism, already problematic due to the diversity of Ismaili currents, 
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    114  H. Halm,  Kosmologie,  pp. 165–166.   

and the lack of sources for the initial period of the movement: where 
does the passage from Shi  ism to Ismailism take place? Where are we 
dealing with a specifi cally Ismaili doctrine? I began to answer the last 
question in my study of Treatise I: the Ismaili contribution is revealed 
in the  reinterpretation  of certain ancient terms,   	 ad ī th s or doctrines, 
oft en originating from what was labelled as  ghuluww . But Ismailism 
was indeed an underground revolutionary movement, a missionary 
organization aiming at taking power, and then it became the doctrine 
of a new ruling elite trying to consolidate itself and struggling with 
various opponents, revolts and rebellions. Therefore, here is another 
criterion that allows us to identify a number of elements of the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  as Ismaili, particularly those referring more or less directly 
to a network of ‘Summoners’, to a  da � wa , and to those likely to be 
mobilized for apologetic and political purposes. 

 Treatise III is witness to a key moment in the formation of Ismailism, 
during which its concepts were gradually built, its doctrines, exegeses 
and technical terms drawn from the Shi  i intellectual background, 
selected and reinterpreted. Apart from the  raj � a , characteristic 
doctrines of the Ismaili creed are not fi rmly asserted there, but the 
infl ections that distinguish it from other Shi  i currents can already be 
detected. First, the emphasis on the very concept of  da � wa , that is, of 
an organized political network of propaganda, must be understood as 
a criterion allowing the identifi cation of Ismailism. What characterises 
positively the Ismaili novelty of  Kit ā b al-Kashf , relatively to Shi  ism in 
general and to  ghuluww  in particular, are indeed the more or less clear 
allusions to such an organization. Treatise III clarifi es in this respect 
the few references to such a  da � wa  that appeared in Treatise I, and 
introduces the clearer data of Treatises V and VI. 

 Other doctrines and concepts discussed in Treatise III must be 
interpreted as Ismaili infl ections. This is the case with the term 
‘Orphan’, which H. Halm considers to be a mark of  ghuluww , while 
acknowledging that, as it appears in Treatise III, the term was indeed 
the result of an Ismaili reinterpretation.  114   Similarly, the concepts of 
 raj � a  and Mahd ī  initially come from older currents, but are also 
reinterpreted and adapted to the needs of Ismailism. Thus, a new 
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    115  As in Treatise I,  q ā  
 im  is preferred over  mahd ī   in Treatise III.   
    116   Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20.   
    117  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 55.   
    118  The other being al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h, the second Fatimid caliph; see  Kashf  

V, p. 103,  §  25.   

character appears here, that of the ‘Bearer of the sword’ ( al-q ā  
 im 
bi’l-sayf  ) who precedes the Resurrector  115   and ‘prepares the earth’  116   
for his coming. It is in such a reinterpretative perspective that one 
must understand the many mentions of the misdeeds and the fate of 
the ‘three Satans’ — i.e. Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n — enemies of 
  Al ī  to which the enemies of Ismailism are assimilated, in terms 
suggesting that the latter are former Ismaili subjects who rebelled 
against the authority of the Imam. The allusive justifi cation of a reform 
is one more element in favor of the approximate dating that we have 
proposed for the composition of this treatise. 

 The following pages will therefore be an attempt to show how this 
treatise, rather than a ‘ ghul ā t  opuscule’, was indeed initially composed 
by an Ismaili hand by reusing exegeses and other earlier material, in 
response to specifi c historical circumstances. While it does not seem 
possible to determine the nature of these circumstances beyond any 
dispute, I will nevertheless formulate the hypothesis that the treatise 
was composed in the aft ermath of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s rise to power. 

   1. Identifying the ‘Sage’ ( al- � ak ī m ) and dating Treatise III  

 In Treatises III and V, several exegeses are attributed to a certain ‘Sage’ 
( al- 	 ak ī m ). In his reference article on the Imamology of early 
Ismailism, Madelung briefl y addresses al- � ak ī m’s identity. He fi rst 
notes that the mentions of the Sage in  Kit ā b al-Kashf  were, most of the 
time, followed by blessing formulas indicating that he was considered 
a successor to the Prophet.  117   He would therefore be an Imam. In 
addition, Madelung identifi es in Treatise V the elements which led 
him to identify our Sage with Mu � ammad b. A � mad, that is, the 
predecessor of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  at the head of the  da � wa  in 
Salamiyya. Indeed, Mu � ammad b. A � mad is mentioned by name in 
this treatise, which is all the more remarkable since he is one of the 
only two Ismaili characters to be openly named in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf .  118   
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    119   Kashf  V, p. 99,  §  16.   
    120  As noted by W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 56, n. 78; see also H. Halm, 

 Kosmologie , p. 18. See also A. Hamdani and F. De Blois, ‘A Re-examination of 
al-Mahd ī ’s Letter’, p. 190, where it is noted that the passages from   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r  
which identify Ab ū    Al ī  al- � ak ī m and Mu � ammad b. A � mad seem partly based on 
sources dating back to a time when the Fatimid offi  cial lineage had not yet been 
established — in spite of the fact that Idr ī s adheres to the post-al-Mu  izz lineage. See 
Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r , vol. 5, pp. 153–154.   

About Mu � ammad b. A � mad, Treatise V states that ‘he started by 
concealing his identity in order to preserve his secret from the 
hypocrites. He presented himself as the Proof who guides towards the 
Imam, while, in fact, he was guiding towards himself, and no one 
knew this except a few among the elite of his Summoners’.  119   What is 
at stake here, is to justify ex post facto the continuity of the lineage of 
the Imams from Ja  far al- �  ā diq to Mu � ammad b. A � mad, then to his 
successor at the head of the  da � wa , namely the soon-to-become fi rst 
Fatimid caliph. According to this passage, the Ismaili organization 
would have regarded its leader as an Imam from the start, even though 
in the propaganda intended to recruit partisans, this leader was only 
presented as the representative, the ‘Proof’, of an Imam whose return 
as the Mahd ī  was foretold and expected. However, the  Kashf  does 
not specify whether this Imam was presented under the name of 
Mu � ammad b. Ism ā    ī l. 

 Madelung’s identifi cation of al- � ak ī m with Mu � ammad b. A � mad 
is the most plausible, if we are to believe the  � ayyib ī  author Idr ī s   Im ā d 
al-D ī n, who indeed calls Mu � ammad b. A � mad, ‘Ab ū    Al ī  al- � ak ī m’ 
in his   � Uy ū n al-akhb ā r .  120   

 Madelung considers the  Kashf ’s mention of Mu � ammad b. A � mad 
a Fatimid gloss inserted into the original treatises at a later stage, 
yet earlier than the reign of the fourth Fatimid caliph al-Mu  izz. 
Indeed, starting from the latter’s reign, Mu � ammad b. A � mad was 
no longer considered one of the Imams in the offi  cial lineage: at that 
time, the Fatimid dynasty claimed direct ancestry, from father to 
son, from Ja  far al- �  ā diq to   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  — that is, through 
Ism ā    ī l b. Ja  far, Mu � ammad b. Ism ā    ī l,   Abd All ā h, A � mad and 
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    121  On al-Mu  izz’s reform of the Fatimid genealogy, by which he claimed 
Mu � ammad b. Ism ā    ī l’s ancestry, see W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 86–118; A. 
Hamdani and F. De Blois, ‘A Re-examination of al-Mahd ī ’s Letter’, pp. 186–195.   

    122  H.F. Hamdani,  On the Genealogy of Fatimid Caliphs , English text pp. 13–14, 
Arabic text p. 11; W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 55; A. Hamdani and F. De Blois, ‘A 
Re-examination of al-Mahd ī ’s Letter’, p. 176.   

al- � usayn.  121   Before al-Mu  izz’s reform,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  himself 
declared, in a rather confusing letter, that his ancestor was   Abdall ā h 
al-Af 
 a � , who was Ja  far al- �  ā diq’s eldest son when the latter died. 
Al-Mahd ī  also indicates that his predecessor at the head of the Ismaili 
organization was his uncle, Mu � ammad b. A � mad, not his father 
al- � usayn.  122   

 The passage that Madelung considers a Fatimid gloss therefore 
clearly belongs to a period prior to the establishment of the orthodox 
line of succession under al-Mu  izz. But is it really a gloss? According to 
Madelung, if al- � ak ī m is indeed Mu � ammad b. A � mad, the 
omnipresence of the exegeses by al- � ak ī m in Treatises III and V 
proves that the latter was written at the time of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s 
predecessor. Yet, several hints suggest that Treatise III could in fact 
have been composed at the very beginning of the Fatimid period, 
probably under the reign of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī . As we will see below, 
the general orientation of the treatise points towards a period when 
the  da � wa  was not clandestine anymore. The production of writings 
against enemies of Ismailism who ‘returned’ to their false beliefs aft er 
knowing the truth is not consistent with the clandestine period; it is 
rather an attempt to bring back dissident Ismailis in line aft er the 
proclamation of al-Mahd ī ’s Imamate. And such passages cannot be 
considered as mere glosses added to an original core, since they form 
the essence of Treatise III, both quantitatively and qualitatively: this 
treatise was written to reassure the partisans of the  da � wa , to threaten 
those who were tempted to turn their backs on it and to justify the 
legitimacy of the Imam. Older exegetical material was mobilized for 
this aim — as attested by the various quotations of al- � ak ī m — but the 
composition of the treatise itself is an answer to new circumstances: 
a particular event has taken place, a continuity has been broken, 
leading to a reaction that the central organization of the  da � wa  had 
to counter. 
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    123   Kashf  III, p. 53,  §  3; p. 56,  § 10; p. 65,  §  27; p. 72,  §  §  39, 40; p. 73,  §  42; p. 75,  §  45; 
p. 77,  §  48; p. 79,  §  54; p. 80,  §  57; p. 81,  §  59; p. 82,  §  61; p. 88,  §  74.   

    124   Kashf  III, p. 74,  §  43; p. 77,  §  48; p. 78,  §  49; p. 83,  §  §  63, 65; p. 85,  §  68, 69. It 
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    126   Kashf  III, p. 65,  §  27; p. 79,  §  54; p. 83,  §  63; p. 85–96,  §  §  69–70.   
    127   Kashf  III, p. 72,  §  38; pp. 75–76,  §  45; pp. 77–78,  §  48; p. 81,  §  59; p. 85,  §  68; 

pp. 88–89,  §  74.   

 Let us briefl y examine the exegeses attributed to al- � ak ī m in 
Treatise III: he is cited by name thirteen times.  123   While most of the 
 q ā la  (‘he said’) of the treatise introduce Qur’anic verses and therefore 
have God as subject, several point to an exegete that must probably be 
identifi ed with the ‘Sage’.  124   If we only consider these passages, the 
exegetical comments that can be attributed to al- � ak ī m fall into three 
main types: 

  — personalized commentaries identifying Qur’anic elements with 
the Imam or the Ahl al-Bayt, and therefore aiming to base the 
Imamate on the text of the Qur’an, according to a typically Shi  i 
method;  125   

 — the counterparts of the fi rst type, that is, the negative personalized 
commentaries, by which certain Qur’anic elements are identifi ed 
with the enemies of the Imams, mainly Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar, but 
also   Uthm ā n. These exegeses are more numerous than those of 
the fi rst type, and their tone suggests that their actual aim is not so 
much to curse the enemies of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib in his time, as it is 
to curse the enemies of the ‘Imams of his descent’, that is, the 
enemies of the  da � wa  and its leaders;  126   

 — exegeses that relate to the return of the Q ā  � im and interpret 
Qur’anic verses on the Last Judgement as allusions to the  raj � a .  127    

 These exegeses do not, per se, contradict Madelung’s hypothesis that 
Treatise III was written at the time of al- � ak ī m. But the general tone 
and other clues that will be examined lead one to believe that Treatise 
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    128  On this theme, see e.g. the interpretation of Q. 16:21 in  Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  15.   

III, in its current form, is not a piece of writing contemporary to 
al- � ak ī m, or a simple account of his teachings, but rather an aide-
memoire of the latter: its purpose is to mobilize ancient exegeses and 
to place them in the service of a new doctrine. However, it will be 
conceded that the time of al- � ak ī m was very close to the time Treatise 
III was composed, otherwise the authority of these exegeses would 
have been diminished. The composition of Treatise III took place aft er 
al- � ak ī m’s Imamate, but at a time when his prestige had not yet faded. 
The new policy of the  da � wa  could thus be based on his authority. 
Evoking his words was supposed to win the support of the recalcitrant 
elements of the  da � wa  and convince them. We can suppose that 
the latter were those who were called the ‘Qarmatians’, members of the 
 da � wa  who had not accepted   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s claim to the 
Imamate and the Mahdiship, or who rebelled against him.  

   2. The  da � wa : an organization and its enemies  

 The notion of  da � wa  implicitly appears on the very fi rst pages of the 
treatise. Although it is not dealt with directly, it is clearly in the 
background of the fi rst fi ft een pages at least, either through the exegesis 
of Qur’anic verses containing terms from the same root, or through 
terms from similar but distinct roots. The presentation unfolds 
through a subtle series of alliterations which suggests an opposition 
between the organization of the  da � wa  and its adversaries, who reject 
it, oppose it, or abandon it. Such composition around the term  da � wa  
suggests that the treatise is indeed the product of a clearly political 
organization which wished to justify its legitimacy by attaching itself 
to Qur’anic notions and to the most classical Shi  i historiography. 

 The term  da � wa  is Qur’anic, and is found for instance in Q. 30:25, 
where it designates the summons of the dead on Judgment Day — a 
verse that lends itself well to an esoteric interpretation, since men are 
dead, symbolically, as long as they do not have access to the esoteric 
knowledge obtained from the Imam.  128   The  da � wa  is a call, an invitation 
or a summons, either from man to God, or from God to man. In the 
Ismaili context, it is found in the latter sense, that is, as God’s summons 
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    129  This meaning had Qur’anic roots, as in Q. 14:44:  ‘We will answer Your call and 
follow Your prophets’ .   

    130  See M. Canard, ‘Da  wa’,  EI2 .   
    131   Kashf  I, p. 3,  §  3.   

to humanity  129   through the prophets, the Imams and the entire 
network of Ismaili propagandists. Indeed, the term also refers to 
ideological activism as it designates any form of propaganda or 
campaign summoning people to a given position or faith. It then 
acquired a defi nitely political-religious meaning: the  da � wa  is thus a 
propaganda campaign during which missionaries or propagandists 
( du �  ā t ) try to recruit supporters in order to rally them behind a 
contender to power. The Abbasid revolution is a typical example of a 
successful  da � wa ,  130   and it is on this model that the Ismaili  da � wa  was 
formed, using the religious connotation of the term to support its 
political claims, just as the Abbasids had done. 

 Treatise III clarifi es several passages from Treatise I — or, more 
precisely, those passages of Treatise I that are most obviously of Ismaili 
provenance, that is, those added to the  ghul ā t  core. Therefore, it seems 
necessary to review the extracts from Treatise I which dealt with the 
 da � wa , as well as its representatives ( d ā  �  ī  , pl.  du �  ā t ), or with the act of 
calling to, ‘summoning’ to the Imam and to God. 

 The fi rst mention of the ‘Summoners’ ( du �  ā t ) appears in the unusual 
chain of transmission which precedes the ‘keeping of the secret 
 	adīth ’.  131   This  isn ā d  sketches out an esoteric hierarchy, but we can 
hardly consider that there is more than a sketch here — a rather 
confused one moreover. The following hierarchy can be derived from 
the  isn ā d : 

   ●  awliy ā  
   (Friends)  
  ●  aw � iy ā  
   (Legatees)  
  ●  du �  ā t  (Summoners)  
  ●  nuqab ā  
   (Chiefs)  
  ●  nujab ā  
   (Nobles)  
  ●  abw ā b  (Gates)  
  ●   	 ujaj  (Proofs).   
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 The problem is that the order in which these ranks are supposed to be 
organized is not quite clear: is the rank of the ‘Friends’ ( awliy ā  
  ) the 
highest? Although it is possible that this term designates the prophets, 
it would be unusual. It is even less likely that the chain should be read 
in the opposite direction, as this would place the ‘Legatees’ ( aw � iy ā  
  ) 
among the lowest ranks. I suggest that the text is corrupted here, and 
that the  aw � iy ā  
   should be placed aft er the Proofs (  	 ujaj ). The chain 
would thus read in ascending order. 

 What is interesting here is the way various religious groups use 
these ranks and adapt them for their respective agendas. Indeed, the 
chain of transmission contains several ranks ( abw ā b ,  nuqab ā  
   and 
 nujab ā  
   in particular) also found in Nu � ayr ī  literature or in works such 
as the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa . Among the Nu � ayr ī s, there is indeed a 
seven-rank hierarchy, in ascending order:  mumta 	 an  (Tested) / 
 mukhli �   (Loyal) /  mukhta �  �   (Elect) /  naj ī b  (Noble) /  naq ī b  (Chief ) / 
 yat ī m  (Orphan) /  b ā b  (Gate).  132   The ‘Summoners’, however, do not 
appear in this literature, which means we are probably dealing here 
with an enumeration of older ranks, to which an Ismaili hand has 
added the Summoners. Thus, the very use of the term  du �  ā t  should be 
read as a mark of ‘Ismailization’, so to speak. 

 This can also be deduced from the passage on metamorphosis 
( mus ū khiyya ) in Treatise I. I have shown above that this notion was 
given a new interpretation, which we identifi ed as the Ismaili 
contribution to earlier doctrines.  133   The metaphorical metamorphosis, 
the text tells us, applies to those who are drawn out of ‘the Summons 
of Truth’ ( da � wat al- 	 aqq ) ‘in following the whispers of Satan’.  134   The 
presence of the notion of  da � wa  in a passage which clearly belongs to 
the Ismaili layer of Treatise I is an additional indication in favour of 
the specifi cally Ismaili character of the use of the root  d- � -w . In another 
passage that is clearly Ismaili as it mentions the ‘Completer Imams’,  135   
the verb  da �  ā   appears once more, in relation to Mu � ammad who 
‘summons’ the people to the Revelation ( tanz ī l ). 
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    136   Kashf  I, p. 25,  §  54.   
    137  See e.g. al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , index s.v.  am ī r al-na 	 l ; M.M. Bar-Asher 

and A. Kofsky,  The Nusayr ī - � Alaw ī  Religion , p. 168 (Arabic: p. 200).   
    138   Am ī r al-na 	 l  and  ya � s ū b  also appear in other Ismaili texts; see e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r 

al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
  , p. 115 ( ya � s ū b );  �  ā tim b. Ibr ā h ī m al- �  ā mid ī , 
 Zahr bidhr al- 	 aq ā  
 iq , p. 171 ( am ī r al-na 	 l ). See also al-Nays ā b ū r ī ,  Ithb ā t al-Imama , 
p.48,  §  28 (Arabic text, p. 26), where Mu � ammad calls   Al ī  the  ya � s ū b  of the believers. 
Note that al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n opposes bees to wasps, the former, which produce honey, 
being identifi ed with the ‘people of Truth’ ( ahl al- 	 aqq ), while the latter are similar to the 
‘people of misguidance’ ( ahl al- �  ā lala ); see al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , p. 91.   

    139  R. Dussaud,  Histoire et religion des   No � air î s,  p. 59, n. 3. On the connection 
between the ‘Prince of bees’ and the ‘Prince of stars’, based on the notion that the true 
believers become stars, see also H. Halm,  ‘ Das ‘Buch der Schatten’ ’ , II, p. 60.   

    140  See M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , pp. 99, 108, 138, 190, 287, and 
references given there (Eng. trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , pp. 118, 130–131, 174, 
251, 390). On the  khu � bat al-bay ā n , the main source for this expression, see also 
above, pp. 141–142, n. 242.   

    141  As noted by both M.A. Amir-Moezzi and Y. Friedman, al-Majlis ī  also identifi es 
the bees with the believers (i.e. the Shi  is); cited in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion 
discr è te , p. 108, n. 92 (Eng. trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , p. 130, n. 92); Y. Friedman, 
 The Nusayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 125. On this symbolism, see also E. Kohlberg, ‘Taqiyya in Sh ī    ī  
Theology’, p. 358 and pp. 358–359, n. 74.   

    142  See I. Goldziher, ‘Schi‘itisches’,  ZDMG , p. 532.   

 Even more decisive is a short passage interpreting Q. 16:68: ‘ Your 
Lord revealed to the bees, saying: Take unto yourselves houses of the 
mountains and of the trees’ .  136   The bees are the Imams, while the 
mountains and the trees are hierarchized and correspond to two types 
of Summoners: those who are called ‘Proofs’ and those who are simple 
Summoners of a lower level. This verse and its exegesis are probably 
connected to one of   Al ī ’s nicknames, found in Nu � ayr ī   137   and Shi  i 
texts: Prince of the bees ( am ī r al-na 	 l ) or Queen Bee ( ya � s ū b ).  138   In 
some Nu � ayr ī  texts, the ‘Prince of the bees’ is identifi ed with the ‘Prince 
of the stars’, the stars being, as Ren é  Dussaud explains, ‘le lieu 
d’habitation des hommes justes, des croyants’.  139   In several Shi  i 
  	 ad ī ths ,   Al ī  declares ‘I am the Queen Bee of the believers’ ( an ā  ya � s ū b 
al-mu 
 min ī n ),  140   which is consistent with the Nu � ayr ī  interpretation in 
identifying the bees with the believers.  141   Yet, Goldziher points to Shi  i 
texts in which the bees of Q. 16:68 are identifi ed with the Ahl al-Bayt, 
while the  ‘drink of diverse hues wherein is healing for men’  (Q. 16:69), 
that is, honey, corresponds to the Qur’an.  142   In his  Tafs ī r , al-  Ayy ā sh ī  
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    143  Al-  Ayy ā sh ī ,  Tafs ī r , vol. 3, p. 15; see M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , 
pp. 111–112. For a similar but slightly less detailed interpretation, see also al-Qumm ī , 
 Tafs ī r , ed.  � . Al-M ū saw ī  al-Jaz ā  � ir ī , vol. 1, p. 387; ed. Mu � assasat al-Mahd ī  vol. 2, 
p. 553.   

    144  See Y. Friedman,  The Nusayr ī - � Alaw ī s , pp. 124–126. The author suggests that 
the Shi  i and Nu � ayr ī  speculations on this symbolism might be inherited from religious 
conceptions of the Late Antiquity. See also D. De Smet, ‘Abeille, Miel’, in  Dictionnaire 
du Coran , ed. M.A. Amir-Moezzi, pp. 6–7, where it is recalled that the Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  �  
also stage a dialogue between a king and a bee in which the latter presents the virtues 
of its species. The presentation seems to subtly combine Shi  i references with 
zoological considerations drawn from Greek sources; see Ikhw ā n al- � af ā  � ,  Ras ā  
 il  
(Beirut,  2006 ), Epistle 22, vol. 2, pp. 301–305; L.E. Goodman and R. McGregor, ed. 
and trans.,  Epistles of the Brethren of Purity, The Case of the Animals versus Man Before 
the King of the Jinn  (Oxford,  2009 ), Ch. 25, pp. 232–237 (Arabic text, pp. 172–178). See 
also Y. Marquet,  La philosophie des I � w ā n al- � af ā  
   (Milan,  1999 ), pp. 195–198.   

(d.320/932) provides a similar interpretation: the bees are the Imams, 
the mountains are the Arabs and the trees are their freed clientele 
( maw ā l ī  ). As for the fruits of Q.  16:69 ( ‘Eat of all fruits . . .’ ), they 
represent the knowledge taught by the Imams to their disciples.  143   The 
interpretation of these verses and the symbolism of bees in Shi  i 
context could be the subject of an independent study; while Friedman 
has provided a useful summary of the question, it calls for further 
research.  144   Here, we must confi ne to note the proximity between 
al-  Ayy ā sh ī ’s exegesis and that of  Kit ā b al-Kashf : not only are the bees 
identifi ed with the Imams in both cases, but the mountains and the 
trees, identifi ed with their followers, are similarly hierarchized, 
corresponding to Arabs and non-Arabs respectively according to 
al-  Ayy ā sh ī , and to Proofs and Summoners according to the  Kashf . 
Finally, in both texts, the ‘fruits’ symbolise knowledge. The exegesis of 
the  Kashf  is even more detailed as it also assimilates the ‘paths’ of 
Q. 16:69 ( ‘. . . and follow the paths of your Lord in humility’ ) to the deeds 
(  � amal ), thus forming a complementary couple with the knowledge 
(  � ilm ) symbolized by the fruits. It also contributes an etymological 
novelty which, to my knowledge, does not appear elsewhere, when 
explaining that the Imams are called bees ( na 	 l ) because they ‘dispense’ 
or ‘donate’ (verb  na 	 ala ) knowledge. The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  therefore 
appears as an important document in the study of the expression 
‘Prince of the bees’; it obviously depends on a tradition close to that of 
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    145  See  Kashf  VI, pp. 169–171,  §  §  27–30.   
    146  The interpretation of Q. 16:68–69 provided in the  Kashf  should be compared 

with that found in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, 
ff . 321–322, which is a little diff erent, mainly because the bees are the Summoners, not 
the Imams. Also, the ‘mountains’, ‘trees’ and ‘houses’ are not interpreted.   

    147   Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  §  57–59.   
    148  See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.   
    149  See  Kashf  III, p. 78–79,  §  60; V, p. 114,  §  41; p. 123,  §  57; VI, p. 166,  §  23.   

al-  Ayy ā sh ī , a tradition to which it nevertheless brings an Ismaili 
infl ection by integrating the ranks of the Proofs and the Summoners. 
The identifi cation of the mountains with the Summoners is particularly 
noteworthy; such equivalence forms the exegetical key of several 
passages in Treatise VI,  145   and it seems to characterize early Ismailism. 
This exegesis of Q.  16:69 appears as yet another example of the 
‘Ismailization’ of earlier Shi  i material.  146   

 The symbolic equivalence between coitus and initiation should also 
be considered a specifi c feature of early Ismailism building on previous 
similar notions among Shi  i groups. The passage of Treatise I dealing 
with this symbolism is the last of the treatise to mention the  da � wa , 
while portraying Joseph as a  d ā  �  ī  .  147   We have already established that 
this symbolic interpretation of sexuality appeared in all treatises of the 
 Kashf , except for Treatises II and IV.  148   It should be added here that 
every occurrence of this symbolism is connected to the  da � wa ,  149   
which provides another case of an older doctrine refashioned in 
Ismaili terms. 

 It appears that in Treatise I, the notion of  da � wa i s still tied to the 
 ghul ā t  background which forms the core of the treatise, as we have 
shown. It is diffi  cult to say whether this notion was added, more or less 
artifi cially, to the original core during a Fatimid reworking of the text, 
or if the treatise presents a stage of Ismaili thought where it was just 
beginning to see its own concepts emerge from a  ghul ā t  environment. 
In favour of this second possibility, we can mention the overlapping of 
the occurrences of terms from the root  d- � -w  with an Ismailism still 
very much dependent on its Shi  i and  ghul ā t  sources. Such is the case 
of the passages which temper the doctrine of  mus ū khiyya  while 
retaining the term, those interpreting lawful coitus as an authorized 
initiation, or even as the implicit allusion to the name ‘Prince of the 
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    150   Kashf  III, pp. 53–56,  §  §  3–9.   
    151   Kashf  III, pp. 56–65,  §  §  10–26.   
    152   Kashf  III, pp. 65–67,  §  §  27–32.   

bees’. We will see that in Treatise III, we are dealing with a more 
independent Ismailism, despite the persistence of ancient concepts 
and the centrality of the traditional Shi  i historiography of the 
beginnings of Islam. 

 The notion of  da � wa  is the focal point of Treatise III: indeed, while 
the term only appears occasionally — albeit starting from the very fi rst 
page — it is in reference to it that at least the fi rst four textual units of 
the treatise have been gathered. The treatise opens with two verses 
referring to the ‘mosques’ that belong to God (Q. 72:18) and to ‘the 
houses that God has permitted to be raised up’ (Q. 24:36–37), where 
mosques and houses represent the Imams. The verse on the houses 
intervenes only as an explanation of the ‘mosques’ of Q.  72:18; the 
emphasis here is on the  da � wa.  A term from the same root ( d- � -w ) 
indeed appears in Q. 72:18:  ‘ The mosques belong to God, so do not call 
(l ā  tad �  ū ), along with God, upon anyone.’  Having identifi ed the ‘mosques’ 
with the Imams, the two following explanatory sentences also use 
terms from the root  d- � -w :  ‘Do not call (l ā  tad �  ū ), along with God, upon 
anyone’ , means that one must be mindful not to claim ( idda � a ) a 
function that God has reserved for his Imams. ‘God has ordered that 
their Summons ( da � wa ) be answered.’ It is a question of identifying the 
Summons that, from Adam and through all His prophets, God sends 
to humankind, on the one hand, and the Ismaili  da � wa , on the other 
hand. The fi rst two paragraphs of the treatise are therefore devoted to 
the need to follow the Speaking-Prophet and the Imams, and to 
present the  da � wa  as the means to do so. 

 The three following textual units consist of: i) an integral exegesis of 
s ū ra 107;  150   ii) a complete exegesis of s ū ra 89;  151   iii) an exegesis of 
Q. 17:50–52.  152   Let us note the presence of two integral, verse by verse, 
exegeses of s ū ras, in an Ismaili text, which is remarkable. While these 
units address several themes, their succession seems to be justifi ed by 
a set of alliterations based on the word  da � wa , or, in the case of Q. 17:52, 
with the verb  da �  ā  , derived from the same root. 
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    153   Kashf  III, p. 54,  §  3.   
    154   Kashf  III, p. 55,  §  6.   
    155   Kashf  III, p. 56,  §  9.   
    156   Kashf  III, pp. 55, 56,  §  §  8–9.   

   i. S ū ra 107   
 This s ū ra contains the verb  da �  � a , ‘to repel’, ‘to repulse’, from the root 
 d- � - �  :  ‘Have you seen the one who denies religion? That is he who repels 
(yadu �  � u) the orphan’  (Q. 107:1–2). The orphan is the Imam; to ‘repel’ 
the Imam, that is, to usurp his ‘sacred station’ can only lead to ‘being 
repelled’ ( yudda �  �  ū n ) to the Fire of Gehenna:  153   the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  here 
underlines the Qur’anic use of the active and passive voices of the verb 
 da �  � a , the latter appearing in verse 52:13. The choice of s ū ra 107 seems 
to be partly guided — the notion of orphan being another important 
reason — by the alliteration of  da �  � a  with  da � wa . Whoever rejects the 
Imam is also considered an ‘aggressor’ ( mu � tad ī  ),  154   a term from the 
root   � -d-w , the author thus spinning out the alliteration which 
continues in the exegesis of Q. 89. 

 The exegesis of Q. 107 addresses the main themes that will be the 
subject of the treatise. It thus talks about the ‘orphan’, to which we will 
return. Here, the rejection of the Qur’anic orphan, assimilated to the 
rejection of the Imam, becomes the symbol of the rejection of the 
esoteric aspect of religion. Therefore, esotericism consists above all of 
the recognition of the Imam, while exotericism consists, on the 
contrary, of taking a false Imam, not elected by God, in place of 
the legitimate Imam, and therefore in breaking the continuity of the 
‘Order’, ‘the handle and the cable of God’.  155   These are  topoi  of Shi  ism. 
The Ismaili touch lies in the subversive application of this reading of 
the beginnings of Islam to a situation contemporary to the redaction 
of the treatise. To all appearances, the text speaks of Mu � ammad’s 
succession, of the division of the community between the true Muslims 
who followed   Al ī , and the false ones who accepted Ab ū  Bakr’s 
authority. Yet, there are signs that encourage us to broaden the point 
and apply to others what the text says about   Al ī , his supporters and his 
opponents. Indeed, the expression ‘in every era and every age’,  156   hints 
at the fact that the drama of the Prophet’s succession is replayed at all 
times, and therefore at the time when the treatise was composed. 
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 Besides the theme of the orphan, and the analogy between the 
couple esotericism / exotericism and the couple continuity / rupture of 
the ‘Order’, the exegesis of Q. 107 briefl y alludes  157   to another of the 
main themes of Treatise III, that of retribution on the Day of 
Resurrection — given that this Day is none other than that of the 
appearance of the Mahd ī , who will then judge those who have taken 
the exoteric path and rejected the Imam. 

   ii. S ū ra 89   
 This s ū ra contains the name    Ā d, a mysterious ancient people, whom 
we have already met in Treatise I:  158    ‘Have you not seen how your Lord 
did with  �  Ā d, Iram of the pillars?’  (Q. 89:6–7). The exegesis of the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  consists of reading the verb   �  ā da , ‘to return’, from the root 
  � wd , in place of the proper noun ‘   Ā d’ .  It is therefore about ‘the one 
who returns’, this return consisting of ‘rejecting the Truth aft er 
acknowledging it’, to put it in the terms of Treatise I.  159   Secondly,    Ā d 
is read as the active participle of the verb   � ad ā  , ‘to be the enemy of’ or 
‘to oppose’ (root   � dw ). The verse, as the author of the exegesis reads it, 
would therefore be translated as follows: ‘Have you not seen how your 
Lord did with the  enemy of  (or:  whoever opposed ) Iram etc.’, where 
Iram represents   Al ī . Based on an alliteration, the paragraph devoted 
to these two short verses opposes the  da � wa , on the one hand, and its 
enemies, on the other hand, the latter being characterized in the fi rst 
place by their ‘return’ to their pre-Islamic customs and doctrines. 

 The archetype of this ‘return’ is obviously Ab ū  Bakr, who, according 
to Shi  i historiography, admittedly embraced Islam during the 
Prophet’s lifetime, but renounced it upon the death of the Prophet by 
refusing to follow   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and by usurping the latter’s rightful 
position. This applies more broadly to the ‘reversion’ of the companions 
of the Prophet who, upon his death, renounced their adherence to 
Islam by opposing   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’s Imamate .  This is the primary 
form of ‘shortcoming’ ( taq �  ī r ), mentioned twice in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . 
The latter defi nes it either as the refusal to recognise the Mahd ī ,  160   or 
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as the fact of adhering to the exoteric religion, that is to say, the refusal 
to follow ‘the Legatee aft er the Messenger, and the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ) 
aft er the revelation ( tanz ī l )’.  161   Ancient Shi  ism thus distinguishes the 
 muslim  from the  mu 
 min , the one who sticks with the exoteric aspects 
of Islam from the true believer, or initiate, who has access to its esoteric 
aspect through the Imam’s teaching.  162   

 The  Kit ā b al-Kashf ’s particularity, here, consists fi rst of all of 
identifying the prophetic teaching with the  da � wa : the head of the latter 
is the last depositary to date of an ‘Order’ transmitted from Prophet to 
Prophet, and Imam to Imam, since Adam. Secondly, the text opposes to 
the  da � wa  (root  d � w ) the notion of return (root   � -wd ) which it ties closely 
to that of enmity: to retrace one’s steps aft er knowing the truth is to 
become an enemy (  � aduww , root   � dw ) of the truth, to oppose it (  �  ā d ā  , 
root   � dw ) and to transgress (  � ad ā  , root   � dw ) divine instructions. 
Conversely, to be an enemy of the Imam is defi ned mainly as a return ‘to 
ignorance aft er knowledge, to rebellion aft er obedience’.  163   The emphasis 
on this notion of a ‘return to ignorance’ seems to be an indication that 
the text is less aimed at Sunnis in general, and more at worried and 
sceptical Ismailis who are about to abandon the cause, if not to betray it. 
The ‘enemies’ would thus be those who originally came from within the 
Ismaili organization, and who behaved towards the Imam as the 
Companions behaved towards   Al ī . The mention of the fi gure of Ab ū  
Bakr has exemplary value; it is a way of issuing an ultimatum to the 
Ismailis who have reservations about the  da � wa ’s leadership and 
orientations. The assimilation of the actions of Ismailis imbued with 
Shi  i  topoi  to Ab ū  Bakr’s betrayal is intended to strike a blow. 

 The exegesis of Q. 89 is certainly based on earlier traditions. First, 
the identifi cation of the Qur’anic peoples of    Ā d and Th ā m ū d with Ab ū  
Bakr and   Umar already appeared briefl y in Treatise I.  164   While I have 
not been able to fi nd other Shi  i sources with a similar interpretation, 
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it nevertheless falls under the genre of the personalized commentary, 
and its general content is compatible with Shi  i orientations. On the 
other hand, the  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , a pre-Fatimid Ismaili work 
attributed to Ibn  � awshab, contains an exegesis of Q.  89 very close 
to that of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . The latter version, however, is more 
complete: the s ū ra is entirely commented on, verse by verse, while the 
exegesis in the  Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya  is limited to verses 6 to 12.  165   In 
addition, the exegeses of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  are elaborated to a greater 
extent. The comparison of the two texts reveals striking similarities, 
not only with regard to the content of the interpretation of the verses 
and the identifi cations of    Ā d with Ab ū  Bakr, Iram with   Al ī , Th ā m ū d 
with   Umar, etc., but also in its identical use of certain expressions or 
sentences: the two texts clearly draw from the same source. But their 
diff erences are as interesting to us as their similarities: indeed, while 
the  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya  identifi es    Ā d with ‘the fi rst who was 
iniquitous towards   Al ī ’ — without being more specifi c — and very 
briefl y inserts a pun on the name    Ā d by bringing it closer to   �  ā d ī  , 
‘enemy’, and the expression   � ad ā   �  ū rahu , ‘to transgress the limit’,  166   it 
does not further indulge in dubious etymologies. In particular, the 
entire development of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  I have just spoken of, which 
links    Ā d to the notion of enmity, and above all, to the return, is 
missing. On occasions, the version of the  Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya  brings 
elements that are absent from the  Kashf . For instance, the latter does 
not say why   Al ī  is ‘the column of religion’, while the  Rushd  connects 
this to Q. 13:2:  ‘God is He who raised up the heavens without columns 
you can see’ , the invisible columns being those of the science of  ta 
 w ī l .  167   
Furthermore, the rock of Q. 89:9 is said to symbolise the Proofs, but 
only the  Rushd  explains the reason for this comparison when recalling 
that the rock originates from the mountains, and that the mountains 
are the Proofs,  168   according to an Ismaili exegetical convention, several 
illustrations of which are found in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf .  169   
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    170   Kashf  III, p. 66,  §  29.   

 It is unlikely that the author of Treatise III was inspired here by the 
 Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , since the version in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
covers all of Q. 89. Rather, it must be assumed that both texts restate, 
each in its own way and according to its specifi c doctrinal and practical 
needs, an exegesis that was prevalent in Ismaili circles. If, as we believe, 
the composition of Treatise III must be dated to the early Fatimid 
period, its arguments and goals must diff er from those of the  Rushd , 
which is apparently oriented towards eschatological events that are yet 
to come. The insistence of Treatise III on the notion of a    return to false 
opinion — which is absent from the  Kit ā b al-Rushd  — thus seems to 
corroborate the interpretation according to which the treatise is not so 
much a didactic presentation of the doctrine as it is an attempt to 
convince recalcitrant Ismailis. Their scepticism may have brought 
them to the point of ‘returning’ to a faith that did not imply 
acknowledging the Imam-Mahd ī , and the author warns them they are 
rejecting the continuity between the Imams and the Mahd ī , in the 
same way that Ab ū  Bakr and his people rejected the continuity between 
Mu � ammad and   Al ī . 

   iii. Exegesis of Q. 17:50–52   
 This exegesis does not fall within the series of alliterations around the 
word  da � wa  as clearly as the previous passages. However, it is a 
continuation of the previous themes, on the one hand, and it quotes 
verses containing terms derived from the root  d � w , on the other hand. 
Thus, the verb  da �  ā   appears in Q. 17:52, as well as Q. 17:71, and the 
passage ends with an exegesis of Q. 10:10, which contains the word 
 da � w ā hum , ‘their prayers’ or ‘their invocations’, twice. The passage is 
built on the opposition between esotericism and exotericism, between 
exegesis and revelation, and therefore between those who have access 
to the knowledge delivered by the Imam and those who are deprived 
of it. Again, the text defi nes unbelief as a refusal to follow   Al ī  aft er 
Mu � ammad: ‘ They will raise themselves above   Al ī , your Legatee, to 
hear from you and not hear from him . ’  170   Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar, by 
their rejection of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and their usurpation of his right, 
became deniers again: they abandoned Islam and returned to their 
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    172   Kashf  III, p. 68,  §  33.   
    173  Ibid.   
    174   Kashf  III, p. 66,  §  28.   

pre-Islamic ignorance.  171   The theme of the return to false beliefs is 
however more discrete this time, as the emphasis here is on the 
corollary: it is not only that the rejection of esotericism represented by 
  Al ī  is an abandonment of Islam, but also that the acceptance of this 
esotericism is Islam in the true sense. It is impossible to be a true 
Muslim without obeying   Al ī , without considering his  ta 
 w ī l  as the 
absolutely essential complement to the revelation received by 
Mu � ammad: ‘He put the revelation in charge of the Messenger, and 
the exegesis in charge of the Legatee — and they are the knowledge 
and the deeds.’  172   Again, this is about establishing an analogy between 
the status of   Al ī  and that of the Ismaili Imam, on the one hand, and 
between the enemies of   Al ī , therefore of the Islam wanted by God, 
and those of the Imam, on the other hand: ‘Whoever acknowledges 
the Legatee and obeys him, it is as if this summons him to obey every 
Imam aft er him.’  173   

 To this, we must add the eschatological tone: Q. 17:50–52 indeed 
mention the incredulity of those who do not believe in the Day of 
Resurrection. Now, this Day is of course identifi ed with the Mahd ī  
himself, as we have seen before, according to the doctrine of the  raj � a . 
The Mahd ī  thus appears as the  locus  distinguishing those who 
remained faithful to Mu � ammad by following   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and the 
Imams from his descent from those who betrayed them at one point or 
another of the ‘cable of God’. The previously discussed ‘continuity of 
the Order’ fi nds its conclusion in the person of the Mahd ī , who fulfi ls 
and completes it. Therefore, ‘since you disbelieved in faith and exegesis 
and rebelled, he will bring you back among the rebels, the disbelievers 
and the associators, and will gather you, all together, in hell.’  174   

 The hypothesis that the treatise is aimed against Ismailis who were 
sceptical of new policies of the  da � wa  is based on the evident intention 
in it to establish analogies between the beginnings of Islam and a more 
recent historical situation. The developments sketched out in Treatise 
I on the ‘continuity of the Order’ were meant not only to support the 
claim of the Ismaili leader to be   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’s successor, but also 
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to identify all of his opponents with   Al ī ’s. Insofar as: 1) Treatise III is 
one of the most eloquent in the collection when it comes to the Shi  i 
vilifi cation of the Companions of the Prophet (it is thus the only one 
to give the nicknames of Ab ū  Bakr and   Uthm ā n); 2) the tone of the 
reproaches addressed to the Companions emphasizes the notion of a 
return to a previous belief and the usurpation of authority by false 
Imams, and we can deduce that, in this treatise in particular, the use of 
personalized commentary is not merely meant as a summary of Shi  i 
historiography. This historiography provides positive and negative 
archetypes, to which various actors correspond ‘in every era and every 
age’. In this case, they seem intended as edifying arguments towards 
former Ismailis who began to show reservations, or even to betray the 
Imams and disobey their orders, and reverted to local authorities 
instead .  The text does not give any indication as to the exact 
circumstances that governed the composition of the treatise, nor to 
the reasons which might have prompted Ismaili dignitaries to rise up 
against their hierarchy. It is likely that the upheaval which caused 
Ismailis to ‘return’ to ‘falsehood’ is   Abd All ā h’s claim to be the Mahd ī , 
but unfortunately, we cannot be sure of this argument. 

 The negative personalized commentaries found in Treatise I therefore 
take on a diff erent hue. The use of this exegetical method remained quite 
anecdotal there, and could be simply understood as a rehearsal of Shi  i 
themes. But if one is to admit that the omnipresence and refi nement of 
personalized negative commentaries in Treatise III must lead to reading 
the names of Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n as allusions to Ismailis 
sceptical about the reform of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , then it should be 
noted that some of the fi rst pages of Treatise I can also be interpreted in 
the same sense. The text is too elusive to suggest such an interpretation 
at fi rst sight. But one can legitimately wonder, given what can be drawn 
from Treatise III, whether the developments of Treatise I on the 
 mus ū khiyya  also allude to dissident Ismailis. Indeed, the  mus ū khiyya  
concerns those who ‘rejected the Truth aft er knowing it, even though 
they knew it was the Truth. This shows that he refers to those who 
entered the Summons of Truth, then were driven out of it by one of the 
Gates of faithlessness and hypocrisy in following the whispers of Satan’.  175   

    175   Kashf  I, p. 4,  §  6.   
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Let us recall that Treatise III also contains a short paragraph on 
 mus ū khiyya , where it is defi ned as moving from faith to disbelief,  176   
which, in the context of this treatise, can easily be understood as an 
allusion to the Ismailis who refused   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s reform or 
split up from the  da � wa  in one way or another. 

 The subsequent pages of Treatise I can be understood in the same 
way, as they deal with the ‘Shi  is who fall short’ ( muqa �  � ira ), as well as 
the people who follow ‘the First of iniquity’, ‘the Second’ and the 
‘Pharaohs’ and turn away from the Prince of the Believers. All these 
enemies of truth who refuse to believe in the Last Day, identifi ed with 
the Mahd ī , seem to correspond perfectly to members of the  da � wa  
who parted from it following the reform. Identifying the  muqa �  � ira  as 
those who refuse to follow the Mahd ī , ‘the Master of the age’ (  �  ā  	 ib 
al-zaman ) is particularly explicit . . . provided that the reader is put on 
the right track by the general tone of Treatise III, and in particular by 
a key passage, which we will examine below, advocating the legitimacy 
of a reform in religious matters. Yet, taken alone, each of these elements 
remains very elusive and could fully apply to a situation prior to the 
appearance of the Mahd ī . Such is the diffi  culty of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf : it 
is a constant challenge to determine whether a particular passage was 
written before or aft er the  raj � a . 

 Another diffi  culty stems from the fact that the collection claims to 
‘unveil’ hidden meanings from the Qur’an; in reality, the unveiling 
itself requires further unveiling. In the case of the historical enemies of 
  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib with whom we are dealing here, everything happens 
as if there were two levels of reading, as the exegesis itself calls for an 
exegesis. When, using the technique of personalized commentary, the 
text explains that such a Qur’anic verse alludes to Ab ū  Bakr, for 
example, one must understand that behind the very name ‘Ab ū  Bakr’ 
are other unnamed characters who are thus referred to an archetype. 
Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar,   Uthm ā n, Mu   ā wiya, etc. are but fi gureheads of the 
historical enemies of the  da � wa  at the time of composition of the 
treatises. The typical Shi  i historiography of early Islam, to which 
Qur’anic verses are referred throughout Treatise III, is here a simple 
instrument in the service of the Ismaili propaganda. 
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Kutama Berbers, 893–910’,  International Journal of the Middle East Studies , 24 ( 1992 ), 
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    179  Ibid., pp. 43–44.   

 Drawing parallels between the  da � wa  and the Prophet’s  s ī ra  
(biography) is not unique to the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . We know, for example, 
that the strongholds that the  du �  ā t  were responsible for organising 
were called  duy ū r al-hijra , in reference to the Prophet’s emigration 
from Mecca to Medina; the members of the  da � wa  were thus 
‘summoned’, called to leave their regions of origin to join the perfect 
community which was preparing the return of the Mahd ī  — the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  illustrates this when declaring that the esoteric meaning of 
pilgrimage consists in ‘the migration ( hijra ) from one’s nation to that 
of the Messenger or the Imam in his era’.  177   Moreover, according to an 
article by James E. Lindsay the traditional narration of Ab ū    Abd All ā h 
al-Sh ī    ī ’s  da � wa  in North Africa in preparation for the advent of the 
Mahd ī  rests on implicit parallels with episodes from Mu � ammad’s 
life.  178   Lindsay thus reminds his reader that, during the Abbasid 
revolution, the restoration of the ideal community of Medina was 
already the objective of the  da � wa  of Ab ū  Muslim in Khuras ā n.  179   This 
constant analogy between the founding period of Islam and its 
protagonists, on the one hand, and the Fatimid period, on the other 
hand, would eventually become a  topos  of the Fatimid rhetoric. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that, in Treatise III, the theme of the 
Ismaili  da � wa  is largely based on a Shi  i historiography of the beginnings 
of Islam, leaving to the reader the responsibility of identifying the 
contemporary equivalents of the protagonists of that time. 

 A distinction must be made, however, between an exegesis and the 
use made of it in the treatise. It can hardly be argued that the negative 
personalized commentaries of Treatise III were originally designed to 
fi t the propagandist perspective of the treatise; it is very likely that 
several of them, if not most, actually originate from traditions prior to 
the composition of the treatise, traditions that were either Shi  i in the 
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    180  Apart from the verses quoted in Treatise III, see e.g. Q. 4:10; 6:125; 93:6–9, etc.   

broad sense, or specifi c to the pre-Fatimid Ismaili tradition of 
Salamiyya (and particularly to al- � ak ī m, who is designated as the 
author of several personalized commentaries of the treatise). Yet, the 
composition of these exegeses, the arrangement of the treatise, do 
indeed serve an Ismaili political-historical objective, the most constant 
and most identifi able argument of which is that of the ‘continuity of 
the Order’, which portrays the leaders of the Ismaili community as the 
last representatives of a line of guardians of the Alliance going back 
to Adam — through Mu � ammad and   Al ī , here archetypes of the 
continuity between, probably, al- � ak ī m and his successor,   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī .  

   3. The Orphan: evolution of a concept, from 
 ghuluww  to Fatimid Ismailism  

 It is in the light of this context that the use of the term ‘orphan’ ( yat ī m ), 
which appears with signifi cant comments in Treatise III (in the 
exegesis of s ū ras 107 and 89), must be considered. The word ‘orphan’ 
has important implications, as it echoes the Shi  i speculative profusion 
of the 2nd–3rd/8th–9th centuries, and is a marker of  ghuluww . Its use 
in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is to be interpreted as the expression of the 
Fatimid take on earlier Shi  i debates. 

 Obviously, its importance in the speculations of certain Shi  i groups 
is due to its presence in the Qur’an, which repeatedly recommends the 
protection of orphans and warns against the usurpation of their 
property.  180   The Qur’anic sensitivity to this theme is likely to be related 
to the status of the Prophet Mu � ammad himself, an orphan placed 
under the protection of his uncle Ab ū   �  ā lib,   Al ī ’s father. The method 
of drawing parallels between the  da � wa  and the prophetic  s ī ra  may 
have led the author of Treatise III to identify the Imam with the 
Qur’anic orphan, the latter being connected to the orphan Mu � ammad. 
Yet, it cannot be ruled out that the insistence of the text on the notion 
of  yat ī m  is an indirect response to the  ghul ā t , amongst whom this term 
had a particular fortune. Indeed, although its use in Treatise III does 
not appear to be directly related to  ghul ā t  infl uences, the same is not 
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    182  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , pp. 153–155.   
    183  See Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , pp. 73–81.   
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true of Treatise I which is clearly dependent on  ghul ā t  traditions 
promoting the concept of the Orphan. 

   i. The Orphan and the struggle for spiritual legitimacy   
 Treatise I contains the only other occurrences of the term ‘orphan’ in 
the collection. It thus contains an enumeration of twelve Orphans, 
followed by six other names presented as the ‘fathers’ of the Orphans.  181   
To each ‘father’ corresponds a couple of Orphans: 

  — Salm ā n: Ab ū  Dharr and al-Miqd ā d 
 — [?]:   Amm ā r b. Y ā sir and a certain D ā wud 
 — Ibn Ab ī  Zaynab (i.e. the heresiarch Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b): Mu � ammad 

b. Ab ī  Bakr (?) and   Abd All ā h b. Raw ā  � a (?) 
 — Saf ī na: al-  Abb ā s and Ja  far b. al- �  ā rith 
 — Rushayd al-Hajar ī :  � amza b.   Abd al-Mu 
  
 alib and  � an " ala b. 

Asa  d al-Shib ā m ī  
 — Ab ū  Kh ā lid: Aswad and Shu  ayb.  

 H. Halm has previously examined this list and noted its oddities, 
namely its anachronisms and its disorderly nature, but he has also 
contributed to clarifying this confusing passage by detecting coherent 
elements, particularly links with the Nu � ayri doctrine.  182   The Nu � ayri 
system is indeed organized around a divine triad:  ma � n ā   /  ism  /  b ā b  
(‘meaning’/ ‘name’ / ‘gate’),  183   which is followed by a pentad of Orphans 
in charge of creating the luminous and material worlds.  184   The triad 
and the pentad, which are ontological and cosmological entities, are 
personifi ed par excellence by   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, Mu � ammad and 
Salm ā n, as regards the triad, and by companions of   Al ī  who are 
particularly revered in the Shi  i milieu, as regards the pentad: 

  — al-Miqd ā d b. al-Aswad al-Kind ī  (‘the Supreme Orphan’,  al-yat ī m 
al-akbar ) 
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    187  See Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 287; see also the list of  abw ā b  and 
 ayt ā m  by al- � asan b. Shu  ba,   � aq ā  
 iq asr ā r al-d ī n , in  Silsilat al-tur ā th al- � alaw ī  , ed. 
Ab ū  M ū s ā  and Shaykh M ū s ā  (Diy ā r   Aql, 2006), vol. 4, pp. 58–60, and p. 59 for 
Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b.   

 — Ab ū  Dharr Jundab b. Jun ā da al-Ghif ā r ī  
 —   Abd All ā h b. Raw ā  � a al-An �  ā r ī  
 —   Uthm ā n b. Ma "    ū n al-Najash ī  
 — Qanbar b. K ā d ā n al-Daws ī .  

 Although these personifi cations are the most emblematic, they in fact 
vary from one era to another, that is, from one Imam to the other. 
Each Imam thus has his own  b ā b , and each of these  abw ā b  supervises 
fi ve ‘Orphans’.  185   Now, all the ‘fathers’ mentioned in Treatise I of the 
 Kashf  correspond to the  abw ā b  of the Nu � ayri system, although they 
are cited out of order and the list has clearly been transmitted with 
errors. Thus, in place of the second ‘father’, who should be Saf ī na 
(since, in Nu � ayrism,   Amm ā r b. Y ā sir, is one of his Orphans), the  b ā b  
of the second Imam, the text of the  Kashf  is incomplete;  186   Saf ī na is not 
mentioned until further on. We should then have successively Rushayd 
al-Hajar ī  and Ab ū  Kh ā lid, who are the  b ā b s of the third and fourth 
Imams, respectively. Ya � y ā  b. Ma  mar al-Thum ā l ī ,the  b ā b  of 
Mu � ammad al-B ā qir according to Nu � ayrism, does not appear. As for 
Ibn Ab ī  Zaynab, who is none other than the heresiarch Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b 
mentioned in the introduction to the present study, he should appear 
in the last position, not in the third, as he was considered the  b ā b  of 
Imam M ū s ā  al-K ā  " im.  187   Of course, the Ismailis do not recognise the 
Imamate of M ū s ā  al-K ā  " im, which explains — but only partially — the 
discrepancies between the  Kashf  and Nu � ayri data here. 

 The case of the Orphans cited in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is more complex. 
Several indeed appear as Orphans in the Nu � ayri system: al-Miqd ā d, 
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Ab ū  Dharr and   Amm ā r b. Y ā sir (if the text is amended by placing Saf ī na 
where the  Kashf  is incomplete) are correctly assigned to their  b ā b /‘father’. 
Regarding the couple of Orphans subordinated to the ‘father’ Ibn Ab ī  
Zaynab, ‘Mu � ammad and   Abd All ā h’, I have assumed that they were 
Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr and   Abd All ā h b. Raw ā  � a, respectively 
Orphans of Saf ī na and Salm ā n in Nu � ayrism. But it is obvious that it 
would be anachronistic for their father to be Ibn Ab ī  Zaynab, and this is 
probably what kept Halm from proposing to complete the text in this 
way. Finally, Ja  far b. al- �  ā rith, as already noted by H. Halm, usually 
appears among the Orphans of the Prophet Mu � ammad.  188   

 As for the other characters, they do not appear in the Nu � ayri lists 
of Orphan. D ā wud is unknown, as is Aswad, whom we could not 
identify. The others are identifi able, but their role and the reason for 
their presence in this list remains unclear. Shu  ayb’s subordination to 
Ab ū  Kh ā lid nevertheless has a certain coherence, since both belong to 
the entourage of the Imam   Al ī  b. al- � usayn, as Halm noted.  189   As for 
 � an " ala, he is not considered an Orphan in Nu � ayrism, but Halm 
signals a passage from a Nu � ayri text edited by R. Strothmann which 
may explain his presence in our list:  � an " ala was a companion of 
Imam  � usayn, which is consistent with his subordination to Rushayd 
al-Hajar ī , the  b ā b  of  � usayn according to Nu � ayrism. 

 The list from the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  therefore presents several points 
that make it closer to Nu � ayri lists, and fi rst of all, the very use of a list, 
a method particularly favoured by Nu � ayri authors. Several of the 
characters cited in Treatise I appear in Nu � ayri lists, and the ‘fathers’ 
are all  abw ā b  in the Nu � ayri system, as we have seen. Yet, the diff erences 
are not negligeable and seem to point to another system. 

 From a formal point of view, we also note the distribution into two 
Orphans for one ‘father’, instead of fi ve for a  b ā b  as in late Nu � ayri 
doctrine. Y. Friedman and H. Halm provide diff erent but convergent 
explanations in this regard. Halm notes that in some Nu � ayri texts, only 
two Orphans are mentioned: Ab ū  Dharr and al-Miqd ā d. From this, he 
concludes that this form must represent an older layer of tradition, upon 
which both the  Umm al-kit ā b  and the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  are dependent.  190   
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    193  See e.g. M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 78 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , 
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    194  See Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 87. However, R. Dussaud asserts that 
the two pentads, that of the  ahl al-kis ā  
  , which he calls ‘the chosen’ (‘les Elus’), and that 
of the Orphans (or ‘Incomparables’), coexist in the Nu � ayri system; see R. Dussaud, 
 Histoire et religion des No � air î s , p. 68.   

    195  In Ismailism, it is the cosmologic and noetic pentad formed by the following 
entities:  al- � aql ,  al-nafs ,  al-jadd ,  al-fat 	  ,  al-khay ā l ; see above p. 211, n. 92. Amir-Moezzi 
notes that these fi ve hypostases are identifi ed with the Orphans in the  Umm al-kit ā b ; see 
M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ’Les cinq esprits de l’homme divin  (Aspects de l’imamologie 
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Imam; the author examines several parallels to this doctrine in other Islamic and pre-
Islamic traditions.   

This older layer can be identifi ed in part with the doctrine of the 
‘pentadist’ ( mukhammisa )  ghul ā t , several teachings of which are found 
in the  Umm al-kit ā b , among other sources; the  mukhammisa  doctrine 
indeed included the ‘Great Orphan’, al- Miqd ā d, and the ‘Small Orphan’, 
Ab ū  Dharr.  191   It should be noted that this current owes its name to its 
deifi cation of the fi ve  ahl al-kis ā  
  , the ‘People of the Mantle’: Mu � ammad, 
  Al ī , F ā  
 ima,  � asan and  � usayn. The   	 ad ī th  of the creation of these 
Five, at the end of Treatise I in the  Kashf ,  192   probably originates in this 
‘pentadist’ tradition of which we also fi nd traces in Twelver Shi  i 
literature.  193   Now, according to Y. Friedman — who follows in this the 
intuitions of Samuel Lyde, the 19th-century English missionary and 
pioneer of Nu � ayri studies — it might be a wish to subordinate the 
pentad to the triad, which was more essential to their system, that led 
the Nu � ayris to replace the fi ve ‘People of the Mantle’ with the fi ve 
Orphans.  194   Thus, the number of the Orphans evolved from two (the 
‘Great’ and the ‘Small’) to fi ve Orphans, and then to fi ve Orphans per 
 b ā b . It should be noted that the ‘taste’ for pentads, so to speak, has also 
passed into Ismailism and Imamism through various forms.  195   
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about F ā  
 ima), the Gate ( b ā b ), the Orphan ( yat ī m ), the Speaking-One ( n ā �iq ), the 
Silent One (  �  ā mit ), the Noble ( naj ī b ), the Chief ( naq ī b ), the Angel ( malak ), the Sacred 
Station ( maq ā m ), the Proof (  	 ujja ), etc.   

 In any case, the two Orphans tradition is very old, clearly pre-
Nu � ayri, and Treatise I is dependent on it: it does not borrow from 
Nu � ayrism, rather it draws from the same sources. The latter are 
probably based themselves on the Qur’an, which, in Q. 18:82, within 
one of the stories most valued by esotericists, evokes  two  orphans 
whose heritage is saved by the intervention of the mysterious 
‘worshipper’ of God and initiator of Moses. 

 The question remains, however, whether the list of Treatise I which 
subordinates  twelve  Orphans to  six  fathers is a trace of a system distinct 
from both the ‘pentadist’ and Nu � ayri developments, or if it is the 
result of an early Ismaili adaptation. We can simply note that the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  here retains an ancient term of esoteric Shi  ism, to which it 
attributes a new meaning in Treatise III, in order to neutralise its 
‘exaggerating’ connotation. 

 Before tackling the concept of Orphan as refl ected in  Kashf  III and 
in the Fatimid context, other historical and doctrinal implications of 
this concept should be mentioned. Indeed, the term  yat ī m  does not 
only appear in the literature of the  ghul ā t  and the Nu � ayris, but also in 
the alchemical corpus of J ā bir b.  � ayy ā n, along with other concepts 
reminiscent of Shi  i esotericism.  196   Indeed, it appears in the  Kit ā b 
al-Khams ī n  ( Book of the Fift y ), which lists fi ft y-fi ve ‘ranks’ of an esoteric 
hierarchy.  197   In his article on this work, Paul Kraus notes that: ‘la 
plupart des appellations qu’on rencontre dans cette liste off rent des 
affi  nit é s ind é niables avec les doctrines de la gnose  š  ī   ite, en particulier 
dans le syst è me isma é lien’.  198   He concludes that: ‘l’auteur des  é crits 
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    202  P. Kraus, Les dignitaires de la hi é rarchie religieuse’, p. 86.   

 �  ā biriens  (. . .)  puise dans l’arsenal des doctrines de la  Š  ī  � a extr é miste , 
avec le seul but de les d é passer et de construire, avec les mat é riaux 
isma é liens et autres, un syst è me original’.  199   This process of ‘drawing 
from the arsenal of the doctrines of the extremist Shi  a’ is essential to 
understand the permanence of ‘exaggerating’ themes in institutionalized 
Shi  i currents such as Fatimid Ismailism or Buwayhid Twelver Shi  ism. 

 In the  Kit ā b al-Khams ī n , the Orphan is defi ned thus: ‘ The Orphan 
is educated by the Imam ( tarbiyat al-imām ), and is always bound to 
him. He is veiled, and only the Imam can see him.’  200   The Orphan thus 
accessed the knowledge bestowed upon the Imam, yet without being 
genealogically tied to him. Moreover, he does not have a public and 
political role as do the Prophet or the Imam.  201   

 While Kraus noted that the notion of  yat ī m , ‘connu de l’ Umm 
al-kit â b , des  é crits nusairis, ainsi que de quelques anciens textes 
isma é liens de l’ é poque Fatimide, semble avoir jou é  un r ô le consid é rable 
dans les sp é culations  š  ī   ites du III e  si è cle’,  202   he did not formulate any 
hypothesis as to the reasons and stakes of the role it played in such a 
large variety of groups. It is only in a recent article that Leonardo 
Capezzone has convincingly argued that the term  yat ī m  appeared in 
those parts of the J ā birian corpus that were probably composed 
between the two Occultations and were thus a contribution to the Shi  i 
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debates on determining the legitimate spiritual authority in the absence 
of the Imam. In advocating this fi gure of the ‘Orphan’, what Capezzone 
labels the ‘J ā birian community’ was laying a claim to spiritual legitimacy 
that aimed to compete with the rival claims of other Shi  i groups, 
namely the ‘esotericist’ and the ‘rationalist’ trends.  203   

 Thus, building on Capezzone’s demonstration, one is led to believe 
that the references to the  yat ī m  in the  Kashf  and in other Fatimid 
sources are not only the result of an Ismaili drawing from a common 
pool of Shi  i concepts, but, more importantly, the Fatimid Ismaili 
answer to rival Shi  i groups. By including and reinterpreting a concept 
with such strong resonances, the early Fatimids were taking part in 
contemporary debates as to the identity and nature of the spiritual 
leadership — just as the reinterpretation of the  mus ū khiyya  in the 
 Kashf  was a response to the doctrines of reincarnation held by rival 
groups. 

   ii. The Orphan in Fatimid context   
 In Treatise III, the ‘triad’ Salm ā n, al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr appears 
again,  204   but in terms very diff erent from those of Treatise I: al-Miqd ā d 
and Ab ū  Dharr are no longer presented as Orphans, nor Salm ā n as 
their father. Even the hierarchy that puts Salm ā n above al-Miqd ā d and 
Ab ū  Dharr is not explicitly affi  rmed. The text is ambiguous in this 
regard: on the one hand, it states that Salm ā n is ‘the end of all ends and 
the wellspring of all wellsprings’, ‘the Great Ark’,  205   and ‘the origin of 
Islam’.  206   The passage dedicated to Salm ā n is also much longer that 
those dealing with al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr. But, on the other hand, 
the passage where these three characters appear is an exegesis of 
Q. 77:30–31, which evokes a shadow with three branches, interpreted 
here as the Imam and his three representatives who are called ‘Proofs’ 
and ‘Gates’.  207   They therefore seem to be placed on the same level: the 
‘three branches’ ‘refer to his Gates that he establishes to summon 
towards him and that he appointed for those who seek him. They are 
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the Proofs of the Legatee’.  208   The text seems to ‘Ismailize’  ghul ā t  
references, thus using the reverence inspired by these great Shi  i 
fi gures, but isolating them from the systems where they were usually 
found and integrating them to a new doctrine. The choice of the term 
‘Proof’ to designate the members of the triad is not incidental: the goal 
is to assimilate the Ismaili ‘Proof’ to these three characters. It is a 
matter of confi rming, through their example, that the Proof is ‘the 
Master of the esoteric’ (  �  ā  	 ib al-b ā  � in ),  209   and especially that ‘every 
Imam is reached only through his Proof, and the Proofs are the Gates 
of the Imams’.  210   ‘ The Proof is the path to the Imam by which the 
people are summoned to God.’  211   Thus, the one who, in the organization 
of the  da � wa , bears the title of Proof is analogous, vis- à -vis the Imam, 
to what Salm ā n, al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr were vis- à -vis   Al ī  b. Ab ī  
 �  ā lib. The use of the term ‘Proof’, present in Treatises I, III and VI, 
and one of the essential topics of Treatise V, is clearly Ismaili. The 
equalization of the respective statutes of Salm ā n, al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  
Dharr through the exegesis of Q. 77:30, is also to be understood as an 
Ismaili reinterpretation that goes hand in hand with a new conception 
of the Orphan. 

 Just as the use of the fi gures of Salm ā n, al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr is 
obviously aimed at a Shi  i public, particularly at the part of this public 
familiar with concepts and doctrines related to  ghuluww , the use of the 
term  yat ī m  in Treatise III is not neutral. It is true that  yat ī m  appears 
about twenty times in the Qur’an, which could make the connection to 
 ghuluww  unnecessary; the identifi cation of the Qur’anic orphan with 
the Imam could be an end in itself. However, the presence in the same 
treatise of the triad Salm ā n, al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr, and its use for 
Ismaili purposes (as will be shown in the next section), suggest that the 
text intentionally plays with the codes of the  ghul ā t  and seeks to subvert 
them. It is signifi cant that the Qur’anic orphan is identifi ed with the 
Imam precisely in a treatise where the Orphans al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  
Dharr are deprived of this title in favour of that of ‘Proof’, which is 
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manifestly used in an Ismaili sense. It can therefore be suspected that 
the  yat ī m  of Treatise III is not a residual trace of a pre-existing  ghul ā t  
treatise, but is rather the result of a deliberate and tactical use of a 
notion that would fi nd some resonance among the intended public of 
the treatise. This re-use of the vocabulary of the  ghul ā t  is similar to 
that of the J ā birian corpus: the term is preserved, but the meaning 
changes completely. Treatise III therefore appears as an illustration of 
the Ismaili appropriation of the  yat ī m , of which several aspects can be 
noted. 

 The orphan is identifi ed with the Imam twice: 1) in the exegesis of 
Q. 107; 2) in the exegesis of Q. 89. These s ū ras both mention the one 
 ‘who repels the orphan’  (Q.  107:2) or those who  ‘honour him not’  
(Q. 89:17). In both s ū ras, the mentions of the orphan are followed by a 
mention of the ‘poor’ ( misk ī n ):  ‘He urges not on feeding the poor’  
(Q. 107:3);  ‘You urge not on the feeding of the poor’  (Q. 89:18). According 
to al-Nawbakht ī  and al-Qumm ī , the  khurramd ī niyya  sect already 
identifi ed the orphan and the poor from Q. 89:17–18 with the Prophet 
and the Imam respectively.  212   It can therefore be considered that their 
respective identifi cation with the Imam  213   and with the Proof  214   in 
Treatise III is the result of an Ismaili reinterpretation of these verses 
— just like the intention to confer to the Proof the prestige of   Al ī ’s 
status vis- à -vis Mu � ammad: ‘With   Al ī  is the esoteric aspect of 
Mu � ammad’s religion, just as with every Proof is the esoteric aspect of 
the knowledge of the Imam of his age’;  215   ‘ The Proof is the Master of 
the esoteric (. . .) Mu � ammad — may God bless him — indicated   Al ī , 
who was his Proof in his era. And the Proof of a given Imam is the 
Master of exegesis (  �  ā  	 ib al-ta 
 w ī l ) in his era.’  216   The Ismaili 
identifi cation of the orphan with the Imam goes hand in hand with an 
identifi cation of the ‘poor’ with the Proof, since the Proof is the 
necessary mediation between the Imam and the believers. We shall 
return to the treatment of the Proof in the  Kashf .  217   
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orphan in his era, which means he has no equal nor like’; ibid., p. 225: ‘The orphans 
are the Completer Imams, because each one of them in his era transcends all associates, 
all forms, all similitudes. He is unique in his era and age. He has no father nor mother. 
He is unique and has no chief, that is, there is no Completer above him, etc.’   

 The conception of the orphan as it appears in Treatise III seems to 
represent an intermediary stage between earlier doctrines — that of 
the  ghul ā t  in particular, but also of groups such as the  khurramd ī niyya  
who had an exegetical tradition on the question — and later Fatimid 
developments. Although it is closer to the latter, it nevertheless appears 
in a context bearing clear marks of  ghuluww  as we have seen. However, 
the  ghul ā t  connotations of the term are neutralized, and its meaning 
undergoes a reorientation.  Yat ī m  can also have the meaning of ‘unique’, 
or ‘incomparable’. This is the meaning it bears in the well-known 
Arabic expression of ‘the orphan pearl’ or ‘the incomparable pearl’ 
( al-durra al-yat ī ma ), which Treatise III attributes to the ‘people of the 
exoteric’: thus, when the latter ‘speak about ‘the incomparable pearl’, 
they mean that it has no equivalent and that no pearl is better than it. 
So is the Imam: he has no equivalent and no one in his era is better 
than him’.  218   Similar explanations are found in other Fatimid 
sources.  219   The following passage by the Fatimid  d ā  �  ī   al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-
D ī n (d.1078) is illustrative of this tradition: 

  ‘ They cut apart from the Path; according to the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ), 
these are the imams of misguidance who cut people off  from the 
way of the hereaft er, by leading them astray from the knowledge 
of  taw 	  ī d , by preventing them from following the intermediaries 
( al-was ā  
 i �  ) and the dignitaries ( al- 	 ud ū d ) (. . .) They are, par 
excellence, those who  ‘eat the properties of the orphans out of 
iniquity’  [Q. 4:10] (. . .) Orphans, in the theological (  	 ikma ) and 
exegetical ( ta 
 w ī l ) meanings, are the Imams of the family of the 
Prophet. This comes from [the phrase] ‘the incomparable pearl’ 
that has no like. Indeed, none of them has a like in his time and 
age. God — may He be exalted — named their forefather 
Mu � ammad ‘the orphan’, in His words:  ‘Did He not fi nd you an 
orphan? So He sheltered you’  [Q.  93:6]. Eating the orphan’s 
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property, according to the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ), is claiming their 
position in the Imamate.’  220    

 Treatise III and al-Mu � ayyad agree on the fact that the orphan is the 
Imam of the time. Al-Mu � ayyad specifi es that the term applies to 
‘Imams of the Prophet’s family’. Thus, while the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  applies 
it to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib,  221   it is clear that this plea in favour of ‘the sacred 
station of the Imamate’ applies to a situation that goes far beyond   Al ī ’s 
case. Consequently, the episodes of   Al ī ’s ‘passion’, particularly the 
usurpation of his authority and the spoliation of the heritage of the 
Prophet symbolized by the oasis of Fadak,  222   are the models for 
the opposition met by the Imams of his progeny. As an archetype, the 
usurpation of   Al ī ’s ‘Order’ is the key to the enmity encountered by the 
men of God both before his time  and   aft er . Shi  i historiography and all 
the Shi  i rhetoric exhorting the recognition of the true Imam are thus 
used in the context of a political  da � wa  seeking to legitimize itself by 
recycling otherwise well-known Shi  i themes. 

 The  Kit ā b al-Kashf , however, develops an aspect that does not 
appear in al-Mu � ayyad’s  majlis . The discussion of the orphan is thus 
bound to the question of the Imam’s succession; the Imam is named 
‘orphan’ because ‘his father has disappeared’: ‘ The Imam does not 
become an Imam and is not named aft er the Imamate, until the Imam 
who transmitted the Imamate to him ( af �  ā  ilayhi bi’l-Imama ) has 
disappeared.’  223   The Imam is therefore an orphan by defi nition, since 
he can only become an Imam upon his father’s  224   death — or 
disappearance, as the verb  gh ā ba  is used, rather than  m ā ta . These few 
lines are enigmatic; they would not make much sense if they were 
applied to   Al ī . It may be suspected that there is something more here 
than a general rule of succession, and that the text is alluding to a 
specifi c application of this rule. It seems to point to a situation where 
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the succeeding Imam had already been designated, without however 
being ‘named aft er the Imamate’; he would thus be an Imam in 
potentiality, so to speak, and would not become Imam in actuality 
until the ‘disappearance’ of his predecessor and father. 

 It is likely that this passage on the succession of the Imams is an 
allusion to the succession of al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h to   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī . Indeed, W. Madelung recalls on the one hand that certain 
ruling prerogatives had been partially transferred to al-Q ā  � im during 
al-Mahd ī ’s lifetime, and that propaganda was deployed in his favour. 
On the other hand, he points out several reports according to which 
the fi rst Fatimid caliph, al-Mahd ī , before his accession to power and 
aft er his arrival in the Maghrib, had presented a young man as the 
descendant of Mu � ammad b. Ism ā    ī l, this young man being none 
other than the future al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h, the second Fatimid 
caliph. According to Akh ū  Mu � sin, the latter was nicknamed ‘the 
Master’s Orphan’ ( yat ī m al-mu � allim ).  225   According to another source, 
the future al-Mahd ī  presented the future al-Q ā  � im as an orphan under 
his protection.  226   Such reports have nourished doubt regarding 
al-Q ā  � im’s genealogical fi liation to al-Mahd ī . It is on such doubt that 
Bernard Lewis based his theory on the genealogy of the Fatimids.  227   
Madelung rejected this thesis, considering that there was no decisive 
reason to doubt the fi liation between the fi rst two caliphs.  228   One may 
take this refutation further by formulating the following hypothesis: 
could it be that the doubt over the genealogy of al-Q ā  � im is the result 
of a misunderstanding of his designation as an ‘orphan’? Instead of 
understanding  yat ī m  in a symbolic sense, the adversaries of the  da � wa  
may have interpreted it in its literal, genealogical, sense, thus genuinely 
or intentionally ignoring the spiritual implications of the term in Shi  i 
circles. 

 It seems in any case that the theme of the orphan is indeed connected 
to al-Q ā  � im, since it made its way into his offi  cial rhetoric — if we 
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deem authentic a speech he delivered in 302/915 — that is, before he 
became caliph but aft er he was appointed to suppress the revolt of Ab ū  
  Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’s partisans. In this speech, he accuses his audience 
of following leaders who are hostile to the  da � wa , stating that: ‘ They 
spend the funds of orphans and the poor, wrongly on their part and 
unjustly.’  229   

 One can at least draw from the mysterious passage of Treatise III 
the idea that the Imams succeed one another, which clearly corresponds 
much better to the Fatimid phase of Ismailism than to its pre-Fatimid 
phase, where there was no need to insist on matters of succession. In 
this sense, this passage seems to be close to one found in Treatise V: 

  ‘Thus, the Imam guides to the Imam aft er him; without his 
guidance, no sacred station of an Imam would be valid aft er 
another Imam, and no believer would receive guidance aft er the 
fi rst guide. It is in this sense that the Imams guide on a  ‘straight 
Way’ ; it means that each one of them guides [people] to an Imam 
he establishes; his sacred station and his aff air are then established. 
Such is the path God [provides] to his worshippers in His religion 
and tradition.’  230    

 The idea that ‘the Imam guides to the Imam aft er him’ is an allusion 
to the principle of  na �  �  , the explicit designation by an Imam of his 
successor.  231   This successional preoccupation is linked to the 
‘continuity of the Order’, which we, as we have established, is a Fatimid 
marker. Indeed, the continuity of the Imamate is relevant in a context 
where it is a matter of inscribing an Imam in a lineage and justifying 
the very notion of a succession, which corresponds to an early Fatimid 
concern. We will return to this passage from Treatise V. 

 Treatise III testifi es to the Ismaili reinterpretation of an important 
Shi  i notion. On the one hand, the  Kashf  appropriates a term popular 
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in the  ghul ā t  circles where it is rooted (as indicated in the passage from 
Treatise I on the Orphans). On the other hand, more faithful to the 
letter of the Qur’an and to a more ‘moderate’ Shi  ism, it implicitly 
reconnects the notion of orphanhood with that of inheritance. The 
treatise does not really explain in what capacity the Imam is an orphan. 
Apart from the fact that the Imam is ‘unique’ and ‘incomparable’, the 
main explanation lies in what the Qur’an says about the orphan: the 
Imam, like the orphan, is repelled. Like the orphan, he is not honoured. 
The connection to the question of inheritance is here only implied by 
Q. 89:17–19:  ‘Nay! But you honour not the orphan. And you urge not on 
the feeding of the poor. And you devour the inheritance entirely.’  The 
inheritance in question is obviously that of the orphan/Imam, 
despoiled from his rights by ‘the iniquitous’. It is here symbolized by 
the oasis of Fadak which Ab ū  Bakr refused to grant to F ā  
 ima, claiming 
that ‘the Prophets do not leave inheritance’.  232   For the Shi  a, this 
episode is emblematic of the usurpation of the rights of the Prophet’s 
descendants by the fi rst three caliphs of Islam. The orphan of Treatise 
III is therefore the one whose inheritance is usurped, the inheritance 
being of course the  amr , the Imamate, of which the Fatimids claim in 
turn to be the legitimate heirs.  

   4. Salm ā n, a Shi � i figure in support of the Fatimid reform  

 In a passage which I believe is the key to the treatise, we fi nd a decisive 
element to back the hypothesis according to which the treatise was 
composed  aft er  the Mahd ī ’s appearance. While a quick reading of the 
treatise may lead us to believe that we are grappling with a relatively 
banal Shi  i theological text, the short development on Salm ā n which I 
will now examine opens other perspective. Inasmuch as the exegeses 
of Treatise III are referring to a specifi c event or set of events, the 
signifi cance of the negative personalized commentaries should be 
determined in relation to this context: the treatise is no longer dealing 
with events that happened in the early days of Islam, but with an 
immediate and very much present situation. 
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 In the passage dealing with al-Miqd ā d, Ab ū  Dharr and Salm ā n,  233   
these essential fi gures of Shi  i Islam are given as examples and serve to 
edify the addressees of the treatise. Firstly, all three are ‘Proofs of the 
Legatee’, just as ‘the Legatee is the Proof of the Messenger, and the 
Messenger is the Proof of God’:  234   here there is a causal chain which, 
from faith in God, must lead to the successive acknowledgement of the 
Messenger, the Legatee, the Legatee’s Proof and the following Imams’ 
Proofs. The choice of the term ‘Proof’ (  	 ujja ) to designate these three 
characters is obviously a way for those who thus designate themselves 
at the time of the treatise to be acknowledged as the legitimate 
successors of   Al ī ’s three Proofs. Thus, the description of the virtues 
and the role of the triad al-Miqd ā d, Ab ū  Dharr and Salm ā n actually 
corresponds to the functions and virtues of the said Proof. 

 Al-Miqd ā d summons to the Truth and is ‘one of the sources’  235   — of 
esoteric knowledge probably. He would therefore be one of the 
intermediate initiatory masters between the faithful and the Imam. 
The passage concerning Ab ū  Dharr is slightly longer: he is also 
presented as a source, a holder and disseminator of esoteric knowledge 
who ‘inseminates’ ( dhara 
 a ) the initiates, according to a pun on his 
name — a process which also benefi ted al-Miqd ā d who ‘cuts off ’ 
( qadda ) the False. By virtue of the analogy between these two saints 
and the Ismaili Proof, we can see how useful such a presentation can 
be. But there is more: Ab ū  Dharr is described refusing to pledge 
allegiance to Ab ū  Bakr, who is presented as the ‘Satan of the 
community’.  236   Ab ū  Dharr’s refusal to submit to the false authorities is 
an example given to the members of the  da � wa  in order to urge them 
to remain loyal to the one who claims the title of ‘Prince of the 
Believers’, and to dissuade them from following the Ab ū  Bakr of their 
time — which probably corresponds to dissident dignitaries of the 
 da � wa , but may also refer to the Abbasid or even Umayyad rivals. 
Finally, Salm ā n is ‘the wellspring of wellsprings’,  237   identifi ed with one 
of the sources of Paradise. 
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 The pretext for this development was the exegesis of the Qur’anic 
verses:  ‘Rush to a shadow split in three branches, which yet yields no 
shade and nor any relief from the fl ame’  (Q. 77:30–31). Previously, ‘the 
shadow’ of Q. 25:45 had been identifi ed with the Prince of the Believers, 
that is to say   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib. Thus, ‘the shadow split in three branches’ 
is interpreted as the Imam and his three emanations, the Proofs or 
the Gates, while the ‘fl ame’ refers to the punishment infl icted on the 
infi dels upon the  raj � a  of the Q ā  � im. The passage ends with the 
following sentence: ‘ The shadow that off ers relief from the fl ame is 
one of the three Gates’,  238   which means that the only way to shield 
oneself from the Q ā  � im is to shelter under the shadow of the Gates or 
Proofs, that is to say, the highest members of the  da � wa . The evocation 
of the triad of   Al ī ’s companions serves a concrete purpose. 

 The following lines confi rm this and provide some explanation of 
the nature of this purpose, with a paragraph more specifi cally devoted 
to Salm ā n, ‘the origin of Islam’.  239   While the text does not elaborate on 
this designation, it is possible that it is not solely due to his surrendering 
to or relying on God, the Prophet and the true religion, but also to the 
fact that his personal spiritual journey symbolises a change of religious 
paradigm. Indeed, Salm ā n became a Muslim ‘based on the knowledge 
he had of the truth of religion within the Law of Jesus’,  240   which must 
be analyzed through the notion of ‘continuity of the Order’. Salm ā n 
recognized the truth of Islam on the basis of his Christian faith; by 
converting to Islam, he did not apostatise his former faith, but only 
updated and fulfi lled it, in accordance with the principle that ‘whoever 
obeys the last of [the Messengers and Imams], it is as if he obeyed the 
fi rst of them, because of the continuity of God’s Order from the fi rst of 
them, to the ones aft er him, and up to the last of them. Whoever obeys 
the fi rst, his obedience will guide him and lead to the last.’  241   As we 
have seen, the ‘continuity of the Order’ has a practical consequence 
which is to legitimize the claims of the Imam. Here, it is a matter of 
showing that Salm ā n did not renounce anything when becoming a 
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Muslim: ‘When Salm ā n surrendered ( aslama ) to Mu � ammad aft er [he 
had surrendered to] Jesus, he perfected his religion, which was fi rst 
with Jesus, since he completed it by following Mu � ammad.’  242   

 However, the following paragraph shows that we must go further 
and that it is not only a question of continuity and unity of religion. 
What is at stake is not simply to use the aura of Mu � ammad,   Al ī  or his 
companions for the benefi t of the Imam of the Ismaili community, but 
to show that it is legitimately possible to pass from one religion to 
another without going from falsehood to truth, nor from truth to 
falsehood. In short, it is possible to be on the truthful path by 
successively adopting two apparently contradictory positions, precisely 
because this contradiction is only apparent. An apparent rupture can 
actually be rooted in real continuity. 

 Taken alone, Salm ā n’s example could be just as useful in the pre-
Fatimid Ismaili context, in order to justify the change of the religious 
paradigm that the faithful should expect. Just as Salm ā n, who came 
from the tradition established by the Speaking-prophet ( n ā  � iq ) Jesus, 
is, in a way, a ‘completer’  243   leading to the next Speaking-prophet, who 
is Mu � ammad, so are the Ismailis, who, coming from the tradition 
established by the Speaking-prophet Mu � ammad, should follow the 
Salm ā n of their time who will lead them to the seventh Speaking-
prophet — the latter being either conceived as the bearer of a new 
Law, or as the one who will lift  the Law. Of course, the information 
available to us is insuffi  cient to determine whether the  da � wa  of 
Salamiyya preached the coming of an antinomian Speaking-prophet 
or not. The fact remains that the model of Salm ā n passing from one 
religion to another, from the Law and Revelation of one Speaking-
prophet to another, may have been used to justify the approach of the 
Ismailis of Salamiyya awaiting the arrival of a new Speaking-prophet. 
This passage has a certain pre-Fatimid tone, all the more so as it 
appears to be reported aft er the ‘Sage’.  244   

 However, as it stands in Treatise III, the passage must be interpreted 
diff erently. First, Salm ā n is presented as a Proof (  	 ujja ), on the one 
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hand, and as one who somehow ensures the transition from one 
Speaking-Prophet to the next, on the other. But the passage mentioning 
him in Treatise III is immediately followed by another which not so 
much legitimizes the advent of a new religion as it does the mere 
possibility of a religious reform. The model invoked here is that of the 
modifi cation of the direction of prayer during the Prophet’s lifetime. 
Not only does the author recall that Mu � ammad changed the direction 
of prayer from Jerusalem to Mecca without this aff ecting the validity 
of previous prayers,  245   he also reports the anecdote of a man who 
changed the direction of his prayer while performing it — which 
accentuates the rupture, the opposition of both directions, and 
therefore makes more spectacular the fact that they are both approved 
by God and His Messenger. If the Prophet was able to reconcile two 
exactly opposite directions, it is unsurprising that the  da � wa  and its 
leader, successor of the Prophet, can do the same. What would such a 
passage allude to if it was pre-Fatimid? If the Mahd ī  was still to come, 
it would probably not be the smartest move to present his return as 
something apparently contrary to what had been taught until then. 
There is clearly an allusion to a far-reaching, ambitious reform, 
destabilising to the point of instilling doubt among the supporters of 
the earlier doctrine. And this reform has already taken place at the 
time these lines were written; they are precisely because the reform 
surprised those who awaited the Mahd ī . While the passage remains 
discreet, it is nevertheless the one which indicates most clearly the 
purpose and intentions of the treatise when it was written (or 
composed, if we admit that the author has collated older exegetical 
material, that of al- � ak ī m in particular, and put it at the service of the 
reform). And one might think that the reform in question is very 
probably that of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  proclaiming himself as the 
Mahd ī . 

 The conclusion of the passage confi rms its Fatimid origin. Aft er 
urging the reader to follow Salm ā n’s example, the author continues: 

  ‘ The religion of God is not broken off  by the death of the 
Messengers and the Imams; rather, it is perpetuated by successive 
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representatives ( q ā  
 im ba � da q ā  
 im ) in accordance with God’s 
order and election. The perfection of religion and the completion 
of Islam thus resides in the succession of God’s chosen one aft er 
the other.’  246    

 To begin with, such a doctrine is particularly suitable for an organization 
whose leaders claim the legacy of the Messenger and the Imams. In 
this regard, the expression  q ā  
 im ba � da q ā  
 im , ‘one  q ā  
 im  aft er another’, 
which applies to the Imams a term usually reserved for the central 
protagonist of the  raj � a , is of particular importance. Another passage 
from the treatise states that, ‘in every age and every era’, there is a 
 q ā  
 im  to guide towards ‘the Five eminences’,  247   who are probably the 
‘Five of the mantle’ ( ahl al-kis ā  
  ) raised to the rank of spiritual entities 
as seen at the end of Treatise I.  248   Similarly, in Treatises I and V, other 
occurrences of the term  q ā  
 im  seem no longer to link the term strictly 
to eschatology — except for initiatory eschatology — and make it a 
quasi-synonym of Imam or representative of the Imam. In Treatise I, 
 q ā  
 im  generally refers to the main character of the eschatological 
events, namely the seventh Speaking-Prophet.  249   There are however 
two exceptions to this, both of which are embedded in distinctly 
Fatimid passages — as they deal with the theme of God’s ‘Order.  250   In 
Treatise V, the author states that: ‘Each  q ā  
 im  in his era is the name by 
which God is called in this era’ ( kull q ā  
 im f ī   � a � rihi huwa ism All ā h 
alladh ī  yud �  ā  bi-hi f ī  dh ā lika al- � a � r ).  251   

  Q ā  
 im  thus applies to any representative of God in a given time and 
is therefore a synonym of Imam, inasmuch as the latter term includes 
the notions of continuity and succession. Such a shift  in the meaning 
of  q ā  
 im , which strips it from its classical messianic connotations 
(although the latter also appear in Treatise III, as will be seen in the 
following section),  252   is consistent with the need of the early Fatimid 
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rule to neutralize the eschatological expectations of its partisans and 
divert them towards a dynastic concept of the Imamate. Later Fatimid 
literature continues this use of the term  q ā  
 im . Al-Nays ā b ū r ī , for 
instance, who was active under the reigns of al-  Az ī z (r. 365–386/975–
996) and al- �  ā kim bi-Amr All ā h (r. 386–411/996–1021) thus writes 
that ‘the Imam is a  q ā  
 im , he is the proclaimer ( n ā  � iq ) in his age and 
time and he is the one who assumes the sacred station [of the  q ā  
 im ] 
( yaq ū m maq ā mahu )’.  253   

 As for determining the time when this doctrine was adopted by the 
Fatimids, it is a diffi  cult matter. In his article on the Ismaili Imamate, 
W. Madelung established that the reform of al-Mu  izz justifi ed the 
status of the Fatimid Imams by considering them deputies ( khulaf ā  
  ) 
of the Q ā  � im.  254   This seems close, although not identical, to the 
doctrine we are dealing with in the  Kashf , since the term  q ā  
 im , in this 
system, retains its eschatological connotation, and the Imams are 
apparently not named so themselves. A possible hypothesis would be 
to date the abovementioned shift  of the meaning of  q ā  
 im  from the 
reign of the second Fatimid caliph, whose reign-name was eponymously 
al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h.

It has been assumed that this name had been chosen for its 
eschatological connotations, but it might in fact be the result of the 
‘de-eschatologization’ of the Fatimid Ismaili doctrine. Indeed, the 
problem the Fatimids were facing at the time was to justify the transfer 
of the Imamate from the fi rst caliph to his successor, thus establishing 
a dynasty, that is, a continuous Imamate. The name al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr 
All ā h would thus have been a way to tackle the messianic expectations 
of some  da � wa  members by reorienting the very meaning of  q ā  
 im , 
thus attaching the term to the Arabic expression  q ā ma bi- , ‘to 
accomplish’, ‘to take on’, rather than to the  qiy ā ma , the Resurrection. 
Instead of the Resurrector, the partisans of the Fatimids would thus 
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have an ‘upholder’ of the truth ( q ā  
 im bi’l- 	 aqq ) and of God’s 
(continuous) Order ( q ā  
 im bi-amr All ā h ). 

 In any case, this passage on Salm ā n and the reform must be Fatimid. 
Therefore, the question arises whether it was inserted there as a (long) 
Fatimid gloss within a pre-Fatimid core, as was the case in Treatise I, 
where the  ghul ā t  core was amended by a Fatimid hand — with the 
diff erence here being that the core of Treatise III is not of  ghul ā t  origin 
but pre-Fatimid Ismaili. I incline towards the alternate hypothesis: 
Treatise III indeed seems to have fewer interpolations than Treatise I, 
as it has a certain unity of style and themes. While it is obvious that 
pre-Fatimid material was used, giving the text the appearance of a 
heterogeneous compilation of exegeses, the treatise nevertheless 
presents itself as a composition dating to a time later than the 
proclamation of the Mahd ī .  

   5. The ‘Bearer of the Sword’ and the  raj � a   

 The treatment of the  raj � a  in Treatise III places us at the heart of the 
general problem one faces when trying to date the  Kashf . On the one 
hand, it is clear that the collection contains many pre-Fatimid elements 
of various origins. Yet, it is equally clear that these elements were either 
recomposed, or simply amended and glossed, at the beginning of the 
Fatimid period. The problem resides in distinguishing the pre-Fatimid 
aspects from the Fatimid ones. Regarding the seventh Speaking-
Prophet in particular, one oft en wonders whether, when the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  was composed, he had already appeared or was yet to come. 
For instance, when, in Treatise III, the words of the Sage on the events 
of the  raj � a  are quoted, or when the author mentions the retribution of 
those who joined the  da � wa  and those who rejected it, must we 
understand that we are dealing with a pre-Fatimid text predicting 
events to happen upon the Mahd ī ’s arrival? Or should we consider, on 
the contrary, that the Mahd ī  has indeed appeared and that these 
passages are meant to legitimize his claims by restating the pre-Fatimid 
traditions that circulated about him? Indeed, in the latter case, it is 
quite probable that, confronted with hesitation or open rebellion, the 
leaders of the  da � wa  needed to remind the recalcitrant of the advantages 
of following God’s chosen one, and the disadvantages of joining the 
ranks of his adversaries, heirs of   Al ī ’s enemies. The  Kashf  is thus a 
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collection straddling two periods, adapting the theoretical tools of the 
fi rst, pre-Fatimid, period, to the circumstances of the second, early 
Fatimid. 

 The second part of Treatise III, aft er the development on Salm ā n, is 
mainly devoted to the  raj � a , the eschatological return. While the 
Resurrector is also mentioned in the fi rst part, eschatology is only one 
theme among others, mainly the opposition met by the Imams. As 
explained previously,  255   the  raj � a  implies a historical and political — 
material — understanding of eschatology. The ‘Last Day’ does not take 
place in the hereaft er, but it is the Mahd ī  himself or the day of his 
coming. As seen in Treatise I, the Qur’anic verses on Judgment Day are 
thus interpreted as referring to the historical event of the return of 
Imam-Mahd ī . 

 At the beginning of the treatise, a passage, while not directly dealing 
with the  raj � a , nonetheless illustrates how the Qur’anic expressions 
concerning punishment are interpreted in a physical and literal sense. 
In the exegesis of Q. 89, where several verses are interpreted as referring 
to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and his enemies, the  ‘scourge of chastisement’  from 
Q.  89:13 is thus identifi ed with ‘the sword that the Prince of the 
Believers drew out ( a � hara ) — peace be upon him — and with which 
he killed the people of [the battle of] the Camel, annihilated their 
might and killed their tyrants’.  256   The Qur’anic punishment, which 
takes place in the hereaft er, is considered as an immediate material 
event: it takes place in this worldly life. It is on this model that the 
punishment brought by the Resurrector is understood. According to 
al- � ak ī m, the ‘fl ame’ of Q. 77:31 is the sword of the Resurrector.  257   
There is an analogy between   Al ī  and the Resurrector, on the one 
hand, and their respective enemies, on the other; as we have shown 
above, by virtue of the verse:  ‘We appointed to every prophet an enemy 
among the sinners’  (Q. 25:31), and of the ‘continuity of the Order’, the 
Resurrector, a descendant of   Al ī , is confronted with enemies who are 
the ‘Ab ū  Bakr’, the ‘  Umar’, etc., of his time. The Resurrector re-enacts 
the struggle between   Al ī  and his enemies, except that this time, he will 
eventually be victorious. 
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 In another passage from the treatise, eternal, rather than earthly, 
punishment of the Opponents seems to be advocated. Q. 20:127:  ‘the 
chastisement of the Hereaft er is more terrible and more lasting’ , is thus 
intended for Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar, and its interpretation mentions a 
permanent ‘narrowness and constraint’.  258   However, this is also 
reminiscent of transmigrationist views, since this takes place ‘in 
distorted bodies’.  259   At the end of the treatise, the author mentions the 
metamorphosis of Ab ū  Bakr ‘into a variety of fi gures and forms’,  260   an 
ambiguous formulation immediately neutralized by a metaphorical 
interpretation of the  mus ū khiyya , according to the general orientation 
of the  Kashf  on that matter, as I have shown previously. In several texts 
of the  ghul ā t , divine punishment is indeed seen as a series of 
reincarnations into human and, worse, non-human bodies subjected 
to various vicissitudes. This is the original meaning of the  mus ū khiyya  
as it is found in the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , for example, where the 
unbelievers ( kuff  ā r ) are embodied into the bodies of animals intended 
for consumption and therefore subjected to slaughter.  261   But 
 mus ū khiyya  does not appear in this sense in the  Kashf , the latter visibly 
striving to dismiss this doctrine of reincarnation, even if traces of it 
remain. 

 Just as the doctrine of  mus ū khiyya  is somehow rationalized, the  raj � a  
is not presented in the  Kashf  as a resurrection, as the reappearance of 
the Imam according to the principle of metempsychosis or as his 
return aft er an occultation of a miraculous duration. Rather, it is 
integrated within the dialectic between occultation and manifestation 
of the Order. When a Speaking-Prophet appears, as a ‘diurnal Proof’,  262   
he manifests the Order. Upon his death, a period of occultation 
( ghayba ) begins, which extends until the rising of the next Speaking-
Prophet. It is in this sense that Q. 20:130 is interpreted:  ‘Proclaim the 
praise of your Lord before the rising of the sun and aft er its setting’ : ‘before 
the rising of the sun and aft er its setting’ means the period between the 
disappearance of a Speaking-Prophet and the appearance of the 
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following one.  263   During this period, the ‘nocturnal Proofs’  264   are in 
charge of the Order. The  raj � a  of the Mahd ī , the last of the Speaking-
Prophets, is only made possible through the preparation of his return 
by the silent, ‘nocturnal’ Imams of the occultation period. 

 One of the attributes of the Speaking-Prophets is the sword, the 
symbol of temporal power, of a  da � wa  fi nally manifested, and no 
longer ‘silent’ and hidden. It was indeed attributed to the Resurrector 
in Treatise I,  265   and presented there as the attribute of the ‘diurnal 
Proof’, as opposed to the ‘nocturnal Proof’, who is the ‘Master of the 
confi dential speech and the Covenant’.  266   The sword is the attribute of 
the exoteric religion, it belongs to the Speaking-Prophets,  a fortiori  to 
‘the supreme Speaking-Prophet’ ( n ā  � iq al-nu � aq ā  
  ).  267   In the   	 ad ī th  on 
the return of the Mahd ī  of Treatise I, the sword fi gured prominently, 
‘stained’ with the blood of Quraysh, before being laid down once 
Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar have been crucifi ed, that is, once it has restored 
order — or, rather, ‘Order’. 

 The expression  al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf , the ‘Bearer of the sword’, does not 
appear until Treatise III. It appears again in Treatise V,  268   which also 
mentions the ‘sword of the  q ā  
 im ’.  269   One might think that this is 
simply the Resurrector, that is the last Speaking-Prophet. As noted by 
Heinz Halm, the expression   �  ā  	 ib al-sayf , the ‘Master of the sword’, 
already designated Ja  far al- �  ā diq according to the sect of  n ā w ū siyya , 
who believed that Ja  far was not dead and that he was the Q ā  � im-
Mahd ī .  270   H. Halm considers that this fi gure of the ‘Bearer of the sword’ 
was ‘the prototype of the one who would put an end to the political 
powerlessness of the Imam’.  271   Several passages from Treatise III thus 
describe the  raj � a  as a time when the Resurrector will wield the sword.  272   
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    273   Kashf  III, p. 87,  §  71.   
    274   Kashf  III, pp. 61–62,  §  20.   
    275   Kashf  III, p. 85,  §  68; V, p. 101,  §  22; p. 155,  §  106.   
    276   Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20.   
    277   Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20.   

The end of the treatise mentions ‘the rising of the Resurrector with the 
sword’ ( qiy ā m al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ) and ‘the Resurrector when he appears 
with his sword’ ( al-q ā  
 im  � inda  � uh ū rihi bi’l-sayf  ).  273   On the following 
page, in an exegesis attributed to the Sage, the Qur’anic promise of the 
Day of Judgment is interpreted as an allusion to the ‘Bearer of the 
sword’ ( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ). 

 Yet, another passage presents the ‘Bearer of the sword’ as a 
 predecessor  of the Resurrector proper. This appears in the exegesis of 
Q. 89:21:  ‘When the earth is ground to powder, and your Lord comes, and 
the angels rank on rank’ , understood as an allusion to a  preparation  for 
the coming of the Resurrector.  274   The ‘earth’ is the Proof, according to 
an exegetical equivalence found elsewhere in the  Kashf .  275   The ‘Lord’ 
is the Resurrector, ‘the Master of the age’. As for the angels, the text 
gives two interpretations. According to the fi rst one, they are the 
‘Friends’ ( awliy ā  
  ) of the Resurrector, probably the Summoners and 
other members of the  da � wa . In the second interpretation, it is actually 
‘a specifi c angel, that is, the one who will rise with the sword ( yaq ū m 
bi’l-sayf  ) before the Master of the age’  276   — as a type of pioneer-scout. 
The Imam-Resurrector ‘will send before him someone who will rise 
with the sword and warn people about his power and the scourge of 
his chastisement. He will then come in person, aft er the earth has been 
prepared and arranged for him.’  277   So far, the text is clear, although 
unusual. It is indeed understandable that the coming of the Resurrector 
has to be prepared in advance — which was precisely the role of the 
clandestine  da � wa : the leader of the community was in charge of this 
mission and responsible for ‘warning’ the people .  What is more 
surprising is the distinction made between the Resurrector and ‘the 
one who bears the sword’; insofar as the sword is associated with the 
Resurrector, or at least with the Speaking-Prophet, attributing it to an 
authority preceding him, that is to say, logically, a ‘silent’ Imam, 
appears contradictory. All the more so since another passage explicitly 
mentions ‘the Silent Imam who was hidden before the manifestation 
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    278   Kashf  III, p. 77,  §  56.   
    279   Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20.   
    280  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 36.   
    281  See A. Hamdani and F. De Blois, ‘A Re-examination of al-Mahd ī ’s Letter’, 

p. 178; H.F. Hamdani,  On the Genealogy of Fatimid Caliphs , Arabic text, p. 13.     

of the Resurrector’ and who ‘indicates the One who rises with the edge 
of the sword’ ( al-q ā  
 im bi- 	 add       al-sayf  ).  278   

 The end of the passage is rather confusing: ‘God will send the Imam 
who bears the sword ( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ), and he will warn the people 
by his tongue and by the sword.  ‘Upon that day, Gehenna is brought out’  
[Q. 89:23]: ‘Gehenna’, here, means the Speaking-Prophet who appears 
with the sword.’  279   Here, ‘the One who bears the sword’ has the status 
of Imam, his role is twofold: he warns ‘by tongue and by sword’. But 
then, one does not understand what makes the specifi city of the 
Resurrector, ‘who appears with the sword’, if he is preceded by an 
Imam who holds the same warlike and public role — because the 
sword also symbolizes open action, as opposed to covert action. 

 The confusion would appear to arise from the coexistence of two 
distinct systems, one pre-Fatimid, the other Fatimid. According to the 
pre-Fatimid doctrine, the coming of the Resurrector is indeed prepared 
by a silent Imam and his adjutants: Proofs, Summoners, and believers. 
But with the appearance of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , the eschatology is 
modifi ed, and the appearance of the Resurrector goes through two 
stages. A fi rst ‘bearer of the sword’ Imam appears; he is not the 
Resurrector, but his role is to announce the latter. This ‘sword-bearer’ 
is probably   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī . Indeed, as Halm points out,  280   
  Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s famous letter to the Ismaili community 
of Yemen holds that ‘there should be an imam vested with authority 
who will appear with visible power and with the sword’ ( mumallak 
ya � har bi’l-sul �  ā n al- �  ā hir wa’l-sayf  ) between two Speaking-Prophets,  281   
this Imam being   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  himself. We are therefore 
dealing with the fi rst stage of an apologetic ‘tinkering’ aimed at 
transmuting eschatological promises into the legitimization of a 
dynastic power.  
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   Conclusion  

 Treatise III is heavily imbued with pre-Fatimid Ismaili material, the 
Ismaili nature of which is unmistakable, given the importance of the 
 da � wa  theme. It is quite distant from the tradition of the  ghul ā t  as 
found in Treatise I. The main part of the text comes from exegeses 
which prevailed during the clandestine phase of the  da � wa , as indicated 
by the numerous interpretations attributed to the ‘Sage’, as well as the 
exegesis of Q. 89, attested in another early Ismaili source, namely the 
 Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya . The rare elements which echo the  ghul ā t  
tradition are reinterpreted in a new sense: such is the case of the 
 mus ū khiyya , of the role of Salm ā n, al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr, and of 
the orphan. It is however diffi  cult to determine to what extent this 
Ismaili reinterpretation pre-dates the Fatimid period. Among the 
more clearly Fatimid elements, one can include a subtle justifi cation of 
the reform of the  da � wa , the emphasis on the  raj � a , particularly on the 
role of the ‘Bearer of the sword’. As for the frequent mentions of   Al ī ’s 
enemies under various names, this is one of the characteristics of 
Treatise III. The treatise should not, however, be essentially understood 
as a composition directed against those who respected the fi rst three 
caliphs and the Umayyads. It is rather a mobilization of Shi  i ‘anti-
Sunni’ material in favour of Fatimid claims, yet aimed at an ‘internal’ 
public; the insistence on the notion of ‘returning to the truth aft er 
knowing it’ is a strong indication of this. One cannot dismiss the 
possibility that the treatise was glossed here and there, from an older 
core. I hope to have shown here that the general orientation and tone 
of the text rather suggest a complete reworking of earlier material 
(pre-F ā  
 imid, both Shi  i or Ismaili), oriented towards the justifi cation 
of the fl edgling Fatimid rule.           
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               TREATISE IV        

  Treatise IV is the shortest in the collection, but it is also the most 
puzzling, since it seems impossible, given the state of corruption of the 
text, to determine its meanings with exactitude. Several sentences, if 
not whole parts, are missing. This is confi rmed by a comparison of the 
text with chapter 59 from the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa ; as M. Asatryan 
has remarked, the second part of Treatise IV presents a version of the 
same text that constitutes chapter 59 of the  Haft  wa’l-a � illa .  1   The latter’s 
version is thus useful for correcting and completing the version found 
in the  Kashf , but it is not enough to fully make sense of the treatise. 

 The general theme of the treatise seems to be human language, 
although its underlying doctrine is unclear. The fi rst part of the treatise 
is formed of an assemblage of three   	 ad ī th s which have parallels in 
Twelver Shi  i sources, one of which is very similar to the fi rst   	 ad ī th  
of Treatise II, as it is devoted to the matter of  taw 	  ī d .  2   The second part 
of Treatise IV is formed of speculations on language. The structure of 
this treatise can therefore be analysed as follows: 

  1)  [ §  §  1–2]  Two fragments of one   	 ad ī th : the creation of the letters 
by God 

 2)  [ §  3]    � ad ī th  on the notion of   � amad  
 3)  [ §  4]  Fragment of   	 ad ī th  
 4)  [ §  §  5–10]    � ad ī th : Ja  far al- �  ā diq on language   

      1  M. Asatryan,  Controversies of Formative Shi � i Islam , pp. 38–39; idem, ‘Early 
Ismailis and other Muslims’, pp. 285–298.   

    2  This explains why the fi rst part of Treatise IV has no parallel in the  Kit ā b al-Haft  
wa’l-A � illa : the two parts are unrelated and have only been gathered by the compiler 
of the  Kashf . Disjoining the two parts of Treatise IV as two independent texts solves 
some of the questions raised by M. Asatryan in his study of Treatise IV; see. 
M. Asatryan, ‘Early Ismailis and other Muslims’, pp. 287, 290–291.   
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   Treatise IV Translation  

 In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate 
 [Fragments of   	 ad ī th ] 

  1.  Ab ū  al- � asan narrated to us from A � mad b. Mu � ammad, from 
 � amal b.  � ab ā h,  3   from Zur ā ra,  4   that Ab ū  Ja  far  5   said: ‘The fi rst thing 
God created was the letters of the alphabet.’  6   

  2.  Mu   ā wiya b.  � ak ī m  7   increased my knowledge in this regard, 
with the same chain of transmission ( isn ā d ). Mu � ammad b.   Al ī  b. 

    3  I have not been able to identify these three transmitters.   
    4  Zur ā ra b. A  yan (d. 765 or 767) was a disciple and a   	 ad ī th  transmitter of the 

Imams Mu � ammad al-B ā qir and Ja  far al-  �  ā diq. Al-Kashsh ī  provides contradictory 
accounts on him: he is at times praised by Ja  far al- �  ā diq for transmitting   	 ad ī th  
faithfully and being one of his four favourite disciples. In other accounts, he is 
disavowed by the same Im ā m saying that ‘he does not belong to our religion’; see 
al-Kashsh ī ,  Rij ā l , in al- �  ū s ī ,  Ikhtiy ā r ma � rifat al-rij ā l al-ma � r ū f bi-rij ā l al-Kashsh ī  , ed. J. 
al-Qayy ū m ī  al-I � fah ā n ī  (Qom,  2005 ), no. 63, pp. 123–144. According to certain 
reports, he supported the Imamate of   Abdall ā h al-Af 
 a �  b. Ja  far, aft er Ja  far al- �  ā diq’s 
death, but then rallied around M ū s ā  al-K ā  " im because he found   Abdall ā h too 
ignorant. On Zur ā ra, see J. Van Ess,  Theology and Society , vol. 1, pp. 373–393; E. 
Kohlberg, ‘Imam and Community in the Pre- Ghayba  Period’, in idem,  In Praise of the 
Few. Studies in Shi � i Thought and History , ed. A. Ehteshami (Leiden and Boston,  2020 ), 
pp. 187–212, esp. pp. 198–199, 201–203; Shahrast ā n ī  , Livre des Religions et des Sectes , 
vol. 1, p. 493, n. 100; pp. 537–538, and references provided there. On the supporters of 
  Abdall ā h al-Af 
 a � , the  fa �  	 iyya  or a f � a 	 iyya , see ibid., pp. 488–489 and related 
footnotes.   

    5  Imam Mu � ammad al-B ā qir.   
    6  Ibn B ā bawayh transmits a   	 ad ī th  that begins approximately this way; see Ibn 

B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  32, p. 232, no. 1.   
    7  A transmitter of   	 ad ī th  who apparently supported the Imamate of   Abdallah 

al-Af 
 a �  b. Ja  far. He is briefl y mentioned in the section on the  fa �  	 iyya  in al-Kashsh ī , 
 Rij ā l , no. 359, p. 465.   
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    8  What is meant by this is unclear. This second paragraph seems corrupted.   
    9  This   	 ad ī th  is attested in Twelver Shi  i sources; see al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  k. 

al-taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b al-nisba , vol. 1, p. 91, no. 2; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  2, pp. 
57–58, no. 15. I used these two other versions to correct and complete the  Kashf ’s 
version when needed.   

    10  Mss. A, B:  al-sam ā  
  , ‘the sky’. Corrected to:  al-ashy ā  
  , aft er al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l 
al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58.   

    11  This term is reminiscent of  ghul ā t  speculations, as noted by M. Asatryan, ‘Early 
Ismailis and other Muslims’, p. 291, but it is also part of the Twelver Shi  i cosmology; 
see above, p. 18, n. 43.   

    12  Al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58:   � al ā  
fa-qaruba wa-dan ā  fa-ba � uda , ‘When He is High, He is close, and when He approaches, 
He is distant.’   

    13  Ms. A:  l ā  yu � illuhu sam ā  ; ms. B:  l ā  tu � illuhu sam ā  . Corrected to:  l ā  ta 	 w ī hi 
ar � uhu wa-l ā  taqulluhu sam ā w ā tuhu , aft er al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn 
B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58.   

    14  Mss. A, B:  wa-daym ū miyyatihi al- ū l ā  . Corrected to:  daym ū m ī    azal ī  , aft er 
al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58.   

al- � usayn used refl ection and speculation [on this] ( ista � mala al-fi kr 
wa’l-na � ar f ī h ā  ),  8   according to some who had informed him aft er Ab ū  
  Abdall ā h (  � an ba �  �  man akhbarahu  � an Ab ī   � Abdall ā h ) — peace be 
upon him and upon his noble and honourable family. He said: ‘The 
fi rst thing God created was the letters of the alphabet.’ 

 [  � ad ī th  on the notion of   � amad ]  9   

  3.  God — may He be blessed and exalted — is One and Unique ( w ā  	 id 
a 	 ad ), Singular ( fard ), Absolute (  � amad ), First ( awwal ), Eternal 
(  � amad ī  ), and Everlasting ( daym ū m ī  ). He is not held by any shadow 
(  � ill ), but He is the One who holds <things>  10   by their shadows 
( a � illa ).  11   He knows the unknown ( al-majh ū l ) and He is known [even] 
by the praise of every ignorant person ( j ā hil ) as One and Unique 
( w ā  	 id fard ). He does not contain anything created, nor is He perceived 
or tangible in His Creation.  ‘The eyes attain Him not, He is Subtle, 
Aware’  [Q. 6:103]. When He is on High, He determines; when He 
approaches, He is worshipped (  � al ā  fa-qaddara wa-dan ā  fa- � ubida ).  12   
He is disobeyed and He forgives. He is obeyed and He rewards. <His 
earth does not encompass Him, and His heavens do not support 
Him.>  13    [90]  He carries all things by His Power ( qudra ). <Everlasting, 
Eternal ( daym ū m ī    azal ī  ),>  14   He never forgets, is never distracted, 
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    15  Mss. A, B:  fa � l . Corrected aft er al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn 
B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58.   

    16  Mss. A, B:  fa � l . Corrected aft er al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn 
B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58. This is an allusion to the expression  yawm al-fa � l , 
‘the Day of Judgment’.   

    17   Fa-y ū rath : Added aft er al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn B ā bawayh, 
 Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58.   

    18   Fa-yush ā rak : Added aft er al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , vol. 1, p. 91; Ibn B ā bawayh, 
 Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , p. 58.   

    19  The last part of the treatise corresponds to chapter 59 of the  Kit ā b al-Haft  
wa’l-a � illa . Based on the various editions of both the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  and the  Kit ā b 
al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Mushegh Asatryan has proposed a critical edition of this   	 ad ī th ; 
see M. Asatryan, ‘Early Ismailis and other Muslims’, pp. 296–298. However, my 
editorial choices diff er from his a few times. Furthermore, since the focus is here on 
the  Kashf , I have taken it as the basis of my translation, modifying or completing it 
based on the  Haft  wa’l-a � illa  only when necessary, that is, on the several occasions in 
which when the  Kashf  is illegible, inconsistent or lacks sentences. I have indicated in 
the footnotes all modifi cations to the text published by Strothmann.   

never errs, is never bored, never plays. He is eternal ( azal ī  ). There is 
no <interruption ( fa � l )>  15   to His will, and His <decision ( fa � l )>  16   is 
retribution. His Order is eff ective and executory ( w ā qi �  n ā fi dh ). He is 
 ‘Absolute, He has not begotten’  [Q. 112:2–3], <so that He would transmit 
inheritance>,  17    ‘and has not been begotten’  [Q. 112:3], <so that He 
would have associates>,  18    ‘and there is none equal to Him’  [Q. 112:4]. 

 [Fragment of   	 ad ī th ] 

  4.  He was King before He brought forth Being, and [remained] King 
aft er His creation of Being. He has no defi nition (  	 add ) and no quality 
( kayf  ),  ‘and He is powerful over all things’  [Q. 5:120]. 

 [A   	 ad ī th  on language]  19   

  5.  A certain companion of Ab ū    Abdallah narrated from al- � asan 
that Ab ū    Abdallah said: ‘God never created a name ( ism ) without 
giving it a meaning ( ma � n ā  ). He never gave it a meaning without 
giving it a form ( shaba 	  ). He never gave it a form without giving it a 
defi nition (  	 add ). He never gave it a defi nition without giving it a 
segmentation ( qutr ). He never gave it a segmentation without giving it 
separation ( fa � l ). He never gave it separation without giving it <a 
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    20  Mss. A, B:  fa � lan . Corrected aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , 
Ch. 59, p. 115.   

    21  Mss. A, B:  maf �  ū l . Corrected aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , 
Ch. 59, p. 115.   

    22  Added aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 115.   
    23  Added aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, pp. 115–116, 

except for my correction of   � allaq ū   into   � aqal ū  .   
    24  Mss. A, B:  qultu wa-kayfa dhalik . Corrected to:  q ā la al-Mufa �  � al wa-kayf dh ā lik 

y ā  mawl ā y ja � alan ī  All ā h fi d ā k , aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, 
p. 116.   

    25  Added aft er Mufa��al al-Jufī,  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   
    26  Mss. A, B:  fa-law q ī la inna a 	 adan allafa m ā  f ī him bih ā  shay 
  . Strothmann 

corrects  f ī him  into  fuhima . Corrected to:  fa-law quln ā  li’l-rajul alif m ā  fahima minh ā  
shay 
 an aw q ī la li’l-rajul l ā m fa-m ā  fahima minh ā  shay 
 an aw q ī la lahu h ā  
  m ā  fahima 
minh ā  shay 
 an , aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   

    27  Mss. A, B:  q ā la All ā h  � alim ū  annahu l ā  il ā h ill ā  huwa . Corrected to:  fa-q ī la lahu 
All ā h    � alima annahu All ā h , aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, 
p. 116, except for my correction of   � al ī m  into   � alima .   

connection ( wa � l )>.  20   For <the separated ( al-maf �  ū l )>  21   can only be 
known through the connected ( al-maw �  ū l ), [because] <when one 
talks to people with the separated ( bi’l-maf �  ū l ), they do not comprehend 
him ( la-m ā     � aqal ū h )>  22   [but] when one talks to people with the 
connected ( bi’l-maw �  ū l ), they comprehend him (  � aqal ū h ). 

  6.  <Mufa �  � al said: ‘O my master, how is that? And how do people 
know words and their meanings?’ Al- �  ā diq replied: ‘The letters are 
divided into twenty-eight letters by which the connected [things] are 
comprehended (  � aqal ū  bih ā    al-maw �  ū l ā t ).’>  23   <‘And how is that, o my 
master’, Mufa �  � al asked, ‘may God make me your ransom!’>  24   He 
said: ‘Do you not know that the Arabic language is made of twenty-
eight letters, and four others? And the four others are contained in a 
single letter, and that is all!’ ‘How is that’, I asked. He said: ‘The letters 
were divided into twenty-eight letters, as a way of communication 
between creatures, and to make <them>  25   know what they have 
negated. <If we were to say to a man: ‘ alif ’, we would not understand it 
at all. And if it were said to a man: ‘ l ā m ’, he would not understand it at 
all. And if it were said to him: ‘ h ā  
  ’, we would not understand it at 
all.>  26   But if they are arranged, gathered, [91] united and attached 
[together], with knowledge, <and that it is said to him: ‘All ā h’, he 
knows that it is God ( All ā h )>  27   [you are talking about]. Do you not see 
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    28  Mss. A, B:   � amma . Corrected to:  ghayr , aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  
wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   

    29  Ms. A:  ghayr al-tafs ī l ; ms. B:  ghayr al-taf �  ī l . Corrected to:  wa’l-taf �  ī l ghayr 
al-maw �  ū l , aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   

    30  Added aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   
    31  Mss. A, B:  al-sury ā niyya tuthbit . Corrected to:  al-alsun tabalbalat , aft er Mufa �  � al 

al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   
    32  Mss. A, B:  wa-k ā nat da �  ā  
 im . Corrected to:  wa-inna   da �  ā  
 im al-kal ā m arba � a .   
    33  Added aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   
    34  Added aft er Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   
    35  Ms. A: blank followed by  al-hatf ; ms. B:  wa’l-mas 	  q ā la wa’l-hatf ; Gh ā lib, p. 92: 

 wa’l-nab 	  q ā la wa’l-hatf . Corrected to:  wa’l-nab 	  wa’l-nah ī q wa’l- � aw ī  , aft er Mufa �  � al 
al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   

    36  Based on mss. A and B, which he slightly corrects, Strothmann proposes:  mimm ā  
kharaja  	 att ā  tabalbalat alsun al-n ā s min al-tham ā niya wa’l- � ishr ī n  	 arfan . I have deleted 
this sentence which repeats previous information and does not appear in the  Haft  .   

that the name ( ism ) is <diff erent>  28   than its spelling ( hij ā  
  ), <and that 
the separation ( al-tafs ī l ) is diff erent than the connected ( al-maw �  ū l )>?  29   
Do you not know that speech is a copy of writing ( al-kal ā m nuskhat 
al-kit ā b ), that writing is not possible without spelling, and that spelling 
is not possible without the letters — in Syriac or in any other 
[language]? <Do you not know that speech comes entirely from the 
twenty-eight letters of the alphabet?’ 

  7.  Mufa �  � al said: ‘O my master, is knowledge complete with this?’ 
He said — from him comes salvation ( minhu al-sal ā m ): ‘Regarding 
Arabic, it is complete, but regarding other [languages], no.’>  30   I said: 
‘Why is that?’ ‘Because <the languages were divided ( tabalbalat )>  31   at 
the time of Abraham — may God’s blessings be upon him — into 
Hebrew, Syriac, Persian ( a � jam ī  ) and Arabic.’ 

  8.  <The pillars ( da �  ā  
 im ) of speech are four.>  32   Whistling ( al- � af ī r ), 
shouting ( al-zajr ), snapping ( al-naqr ) and cooing ( al-hatf  ) developed 
speech. Whoever knows how to separate and connect them knows 
speech, and he knows <all the divided languages ( jam ī  �    al-alsun 
al-mutabalbila )>,  33   as well as the language of the birds ( man � iq al- � ayr ), 
of the cattle ( man � iq al-bah ā  
 im ), and of all quadrupeds. Do you not 
know that when you whistle to the birds, or snap to the cattle, <or coo to 
the pigeons>,  34   they fl ee? If you had made them understand something, 
they would not have fl ed. [In fact], you made them understand 
something that you did not understand yourself by shouting, cooing, 
snapping,  w histling <barking, braying, or howling>  35   <. . .>  36   
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    37  Mss. A, B:  wa-m ā  yuft a 	  bihi q ā la fa-m ā  kharaja . Corrected to:  wa-m ā  futi 	 ta 
bihi al-famm wa-yakhruj. . . , Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 59, p. 116.   

  9.  Every [sound produced] by opening the mouth is shouting. [The 
sound produced] by tightening the mouth is the whistle. [The sound 
produced] by what you send back to the uvula is the snapping. <And 
[the sound] you make by opening the mouth and that comes out>  37   of 
the throat is the cooing. 

  10.  Understand this — may God teach you goodness and make 
you good. [92]   
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   Treatise IV Commentary  

 Like Treatise II, the very brief Treatise IV is a compilation of fragments 
of   	 ad ī th s gathered around a theme. It is less a treatise proper than a 
form of interlude intended to separate Treatises III and V. Yet, this 
interlude has several interesting features, some of which are reminiscent 
of Treatise II. While the latter was devoted to the themes of the Throne 
and the Footstool, and ended with an alphabetical cosmogony, Treatise 
IV pursues this alphabetical theme by quoting two   	 ad ī th s referring to 
the twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet and their role. However, 
it also recalls the  taw	īd  discussion of Treatise II, since it contains a 
sentence from the fi rst  	adīth  quoted in Treatise II, as well as a full 
 	adīth  (found in Twelver Shi  i sources) dedicated to the Qur’anic 
notion of  �amad , which was also dealt with in Treatise II. While the 
fi rst part of Treatise IV is formed of an amalgamation of  	adīth s 
related to  taw	īd , the second and longer part consists of a highly 
corrupted  	adīth  corresponding to the whole of Chapter 59 of the 
 Kitāb al-Haft  wa’l-a�illa . 

   1. Several  �adīth  fragments  

 At fi rst sight, the fi rst part of the treatise appears as a single   	 ad ī th  
preceded by a detailed  isn ā d , which is almost unique in the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf .  38   In reality, a comparison of the text with Twelver Shi  i 
sources reveals that the  matn  amalgamates three diff erent   	 ad ī th s: the 
main one, relating to s ū ra 112 is almost complete, but it is preceded 
and followed by fragments of other   	 ad ī th s. 

    38  With the exception of the minimalist   	 ad ī th  by Mu � ammad al-B ā qir reported 
by J ā bir b. Yaz ī d al-Ju  f ī  in  Kashf  I, p. 8,  §  14.   
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    39  Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  32, pp. 232–233, no. 1.   

 Furthermore, the chain of transmission, which apparently only 
concerns these three   	 ad ī th s, is more problematic than it seems. Two 
of the transmitters’ names are incomplete, which prevents their 
identifi cation: they are A � mad b. Mu � ammad and Ab ū  al- � asan. 
Likewise, I was unable to identify  � amal b.  � abb ā  � . The only intelligible 
part of the chain is the fact that it goes back to Mu � ammad al-B ā qir, 
via Zur ā ra b. A  yan, a well-known transmitter of this Imam. 

 The  isn ā d  in the second part of this fi rst fragment is no more 
satisfying: it is true that Mu   ā wiya b.  � ak ī m, presented as an alternative 
source for the   	 ad ī th  of letters, is indeed a known transmitter. This 
time, the chain of transmission goes back to Ja  far al- �  ā diq, through 
one Mu � ammad b.   Al ī  b. al- � usayn. Is this Mu � ammad al-B ā qir? 
Furthermore, it is unclear who has ‘used refl ection and speculation’ on 
the   	 ad ī th , or what that expression may mean in this context. 

 The paragraph is clearly corrupted and incomplete. Yet, two names 
of transmitters provide some information as to the milieu in which the 
  	 ad ī th  originated. Indeed, Zur ā ra b. A  yan and Mu   ā wiya b.  � ak ī m 
both allegedly supported the Imamate of   Abdall ā h al-Af 
 a �  aft er the 
death of Ja  far al- �  ā diq. This could be an indication of the immediately 
post-Ja  far origin of the text, which would thus have been imported 
from this milieu to the proto-Ismaili milieu. Furthermore, when 
connecting this to the fi rst Fatimid caliph’s claim that his ancestor was 
  Abdall ā h al-Af 
 a � , one could formulate the hypothesis that there may 
have been some connections between the  fa �  	 iyya , i.e. the followers of 
  Abdall ā h al-Af 
 a � , the eldest living son of Ja  far al- �  ā diq aft er the 
latter’s demise, and the early Ismailis — although more evidence is 
required. 

 As for the  matn  of the   	 ad ī th , there is at least one attestation of a 
  	 ad ī th  beginning with a similar sentence: it is reported by Ibn 
B ā bawayh in his  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d .  39   Yet the latter version is more 
restrictive: ‘The fi rst thing that God — praised and exalted be He — 
created to make known the writing to His creation ( li-yu � rifa bihi 
al-kit ā ba li-khalqihi ) was the letters of the alphabet.’ In the rest of the 
  	 ad ī th , each letter of the alphabet is related to a divine quality beginning 
with the corresponding letter. The perspective of this creation of 
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letters is therefore not cosmological; letters are not created ‘beings’, as 
was the case in Treatise II, or as the version of Treatise IV suggests. 

 Furthermore, the  isn ā d  provided by Ibn B ā bawayh goes back to the 
eighth imam,   Al ī  al-Ri �  ā , and he himself traces the   	 ad ī th  back to   Al ī  
b. Ab ī   �  ā lib through his fathers. None of the transmitters named by 
Ibn B ā bawayh corresponds to those found in Treatise IV — except 
possibly for A � mad b. Mu � ammad al-Hamad ā n ī , who could be the 
A � mad b. Mu � ammad of Treatise IV. 

 The second   	 ad ī th  of Treatise IV is more satisfying, since it is a 
complete   	 ad ī th  on  taw	īd , unrelated to the previous one and attested 
in Ibn B ā bawayh’s  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d , as well as in al-Kulayn ī ’s  U �  ū l 
al-K ā f ī  .  40   In both these versions, the   	 ad ī th  is attributed to Ja  far 
al- �  ā diq. 

 In al-Kulayn ī ’s version, the   	 ad ī th  is presented as a commentary on 
s ū ra 112 by the Imam: ‘I asked Ab ū    Abdall ā h about:  “Say that God is 
one”  [Q. 112:1].’ The Imam answers with a number of sentences absent 
from both the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  and the  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d : ‘In relation ( bi’l-
nisba ) to His creation, God is one, absolute (  � amad ), etc.’ In the  Kit ā b 
al-Taw 	  ī d , the text is introduced as follows: ‘I asked Ja  far b. 
Mu � ammad about  taw 	  ī d .’ Apart from slight variations in the chain of 
transmission and the introduction to the   	 ad ī th , there is almost no 
diff erence between the two Twelver versions. On the other hand, they 
diff er from  Kit ā b al-Kashf  in several respects, but these variations are 
mainly due to errors in the manuscript transmission of the latter. The 
Twelver sources therefore allow us to correct the text of the  Kashf . This 
confi rms that a large part of the diffi  culties met in the  Kashf  is due to 
scribal errors. 

 The   	 ad ī th  deals with  taw 	  ī d , the affi  rmation of God’s transcendence 
and absolute independence vis- à -vis created beings. It is similar in 
spirit and style to the one which opened Treatise II. This is undoubtedly 
why the last fragment of the   	 ad ī th  — in fact a quotation from the fi rst 
  	 ad ī th  of Treatise II — was attached to this elaboration on   � amad . 

 There is therefore a play of resonances between Treatises II and IV, 
which both combine texts on  taw 	  ī d , on the one hand, and 

    40  Al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  k. al-taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b al-nisba , vol. 1, p. 91, no. 2; Ibn 
B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  2, pp. 57–58, no. 15.   
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    41   Kashf  II, p. 42,  §  5.   
    42  M. Asatryan, ‘Early Ismailis and other Muslims’, pp. 294–298.   

considerations on the letters of the alphabet, on the other hand. The 
terms   � amad  as well as   � amadiyy ā t  already appeared in Treatise II,  41   in 
a passage inserted between the two parts of the fi rst   	 ad ī th . This play 
of resonances is probably intentional; in the architecture of the 
collection, Treatises II and IV have been used to separate the more 
important treatises. We should also note that in Treatises II and IV, a 
fi rst part devoted to  taw 	  ī d  is followed by a second relating to another 
intellectual trend, pre-Fatimid Ismaili in the case of Treatise II, and 
 ghul ā t  (or at least transmitted by the  ghul ā t  tradition) in Treatise IV. In 
Treatise II, this second part was devoted to the alphabetical cosmogony, 
while in Treatise IV, it is devoted to language, two fairly close themes, 
although they are treated very diff erently.  

   2. A  �adīth  on language  

 As previously noted, the second part of Treatise IV corresponds to 
chapter 59 of the emblematic  ghul ā t  work, the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa . 
Given the serious corruption of the text transmitted in the  Kashf , the 
version found in the  Haft   is helpful in clarifying the argument; as it 
appears, the  Kashf  is missing entire sentences. Yet, while the  Haft   
provides essential phrases highlighting the structure of the text, the 
 Kashf  also contains a few items that are absent from the  Haft  . As a 
result, both sources must be used to reconstruct an intelligible text. M. 
Asatryan has thus proposed a critical edition of this text, based on 
both the  Haft   and the  Kashf .  42   Unfortunately, this endeavour, in my 
opinion, remains insuffi  cient to reconstruct the text, which in its 
original version is probably lost. Indeed, even when combining the 
two sources, the result obtained, although much better than what each 
of these two sources transmits individually, is still highly problematic 
and fragmentary. 

 Among the challenges presented by this   	 ad ī th  is the fact that in 
both the  Kashf  and the  Haft  , it stands in sharp contrast with the rest of 
their respective contents. Treatise IV is entirely free from any Ismaili 
features, but, as we have seen, the fi rst part at least resonates with the 
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    43  Ibid., pp. 286, 290.   
    44  Ibid., pp. 290–294.   
    45  Ibid., pp. 291–292.   

 taw 	  ī d  speculations of Treatise II. The second part, however, bears no 
similarity with any of the other contents of the  Kashf . M. Asatryan 
reaches the same conclusion regarding the relation of chapter 59 of the 
 Haft   to the rest of the book, thus noting that ‘it seems to be inserted, as 
it has nothing to do with the rest of the text’ and ‘bears no stylistic or 
thematic similarity to the other parts of the book’.  43   

 This raises two main questions related to the circulation of the text: 
1) where did it originate, and what was its initial milieu of composition? 
2) Through which channels, did it fi nd its way into two books 
belonging to diff erent traditions? In his brief study of the   	 ad ī th , 
Asatryan discusses these questions and proposes a series of hypotheses 
regarding the possibilities of mutual infl uence between Ismaili and 
Nu � ayr ī  circles, and the transmission of texts between the Syrian and 
Indian Ismaili communities.  44   However, because the text, to the best 
of our current knowledge, only appears in an Ismaili book and in a 
proto-Nu � ayr ī  one, Asatryan focuses his enquiry on the possibilities of 
textual transmission between these two traditions  aft er  they were well 
established. Yet, as Asatryan himself admits, there is ‘not enough 
evidence to ascertain’ that the text originated in a ‘Ghul ā t-Nu � ayr ī ’ 
milieu, since he only identifi es ‘two elements reminiscent of Ghul ā t-
Nu � ayr ī  ideas’, namely the use of the term   � ill , pl.  a � illa , in the fi rst part 
of Treatise IV, and the use of the term  shaba 	   in the part of Treatise IV 
that is common with the  Haft  .  45   As I have shown, however, the fi rst 
part of Treatise IV is in fact a combination of   	 ad ī th s found in Twelver 
Shi  i sources, and therefore, its mention of  a � illa  cannot necessarily be 
understood as a ‘Ghul ā t-Nu � ayr ī ’ feature. This leaves us with only one 
feature that can be identifi ed as such: the mention of  shaba 	  . 

 One could add the fact that the   	 ad ī th  is presented as a dialogue 
between Ja  far al- �  ā diq and his disciple Mufa �  � al, an important fi gure 
for the  ghul ā t , but this only appears in the  Haft  , whereas the  Kashf  
attributes the   	 ad ī th  to Ja  far al- �  ā diq without specifying who his 
interlocutor is. It may be hypothesized that the mention of Mufa �  � al 
was added ad hoc by the compiler of the  Haft  , in order for the   	 ad ī th  
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to fi t the usual framework of the other chapters of the work — which, 
for the major part, are dialogues between Ja  far and Mufa �  � al. 

 At this point, one can question the very notion that the   	 ad ī th  
belongs to the  ghul ā t  tradition, given the weakness of the evidence 
pointing in that direction. The only strong evidence would be its 
presence in the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , but, as previously said, it 
seems to have been inserted there. 

 Another possibility would be to identify this text as a Shi  i take on 
speculations on language from the time of the composition of the text. 
Just like in the second   	 ad ī th  of Treatise II, we would be in presence of 
a Shi  i endeavour to intervene in an Islamic debate over a specifi c 
theme; in Treatise II, the theme was  taw 	  ī d  and anthropomorphism, 
and the Shi  i approach consisted of establishing a correlation between 
professing the correct doctrine in this regard, on the one hand, and the 
acknowledgement of the rightful Imam, on the other. Here, the general 
theme is the origin of language and the faculty of mastering all 
languages based on a certain knowledge of its elementary components, 
the letters of the alphabet. Evidently, such a faculty would be one of 
the sacred prerogatives of the Imam. The problem is that, if this is 
indeed the intention of the text, it is nowhere stated explicitly. As a 
result, the Shi  i origin and aim of the   	 ad ī th  remain hypothetical, and 
is only predicated on the sources in which the   	 ad ī th  appears. 

 Let us examine the contents of the   	 ad ī th  in more detail, in order to 
show how this interpretation can be reached. The problem one is 
immediately faced with is that the overall argument of the text is 
unclear, and that the parts that are clear seem quite trivial. The text 
also seems to be missing some key information or steps of the argument 
that would allow the reader to fully comprehend its intentions and 
goals. Although the version transmitted by the  Kashf  is clarifi ed by the 
one found in the  Haft  , the text remains very elusive. It is possible that 
we are dealing with an extract from a longer text — but in this case, it 
is striking that the  Kashf  and the  Haft   transmit relatively similar 
versions with almost the same gaps (particularly between  §  §  7 and 8). 

 In  §  5, Ja  far al- �  ā diq traces a certain number of principles back to the 
‘name’ ( ism ), but the relationships between these principles and their 
very nature are not explained. In addition, the perspective is unclear: is 
it in ascending or descending order? In other words, is the ‘name’ the 
fi nal result of a procession or, on the contrary, the fi rst principle of a 
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    46  Ibid., p. 288. See ibid., pp. 287–288, for a discussion of the way the  Haft   
dramatically improves our understanding of the example.   

    47  The  Haft   and the  Kashf  provide very diff erent readings in the conclusion of the 
example. The  Haft   inserts here a sentence on the notions of noun and adjective, as a 
commentary of the sentence: ‘God is All-knowing’. I believe however this is out of place 
and does not sit well with the rest of the argument. See the translation of this passage in 
the  Haft  , in M. Asatryan, ‘Early Ismailis and other Muslims’, p. 288 and n. 49.   

    48   Kashf  IV, p. 92,  §  6.   

procession? Are we even dealing with a hierarchized enumeration? This 
passage could be interpreted as the enumeration of the principles that 
make the ‘name’ what it is: the essence of any name is to have a ‘meaning’, 
a ‘form’, a ‘limit’ or ‘defi nition’ (  	 add ), and a ‘dimension’. But, again, the 
exact meaning assigned to these concepts is not specifi ed. 

 The following lines, which include the last sentence of  §  5 and most 
of  §  6, are dedicated to the notions of  maf �  ū l  and  maw �  ū l , that is, to the 
diff erence between the letters taken individually, ‘separated’ from 
each other, on the one hand, and the letters combined, ‘connected’, to 
form meaningful words. An example — half of which is missing in the 
 Kashf , to the point that it is ‘distorted beyond recognition’ —  46   is 
provided to illustrate this: if the letters forming the word ‘All ā h’, 
namely  alif ,  l ā m ,  h ā  
  , were enumerated separately to someone, they 
would not be understood. But once connected to eff ectively form the 
word ‘All ā h’, then it is understood that what is meant is God.  47   The 
question remains, however, of the general conclusion one should draw 
from this fact which is altogether obvious, if not trivial. 

 The following sentence, although not entirely explicit, may provide 
an answer: ‘Do you not know that speech is a copy of writing ( al-kal ā m 
nuskhat al-kit ā b ), that writing is not possible without spelling, and that 
spelling is not possible without the letters?’  48   It seems that letters are 
conceived of as celestial archetypes — in accordance with the fi rst   	 ad ī th  
quoted in Treatise IV where God creates the letters, and the alphabetic 
cosmogony of Treatise II. Contrary to what modern linguistics would 
have, letters are not just conventional and arbitrarily chosen signs. They 
are not a way to put in writing a pre-existing oral speech but are the 
source of all languages. Writing precedes speech, not the opposite. 

 The text then proceeds to a brief consideration of languages other 
than Arabic, apparently prompted by the sentence: ‘Do you not know 
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    49  M. Asatryan, ‘Early Ismailis and other Muslims’, p. 289.   
    50  More animal noises are mentioned at the end of  §  8, in the version transmitted 

by the  Haft  . This is either a mistake, or the ‘pillars’ should be more than four.   
    51  See al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t ,  juz 
   7,  b ā b  11:  f ī  al-a 
 imma annahum 

yatakallam ū n bi’l-alsun kullah ā   (‘On the fact that the Imams speak all languages’), pp. 
587–600;  b ā b  12:  f ī ’l-a 
 imma annahum ya � rif ū n al-alsun kullah ā   (‘On the fact that the 
Imams know all languages’), pp. 600–604;  b ā b  14:  f ī  al-a 
 imma annahum ya � rif ū n man � iq 
al- � ayr  (‘On the fact that the Imams know the language of birds’), pp. 606–618;  b ā b  15: 
 f ī  al-a 
 imma annahum ya � rif ū n man � iq al-bah ā  
 im wa-ya � rif ū nahum wa-yuj ī b ū nahum 
idh ā  da �  ū hum  (‘On the fact that the Imams know the language of beasts and know 
them, and that they answer [the Imams] when they call them’), pp. 618–631.     

that speech comes entirely from the twenty-eight letters of the alphabet?’ 
This applies to Arabic, the Imam says, but not to other languages. The 
disciple then asks why, and the Imam explains that, at the time of 
Abraham, the languages  tabalbalat , which can be translated as ‘were 
divided’, or ‘became confused’. Asatryan translates it as ‘became 
intermixed’.  49   From this, one can infer that the multiplicity of languages 
proceeds from a unique source and that, before the time of Abraham, 
there was only one language. This is of course a reference to the incident 
of Babel, although in Genesis, this ‘confusion’ occurs aft er the Flood, 
and not at the time of Abraham. It is unclear how this fi ts in the previous 
speculations of the text; is the unique language before Abraham Arabic? 
Or is Arabic just one among several others? And what is the relation of 
the variety of languages to the archetypal letters? 

 The connection of paragraph 8 to what precedes is even looser. 
Aft er mentioning the four languages (Hebrew, Syriac, Persian and 
Arabic), the discussion suddenly deals with four ‘pillars’ of language, 
namely ‘whistling, shouting, snapping, cooing’;  50   is there a relation 
between these  four  pillars and the  four  languages? And if not, what are 
we missing between these two stages of the argument? 

 The text goes on to explain that full knowledge of these ‘pillars’ allows 
for the mastery of all languages, both human and animal. This is the 
unique point of the   	 ad ī th  that could be used in a Shi  i perspective — 
that is, in an Imam-centred approach. The text, however, does not 
mention the concept of Imam at all. Yet, the idea that the Imam masters 
languages, including animal languages as Solomon did, is found in 
early Shi  i sources, such as the  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t  for instance.  51   
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 Apart from this very subtle allusion to ‘someone’ who could master 
human and animal languages, the text is entirely free of Shi  i features, 
and in fact, looks like an extract of a theoretical treatise on language 
that may be compared with linguistic speculations of grammarians or 
theologians. Again, the question arises as to, not only how, but  why  
such a text would fi nd its way in works that have such a strong Shi  i 
identity. Apart from the allusion to the supernatural ability of mastering 
all languages, there is none. 

 To conclude, it appears that: 1) this   	 ad ī th  almost certainly forms 
part of a larger text, a treatise on language, now lost; 2) while the   	 ad ī th  
in its extant form does not contain any indication of a Shi  i origin, 
its presence in Shi  i works may indicate that it was deemed to 
represent the Shi  i take on linguistic debates, notably by theoretically 
establishing the possibility that ‘someone’ could eff ectively master all 
the languages — although this ability could also be attributed to certain 
sacred individuals who are not necessarily the Shi  i Imams. 
Furthermore, the text displays a certain inclination to explain 
rationally, particularly in the passage on the meaningless separated 
letters or the one on the four ‘pillars’ as the origins of language. This 
may be the result of an attempt to support rationally ‘non-rational’ 
Shi  i miraculous beliefs about the magical and supernatural abilities of 
the Imams, in this case, the ability to speak all languages, both human 
and non-human.  

   Conclusion  

 The  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa  is extremely valuable to our understanding 
of Treatise IV. Unfortunately, even so, the text remains very obscure, 
as its version in the  Haft  , although not as deteriorated as that of the 
 Kashf , is nevertheless corrupt. In the absence of additional sources that 
would help to reconstruct the original text, it is diffi  cult to interpret it 
further and to ascertain the hypotheses I have proposed, and many 
questions must remain unanswered for now. 

 Among these is the question of the historicity of the presence of 
Treatise IV in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . I have already mentioned its 
structural and thematic similarity to Treatise II, as both texts dedicate 
a fi rst part to  taw 	  ī d , and a second part to matters related to the letters 
of the alphabet and/or language. These two treatises are connected in 
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this regard, and also inasmuch as they both diff er radically from the 
other treatises of the collection. Furthermore, both treatises are loosely 
connected to Ismaili doctrine — in fact, there is no trace of Ismailism 
whatsoever in Treatise IV. It seems quite clear that these treatises 
were inserted where they are in the collection as interludes, and 
that, in this respect, they manifest an editorial intent: the editor of the 
 Kashf  did not simply randomly gather the treatises, but carefully 
arranged them.     
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               TREATISE V        

  At fi rst sight, Treatise V appears to be an ‘Epistle on pilgrimage’ (  	 ajj ). 
The argument unfolds around several verses dedicated to this topic, as 
well as other elements related to it, such as the fi gure of Abraham as 
builder of the Ka  ba, the Ka  ba itself, the ‘proclamation’ ( adh ā n ) of 
pilgrimage which is identifi ed with the  da � wa  in favour of the Imam, 
and the essential theme of the ‘Houses’, places of manifestation of the 
Divine Order, a theme which appears briefl y in the opening pages of 
Treatise III. The general aim of the treatise is to support the spiritual 
prestige of the Imam as the ‘House of God’, while extending it to the 
whole hierarchy of the  da � wa , the organization of which is hinted at in 
several important passages. The special emphasis on the notion of 
‘Proof’ (  	 ujja ) seems to refl ect the redefi nition of the term in the 
beginning of Fatimid rule — as indicated by the explicit mention of 
the second Fatimid caliph, al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h.  1   

 The overall structure of the treatise is rather confusing as it is bears 
the marks of the technique of ‘scattering the knowledge’ ( tabd ī d 
al- � ilm ). Indeed, exegeses of verses are oft en interrupted by various 
digressions, only to be resumed a few paragraphs further. This 
particular method appears in previous passages of the  Kashf ,  2   but it is 
much more systematic in Treatise V, to the point that it determines its 
entire structure. In the following plan of the treatise, one is to pay 
particular attention to the distribution of the main Qur’anic verses: 

   1)  [ §  §  1–3]  Introduction: a response to a question on the meaning of 
Q. 5:97  

     1   Kashf  V, p. 103,  §  25.   
    2  See introduction, pp. 67–68.   
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  2) Biological and spiritual fatherhood

  —  [ §  §  4–6]  Abraham and his father 
 —  [ §  §  7–8]  Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr and his father 
 —  [ §  §  9–10]  A gloss on metamorphosis    

  3) The Ka  ba, the Proof and his spiritual role

  —  [ §  11]  Return to the topic of pilgrimage 
 —  [ §  §  12–15]  The Ka  ba as Proof, the   � Ayn  and the  F ā  
   
 —  [ §  16]  Mu � ammad b. A � mad as Proof 
 —  [ §  §  17–21]  The Speaking-Prophet and the Proof ( F ā  
  ): 

exegesis of Q. 3:97 ( ‘The fi rst House. . .’ ), mention of Q. 5:97 
 —  [ §  22]  The Proof and the ‘new creation’    

  4) The Call to the ‘Great Pilgrimage’

  —  [ §  23]  The ‘person’ of the   � Ayn : exegesis of Q. 9:3 
 —  [ §  24]  Interruption: the 70 dignitaries 
 —  [ §  §  25–26]  Return to exegesis of Q. 9:3    

  5) The Houses of God

  —  [ §  §  27–35]  Exegesis of Q. 24:36 and 26:193–197 

     6) The Call and Abraham’s sacred station

  —  [ §  §  36–38]  Exegesis of Q. 22:27 
 —  [ §  39]  Interruption: Subtle essence and dense body 
 —  [ §  40]  A lettrist exegesis of Abraham’s name 
 —  [ §  §  41–42]  Return to exegesis of Q. 22:27 
 —  [ §  §  43–44]  Interruption: digression on  mathal  and Veil 
 —  [ §  §  45–46]  Return to exegesis of Q. 22:27    

  7) Exegesis of Q. 2:197

  —  [ §  §  47–53]  The meaning of pilgrimage and the Proof 
 —  [ §  54]  Exegesis of ‘obscenity’ 
 —  [ §  §  55–57]  Exegesis of ‘immorality’ 
 —  [ §  58]  Exegesis of ‘dispute’ 
 —  [ §  59]  Conclusion of the exegesis of Q. 2:197    

  8) Pharaoh and Egypt: the false Mahd ī 
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  —  [ §  §  60–63]  Pharaoh’s pride: exegesis of Q. 43:51–54 
 —  [ §  §  64–66]  The esoteric meaning of Egypt, mention of Joseph 

‘the Truthful’ 
 —  [ §  67]  The Pharaoh of this age    

  9) Speaking-Prophets and Imams

  —  [ §  §  68–70]  Exegesis of Q. 3:7 
 —  [ §  71]    � ad ī th : Ja  far al- �  ā diq on the seven ranks of the ‘Order’ 
 —  [ §  72]  Return to the exegesis of Q. 3:7    

  10)  [ §  73]  Return to the exegesis of Q. 2:197  
  11)  [ §  §  75–79]  House and Veil: return to the exegesis of Q. 3:96–97  
  12) Three sacred ranks: exegesis of Q. 4:69

  —  [ §  §  80–86]  The ‘Truthful ones’: Joseph and Idr ī s 
 —  [ §  §  87–92]  The ‘Witnesses’ as ‘Masters of Laws’, the Prophets 

and the ‘intermediaries’ 
 —  [ §  §  93–96]  Betrayal of the  da � wa  
 —  [ §  §  97–99]  The ‘Virtuous ones’ as Imams    

  13)  [ §  §  100–104]  Return to the exegesis of Q. 3:96–97  
  14)  [ §  §  105–107]  Conclusion: initiation of the members of the  da � wa     
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   Treatise V Translation  

 In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate 

  1.  [Here are] questions we have elucidated, arranged and explained; 
they provide healing for souls, life for hearts, and proximity for the 
spirit. Through them, the people of remembrance ( ahl al-dhikr ) will 
remember, the people of intellect ( ahl al- � aql ) will gain benefi t, and the 
people of good manners ( ahl al-adab ) will fi nd rest in the knowledge 
of these — in accordance with what our master ( sayyidnā ) Mu�ammad 
said: ‘Adopt the good manners (  ā d ā b ) [taught] by God, for they are 
the best of manners.’ 

  2.  The most eloquent exhortation is the Book of God — He is 
Sublime and High —  which  ‘no falsehood comes to, from before it nor 
from behind;   a revelation from the Wise and Praiseworthy’  [Q. 41:42]. It 
came down from Him and returns to Him. And we place our trust in 
God, and to Him we surrender ( muslim ū n ).  3   There is no power or 
strength except through God. 

  3.  You have asked —  4   may God guide you and fully satisfy your 
hope — about the meaning of the words of God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘God has appointed the Ka � ba, the Sacred House, a standard 
(qiy ā man) for the people’  [Q. 5:97]. 

    3  This may also read  musallim ū n . On  musallim ,  tasl ī m , and the  isl ā m / tasl ī m , 
 muslim / musallim  distinctions, see M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 38–39, n. 64; 
p. 192, n. 387 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 149, n. 64, p. 196 n. 387); idem,  La Religion 
discr è te , pp. 202–203, n. 122 (English trans.:  Spirituality of Shii Islam , p. 269, n. 122).   

    4  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 55, n. 71, reads  sa 
 altu , ‘I asked’, and considered 
the following   	 ad ī th  by al- � ak ī m as the answer. However, it can be argued that  sa 
 alta , 
‘you asked’ is the correct reading, and that Treatise V as a whole is the answer. Further 
in the text, the author addresses an ‘asker’ ( s ā  
 il ), which seems to confi rm my reading; 
see  Kashf  V, p. 107,  §  31.   
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 [Abraham and his father: exegesis of Qur’an 19:42–44 and 46–47] 

  4.  Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said :  ‘The Ka  ba is that from 
the knowledge of which people of dissension ( ahl al-khil ā f  ) have 
turned away ( k ā  � a )  5  . They distanced themselves from its Friendship 
( wal ā ya ) and its acknowledgement, worshipping that which neither 
hears nor sees, nor suffi  ces them one whit in place of God.’ 

  5.  Have you not  [93]  seen the words of the pure Creator when 
[Abraham] said:  ‘Father, why do you worship that which neither hears, 
nor sees, nor avails you anything? Father, there has come to me knowledge 
such as came not to you. Follow me and I will guide you to an even Way’  
[Q. 19:42–43]. In the exoteric sense ( f ī ’l- �  ā hir ), he accuses him of 
worshipping stones, but in the esoteric sense ( f ī ’l-b ā  � in ), these are the 
idols ( awth ā n ) that are worshipped in place of God —  He is Sublime 
and High —, that is, the three accursed ones,  6   because they are the 
idols of this community who were followed in spite of God’s decrees 
and the Messenger’s order — may God’s blessing and peace be upon 
him. Regarding God’s words:  ‘Follow me and I will guide you to a even 
Way’ , he states that the ‘even Way’ refers to the Prince of the Believers 
— peace be upon him. Have you not seen God’s words — He is Mighty 
and Sublime:  ‘You will know who the owners (a �  	  ā b) of the even Way are’  
[Q. 20:135]? It is a way wherein is no crookedness; no doubt on its 
rectitude. 

  6.  Yet the accursed heretic ( mul 	 id ) rejected it:  ‘Are you rejecting my 
gods, Abraham? If you cease not, I shall stone you. Depart from me a long 
while!’  [Q. 19:46]. The Intimate ( khal ī l ) [of God] said to his father: 
 ‘Peace be upon you, I will ask forgiveness of my Lord for you, for He is ever 
gracious to me’  [Q. 19:47]. When he spoke intimately ( n ā j ā  ) with his 
Lord about this — may God’s blessings be upon him — he told Him: ‘I 
have met him and proposed to hear and obey You. I told him: “Do not 
worship an idol”, but he rejected this, and I disavowed him ( an ā  bar ī  
  
minhu ).’ God — may He be exalted — also said this regarding the story 
of Abraham — may God bless him:  ‘Abraham prayed for his father only 
because of a promise he had made to him, but when it became clear to him 
that he was an enemy to God, he disavowed (tabarra 
 a) him’  [Q. 9:114]. 

    5  A pun on the word Ka  ba.   
    6  Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n.   
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 [Mu�ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr and his father: exegesis of Qur’an 19:44] 

  7.  The equivalent ( mith ā l ) of Abraham’s story —  may God bless him 
— in this community is the story of Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr —  may 
God be pleased with him. Indeed, he was exhorting ( wa � a � a ) his father 
and ordering him to follow   Al ī , the Prince of the Believers — may 
God’s  [94]  blessings be upon him —, telling him that   Al ī  is the Legatee, 
the Gate of Salvation, the Master of Truth, the Interpreter ( mutarjim ) of 
the Qur’an, and the Conveyer ( muballigh ) of the Exegesis.  7   But the 
Second started forbidding him from following his son Mu � ammad, 
and, with all his iniquity, his pride, his tyranny (  � ughy ā n ), his sorcery 
( si 	 r ) and his whispering ( wisw ā s ), he diverted him from following the 
Prince of the Believers — may God’s blessings be upon him — and 
from acknowledging his sacred station. Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr told 
his father what Abraham said : ‘O father, do not worship Satan 
(al-shay �  ā n), indeed Satan is disobedient to the Merciful’  [Q. 19:44].  8   
Satan is    Umar . Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr [also] told his father not to 
follow  Satan ’s words, because that would be tantamount to a rebellion 
against God and His Messenger; indeed, the Messenger of God had 
[clearly] indicated [  Al ī ], and he only did so on the Order of God. 

  8.  When his father failed to obey him and obeyed his Satan instead, 
he disavowed him ( tabarra 
 a min-hu ) in favour of the Prince of the 
Believers — peace be upon him — and saved himself; and so God 
saved him from the Fire. The Prince of the Believers made the Truth of 
truths and the landmarks ( ma �  ā lim ) of religion known to him. He 
claimed him entirely for himself ( istakhla � ahu li-nafsihi ) and 
[Mu�ammad] was [made] a Proof (  	 ujja ) among the Proofs of the 
Prince of the Believers, for the latter praised his desire, his certainty 
( yaq ī n )  9   and his loyalty. When he discerned the path and knew the 
argument ( dal ī l ), he saw that his father was in a station and position 
( ma 	 all ) similar ( mithl ) to those of a dog or a swine. 

    7  This is of course unlikely since Ab ū  Bakr died when his son Mu � ammad was 
two or three years old.   

    8  On   Umar as  shay �  ā n , and his infl uence on Ab ū  Bakr, see  Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63, and 
pp. 109–110, n. 134.   

    9  Ms. B reads  taqiyya , ‘his discretion’.   
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 [A gloss on metamorphosis] 

  9.  Only those who have left  the people of Truth to join the people of 
falsehood  10   can be compared to these two [animals]. Indeed, humans 
are like the people of truth who know guidance ( rushd ), love it, and 
follow it, and [and who also] know error ( ghayy ),  11   hate it, and avoid it. 
They are graced with knowledge that allows them to distinguish truth 
from falsehood, and bad ( khab ī th ) from good (  � ayyib ).  [95]  When 
 ‘they are guided aright’ , God  ‘adds to their guidance, and gives them their 
protection (taqw ā )’  [Q. 47:17]. But the people of falsehood are like dogs 
and swine which cannot distinguish between truth and falsehood, nor 
between bad and good. They are not guided aright, and do not follow 
guidance. Their food is vile, and their actions are worthless. Whoever 
turns away ( irtadda ) from truth to falsehood, tumbles and becomes a 
loser, because he turned on his heals ( irtadda  � al ā  a � q ā bihi ) and 
metaphorically ( f ī ’l-mathal ) left  humanity to join the dogs and swine. 
This is the meaning of metamorphosis ( mus ū khiyya ), as has also 
previously been explained.  12   

  10.  The torment that is meant by the state of metamorphosis 
( maskh ) is this deprivation endured by this apostatizing ( murtadd ) 
loser. Whoever follows him is akin to him: they are deprived of the 
benefi ts of guidance ( hid ā ya ) and knowledge, of the pointers to 
guidance, of the blessings of victory, and of the reminder ( dhikhr ā  ) — 
as God has said — He is Sublime and High:  ‘A vision and a reminder, 
for every penitent worshipper’  [Q. 50:8]. The penitent ( mun ī b ) heart is 
the one which turns ( an ā ba ) to God by following the truth and its 
Master, who was appointed by the Messenger, by an order of God, to 
complete His Order ( amr ) and [deliver] the exegesis of His Book. That 
one is the Prince of the Believers, the Legatee ( wa �  ī  ) of the Messenger 
of God — may God bless them both. 

    10  Strothmann mistakenly reads:  ahl al-b ā  � in , instead of:  ahl al-b ā  � il , which appears 
in the mss.   

    11  An allusion to Q. 2:256:  ‘Guidance is henceforth distinct from error.’    
    12  See  Kashf  I, pp. 4–5,  §  §  6–7; III, p. 88,  §  73; see also below, V, p. 135,  §  72. On 

metamorphosis, see commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 154–162.   
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 [On pilgrimage (  	 ajj )] 

  11.  Let us return to the initial explanation ( tafs ī r ) of pilgrimage. We 
ask God to accept our pilgrimage, to reward our eff ort, to make us 
reach the goal of our hope; may He give us a direction ( qibla ) through 
which we may turn to Him, and a life we may give to others through 
our hands, and may He make us a blessing ( baraka ) [96]  wherever we 
may go.  ‘He is Hearing, Nigh’  [Q. 34:50]. 

 [The Ka  ba, analogue realities and spiritual rebirth]  13   

  12.  The Ka  ba is analogous to the Proof — peace be upon him. It 
corresponds to the Ark in the age of Noah — peace be upon him. Have 
you not seen God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘We said: 
“Load in [the Ark] two of every kind’  [Q. 11:40]? [In this verse,] it is to 
[the Ka  ba or the Proof] that [Noah] is called ( hiya al-mand ū b ilayh ā  ). 
In every era and every age, whoever embarks in it is safe and is saved; 
whoever knows it is victorious and rightly guided. [The Ka  ba] was 
Eve (  � aww ā  
  ) in the era of the fi rst Adam  14   — peace be upon him — 
because she contained (  	 awat ) all hidden and secret things, and the 
concealed sciences ( al- � ul ū m al-ma �  ū na ).  15   Knowledge of the truth 
(  � ilm al- 	 aq ī qa ) is only obtained from her. [The Ka  ba] is [also] 
analogous to Joshua ( Shu � ayb ) — peace be upon him — in the era of 
Moses — peace be upon him; all things ramifi ed ( insha � abat ) from 
him,  16   and the knowledge of the Staff  to which Moses resorted was 
from him. 

    13  A short paraphrase of the following paragraphs can be found in H. Corbin, ‘De 
la gnose antique  à  la gnose isma é lienne’, pp. 198–199.   

    14  See below  Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  14, where the Prophet Mu�ammad is named the 
‘sixth Adam’. Adam therefore appears as a designation of the Speaking-Prophets.   

    15  Cf. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nutaq ā  
  , p. 41: ‘[Adam] then 
looked at the place the light came from and made the Ka  ba out of it. He placed the 
black stone within it as a symbol of his Proof, that is Eve (  � aww ā  
  ), who contains 
(  	 aw ā  ) his knowledge and wisdom.’   

    16  A pun based on the root  sh- � -b . The ‘things’ here are likely to be the knowledge 
of which Shu  ayb, as Proof of Moses, is the guardian and the source. This is reminiscent 
of the explanation for Ibn Nu � ayr’s  kunya , ‘Ab ū  Shu  ayb’: ‘The meanings of the  ism  and 
the  b ā b  were split in him’ ( tasha �  � abat f ī h ī  ma �  ā n ī  al-ism wa al-b ā b ); see al-Kha �  ī b ī , 
 Fiqh al-ris ā la al-r ā stb ā shiyya , cited by Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī - � Alaw ī s , p. 15.   
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  13.  Through the Proof, you are connected to the sublime   � Ayn  
( al- � ayn al- � a �  ī ma ),  17   who is the Imam —  peace be upon him. [The 
Proof]  18   is the Greater Mary —  may her peace be upon us –  19   who 
desired ( r ā mat )  20   all things and produced them, appeared through 
them and thus created them. The explanation for this is that she opened 
up the gates of knowledge aft er they had been closed; the attribute of 
faith and the faithful were perfected through her. She distinguished 
herself ( infaradat ) by guiding whoever followed her towards the Master 
of Truth, that is, Jesus — peace be upon him –, thus pointing toward 
him before anyone else. On God’s order, she turned the people towards 
God’s religion’s new Law — may He be exalted; [Jesus was] the Speaker 
of His Order, and his sacred station was new from God. Such is the 
‘new creation’ ( al-khalq al-jad ī d ) in the esoteric sense. 

  14.  [The Proof] is [also] the Greater Fā
ima  [97]  in the time of 
the sixth Adam, who is Mu�ammad — may God bless him. [F ā  
 ima] 
is the sublime  F ā  
   ( al-f ā  
  al- � a �  ī ma ), and the veil that is established for 
the people who know him intimately and are familiar with his spirit 

    17  The letter   � ayn  is the fi rst letter of   Al ī ’s name. The use of this term refl ects the 
Shi  i speculations on the triad  m ī m -  � ayn - s ī n , corresponding to Mu�ammad,   Al ī  and 
Salm ā n. While the  m ī m  briefl y appears a few pages later, in  Kashf  V, p. 113,  §  40, the 
 s ī n  is totally absent from the  Kashf  — at least in this form, since Salm ā n is mentioned 
in  Kashf  I p. 17; III, pp. 71–73. The discussions on this triad were at the centre of the 
Shi  i debates on spiritual authority between the two Occultations; see H. Corbin, 
 Alchimie comme art hi é ratique , esp. pp. 159–173, 186–195; H. Halm,  Die islamische 
Gnosis , index s.v. ‘  Ain-M ī m-S ī n’; M. Brett, ‘The M ī m, the   Ayn and the making of 
Ism ā    ī lism’,  BSOAS , 57/1 ( 1994 ), pp. 25–39; L. Capezzone, ‘The Solitude of the 
Orphan’, pp. 60–64, 69–70; R. Adem, ‘Early Ismailism and the Gates of Religious 
Authority’, pp. 37–38, 64.   

    18  The text is ambiguous here, and one might understand that the Imam is the 
‘Greater Mary’, but this is not the case: Mary is the  F ā  
   here, rather than the   � Ayn  who 
is the Imam.   

    19  Mss. A, B:   � alayn ā  sal ā muhu , masculine instead of feminine. R. Strothmann 
proposes the hypothesis that the pronoun refers to the Imam and does not correct the 
text. Yet, it seems that the mss. are erroneous here, and I have amended it to the 
feminine. This kind of eulogy, unusual in Fatimid literature but more frequent in 
 � ayyib ī  sources, appears again in  Kashf  V, p. 99,  §  16.   

    20  A pun based on the root  r-y-m , from which the author seems to derive the name 
Miryam (Mary).   
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( r ū  	  ). Indeed, he into whom [the  F ā  
  ] breathes his spirit is renewed, 
refreshed and unchanged. 

  15.  God’s words confi rm yours ( sic ):  ‘I will breathe into it, and it will 
be a bird by the permission of God’  [Q. 3:49]. This is in the story of 
Jesus —  peace be upon him. Analogous to this in the community of 
Mu�ammad — peace be upon him — is that the Proof of Mu�ammad 
is the Master of exegesis (  �  ā  	 ib al-ta 
 w ī l ),   Al ī  — peace be upon him —  
who breathes the spirit into bodies.  21   The esoteric meaning of this is 
that he projects the esoteric knowledge onto the exoteric knowledge, 
thus affi  rming the right religion and perfecting it, with the permission 
of God. Through this knowledge he gives life to those who are dead 
from ignorance. The spirit is indeed like knowledge, while the works 
are like the body; any body without spirit is dead, [just as] any work 
that is not accompanied by knowledge is a body without spirit. The 
ignorant is thus dead until the Master of Truth revives him through 
knowledge of the truth. God’s words are about this:  ‘Dead, not alive, 
and they are not aware’  [Q. 16:21]. [God] is telling the people of the 
exoteric life ( ahl al- 	 ay ā t al- �  ā hira ) that they have died the death of 
ignorance, [but] are not aware that they are dead. On the contrary, 
they consider themselves alive by this exoteric life of theirs. As for the 
bird,  22   it is the one whose heart fl ies towards the knowledge of His 
Creator — He is Mighty and Sublime. The breath [that is breathed into 
it] is the divine hidden and veiled knowledge that reaches the believer. 

 [On Mu � ammad ibn A � mad, pre-Fatimid Imam] 

  16.  The Proof, in our era, is our master ( sayyid ) and our shaykh, and 
the master of every believer, man  [98]  and woman. We fi nd an 
illustration of this in the time of Imam Mu � ammad b. A � mad — may 
his peace be upon us — since he started by concealing his identity in 
order to preserve his secret from hypocrites ( li’l-taqiyya min 
al-mun ā fi q ī n ). He presented himself as the Proof who guides towards 
the Imam, while, in fact, he was guiding towards himself. No one knew 
this, except a small number among the elite of his Summoners. 

    21  See the   	 ad ī th  on   Al ī  resurrecting the dead in  Kashf  I, pp. 37–39,  §  80.   
    22  The bird of clay in which Jesus breathes, from Q. 3:49 cited above. The birds are 

a symbol of the Summoners in several Ismaili texts; see  Kashf  VI, p. 171,  §  30, and 
p. 83, n. 33; p. 442, n. 352.   
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 [The Speaking-Prophet and the  F ā  
  : exegesis of Q. 5:97 and 3:97] 

  17.  God’s words —  He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘A standard (qiy ā man) 
for the people’  [Q. 5:97], refer to the Ka  ba which He made a standard 
for the people. It means that He made the Proof an Imam who applies 
the Law ( q ā  
 im bi’l-shar ī  � a ) and indicates the Speaking-Prophet — 
may God’s blessings be upon him. He said:  ‘The Sacred House’  ( al-bayt 
al- 	 ar ā m ) [Q. 5:97], that is, the silent one,  23   for the Speaking-Prophet 
is a Silent Imam before becoming a Speaking Imam. 

  18.   ‘Whoever enters [the House] is safe’  [Q. 3:97], means that whoever 
connects with the Imam, Master of the Esoteric, will be safe from the 
Speaking-Prophet’s sword and vengeance when he appears. Indeed, 
the Silent Imam is the House of houses and the culmination of all 
explanation.  ‘Whoever enters it is safe’ , and whoever is taken under his 
covenant and embraced by his pact is safe from dissension ( fi tna ). He 
is the Prince of the Believers, as well as his Veil (  	 ij ā b ) and his Proof 
—  24   peace be upon him. Whoever is delivered something from this 
knowledge [by the Imam] is favoured and safe; he is attached to the 
 ‘cable of God’   25   [Q. 3:103] and to the cable of the Imams of His religion, 
and he has not been cut off  from them.  [99]  

  19.  The Silent Imam is [thus called because he is] the Master of the 
esoteric. He does not speak an exoteric Law himself, but he is the guide 
towards the Law of the Speaking-Prophet who preceded him ( imām 
li-shar ī  � at al-n ā  � iq qablahu ). He does not speak a [new] Law, and hence 
he is called ‘silent’: in order to distinguish him from the One who speaks 
the Law ( al-n ā  � iq bi’l-shar ī  � a ), for silence is diff erent from speaking. 

  20.  Such is the meaning of the sublime  F ā  
   which was mentioned 
before along with the mention of F ā  
 ima, daughter of the Messenger — 
may God bless them both. This is because the  F ā  
   is the One who 

    23  The connection between the root   	 -r-m  and silence may be due to the fact that 
whatever is   	 ar ā m  is a taboo about which silence must be kept. The Im ā m is   	 ar ā m  
because he represents the secret doctrine, unlike the ‘Speaking-Im ā m’ whose teachings 
are public. See also  Kashf  VI, p. 166,  §  22, for a mention of the  mu 	 arram  believer, 
who is not allowed to disclose the teachings he has received.   

    24    	 ij ā buhu wa- 	 ujjatuhu : The text is diffi  cult to follow here, but it is probable that 
the possessive pronoun refers to the Speaking-Prophet, the Silent Im ā m being his Veil 
and Proof.   

    25  See  Kashf  I, p. 9,  §  17; III, p. 56,  §  9; V, p. 122,  §  55.   
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manifests the Truth of God ( q ā  
 im bi- 	 aqq All ā h)  aft er having been 
ordered to do so. And he is the Lord of the [conjunction] ‘and so’ ( fa ) in 
language. [The  F ā  
   ] says: ‘God commands me ( ya 
 murun ī  ),  and so  I shall 
do’ ( ya 
 murun ī  All ā h fa-af � al ), just as when He says:  ‘And so I breathe into 
it’  [Q. 3:49]. This is an indication through the meanings of language that 
no one is glorifi ed in [the eyes of] God, nor obeyed and followed in the 
religion of God, except the one who was raised up by God and rose 
( aq ā mahu All ā h fa-q ā ma ), who was commanded [by God] and obeyed 
( fa-a �  ā  � a ), and who was sent and summoned ( fa-da �  ā  ) to Him. 

  21.  Such is the  F ā  
  , and his characteristic (  ā ya ) is this reference of 
the one who is commanded to the one who commands. In this, there 
is evidence showing that, when it comes to the religion of God, it is not 
a matter of choice ( ikhtiy ā r ) and that the only order is that given by 
God. The one He chooses is to be obeyed with His permission, as God 
— He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘We sent no Messenger save that he 
should be obeyed, by God’s permission’  [Q. 4:64]. Indeed, no obedience 
is due save to the one who was sent by God to be obeyed and whom 
He has established ( aq ā mahu ). 

 [The ‘new creation’ and the Proof] 

  22.  Thus rose ( q ā ma ) Ab ū  Dharr in our own era. He is the Proof — 
peace be upon him — who inseminated ( dhara 
 a )  26   the world, created 
it in a new creation ( bara 
 ahum wa-khalaqahum al-khalq al-jad ī d ) by 
the Summons of the esoteric  [100]  Truth ( bi-da � wat al- 	 aqq al-b ā  � in ). 
Have you not seen God’s words — He is Sublime and High:  ‘Shall He 
not know what He created? He is Subtle, Aware’  [Q. 67:14]? This means 
that He — He is Mighty and Sublime — knows who created His 
worshipper in a new creation by the Summons of Truth, by His 
permission. He said:  ‘Say: He is the one who seeded you (dhara 
 akhum) 
in the earth, and to Him you will be gathered’  [Q. 67:24]. By the ‘earth’, 
he means the Summons of Truth; it means <that He is also pleased 
( ar �  ā  ay � an )>  27   by the Proof, the Master of the Summons (  �  ā  	 ib 

    26  Same etymology in  Kashf  III, pp. 70–71,  §  38.   
    27  Both manuscripts seem to transmit a corrupted version here, but we gather that 

they echo a pun on  ar �  , ‘earth’, et  ar �  ā  , ‘more agreeable [to God]’ — although these 
two words have diff erent roots (respectively  a-r- �   and  r- � -y ). The two words are put 
in relation a few lines further: ‘the earth pleased with God’.   
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al-da � wa ).  28   He thus says: ‘He inseminated you with the Summons of 
the esoteric Truth under the authority of the Proof.’  ‘And to Him you 
will be gathered’ , that is, to God — He is Mighty and Sublime — on the 
Day of the Gathering ( yawm al- 	 ashr ). To Him you will return with 
your Summons, complying with your religion and your faith. And the 
Proof, Proof of God — He is Sublime and High — is named ‘the earth 
pleased with God’ ( al-ar �  al-r ā  � iya bi’llāh ), pleased with the actions of 
His creation.  29   The Proof is the one who inseminated the world and 
created them in a new creation, and with this creation of his is the 
creation of religion completed and accomplished.  30   He is also 
knowledgeable about them, ‘subtle, aware’ of their actions, and it is to 
him that they return concerning their religion; it is him that they 
interrogate [on religious matters]. In this is an explanation for who has 
a heart or listens carefully as a witness ( shah ī d ). 

 [The Call to the Great Pilgrimage: exegesis of Q. 9:3] 

  23.  You asked about the words of God —  He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘A Call (adh ā n), from God and his Messenger, unto mankind, on the day 
of the Great Pilgrimage: God is quit (bar ī  
 ), and His Messenger, from the 
associators’  [Q. 9:3]. The answer is the following: the Call ( adh ā n ) is 
what indicates God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  [101] , and he is a 
talking Speaker ( n ā  � iq mutakallim ), a person ( shakh �  ) who, on the day 
of the Great Pilgrimage, makes the knowledge of the goal clear to 
people, in every era and every age. This is the meaning of God’s 
words —  He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘The Day when shall avail not. . .’ .  31   
The ‘Day’ means the person ( shakh �  ) in whom the Great Pilgrimage is 
manifested, and it has yet another meaning in the esoteric doctrine. 
Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said: ‘The Day is the manifestation 

    28  On this hermeneutical equivalence, see also  Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20; p. 85,  §  76; V, 
p. 155,  §  106.   

    29  The text is unclear here and might be corrupted — which may explain the 
repetitions in this paragraph.   

    30  The ‘new creation’ is the initiation to the esoteric knowledge, which complements 
and accomplishes the exoteric religious teachings.   

    31  Either Q. 44:41:  ‘The Day a friend (mawl ā ) shall avail nothing a friend, and they 
shall not be helped’ , or Q. 52:46:  ‘The Day when their guile shall avail them not, and they 
shall not be helped’ . The former is quoted in  Kashf  I, p. 23,  §  51.   
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of the Great Pilgrimage, the sublime   � Ayn .’ The   � Ayn  is the sublime end, 
the End of all ends. This is an indication about the Creator —  He is 
Sublime and High — who created all things by His Order; He 
originated all things, and to His Order all things return, as He said — 
He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘As He originated you so you will return’  
[Q. 7:29];  ‘We originated the fi rst creation, so We shall make it’  [Q. 21:104]. 
It is He who originates, and He who returns — glorifi ed and may He be 
exalted highly above what the slanderers and the heretics say. 

 [The Seventy Forms] 

  24.  He manifests Himself to His Friends in seventy sacred forms 
( haykal ).  32   This is the meaning of His words — He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘What do they look for, but that God shall come to them in the shadows of 
the clouds with the angels? The matter (al-amr) is settled and to God all 
matters are returned’  [Q. 2:210]. This is about the manifestation, by His 
Order, of the Truth in His Houses  33   and His most glorious forms ( hay ā kil ). 
The Houses and the forms ( hay ā kil ) are the sources ( ma �  ā din ) of God’s 
Order and revelation ( wa 	  ī  ); they are the Messengers and the Imams 
through whom the blessing of God and His divine assistance ( ta 
 y ī d ) 
descend ( tatanazzal ). He chooses them in every era and in every age in 
order to establish a Proof over His creation and for them to guide His 
worshippers towards Him, by His Order. As for the seventy sacred forms, 
the meaning of a form ( haykal ) is a person ( shakh �  ), and the seventy are 
the best among the Imams, Proofs, Hands, Gates, and Summoners,  34   
who accomplish God’s Order ( al-qaww ā m bi-amr All ā h ), the Summoners 
of Truth through eras [102]  and ages, alongside the Messenger of that age 
or the Imam of that age. He is the best of the forms ( hay ā kil ) of the one 
mentioned earlier,  35   because he is the greatest of His agents ( asb ā b ), 
through whom His Order and prohibition are completed, and through 
whom the revelation ( tanz ī l ) and inspiration ( wa 	  ī  ) are completed. 

    32  This term also means ‘temple’, which is why it is mentioned alongside the 
‘Houses’ hereaft er. Cf.  Kashf  I, p. 7,  §  13, where the term was rejected as belonging to 
the  ghul ā t .   

    33  On the ‘Houses’, see  Kashf  III, pp. 52–53,  §  §  1–2; V, pp. 104–109,  §  §  27–34.   
    34  See  Kashf  III, p. 87,  §  71, where the same hierarchy also forms a group of seventy 

‘persons’. See also  Kashf  V, pp. 119–120,  §  51; p. 128,  §  65; VI, p. 177–178,  §  41, where 
the same hierarchy appears but without the ‘Hands’.   

    35  This probably refers to the   � Ayn .   
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 [Return to exegesis of Q. 9:3] 

  25.  The Call ( adh ā n )  36   [from Q. 9:3] is an indication of the one who 
makes people know their term ( m ī q ā t)  and their direction ( qibla ); he 
is the glorifi ed Imam in his era, and he is Mu�ammad, our lord and 
master ( mawl ā n ā  wa-sayyidn ā  ), the Bearer of the sword ( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-
sayf  ) — peace be upon him —, and the Speaker ( n ā  � iq ), for his era and 
his age, of the exoteric Summons to the Truth; he is the Bearer of the 
sword ( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ) of the Summons. This attribute corresponds 
to the Imam al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h Mu�ammad Ab ū  al-Q ā sim —  37   
may God’s blessings be upon him. 

  26.  The Great Pilgrimage [from Q. 9:3], today, is the Silent One 
( al- �  ā mit ). This means he did not appear speaking God’s Order ( yan � iq 
bi-amr All ā h ), as if he were the seventh Speaking-prophet. [The 
latter’s] age is the Seal of ages; he is the most sublime of [God’s] agents 
( asb ā b ) and His mightiest, the sublime   � Ayn . The   � Ayn  is mentioned 
here because it is the End of all ends. [The   � Ayn ] refers to the Creator 
of glorious might — the attributes of creation do not reach Him, nor is 
He touched by any stain or temporal alteration, for He is the cause of 
time itself ( muzmin al-zam ā n ), and the meaning ( ma � n ā  )  38   of every era 
and <the truth of every epoch ( dahr )>.  39   Glory be to the cause of all 
epochs ( mudahhir al-duh ū r ) who achieved the <esoteric>  40   sublimities 
of things, [yet] remains known <on this earth>,  41   and described 
( maw �  ū f  ) in all His Houses; He is apparent in all His forms ( ashk ā l ), 
[yet] alone in the perfection of His permanence ( baq ā  
  ). <He is Unique 
to him who knows Him, and present to him who describes Him>.  42   

    36  The  adh ā n  — which is also the call to prayer in Islam — is a synonym of  da � wa .   
    37  The second Fatimid caliph who reigned from 322/934 to 334/946.   
    38  Notice the use of the term  ma � n ā   in a sense close to the one it has in the Nu � ayri 

context. Even closer to this sense are its uses in  Kashf  V, p. 112,  §  40; p. 137, § 77.   
    39  Mss. A, B:   	 aq ī qa wa-dahr . Corrected to:   	 aq ī qat kull dahr , aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d 

al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 217.   
    40  Mss. A, B:  maw ā  � in . Corrected to:  baw ā  � in , aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr 

al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 217.   
    41  Mss. A, B:  f ī ’l-azal . Corrected to:  f ī ’l-ar �  , aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , 

p. 217.   
    42  Mss. A, B:  muwa 	  	 adan  � inda man wa � afahu . Corrected to:  w ā  	 idan  � inda man 

 � arafahu mawj ū dan  � inda man wa � afahu , aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 217.   
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Exalted and glorifi ed may He be, there is no god except Him. Whoever 
knows the veil (  	 ij ā b ) is clothed with splendour and perfection, and 
has reached the Goal of all hopes and the End of all <causes>.  43    [103]   44   

 [The Houses of God and the Books of the Ancients: 

 exegesis of Q. 24:36 and 26:193–197] 

  27.  God —  He is Mighty and Sublime — disavows ( bar ī  
  ) anyone who 
associates another to Him, who takes a god alongside Him, or worships 
a person ( shakh �  ) whom He has not established, or takes a House He 
has not erected, because He has made things clear, by showing His 
Laws and manifesting His Judgment. God — He is Sublime and 
High —  said:  ‘In houses which God has allowed to be erected, and His 
Name to be commemorated therein in the mornings and in the evenings 
by men’  [Q. 24:36–37]. Whoever claims that God has Houses other 
than those who announced the Laws ( al-shar ā  
 i �  ), manifested the 
deposits ( wad ā  
 i �  ), appeared with miracles ( mu � jiz ā t ), and were praised 
for their attributes; whoever declares that He is subject to change and 
extinction, then this person belongs to those who have apostatized 
( al 	 ada ) God’s signs — He is Sublime and High —, who have 
summoned to laws other than His, and who have despaired of His 
mercy ( ablasa min ra 	 matihi ).  45   The Houses are those who have been 
calling to the Laws ( al-mu 
 adhdhin ū n bi’l-shar ā  
 i �  ) in every era and 
every age; they are those whom God — He is Sublime and High —  has 
erected, and ordered to be followed:  ‘So follow their guidance’  [Q. 6:90]. 

    43  Ms A:  al-ath ī l ; ms. B:  al-a � l . Strothmann leaves a blank. Corrected to:  al-asb ā b , 
aft er Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 217.   

    44  The aim of this paragraph is apparently to explain the   � ayn  as a twofold concept 
which has both a spiritual ‘essence’ ( ma � n ā  ) and a terrestrial manifestation (hence the 
reference to the fact that he is known ‘on this earth’ ‘in all His forms’). The paragraph 
thus contrasts the inaccessibility of the essence of the   � ayn  with its appearances in the 
‘Houses’, that is, the Prophets, Imams, and, to a certain extent, the higher ranks of the 
 da � wa . Just before his quotation of this passage from the  Kashf , Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n 
discusses the appearances of a unique spiritual principle in various ‘forms’ (  �  ū ra ) and 
‘shirts’ (sing.  qam ī  �  ): ‘The shirts change, but I do not ( tatabaddal al-qumu �  wa-l ā  
atabaddal ). The Prophets and the Imams are the receptacles ( hay ā kil ) of the Light’; 
Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , pp. 216–217.   

    45  Same expression in  Kashf  V, p. 121,  §  55.   
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He made models ( qudwa ) out of them and ordered their model to be 
followed and their guidance to be sought. The explanation for this is 
that these ‘Houses’ are the Speaking-Prophets who speak the revelation 
( tanz ī l ) and the Laws, and they are Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, 
Jesus, Mu�ammad (who is A � mad) and Mu � ammad al-Mahd ī , the 
seventh Speaking Messenger — may God’s blessings be upon them all. 
They are the Houses of God’s revelation ( wa 	  ī  ) — may He be blessed 
and exalted — to each of them in his era, in accordance with God’s 
decree and order, as He said to the Speaking-Prophet Mu�ammad — 
may God bless him and his family:  ‘[A revelation] brought down by the 
Faithful Spirit upon your heart, that you may be one of the warners, in a 
clear,   [104] Arabic tongue. Truly, it is in the scriptures of the ancients. 
Was it not a sign for them, that it is known to the learned of the Children 
of Israel?’  [Q. 26:193–197]. This means that His Book and His revelation 
( wa 	  ī  ) descended on the heart of Mu�ammad — may God bless him. 
Whatever is in the heart is contained (  	 aw ā  ) and veiled ( satara ) by the 
body, just as a house contains and conceals what is in it. Just as it is not 
possible to access the house except through its door ( b ā b ), it is not 
possible to access the heart of the Messenger except through his tongue 
as he speaks and indicates with it, when it is listened to, his Legatee, as 
our Master ( sayyidnā ) Mu�ammad said — may God bless him: ‘I am 
the city of knowledge and   Al ī  is its gate. Whoever aims for the city 
must go through the gate.’  46   God has thus taken the houses as a 
metaphor (  � araba al-buy ū t mith ā lan ) for His Messenger and the 
Imams of His religion who accomplish His Order ( al-quww ā m 
bi-amirihi ), because they are the dwelling ( mustaqarr ) of His revelation 
( wa 	  ī  ), and the sources ( ma �  ā din ) of His order and prohibition. 
Similarly, the Messenger of God — may God bless him — has taken 
the city as a metaphor for himself, and its gate as a metaphor for his 
Legatee and Veil (  	 ij ā b ) in whom he veiled ( satara ) the esoteric aspect 
of his knowledge — just as God veiled His revelation ( wa 	  ī  ) with His 
Veils (  	 ujub ), that is, His Messengers in whom His revelation ( wa 	  ī  ) 
dwells until He makes them speak it to His creation in order to either 
guide them or have proof against them. 

    46  Famous   	 ad ī th  widely spread in both Sunni and Shi  i sources. It is quoted again 
in  Kashf  V, p. 129,  §  66.   
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  28.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  then said:  ‘That you may be 
one of the warners’  [Q. 26:194], that is, that he might be one of the many 
Messengers ( mursal ī n ) [sent]  ‘in a clear, Arabic tongue’  [Q. 26:195]. 
Then He said:  ‘Truly, it is in the scriptures of the ancients’  [Q. 26:196]. 
This means that the religion of God, the succession ( tart ī b ) of His 
Messenger and His Imams who accomplish ( al-mutimm ī n ) His Order 
and are the agents ( asb ā b ) of His tradition ( sunna ) and of the 
prescriptions of His religion — the knowledge of this is in the ‘ scriptures 
of the ancients’ , even though their tongue was diff erent from this  ‘clear, 
Arabic tongue’ . But God’s Order is one in  [105]  every era and every 
age. He then said:  ‘Was it not a sign for them, that it is known to the 
learned of the Children of Israel?’  [Q. 26:197]. This refers to the fact that 
the Messenger — may God bless him — spoke the aff air ( amr ) of 
God’s religion in the Arabic tongue, and that the knowledge of this 
was with the learned of the Children of Israel, although neither did 
they know the Arabic tongue that the Mu�ammad — may God bless 
him — spoke, nor did the Arabs know the language of the Children of 
Israel who knew that it was the knowledge of God’s religion. And so 
this is a sign and an indication for the people of Mu�ammad that the 
Order of God descended upon the prophets of the ancients, and that 
He made them speak it, before He brought it down upon Mu�ammad 
and made him speak. And each of them spoke in the tongue of his 
people, as He said — may He be exalted:  ‘And We have sent no Messenger 
save with the tongue of his people, that he might make clear to them’  
[Q. 14:4]. It is in this sense that the Houses are given as a metaphor 
( mathal ) for the Messengers and Imams, and they are referred to by 
this name as the Houses of God’s Order. His revelation ( wa 	  ī  ) descends 
from one House to another House, and it is only in  ‘Houses which God 
has allowed to be erected, and His Name to be commemorated therein in 
the mornings and in the evenings’  [Q. 24:36]. 

  29.  If someone were to say that for every one of them that is 
manifest (  �  ā hir ), there is an esoteric veil (  	 ij ā b b ā  � in ), we would 
approve. Indeed, none of them — peace be upon them — has said: ‘I 
am a god in place of God — He is Sublime and High’, but they would 
bring orders and prohibitions saying: ‘Gabriel — peace be upon him 
— came to me’, without taking for themselves a name they were not 
named with — [if they had done so] they would have apostatized 
( al 	 ada ) God’s signs. It is God — He is Sublime and High —  who 
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erected them and made them Houses for His wisdom; He chose them 
to [fi ll] His sacred stations and made them mediators ( was ā  
 i �  ) between 
Him and His worshippers. It is through them that He ordered to obey 
Him and prohibited from rebelling against Him, in His words: [106]  
 ‘In houses which God has allowed to be erected, and His Name to be 
commemorated therein  [Q. 24:36]. It is God — He is Sublime and High 
— who ordered to erect them up and to glorify them in all their eras 
for the duration of their existence. These are the Houses who made 
clear the Laws, manifested the deposits ( wad ā  
 i �  ) and established the 
indications. They glorifi ed the Creator God — He is Sublime and High 
— for them, they summoned them to Him and purifi ed ( bari 
 at ) them 
from associating anything to God — He is Mighty and Sublime. 

  30.  There are those among them who know God and became 
Houses, that is, He established them with His Order ( aq ā mahum 
bi-amrihi ) and they became a dwelling ( mustaqarr ) for His revelation 
( wa 	  ī  ). Given how they are described, one must submit to them ( tasl ī m ) 
and accept [what comes] from them. Have you not seen God’s words —  
He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Indeed, God elected Adam and Noah and the 
family of Abraham and the family of  � Imr ā n above all beings, descendants 
one of another. God is Hearing, All-knowing’  [Q. 3:33–34]? How clear is 
this speech for who has received a gift  ( qar ī  	 a ) and an assistance 
( tawf ī q ) from God — He is Mighty and Sublime. 

  31.  O you who ask, examine under the light of truth, repel away the 
ignorance of those who swerved from the truth, and know what is 
being said; is it not a duty and an obligation for you to know the 
meaning of ‘divine election’ ( i �  � if ā  
  )? It is a veil that the Creator — may 
He be exalted —  has veiled Himself with and chosen as the repository 
( qar ā r ) of His revelation, and the source of His order and prohibition. 
It is the Purity  [107]  of purity, the End of ends. It is a House of exalted 
power, and of glorious position ( manzila ) with God — He is Mighty 
and Sublime — because the Creator — may His names be exalted — 
requested that none should be elected except the one He approves, 
whose Meaning ( ma � n ā  ) has appeared, whose branches were 
completed, whose aff airs ( um ū r ) were elevated, and who established 
for himself indications of a knowledge He summons to. And this is 
clear among the people of acumen and discernment ( ahl al-na � ar wa’l-
ta 	  �  ī l ). No one should erect a House, and then urge or order [others] 
to follow it, compelling people to acknowledge it and ordering them to 
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prostrate before it, saying: ‘This is my House and my direction ( qibla ), 
prostrate before me through it’, — [all this] in spite of what preceded 
[his claim] in terms of election [of the rightful Imam by God], of 
separation from [one who was not elected] ( al-infi  �  ā l    � anhu ) and of 
attachment to [one who was] ( al-itti �  ā l bihi ). [This one] is attached to 
one who deserves the name of error aft er rightness, and repudiation 
[of truth] ( ju 	  ū d ) aft er acknowledgment.  47   

  32.  <Whoever says such a thing about his Creator utters a detestable 
lie and provides an abominable description. If anyone were described 
in such a way, he would deserve to be called ignorant and erroneous. 
So how could the Creator [be described in such a way], the Originator 
( mubdi �  ), the Inventor of all things, who knows what they are before 
they are created and aft er they are created? His knowledge is of what 
comes fi rst just as He knows what will come last – He is Mighty and 
High.>  48   

  33.  Sanctifi ed be His Names who call to Him and by Him.  49   It is 
through them that one accesses and approaches Him. The explanation 
of his words on the Names is that they are the Speaking-Prophets and 
the Imams — peace be upon them — who guide and point toward 
Him.  [108]  Each  q ā  
 im  in his era is the name by which God is called in 
this era, as God has said:  ‘To God belong the most beautiful names, so 
call Him by them’  [Q. 7:180], that is: ‘To God are the guided Imams and 
the Messengers He has chosen and who approached Him with their 
obedience, sought His approval and what belongs to Him within them 
( m ā   � indahu bi-him ). They are His Gates and the means for His 
creatures to [access] Him.’ 

    47  The text is very allusive and probably corrupted, but it seems to refer to the 
emergence of a rightful man of God which was followed by a rival claim to spiritual 
leadership. The false imam referred to here lays his claim in spite of the designation of 
the rightful Imam by God, and the obligation to befriend him and to disavow any 
other.   

    48  The meaning and relevance of this paragraph escape me. It is likely that the text 
is once more corrupted in this place.   

    49  It is worth noting that ‘sanctifi ed’ is in the feminine form ( taqaddasat ), in 
accordance with the rules of Arabic grammar for inanimate objects (the Names), 
while the verb ‘to call’ and the relative pronoun are in masculine plural, which 
indicates that they are considered as persons.   
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  34.  The fi rst House that God — He is Mighty and High —  erected, 
honoured and elected was Adam, whose laws and lineage were 
established for the worshippers of God on the exoteric level, and for 
the worship of God, on the esoteric level.  50   His proofs ( bar ā h ī n ) 
manifested in a House, a mosque, a direction ( qibla ), a way (  � ir ā  �  ), a 
face ( wajh ) and a dignitary (  	 add ). God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  
has provided the explanation of all of these things, and He — He is 
Mighty and Sublime —  guided His worshippers to them — the House 
and the mosque. He named them so that His worshippers would know 
that He will not accept their worship except through a unique face 
chosen to the exclusion of all others, a rank (	add) chosen to the 
exclusion of all others, a place ( maw � i �  ) chosen to the exclusion of all 
others, a path chosen to the exclusion of all others. He compelled them 
to [resort to] a guide to guide them. He summons them to Him 
through a Messenger, and He makes it known to them that the one 
who guides them is only one that He has chosen to the exclusion of all 
others. He does not accept their worship except through him, nor does 
He accept that they choose for themselves by excluding God’s choice 
of the one He has chosen and elected for them. 

  35.  The religion of God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  is continuous 
( mutta � il ) since Adam — may God bless him — at the hands of the 
Speaking-Prophets and the Imams — may God’s blessings be upon 
them — until God accomplishes His religion and His Order by the 
seventh Speaking-Prophet, the Mahd ī  — may God’s blessings be upon 
him. It is to him [i.e. the Mahd ī ] that the Summoners have summoned, 
and to his knowledge ( ma � rifa ) that the Messengers invited  [109] —  
peace be upon them. By his Law all Laws are completed, and he is the 
Master of the Manifestation of the Order (  �  ā  	 ib i � h ā r al-amr ) in its 
entirety. It is by his hands that [the Order] is sealed ( yakhtatim ), and by 
him that God — He is Mighty and Sublime — is worshipped. It is by 
his Call ( adh ā n ) that God invites the worshippers, meaning by the fact 
that he is a Proof of God and by his Summons to God, he is the Call 
( adh ā n ) to [God] — because of God’s words — He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘A Call (adh ā n), from God and his Messenger, unto mankind, 
on the day of the Great Pilgrimage’  [Q. 9:3]. He calls it ‘great’ because 

    50  The lineage and laws are established to the benefi t of mankind, but their 
meaning and purpose is to worship God.   
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there is nothing greater than it, and nothing is similar or close to it. It 
is the greatest and most glorious of the Houses, the most sublime Veil 
and its terminus: it is the manifestation of God’s supreme Veil. 

 [The Call: exegesis of Q. 22:27] 

  36.  The Call ( adh ā n ) is the Master of the Summons, and he deserves 
( yasta 	 iqq ) Abraham’s sacred station. Have you not heard the words of 
God —  He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And proclaim (adhdhin) the 
pilgrimage unto mankind. They will come unto you on foot and upon 
every lean beast, they will come from every deep ravine’  [Q. 22:27]. The 
meaning of this is that there must always be a <Completer>  51   Imam 
who summons to and indicates the Imam and the Speaking-Prophet. 
Indeed, the Call ( adh ā n ) is like the Completer Imam, and the second 
call to prayer ( iq ā ma )  52   is like the Speaking-Prophet. Thus, in the call 
to pilgrimage, pilgrimage is analogous to the Speaking-Prophet, while 
the call to prayer on the pilgrimage is like the Imam who calls to the 
Speaking-Prophet. His words:  ‘And proclaim (adhdhin) unto mankind  
 [110]   the pilgrimage. They will come unto you on foot’  [Q. 22:27], 
therefore mean: ‘Establish an Imam amongst the people so that he 
summons to the Speaking-Prophet.’ 

  37.  Thus, it is in the station of Abraham  53   in the mosque of Mecca 
that the one who leads ( ya 
 ummu )  54   the people in prayer, stands facing 
the house. Here, Abraham’s sacred station is analogous to the Imam 
from whom the Summons emanates, due to his obedience and his 
allegiance to the Speaking-Prophet — peace be upon him. The 
meaning of this is therefore that the Call is the Master of the Summons 
and that he deserves ( yasta 	 iqq ) Abraham’s sacred station. How clear 
is this speech to someone who has a heart! 

    51  Missing from ms. A; ms. B:  fa-tamma . Strothmann suggests in a footnote to 
correct  fa-tamma  into  mutimm . The following page confi rms that this is the correct 
reading.   

    52  The  adh ā n  is the call to prayer that precedes the supererogatory prayer. It is 
followed by the  iq ā ma  which precedes the obligatory prayer.   

    53  An allusion to Q. 2:125:  ‘Take as your place of worship the maq ā m of Abraham.’  
The majority of Muslim scholars consider that this Qur’anic expression designates the 
stone bearing this name in the sanctuary of Mecca; see M.J. Kister, ‘Ma $  ā m Ibr ā h ī m’, 
 EI2 .   

    54  Same root as the word ‘Im ā m’.   
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  38.  Understand, O you who ask, and comprehend ( i � qil ) the design of 
God — may He be exalted — in this speech, so you will know that God 
has balanced in all things their exoteric and esoteric [aspects]. People 
only seek the existent ( mawj ū d ), not the non-existent ( ma � d ū m ).  55   This 
is why He established a muezzin ( mu 
 adhdhin ) for them, to call 
( yu 
 adhdhin ) them to the knowledge ( ma � rifa ) of God — may He be 
exalted — and to show them His hidden secret ( makn ū n sirrihi ). Whoever 
responds to this muezzin and to the Speaking-Prophet will fi nd 
happiness. Therefore, the muezzin is necessary, because it is through his 
call ( adh ā n ) that the worshippers are invited, that the people can see, and 
it is to his Summons that they come from all lands, both near and far. 

 [Subtle essence and dense body] 

  39.  This is a subtle and hidden esoteric meaning, for him who has a 
subtle essence ( jawhar la �  ī f  ) and does not have a dense body ( jism 
kath ī f  ) without a subtle essence. The subtle essence is the pure and 
piercing intellect (  � aql ). It is the sheer and unsoiled spirit ( r ū  	  ), and it 
is the esoteric knowledge. All these things attest to each other and are 
images ( mathal ) of each other. If the spirit is removed from the 
composite ( murakkab ) dense body, the latter becomes part of those 
inert objects ( al-jam ā d ā t ). It is impossible to imagine ( yata � awwar ) 
anything without a spirit; one only reasons and hears through it. It is 
only  [111]  through subtle essence that subtle sensation ( al-ma 	 s ū s 
al-la �  ī f  ) is possible. Inert and dense objects are all made of dust, stones, 
[dead] wood and similar things. The same goes for the exoteric without 
the esoteric, these things are similar to each other and are images of 
each other. All this indicates that the exoteric aspects (  � aw ā hir ) of 
God’s religion and its esoteric aspects ( baw ā  � in ) are [related] to 
knowledge and action (  � ilm wa- � amal ). Action is indeed analogous to 
the body, and spirit is analogous to knowledge; both knowledge and 
action remain obligations as long as the spirit and the body coexist. 

    55  This is a declaration of the necessity of a physically present Imam, and therefore 
an allusion to the absent Imam of the Twelver Shi  a. Note the use of the term  mawj ū d  
to speak of a present Imam, which recalls al- � abar ā n ī ’s point that God is ‘present’ 
( mawj ū d ) in His creation through the presence of the Imam; see below, pp. 393–394. 
Another statement to the same eff ect can be found further, when the Veil is described 
as the only way to worship God; see  Kashf  V, p. 115,  §  44.   
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 [A lettrist exegesis of Abraham’s name by al- � ak ī m] 

  40.  Al- � ak ī m —  peace be upon him — asked: ‘Do you know why 
Abraham was called Abraham — may God’s blessings be upon him?’ 
His children answered: ‘Teach us, o teacher of the good, benefactor of 
wisdom, life of our hearts, light of our sights, for we have no knowledge 
except what you teach us.’ He said: ‘Its meaning is derived from his 
name ( ma � n ā hu mushtaqq min ismihi ): the fi rst  alif  is the fi rst Meaning 
( ma � n ā  ) from the sublime Creator, and the name of the ‘Veil’ was fi xed 
upon it. Then the sublime  b ā  
   was added, and it became the Gate ( b ā b ) 
to the Creator —  He is Mighty and Sublime. Then followed God’s 
providence — He is Mighty and Sublime —  which He dressed with the 
mantle of the sublime  r ā  
  , and he became benevolent ( ra 
  ū f  ) and 
merciful ( ra 	  ī m ), compassionate, endowed with insight, and a noble 
Messenger ( ras ū l ). He was then linked to the pre-eternal Light and He 
established within him some divinity ( askana f ī hi shay 
 an min 
al-l ā h ū tiyya ) — it is the split  h ā  
   ( al-h ā  
  al-mashq ū qa ).  56   The Proof 
then came from him; it fi xed his meanings, perfected his being, opened 
( shaqqat ) his hearing, and lift ed all the veils ( kashafat jam ī  �  al-ghash ā w ā t ) 
from his sight. He was then able to see, to view, to contemplate, and he 
became His intimate ( khal ī l ) through his friendship and his position 
 [112]  with God — He is Mighty and Sublime. Then the  y ā  
   of high 
dignity and elevated degree (  � aw ī lat al-kha � r jal ī lat al-rutba ) was 
added, and it was bonded to the sublime  m ī m , by which [Abraham] 
reached the point where he became the Master of a Law, a direction 
( qibla ), a face and a truth. Indeed, the  y ā  
   is universal bliss (  	 a �  �  kull ī  ) 
and a protection from his Nimrod and his Pharaoh. Through the  m ī m , 
his aff air ( amr ) was completed, his power manifested, his name was 
known, his sacred person ( shakh �  ) appeared; he reached a sublime 
degree ( rutba ) and an eminent position. This means that his pursuit 
and his desire of knowledge, as well as his holding fast on to the 
knowledge he had to reach a higher knowledge, allowed him to elevate 
himself. And God elevated him, degree by degree through the divine 

    56  That is, the  h ā  
   in the form it takes at the beginning of a word — as opposed to 
its form in the middle or at the end of a word. Note the omission of the second  alif  in 
Abraham’s name in Arabic, even though the ‘fi rst  alif ’ is mentioned at the beginning 
of the paragraph.   
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assistance ( ta 
 y ī d ) of God, His guidance, His blessing and His 
Inspiration ( ilh ā m ), until he became deserving of the sacred station of 
Speaking-Prophet and became connected to God’s Order ( itti �  ā l amr 
All ā h ilayhi ), and His revelation and His book were sent down unto 
him. The Imams aft er him then became the completers ( mutimm ī n ) of 
his Order, just as he and those who preceded him were the completers 
of the Order of another, namely Noah — may God bless him. God has 
said:  ‘Indeed, Abraham was from his partisans (sh ī  � a)’  [Q. 37:83], thus 
indicating that Abraham believed in Noah and was from his partisans, 
until God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  established Abraham with 
his Law and made him a Speaking-Prophet to whom those who 
followed him would refer to ( yantah ī  ilayhi man ba � dahu ). When the 
time of Abraham’s Speaking ( nu � q ) came, he was ordered to call 
( al-adh ā n ) upon the people, that is, to tell them to become close to 
him and to desert any other, to refuse to associate ( al-shirk ) anything 
with God, to adequately affi  rm God’s unicity ( taw 	  ī d ), and to die as 
Muslims. So when he called them to the pilgrimage, they responded to 
him based on what they knew from before.  [113]  They acknowledged 
his Summons and recognized the rank ( al- 	 add ) of all eras, that is, the 
seventh Speaking-Prophet, the Master of manifestation, the unveiling 
of the veil ( kashf al-mast ū r ), the seal of all eras, ages and aeons 
( duh ū r ).  57   Whoever knows him, fulfi ls his pilgrimage and completes 
his Command — may God’s blessings be upon him. 

 [Return to exegesis of Q. 22:27] 

  41.   ‘They will come unto you on foot (rij ā lan)’   58   [Q. 22:27]: by  rij ā l , he 
means the Summoners to God ( al-du �  ā t il ā  All ā h ), because God 
favoured them, in that they sexually penetrate and are not penetrated 
( yanka 	  ū n wa-l ā  yunka 	  ū n ), which in the esoteric [sense] means that 
they summon and are not summoned.  59   Their names were lauded; 

    57  The seventh Speaking-Prophet appears in all the previous  nu � aq ā  
   and is their 
common principle.   

    58  The following interpretation is based on the understanding that  rij ā l  is here a 
plural of  rajul , ‘man’. Hence, the quotation of Q. 4:34. According to the author, the 
Qur’anic text here reads: ‘Men will come to you’ — a reading that is grammatically 
incorrect. Further, the term is interpreted in its usual sense; see  Kashf  V, p. 115,  §  45.   

    59  See  Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  §  57–59; III, p. 78–79,  §  60; V, p. 123,  §  57; VI, p. 166, 
 §  23, and commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.   
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God — He is Mighty and Sublime - said:  ‘Men (al-rij ā l) are given 
preeminence over women because God has preferred one of them over the 
another, and because of what they spend of their property’  [Q. 4:34].  60   
They are the people of response ( ahl   al-ij ā ba ) in every era and every 
age. It is through them that the people reach the pilgrimage, under 
their authority that their rituals ( man ā sik ) are completed, and through 
them that the hidden things become known. 

  42.   ‘[They will come] upon every lean beast ( �  ā mir), they will come 
from every deep ravine’  [Q. 22:37]: this is because the best and the fastest 
horse is the lean one ( al- �  ā mr ). Have you not seen how the kings of 
our era do? When they want to race, they slim down (  � ammar ū  ) the 
horse to reinforce its limbs by many walks, and to become more 
resistant by the length and rapidity of the runs. 

 [Digression on  mathal  and   	 ij ā b ] 

  43.  This is an image ( mathal ) given by al- � ak ī m —  peace be upon 
him —  to awaken the people of intellect (  � aql ), of knowledge ( ma � rifa ) 
and sagacity ( fi  � na ). Indeed, God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  said: 
 ‘God strikes images (ya � ribu al-amth ā l) for men in order that they may 
refl ect’  [Q. 14:25] or [114]  take heed and say:  ‘Our Lord! You have not 
created this in vain’  [Q. 3:191].  ‘Yet, most men refuse all but unbelief’  
[Q. 17:89],  61   and rejection of truth, and  ‘behaving arrogantly in the land 
and plotting evil; but evil plotting encompasses only those who do it’  
[Q. 35:43]. God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  is the striker of images 
(  �  ā rib al-amth ā l ) for men; to Him belongs  ‘the most elevated Image 
(al-mathal al-a � l ā )’  [Q. 16:60]. By this, he only means the sublime 
thing and the loft y power that the people of truth say. They thus say 
that God is the Lord of the universes inasmuch as He is close in His 
elevation, and elevated in His proximity; He is the Governor ( al-s ā s ī  ) 
[of all things, and yet] He is close to the hearts of those who know Him 
(  �  ā rif ī hi ). We return to Him with humility and submission. 

    60  See Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , pp. 153–154, where this verse is 
used in support of the idea that ‘masculine leads over feminine’ ( al-dhakar yuf �  ī  il ā  
al-unth ā  ), and that ‘every conveyer [of knowledge] ( muf ī d ) is in the position of the 
masculine (  	 add al-dhuk ū r ), and every benefi ciary [of knowledge] ( mustaf ī d ) in the 
position of the feminine (  	 add al-in ā th )’; on this ‘gendered’ symbolic of initiation, see 
commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.   

    61  Or Q. 25:50.   
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  44.  He said — peace be upon him: ‘His most elevated Image is 
something that nothing surpasses; nothing is similar to it and nothing 
can reach it. He grants us connection to His most elevated Image, which 
is His Greater Veil (  	 ij ā b ), His most sublime House, His sacred form 
( haykal ) from where His wisdom manifested. He does not cut us off  
from his proximity; He is the master of this and has power over it. The 
Veil of God is added to Him because He is the one who established him 
and made His power clear through him, manifesting it in [the Veil]. 
Nothing is more elevated than him, and without him, God — He is 
Mighty and Sublime — would not be worshipped. [The Veil] is the most 
sublime of God’s Proofs for His creation — peace be upon him. 

 [Return to exegesis of Q. 22:27] 

  45.  God’s words —  He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Proclaim the pilgrimage 
unto mankind. They will come unto you on foot  ( rij ā lan ) ’  [Q. 22:27] are 
a demonstration of this: this is about those who walk to the pilgrimage 
on foot, rather than riding. His words:  ‘. . .upon every lean beast’  refer to 
those who ride to the pilgrimage on a camel or any other four-legged 
animal whose bodies have become lean. This is similar to God’s 
words [115] —  He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And if you are afraid, then on 
foot (rij ā lan) or riding’  [Q. 2:239]. ‘Lean beasts’ ( al- � aw ā mir ) become by 
dint of walking and fatigue. The one who goes on pilgrimage on foot is 
like the believer who has responded to the Summons and entered the 
covenant with the Imam, but whose degree has not been elevated to 
the dignities (  	 ud ū d ) of a Summoner or of more advanced believers 
( al-b ā ligh ī n min al-mu 
 min ī n ).  ‘Upon every lean beast’  [Q. 22:37] refers 
to those who are mounted. They are like the Summoners and the 
advanced believers who rose to eminent ranks (  	 ud ū d ). They are called 
‘lean beasts’ because of the ranks that they have reached. The lean beast 
( al- �  ā mir ) is the one that became lean due to walking and to fatigue, 
until it quits the rank (  	 add ) of leanness that it has gained, by stopping 
calmly and abandoning the walk. It then returns to its original 
constitution ( a � l bunyatihi ), to the creation in which it was fi rst created, 
and becomes stronger by reason of the walk and fatigue that it suff ered. 
On the esoteric level, this refers to one who has struggled ( ijtahada ) in 
his pursuit of and search for [knowledge], and who did not stop due to 
the exoteric aspect of what he thus perceived — [the exoteric aspect] 
does not suffi  ce in place of the esoteric aspect. Through his pursuit and 
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search, he reached the origin of what was created for him and to which 
he was invited, namely the knowledge upon which he acts, and the 
ranks (  	 ud ū d ) to which his own degrees ( daraj ā t ) are attached. This 
means that the believer must not stop at the exoteric aspect of 
knowledge without seeking the knowledge ( ma � rifa ) of its esoteric 
aspect. Nor [must he stop] at the fi rst rank (  	 add ) that he reaches. [He 
must not stop] until [116]  he strives ( yajtahid ) in his search to elevate 
his degree, for he will not reach the esoteric aspect unless he pursues 
and strives for it through his actions and by seeking it. Similarly, in the 
exoteric realm, the pilgrim will only reach the goal of his pilgrimage by 
enduring the fatigue of his walk to the point of slimming down his 
mount ( r ā  	 ila ). And the mount of the believer, in the esoteric sense, is 
his intention ( niyya ), his conviction ( i � tiq ā d ) and his insight ( ba �  ī ra ). If 
he reaches by his intention what he has struggled for ( al-majh ū d ), he 
will know what he had been seeking from his religion, and God will 
facilitate it for him. 

  46.   ‘They will come from every deep  ravine’: on the exoteric level 
( f ī ’l- � aw ā hir ), this means that the mounts ( al-raw ā  	 il ) will come from 
every distant country. On the esoteric level ( f ī ’l-b ā  � in ), it means the 
dignities (  	 ud ū d ) to which the believer rises all come from the exalted 
sacred station of the Imam — peace be upon him — because he is the 
one who arranges the ranks and dignities of religion ( yurattib   mar ā tib 
al-d ī n wa- 	 ud ū dahu ). The dignities (  	 ud ū d ) ramify from his sacred 
station upon his order and choice, with the assistance ( tawf ī q ) of God. 

 [On pilgrimage and the Proof: exegesis of Q. 2:197] 

  47.  The meaning of God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘The 
pilgrimage is in months well-known: whoever undertakes the duty of 
pilgrimage, let there be no obscenity (rafath), no immorality (fus ū q) and 
no dispute (jid ā l) on the pilgrimage. Whatever you do of good, God knows 
it. Take provision; but the best provision is piety (taqw ā ), so be pious to 
Me, men possessed of minds!’  [Q. 2:197]. The pilgrimage is of two types: 
exoteric and esoteric. The exoteric pilgrimage is what is commonly 
known as setting out toward Mecca and performing both the obligatory 
and supererogatory rituals of pilgrimage that must be performed there. 
As for the esoteric pilgrimage, it has two aspects.  [117]  The fi rst is the 
migration ( hijra ) from one’s homeland to that of the Messenger or the 
Imam in his era, knowing the one to whom you are migrating, and 
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[knowing] the truthfulness of his grace and sacred station — this, so 
that your pilgrimage is accepted, your heart is grateful, your eff ort is 
virtuous, and that your doubt may be lift ed. The second esoteric aspect 
is the knowledge of the Imam — may God’s blessings be upon him 
— in every era and every age, who speaks the wisdom, who manifests 
in the glory of the Summons. [He is] the Master of Laws, their Seal and 
their Interpreter. He deserves every bountiful name and attribute and 
meaning. He is our lord ( mawl ā n ā  ) and the lord of every believing 
man and woman —  may God’s blessings be upon them.  62   

  48.  The ‘months well-known’ months are the Proofs in each of 
their eras —  peace be upon them. They are the twelve months. They 
have all the Names and Meanings ( asm ā  
  wa-ma �  ā n ī  ) they wish in 
their eras and ages, because whatever they wish, God wishes it, since 
they only wish what God wishes. As for us, we are informed of His 
wish — He is Mighty and Sublime — through theirs, and [we are 
informed] of what He hates through what they hate. They are the 
Messengers and the Prophets who summon to God — He is Mighty 
and Sublime —  [they are] the organizers ( mu � li 	  ) of the world, which 
they bring out from the darkness into the light  63   and guide, on the 
Order of their Lord, [118]  to a  ‘straight Way  (  � ir ā  �  mustaq ī m)’  [Q. 1:6]. 

  49.   ‘Straight Way’ , in the esoteric [teaching] is how the Imam — 
peace be upon him — is named and designated. He is the Imam whose 
aff airs have been established ( istaq ā mat um ū rahu ) and whose 
branches  64   rise.  ‘Perfect is the word of your Lord in truthfulness ( � idq)’  
from God  ‘and justice. None can change (l ā  mubaddil) his words; He is 
Hearing, the All-Knowing’  [Q. 6:115]. Thus, the Imam guides to the 
Imam aft er him; without his guidance, no sacred station of an Imam 
would have been be valid aft er another Imam,  65   and no believer would 

    62  For another (partial) translation of this paragraph, see M.M. Bar-Asher, 
‘Outlines of Early Ism ā    ī l ī -F ā timid Qur’an Exegesis’, p. 286.   

    63  In reference to Q. 2:257.   
    64  The ‘branches’ ( fur ū  �  ) might be the Imam’s Proofs, or his representatives in 

general; see the passage on the ‘three-branched shade’ ( shu � ab ) in  Kashf  III, pp. 69–70, 
 §  §  35–39.   

    65  This refers to  na �  �  , the explicit designation of his successor by an Imam. This 
can be read as a justifi cation for a particular succession, maybe in relation to al-Q ā  � im 
bi-Amr All ā h’s access to the throne.   
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have received guidance aft er the fi rst guide. It is in this sense that the 
Imams guide on a  ‘straight Way’ ; it means that each one of them guides 
[people] to an Imam he appoints ( yuq ī m ); his sacred station and his 
order ( amr ) are then established ( yastaq ī m maq ā muhu wa-amruhu ). 
Such is the path God [provides] to his worshippers in His religion and 
tradition ( sunna ). 

  50.  In addition, the words of God are the  ‘months well-known’  in 
their era and age. They are the twelve zodiac signs; they are the twelve 
chiefs ( naq ī b ). As for the singular Word ( al-kalima al-mufrada ), it is 
the Supreme Proof ( al- 	 ujja al-kubr ā  ) who is next to [hold] the sacred 
station of the Imamate, aft er the Imam of his era — peace be upon 
him. He is the one designated as the sublime  F ā  
  , as has been explained 
before. 

  51.  As for the Proof, the rivers fl ow from him and the Book invites 
to him. He is the Master of Laws ( shar ā  
 i �  ) and the Universal Gatherer 
( al-j ā mi �  al-k ā mil ). All the words are his veils that he establishes for 
people and who summon to his Order ( yad �  ū n bi-amrihi ). The 
explanation of this is that the rivers are the esoteric sciences (  � ul ū m 
al-b ā  � in ) that fl ow under the authority of the Proof; the Book invites to 
him, which means that the Imam has designated [him]  66   and invited 
the people to obey him and listen to the esoteric knowledge  [119]  
from him. He is the Master of Laws, that is, in the esoteric sense, the 
Master of the ranks ( mar ā tib ) of religion; it is he who arranges the 
Gates and the Summoners, and he is the gatherer of all the ranks 
( al-j ā mi �  li-l- 	 ud ū d ). All [ranks] beneath him refer to him. He is the 
dignity (  	 add ) that indicates the rank of the Imam above him. One 
cannot access the rank of the Imam unless it is through that of the 
Proof. He is ‘universal’ because he is the highest among the ranks 
( mar ā tib ) of the Proofs; there is no dignity (  	 ud ū d ) of the Proofs that 
is not below him, and he is elevated above all. There is no dignity 
(  	 add ) above his, because he is the Gate of the Imam, and so there is 
no rank ( martaba ) above his except for that of the Imam — peace be 
upon him. 

    66  Because ‘Book’ is code for ‘Imam’; see  Kashf  VI, pp. 167–169,  §  §  25–26; 
pp. 171–173,  §  §  31–35; pp. 175–177,  §  39, and commentary of  Kashf  VI, pp. 458–463.   
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  52.  This is the meaning of the ‘months well-known’: whoever 
completes his pilgrimage during these months fully achieves it, because 
[the month] makes the pilgrimage known to him and [the pilgrim] 
completes it by him and by his order.  67   [The Proof] is the Supreme 
Father of the believer, the Precious of sublime dignity ( al-naf ī s   al- � a �  ī m 
al-kha � r )  68   and of glorious might, the river Kawthar,  69   the elevated 
essence ( jawhar ), the noble vault ( al-samk al-kar ī m ),  70   the sweet water 
purifi ed from all murk, preserved from all stain. He made pilgrimage 
a duty ( fara � a al- 	 ajj ), knowing the meaning of this duty of pilgrimage 
that was imposed on the worshippers. He established it for them, 
indicated it to them, ordered them to follow, listen and obey it. All 
these are the attributes of the Proof in every age, the attributes of the 
one who fi xates the true religion where there is no ambiguity nor 
perplexity, no exaggeration  71   nor shortcoming ( l ā  ghuluww wa-l ā  
taq �  ī r ). It is from him that knowledge is drawn, and wisdom is poured; 
he is the one who makes reference to the good deed by following the 
Imam, of whom pilgrimage is a symbol ( ish ā ra ).  [120]  

  53.  It is an obligation that every believer knows his father, the one 
who breathed in him something spiritual ( nafakha f ī hi shay 
 an min 
al-r ū  	  ā niyya ). ‘Spiritual’ means esoteric knowledge and the exegesis of 
the revelation ( wa 	  ī  )  ‘brought down by the Faithful Spirit’  [Q. 26:193] 
upon Mu�ammad’s heart, the Master of the revelation —  may God 
bless him. Every believer must glorify that father, because he is related 

    67  The esoteric pilgrim takes the ‘months well-known’, i.e, the Proofs, as guides to 
the Imam.   

    68  See  Kashf  V, p. 113,  §  40, for another expression with  kha � r.    
    69  In reference to the eponymous s ū ra (Q. 108). Usually translated by ‘abundance’, 

the term has been interpreted as the name of one of the rivers in Paradise. In the Shi  i 
context, this river is sometimes associated with   Al ī : Mull ā   � adr ā  (d.1640) thus names 
him the ‘Cupbearer of Kawthar’; see M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , 
p. 311. The Ismaili  d ā  �  ī   al-Mu � ayyad considers it a symbol of   Al ī ; see al-Mu � ayyad f ī  
l-D ī n,  Al-Maj ā lis al-mu 
 ayyadiyya , cited in D. De Smet, ‘La pr é dication chiite 
isma é lienne’, p. 149. In a   	 ad ī th  reported by Ibn B ā bawayh and al-Muf ī d, the river 
Kawthar is dedicated to Mu�ammad, while the source of Salsab ī l is devoted to   Al ī ; 
cited by M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , p. 142 (English trans.:  Spirituality of 
Shi � i Islam , p. 179).   

    70  An allusion to Q. 79:28:  ‘He lift ed up the [heavenly] vault (samk) and levelled it.’    
    71  Ms. A:  ghuluww ; ms. B:   � ul ū m ; Strothmann:  ghalaq ; Gh ā lib (p. 112):  ghuluww .   
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to him, he is known through him, he is returned to him and summoned 
to him. Have you not seen His words — He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘Summon them to their fathers (id �  ū hum li- ā b ā  
 ihim);   72    that is more 
equitable in the sight of God’  [Q. 33:5]. 

 [Obscenity: exegesis of Q. 2:197 continued] 

  54.  The believer must not approach  ‘obscenity, immorality and dispute’  
[Q. 2:197]. Obscenity, in the esoteric sense, is a blameworthy person 
( shakh �  ) cursed in every era and every age. It also has another meaning; 
al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said: ‘Obscenity is to disclose 
( idh ā  � a ) the secret of the family of Mu�ammad — peace be upon him.’ 
‘Obscene’ is the one who disclosed [the secret] to someone who does 
not deserve it — may God make him taste the coldness of iron. You 
thus must remain silent ( kitm ā n ) until the deposit ( wad ī  � a ) [you have 
been entrusted with] is claimed from you. We are its masters, and 
there is no doubt that we will ask it from you one day. 

 [Immorality: exegesis of Q. 2:197 continued] 

  55.  ‘Immorality’ is fornication, and it is not allowed for a believer to 
indulge in immorality. Whoever does so becomes an Ibl ī s who despairs 
( ablasa ) of [God’s] Mercy  73   and is expelled from the gate of the wall 
( s ū r ) whose  ‘interior (b ā  � in) is Mercy and whose exterior ( �  ā hir) is 
punishment’  [Q. 57:13]. The punishment is deprivation of the benefi ts 
of the knowledge of religion  [121]  suff ered by the people of exotericism 
( ahl al- �  ā hir ), for they have relinquished the Truth and  ‘entered the 
Houses from behind ( � uh ū rih ā )’  [Q. 2:189]; they have climbed up on 
the enmity towards God’s Friends ( awliy ā  
  ) —  may God’s blessings be 
upon them. They are condemned to be restrained by ties and chains 
and covered with them — we seek protection from God against these. 
Among the believers too, there might be one covered with ties for a sin 
he has committed,  74   because he has fallen short ( muqa �  � ir ) and 

    72  The Qur’anic text means adopted children should be named aft er their biological 
fathers, which is quite the opposite of the present interpretation, which states that 
initiatory children should be called  to  (rather than  aft er ) their initiatory fathers.   

    73  Same etymology in al-  Ayy ā sh ī ,  Tafs ī r , vol. 3, pp. 148–149 (interpretation of 
Q. 38:75); Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 17, p. 49.   

    74  Lit.: ‘for something that stayed with him’ ( li-shay 
  baqiya  � alayhi ).   
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whoever [falls short] must [suff er] ties and chains. The believer must 
be pure, clean and graceful, and he must avoid fornication and not go 
near it, or his soul will perish. This means that the wall is the Book of 
God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  while its gate is each Imam in his 
era.  ‘The interior is Mercy’  [Q. 57:13]: this is the esoteric knowledge that 
the Imam reveals ( yaft a 	  ), with God’s permission, to the one who 
gained his Mercy through loyalty ( ikhl ā  �  ) and sincerity of intention 
(  � idq al-niyya ); [the Imam] then opens his Mercy for [the believer] to 
strengthen his certainty and to purify ( yukhli �  ) his spirit.  ‘The exterior 
is punishment’  [Q. 57:13]: whoever deserts the exoteric duties, 
punishment will reach him, and the esoteric knowledge will not serve 
him. And whoever sticks to the exoteric without the esoteric, 
punishment will [also] reach him because he has not connected what 
God has ordered to connect to the continuous cable and the ‘fi rm 
handhold’,  75   that is, [to connect] knowledge and deeds, spirit and 
body, to follow the Legatee aft er the Messenger and the knowledge of 
exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ) aft er the revelation ( tanz ī l ). The truth of this esoteric 
knowledge is suitable for those who seek it, because whoever obeys the 
Messenger on the exoteric [aspects] but disobeys him on the esoteric 
[aspects] — by which [the Messenger] designated his Legatee —  ‘his 
work will be annihilated and he will be among the losers in the Hereaft er’  
[Q. 5:6]. Indeed, the Messenger is the Imam of his era, and when he 
leaves this world, it is necessary  [122]  that there is an Imam whom 
God has made it an obligation to obey, as He made it an obligation to 
obey the Messenger. God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Obey 
God, obey the Messenger and the holders of authority ( ū l ū  al-amr) from 
amongst you’  [Q. 4:59]  76   are an indication of this. There is no era at all 
where worshipping is possible without the Imam of that era. Aft er the 
Messenger, the Imamate is not suitable except for the one appointed as 

    75  Similar expression in  Kashf  I, p. 9,  §  17; III, p. 56,  §  9; V, p. 99,  § 18.   
    76  In the Shi  i context, this verse has been frequently used to legitimize the authority 

of the Imam. Of course, this verse and its Shi  i interpretation holds a special signifi cance 
in Fatimid Ismailism; see e.g. al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Da �  ā  
 im al-isl ā m , vol. 1, pp. 20–21, 
23–24 (English trans.:  The Pillars of Islam , vol. 1, pp. 27–29, 31–33); al-Man �  ū r 
bi’llāh,  Tathb ī t al-im ā ma , in S. Makarem,  The   Shi � i Imamate, A Fatimid interpretation  
(London and New York,  2013 ), pp. 28, 45, 62–63 (Arabic: pp. 17, 36–37, 57); Ibr ā h ī m 
b. al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al-walad , pp. 28–29, 289.   
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an Imam by the Messenger — may God bless him — in the same way 
that God appointed the Messenger as a Messenger, and not as an 
Imam. Therefore, this connection and this hierarchy ( al-itti �  ā l wa’l-
tart ī b ) are not suitable without the truthful indications ( shaw ā hid ) 
from the esoteric knowledge. 

  56.  It is about this that He said —  He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘The 
interior is Mercy’ , because Mercy is in the esoteric knowledge.  ‘Its exterior 
is punishment’ : to this corresponds the explanation given previously, that 
is, that whoever abandons the exoteric aspects of the Laws ( asqa � a  �  ā hir 
al-shar ā  
 i �  ), or whoever holds on to the exoteric and abandons the esoteric 
( tamassaka bi’l- �  ā hir wa-asqa � a al-b ā  � in ), must suff er punishment. This 
punishment of ‘the exterior’ suits both situations. 

  57.  Fornication in the esoteric sense is falling short ( taq �  ī r );  77   it is 
the lift ing of the veil ( kashf al-satr )  78   for someone or summoning 
( da � wa ) without permission.  79   It is not allowed for you to do this. It 
also has another meaning; al- � ak ī m —  peace be upon him —  said: 
‘The immorality of the believer is the slander of a believer like himself. 
Whoever slanders his believing brother indulges in immorality and 
eats the dead.’  80   Then he recited the verse:  ‘Would one of you like to eat 
the fl esh of his dead brother? You would abhor it’  [Q. 49:12]. We seek 
protection from God against eating the fl esh of the believer. The dead, 
here, is the one who is absent from the place [123]  where he is defamed. 

 [Dispute: exegesis of Q. 2:197 continued] 

  58.  Whoever knows the pilgrimage is not allowed to be obscene, to 
indulge in immorality or to dispute. You know what ‘dispute’ means: it 

    77  Mss A, B:  muqa �  � ir .   
    78  This might be a scribal error for:  kashf al-sirr , ‘unveiling the secret’.   
    79  See  Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  §  57–59; III, p. 78–79,  §  60; V, p. 114,  §  41; VI, p. 166, 

 §  23, and commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.   
    80  It is worth noting that the accusation of eating ‘dead things’ ( mayta ) is a common 

one in various heresiographies; on this, see M. Asatryan, ‘Early Muslims and Other 
Muslims’, pp. 281–282; idem, ‘Of Wine, Sex, and Other Abominations’, pp. 4–5. Yet, 
in the Ismaili context, the prohibition on eating carrion is symbolically understood as 
a prohibition on following or initiating people of the   �  ā hir ; see above, p. 127, n. 191. 
The present passage could refer to either of these contexts — or both.   
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is what the believers do when they gather from various [Ismaili] 
communities ( da � w ā t ) and one of them says: ‘My father is better than 
your father, and my community ( da � wa ) is better than your community’ 
— that is, the father in knowledge — and another replies: ‘It is my 
father who is better than your father, and my community that is better 
than your community’, in spite of the fact that the fathers — peace be 
upon them — all summon to God —  He is Mighty and Sublime. 
Therefore, it is not permissible to anyone to discredit someone to 
whom the Imam has given a position ( rattabahu ) with the blessing of 
God — He is Mighty and Sublime — and whom he did not establish to 
dispute nor to indulge in immorality. God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime —  said:  ‘And dispute not with the People of the Book save in the 
fairer manner’  [Q. 29:46]. You and those like you are among the People 
of the Book because you know the clear Book that has no crookedness; 
he is the Imam — may God’s blessings be upon him — and his people 
are those who know him in his era. So, it is not permissible for you to 
dispute with the People of the Book, because you might be disputing 
with someone among them who is more knowledgeable than you. 
Save if you dispute with them  ‘in the fairer manner’  <when some benefi t 
( f ā  
 ida ) is asked from you>.  81   Be very cautious not to unveil something 
that you know, [in case] <he is smaller than you, for he would then 
deny ( yakfur )>  82   [the doctrine]. Do not be anything other than a 
humble asker, be cautious not to call a lie anything  [124]  from the 
[sacred] knowledge, and desire it always. 

 [Conclusion of the exegesis of  ‘obscenity, immorality and dispute’  
from Q. 2:197] 

  59.  We have thus explained obscenity, immorality and dispute. These 
are also blamed in the esoteric order —  may God curse them — and 

    81  Ms. A:  tu � lab minka al-f ā  
 ida ; ms. B:   ta�lub  minhu al-f ā  
 ida . Strothmann leaves a 
blank space, while Gh ā lib, p. 115, reads the following, which I translated:   � indam ā  
tu � lab minka al-f ā  
 ida . The ‘benefi t’ in question is most likely that of ‘esoteric’ teaching, 
whether it concerns the doctrine or practical information on the  da � wa .   

    82  Ms. A:  fa-yak ū n a � far minka fa-yakfur ; ms. B:  fa-yak ū n a � ghar minka fa-yakfur 
fa-kawn anna m ā lahu  (?). I translate the version of ms. A, which gives the same text as 
Gh ā lib, p. 115, and corrected  a � far  into  a � ghar . Strothmann stops at  minka . The text is 
obviously corrupted here.   
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they are < Abū Bakr, Umar and Uthmān >,  83   because they discredited 
the Proof — peace be upon him. They kept <his right>  84   from him on 
the exoteric [level], and <took away  Fadak  from him>  85   and from his 
wife F ā  
 ima, the daughter of the Messenger of God — may God bless 
her and them all. The Proof [here] is the Proof of the Messenger of 
God,   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib. [Ab ū  Bakr] claimed his sacred station; he took 
his wife’s inheritance on the exoteric [level], while, on the esoteric 
level, he was obscene ( rafatha ) by disobeying him, by denying ( kufr ) 
his sacred station, by following the order of    Umar,   86   the Satan <of his 
age >,  87   who disobeys ( al-f ā siq )  88   the order of his Lord.  89   

 [Pharaoh’s pride: exegesis of Q. 43:51–54] 

  60.  Have you not seen the words of God —  He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘Indeed, Ibl ī s was from the jinns and he disobeyed (fasaqa) the Order of 
his Lord’  [Q. 18:50]? <He belonged to a rank from among the ranks 
(  	 add min  	 ud ū d ) of  Abū �ālib >.  90   He was among those who heard 
God’s wisdom and had reached a high position ( rutba ); they are the 
jinns. They are called ‘jinn’ because they have buried ( ajann ū  ) the 
knowledge, and attributed [it] to themselves in the sense of the words 
of God — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Do I not possess the kingdom of 
Egypt (mi � r), and these rivers fl owing beneath me? What, do you not see?’  

    83  Ms. B leaves a blank.   
    84  Ms. B leaves a blank   
    85  Ms. A:  akhadhahum minhu ; ms. B:  akhadhahum minhu . The name ‘Fadak’ does 

not appear in either manuscript, but both editors thus correct the manuscripts:  akhadh ū  
Fadak minhu . What is more surprising is the fact that, for an unknown reason, ‘Fadak’ 
was added by both editors in the secret alphabet, although it does not appear in the 
manuscripts (which suggests that Gh ā lib is here plagiarizing Strothmann’s edition).   

    86  Ms. B: No secret alphabet.   
    87  Ms. B: blank.   
    88  The term from Q. 2:197 translated here as ‘immorality’ is  fus ū q , of the same root 

as  f ā siq  and  fasaqa . ‘Obscenity, immorality and dispute’ must have been identifi ed 
respectively with Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n in the original version of this exegesis. 
Unfortunately, the last part on ‘dispute’ and   Uthm ā n is missing.   

    89  For another English translation of this paragraph, see M.M. Bar-Asher, ‘Outlines 
of Early Ism ā    ī l ī -F ā timid Qur’an Exegesis’, pp. 288–289. The author presents it to 
illustrate the use of secret alphabet in Ismaili exegetical tradition. On the secret 
alphabet, see introduction, pp. 35–38.   

    90  Ms. B: blank.   
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[Q. 43:51]. He means by this: ‘I am among those who know the 
Imam —  may God’s blessings be upon him — who is the destination 
( ma �  ī r ) of the entire world, and the City of all cities ( mi � r al-am �  ā r ).’ 
What is meant  [125]  by this is the Mahdi, the seventh Speaking-
Prophet. This means is that this Satan who has just been mentioned 
said to himself and to those who were seduced by his whispering: 
‘Have I not acknowledged the seventh Speaking-Prophet? I have 
knowledge that exempts me.’ As God said — may He be exalted:  ‘  And 
these rivers fl owing beneath me’  [which means]: ‘This suffi  ces me and I 
have no need to obey anyone aft er the Messenger.’ This means that his 
knowledge exempts him from obeying the Legatee   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib 
aft er the Messenger — may God’s blessings be upon them both. 

  61.  His words aft er this:  ‘Or am I better than this man, who is 
despicable and scarcely makes things clear?’  [Q. 43:52], mean: ‘Am I not 
better that this Legatee?’ — peace be upon him. He said that he is 
‘despicable’, which means that his words are defi cient and that he did 
not let you hear anything from his knowledge. He then said:  ‘He 
scarcely makes things clear’ , which means that he does not even explain 
to you a small amount of his exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ). By this, he means that 
the Legatee does not unveil the exegesis and does not manifest it, 
except for the deserving, aft er taking the covenant and the pact ( al- � ahd 
wa’l-m ī th ā q ), in accordance with God’s tradition ( sunna ) [regarding] 
the esoteric of His religion. The iniquitous who had diverted the 
people from the Legatee thus said: ‘Do you not see that he does not 
explain anything and does not make clear anything? He has no 
knowledge but what you already know.’ He whispered this  ‘in the 
breasts of men’  [Q. 114:5], diverted them and led them astray from the 
truth and its Master, the Prince of the Believers. Yet, they did not harm 
him nor God,  ‘it is only themselves they destroy’  [Q. 6:26]. 

  62.  Among his words, which according to God he said, are also the 
following:  ‘If only bracelets of gold had been cast on him, or if angels had 
come with him conjoined’  [Q. 43:53]. Gold is like Messengers and 
Imams,  [126]  and silver is like Legatees and Proofs. And so this 
iniquitous [man] said: ‘If only a revelation ( tanz ī l ) had been sent down 
to [  Al ī ], like it was sent down to Mu�ammad, the Messenger of God 
— may God bless him — and if [  Al ī ] had spoken in a manifest way 
like [Mu�ammad] did ( yan � uq kam ā  na � aqa bi- �  ā hir amrihi ), and did 
not conceal his knowledge.’ Then he said:  ‘Or   if angels had come with 
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him conjoined’ , that is: ‘If Gabriel and Michael had come to him as they 
came to Mu�ammad — may God bless him.’ ‘Conjoined’ means that 
these two angels, as well as others, would be conjoined to his 
prophethood and the descent of revelation ( wa 	  ī  ) upon him, just as 
they were conjoined to Mu�ammad. They are conjoined to him and to 
Mu�ammad so that what was due to Mu�ammad is also due to him. 

  63.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘And he persuaded his 
people to make light [of Moses], and they obeyed him: truly they were a 
dissolute  ( f ā siq ī n )  people’  [Q. 43:54]. This means that they strayed from 
the obedience [due] to the Messenger [by refusing to acknowledge] 
his Legatee, aft er they had manifested their obedience to the Messenger 
in everything he ordered them. In the Qur’an, these verses are about 
the story of Moses and Pharaoh, but the same thing happened in the 
community of Mu�ammad: they rejected God’s Order with regard to 
the Imam aft er the Messenger — that is,   Al ī , his Legatee — may God 
bless them both. This one  91   is, for the community of Mu�ammad, 
similar to what Pharaoh was in Moses’ era for his people. Indeed, 
Mu�ammad — may God bless him — said: ‘Embark in the tradition 
( sunna ) of the Children of Israel to the footstep (  	 adhwa al-na � l bi’l-
na � l wa’l-qudhdha bi’l-qudhdha ), such that if one of them entered a 
lizard hole, one of you would follow him.’  92    [127]  

 [The esoteric meaning of Egypt] 

  64.  Among God’s mentions of Egypt —  He is Mighty and Sublime —  
there is this discourse He tells that Moses said:  ‘Get you down to Egypt 
(mi � r), you shall have there what you demanded’  [Q. 2:61]. This means 
that the Speaking-Prophet tells his people: ‘Enter the obedience of the 
Imam —  may God’s blessings be upon him — ‘ you shall have there what 
you demanded ’: the benefi ts of knowledge, the advantages of God’s 
Mercy and His reward. These were the words of Moses to his people, 
and so was the word of Mu�ammad to his — may God bless him. They 
both ordered that the Imam aft er them be obeyed. 

    91   H ā dh ā  : this refers to the abovementioned ‘Satan’.   
    92  A similar   	 ad ī th  appears in Sunni sources; see e.g. Bukh ā r ī ,   � a 	  ī  	  ,  kit ā b 

al-man ā qib, b ā b  50, no. 3456, vol. 2, p. 492; ibid.,  kit ā b al-i � ti �  ā m bi’l-sunna ,  b ā b  14, no. 
7320, vol. 4, p. 368; Ibn  � anbal,  Musnad , vol. 4, p. 125. On this   	 ad ī th  and its use in 
the Fatimid context, see commentary  of Kashf  I, pp. 144–147.   
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  65.  [The Imam] is this Egypt that Joseph the Truthful ( al- � idd ī q )  93   —  
may God bless him — mentioned, saying:  ‘Enter you into Egypt, if God 
will, in security. And he raised his two parents on the throne, and they fell 
before him in prostration’  [Q. 12:99–100]. The best exegesis of this verse 
is what al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said: ‘Joseph the Truthful 
himself — peace be upon him — was Egypt. He demanded that the 
people accept him, enter into his obedience and hold fast to his 
guidance. Whoever did so would be ‘in security’ and fi nd happiness. 
The fi rst who answered him were his parents in the exoteric sense, that 
is, with regard to [biological] ancestry. As a result, he made them reign 
over all the people. And when their vision ( ba �  ī ra ) grew, they knew 
that they were but his worshippers, and they prostrated before him — 
out of obedience, not out of coercion. They knew that God was the 
Truth (  	 aqq ) and that any god besides Him is false and vain. They knew 
and ascertained that he was the Master of Truth (  �  ā  	 ib al- 	 aqq ) whom 
God had entrusted with the choice, to the exclusion of any other. 
Prostration ( suj ū d ) is surrendering ( tasl ī m ) to the Imam — peace be 
upon him. It is from [the Imam] that the sciences are transmitted to the 
Proofs, Gates and Summoners; whoever [128]  believes them will enter 
the Egypt he is invited to. He is saved from chastisement and is among 
the victorious saved ones, who are without fear nor affl  iction. 

  66.  In common parlance ( f ī ’l-lugha ), ‘Egypt’ ( al-mi � r ) is the city; it 
is an esoteric allusion to the Speaking-Prophet and the Imam. Indeed, 
the Messenger of God — may God bless him — said: ‘I am the city of 
knowledge and   Al ī  is its gate. Whoever aims for the city must go 
through the gate.’  94   This confi rms this esoteric meaning of ‘Egypt’. 

 [Return to Pharaoh] 

  67.  Let us return to the Pharaoh of this age —  may God curse him. He 
symbolises those who oppose [all the hierarchy of the  da � wa ] from the 
Summoners to the Imams, in this age — may God’s blessings be upon 
them. The accounts and stories about them are well-known — may 
God curse them. Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said that Pharaoh 
was among those who had obeyed the Imam — may God’s blessings 

    93  Joseph is thus named in Q. 12:46. On Joseph, see  Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  §  57–59. 
On the category of the ‘Truthful Ones’ ( al- � idd ī q ī n ), see  Kashf  V, pp. 139–142,  §  §  80–86.   

    94  Also quoted in  Kashf  V, p. 105,  §  27.   
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be upon him — and settled ( sakana ) in Egypt. But he wandered away 
from the Friends ( awliy ā  
  ) of God — He is Sublime and High — and 
he denied the Imam — peace be upon him — access to what he had 
been contemplating (  	 ajara �alā al-imām li-m ā  na � ara ), while 
Summoners went out to summon, on his command.  95    ‘He denied and 
turned away’  [Q. 20:48],  96   he rebelled (  � agh ā  ) and was pleased with 
himself. Have you not seen His words — He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘Nay, but verily man is rebellious (ya � gh ā  ) , for he thinks himself self-
suffi  cient’  [Q. 96:6–7]. This is the man who rebelled against his Lord 
because his vanities suffi  ced him,  [129]  and he speculated that no one 
had power over him.  ‘[Korah] said: “What I have been given is only 
because of a knowledge that is in me.” Did he not know that God had 
destroyed before him generations of men superior to him in strength and 
greater in the amount of riches collected? The criminals are not questioned 
of their sins’  [Q. 28:78], because they follow <what harms them>  97   and 
does not benefi t them — may God curse them.  ‘They were among   those 
who laughed at those who believed, and winked at one another when they 
passed them’  [Q. 83:29–30]. They would say, these misguided:  ‘Are 
these the ones whom God favours among us?’  [Q. 6:53]. They lied — may 
God curse them — for they are the misguided, the denying and 
criminal ones who denied the Day of retribution ( yawm al-d ī n ) and 
distanced themselves from the  ‘straight Way’  ( al- � ir ā  �  al-mustaq ī m ) 
[Q. 1:6] to worship  ‘the Jibt and the  �  ā gh ū t’  [Q. 4:51]. They said: ‘We 
are  “better guided on the Path than those who believe”  [Q. 4:51]’.  ‘  Such 
are they whom God has cursed, and so made them deaf, and blinded 
their eyes’  [Q. 47:23], and made them perish in a variety of punishments 
without concerning Himself with them ( lam   ya � ba 
  bihim ).  98   

 [Exegesis of Q. 3:7] 

  68.  The beginning ( al-ibtid ā  
  ) belongs to God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime — and to Him is the end ( al-intih ā  
  ). His is the ability to 

    95  It is unclear whether these Summoners are those of the rightful Imam, or those 
sent out by ‘Pharaoh’ to preach against the Imam.   

    96  Also: Q. 75:32; 92:16; 96:13.   
    97  Mss. A, B:  m ā  ya � urruka , corrected to:  m ā  ya � urruhum .   
    98  An allusion to Q. 25:77:  ‘My Lord would not concern Himself with you (l ā  ya � ba 
  

bikum) but for your prayer.’    
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manifest His signs ( yu � hir  ā y ā tahu ) where He wants and desires. Have 
you not seen His words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘It is He who sent 
down upon you the Book, wherein are clear signs ( ā y ā t mu 	 kam ā t) — 
they are the Mother of the Book (umm al-kit ā b) — and others that are 
ambiguous (mutash ā bih ā t). Those in whose hearts is perversity (zaygh), 
they follow the ambiguous part, desiring dissension (fi tna), and desiring 
its interpretation (ta 
 w ī l)’  [Q. 3:7]? God did not count us among those 
in whose hearts is perversity; because when they saw ‘the people’ 
( al-qawm ), they followed them. ‘The people’ are those who  [130]  
claimed the Imamate, saying falsely: ‘We are Imams’ — may God curse 
them. They are imams who will be summoned to the Fire:  ‘On the Day 
of Resurrection, they will be among the spurned’  [Q. 28:42]. God has 
ordered that they should be fought and cast out:  ‘Fight the imams of 
disbelief; they have no sacred oaths, haply they will give over’  [Q. 9:12]. 
[God] also said:  ‘And on   the Day of Resurrection you will see those who 
lied about God, their faces blackened; is there not in Gehenna a lodging 
for those who are proud?’  [Q. 39:60]. They are the  ‘obscenity, immorality 
and dispute’  [Q. 2:197]  99   that God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  
forbade His Friends in both their deeds and words. He ordered [His 
Friends] to disavow them ( al-bar ā  
 a minhum ) and to follow the  ‘clear 
signs which are the Mother of the Book’ . The ‘Book’ is the Resurrector 
— peace be upon him. What is meant by ‘Mother of the Book’ is that 
they  100   summon to the knowledge ( ma � rifa ) of the meaning ( ma � n ā  ) of 
the Mother of the Book, they do not rebel against His words, and, 
when it comes to His prohibitions and orders, they take as guides 
( yatawall ū n ) God’s Prophets, His Messengers, the Imams and the 
Summoners in all eras — may God’s blessings be upon them. 

  69.  As for the explanation of God’s words —  He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘. . .wherein are clear signs which are the Mother of the  Book’, 
‘Book’ is among the names of the Speaking-Prophet, while ‘signs’ 
(  ā y ā t ) is among the names of the Imams.  101   And so He says:  ‘He sent 
down upon you the Book, wherein are clear signs — they are the Mother 

    99  See the exegesis of this verse above,  Kashf  V, pp. 121–125,  §  §  54–59. The present 
passage confi rms the personalized interpretation of these terms, identifi ed with Ab ū  
Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n.   

    100  It is not clear who this refers to, but it is probably the ‘Friends’ ( awliy ā  
  ).   
    101  On   ā y ā t  and Imams, see  Kashf  III, p. 79,  §  55, and related footnote.   
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of the Book’ . By ‘Book’, He means that He established him ( aq ā mahu ) 
in the sacred station of the Speaking-Prophet.  ‘. . . W herein are clear 
signs’  means than there are Imams set out from his progeny and his 
sacred station. ‘Clear’ ( mu 	 kam ā t ) means that their sacred stations are 
in accordance with God and with God’s wisdom (  	 ikma ). He placed 
( tart ī b ) the testaments ( wa �  ā y ā  ), in accordance with God’s tradition 
( sunna ), with the Imams who, aft er the Speaking-Prophet, complete 
his Order ( yutimm ū n amrahu ) .  He then says:  ‘They are the Mother of 
the Book’ , meaning that they are the root ( a � l ) of the Speaking-Prophet 
 [131]  that follows, since the Completer Imams are the branches of the 
fi rst Speaking-Prophet <and the root of the following Speaking-
Prophet>.  102   The ‘mother’  103  of a thing, in all domains, is its root, both 
lexically and semantically. Thus, aft er Adam — peace be upon him 
— there were no Speaking-Prophets who were not preceded by Imams 
indicating him by God’s Order; the well-guided follow their indication, 
while the denying misguided ones distance themselves from them, 
until the Speaking-Prophet appears. Those who have followed the 
Imam will then be saved, while God will destroy <. . .>  104   by the sword 
of Truth at the hands of the Speaking-Prophet when he appears; He 
will then give them the Fire as their destiny. This is just like when 
God —  He is Mighty and Sublime —  indicated Adam —  may God bless 
him — by ordering the angels to prostrate to him and  ‘they prostrated 
except for Ibl ī s, who refused and was arrogant and was one of the 
disbelievers’  [Q. 2:34]. He and all of his followers became subject to 
God’s wrath and punishment, in this world and in the hereaft er. 

  70.  Also, the Completer Imam is like the mother, while the Speaking-
Prophet is like the father in the ranks ( mar ā tib ) of the Imamate. God —  
He is Mighty and Sublime —  says:  ‘[The Book]   wherein are clear signs 
— they are the Mother of the Book’ , meaning there are Imams from the 
sacred station of the Speaking-Prophet established ( q ā  
 im ū n ) by the 
light of God’s Wisdom. And His words:  ‘They are the Mother of the Book’  

    102  I follow the reading of Ms. A, which neither Strothmann nor Gh ā lib, p. 120, 
include.   

    103  Strothmann:  amr . Corrected to  umm  aft er the manuscripts.   
    104  There must be a lacuna here, since the text does not specify who are those 

destroyed by God — although they must be the ‘denying misguided ones’ who were 
just mentioned.   
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mean they are the mother of the seventh Speaking-Prophet while 
Mu�ammad the Speaking-Prophet is his father. The Imams are named 
by the unique name of ‘mother’, because ‘father’ designates the sacred 
station of all the Speaking-Prophets. The Imams between the sixth 
[Speaking-Prophet], Mu�ammad — may God bless him —  [132]  and 
the seventh Speaking-Prophet, the Mahd ī  — may God’s blessings be 
upon him — are those who are named the ‘clear verses’. <And, in relation 
to Mu�ammad, they are at the summit of kinship. . . The Imam attached 
to the cause. . .>  105   They are in the position ( maq ā m ) of the mother, and 
the Speaking-Prophets are in the position ( maq ā m ) of the father. 

 [A   	 ad ī th  by Ja  far al- �  ā diq] 

  71.  Al- �  ā diq Ja  far b. Mu�ammad —  may God’s blessings be upon 
him — said: ‘This Order is established upon seven: four from among 
us, and three other than us.’  106   By these seven, [the Imam] — peace be 

    105  Ms. A:  wa-hum min Mu	ammad f ī  dharwat al-nasab f ī ’l-im ā m al-mutta � il bi’l-
sabab ; ms. B:  wa-hum min Mu	ammad f ī  dharwat al-nasab f ī ’l-im ā m al-mutta � il wa’l-
d ī n . The manuscripts are corrupted here and the sentence is unclear. My translation is 
only an attempt to render the text of ms. A.   

    106  As W. Madelung pointed out, the present version of the   	 ad ī th  reverses numbers 
three and four when compared to the versions of other sources; see W. Madelung, ‘Das 
Imamat’, p. 63, n. 116. Indeed, this   	 ad ī th  appears elsewhere in Ismaili literature; for 
instance, al-Majd ū    states that the  Maf ā t ī  	  al-ni � ma  by  �  ā tim b. Ibr ā h ī m (d. 596/1199) 
contains an exegesis of this   	 ad ī th  in the following version: ‘The completion of our 
Order rests on three from among us and four other than us’ ( tam ā m amrin ā  f ī  thal ā th ā  
minn ā  wa arb � a min ghayrin ā  ); see al-Majd ū   ,  Fihrist , p. 261. In the  Ris ā la al-Mudhhiba  
attributed to al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n, the ‘three from among us’ are identifi ed with Ja  far 
al- �  ā diq, his son Ism ā    ī l and his grandson Mu�ammad b. Ism ā    ī l. On this and the role 
of this   	 ad ī th  in the discussions on the genealogy of the Fatimids, see W. Madelung, 
‘Das Imamat’, pp. 111–112. See also the short and enigmatic interpretation of this 
  	 ad ī th  in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Kit ā b al-Fatar ā t wa’l-qir ā n ā t , p. 87. It is interesting 
that the version of the   	 ad ī th  as found in the  Kashf  is not a mistake, since the ‘four’ are 
detailed aft erwards. The variety of versions of the   	 ad ī th  may refl ect the variations of 
the Fatimids’ offi  cial stance on their genealogy. Furthermore, the  Kashf ’s version is 
consistent with the analogy  n ā  � iq / wa �  ī  ,  im ā m /  	 ujja  which appears in several early 
Fatimid sources, and particularly in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s works, including the 
 Kashf . My hypothesis is that this analogy was initially destined to legitimize al-Q ā  � im 
bi-Amr All ā h’s role as   	 ujja , and that it has to do with the general reform of this concept 
in favour of the second caliph.   
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upon him — alludes to sacred stations and degrees ( rutab ). The 
Summons of Truth is established through the four among them;  107   
they are Mu�ammad and   Al ī . It is necessary that the Summons be in 
favour of Mu�ammad, due to his sacred station as a Speaking-Prophet, 
and of   Al ī , due to his sacred station as the Legatee; these are two out 
of the four. The other two are an Imam and a Proof in every era. This 
sacred station is necessary. If they — may God bless them — are more 
than two, then it is the fi rst two who are designated [here], and they 
are the Substitutes ( abd ā l ), as God said —  He is Mighty and Sublime: 
 ‘When we substitute one sign ( ā ya) for another. . .’  [Q. 16:101] meaning 
one Imam for another.  108   As for as the Speaking-Messenger and the 
Legatee, their two sacred stations are fi rmly rooted ( th ā bit ā n ) in 
Mu�ammad’s Law ( shar ī  � a ) without substitute ( bi-ghayr badal ) until 
the seventh Speaking-Prophet. This is the indication of the four that 
are from them; it is through them that the Summons of Truth ( da � wat 
al- 	 aqq ) is established ( taq ū m ). As for the three, he said that <‘not 
from among them’ means ‘not from among the People of the House 
( ahl bayt ) of the Messenger — may God bless him’; indeed, the sacred 
station of the Messenger of God is his ‘house’ in the esoteric 
[discourse].>  109   By the ‘three [that are not from among them]’, he 
means  [133]  [they are] among believers ( al-mu 
 min ī n ). They are 
[organized] in three ranks ( mar ā tib ). Indeed, there are many believers, 
but they are [of] only three [types] [divided] into these three ranks: the 
rank of the Gate ( martabat al-b ā b ), who elevates the degrees of the 
believers upon the Imam’s order; the rank of the Summoner ( martabat 
al-d ā  �  ī  ) who summons under the authority of the Gate, thus 
summoning the seekers ( al- �  ā lib ī n ) so that they become believers; the 
rank of the believer ( martabat al-mu 
 min ) by which one enters the 

    107   Wa-yaq ū m bihim   da‘wat al-haqq . I deleted the  w ā w  and attempted to make 
sense of the Arabic which is incorrect here.   

    108  See Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , p. 200 (English trans., p. 68), 
where this verse is similarly interpreted and where the term  abd ā l  appears.   

    109  Mss. A, B:  min ghayrihim yur ī d min ghayr ahl bayt ras ū l All ā h  � all ā  All ā h  � alayhi 
wa-huwa baytuhu f ī ’l-b ā  � in . Strothmann:  min ghayr li-Ll ā h yur ī d min ghayr ahl bayt 
maq ā m ā t al-im ā ma fa-maq ā m ras ū l All ā h  � all ā  All ā h  � alayhi huwa baytuhu f ī ’l-b ā  � in ; 
Corrected to:  min ghayrihim yur ī d min ghayr ahl bayt ras ū l All ā h  � all ā  All ā h  � alayhi 
<fa-maq ā m ras ū l All ā h> huwa baytuhu f ī ’l-b ā  � in .   
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community of the believers ( jumlat al-mu 
 min ī n ), yet without reaching 
the ranks of the Summoner or the Gate. To this rank belong all the 
believers; the Summons of Truth is not established without [this rank]. 
This is an indication confi rming what was previously mentioned 
concerning the sacred station of the Speaking-Prophets and the 
Completer Imams. 

 [Return to the exegesis of Q. 3:7] 

  72.  The  ‘ambiguous [signs]’  [Q. 3:7] are those who have obscured 
( labis ū  ) the Imams; they obscured for the people the fact that they are 
Imams who save their followers. [The ambiguous signs] indicate a way 
(  � ar ī q ) other than the Way (  � ar ī q ) of Truth, and they summon in a 
direction ( qibla ) that God — He is Mighty and Sublime — has not 
appointed and to which He has not ordered to turn. [In the verse, 
God,] says that the ambiguous signs are in the Book because these 
doubters ( al-mushtabih ū n ) are from among the community of 
Mu�ammad the Speaking-Prophet — may God bless him. It is him 
that is meant by the ‘Book’, in the sense of the Speaking-Prophet. All 
those who are from among the people who deviate from truth ( ahl 
al-zaygh  � an al- 	 aqq ) and whose hearts deviate ( z ā ghat ) from the 
knowledge of God — He is Sublime and High — they are the 
adversaries [of   Al ī ] ( ahl al-na � b )  110   — may God curse them. They say 
that Pharaoh, H ā m ā n and Q ā r ū n  111   are in the position ( manzila ) of 
the Prince of the Believers —  peace be upon him — and are not only 
equal to him but are even  [134]  better than him in their opinion. Such 
are the ‘ambiguous signs’ —  may God curse them — for whom the 
knowledge of the truth is dubious ( ishtabaha  � alayhim ): ‘ Satan has 
gained the mastery over them, and caused them to forget God’s 
remembrance. They are Satan’s party, surely they are the losers!’  [Q. 
58:19].  ‘They followed the order of Pharaoh, and the order of Pharaoh 
was not right. He will go before his people on the Day of Resurrection and 
will lead them to the Fire as watering-place’  [Q. 11:97–98] by the sword 
of the Resurrector — peace be upon him.  ‘Hapless is the watering-place 
to which they are led! A curse will follow them in this’  world  ‘and on the 
Day of Resurrection. Hapless is the gift  off ered (to them)’  [Q. 11:98–99]. 

    110  A common designation of   Al ī ’s enemies in a Shi  i context.   
    111  They refer here to Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n; see  Kashf  I, p. 11,  §  22.   
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This means they will be given the curse, that is, the metamorphosis 
( mus ū khiyya ) on the Day the Resurrector rises ( qiy ā m al-q ā  
 im ), [on 
the Day] his Order manifests and his veil is lift ed ( kashf qin ā  � ihi ). This 
is the Day they have been promised and on which they hoped they 
would benefi t from intercession and access to Paradise, [although] 
they had denied and ignored what they were ordered, desisting from it 
and following the Head of the curse ( ra 
 s al-la � na ) — may God curse 
them. They followed what was ambiguous to them [dismissing] the 
Friends of God — peace be upon them.  ‘They disputed falsely to refute 
the’  manifest and sublime  ‘truth’  [Q. 40:5] [in the eyes] of God — He is 
Mighty and Sublime — that is, God’s Friend ( wal ī  ), the Master of the 
Age (  �  ā  	 ib al-zam ā n ) — peace be upon him. And the meaning of: ‘He 
will lead them to the Fire as a watering-place by the sword of the 
Resurrector’ is that, when he manifests — may God bless him — God 
will kill all those who opposed Him by [the Resurrector’s] sword. And 
all those killed by the sword of the Resurrector will end up in the Fire. 

 [Return to the exegesis of Q. 2:197] 

  73.   ‘Whatever you do of good, God knows it’  [Q. 2:197]: he means by the 
abundance of works and eff orts, for no one should  [135]  fall short 
( yuqa �  � ir ) in any of this. Whoever falls short opposes God’s Order — 
He is Mighty and Sublime: ‘ Take provision; but the best provision is piety 
(taqw ā )’  [Q. 2:197]. The provision is the abundance of knowledge and 
the excellence of action, which leads to piety and helps accessing it. No 
one is to spread the teaching of the knowledge of the hidden and safe-
guarded secret ( l ā  yajib li-a 	 ad an yush ī  �  ta � l ī m  � ilm al-sirr al-makn ū n 
al-ma �  ū n ); it contains the healing of the hearts and the life of the 
spirits. This is the ‘best provision’. <Whoever acquires the knowledge 
of the secret must abide by dissimulation until the time when the 
Order is unveiled and manifested.>  112    ‘Be pious to Me, men possessed of 
minds!’  [Q. 2:197], means: ‘Affi  rm My Unicity truly, do not associate 

    112  Ms. A:  man iqtabasahu li-waqt kashf al-amr wa-i � h ā rihi ; ms. B:  wa-min 
al-taqiyya il ā  waqt kashf al-amr wa-i � h ā rihi . I translate the corrected sentence as 
suggested by Strothmann:  man iqtabasa  � ilm al-sirr tajib  � alayhi al-taqiyya il ā  waqt 
kashf al-amr  (to which I added:  wa-i � h ā rihi ). Gh ā lib’s text (p. 123) provides the same 
sentence as Strothmann proposes, which suggests once more that the former 
plagiarized the latter.   
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anything to Me, and worship Me truly’, that is: ‘Obey My Veil ( a �  ī  �  ū  
 	 ij ā b ī  ), for your obedience to him is to worship Me, since he leads you 
to the affi  rmation of My Unicity ( taw 	  ī d ī  ).’  ‘Men possessed of minds!’ : 
‘Men of intellect whom I have <clothed>  113   with My Light, the Subtle 
and Preserved Intellect’ ( al- � aql al-la �  ī f al-ma 	 f ū  �  ).  ‘Haply will you 
prosper’  [Q. 2:189],  114   that is: ‘Haply will you be saved if you do so.’ If 
you do, you will have reached [the goal] and will be attached [to God’s 
Order] ( wa � altum wa-itta � altum ). 

  74.  As for me, I ask God the High, the Sublime, the Great, the 
Elevated in His Friend ( bi-waliyyihi ), the Manifest through His sacred 
form ( al- �  ā hir   f ī  haykalihi ) who speaks ( n ā  � iq ) His wisdom and 
expounds the Mystery of His secret, that He allows me to be attached 
( mutta � il ) to Him, not separated from Him; that my spirit fl ows ( j ā r ī  ) 
in the spirits of His Friends, and that my body is close to theirs. Vie for 
the degrees of the virtuous ( rutab al- �  ā li 	  ī n ) from His worshippers. 
 ‘He is Hearing, Nigh’  [Q. 34:50]. [136]  

 [Exegesis of Q. 3:96–97] 

  75.  Know —  may God guide you ( arshadaka All ā h ) — the meaning of 
God’s words —  He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘The fi rst House laid down 
for the people was at Bakka, as a blessing and a guidance to the universes. 
Therein are clear signs: the sacred station of Abraham. Whosoever enters 
it is in security. Pilgrimage to the House is a duty unto God for the people, 
for him who can fi nd a path thither. As for him who disbelieves, God is 
independent from the universes’  [Q. 3:96–97]. 

  76.  By this, He wanted to make known to His worshippers the fi rst 
House He appointed as a Proof; it is the ancient House ( al-bayt 
al- � at ī q ),  115   preceded by no other and to which no other measures up. 
This is why He — He is Sublime and High– singled it out, saying:  ‘The 
fi rst House laid down for the people’ , that is, appointed ( nu � iba ) for the 
people. Whoever knows it, knows Him, and whoever rejects it, rejects 
Him. The fi rst one is also the last, because the Creator ( al-b ā ri 
  ) 

    113  Mss. A, B:  kasawtuhum  (same root as the ‘cloak’ of the expression  ahl al-kis ā  
  ), 
which I translate. Strothmann and Gh ā lib both read:  hasawtuhum , which does not 
make sense.   

    114  Among other occurrences.   
    115  The traditional name of the Ka  ba.   
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— glory be to His name — made it incumbent upon Himself not to 
change His fi rst Veil (  	 ij ā bahu al-awwal ), nor the edifi ces ( abniya ) 
from which His wisdom manifested, and not to change any of its 
sacred stations ( maq ā m ā t ). ‘He made it incumbent upon Himself’ 
means that He executed His will by His judgment which  ‘nothing can 
repel’  [Q. 13:41]. 

  77.  He said: Your Lord  ‘has written Mercy upon Himself’  [Q. 6:12], 
meaning that He has decreed Mercy for you from Himself. And He 
said — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘Your Lord has decreed that you 
should worship none but Him’  [Q. 17:23]. All of this has one meaning 
( ma � n ā  ). Indeed, the fi rst sacred station of the Creator — He is Mighty 
and Sublime — is the last; just as He started with it, He returns (  �  ā da ) 
with it in all eras. The meaning ( ma � n ā  ) of this is one, and it is the 
Imam in his era and the Speaking-Prophet in his era — peace be upon 
them both. The demonstration of this is that the beginning of the 
Order sent by God with the fi rst of His Messengers is the [same as the] 
one with which the last of them rises ( yaq ū m bihi  ā khiruhum ); it is the 
one about which they will be asked upon the Day of Resurrection 
( yawm al-ba � th ) in the hereaft er, aft er the worldly life.  [137]  

  78.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  said:  ‘You will fi nd no 
substitution (tabd ī l) to God’s tradition (sunna)’  [Q. 33:62], and He said: 
 ‘There is nothing that can change (mubaddil) His words’  [Q. 6:115].  116   
This is an indication to His Order and His wisdom by which He 
establishes ( yuq ī m ) the Messengers and the Imams as <Proofs>  117   for 
His creation, as bringers of glad tidings and of warnings ( mubashshir ī n 
wa-munadhdhir ī n ). The fi rst of His Veils, and the fi rst sacred station in 
which He veiled Himself, was Adam — may God bless him. He sent 
him with His religion, which [consists in] obeying Him, affi  rming His 
Unicity and worshipping Him, acknowledging that He is the one of 
which there is no god but Him and that He has no associates, and that 
He is obeyed by the obedience of those He has elected for the people by 
His Message and His Revelation. The last [of His Veils] is the seventh 
Speaking-Prophet; through this one — may God bless him — He rises 
and summons to Himself. All [the Veils] declare lawful ( yu 	 ill ū n ) what 

    116  Among other occurrences.   
    117  The manuscripts seem to read:   	 ujajan . Gh ā lib (p. 124) reads:   	 ujuban , which 

is also plausible given the focus of the paragraph.   
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God has declared so, announce God’s reward and warn against His 
punishment, and they summon [the people] to worshipping Him. Such 
are God’s Order and religion; He is the beginning and the end ( al-awwal 
wa’l- ā khir ) [of the Order and religion], and everything in-between. 

  79.  It is in this regard that al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said 
that the fi rst Veil in which the Creator — He is Sublime and High —  
veiled Himself is [also] the last one that manifests to His Friends. This 
is indeed the meaning of His words:  ‘He is First and the Last’  [Q. 57:3], 
[for] He is the First of all fi rsts that come aft er His order to the fi rst of 
His creation, and He is the Last aft er all lasts. The Order returns to 
Him entirely ( ilayhi yarja �  al-amr kulluhu ). He is  ‘the Manifest’  ( al- �  ā hir ) 
[Q. 57:3] for all His Prophets, Summoners and Messengers. He is the 
One who manifested them upon His Order. He is  ‘the   Hidden’  ( al-b ā  � in ) 
[Q. 57:3] who hid ( ba � ana ) the things so that they are not known 
except through Him.  ‘He is Knower of all things’  [Q. 57:3] both the great 
and the small from His creation; [He is Knower] of what those who 
summon to Him do not know — may the blessings of God be upon 
them; they are the Messengers and the Imams who summon to Him 
with His permission and guide His worshippers at His Order. He is the 
last thing to appear to His Friends  [138]  and His worshippers at the 
end of His Order, through the action of the last of His Messengers and 
those who accomplish His religion ( al-qaww ā m bi-d ī nihi ). 

 [The ‘Truthful ones’ ( al- sidd ī q ū n )] 

  80.  While the attributes and the names ( al- � if ā t wa’l-asm ā  
  ) may diff er, 
the meaning ( ma � n ā  ) upon which they rest ( q ā  
 im ū n ) is one. [This 
meaning is] the one sent in every age, used by God to call upon the 
people in whom He has perceived sound judgment.  118   They then know 
the Truth, they see with the Perfect Light, they read the Leaf ( al- � a 	  ī fa ) 
[i.e. the Qur’an] and they respond to the Truth (  	 aq ī qa ).  ‘They are with 
those whom God has blessed, the Prophets, the truthful (al- � idd ī q ī n), the 
witnesses (al-shuhad ā  
 )   119    and the virtuous (al- �  ā li 	  ī n). The best of 

    118  Allusion to Q. 4:6:  ‘Test well the orphans, until they reach the age of marrying; 
then, if you perceive in them sound judgment, deliver to them their property, etc.’    

    119  The usual translation of this term is ‘martyr’ (the Greek root of which means, 
in any case, ‘witness’). I chose to translate it as ‘witness’ because of the discussion of the 
term below, in  Kashf  V, p. 142,  §  87.   
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company are they ( 	 asuna ul ā  
 ika raf ī qan)!’  [Q. 4:69], because they are 
the companions ( rufaq ā  
  ) of God’s Friends, each one in his age. [God’s 
Friends] elevate themselves ( yartaq ū n ) and fi nd peace ( yaskun ū n ) 
thanks to them. Have you not heard God’s words — glory be to His 
name — describing the Paradise and its inhabitants, how the universally 
healing and life-giving knowledge ( al- � ilm al-sh ā f ī  li’l-kull wa’l-mu 	 y ī  
li’l-kull ) fl ows ( jar ā  ) [from Paradise]? He said it is  ‘the best of resting-
places ( 	 asunat murtafaqan)’  [Q. 18:31], because it accompanied them 
( r ā faqat bihim ) et was gentle ( rafaqat ) until they responded to Him; it 
is the Proof — peace be upon him.  ‘Those whom God has blessed’  are 
the people of response, acceptance, submission and sincerity ( ahl  
 al-ij ā ba wa’l-ri �  ā  wa’l-tasl ī m wa’l-ikhl ā  �  ). Every time [these people] 
reached a [certain] knowledge, <they referred their ranks to their 
Creator>,  120   they repented so that He knew the merit of their gratitude, 
and they stayed under God’s approval. They then migrated from this 
degree ( rutba ) until they became Prophets and Truthful ones (  � idd ī q ī n ). 

  81.  Among them are those in whom prophecy ( nubuwwa ) was 
combined with truthfulness ( ta � d ī q ); and this is what He said — He is 
Sublime and High —  about those who combine both meanings:  ‘Joseph, 
you truthful one’  [Q. 12:46]. In him are combined  [139]  prophecy 
( nubuwwa ) and truthfulness ( ta � d ī q ), and truthfulness is better ( af � al ) 
than prophecy. [God] — He is Sublime and High —  said about Idr ī s: 
 ‘Idr ī s was a truthful one, a prophet (sidd ī qan nabiyyan), and We raised 
him to a high place’  [Q. 19:56–57]. And He said — may He be blessed 
and exalted:  ‘And Ishmael, he was truthful ( �  ā diq) to his promise. He was 
a Messenger and a Prophet, and he ordered his family to prayer and alms 
giving, and he was acceptable in the sight of his Lord’  [Q. 19:54–55]? 
How clear is this speech for one who has a heart! The truthful one 
 ( �  ā diq)  is the Noble Messenger who spreads [the message] 
( al-muballigh ) and underneath whom rivers fl ow.  121   

  82.  Have you not seen His words:  ‘So travel with your family in a 
part of the night’  [Q. 11:81]? And His words elsewhere:  ‘We saved him 
and his family from the great affl  iction’  [Q. 21:76]. The family of the 

    120  Ms. A:  wa � a �  ū   	 ad ī thahum li-b ā r ī him ; ms. B:  wa- � ana �  ū   	 ud ū dahum   li-b ā r ī him ; 
Strothmann and Gh ā lib:  wa � a �  ū  khud ū dahum li-b ā r ī him . Corrected to:  wa � a �  ū  
 	 ud ū dahum   li-b ā r ī him .   

    121  Cf.  Kashf  V, pp. 119–120,  §  51; pp. 125–126,  §  60.   
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Truthful ones ( al- � idd ī q ī n ) are the Summoners who, under the 
authority [of the Truthful ones], are disseminated ( mutafarriq ū n ) in 
various cities and regions ( al-am �  ā r wa’l-jaz ā  
 ir ); they are the rivers 
fl owing ( al-j ā riya ) from the seas because they have taken [the Truthful 
ones] as family ( ta 
 ahhal ū  bihim ), prepared themselves to the 
Summons, and taken [as guides] those that they have given them. 

  83.  Have you not seen the words of God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘O John! Hold fast the Book. And We gave him wisdom when a 
child’  [Q. 19:12]? This John was a servant from among the servants of 
the fi rst John — peace be upon him. This address falls upon both of 
them. And the meaning of:  ‘Hold fast of the Book’  is to know the 
Speaking Imam ( al-imām al-n ā  � iq ) in every era and every age — peace 
be upon him, as God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  said:  ‘This is Our 
Book, speaking (yan � uq) to you the Truth’  [Q. 45:29] 

  84.  He gave this account about the one who disbelieved the speech 
( al-khi �  ā b ):  [140]   ‘ “Woe to us! How is it with this Book, that it leaves out 
nothing, small or great but it has numbered it?” They will fi nd all their 
works present, and your Lord is not iniquitous to anybody’  [Q. 18:49]. 
Blessed be the One who made things to indicate each other, and made 
them known through each other. How diffi  cult is the way ( al- � ar ī q ) 
and how far without a guide ( dal ī l )! And how close and easy is it with 
the right halt ( al-mawqif al-rash ī d ) and a merciful stopover ( al-mu � arrif 
al-shaf ī q ) the name of which is drawn from one of the Names! It was 
said to him:  ‘You are before our eyes’  [Q. 52:48]. Had he not been before 
their eyes, he would not have been a guide and a Proof to them — so 
peace be upon him! 

  85.  The meaning of His words  ‘Hold fast the Book’  means: ‘Strengthen 
the people of your community ( da � wa ) and, through it, give life to the 
souls of those who know you (  �  ā rif ī ka ) and the people who responded 
to you ( ahl ij ā batika ) because you are God’s blessing ( baraka ) — He is 
Sublime and High —  to them.  ‘And We gave him wisdom when a child’ : 
‘We gave him the knowledge, and he was the youngest of his people, the 
most knowledgeable, the best, the wisest and the most intelligent. So 
We made him a Speaking-Prophet for them, We elevated ( nawwahn ā  ) 
his name and greatly favoured him.’ Blessed be God, the best of creators. 

  86.  This should have illustrated what we have said and intended 
with regard to our doctrine ( madhhab ). We wished to explain the 
meaning of the words ‘Prophets’ and ‘the Truthful ones’. And [God] 
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— He is Sublime and High —  has taught us that He made exceptions out 
of the Truthful ones, and we have found them to be above ( fawq ) the 
Prophets. Yet, it is possible for one to be both a Prophet and a Truthful 
one — the people of Friendship and Response ( ahl al-wal ā ya wa’l-ij ā ba ) 
do not deny this. What [illustration] of this is more abundant than the 
story of Joseph — peace be upon him? [God] made him the Master of 
the sack and of the interpretations (  �  ā  	 ib al-wi �  ā  
  wa’l-faty ā  ),  122    [141]  
from whom the Summoners draw [their knowledge], because he is a 
Sublime Sea and the Imam of his era — peace be upon him — as 
[exemplifi ed] by their words:  ‘Joseph, you truthful one (al-sidd ī q), 
expound to us (aft ina) the seven fat kine’  [Q. 12:46]. God — He is Mighty 
and Sublime — wanted to make him the Master of the Summoners, so 
that they would deem his word true ( yu � addiq ū n qawlahu ), <consult 
him>  123   regarding their aff air ( amrihim ), and take refuge in him, 
because he is the Gate to their [access to] wisdom. 

 [Prophets, ‘Witnesses’ and intermediaries] 

  87.  His words:  ‘They are those whom God have blessed’  [Q. 19:58],  124   
mean the Speaking-Prophets in every era and every age. They are the 
Summoners towards God — He is Mighty and Sublime. They are from 
among those who love the Prophets and the Truthful ones. They are 
named ‘Speaking-Prophets’ because the Imams make them ‘speak’ the 
Summons ( an � aqahum al-a 
 imma bi’l-da � wa ), unlike the other 
believers who are silent ( al-mu 
 min ī n al- �  ā mit ī n ). By this name, they 
are distinguished from the mass of Respondents ( al-mustaj ī b ī n ). Then, 
God — He is Mighty and Sublime — wanted to mention a degree 
( daraja ) superior to the degrees of the Prophets and the Truthful ones, 
present during their ages, and He said:  ‘The witnesses (al-shuhad ā  
 ) are 
with their Lord’  [Q. 57:19]. They are the Messengers who are witnesses 
( shuhad ā  
  ) to God — He is Mighty and High — in all eras, and He 

    122  The ‘sack’ is an allusion to Joseph’s ruse when he placed a stolen object in his 
brother’s sack to keep him from leaving, in Q. 12:76. Joseph is the master of 
interpretations because of his  ta 
 w ī l  of dreams in Q. 12:41 and 12:46.   

    123  Mss. A, B:  wa-yusamm ū nahu . Corrected to:  yastaft  ū nahu , aft er Strothmann’s 
suggestion in n. 2.   

    124  It is possible that the text is in fact an incorrect quotation of Q. 4:69, cited 
above: ‘ They are with those whom God has blessed ’.   
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made them witnesses to His creation ( shuhad ā  
   � al ā  khalqihi ). They are 
the Masters of Laws ( a �  	  ā b al-shar ā  
 i �  ). Have you not seen His words 
— He is Sublime and High:  ‘How then shall it be, when We bring forward 
for every nation a witness (shah ī d), and bring you a witness to these ( � al ā  
h ā  
 ul ā  
  shah ī dan)?’  [Q. 4:41]? As for the Masters of Laws, they are 
God’s witnesses to His creation. The Summoners are under their 
authority. And the Prophets, they are [divided into] Messengers 
( al-mursal ū n ) and Prophets  [142]  that are not Messengers, because 
among God’s Prophets, some are better ( af � al ) than others. Have you 
not seen God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘We have preferred 
(fa �  � aln ā ) some Prophets over others’  [Q. 17:55]? 

  88.  This is the rank ( martaba ) of the Prophets, because their 
Creator arranges ( yurattibuhum ) them according to the merit ( fa � l ) of 
their positions ( man ā zil ) vis- à -vis Him. The choice in this regard 
belongs to the Master of the Law (  �  ā  	  ī b al-shar ī  � a ), who honoured 
them, elevated ( nawwaha ) their names, ordered [people] to obey them 
and forbade [people] to rebel against them. Have you not seen God’s 
words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘He has laid down for you as 
religion that He charged Noah with, and that We have revealed to you, 
and that We charged Abraham, Moses and Jesus: Establish the religion, 
and be not divided therein’  [Q. 42:13]? The ones God talks to are  ‘the 
Messengers of infl exible purpose   ( ū l ū  al- � azm min al-rusul)’  [Q. 46:35]  125  , 
like when He — He is Mighty and Sublime — ordered some of the 
Prophets, saying:  ‘Be patient, just as the Messengers of infl exible purpose 
had patience’  [Q. 46:35]. Those who had the infl exible purpose 
(  � azam ū  ) of pleasing God, they do not fear anyone in the universes 
and infl exibility is bestowed upon them (  � azama bihim ). They devoted 
themselves entirely to their Creator ( inqa � a �  ū  il ā  b ā ri 
 ihim ), they were 
enlightened by His Light and became luminaries ( ma �  ā b ī  	  ) for others, 
and lamps ( suruj ) for whoever imitates them and is guided by their 
guidance, <. . .>  126   — peace be upon them. 

    125  On the   ū l ū  al- � azm  in early Ismaili thought, see D. De Smet, ‘Adam, premier 
proph è te et l é gislateur ? La doctrine chiite des  ul ū  al- � a � m  et la controverse sur la 
p é rennit é  de la   š ar ī  � a ’, in  Le sh ī  � isme im ā mite, quarante ans apr è s. Hommage  à  Etan 
Kohlberg , ed. Mohammad Ali Amir-Moezzi, Meir M. Bar-Asher, Simon Hopkins 
(Turnhout, 2009), pp. 187–202.   

    126  Mss. A, B:  wa-ja � alahum kha �  ā  
 i �  . It is unclear what is meant by this.   
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  89.  Those to whom God speaks without any human intermediary 
( w ā si � a min al-bashar ) nor impediment between Him and them have 
received a great favour and a high  [143]  rank; no one is to claim their 
sacred station, unless he is dead, not alive, as He has said —  He is 
Mighty and Sublime:  ‘They have hearts wherewith they understand not, 
eyes wherewith they see not’  [Q. 7:179]. And He said:  ‘It is not the eyes 
that grow blind, but it is the hearts in the breasts that grow blind’  
[Q. 22:46]. We take refuge in God from blindness and death of the 
heart, and we ask Him for the life of our hearts, for the light of our 
sights and the increase of our insights —  ‘He knows what is hidden in 
the breasts’  [Q. 3:119].  127   Among all mankind, God’s worshippers — 
He is Mighty and Sublime —  are intermediaries ( w ā si � a ) to one another 
between His people and Himself, [each] according to the capacity of 
the ranks [arranged] in degrees  128   — thus, up to the Messenger, who is 
the intermediary between God the Exalted and mankind. No one has 
a rank above [mankind] — except the intermediary between God the 
Exalted and the mediations fl owing unto [the Messenger] ( al-asb ā b 
al-j ā riya ilayhi ), namely the spiritual angels Gabriel and Michael, and 
those whom God has set as an intermediary between Him and His 
Messengers. 

  90.  The evidence for this is God’s words — He is Mighty and 
Sublime —  to His Prophet Mu�ammad, His Messenger to mankind — 
may God bless him:  ‘And ask those of Our Messengers We sent before 
you: Have We appointed, apart from the Merciful, gods to be worshipped?’  
[Q. 43:45]. This means: ‘Ask those of our angels ( mal ā  
 ika ) we sent 
before you, they are Our messengers to the Messengers ( rusulin ā  il ā ’l-
rusul ).’  ‘Have We appointed, apart from the Merciful, gods to be 
worshipped? ’: By this, He means that there is no god but Him, no god to 
be worshipped but Him, and that the angels are subjugated 
( musta � bad ū n ) [to Him] just as mankind is subjugated to God, Lord of 
the universes. Thus, between you, Mu�ammad, and God, there is 
nothing but the subjugated messengers from among the spiritual angels 

    127  Among other occurrences.   
    128  The sentence is convoluted, but the meaning is that the ‘worshippers’, i.e, the 

true believers, are organized in a hierarchy, each degree of which is an intermediary 
between the degree below it, and the one above it. At the top of this ladder stands the 
Messenger, who is the supreme intermediary for all mankind.   
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( al-mal ā  
 ika al-r ū  	  ā niyy ī n ). God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  has 
said indeed:  ‘God chooses   [144]   from the angels   messengers, and from 
mankind’  [Q. 22:75]. His messengers that He has chosen from mankind 
are His messengers to mankind, whereas His messengers that He has 
chosen from the angels are His messengers to the Messengers. These 
are the ones [God] ordered Mu�ammad — may God bless him and his 
family — to interrogate in His words: ‘ And ask those of Our Messengers 
We sent before you’  [Q. 43:45]. It is not His Messengers from the past 
whom God ordered His Prophet to interrogate. 

  91.  God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘It belongs not to any 
mortal that God should speak to him, except by revelation (wa 	  ī ), or from 
behind a veil ( 	 ij ā b), or that He should send a Messenger to reveal what 
He will, with His permission’  [Q. 42:51]. The ‘revelation’ is the word 
( kal ā m ) of God that the angels convey to the Messengers, and by 
which [God] speaks to mankind. Then He said:  ‘Or from behind a veil’ . 
This refers to God’s word ( kal ā m All ā h ) and the esoteric knowledge 
(  � ilm al-b ā  � in ) that the Messenger conveys to the Legatee, because the 
Messenger is a veil between God and the people. The revelation is 
God’s word ( al-tanz ī l kalām All ā h ), and so is the exegesis ( al-ta 
 w ī l ), as 
God said — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘And if any of those who associate 
[something to God] seeks your protection, then grant him protection till 
he hears God’s word (kalam All ā h), then bring him to his place of safety’  
[Q. 9:6]. This is about the revelation ( tanz ī l ), which is God’s word, that 
is, the Qur’an. And the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ) is also God’s word. And His 
words:  ‘Or that He should send a Messenger to reveal what He will, with 
His permission’ , is the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ) that the Legatee conveys to the 
people with God’s permission — may He be exalted — and with His 
Messenger’s permission. This is how [God] speaks to mankind when 
they hear His word with His permission. 

  92.  And the esoteric meaning of God’s words — He is Mighty and 
Sublime —  in this verse: ‘ And if any of   [145]   those who associate 
[something to God] seeks your protection, then grant him protection’  
[Q. 9:6], concerns those who associate [something with God] 
( al-mushrik ī n ) who associated with the Imam chosen by God and His 
Messenger another imam who is calling to the Fire and has not been 
chosen by God, nor by His Messenger. They associated their own 
choice with God’s, and with the following of their passions. ‘ And if any 
of those who associate [something to God] seeks your protection, then 
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grant him protection till he hears God’s word’  [Q. 9:6]: ‘[if] one of those 
who associate [something to God] seeks your protection against the 
misguided ( al- �  ā ll ī n ), grant him the protection of the covenant and 
the alliance ( al- � ahd wa’l-m ī th ā q ).’ It is better to be guided on the ways 
of the truth. This is addressed to the Messenger in his era, and to every 
Imam in every era. He then said:  ‘. . .till he hears God’s word’  regarding 
the exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ).  ‘Then bring him to his place of safety’ : he is to bring 
him to elevate his degree and to free himself from the yoke ( irtif ā  �  
darajatihi wa-fi k ā k ruqbatihi ),  129   until he is safe from misguidance by 
the increase of his certainty and his insight, and he is safe from the 
torment of the Day of Resurrection. Such is God’s word, in both [its] 
exoteric and esoteric [meanings], one part attesting the other ( yashhad 
ba �  � uhu li-ba �  �  ) and one part confi rming another ( wa-yu 
 akkid 
ba �  � uhu ba �  � an ).  130   Everything in [God’s word] is timely and in its 
place. None contradicts the other ( l ā  yanqu �  ba �  � uhu ba �  � an ).  131   

 [Betrayal concealed in the breasts] 

  93.  Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said: ‘The Prophets of God 
are [organized] in degrees ( daraj ā t ) — as God has said: “ We raise up in 
degrees who We will  [Q. 6:83]”.’  ‘Not a leaf falls   [146]   but He knows it’  
[Q. 6:59]. He arranges all that He created according to His wisdom. 
His Creation attests His Order, and His Order attests His Creation, 
 ‘and He has knowledge of everything’  [Q. 6:101]. He sees all things, and 
[particularly] what He established as a Proof to His creation. 

    129  The expression  fi k ā k al-ruqba , lit. ‘liberation of the neck’, comes from Q. 90:13: 
‘The freeing of a slave’ ( fakku raqabatin ). In early Fatimid Ismaili literature, it 
apparently designates a certain stage in the initiation of the ‘believer’ ( mu 
 min ); see e.g. 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin , pp. 47, 186.   

    130  Almost identical sentence in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  al-Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā tin , 
pp. 183–184, where it is the ‘revelation’ ( tanz ī l ) and the ‘exegesis’ ( ta 
 w ī l ) that ‘attest 
and confi rm each other’ ( yashhad kull w ā  	 id minhum ā   � al ā  l-th ā n ī  wa-yu 
 akkiduhu ). 
The sentence of the  Kashf  is ambiguous, since it is possible to understand that it is 
‘God’s word’ that ‘attest and confi rm’ itself, in the sense that it is consistent. The 
testimony of the  Ri �  ā  �   however points towards the idea that it is the   �  ā hir  and the 
 b ā  � in  that ‘attest and confi rm’ each other.   

    131  Same ambiguity as before: it could either be that no part of God’s word does 
contradict another, or that the esoteric meaning and the exoteric meaning do not 
contradict each other.   
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  94.  He has knowledge because He  ‘knows what is hidden in the 
breasts’  [Q. 3:119], and He knows  ‘the treason of the eyes and what the 
breasts conceal’  [Q. 40:19]. The ‘treason [against] the eyes’ refers to 
those who betrayed God, His Messengers and His Friends with both 
their knowledge and their action ( bi- � ilmihim wa- � amalihim ), and 
followed God’s enemies. The ‘eyes’ of God, in His Creation, are the 
Prophets and the Imams — peace be upon them. Whoever betrays 
them has betrayed God, and God knows who has betrayed Him and 
has betrayed His Friends and Messengers. And His words:  ‘. . .and 
what the breasts conceal’ , refer to the knowledge that the breasts of His 
Friends conceal; they do not manifest it to anyone who does not 
deserve it. If they manifest it to someone who deserves it, but then 
substitutes [something else] to it or violates it, and betrays them with 
regard to it, then God knows it. 

  95.  It is about this that God — He is Mighty and Sublime —  said: 
 ‘Do not betray God and the Prophet and do not betray your trusts 
(am ā n ā t)   when you know’  [Q. 8:27]. This is addressed to the believers 
who have become acquainted with ( i �  � ala �  ū  )  132   the secret knowledge 
( makn ū n al- � ilm ). The betrayal of God is to be at variance with what 
pleases Him, both secretly and publicly. The betrayal of His Messenger 
is to disobey his Law and his tradition ( sunna ), and to abandon ( tark ) 
his order and his Legatee. And the betrayal of the trusts is the betrayal 
of the Imams concerning the secrets of their knowledge ( sar ā  
 ir 
 � ul ū mihim ). The betrayal of their knowledge is to show it to someone 
who does not deserve it and to  [147]  dignities (  	 ud ū d ) to which it does 
not belong.  ‘When you know’ , means that you know the dignities of 
religion (  	 ud ū d al-d ī n ) and the rights of the trust (  	 uq ū q al-am ā na ) in 
the hidden [Order] ( f ī ’l-mast ū r ). This is because no one becomes 
acquainted ( ya �  � ali �  ) with the esoteric knowledge (  � ilm al-b ā  � in ) 
without knowing its rights and ranks (  	 uq ū qihi wa- 	 ud ū dihi ), and 
[knowing] that it is an obligation ( w ā jib ) to hide and conceal it ( satrihi 
wa- � iy ā natihi ). The ‘trusts’ ( am ā n ā t ) are the sacred stations of the 
Imams, and they are also the benefi ts [obtained] from their esoteric 
knowledge. And God’s words — He is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘The 

    132  Mss. A, B:   � alam ū  . Strothmann reads:  a � la �  ū  , ‘they have disclosed’, and Gh ā lib 
(p. 131):  i �  � ala �  ū  . The latter reading seems more correct since the same verb is repeated 
a few lines below.   
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treason [against] the eyes’  [Q. 40:19] mean the treason against the Imams 
and the Proofs, because they are God’s eyes over His Creation <. . .>.  133   
And the betrayal of  ‘what the breasts conceal’  [Q. 40:19] means the 
betrayal of the trusts of knowledge benefi ts that are concealed in the 
breasts of the Friends — as He said:  ‘Do not betray your trusts’  [Q. 8:27]. 
There is another meaning to this, namely that God knows the treachery 
concealed in the breasts, even though actions do not manifest it. 

  96.  And there is yet another esoteric meaning to this: the ‘breasts’ 
(  � ud ū r ) are those who emanated (  � adar ū  ) from the Creator to the 
Creation on His order, so that [the Creation] is brought back 
( li-yu � dir ū  ) through them upon  ‘the straight Way (al- � ir ā  �  al-mustaq ī m) ’ 
[Q. 1:6] — that is, the obedience to the Imam — peace be upon him 
— in every era. They are the ‘breasts’ that ‘conceal’ God’s knowledge. 
And God  ‘knows what you conceal and what you publish’  [Q. 27:25]. He 
knows them as well as others. They are the Imams — may God’s 
blessings be upon them all. Among them is the one who keeps silent 
about esoteric wisdom, and who speaks with the exoteric sword 
( al- �  ā mit  � an al- 	 ikma al-b ā  � ina al-n ā  � iq bi’l-sayf al- �  ā hir ), as well as 
the one who keeps silent with the exoteric sword, and who speaks the 
esoteric wisdom — peace be upon them. 

 [The ‘virtuous’ ( al- �  ā li 	  ū n )] 

  97.  We return to the explanation and clarifi cation of pilgrimage, 
which we had intended to give.  134   Since we started [our] explanation 
about the Imams, it is necessary that we take it to its conclusion, with 
God’s assistance and force. We provided an explanation about the 
‘Witnesses’ ( al-shuhad ā  
  ), and we now want to clarify the meaning 
 [148]  of the ‘Virtuous’ ( al- �  ā li 	  ī n ). It is through their virtue (  � al ā  	  ) 
that things and Laws are perfected ( tammat ) and become virtuous 
(  � ala 	 at ). They are the Masters of the perfected Summons ( a �  	  ā b 
al-da � w ā t al-t ā mm ā  ), the Proofs of God to His Creation. They are 
fi rmly rooted in the Prophets and they return to them, they rely on 
them concerning the Order of God that they establish ( q ā m ū  bihi ). 
The ‘Witnesses’ are those whom they made witnesses to their own 

    133   F ī  asb ā b  	 aqqihi : The meaning is unclear.   
    134  In fact, the theme of pilgrimage will not be directly resumed until a few pages 

further, with the lengthy exegesis of Q. 3:96–97.   
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creation in the new creation ( al-khalq al-jad ī d ),  135   and they are the 
Masters of the Summons to the esoteric Truth ( al- 	 aqq al-b ā  � in ). Have 
you not seen His words — He is Mighty and Sublime —  about  ‘those 
who believe and do good deeds   (al- �  ā li 	  ā t)’  [Q. 2:25]?  136   He means that 
it is by them that they established the ‘good deeds’ ( bihim aq ā m ū   
 al- �  ā li 	  ā t ), as when He mentions  ‘the abiding good deeds (al-b ā qiy ā t 
al- �  ā li 	  ā t)’  [Q. 18:46]. He means the Proofs — peace be upon them. As 
for the ‘Virtuous’ ( al- �  ā li 	  ī n ), they were named ‘remembrance’ ( ism 
al-tadhk ī r ),  137   and they became Imams. The ‘good deeds’ ( al- �  ā li 	  ā t ) 
are named ‘Proofs’ because their ranks ( mar ā tib ) are lower than those 
of the Imams — peace be upon them. 

  98.  He then said:  ‘The best of company are they!’  [Q. 4:69].  138   <. . .>  139   
May His Glory be glorifi ed and His Names sanctifi ed, may His Veil 
(  	 ij ā b ) be glorifi ed, and His signs purifi ed ( nuzzihat    ā y ā tuhu ), and 
may His Summoners translate the hidden part of His knowledge and 
the concealed part of His secret ( makn ū n  � ilmihi wa-khaf ī  sirrihi ). We 
ask God for approval and peace ( tasl ī m ); [We ask Him] access [to the 
goal] safe and sound ( f ī  khayr wa- �  ā fi ya ), and [we ask Him] a total, 
perfect and favourable grace, an uncounted gift . 

  99.  The noblest of His names — as He said:  ‘To God belong the most 
beautiful names, so call Him by them’  [Q. 7:180] —  is the Speaking-
Prophet with the sword ( al-n ā  � iq bi’l-sayf  ), the manifest through power 
( al- �  ā hir bi’l-qudra ), the Master of the age, the dome ( qubba ) of the 
times, the source ( ma � din ) of the Qur’an, the interpreter of the Mercy, 
the Gate of God in His Creation, and the intermediary ( w ā si � a ) between 
Him and his noble worshippers; they do not precede him in speech, 
they act at his order, and  [149]  they refer themselves to his power 

    135  The ‘new creation’ refers to the access to the initiatory and esoteric knowledge. 
The expression appears in several other early Fatimid works. Unfortunately, in this 
particular occurrence, the sentence is unclear, and it cannot be determined which, of 
the ‘witnesses’ or the ‘virtuous’, is responsible for the others’ access to initiation.   

    136  Among other occurrences.   
    137  See index s.v.  dhikr .   
    138  This paragraph returns to Q. 4:69 as a conclusion to the long development on 

the ‘Truthful ones’, the ‘Witnesses’ and the ‘Virtuous’ — terms that appeared in this 
verse; see above  Kashf  V, p. 139,  §  80.   

    139   Fa-ab ā na . Something seems to be missing here.   
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( qudra ).  ‘The best of company are they!’  [Q. 4:69]. He is the glorious, best 
name, by which the world is bettered, and the hereaft er is illuminated. 
May God lead us to their destination, may He make us reach what they 
have reached.  ‘He knows what is hidden in the breasts’  [Q. 3:119].  140   

 [Return to the exegesis of exegesis of Q. 3:96–97] 

  100.  We return to the meaning of His words: ‘ The fi rst House laid down 
for the people was at Bakka, as a blessing and a guidance to the universes’  
[Q. 3:96]. The fi rst House that God — may He be exalted — manifested 
is the Message ( al-ris ā la ) and the guide to worshipping by the chosen 
Messenger, that is, Adam — peace be upon him. As for the last House, 
he is the seal of His Message ( kh ā tim al-ris ā la ) and His Proof. He is the 
last House that He has showed to the people, meaning the last Speaking-
Prophet He sent to the people, the seventh Speaking-Prophet. The 
beginning of His Order is [like] the last, there is no change ( tabd ī l ) to 
His Order,  ‘no repelling to His judgement’  [Q. 13:41]. And the ‘people’ 
[here,] are the believers who acknowledge the grace of the seventh, the 
Respondents ( al-mustaj ī b ū n ) to his Summons in every era and every 
age. ‘Bakka’ is the Proof who has reached the full capacity of his function 
( al-b ā ligh i 	 tij ā jahu ), whose word ( kalima ) is complete. He is the 
balance of justice ( m ī z ā n al- � adl ) that the Creator ordered to follow, 
saying:  ‘Weigh with the straight balance (wa-zin ū  bi’l-qis �  ā s al-mustaq ī m)’  
[Q. 17:35], that is: ‘Follow the order of the Proof and do what he says.’ 
He is ‘Bakka’ who makes his enemies weep ( bakkat ), who humiliates 
and curses them. One says: ‘He broke ( abakka )  141   his enemies’, meaning 
that he separated and expelled them. He is the blessing from whom 
comes the guidance, that is, the Summoners.  [150]  

  101.  The ‘universes’ [of Q. 3:96] are the Prophets and Messengers 
in every age and every era, to whom is unveiled the knowledge of the 
Truth (  � ilm   al- 	 aq ī qa ). About them, God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime —  said:  ‘Only those of His worshippers fear God who have 

    140  Inasmuch as the style of this paragraph, with its series of eulogies, is reminiscent 
of a conclusion (compare with the conclusion of the treatise itself ), one may 
hypothesise that this whole passage ( §  80–100) was inserted by either a copyist, a later 
editor of the text, or the author himself. Indeed, the text was then interrupted precisely 
aft er a quotation of Q. 3:96, the interpretation of which will now be resumed.   

    141  Ms. A:  abakka a � d ā h ; ms. B:  innaka a � l ā h . B is clearly incorrect.   
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knowledge’  [Q. 35:28]. They are the ones who were clothed with fear 
( albas ū  al-khishya ). God is feared through them, which means that He 
is known through them and by them. Such is the meaning of:  ‘Only 
those of His worshippers fear God who have knowledge’ . God’s Order 
and Assistance ( ta 
 y ī d ) is within and with them, since He clothed them 
with the fear of Himself, and He made them worshippers who know 
His Mystery ( ghaybahu ), are illuminated by the Light of His guidance 
and are attached to the Light of His ipseity ( inniyya ). The noblest 
among those who know, in the eyes of God — He is Mighty and 
Sublime –, is the one who summons to Him with His permission, the 
source ( ma � din ) of His knowledge, the Completer of the revelation of 
His Messenger ( mutimm wa 	  ī  ras ū lihi ), that is, his Legatee, who is 
meant here, the fi rst of those who know, the Father of fathers, the 
Summoner of Summoners ( d ā  �  ī  al-du �  ā t ). 

  102.  We return to the meaning of God’s words — He is Mighty and 
Sublime:  ‘Therein are clear signs’  [Q. 3:97]. The clear signs are the 
Proofs — peace be upon them — who clarifi ed for the people the 
knowledge of what seemed doubtful to them. They contemplate, 
indicate and summon to God’s knowledge and the sacred station of 
the Master of Truth  [151]  — the symbol ( mathal ) of which is God’s 
House. Such is the sacred station of Abraham ( maq ā m Ibr ā h ī m ). <One 
of his [i.e.   Al ī ’s] Proofs [i.e. Mu�ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr] did with his 
father the same as Abraham who disavowed his father in favour of his 
Creator ( tabarra 
 a il ā  b ā ri 
 ihi ). So did Mu�ammad [b. Ab ī  Bakr] who 
disavowed>  142   his father in favour of God — He is Mighty and Sublime 
— and the Prince of the Believers — may God bless him — following 
what God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said about those who say: 
 ‘We disavow you and what you worship in place of God’  [Q. 60:4]. He is 
the one who disavowed the fi lth and impurity ( al-rijs wa’l-najas )  143   [of] 

    142  The text is corrupted here, and Strothmann leave two lines blank; see his 
footnote 1. In addition to the lack of clarity of the sentence, it seems the copyists have 
confused Mu�ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr and the Prophet Mu�ammad. I have attempted to 
reconstruct an understandable sentence on the basis of the corrupted text of the 
manuscripts.   

    143  Cf.  Kashf  III, p. 53,  §  2, in the opening passage of the Treatise III which 
seems out of place since it deals with the theme of the ‘Houses’, the central one in 
Treatise V.   
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his father — may God curse him, the one who spoke to him and 
scolded him, saying:  ‘Will you take idols for gods? I see you and your folk 
in error manifest’  [Q. 6:74]. He scolded him and forbade him [to 
worship idols], but  ‘he   refused and was arrogant and was one of the 
disbelievers’  [Q. 2:34]. The Creator — He is Sublime and High — 
rewarded [Mu�ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr] by the hand of the Legatee of His 
Messenger in this world, so that his reward in the hereaft er would be 
double. He rewarded him by placing him in the sacred station of the 
Summoner. He ordered to follow his  144   Summons, to enter in his 
allegiance ( al-dukh ū l f ī  bay � atihi ), for whoever enters his Summons 
and responds is in security and fi nds happiness. Indeed, the Creator 
 [152]  — He is Mighty and Sublime — said:  ‘Whosoever enters it is in 
security’  [Q. 3:97]; [he is in security] in the Summons, by entering in his 
Friendship and being attached to it by his guidance. 

  103.  We return to the meaning of the beginning of the words: 
 ‘Pilgrimage to the House is a duty unto God for the people, for him who 
can fi nd a path thither’  [Q. 3:97]. He ordered — He is Sublime and 
High — to follow the Imam — may God’s blessings be upon him; 
whoever chooses him is saved and victorious. The ‘pilgrimage’ is to 
acknowledge the Friend [supported by God] ( al-iqr ā r bi’l-wal ī  
al-ma � m ū d ) — peace be upon him —  ‘for him who can fi nd a path 
thither (man ista �  ā  � a ilayhi sab ī lan ) ’ . The worshippers all have the 
capacity to do so ( isti �  ā  � a ), but they are deprived of the [divine] support 
( tawf ī q ). The path ( sab ī l ) for them is clear; it is the Summoner to God’s 
path — He is Sublime and High. This description applies to the Proof 
of the Imam, and the Legatee of the Messenger, for the Proof is the 
path to the Imam by which the people are summoned to God — He is 
Mighty and Sublime —  as God — He is Mighty and Sublime — said: 
 ‘Say: This is my path. I summon to God (ad �  ū  il ā  All ā h) with insight 
(ba �  ī ra), I and whoever follows me. Glory be to God, I am not among 
those who associate’  [Q. 12:108] to God someone to who He has not 
sent down a power ( sul �  ā n ). They have associated the passions of their 
souls and the choice of their chiefs ( kubar ā  
  ) who led them astray from 
the path with God’s order concerning the Imam — may God’s blessings 
be upon him. In place of the Imam, they placed another who had not 

    144  The text suggests that this refers to Mu�ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr, but in fact, it must 
be   Al ī .   
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been placed there neither by God, nor by His Messenger, someone 
who had no right [to this position] and who does not guide to a  ‘straight 
Way ( � ir ā  �  al-mustaq ī m)’  [Q. 1:6]. God has not placed us among them, 
He is All-powerful over this. The path is obvious and clear, but He has 
laid  ‘veils (akinna) on their hearts so that they understand not, and in 
their ears a deafness. And though you call them to the guidance, yet they 
will not be guided ever’  [Q. 18:57]. How clear is this  [153]  speech for 
one who has a sharp vision! [It means:] do not consider anything that 
He has not ordered, o you who receive [knowledge] ( mustaf ī d ). 

  104.  He then said:  ‘As for him who disbelieves, God is independent 
from the universes’  [Q. 3:97]. Had God — He is Sublime and High — 
not known that they have the capacity ( yasta �  ī  �  ū n ) — since He had 
established the path for them, and had showed them the guide ( dal ī l ) 
— He would not have said to one who opposed His order:  ‘As for him 
who disbelieves’ . Had He not given them the capacity to make the eff ort 
and the sense of desire, He would not have called them ‘unbelievers’ 
( kufr ). He — He is Sublime and High — does not deprive them of their 
guidance ( rushd ) in any way. He [only] hurled at them the name of 
‘disbelief’ ( kufr ) when they opposed His order and abandoned their 
duty ( far �  ) to Him. Then God — He is Mighty and Sublime — showed 
that He  ‘is independent from the universes’ , meaning by this His 
Summoners, from whom He is independent. For He is the one who 
assisted ( a �  ā nahum ) them and enriched them ( aghn ā hum ). He 
entrusted them [with knowledge] ( mallakahum )  145   and reigned 
through them ( malaka bihim ), He made them venerable angels 
( mal ā  
 ika mukarram ī n )  146   and sincere Friends ( awliy ā  
  mukhli �  ī n ). 
May God place us among them and with them, and not cut us off  from 
them.  ‘He is Seeing, Hearing’  [Q. 22:61]. 

    145  This translation is based on the explanation provided in the  Kit ā b al-Rushd 
wa’l-hid ā ya , where it is stated that the Proofs are identifi ed with angels ( mal ā  
 ika ) 
because the Imams have ‘given’ them or ‘entrusted’ ( mallaka ) them with the 
‘knowledge of religion and guidance’; see Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , 
p. 206 (English trans., p. 74).   

    146  On the designation of members of the  da � wa  as angels, see  Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20 
and above, p. 219, n. 24. See also commentary below pp. 413–414.   
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 [Conclusion] 

  105.  We have explained this verse and the explanation of other verses 
has followed. We ask God that He assists us and makes us reach the 
goal, [we ask Him] to be attached to Him, to be able to see Him 
( mu �  ā yanatihi ) and speak to Him without a veil (  	 ij ā b ); He is  ‘Hearing, 
All-knowing’  [Q. 2:181].  147   This means that, during a period of 
concealment ( istit ā r ) of the Imam, the Summoners pray ( yad �  ū n ) God 
that He grants the believers the ability to see Him and to hear His 
word [directly] without the veil of the Summoners and the Proofs — 
for  [154]  they are the veils (  	 ujub ) of the Imam when he conceals 
himself from the sights of the iniquitous.  ‘God is Hearing, All-knowing’  
[Q. 2:224],  148   He hears the prayer ( du �  ā  
  ) of the believers, He knows 
their secrets and the virtue of their intentions. He encompasses every 
‘thing’ by [His] knowledge: the ‘thing’ is [the succession of] the Imams, 
one aft er another — peace be upon them. God’s knowledge 
encompassed them all, and so do His choice ( ikhtiy ā r ) and His Order. 
 ‘He knows all things’  [Q. 2:282],  149   because He knows what He sends 
out to a ‘thing’, that is, to the Imam, before He sends it out; indeed, He 
brought the Imam into existence ( awjada al-im ā m ) and gave him 
sight. He pointed toward him, and without His knowledge of him and 
His will, He would not be ‘independent’.  ‘Blessed be God, the best of 
Creators’  [Q. 23:14] who  ‘created’  [Q. 87:2] the Imams as summoners to 
Him — peace be upon them — and  ‘disposed’  [Q. 87:2] them as guides 
( a 
 imma ) for His worshippers, and a direction ( qibla ) to receive His 
guiding instruction ( li-rash ā dihi ).  ‘He determined and guided (qaddara 
wa-had ā )’  [Q. 87:3]: He determined them as He wished by placing in 
them the wisdom (  	 ikma ) by which they obey, as He said — He is 
Sublime and High: Your Lord  ‘very well knows you when He produced 
you from the earth, and when you were yet unborn in your mothers’ 
wombs; therefore hold not yourselves purifi ed; God knows very him who 
is godfearing’  [Q. 53:32]. From the earth, He gave rise to the Summoners; 
the earth is a symbol ( mathal ) of the Proof.  150    ‘When you were yet 

    147  Among other occurrences.   
    148  Among other occurrences.   
    149  Among other occurrences.   
    150  On this hermeneutical equivalence, see also  Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20; p. 85,  §  76; V, 

p. 101,  §  22.   
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unborn in your mothers’ wombs’  refers to when you were still suckling 
the esoteric’ ( antum ta 	 t al-ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in )  151   and being reared to the 
knowledge ( al-tarbiya bi’l- � ilm ), and you had not yet reached the stage 
where you could eat and speak, that is, the degree ( rutba ) of the 
Summoners who are sent out to [disseminate] the Summons. When 
you reach the degree where you are created — the degree to which you 
were summoned — and where you are created anew ( khuliqtum 
al-khalq al-jad ī d ) — which is the Summons to esoteric knowledge — 
this degree will bring you to the degree of uttering the Summons 
( rutbat al-nu � q bi’l-da � wa ).  ‘Hold not yourselves purifi ed’ , because I am 
the one who will purify you and your work, who will approve your 
rearing. I  [155]  know best who is ‘godfearing’ among you, and I will 
bring him to the highest degree ( rutba ), I will make him a veil, I will 
bestow the power on him, and I will make him the Imam of his era —  
may God bless him and the Imams of His religion; the guidance of the 
worshippers is through them and under their authority. People reach 
their benefi ts through the Summoners of their Imam —  may God’s 
blessings be upon him. 

  106.  May God let us reach our supreme hope and our ultimate 
quest, [may He give us] vision of the Beloved and closeness to the 
intended one, and not cut us from that; indeed, He is Benevolent and 
Generous. 

  107.  The treatise is now complete, with all its explanations, its 
commentaries and its esoteric meanings. Praise be to God, Lord of the 
Universes. May God bless the best of His Creation, His Prophet 
Mu�ammad, and his noble, pure and good family, and may His peace be 
upon them.  ‘God is suffi  cient for us, an excellent Guardian is He’  [Q. 3:173], 
an excellent Master ( mawl ā  ), and an excellent Helper.  [156]   

    151  Note the expression  ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in , which is also the title of another work by 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman.   
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   Treatise V Commentary  

 Treatise V is the longest of the six treatises. Like Treatises I and III, it 
has several editorial and doctrinal layers. In Treatise I, the two layers, 
the ‘proto-Nu � ayri’ layer and its Ismaili reinterpretation, could be 
distinguished with relative ease. Treatise III, on the other hand, is an 
inextricable tangle of pre-Fatimid and Fatimid material — all the more 
inextricable since the typically Fatimid features do not appear clearly 
and the text remains very elusive. Treatise V presents the same 
problems, to which are added the density of the text, as well as its 
complex structure. Indeed, if we admit, following W. Madelung,  152   
that the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is the product of the Fatimid reworking of older 
data, it remains to defi ne the nature and extent of this ‘reworking’: was 
there a pre-existing text that was subsequently glossed, with paragraphs 
added here and deleted there in order to ‘smoothen’ it? Or are we 
dealing with a re-composition of ancient texts to form a new unit, a 
new whole submitted to a coherent general idea? In short, did pre-
Fatimid Ismailism already transmit an ‘epistle on pilgrimage’, or was it 
forged at the beginning of the Fatimid period by gathering pre-Fatimid 
exegeses relating to the theme of pilgrimage? The text appears to be 
made of a combination of traditions and various developments, which 
are ordered, however, with a clear concern for consistency. Yet, this is 
not enough to systematically distinguish the two editorial layers. 

 In any case, from a strictly formal point of view, we can note, as in 
Treatise III, the attribution of several exegeses to the ‘Sage’, which 
suffi  ces to demonstrate that the treatise draws from pre-Fatimid 
sources. With regard to the Fatimid layer, Treatise V is the only one in 
the collection in which characters who are not protagonists of early 

    152  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 52–53.   
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Islam are named. Indeed, the treatise evokes both the predecessor and 
the successor of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  at the head of the  da � wa : 
respectively Mu�ammad b. A � mad  153   and al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h.  154   
This makes it possible to date one of the layers of the treatise from the 
reign of al-Q ā  � im, or that of al-Mahd ī , since al-Q ā  � im already played 
an important role in the Fatimid state shortly aft er its foundation, that 
is, two decades before succeeding his father in 322/934. This layer is in 
any case prior to the reform of the offi  cial genealogy of the Fatimids, 
since Mu�ammad b. A � mad was then dismissed.  155   

 Several other points of the treatise reveal a Fatimid origin. Among 
them, the refutation of antinomianism: just like the desire to keep a 
balance between  ghuluww  and  taq �  ī r ,  156   the emphasis on the 
complementarity of   �  ā hir  and  b ā  � in  undoubtedly represents the 
moderate and offi  cial Ismailism of the Fatimids, as illustrated by 
the works of al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  � am ī d al-D ī n al-Kirm ā n ī  or 
al-Mu � ayyad f ī ’l-D ī n, for instance. 

 Also, the convoluted explanations of the notion of   	 ujja , ‘Proof’, 
although they are diffi  cult to untangle since they refl ect several distinct 
historical phases and doctrines, nevertheless bear the marks of a Fatimid 
reworking. They are rooted in the pre-Fatimid period but have received 
a reinterpretation determined by new circumstances: most likely   Abd 
All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s attempt to establish a dynastic succession following 
the repression of Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’s plot to overthrow the new 
caliph. The challenge, it seems, is to walk a fi ne line and maintain the 
eschatological horizon of the seventh Speaking-Prophet, while justifying 
a continuous Imamate at the same time. The appearance of   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī ’s had to be presented as a signifi cant spiritual event, yet not an 
eschatological one. This nuanced doctrine may explain the vagaries and 
inaccuracies of the text, in particular for terms like that of   	 ujja , which 
should be technical, but is at times inserted into a precise hierarchy, and 
defi ned elsewhere in a very general sense. However, there is a clear 
desire to alleviate the disappointment caused by a manifestation of the 

    153   Kashf  V, p. 99,  §  16.   
    154   Kashf  V, p. 103,  §  25.   
    155  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 100; A. Hamdani and F. De Blois, ‘A 

Re-Examination of al-Mahdi’s letter’, pp. 186 ff .   
    156   Kashf  V, p. 120,  §  52.   
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Imam that does not correspond to the eschatological expectations of 
the pre-Fatimid  da � wa . The passages rejecting antinomianism or those 
explaining that the ‘Imam of the age’ is not a Speaking-Prophet bringing 
a new Law,  157   thus seem to fi t the context of the Kut ā ma messianic 
revolt following Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’s execution. 

 It is through this perspective that we should understand the 
developments on the continuity of ‘God’s Order’, already encountered 
in Treatises I and III. As previously demonstrated, such doctrinal 
elaborations are designed to give the Fatimid Imamate a spiritual 
genealogy going back to Adam. This idea takes here the form of 
exegeses around the notion of ‘House’ or ‘sacred station’ ( maq ā m ), a 
place of divine manifestation of which the Ka  ba is the symbol. 

 Among the elements that seem to be related to a Fatimid context, 
one should also count the passages referring to the organization of the 
 da � wa  and the dissensions within it. Thus, the cursed fi gures of Ibl ī s 
and Pharaoh are presented as former dignitaries of the  da � wa  who 
then betrayed it.  158   We have seen before (in Treatises I and III) how 
the enemies of past Prophets and Imam are used by the Fatimids as 
archetypes of their own enemies. Complex prophetic narratives are 
produced to this eff ect, as attested in other works attributed to Ja  far b. 
Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s, particularly the  Sar ā  
 ir al-nu � aq ā  
  . In the latter 
book’s chapter dedicated to Adam, for instance, this Prophet is 
presented as an initiate, while Ibl ī s is a high-ranking  da � wa  member 
jealous of the favour bestowed on Adam by the Imam. According to D. 
Hollenberg, Adam is a veiled reference to the fi rst Fatimid Im ā m   Abd 
All ā h al-Mahd ī ’ and ‘Ibl ī s is a  mathal  for Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’.  159   
The passages of Treatise V dealing with Pharaoh must likely be 
explained similarly as referring to a political context in which the 
 da � wa  undergoes defections and betrayals. In fact, it is probable that 
they refer to the same crisis as the chapter on Adam in the  Sar ā  
 ir . 

 The long exegesis of ‘obscenity, immorality and dispute’ from which 
the ‘believers’, that is to say the ‘Summoners’, must refrain,  160   appears 

    157   Kashf  V, p. 100,  §  19; p. 103,  §  26.   
    158   Kashf  V, p. 125,  §  60; p. 129,  §  67.   
    159  See e.g. D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur 
  ā n , p. 88, and pp. 85–91 for an overview 

of this chapter of the  Sar ā  
 ir al-nu � aq ā  
  .   
    160   Kashf  V, pp. 121–125,  §  §  54–59.   
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as a series of instructions to members of the  da � wa . These instructions 
could have been addressed to their recipients during the pre-Fatimid 
period of clandestinity, but several elements that can be identifi ed as 
Fatimid are intertwined there: such is the case of the term  taq �  ī r , 
defi ned as the adherence to the exoteric without the esoteric, which is 
the usual ‘esoteric’ defi nition, as well as to the esoteric without the 
exoteric, which is more in line with the ‘juridical’ turn in Fatimid 
thought.  161   The insistence on the necessary coexistence of the esoteric 
and the exoteric is both a Fatimid mark and an element of anti- ghul ā t  
polemics — maybe even anti-Qarma 
 ian. This passage illustrates how 
various layers from diff erent origins are superimposed on top of each 
other: it seems that, in the pre-Fatimid Ismaili tradition, there existed 
a particular exegesis of ‘obscenity, immorality and dispute’, as indicated 
by the attribution of interpretations of ‘obscenity’ and ‘immorality’ to 
the ‘Sage’.  162   This pre-Fatimid exegesis would thus constitute an 
intermediate stage between, on the one hand, an earlier Shi  i 
identifi cation of these three elements with Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and 
  Uthm ā n, in the vein of the pre-Buwayhid exegeses,  163   and, on the 
other hand, the interpretation found in Treatise V, which is the result 
of a Fatimid synthesis. While it is possible here to identify each of these 
layers, thanks to clues such as the explicit mention of ‘Sage’, the 
characteristic type of interpretations of the pre-Buwayhid ‘school of 
exegesis’, or the ‘moderate’ defi nition of  taq �  ī r , this is not always the 
case in the rest of the treatise: the developments on the respective roles 
of the Imam and the Proof are particularly diffi  cult to make sense of. 

 Now, although the treatise in its fi nal composition is Fatimid, it is also 
steeped in doctrines and concepts related to  ghuluww . It indeed contains 
some elements of the technical vocabulary of the Nu � ayri or proto-
Nu � ayri tradition, although they are not always the same as those found 
in Treatises I and III. Among the most notable terms, we must fi rst 
mention the developments on the   � Ayn , which are part of ancient Shi  i 
speculations on the   � Ayn - M ī m - S ī n  triad. It seems that pre-Fatimid 
Ismailism held its own doctrines in this regard, since one of the 

    161   Kashf  V, p. 122,  §  55.   
    162   Kashf  V, p. 121,  §  54; p. 123,  §  57.   
    163  See  Kashf  V, p. 125,  §  59.   
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evocations of   � Ayn  is attributed to the ‘Sage’.  164   The  F ā  
  , which here 
corresponds to F ā  
 ima and the   	 ujja , is less common in Shi  i literature, 
but it does appear in a work from the  ghul ā t  tradition, the  Kit ā b al- � ujub 
wa’l-anw ā r , by Mu�ammad b. Sin ā n.  165   The Treatise also mentions a 
‘veil’ (  	 ij ā b ) on numerous occasions, and thereby designates a person 
elected by God and endowed with a particular spiritual role;  166   this 
recalls the speculations of several currents linked to  ghuluww . Twice, an 
exegesis evoking such a ‘veil’ is attributed to the ‘Sage’.  167   Finally, the 
term  ma � n ā   appears in a sense close to the one it assumes in Nu � ayrism; 
in one of these occurrences, the text mentions ‘the one whose Meaning 
( ma � n ā  ) has manifested’.  168   In another occurrence, the ‘Meaning’ is said 
to have a variety of attributes and names.  169   As for the ‘names’ themselves, 
they are the divine Names and they are identifi ed with the dignitaries of 
the esoteric hierarchy, which recalls the speculations of the  ghul ā t , but 
also the Twelver Shi  i   	 ad ī th  collections.  170   

 In summary, Treatise V presents a strange picture where the 
technical terms implying the most ‘exaggerating’ doctrines (in 
particular metempsychosis, which is the corollary of the speculations 
on the  ma � n ā   and the plurality of names) stand alongside the fi rmest 
declarations of the complementarity of the  b ā  � in  and the   �  ā hir . 

 As mentioned before, the general theme of the treatise is apparently 
that of pilgrimage. Indeed, in spite of several digressions, the treatise is 
built around a series of verses in relation to pilgrimage. Yet, in addition 
to the digressions just mentioned, there are long passages that bear no 
connection to the theme of pilgrimage whatsoever. Among them, the 
passages dealing with Pharaoh and his people; the latter are identifi ed 

    164   Kashf  V, p. 102,  §  23.   
    165  See M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , p. 160, n. 113.   
    166  See esp,  Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  14; p. 99,  §  18; p. 103,  §  26; p. 105,  §  27; p. 106,  §  29; 

p. 107,  §  31; p. 110,  §  34; p. 112,  §  40; p. 115,  §  44; p. 136,  §  73; p. 137,  §  76; p. 138, 
 §  §  78–79; pp. 154–155,  §  104.   

    167   Kashf  V, p. 112,  §  40; p. 138,  §  79.   
    168   Kashf  V, p. 108,  §  31.   
    169   Kashf  V, p. 139,  §  80.   
    170  See e.g. M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 115–116 (English trans.:  Divine 

Guide , pp. 44–45); idem,  La Religion discr è te , p. 96 (English trans.,  Spirituality of Shi � i 
Islam , p. 113), where ‘the Names Most Beautiful’ from Q. 7:180 are identifi ed with the 
Imams (based on  Tafs ī r al- � Ayy ā sh ī   and al-Kulayn ī ’s  Raw � at al-K ā f ī  ).   
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with the enemies of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, but, in fact, they refer to enemies 
of the  da � wa  contemporary of the composition of the treatise.  171   Then 
follows an exegesis of Egypt as a symbol of the Imam and the esoteric 
knowledge,  172   the exegesis of Q. 3:7 on the clear and ambiguous 
verses.  173   The text then briefl y returns to the ‘Veils’ and the ‘Houses’, 
before engaging in a quite long development which, again, has nothing 
to do with pilgrimage, but rather deals with the role and rank of the 
Prophets, the benefi ts for those who follow them, the necessity of their 
mediation, the necessity of the  b ā  � in  as a fulfi lment of the   �  ā hir , and, 
fi nally, a warning against betraying the  am ā na . This passage also 
contains an explanation of three categories of sacred persons: the 
‘truthful ones’, the ‘witnesses’ and the ‘virtuous ones’.  174   

 These long passages, which form nearly one third of the treatise, 
may seem off -topic at fi rst sight, but they are in fact signifi cant as they 
deliver the true intention of Treatise V. Indeed, the latter is not so 
much a simple exegesis of pilgrimage as such as it is a plea in favour of 
the representatives of the  da � wa , from the Summoners to the Speaking-
Prophets, through the Completer Imams and the Gates. The whole 
treatise deals fundamentally with the question of  mediation , which is 
moreover explicitly mentioned using the term  was ī  � a , pl.  was ā  
 i �   
(‘intermediary’).  175   It is about the salvation one can hope to reach 
when embarking on Noah’s Ark, in the Ka  ba, in the Imam and his 
representatives, who are the true ‘houses’ of God. 

 However, the theme of pilgrimage itself is not trivial, and it is no 
coincidence that this is where we fi nd passages refuting antinomianism. 
Indeed, pilgrimage is one of the pillars of Islam, and its treatment in an 
Ismaili context falls within the debates on the esoteric meaning of the 
Islamic religious obligations; should these obligations be observed 
once one knows their secret meaning, the ‘person’ of which they are 
the symbols, or once the seventh Speaking-Prophet has appeared? The 
tendency of the  ghul ā t  to interpret religious obligations as symbols of 
the Imam or other ‘sacred stations’ conceived of as intercessors, indeed 
paves the way to antinomian conceptions. Thus, the treatise rests on 

    171   Kashf  V, pp. 125–127,  §  §  60–63.   
    172   Kashf  V, pp. 128–129,  §  §  64–66.   
    173   Kashf  V, pp. 130–133,  §  §  68–70; pp. 134–135,  §  72.   
    174   Kashf  V, pp. 137–150,  §  §  77–99.   
    175   Kashf  V, pp. 106,  §  29; pp. 143–144,  §  89; p. 149,  §  99.   
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an ambiguity insofar as it values the knowledge of the representatives 
of God (the Imam, the Proof and the subordinate ranks) as the true 
meaning of pilgrimage and the heart of the faith, and yet denies on 
several occasions the antinomian consequences that other groups 
have drawn from similar premises. 

   1. The Imam and his Proof, the  �Ayn  and the  Fā�   

   i. The Proof in Shi  i Islam  
 All religious thought is confronted with the question of the divine 
presence in the human world. How is it possible to connect realities 
that are so radically and essentially diff erent? Unless one is to renounce 
absolutely any kind of link between the two worlds, which would cut 
short the very possibility of religious experience, there must necessarily 
be some entity which plays the mediating role and thus connects what 
would otherwise be irreparably separated. It remains to defi ne the 
nature of this mediation, the way in which God makes himself present 
to men. In a monotheistic context, and particularly in the case of Islam 
and its uncompromising monotheism, the problem is to preserve 
divine transcendence, while maintaining the possibility of a relationship 
between man and God. Indeed, if there is only transcendence, 
humanity is abandoned to its fate, and faith is but an abstraction. But 
on the other hand, if one conceives of the divine presence in an overly 
determined form, then divine transcendence is undermined. 

 A large part of the Shi  i debates on the role and nature of the Imam 
are attempts to address this theological problem. As the mediation 
between God and humans, the Imam must have a touch of humanity, 
since the very concept of mediation is to provide the absolute 
transcendence of God with a ‘face’. Yet, he must also be divine, for if he 
had absolutely nothing in common with divinity, he could in no way 
represent it in the eyes of men. The problem, therefore, is to defi ne this 
divinity: in what capacity is the Imam divine? In what sense is he God? 
Several possibilities exist: a theology of incarnation, like in offi  cial 
Christianity, implies that God takes body. In Islam, however, the general 
tendency was to lean towards the notion of theophany:  176   the sacred 

    176  On this concept in Islam, see S. Ayada,  L’Islam des th é ophanies, Une religion  à  
l’ é preuve de l’art  (Paris,  2010 ).   
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mediator between humans and God is a  manifestation  of the latter, 
rather than God Himself taking a physical form. As Henry Corbin 
states: ‘If Imamology was confronted with the same problems as 
Christology, it always tended to fi nd solutions which, although rejected 
by offi  cial Christianity, were nevertheless close to gnostic conceptions.’  177   
The Imam is an epiphanic fi gure, which avoids both enclosing God in a 
incommunicable transcendence that does not  appear  (the Imam being 
a ‘ locus  of appearance’,  ma � har ), and identifying with God one who can 
only be a man, even if his humanity is sometimes endowed with 
supernatural characters or if it is considered only as a ‘veil’ (  	 ij ā b ), a 
‘shirt’ ( qam ī s ) or an ‘envelope’ ( ghil ā f  ). The Islamic theological search 
for a balanced position between  tashb ī h  and  ta �  �  ī l , that is, between 
anthropomorphism and agnosticism, between attributing worldly 
qualities to God and preserving His absolute transcendence, thus has 
bearings on Imamology. 

 The problem of the divine and mediating nature of the Imam is 
related to the debates on the possibility or impossibility of seeing God, 
and on the meaning of such a ‘vision’. In short, it is a question of 
knowing to what extent seeing the Imam is seeing God. The early 
Imami corpus, which echoes these debates, is full of ambiguous 
formulations identifying the vision of the Imam and that of God. This 
ambiguity was largely exploited by the  ghul ā t . Yet, in institutionalized 
Shi  ism, these formulations were generally attenuated by distinguishing 
the ‘vision by the heart’ from ocular vision.  178   Incidentally, one can 
wonder whether these attenuations were not added as a response to 
 ghul ā t  claims. 

    177  H. Corbin,  History of Islamic Philosophy  (London and New York, 2001), 
p. 48.   

    178  On the ‘vision by the heart’ in Imami literature, see the chapter dedicated to 
this question in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 112–145 (English trans.:  Divine 
Guide , pp. 44–55). See also idem, ‘ Al-Durr al- � am ī n  attribu é   à  Ra � ab al-Burs ī ’, 
pp. 226–229; and for the modern period, idem,  La Religion discr è te , Ch. 10: ‘Visions 
d’im â ms en mystique duod é cimaine moderne et contemporaine’, pp. 253–276 
(English trans.:  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , Ch. 10: ‘Visions of the Imams in Modern and 
Contemporary Twelver Mysticism’, pp. 339–374). See also O. Ghaemmaghami, 
 Encounters with the Hidden Imam , passim.   
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 Whatever may be the case, there is a large literature on the vision of 
God and its nature, one of the most famous texts in this regard being 
  Al ī ’s response to someone who asks him whether he has seen his Lord: 
‘Beware, I would not worship a God that I would not see’, and specifi es: 
‘Beware, eyes do not see Him, but it is the hearts which see Him, by the 
truths of faith.’  179   Elsewhere, a   	 ad ī th  reported from Ja  far al- �  ā diq 
poses the problem in a particularly clear manner: when asked about 
the possibility of seeing God on the Day of Resurrection, the Imam 
fi rst answers that the believers had already seen Him before that, when 
He asked them, ‘Am I not your Lord?’, and they replied, ‘Yes!’.  180   Then, 
aft er an hour of silence, the Imam declares: ‘The believers already see 
Him in this world before the Day of Resurrection; don’t you see Him 
right now?’ ‘May I serve you as a ransom, can I report this from you?’ 
‘No, says the Imam, because if you do, a denier ignorant of the meaning 
of your words will deny them; he will take it for anthropomorphism 
( tashb ī h ) and will fall into unbelief ( kafara ). Vision with the heart is 
diff erent from vision with the eye. Exalted be God beyond what the 
anthropomorphists and heretics attribute to him.’  181   

 This   	 ad ī th  is remarkable in several respects. It contains an 
ambiguous statement, namely that to see the Imam is to see God, which 
opens the way to anthropomorphic doctrines hardly compatible with 
‘orthodox’ Islam. But, through an exegesis of this assertion, the shocking 
literal meaning is converted into a symbolic doctrine: the Imam is not 
physically God. It is therefore not the ocular vision which is vision of 
God, but the vision by the heart which is ‘the vision of the Imam of 
Light of whom the ontological Imam is the archetype and the historical 
Imam is the manifestation available to the senses’.  182   Yet, despite this 
exegesis, which, in a way, saves the ‘orthodoxy’ of the literal formulation, 
 taqiyya  remains necessary, in case the letter was transmitted and 

    179  Al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  k. al-taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b f ī  ib �  ā l al-ru 
 ya , pp. 97–98, no. 6; Ibn 
B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  8, p. 109, no. 6. See also M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide 
divin , p. 123 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 47); idem, ‘ Al-Durr al- � am ī n  attribu é   à  
Ra � ab al-Burs ī ’, p. 228.   

    180  With reference to Q. 7:172.   
    181  Ibn B ā bawayh,  Kit ā b al-Taw 	  ī d ,  b ā b  8, p. 117, no. 20. See also M.A. Amir-

Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 141, n. 277 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 180–181, n. 277).   
    182  M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 143 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , p. 55).   
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received without the spirit, the exoteric without the esoteric — or more 
exactly, the esoteric without the esoteric of the esoteric, since one can 
suppose that the statement ‘to see the Imam is to see God’ already 
constitutes an esoteric teaching. The danger mentioned in the   	 ad ī th  is 
that of a misunderstanding leading to a rejection of Shi  ism and an 
accusation of infi delity. But there is another danger, which consists in 
accepting the literal meaning of the utterance and admitting the 
possibility of a vision of God with one’s eyes, by identifying the latter 
and the Imam. It seems that certain  ghul ā t  circles have adopted this 
view which was later rejected in Twelver Shi  i teachings. 

 The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  illustrates such a view in a discreet   	 ad ī th  at the 
end of Treatise I which is also attributed to Ja  far al- �  ā diq and yet states 
exactly the opposite of what is found in Twelver Shi  i   	 ad ī th  collections: 
there, the Imam declares indeed that the Prophet Mu�ammad saw his 
Lord ‘twice: with his heart ( bi-qalbihi ) and with his eyes ( bi-ba � arihi )’.  183   
This is reminiscent of texts like those of the Nu � ayri theologian 
al- � abar ā n ī  who dedicates a chapter of his  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif  to ‘knowing 
God in [this] existence and through ocular vision’ ( ma � rifat All ā h bi’l-
wuj ū d wa’l-mu �  ā yana ). He reports several   	 ad ī th s in which the Imam 
is expressly identifi ed with God, without the theoretical precaution of 
the ‘vision by the heart’ found in the Twelver collections. Furthermore, 
the reference to the ‘heart’ is explicitly rejected in a   	 ad ī th  attributed to 
Ja  far al- �  ā diq: ‘He who claims to know God by the imaginary 
representation of hearts ( tawahhum al-qul ū b ) is a polytheist ( mushrik ).’ 
In another   	 ad ī th  attributed to the same Imam, we read: ‘He who 
claims to have an invisible God has no Lord, and he who claims to 
have an unknowable God is from the party of the Satan of satans’; and 
further: ‘He who seeks the God who is present in His creation ( man 
ar ā da   All ā h al-mawj ū d f ī  khalqi-hi ), and has neither opponent nor 
equal, I am Him’.  184   Another  had ī th  clearly links the need to know 
God by vision to the rejection of agnosticism: ‘It is an attribute of the 
Sage to be worshiped as an apparent existing being ( mawj ū d  �  ā hir ), 
because the one who is absent is not seen, and it can then be doubted 
that he is anything at all.’  185   It is clear that, in al- � abar ā n ī ’s eyes, the 

    183   Kashf  I, p. 39,  §  81.   
    184  Al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , pp. 54–55.   
    185  Ibid., p. 55.   
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matter is not so much to maintain a balance between presence and 
absence of God, between anthropomorphism and agnosticism, as it is 
to ensure the presence of God in this world — the term  wuj ū d  used 
several times refers to a earthly and manifested existence. 

 The   	 ad ī th  in Treatise I thus relates to a tradition of  ghuluww  that it 
must have in common with Nu � ayrism. This deserves all the more 
attention as Q. 6:103:  ‘The eyes attain Him not’ , appears twice in the 
collection, each time in   	 ad ī th s affi  rming strict  taw 	  ī d  and found in 
Twelver Shi  i   	 ad ī th  collections.  186   The treatment of the problem of 
the vision of God in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , that is, the fact that it contains 
contradictory data in this regard, is characteristic of the  Kashf ’s general 
oscillation between  ghul ā t  doctrines (or traces of such doctrines) and 
more ‘moderate’ options. 

 It was necessary to provide an overview of these premises before 
approaching the meanings of the term   	 ujja , ‘Proof’ or ‘Argument’, 
one of the titles of the Imam in early Shi  ism which expresses his 
mediating role. Indeed, this notion concentrates the problems which 
have just been mentioned since the   	 ujja  is the Proof of God, in the 
sense that he is a sign of God intended for men and by which God 
addresses them. But the   	 ujja  is also the one towards whom mankind 
turns to reach the inaccessible, the one who makes the invisible visible. 
The notion of   	 ujja  implies that of mediation. In the chapter entitled 
‘ Kit ā b al- 	 ujja ’ in his  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , the traditionist al-Kulayn ī  reports a 
  	 ad ī th  stating that ‘the earth can never be empty of a   	 ujja ’ and if there 
were only two people left  on earth, one of them would be the   	 ujja . 
The Imam is presented as a ‘Pillar of the universe’.  187   In the previous 
chapter, dedicated to the oneness of God ( taw 	  ī d ), it appears that the 
corollary to the absolute transcendence of God is His accessibility 
through His Names and Attributes, which are manifested in the 
Imams. This is where the ontological necessity of the   	 ujja  in Shi  i 
thought originates. The Proof is therefore always an intermediary who 
makes present an absent entity, who represents it, and who makes it 
knowable. According to a   	 ad ī th  attributed to  � usayn, knowledge of 
God is ‘for the people of every age, the knowledge of the imam to 

    186   Kashf  II, p. 44,  §  14; IV, p. 90,  §  3.   
    187  On this chapter of the  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , see the recent partial translation and 

commentary by M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Preuve de Dieu.    
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whom they owe obedience’;  188   the necessity of knowing the Imam is 
indeed predicated on his status as the Proof of God and his Messenger. 

 This general conception was shared by Ismailism throughout its 
history, and is actually at the core of the spiritual legitimacy of the 
 da � wa  hierarchy. Indeed, devotion to the Imam is a consequence of 
pure  taw 	  ī d : God is both hidden in essence and apparent through His 
Names, that is, the Imams. As we have seen here on numerous 
occasions, a great part of the Ismaili originality vis- à -vis other Shi  i 
currents consists in the extension of the Imam’s spiritual prestige to 
the members of the  da � wa  — obviously, the higher the rank, the higher 
the prestige. Therefore, in Ismaili context, the corollary of  taw 	  ī d  is 
not only the representation of God by the Imam, but also the 
representation of the Imam by his representatives.  189    

   ii. The Proof in Ismailism and in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf   
 While the term   	 ujja  in Twelver Shi  i Islam is exclusively reserved for 
the Imam, it has been used with diff erent meanings in other currents, 
like many other terms designating the Imam. When we briefl y touched 
on J ā bir b.  � ayy ā n’s  Kit ā b al-Khams ī n   190  and its list of dignitaries of the 
esoteric hierarchy, we found that there existed in ancient Shi  ism a 
common pool of doctrines and concepts from which diff erent currents 
drew, each adapting a pre-existing vocabulary to its needs. This is the 
case for terms such as   	 ujja ,  b ā b ,  naq ī b ,  naj ī b , etc. that we fi nd at the 
beginning of Treatise I,  191   which, depending on the case, are either 
synonymous or designate diff erent ranks. An example of the variety of 
meanings one term can convey was examined above when comparing 
the meaning of  yat ī m  in diff erent contexts. The term   	 ujja  as it appears 
in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  presents a similar polysemy, sometimes within 
the same treatise, or even within the same passage. While it may be 
applied to the Imam or the Legatee, it also designates at times the rank 
of the hierarchy immediately below that of the Imam. 

    188  Quoted in M.A. Amir-Moezz,  Guide divin , p. 117 (English trans.:  Divine Guide , 
p. 45).   

    189  See e.g. Ibr ā h ī m b. al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al-walad , Ch. 1, pp. 8–31, esp. 
p. 11: ‘The affi  rmation of God’s oneness is to know His ranks’ ( taw 	  ī duhu ma � rifat 
 	 ud ū dihi ).   

    190  See commentary of  Kashf  III, pp. 277–279.   
    191   Kashf  I, p. 3,  §  3.   
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 To provide an idea of       the polysemy of this type of term within the 
 Kit ā b al-Kashf , one can consider the example of the word ‘Gate’ ( b ā b ): 
it is sometimes cited as a degree of the esoteric hierarchy immediately 
below that of the Proof, and higher than that of the Summoners,  192   or 
at least as a hierarchical degree, even if its exact role and level are not 
clear.  193   But it also appears as a synonym for ‘Proof’, whether it applies 
to the Legatee,  194   or has a very general meaning based on the principle 
that ‘it is not possible to access the house except through its door 
( b ā b )’;  195   in the latter sense, each level of the hierarchy is the Gate of a 
higher degree relative to a lower degree.  196   It can also be one of the 
names specifi cally given to the Proof of the Imam.  197   

 M.G.S. Hodgson is therefore entirely justifi ed in trying to unify the 
polysemy of the term   	 ujja  — comparable to that of  b ā b , except that its 
use has more decisive implications in the  Kashf  — in Ismailism, when 
explaining that it designates ‘any fi gure in a religious hierarchy through 
whom an inaccessible higher fi gure became accessible to those 
below’.  198   This very broad defi nition makes it possible to account for 
the diversity of applications of the term in Ismaili texts. The author of 
Treatise III also seems to give it a defi nition of this type when, with 
regard to the Proofs, Salm ā n, al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr, he states: 

  ‘They are the Proofs of the Legatee, and the Legatee is the Proof 
of the Messenger, and the Messenger is the Proof of God; all 
these Proofs are for the worshippers, in this world and in the 
hereaft er.’  199    

 Thus, in the same sentence, the word ‘Proof’ appears in the technical 
sense which makes it a representative of the Imam, and in the general 
sense that the Proof is what makes an absent person present. In the 

    192   Kashf  I, p. 3,  §  3; III, p. 87,  §  71; V, p. 102,  §  24; p. 120,  §  51; p. 128,  §  65; 
pp. 133–134,  §  71; VI, p. 165,  §  19; p. 167,  §  23; p. 170,  §  29; p. 178,  §  41.   

    193   Kashf  I, p. 7,  §  12; p. 9,  §  18; p. 10,  §  20; V, p. 112,  §  40.   
    194   Kashf  I, p. 14,  §  28; III, p. 67,  §  32; p. 86,  §  70; VI, p. 162,  §  12.   
    195   Kashf  V, p. 105,  §  27.   
    196   Kashf  I, p. 3, § 3; V, p. 109,  §  33.   
    197   Kashf  III, p. 64,  §  24; pp. 70–72,  §  §  36–39; V, p. 120,  §  52.   
    198  M.G.S. Hodgson, ‘ � u djdj a: in S h i  i terminology’,  EI2 .   
    199   Kashf  III, p. 70,  §  44.   
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‘absence’ of God, the Messenger is the Proof; in the absence of the 
Messenger, it is the Imam, and in the absence of the Imam, it is his 
representatives who are the Proofs in the technical sense of the term. 
As Hodgson says, the Proof is above all a sort of emanation from a 
higher authority; he is essentially an intermediary which draws his 
power and rank from a higher level from which he derives the 
knowledge and guidance with which he provides the lower levels. 
From there, several more precise meanings are possible. 

 W. Madelung points out three main meanings of   	 ujja  in 
Ismailism:  200   1) the fi rst is the one we discussed previously and 
corresponds to the classic Shi  i conception: since the earth cannot be 
devoid of a Proof of God, this function is, in the absence of a Prophet, 
devolved to the Imam. Here, W. Madelung quotes the  Kit ā b al-Kashf : 
‘In every era, there is a Proof of God, whether it is a messenger Prophet 
or a chosen Imam.’  201   2) According to the second meaning,   	 ujja  
designates the degree of the esoteric hierarchy of the  da � wa  that 
immediately follows that of the Imam; there are then several Proofs, 
each one in charge of a region — theoretically twelve   	 ujaj  for twelve 
provinces (sing.  jaz ī ra ).  202   3) Finally, according to the last sense, the 
  	 ujja  is the designated successor of the Speaking-Prophet or the Imam 
before the latter’s death. ‘Proof’ thus refers to   Al ī  during the Prophet’s 
lifetime, and upon the latter’s death,   Al ī  becomes an Imam. 

 The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  on several occasions mentions Proofs in the 
plural, within expressions such as ‘the Proofs and the Summoners’, 
‘the Proofs, the Gates and the Summoners’,  203   or simply ‘the Proofs’ 
without situating them in relation to other hierarchical degrees.  204   In 
the singular, Proof refers either to the Legatee, that is to say to   Al ī  and 

    200  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 61–63.   
    201   Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25.   
    202  See esp. W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 63, n. 117. See also al-Nawbakht ī ,  Firaq 

al-sh ī  � a , p. 63; al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , p. 84, where this division into twelve regions, each 
entrusted to a Proof, is attributed to the Qarmatians. This notion is widely found in 
Ismaili literature; see e.g. al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Tu 	 fat al-mustaj ī b ī n , p. 18.   

    203   Kashf  I, p. 25,  §  54; p. 27,  §  59; III, p. 87,  §  71; V, p. 102,  § 24; pp. 119–120,  §  51; 
p. 128,  §  65; p. 154,  §  106; VI, p. 171,  § 30; pp. 177–178,  §  §  40–41.   

    204  Esp.  Kashf  III ,  p. 53,  §  2; p. 58,  §  13; p. 70,  §  36; V, p. 95,  §  8; p. 118,  §  48; p. 149, 
 §  98; VI, p. 169,  §  27; p. 170,  §  29.   
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to his counterparts in previous cycles,  205   to any representative of God, 
without precise determination of his rank in the hierarchy,  206   or to the 
most important hierarchical degree aft er the Imam. If ‘Proof’ is 
understood in the technical sense, that is to say as the degree which 
immediately follows that of the Imam, there is apparently a distinction 
to be made according to whether the term is used in the plural or in 
the singular. In the latter case, we would be dealing with the person 
whom Treatise V calls the  F ā  
  , that is, a Proof who is evidently superior 
to other Proofs. 

 The fi rst mention of the Proof in Treatise V concerns Mu � ammad 
b. Ab ī  Bakr, ‘Proof among the Proofs of the Prince of the Believers’,  207   
which corresponds to the idea that the Imam has several Proofs. A few 
pages further, a completely diff erent vision is set out: the Proof is 
assimilated to Eve, Noah’s Ark, the Ka  ba, Joshua, and Mary, Jesus’s 
mother,  208   who, although this is not explicitly stated and these elements 
are not presented in this order, must respectively be the Proofs of 
Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus. 

 First, it should be noted that there is some discrepancy between 
some of the Proofs mentioned here and elsewhere in the collection: in 
Treatise I, it was Seth who was the Proof of Adam,  209   while Shem, 
Ishmael, Joshua and Simon were respectively the ‘Gates’ and the 
‘Proofs’ of Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus. Yet, previously, Aaron 
had been identifi ed as the Legatee of Moses.  210   Having noted this 
diff erence, H. Halm proposed a table in which he noted for each 
Speaking-prophet his enemy, his Legatee and his Proof, based on data 
from Treatise I.  211   However, such a table rests on the idea that Treatise 
I presents a coherent and unifi ed doctrine, and that the passage where 
Aaron is the Legatee of Moses belongs to the same layer as the one 

    205   Kashf  I, p. 14,  §  29; II p. 46,  §  17; III, p. 55,  §  7; p. 60,  §  18; p. 75,  §  44; V, p. 125, 
 §  59.   

    206   Kashf  V, p. 137,  §  76, and p. 150,  §  100, where the seventh Speaking-Prophet is 
also a Proof.   

    207   Kashf  V, p. 95,  §  8.   
    208   Kashf  V, pp. 97–98,  §  §  12–14.   
    209   Kashf  I, p. 14,  §  28.   
    210   Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25.   
    211  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , pp. 27–28.   
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where Joshua is his Proof. Yet, if this were really the case, and if it were 
necessary to diff erentiate the Legatee from the Proof of the Speaking-
Prophet in Treatise I, Ishmael or Simon would not appear there both 
as Proofs and as Legatees.  212   The distinction between Proof and 
Legatee therefore probably does not need to be in Treatise I; on the 
other hand, it does makes sense in Treatise V and in its strange 
enumeration of Proofs. 

 There, it is said in particular that ‘the knowledge of the Staff  to which 
Moses resorted’ came to him from Joshua. Mary, for her part, was 
‘pointing toward [Jesus] before anyone else ’.  213   Should we understand 
that the Proof precedes the Speaking-Prophet and that the latter takes 
part of his investiture from his Proof? This aspect seems present, but it 
is not the main one, because Eve does not precede Adam, nor the Ark, 
Noah. In addition, the text then adds that the Proof in question 
corresponds, at the time of the ‘sixth Adam’, Mu�ammad, to his 
daughter F ā  
 ima, the latter being the ‘veil’ of her father;  214   obviously, 
F ā  
 ima does not precede her father either. It therefore seems that the 
role of the Proof is mainly a mediating one: ‘Through the Proof, you 
are connected to the sublime   � Ayn , who is the Imam.’  215   

 However, the text reveals an inconsistency. Indeed, the ‘sublime 
 F ā  
  ’, which designates F ā  
 ima, has the role of ‘breathing spirit’ into 
people to ‘renew’ them.  216   As the rest of the text indicates, this breathed 
life is of course an allusion to the Christic power to give life, and it is 
here interpreted as ‘projecting the esoteric knowledge onto the exoteric 
knowledge’ and ‘giving life to those who are dead from ignorance’. But 
these explanations come when the text is speaking of   Al ī , and no 
longer of F ā  
 ima. It is likely that this inconsistency is due to the 
interpenetration of two separate layers. It may be suspected that the 
entire passage on the Ka  ba and the analogous realities in diff erent 
eras belongs to an ancient layer, perhaps stemming from the  ghul ā t  
— as suggested by the use of the fi rst letter of F ā  
 ima’s name, the  F ā  
  , 

    212   Kashf  I, pp. 12, 14,  §  §  25, 28.   
    213   Kashf  V, p. 97,  §  §  12–13.   
    214   Kashf  V, pp. 97–98,  §  14.   
    215   Kashf  V, p. 97,  §  13.   
    216   Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  14.   
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to make it a kind of archetype.  217   On the other hand, the idea that ‘any 
body without spirit is dead, [just as] any work that is not accompanied 
by knowledge is a body without spirit’,  218   rests on well-attested Ismaili 
symbolism.  219   

 The paragraph ends with the sentence: ‘The Proof, in our era, is our 
master ( sayyid ) and our shaykh, and the master of every believer, man 
and woman.’  220   It is therefore a question of attributing to this Proof, 
visibly the head of the  da � wa , the ability to ‘resurrect the dead of 
ignorance’ by the esoteric knowledge of which he is the master. What 
follows, however, would seem to belong to a later layer of the text, as 
W. Madelung suggests.  221   This is the famous passage concerning the 
predecessor of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī : 

  ‘We fi nd an illustration of this in Imam Mu � ammad b. A � mad’s 
time — may his peace be upon us — since he started by concealing 
his identity in order to preserve his secret from hypocrites ( li’l-
taqiyya min al-mun ā fi q ī n ). He presented himself as the Proof 
who guides towards the Imam, while, in fact, he was guiding 
towards himself. No one knew this, except a small number 
among the elite of his Summoners.’  222    

 We witness here an attempt to put an ancient doctrine at the service of 
the justifi cation of the Imamate of Salamiyya, and therefore, at the 
service of the legitimacy of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī . As Madelung states, 
and as we recalled earlier, this gloss must be dated to the beginnings of 
the Fatimid period, at a time when Mu�ammad b. A � mad was still 

    217  As noted above, p. 388, the  F ā  
   appears in at least one text of the  ghul ā t  
tradition, the  Kit ā b al- � ujub wa’l-anw ā r  by Mu � ammad b. Sin ā n; see M. Asatryan, 
 Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , p. 160, n. 113. The  F ā  
   corresponds there to one 
of the fi ve prayers, just like the ‘Veil’ (Mu�ammad),  � asan,  � usayn and Mu � assin. On 
Mu � assin, the child F ā  
 ima allegedly bore and lost aft er   Umar hit her, see L. 
Massignon, ‘Al-Mu � assin b.   Al ī ’,  EI2 ; H. Halm,  Die islamische Gnosis , p. 387, n. 689; 
M. Asatryan, ‘Mo k ammesa’,  EIr .   

    218   Kashf  V, p. 98,  §  15.   
    219  See e.g. Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , p. 205 (English trans., p. 73), 

where the ‘death of ignorance’ ( mawt al-juhl ) is also mentioned.   
    220   Kashf  V, pp. 98–99,  §  16.   
    221  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 55.   
    222   Kashf  V, p. 99,  §  16.   
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counted in the lineage of the hidden Imams of Salamiyya: it corresponds 
indeed to the statements of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  in his letter to the 
Ismaili community of Yemen, where he explains that his predecessor 
at the head of the  da � wa  was his uncle and that his name was 
Mu � ammad b. A � mad.  223   The latter would then be removed from the 
list of the hidden Imams. 

 The inconsistencies which then arise are largely due to such 
untimely attempts to reconfi gure older texts in favour of the Fatimid 
Imam. Thus, the doctrine of the  F ā  
   and the   � Ayn  — two distinct 
notions which, in the pre-Fatimid  da � wa , referred to the duality of the 
Proof and the one he represented, the expected hidden Imam — is 
used to justify the possibility that the Proof can become an Imam, that 
is to say to justify   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s claim to be the Imam himself, 
and not only a Proof operating in the name of an Imam to come. As 
we will see, it may also have been used to justify the Imamate of   Abd 
All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s successor, who was considered a Proof before his 
access to power (i.e. during his father’s lifetime). 

 The following pages still seem to mix elements from diff erent 
periods. Indeed, aft er the gloss on Mu � ammad b. A � mad, the text 
returns to the Proof and to the Ka  ba. On the one hand, the Proof is 
apparently identifi ed with the silent Imam, and therefore is not a 
degree distinct from that of the Imam. The silent Imam is presented as 
the ‘Master of the esoteric’ who prepares the coming of the Speaking-
Prophet, and he is called the ‘veil’ and the ‘Proof’:  224   ‘Whoever connects 
with the Imam, Master of the Esoteric, will be safe from the Speaking-
Prophet’s sword and vengeance when he appears.’  225   The silent Imam 
is thus turned towards the Speaking-Prophet to come, but he also 
leads ‘towards the Law of the Speaking-Prophet who preceded him’.  226   
This is what the concept of  F ā  
   — which had previously been presented 
as a ‘veil’ — would refer to. 

    223  H.F. Hamdani,  On the Genealogy of Fatimid Caliphs , pp. 10–11 of the Arabic 
text; A. Hamdani and F. De Blois, ‘A Re-examination of al-Mahd ī ’s Letter’, p. 176; 
W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 55–56.   

    224   Kashf  V, p. 99,  §  18.   
    225  Ibid.   
    226   Kashf  V, p. 100,  §  19.   
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 On the other hand, the text explains that God ‘made the Proof an 
Imam who applies the Law and indicates the Speaking-Prophet’, then 
that ‘the Speaking-Prophet is a silent Imam before becoming a 
Speaking Imam’.  227   How are we to understand that the Imam who 
applies the  shar ī  � a  ‘indicates the Speaking-Prophet’? Does this mean 
that the role of the Proof, identifi ed with the silent Imam, is to represent 
the Law of the previous Speaking-Prophet? The other question that 
arises when reading these two lines is due to their apparent 
contradiction: if the Imam indicates the Speaking-Prophet, then they 
must be two distinct characters. Yet, ‘the Speaking-Prophet is a silent 
Imam before becoming a Speaking Imam’ implies that the silent Imam 
and the Speaking-Prophet are the same person. Should we understand 
that the term ‘Imam’ in fact applies to two diff erent persons? We would 
thus have on the one hand, ‘the Imam who applies the Law and 
indicates the Speaking-Prophet’, and, on the other hand, the ‘silent 
Imam’ who is to become the Speaking-Prophet. This is the most logical 
explanation, but the text does not clearly express this idea. In any case, 
it seems to justify two successive changes in rank: from Proof to Imam, 
and from Imam to Speaking-Prophet. 

 As for the  F ā  
  , it is identifi ed with the silent Imam who ‘does not 
speak a new Law’.  228   With reference to the grammatical conjunction 
 fa-,  ‘then’ or ‘so’, in the sentence: ‘God commands me ( ya 
 murun ī  ), 
 and so , I act’, the  F ā  
   is presented as the dignitary who obeys the divine 
order, as well as the one to whom obedience is due. 

 There then follows a passage, inserted here and devoted to ‘creation 
anew’ ( al-khalq al-jad ī d ) — a concept with eminently eschatological 
resonances, but defi ned here in the continuity of the previous 
developments on the resurrection of the ‘dead of ignorance’ through 
‘knowledge of the esoteric’. The fi gure of Ab ū  Dharr reappears  229   and 
is presented as a Proof who ‘inseminates’ ( dhara 
 a ) the world, using 
the same pun on his name as in Treatise III.  230   The approach here 
seems to be the same as in the passage from Treatise III where Salm ā n, 
al-Miqd ā d and Ab ū  Dharr were presented as Proofs; it is a question of 

    227   Kashf  V, p. 99,  §  17.   
    228   Kashf  V, p. 100,  §  19.   
    229   Kashf  V, p. 100,  §  22.   
    230   Kashf  III, p. 70,  §  38.   
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extending their prestige to whoever, at the time of the composition of 
the text, presented himself as a Proof. Here, it is no longer question of 
the Imam or the Speaking-Prophet. This passage should most probably 
be dated from the pre-Fatimid period, that is, when the management 
of the  da � wa  was devolved to the Proof. But again, the probable pre-
Fatimid origin of this passage does not prevent it from having been 
re-used in Fatimid context. 

  ‘The Call (a � h ā n) to the Great Pilgrimage’  is then interpreted as that 
of the Speaking-Prophet,  231   which must be understood as an allusion 
to the Imam and the  da � wa ’s role as a ‘muezzin’, an announcer of the 
coming of the Speaking-Prophet, as is more fully explained a few 
pages later. The verse:  ‘Proclaim (adhdhin) the pilgrimage among 
mankind’ , means: ‘Establish an Imam amongst the people so that he 
summons to the Speaking-Prophet.’  232   The entire passage thus deals 
with the role of the  da � wa  in preparing the coming of the 
Speaking-Prophet. 

 The ‘Great Pilgrimage’, however, is also identifi ed with the ‘sublime 
  � Ayn ’: ‘The   � Ayn  is the sublime end, the End of all ends. This is an 
indication about the Creator who created all things by His Order; He 
originated all things, and to His Order all things return.’  233   While the 
  � Ayn  had previously  234   been identifi ed with the Imam, it seems that 
here it designates less a person than a principle. This principle is, 
moreover, the one who ‘manifests Himself to His Friends in seventy 
sacred forms’,  235   which correspond to the various Messengers, Imams 
and dignitaries of the Order of God, that is to say, to the ‘Houses’, a 
theme discussed at length aft erwards.  236   Behind this meaning of   � Ayn  
looms the idea of       the appearance of a single ‘Meaning’ ( ma � n ā  ) under 
a multiplicity of forms, as is explicitly affi  rmed further on in the 
treatise: ‘While the attributes and the names may diff er, the meaning 
( al-ma � n ā  ) upon which they rest is one.’  237   And elsewhere, in a passage 

    231   Kashf  V, pp. 101–102,  §  23.   
    232   Kashf  V, pp. 110–111,  §  36.   
    233   Kashf  V, p. 102,  §  23.   
    234   Kashf  V, p. 97,  §  13.   
    235   Kashf  V, p. 102,  §  24.   
    236   Kashf  V, pp. 104–110,  §  §  27–35.   
    237   Kashf  V, p. 139,  §  80.   
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that we have already pointed out: ‘Each  q ā  
 im  in his era is the name by 
which God is called in this era’,  238   the Names of God being ‘the guided 
Imams and the Messengers He has chosen’. The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  here 
seems dependent on a conception of the   � Ayn  comparable to the one 
found in Nu � ayrism, at least insofar as the   � Ayn  is a  ma � n ā   which 
manifests in several forms. 

 It may seem that, in attempting to identify the respective roles of the 
pre-Fatimid Imam,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  and his successor al-Q ā  � im 
bi-Amr All ā h, we are digressing here from what concerns the 
relationship between the Proof, the Imam and the Speaking-Prophet. 
In fact, it is the data relating to the beginnings of the history of the 
Fatimid dynasty which divert part of the elements composing the text 
from their original concerns and meanings. The author of the treatise 
thus graft ed onto the theory of the   � Ayn  and the  F ā  
   considerations 
aimed at legitimising the Fatimid Caliphate. Initially, the  F ā  
   must 
therefore have been a Proof, a ‘veil’ — in the sense indicated above, 
which assimilates it to Noah’s Ark, Joshua, Mary and F ā  
 ima — 
beckoning to the   � Ayn , that is, towards the Resurrector and seventh 
Speaking-Prophet, as this passage indicates: 

  ‘[The age of the seventh Speaking-Prophet] is the Seal of ages; he 
is the most sublime of [God’s] agents ( asb ā b ) and the mightiest, 
the sublime   � Ayn . The   � Ayn  is mentioned here because it is the 
End of all ends. Through [the   � Ayn ] the Creator of glorious might 
is indicated — the attributes of creation do not reach Him.’  239    

 Although the   � Ayn  appears through all the representatives of God, it 
appears to the highest degree in the last Speaking-Prophet, who is the 
end point of the succession of forms taken on by the   � Ayn . The duality 
of the  F ā  
   and the   � Ayn  as developed in pre-Fatimid Ismailism probably 
drew from the concepts which, in Nu � ayrism, would give birth to the 
tripartition   	 ij ā b / ism / ma � n ā  , Veil/Name/Meaning, except that pre-
Fatimid Ismailism seems to have fused the   	 ij ā b  and the  ism  into a 
single concept, that of the  F ā  
  . Aft er the advent of the Fatimids, 
the   � Ayn  and the  F ā  
   were apparently identifi ed with the Imam and the 
Proof, respectively, before seemingly being abandoned, since these 

    238   Kashf  V, p. 109,  §  33.   
    239   Kashf  V, p. 103,  §  26.   
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concepts are not to be found elsewhere in Fatimid literature, and 
reappear only in  � ayyib ī  works.  240   

 The identity of the historical persons to whom these terms have 
been applied remains to be determined. The commentaries on the 
‘Call to the Great Pilgrimage’ from Q. 9:3, provide guidance in this 
regard. Insofar as the Great Pilgrimage had been identifi ed with the 
  � Ayn ,  241   we can consider that the Call corresponds to the  F ā  
  . Aft er the 
interlude on the seventy forms,  242   the text returns to Q. 9:3: 

  ‘The Call is an indication of the one who makes people know their 
term and their direction; he is the glorifi ed Imam in his era, and he 
is Mu�ammad, our lord and master, the Bearer of the sword 
( al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf  ) — peace be upon him –, and the Speaker ( n ā  � iq ), 
for his era and his age, of the exoteric Summons to the Truth; he is 
the Bearer of the sword ( al-q ā  
 im bi’ l-sayf  ) of the Summons. This 
attribute corresponds to the Imam al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h 
Mu�ammad Ab ū  al-Q ā sim — may God’s blessings be upon him.’  243    

 According to W. Madelung,  244   followed in this by H. Halm,  245   this 
passage was originally written with reference to Mu � ammad b. A � mad 
(here: ‘Mu � ammad the Bearer of the Sword’), who had hoped to 
declare himself Imam but could not complete his project; it was 
therefore his nephew,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , who managed to do so. 
The part that mentions al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h would thus be a late 
Fatimid gloss, seeking to update the identifi cation of ‘the Speaker of 
the exoteric Summons to the Truth’. It is noteworthy that the term 
 n ā  � iq , ‘Speaking-Prophet’, seems to have a here a meaning less strict 
than the one it usually bears in Ismaili prophetology; like the expression 
 al-q ā  
 im bi’l-sayf ,  246   it seems stripped of its eschatological meaning. 

    240  See e.g. Ibr ā h ī m b. al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al-walad , pp. 179, 189, 195, 
197; Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n,  Zahr al-ma �  ā n ī  , p. 216, and esp. p. 217, where the passage of 
 Kashf  V, pp. 103–104,  §  §  26–27, mentioning the sublime   � Ayn i s quoted, and thus 
glossed: ‘The sublime   � Ayn  is the First Intellect.’   

    241   Kashf  V, p. 102,  §  23.   
    242   Kashf  V, p. 102–103,  §  24.   
    243   Kashf  V, p. 103,  §  25.   
    244  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, pp. 56–57.   
    245  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , pp. 26, 37.   
    246  See commentary of  Kashf  III, pp. 293–298.   
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The Speaking-Prophet is no longer the one who brings a new  shar ī  � a , 
but simply the Imam who openly appears as such, and is therefore no 
longer ‘silent’. He is the one who takes charge, not only of the 
dissemination of esoteric knowledge to initiates, but also of ‘the 
exoteric Summons’. This less strict sense of  n ā  � iq  could thus be in line 
with the passage discussed above according to which ‘the Speaking-
Prophet is a silent Imam before becoming a Speaking Imam’.  247   

 It is only about fi ft een pages further that a long passage  248   allows us 
to better understand the actual meaning of the   � Ayn  and the  F ā  
  , within 
an interpretation of Q. 2:197:  ‘The pilgrimage is in months well-known’ . 
The ‘months well-known’ are fi rst identifi ed with the Proofs, while the 
pilgrimage is ‘the knowledge of the Imam in every era and every 
age’.  249   The use of the term ‘Proof’ in the plural is here in line with the 
notion that Proofs are representatives of the Imam in the provinces. 
On the following page, however, the ‘months well-known (. . .) 
correspond to the twelve zodiac signs; they are the twelve chiefs 
( naq ī b )’,  250   while the term   	 ujja  is used in a completely diff erent sense 
since the text speaks of ‘the Supreme Proof ( al- 	 ujja al-kubr ā  ) who is 
next to [hold] the sacred station of the Imamate, aft er the Imam of his 
era — peace be upon him. He is the one designated as the sublime 
 F ā  
  ’.  251   It is likely that there are two layers here, corresponding to the 
two defi nitions of ‘months well-known’, and therefore to the two 
defi nitions of   	 ujja . 

 The second layer, which makes the   	 ujja  the successor of the Imam, 
was noted by W. Madelung who refers to this passage from the  Kashf .  252   
He also refers to two other passages, taken from Treatise III: 

  ‘  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib was Mu�ammad’s Proof, and an Imam to his 
community aft er [Mu�ammad’s death]. With   Al ī  is the esoteric 
aspect of Mu�ammad’s religion, just as with every Proof is the 
esoteric aspect of the knowledge of the Imam of his age.’  253   

    247   Kashf  V, p. 99,  §  17.   
    248   Kashf V,  pp. 117– 121,  §  §  47–53.   
    249   Kashf  V, p. 118,  §  47.   
    250   Kashf  V, p. 119,  §  50.   
    251  Ibid.   
    252  W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 62.   
    253   Kashf  III, p. 55,  §  7.   
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 ‘The Proof is the Master of the esoteric (  �  ā  	 ib al-b ā  � in ); 
therefore, they do not urge to feed the Proof, which is the exegesis 
( ta 
 w ī l ).  254   By this, Mu�ammad — may God bless him — 
indicated   Al ī , who was his Proof in his era. And the Proof of a 
given Imam is the Master of exegesis (  �  ā  	 ib al-ta 
 w ī l ) in his era.’  255    

 In supporting the idea that the   	 ujja  is the name of the Imam designated 
for succession before the death of his predecessor, the fi rst passage is 
more convincing than the second. And both remain too allusive to 
positively ground this defi nition of the Proof. In fact, apart from the 
passage of Treatise V I just mentioned, the most convincing passage 
that W. Madelung points out in this regard is taken from the  Kit ā b 
al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya : 

  ‘The Proof becomes an Imam aft er his Imam, and before the 
Imam who succeeds him. The Imam who succeeds him is his 
Proof before becoming an Imam in turn.’  256    

 Insofar as it is generally accepted that this work is from the pre-Fatimid 
period, the passages from the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  with a similar orientation 
must be so as well. Another sentence from the same passage of Treatise 
V clearly implies that the Proof is the heir to the Imamate, when it is 
said that the Proof is the one whom ‘the Book’, i.e. the Imam, ‘invites’.  257   
The rest of the text puts the Proof in charge of the organization and 
command of the  da � wa : he is thus ‘the one who arranges the Gates and 
the Summoners, and he is the gatherer of all the ranks. All [ranks] 
beneath him refer to him.’  258   He is also the necessary intermediary 
between the lower levels and the Imam: ‘One cannot access the rank of 
the Imam unless it is through that of the Proof.’  259   

    254  While the Qur’anic verse means that the poor person is not fed, the 
interpretation provided here understands the genitive in the opposite way: the feeding 
(  � a �  ā m ) is not what is given to the  misk ī n , but what the latter provides.   

    255   Kashf  III, p. 60,  §  18.   
    256  Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , p. 201 (English trans., p. 69).   
    257   Kashf  V, p. 119,  §  51.   
    258   Kashf  V, p. 120,  §  51.   
    259  Ibid.   
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 The importance of the Proof in these lines is compatible with the 
pre-Fatimid conception of the  da � wa , where the Proof was the supreme 
authority. However, it can be suspected that, in the  Kashf , these lines 
actually apply to al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h. In our commentary on 
Treatise III, we noted the passage stating that ‘the Imam guides to the 
Imam aft er him (. . .) It is in this sense that the Imams guide on a 
 ‘straight Way’ ; this means that each one of them guides [people] to an 
Imam he establishes’.  260   Such emphasis put on the succession of 
Imams, rather than on the representation of the Imam by the Proof, 
better matches the situation of the Fatimid Imam during the reign of 
  Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , aft er the latter offi  cially appointed the future 
al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h as his successor and entrusted him with the 
highest responsibilities of the state. This would also explain why we 
move from the ‘twelve Proofs’ to the ‘twelve Governors’, the title of 
Proof then being mainly, if not exclusively, used to designate the new 
strongman of the Fatimid State. 

 The investiture of al-Q ā  � im is said to have taken place during the 
year 912, in the wake of a revolt that he was charged to suppress. The 
investiture of a successor did not go without reservations; it was indeed 
a delicate matter for the Mahd ī , an eschatological fi gure, to lay the 
foundations of a dynastic power. It is thus possible that these political 
events prompted the author of Treatise V to remobilise — to the 
benefi t of another kind of Proof — the old pre-Fatimid texts that 
valued the notion of a Proof representing a hidden and awaited Imam, 
thus taking advantage of the homonymy of two very diff erent realities. 
As we will see further, other elements of the treatise seem to indicate 
that the Fatimid composition of Treatise V is to be dated from this key 
moment of the early Fatimid caliphate   

   2. The rejection of antinomianism  

 The Ismaili application of the idea that ‘religion is knowledge of men’ 
( al-d ī n ma � rifat al-rij ā l ),  261   which goes hand in hand with the 
‘personalized commentary’, consists in extending this question of 

    260   Kashf  V, p. 119,  §  49.   
    261  See above, pp. 14 ff .   
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persons to the dignitaries of its esoteric hierarchy. While the classic 
Shi  i personalized commentaries identify Qur’anic elements with   Al ī  
b. Ab ī   �  ā lib and other protagonists from the early days of Islam, be 
they friends or enemies of   Al ī , the  Kashf  provides several illustrations 
of the fact that these elements are understood as references to the 
Imam in general — and not only to   Al ī  — as well as to Proofs, 
Summoners, and other ranks of the  da � wa  hierarchy. The Ismailism of 
the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is here dependent on the Shi  i tradition in the broad 
sense, but also on the tradition of the  ghul ā t  who claimed special status 
for certain disciples of the Imams as ‘Gates’ ( abw ā b ). This ‘knowledge 
of persons’, which was at the heart of  ghul ā t  doctrines, was closely 
connected to allegorical interpretations of religious prescriptions, and 
therefore to the question of antinomianism. Indeed, in Ja  far al- �  ā diq’s 
letter where we fi nd the statement that ‘religion is knowledge of men’, 
Ja  far emphasizes that although religion is indeed such a personalized 
knowledge, this should not prompt the faithful to abandon the 
performance of the Islamic rituals. It is noteworthy that this very letter 
was partially reproduced by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n in a chapter of his 
 Da �  ā  
 im al-Isl ā m  dedicated to the refutation of the the  ghul ā t  and their 
antinomianism.  262   This illustrates the fact that antinomianism was 
considered an immediate threat to Fatimid rule, especially since 
al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n mentions in this chapter the execution of several 
antinomian members of the  da � wa  by the fi rst Fatimid caliph.  263   

 According to heresiological accounts, the Kha 
  
  ā biyya professed 
licentious teachings, substituting ‘knowledge of the persons’ for the 
actual observance of religious prescriptions that symbolise them. It 
could be argued that heresiological data should be taken with caution, 
but they are at least partially confi rmed by several  ghul ā t  texts. It is 
likely that heresiologists have exaggerated the antinomianism of 
certain sects, systematically deducing it from their allegorical 
interpretation of the works. Indeed, making compulsory prayer a 
symbol of the Imam must not necessarily lead one to abandon the 

    262  Compare al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-daraj ā t , pp. 939–941, 945–946, and 
al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Da �  ā  
 im al-Isl ā m , vol. 1, pp. 51–53 (English trans.:  The Pillars of 
Islam , vol. 1, pp. 67–70).   

    263  Al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Da �  ā  
 im al-Isl ā m , vol. 1, p. 54 (English trans.:  The Pillars 
of Islam , vol. 1, pp. 71–72).   
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actual performance of prayer, or to consider that once the Imam is 
known, one could freely perform ‘immoral’ acts, as the heresiologists 
claim. It is true that the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , for example, affi  rms 
that ‘he who knows this esoteric is exempt from the accomplishment 
of the exoteric’ ( saqa � a  � anhu  � amal al- �  ā hir ).  264   But it is unclear how 
far this exemption could go, and to what extent it necessarily went 
hand in hand with allegorical interpretation. 

 In any case, it is clear that  ghul ā t  sources are teeming with this type 
of esoteric interpretation of the religious prescriptions of Islam such as 
prayer, almsgiving, fasting and pilgrimage. The  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-
a � illa  thus affi  rms that: ‘Prayer is the Prince of the Believers, and 
almsgiving is knowing him’ — statements that are also found in 
Treatise I of the  Kashf  where prayer corresponds to the Imam, and 
almsgiving is interpreted as the acknowledgement of the Imam, since 
to pay the  zak ā t  to the legitimate Imam is to recognise him as such.  265   
In other  ghul ā t  texts, the fi ve daily prayers correspond to Mu�ammad, 
F ā  
 ir (= F ā  
 ima),  � asan,  � usayn and Mu � sin.  266   We previously 
recalled that the Nu � ayr ī  author al- � abar ā n ī  identifi ed each day of the 
month of Ramadan with a person ( shakh �  ) in his  Kit ā b al-ma �  ā rif ,  267   
but he also breaks down the other Islamic prescriptions to various 
parts or stages, identifying each one with a ‘person’. As heir to the 
literature of the  ghul ā t , Nu � ayri literature presents many examples of 
this type of exegesis.  268   

 Pilgrimage is no exception. While the matter is never openly tackled, 
it is nevertheless possible to argue that the treatment of this theme in 
Treatise V, centred on the Imam and the Houses, opens up the 
possibility of an exclusively ‘personalized’ interpretation of the 

    264  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 13, p. 45.   
    265  On prayer, see  Kashf  I p. 21,  §  45: ‘Prayer is  � usayn and the Imams from his 

progeny’;  Kashf  I p. 28,  §  60: ‘Prayer is obedience to the Prince of the Believers and the 
Imams God has chosen among his sons.’ On almsgiving, ( zak ā t ), see  Kashf  I p. 29,  §  62, 
where the expression  ‘those   who pay not the alms’  from Q. 41:6 is applied to whomever 
‘conveys the alms to the one appointed by his Satan and claims to be an Imam from 
God’.   

    266  See M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , pp. 95, 161.   
    267  Al- � abar ā n ī  , Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , pp. 67–69.   
    268  For an overview of Nu � ayri interpretations of Islamic religious duties, see Y. 

Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī s- � Alaw ī s , pp. 130–152.   
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pilgrimage to Mecca. It is therefore probably not by chance that the 
typically Fatimid stance regarding the necessity of keeping esotericism 
and exotericism together is nowhere stressed as strongly as it is in this 
treatise. Here again, the  ghul ā t  literature provides us with numerous 
examples of a strictly esoteric interpretation of the pilgrimage: in the 
chapter devoted to it by al- � abar ā n ī  in his  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , the various 
stages and elements of the pilgrimage are identifi ed with several 
characters.  269   This method was already found in a fragment from a 
certain  Kit ā b al-Ashkh ā  �   cited by  � asan al- � arr ā n ī , a Nu � ayri author 
of the 11th century.  270   Other Nu � ayri texts go so far as to take the 
plunge, clearly opposing esoteric interpretation to exoteric practice; 
the pilgrimage not only has an esoteric meaning and actually refers to 
persons, but the actual pilgrimage to Mecca is condemned as an 
idolatrous practice.  271   

 There is no such thing in Treatise V of the  Kashf . One paragraph 
states that pilgrimage has one exoteric and two esoteric meanings,  272   
but these levels of interpretation are not opposed and nowhere is the 
exoteric fulfi lment of pilgrimage rejected. Two passages in the treatise 
in fact address the issue of antinomianism, only to reject it. 

    269  Al- � abar ā n ī  , Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , pp. 70–78. It is noteworthy that the  maq ā m 
Ibr ā h ī m  is identifi ed with Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr; see ibid., p. 71. This seems to imply 
that within the  ghul ā t  tradition from which stem both al- � abar ā n ī  and  Kashf  V, 
Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr holds a special status in speculations on the Ka  ba and is 
portrayed as analogous to Abraham. On him, see index s.n., and pp. 90–91, n. 67.   

    270  See. M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , pp. 94, 161. On the 
 Kit ā b al-Ashkh ā  �  , dedicated to the esoteric interpretation of religious duties and their 
identifi cation with ‘persons’ ( ashkh ā  �  ), see ibid., pp. 93–96.   

    271  See Y. Friedman,  The Nu � ayr ī s- � Alaw ī s , pp. 140–141. See also D. De Smet, 
  É p î tres sacr é es   des Druzes , epistle 6, pp. 174–177: the Druze doctrine rejects both the 
exoteric and the esoteric aspects of religions as taught in Ismaili circles. In this epistle 
 � amza reviews religious prescriptions, refuting both their exoteric and esoteric 
meanings, and asserts that ‘whatever these people do while performing the rites of 
pilgrimage is a kind of madness’. ‘The true meaning of pilgrimage, he adds, lies 
elsewhere and this prescription is of no use.’ He then recalls the esoteric meaning 
given to it by the Ismailis, which consisted, for example, in identifying the Ka  ba with 
the Speaking-Prophet, and the seven circumambulations around the Ka  ba with the 
seven cycles of prophecy.   

    272   Kashf  V, pp. 117–118,  §  47.   
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 The fi rst of these refutations of antinomianism appears in the 
‘philosophical’ paragraph  273   that seems to be a later addition since its 
style is in line with the ‘second Ja  far’, so to speak, that is, the author of 
the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  and the  Sar ā  
 ir al-nu � aq ā  
  .  274   The ‘dense body’ and 
the ‘subtle essence’ are here opposed, and assimilated to action and 
knowledge, respectively; however, the body without spirit, without its 
‘subtle essence’ becomes an ‘inanimate being’ similar to dust, stones 
and wood. We have shown above that this can be used in favour of a 
symbolic interpretation of metamorphosis in animal or mineral form. 
But while it is stated that action without knowledge is like an inanimate 
body without an essence, it cannot be inferred from this that knowledge 
alone is suffi  cient to dispense from action. Indeed, the paragraph 
concludes with a statement of great importance: ‘Both knowledge and 
action remain obligations as long as the spirit and the body coexist.’  275   
If the spirit is the life of the body which prevents it from being an 
inanimate object, the fact remains that existence in the corporeal 
world requires that the body be taken into account. Insofar as man is 
spirit and body, and not a pure spirit, there can be no question of 
dispensing him from what corresponds to each, that is, knowledge and 
action, the esoteric and the exoteric. 

 Implicitly, this assertion is a refutation of the antinomian teachings 
of the  ghul ā t , but also of the docetist doctrines that theorise the idea of 
      a subtle, luminous body, intermediate between the ‘dense’ body and 
the spirit. According to these doctrines, the luminous bodies of the 
Imams would not be subjected to the vicissitudes of the corruption 
undergone by dense bodies, and in particular they would escape death. 
This conception goes hand in hand with the tendency to deny the 
death of an Imam and to claim that this death was only an appearance, 
on the model provided by the crucifi xion of Christ as described in the 
Qur’an:  ‘They did not slay him, neither crucifi ed him, but it appeared so 
unto them (shubbiha lahum)’  (Q. 4:157). The  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa  
indeed uses this verse to deny that God can subject His Friends to 
death. Ja  far al- �  ā diq thus asks: ‘Do you believe that God would make 

    273   Kashf  V, pp. 111–112,  §  39.   
    274  See introduction, pp. 52–60.   
    275   Kashf  V, p. 112,  §  39.   
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them taste the heat of iron at the hands of their enemies?’  276   Another 
example of doceticism of the  ghul ā t  is the episode of the massacre of 
Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b and his followers in the mosque of Kufa; the  kha �  � abiyya  
allegedly claimed that these deaths were illusory and that ‘it only 
appeared so’ ( shubbiha  � alayhim ) to the soldiers of the governor, using 
an expression close to the one the Qur’an uses to describe the illusory 
crucifi xion of Jesus. The soldiers are said to have killed each other, 
believing they were killing Ab ū ’l-Kha 
  
  ā b’s supporters.  277   

 In the same vein, the designation, in Ismaili texts, of the members of 
the  da � wa  as ‘angels’  278   might be a reminiscence of a doctrine attributing 
subtle bodies, rather than dense bodies, to the elect and Friends of the 
Imam. As a result, they would be exempted from performing their 
religious duties externally. Indeed, taking the angels as an example, 
al-Sijist ā n ī  argues that it is possible ‘to acquire the knowledge of  taw 	  ī d  
and to worship God without going through an external Law’.  279   
Al-Kirm ā n ī , for his part, denied that they were exempt from the 
constraint of a  shar ī  � a .  280   Now, if we view this debate on angels in 
relation to the exegeses of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  that identify the angels 
with the  du �  ā t , it appears that the question of the religiosity of the 
angels is not as theoretical as it seems. It is possible that al-Sijist ā n ī ’s 
doctrine on the relationship of the angels to the  shar ī  � a  derives from an 
older doctrine, related to the very concrete matter of the observance of 
the Law by the Friends of the Imam. In the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , 
the Imam thus responds affi  rmatively to the following question from 
Mufa �  � al: ‘Do [believers] rise degree by degree until they become 
angels, so that they are then freed from the constraints of eating, 
drinking, and the like, and then rise to the sky and come back down to 
earth?’ The text adds that the believers who thus become angels can 
take any form they like upon their descent to earth.  281   Other  ghul ā t  

    276  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 38, pp. 78–79.   
    277  Al-Nawbakht ī ,  Firaq al-Sh ī  � a , p. 60; al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , p. 82.   
    278  See e.g.  Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20; V, p. 154,  § 105. More references above, p. 219, 

n. 24.   
    279  D. De Smet, ‘Loi rationnelle et loi impos é e’, p. 522; idem, ‘Adam, premier 

proph è te et l é gislateur?’, pp. 193–194.   
    280  D. De Smet, ‘Loi rationnelle et loi impos é e’, pp. 530–531; idem, ‘Adam, premier 

proph è te et l é gislateur?’, p. 196.   
    281  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 19, pp. 51–52.   
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texts state the same idea: at the end of an initiatory progression, the 
believer becomes an angel and acquires miraculous powers.  282   It is 
against the backdrop of this doctrinal environment that the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  elaborates its doctrines, if not its very texts. However, in a 
Fatimid context, such doctrines could only be preserved if they were 
counterbalanced by a tight solidarity of the esoteric and the exoteric 
‘as long as the spirit and the body coexist’.  283   It should be noted, 
however, that the latter formula remains ambiguous: it can mean that 
in this world, body and mind are necessarily linked, and this is how we 
interpret it in the context of  Kit ā b al-Kashf . But it could also imply that 
it is possible, as of this world, to reach a degree where the body and the 
spirit would no longer coexist; then, the deeds would no longer be 
necessary, but they remain so until this degree is reached. 

 However, this reading does not seem to correspond to the 
perspective of the editor of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . In Treatise I, the explicit 
refutation of  ghuluww   284   was preceded by a rejection of ‘the Shi  is who 
fall short’ ( al-sh ī  � a al-muqa �  � ira ).  285   Treatise V also illustrates, even 
more directly, the Fatimid orientation to maintain a balance between 
 ghuluww  and  taq �  ī r , between those who go too far and those who do 
not go far enough. This ‘third way’ is undoubtedly that of the Fatimids. 
As we have seen, in Treatise I,  ghuluww  was defi ned as the affi  rmation 
that God took the forms of the Imams and the Messengers to descend 
to earth. As for  taq �  ī r , it was defi ned as the denial of the Last Day, that 
is, the refusal to follow the Mahd ī . In Treatise V, on the other hand, 
 ghuluww  is not defi ned, and it is not clear what specifi c doctrines are 
aimed at in the passage mentioning ‘the true religion where there is 
(. . .) no exaggeration nor shortcoming ( l ā  ghuluww wa-l ā  taq �  ī r )’.  286   

 Nevertheless, some elements of  taq �  ī r  are provided a little further, in 
the exegesis of Q. 2:197 which deals with ‘obscenity, immorality and 
dispute’, behaviours from which one must refrain during pilgrimage .  
In the discussion on immorality, the term is fi rst understood in the 
literal sense: ‘Immorality’ is fornication, and it is not allowed for a 

    282  Cited in M. Asatryan,  Controversies in Formative Shi � i Islam , p. 147.   
    283   Kashf  V, p. 112,  §  39.   
    284   Kashf  I, p. 7,  §  13.   
    285   Kashf  I, p. 5,  §  8.   
    286   Kashf  V, p. 120,  §  52.   
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believer to indulge in immorality.’  287   This is followed by the quotation 
and exegesis of Q. 57:13 which mentions a wall whose  ‘interior (b ā  � in) 
is Mercy and whose exterior ( �  ā hir) is punishment’ . Unsurprisingly, the 
interior of the wall is identifi ed with ‘the esoteric knowledge dispensed 
by the Imam’,  288   while the exterior of the wall, and therefore the 
punishment, corresponds ‘the people of the exoteric’,  289   as well as to 
those among the believers who are ‘reductionists’ ( muqa �  � ir ). The 
presentation is not very clear, but the text suggests, on the one hand, 
that the  muqa �  � ira  are members of the  da � wa : they are indeed 
considered ‘believers’, unlike ‘the people of the exoteric’, which means 
that they are initiates. On the other hand, the  muqa �  � ira  are assimilated 
to the people of exotericism inasmuch as they engage in immorality; 
the literal interpretation of immorality seems to be confi rmed by the 
sentence: ‘The believer must be pure, clean and graceful, he must avoid 
fornication and not approach it, or his soul will perish.’  290   Does this 
mean that, according to the text, the people of exotericism are libertines 
and fornicators? In reality, the  muqa �  � ira  and the ‘people of exotericism’ 
are assimilated to each other because they commit reverse sins, so to 
speak. A few lines further, the sentence:  ‘Its exterior is punishment’ , is 
commented on as follows: 

  ‘Whoever deserts the exoteric duties, punishment will reach him, 
and the esoteric knowledge will not serve him. And whoever 
sticks to the exoteric without the esoteric, punishment will [also] 
reach him because he did not connect what God has ordered to 
connect to the continuous cable and the ‘fi rm handhold’.’  291    

 The rest of the text focuses on the refusal to follow the Legatee aft er 
the Speaking-Prophet, according to the classic Shi  i historiography of 
the Prophet’s succession. The reader is now accustomed to the idea 
that the exotericism of the revelation must be completed by the 
esotericism of exegesis, otherwise obedience to the Messenger remains 
incomplete. On the other hand, the idea that esotericism is of no use 

    287   Kashf  V, p. 121,  §  55.   
    288  Ibid.   
    289   Kashf  V, pp. 121–122,  §  55.   
    290   Kashf  V, p. 122,  §  55.   
    291  Ibid.   
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without exotericism does not constitute a  topos  of Shi  i literature; it is 
rather a  topos  of an institutionalized Shi  ism such as Fatimid Ismailism, 
concerned with the excesses of esotericism. In the next page, the 
necessity of exotericism is again stressed: 

   ‘Its exterior is punishment’ : to this corresponds the explanation 
given previously, that is, that whoever abandons the exoteric 
aspects of the Laws ( asqa � a  �  ā hir al-shar ā  
 i �  ), or whoever holds 
on to the exoteric and abandons the esoteric ( tamassaka bi’l- �  ā hir 
wa-asqa � a al-b ā  � in ), must suff er punishment. This punishment 
of ‘the exterior’ suits both situations.’   292    

 The ‘third path’ hinted at in these lines is typical of Fatimid doctrine. 
In this regard, the complete inversion of the defi nition of  taq �  ī r  is 
enlightening: among the Shi  i meanings of  taq �  ī r  is the attitude of 
those who ‘reduced’ or ‘limited’ religion to the revelation ( tanz ī l ) 
and did not embrace it fully by adhering to the Imam’s rule and 
exegesis. In Treatise I,  taq �  ī r  was disbelief in the Mahd ī . But here, 
the term corresponds to the legal expression  al-taq �  ī r  � an al- � amal  in 
 fi qh  literature, that is, ‘shortcoming in (religious) deeds’. Instead of 
being a name for those who doubt eschatology (and the potential 
antinomianism it entails), it becomes a name for antinomianism — a 
quasi-synonym of  ghuluww . 

 This reading is confi rmed further as we return to the exegesis of Q. 
2:197 on ‘obscenity, immorality and dispute’. The author defi nes the 
abandonment of ‘works and eff orts’ as a form of  taq �  ī r : ‘He means by 
this the abundance of works and eff orts, for no one should be a 
shortcomer ( yuqa �  � ir ) in any of this.’  293   The text then refers to ‘the 
abundance of knowledge and the excellence of action’ ( kathrat al- � ilm 
wa-khayr al- � amal ).  294   Although this passage remains imprecise, we can 
estimate that it contributes to subverting the notion of  taq �  ī r , by diverting 
it from the meaning it had in  ghul ā t  circles, and by giving it a meaning 
which corresponds to a moderate Shi  ism:  taq �  ī r  is thus ‘reductionism’ 
or ‘shortcoming’ with regard to exoteric works, and not a ‘reduction’ of 
the Imam’s status or the importance of esoteric knowledge. 

    292   Kashf  V, p. 123,  §  56.   
    293   Kashf  V, pp. 135–136,  §  73.   
    294   Kashf  V, p. 136,  §  73.   
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 Furthermore, it is interesting that the rejection of antinomianism 
seems to be prompted by the quotation of Q. 57:13. Indeed, this verse 
was used to support the distinction between   �  ā hir  and  b ā  � in , and was 
sometimes put in relation with the   	 ad ī th  in which the Prophet 
Mu�ammad declared: ‘I am the city of knowledge, and   Al ī  is its 
gate.’  295   However, as Daniel De Smet points out, this verse ‘easily 
lends itself to an antinomian reading which privileges the  b ā  � in  
over the   �  ā hir : if the  b ā  � in  is mercy, the   �  ā hir  — and therefore the 
Law — is punishment’.  296   In al-Sijist ā n ī ’s philosophy, the notion that 
the exoteric Law is a punishment is bound up with the antinomian 
leanings that run through his work. He thus presents the religious Law 
as a burden, a necessary evil, a remedy that only exists because we live 
in a cycle of concealment and that we are suff ering from ignorance. 
 Shar ī  � a  is imposed upon mankind just as medicine and restrictions are 
imposed upon a medical patient. Once the latter has healed, the 
restrictions are no longer in order; once the Resurrector comes to 
restore a paradise state and make  taw 	  ī d  directly accessible,  shar ī  � a  
will no longer be useful. It is in this perspective that al-Sijist ā n ī  
comes to consider the prescriptions of the  shar ī  � a  as meaningless 
‘idolatrous cults’. Their value is reduced to their symbolic nature, 
as well as the practical utility of some (for example, the utility of 
ablutions with regard to hygiene).  297   It is therefore not by chance that 
the editor of Treatise V tackles the question of antinomianism, of 
esotericism without exotericism, in a commentary on Q. 57:13 which 
not only implies a superiority of the  b ā  � in  over the   �  ā hir , but can 
moreover support an antinomian conception which sees the  shar ī  � a  as 
punishment. 

 Offi  cial Fatimid doctrine clearly rejects any exclusion of the   �  ā hir  in 
favour of the  b ā  � in , as we see for example in al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n’s 

    295  See e.g. Ibr ā h ī m b. al- � usayn al- �  ā mid ī ,  Kanz al-walad , pp. 218–219; D. De 
Smet,   É p î tres sacr é es des Druzes , pp. 422–423, 445. On the ‘city of knowledge’, see D. 
De Smet,  La Qui é tude de l’Intellect :  n é oplatonisme et gnose isma é lienne dans l’ œ uvre de 
Ham î d ad-D î n al-Kirm â n î  (Xe-XIe s.)  (Leuven,  1995 ), pp. 16–18.   

    296  D. De Smet,   É p î tres sacr é es des Druzes , p. 422, n. 1116.   
    297  On al-Sijist ā n ī ’s doctrine on  shar ī  � a , see D. De Smet, ‘Loi rationnelle et loi 

impos é e’, pp. 521–529.   
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works,  298   or in al-Kirm ā n ī ’s who ‘emphasizes the balance between   �  ā hir  
and  b ā  � in , between the Prophet and the Imam, as well as the 
complementarity between worship through knowledge and worship 
through religious practice’ ( al- � ib ā da al- � ilmiyya  and  al- � ib ā da 
al- � amaliyya ).  299   At the beginning of the Fatimid caliphate, an episode 
saw the caliph   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  suppress and execute several 
fanatical  du �  ā t  who, it seems, professed antinomian doctrines,  300   
although, as H. Halm remarks, his reaction to them was not immediate; 
Halm thus compares the attitude of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  towards his 
antinomian partisans with that of the caliph al- �  ā kim vis- à -vis the 
Druze agitators.  301   According to Ibn   Idh ā r ī , one of those arrested for 
having consumed pork and drunk wine publicly during Ramadan, was 
a certain al-Balaw ī , who used to pray in the direction where   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī  was saying. Whether the repression of antinomianism by   Abd 
All ā h al-Mahd ī  was sincere or simply dictated by the political necessity 
of stability, it remains a notable fact. It illustrates how, almost from the 
outset, or at least as soon as the caliphate began to consolidate and a 
dynastic succession was considered,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  reformed his 
eschatological status in order to establish a lasting political Imamate. 

 This is indeed the idea that Treatise V seems to express when it 
affi  rms that ‘the Great Pilgrimage [from Q. 9:3], today, is the Silent 
One ( al- �  ā mit ). This means he did not appear speaking God’s Order 
( yan � uq bi-amr All ā h ), as if he were the seventh Speaking-prophet’.  302   
On this plane, as on the question of antinomianism, Treatise V is the 
theatre of the evolution of Fatimid Ismaili doctrine: building on the 
doctrinal ground of pre-Fatimid Ismailism, related to  ghuluww , it 
slides gradually towards a more orthodox doctrine about the   �  ā hir  and 

    298  Among many other references, including the abovementioned chapter of the 
 Da �  ā  
 im al-Isl ā m , see e.g. the references to his  Kit ā b al-Maj ā lis wa’l-mus ā yar ā t  
provided by H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi , p. 249, n. 382.   

    299  D. De Smet,  La Qui é tude de l’Intellect , p. 393; see also ibid., pp. 311–312, 354, 
357. On al-Kirm ā n ī ’s conception of  shar ī  � a , see also idem, ‘Loi rationnelle et loi 
impos é e’, pp. 529–534; idem, ‘Adam, premier proph è te et l é gislateur ?’, pp. 195–197.   

    300  On this, see al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Ift it ā  	  al-da � wa , ed. Q ā  �  ī , p. 276; ed. 
Dachraoui, pp. 328–329 (English trans.,  Founding the Fatimid State , p. 229); H. Halm, 
 The Empire of the Mahdi , pp. 247–250.   

    301  H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi , p. 249.   
    302   Kashf  V, p. 103,  §  26.   
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pushes the coming of the Resurrector/Speaking-Prophet into the 
distance. In short, it subverts the eschatological prestige of the 
Resurrector to the benefi t of the Imam. 

 Before concluding this discussion of antinomianism, it is worth 
noting that the mentions of Adam in Treatise V correspond to a 
conception opposite to the one implied by eschatological antinomianism 
— at least as presented by an author like al-Sijist ā n ī . Adam is indeed a 
key fi gure in the Ismaili debate on the  shar ī  � a . Some authors, such as 
al-Nasaf ī  and al-Sijist ā n ī , consider that Adam was not a Speaking-
Prophet, which means that mankind during his cycle was not subjected 
to a  shar ī  � a ; the fi rst Speaking-Prophet was Noah. In this perspective, the 
Resurrector had to abolish the Law and restore the Adamic state where 
men could worship God without the Law.  303   Therefore, it is signifi cant 
that, unlike al-Sijist ā n ī , Treatise V counts Adam and the Q ā  � im among 
the Speaking-Prophets who ‘speak’ a Law.  304   Each Speaking-Prophets is 
an ‘Adam’:  305   ‘Adam’ is therefore apparently a name for the Speaking-
Prophets inasmuch as each of them establishes a new  shar ī  � a .  306   Finally, 
Adam is explicitly described as the fi rst House, which could be 
understood in an exclusively spiritual sense; but Treatise V specifi es: 
‘Adam, whose laws and lineage were established  in the exoteric  for the 
worshippers of God, and in the esoteric for the worship of God.’  307    

   3. Organizing the  da�wa : instruction to the 
missionaries and refutation of the false Mahd ī   

 The exegesis of obscenity ( rafath ), immorality ( fus ū q ) and dispute 
( jid ā l ), from which the pilgrim must abstain according to Q. 2:197, 
constitutes a long passage which deals directly with the organization 
of the  da � wa .  308   The instructions found there echo the incipit of 
Treatise I in which the initiate was pledged to remain silent on the 
teachings of the work, as well as the Ismaili passages of Treatise VI, in 

    303  On this debate, see D. De Smet, ‘Adam, premier proph è te et l é gislateur ?’.   
    304   Kashf  V, p. 104,  §  27.   
    305   Kashf  V, p. 97,  §  12 (‘fi rst Adam’); p. 98,  §  14 (‘the sixth Adam, Mu�ammad’).   
    306  See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 134–147, esp. p. 140, n. 238, 239.   
    307   Kashf  V, p. 109,  §  34.   
    308   Kashf  V, pp. 121–125,  §  §  54–59.   
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which initiatory instructions are also given to Summoners.  309   However, 
it is in Treatise V that these instructions shed the most light on the 
practical aspects of the  da � wa . 

 The passage in question clearly contains several editorial layers. We 
have studied above part of the section devoted to ‘fornication’. Another 
layer, which must be the oldest, is found in the last paragraph of the 
passage:  310   obscenity, immorality and dispute are identifi ed with Ab ū  
Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n, but the section of the interpretation that 
concerns   Uthm ā n is missing. The  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is transmitting here 
a fragment of an ancient personalized commentary. The identifi cation 
of these three Qur’anic terms with the fi rst three caliphs of Islam 
recalls the identifi cation by al- � abar ā n ī  of the ‘First’, the ‘Second’ and 
‘Na  thal’, with ‘carrion’, ‘blood’ and ‘swinefl esh’.  311   The personalized 
phase of Shi  i hermeneutics is preserved in Treatise V, but is pushed 
into the background, in favour of a specifi cally Ismaili exegesis of 
obscenity, immorality and dispute. There is an ‘Ismailization’ of 
ancient material, which, originally, was of the same type as the exegesis 
of ‘carrion, blood and pork’ preserved in Nu � ayri texts. This is an 
illustration of the Ismaili reworking of Shi  i exegeses on which the 
 du �  ā t  were dependent but which they adapted to their doctrines.  312   

 It is neither in the layer of the personalized commentary, nor in the 
one that interprets immorality literally and attributes it to ‘shortcoming’ 
believers, that we fi nd elements on the  da � wa , but in a third layer 
composed of an exegesis of obscenity and immorality attributed to the 
‘Sage’, as well as an exegesis of ‘dispute’, which remains anonymous 
but must belong to the same layer. According to the Sage, obscenity 
consists of ‘disclosing the secret of the Family of Mu�ammad’.  313   
Whoever transgresses this instruction will taste the ‘coldness of iron’ 
— an expression reminiscent of ‘the heat of iron’ from which God 
spares His elect in the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-A � illa .  314   

    309   Kashf  VI, pp. 164–167,  §  §  19–24.   
    310   Kashf  V, p. 125,  §  59.   
    311  Al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-Ma �  ā rif , p. 116. See also my discussion of ‘carrion, blood 

and swinefl esh’ above, p. 127, n. 191.   
    312  On these Qur’anic trios in pre-Buyid Shi  i, Nu � ayri and Ismaili sources, see 

F. Gillon, ‘Du  tafs ī r  chiite au  ta 
 w ī l  isma é lien’.   
    313   Kashf  V, p. 121,  §  54.   
    314  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 38, pp. 78–79.   
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 At the end of the section on immorality, fornication — i.e. 
immorality — is compared to ‘unveiling the secret for someone or 
summoning ( da � wa ) without permission’,  315   according to the sexual 
symbolism we already encountered. This exegesis is isolated here and 
does not give rise to any development. It is, however, immediately 
followed by al- � ak ī m’s exegesis: ‘Immorality, for the believer 
( mu 
 min ), is to slander a believer like him.’  316   It is clearly a matter of 
disciplining some troublemakers within the  da � wa . The idea is 
illustrated in vivid terms, equating slander with a symbolic 
anthropophagy (in reference to Q. 49:12:  ‘Would any of you like to eat 
the fl esh of your dead brother? ). The dead, here, is ‘the one who is absent 
from the place where he was slandered’.  317   

 This brings to four the number of interpretations given to 
immorality: the fi rst is literal and is used in support of the rejection of 
antinomianism. The second defi nes immorality as an unauthorized 
disclosure of the esoteric doctrine. The third identifi es it with 
slandering, and the fourth identifi es it with   Umar. 

 Finally, while the exegesis of the dispute  318   is not attributed to the 
Sage, its perspective is close to the exegeses of obscenity and immorality 
transmitted under his name; all three are practical instructions aimed at 
ranking members of the  da � wa . On the one hand, keeping the teachings 
and activities of the  da � wa  secret (refraining from ‘obscenity’) is a matter 
of ‘external’ security. On the other hand, the prohibition of slander 
(‘immorality’) and unhealthy competition (‘dispute’) is meant to prevent 
dissension and ensure the internal cohesion of the organization. It is 
recalled here that the ultimate authority is that of the Imam, who appoints 
the various ‘fathers’, the members who are authorized to recruit. 

 It is worth noting here the use of the Qur’anic expression ‘People of 
the Book’ to designate the members of the  da � wa ; this, because they 
are faithful to the Imam, who is symbolically a Book.  319   

 Other passages from Treatise V refer to diffi  culties encountered by 
the  da � wa , as they deal with anonymous adversaries from its own 

    315   Kashf  V, p. 123,  §  57.   
    316  Ibid.   
    317   Kashf  V, p. 123–124,  §  57.   
    318   Kashf  V, p. 124,  §  58.   
    319  This hermeneutical equivalence is particularly present in  Kashf  VI.   
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ranks — hence, perhaps, the need to emphasize its cohesion. Again, 
we fi nd the theme, already present in Treatises I and III, of the 
renegade ‘who left  the people of Truth to join the people of falsehood’.  320   
But it is only aft er the exegesis of obscenity, immorality and dispute 
that the text makes a series of allusions to diffi  culties encountered by 
the  da � wa , and particularly to its rivals. All the passage on ‘the pride of 
Pharaoh’  321   — with the exception of the interlude on the esoteric 
meaning of Egypt  322  , less directly related to this matter — visibly refers 
to specifi c historic episodes. What we suspected in Treatise III, that is, 
that the negative personalized commentaries referred to political 
opponents of the  da � wa , appears here slightly more clearly. 

 The text also mentions an Ibl ī s who ‘was among those who heard 
God’s wisdom and had reached a high rank ( rutba )’ in the  da � wa .  323   
This character is likened to Pharaoh, and the Qur’anic verses in which 
the latter proclaims his royalty and his superiority over Moses 
(Q. 43:51–54) are applied to him. This anti-Ismaili Pharaoh would thus 
have claimed for himself the status of the seventh Speaking-Prophet: 
‘This Satan (. . .) said to himself and to those who were seduced by 
his whispering: ‘Have I not acknowledged the seventh Speaking-
Prophet?’  324   It is quite clear that the person alluded to was an adversary 
of the Fatimids who seemed to have turned their eschatology against 
them — a description that fi ts the young eschatological ‘prophet’ who 
led the Kut ā ma rebellion against   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  aft er the 
execution of Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī . Yet, the text maintains the fi ction 
of an exegesis applicable to those who refused to recognise the Imamate 
of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, a method which recalls the texts of Treatise III. 

 In Q. 43:52, Pharaoh declares himself superior to Moses whose 
‘words are defi cient’. The  ta 
 w ī l  interprets Moses’ silence as  taqiyya : 
‘The Legatee does not unveil the exegesis and does not manifest it, 
except for the deserving, aft er taking the covenant and the pact.’  325   The 
mysterious fi gure is accused of having conspired and fomented a 

    320   Kashf  V, p. 95,  §  9.   
    321   Kashf  V, pp. 125–130,  §  §  60–67.   
    322   Kashf  V, pp. 128–129,  §  §  64–66.   
    323   Kashf  V, p. 125,  §  60.   
    324   Kashf  V, p. 126,  §  60.   
    325   Kashf  V, p. 126,  §  61.   
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rebellion against the ‘Prince of the Believers’, an expression which here 
designates the Fatimid Imam, assimilated to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib: ‘He 
diverted [the people] and led them astray from the truth and its Master, 
the Prince of the Believers.’  326   In Q. 43:53, Pharaoh justifi es his 
disobedience by the fact that no miraculous sign designates Moses as 
the prophet he claims to be:  ‘If only bracelets of gold had been cast on 
him, or if angels had come with him conjoined’ . According to the exegete 
of the  Kashf , ‘gold is like Messengers and Imams’;  327   the Legatee   Al ī  b. 
Ab ī   �  ā lib (and by extension, his descendant the Fatimid Imam) is 
disputed because he does not bring an exoteric revelation,  328   that is to 
say a new Law ( shar ī  � a ). 

 Aft er a digression on the symbolic meaning of Egypt as the city of 
knowledge, the text returns to Pharaoh with an exegesis by the ‘Sage’: 

  ‘Al- � ak ī m — peace be upon him — said that Pharaoh was 
among those who entered into the obedience of the Imam — 
may God’s blessings be upon him — and settled ( sakana ) in 
Egypt. But he wandered away from the Friends ( awliy ā  
  ) of God 
and he denied the Imam access to what he was contemplating 
(  	 ajara al-Imam li-m ā  na � ara ), while Summoners went out to 
summon on his command.’  329    

 The attribution of this interpretation to the Sage may raise doubts as to 
the fact that the adversaries of the  da � wa  hinted to here are 
contemporaries of the Fatimids. Yet, it is entirely possible that the 
Sage did teach this type of interpretation, which was then taken up 
and applied to a new situation. In fact, the whole collection seems 
composed on this general premise, as we have shown. Furthermore, in 
this same passage, the adversaries are described as those ‘who denied 
the Day of retribution’,  330   which is the Day of Judgment, or the Last 
Day. Now, this expression is applied to the Mahd ī  elsewhere in the 
 Kashf ;  331   therefore, this must be about people who rejected   Abd All ā h 

    326  Ibid.   
    327   Kashf  V, p. 126,  §  62.   
    328   Kashf  V, p. 127,  §  62.   
    329   Kashf  V, p. 129,  §  67.   
    330   Kashf  V, p. 130,  §  67.   
    331   Kashf  I, p. 6,  §  8; III, p. 52,  §  1.    
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al-Mahd ī . The reproach that the Imam did not bring a new revelation 
and is not accompanied by angels expresses the disappointment of 
partisans who had been expecting the Imam to fulfi l eschatological 
hopes and to perform miracles — it may therefore refer to the 
disillusionment of Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  and the Kut ā ma chiefs who 
were perplexed by the non-eschatological nature of   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī . The adversary described here by the  Kashf  is said to have 
claimed for himself the status of seventh Speaking-Prophet. It is likely 
that this description matches K ā d ū  b. Mu   ā rik al-M ā wa 
  ī , who not 
only rebelled against   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  in the aft ermath of the 
execution of Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī , but also claimed to be the Mahd ī  
and professed an antinomian doctrine. Indeed, it is on the occasion of 
this revolt that the future al-Q ā  � im was offi  cially appointed as the 
successor of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , and charged with suppressing the 
revolt, which he did successfully despite his lack of military experience.  

   Conclusion  

 Treatise V is the only treatise of the collection that contains explicit 
references to the historical context of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , since it 
mentions Mu�ammad b. A � mad and al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h. It also 
bears clear marks of Fatimid Ismailism, particularly in its rejection 
of antinomian ideas and practices. But it is equally clear that it is 
largely based on pre-Fatimid sources, as the attribution of several 
interpretations to the ‘Sage’ certainly indicates. In addition, there are 
traces of doctrines and a vocabulary reminiscent of those of the  ghul ā t , 
such as the ‘Veil’ (  	 ij ā b ) or the ‘Meaning’ ( ma � n ā  ), or the couple of the 
  � Ayn  and the  F ā  
  . Other examples are the theme of the Houses and its 
implications — namely the infusion of a unique divine principle 
appearing in various forms — and the mention of the ‘seventy sacred 
forms’ (sing.  haykal ), even as the term  haykal  was rejected as being 
specifi c to the  ghul ā t  in Treatise I. 

 Apart from the explicit mentions of the two abovementioned 
persons, the treatise bears other marks hinting at early Fatimid history. 
Among these is the Fatimid reorientation of the pre-Fatimid meaning 
of the Proof in favour of the successor of   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , 
al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h. To this are added the anti-libertinist polemics 
and the refutation of antinomianism, which had immediate political 
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implications at a time the caliphate was confronted with a revolt 
mimicking the messianic and revolutionary  da � wa  of the Fatimids, 
and professing antinomian doctrines .    Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  
disappointed the eschatological expectations of those who had brought 
him to power; he was ultimately only a man and did not establish a 
divine reign or perform miracles. The last passages we examined must 
allude to K ā d ū  b. Mu   ā rik al-M ā wa 
  ī  and his antinomian messianic 
rebellion. The rejection of antinomianism in this particular treatise 
must also have been motivated by the particular importance given to 
the Houses, which, in the old doctrine, had to correspond to places of 
epiphany of divinity. We have seen indeed that antinomianism oft en 
came with the idea that knowing certain sacred persons dispensed one 
from the performance of religious duties. Finally, among the evocations 
of the life of the  da � wa  that we have been able to note, particular 
attention had to be paid to the fact that enemies of the  da � wa  are 
described as former members. All these elements put together seem to 
point toward the specifi c historical context of the reign of   Abd All ā h 
al-Mahd ī , and more precisely aft er 912, the date of the antinomian 
revolt of K ā d ū  b. Mu   ā rik al-M ā wa 
  ī  and the offi  cial inauguration of 
al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h. 

 Yet, some parts of the treatise seem to have been added later as they 
are in line with later evolutions of the Fatimid doctrine, namely the 
inclusion of philosophical vocabulary. In addition, the treatise echoes 
several of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s other works, notably the  Sar ā  
 ir 
wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
   which uses the same method of alluding to events 
of early Fatimid history through accounts on the prophets.  
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               TREATISE VI        

  Treatise VI appears as a coherent whole, in a much more evident 
manner than some other chapters in the collection; it includes an 
introduction and a conclusion, as well as very identifi able themes 
and structure — even though the latter is not linear, as will be shown. 
This treatise is relatively short and is essentially devoted to three 
major themes. It is worth noting that the fi rst two of these themes are 
typically Shi  i in the broader sense, rather than specifi cally Ismaili: 1) 
the succession of Mu�ammad and the usurpation of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’s 
rights to the Imamate, built on the opposition between God’s 
elect and men’s elect, the latter being led by their ‘passions’; 2) the 
analogy between Mu�ammad and Moses, on the one hand, and   Al ī  
and Aaron on the other hand; 3) the initiation and the hierarchy of the 
 da � wa , which is the theme that gives this treatise its Ismaili tone. 
Structurally, this treatise can be broken down into the following 
elements: 

   1)  [ §  1]  Incipit  
  2) The Imamate of   Al ī  and its usurpation by his enemies

  —  [ §  §  2–7]  The rejection of   Al ī  by the community and choice of 
an Imam according to their passions 

 —  [ §  §  8–10]  Exegesis of Q. 16:90 
 —  [ §  §  11–15]  Exegesis of Q. 16:92    

  3)  [ §  16]  The Imam as Book: exegesis of Q. 3:187
    4) The Summoners and initiation

  —  [ §  §  17–18]  Exegesis of Q. 58:11 
 —  [ §  19]  Exegesis of Q. 2:233 
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 —  [ §  §  20–24]  Exegesis of Q. 60:12    

  5) The succession of Mu � ammad and the Imam as Book

  —  [ §  25]  Exegesis of Q. 62:2 
 —  [ §  26]  Exegesis of Q. 46:12    

  6) The ‘mountains’ as Proofs

  —  [ §  27]  Exegesis of Q. 20:105–107 
 —  [ §  §  28–29]  Exegesis of Q. 78:12–20 
 —  [ §  30]  Exegesis of Q. 38:18–19    

  7)  [ §  §  31–35]  The Imam as Book  
  8) Following one’s own choice of an Imam

  —  [ §  §  36–37]  Exegesis of Q. 10:17–18 
 —  [ §  38]  Exegesis of Q. 13:33    

  9)  [ §  39]  The Imam as Book: exegesis of Q. 2:78–79  
  10)  [ §  §  40–43]  Conclusion: connection between   Al ī ’s Imamate and 

the necessity of following the Imam and his representatives 
(Summoners, Gates and Proofs)    
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   Treatise VI Translation  

 In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate, 

  1.  Praise be to God who guided His servants and made His Proof 
manifest through His Book, which speaks His command and His 
interdiction through the tongue of his Truthful Prophet, through his 
message and the revelation (wa	ī) he receives, through guidance and 
healing, through manifest signs, through the persuasive wisdom 
( al- 	 ikma al-b ā ligha ) that He perfected, through the evidence He 
brought into being ( awjada ) and placed — may He be exalted — in the 
Revelation ( tanz ī l ) of the Book and in His Exegesis ( ta 
 w ī l ). His 
Revelation is demonstration, and His Exegesis is proof ( burh ā n ). 

 [Exegesis of Q. 53:23 and 53:28–30] 

  2.  Among the exegeses, which are the esotericism of the exotericism 
that is the revelation, is the meaning of the following verse of the Book 
of God — He is Mighty and Sublime, blessed and elevated be His 
Word:  ‘They follow nothing but speculation and what the souls desire, 
and yet guidance has come to them from their Lord’  [Q. 53:23]. This 
means that they followed none but the Imam they appointed for 
themselves based on their personal choice and the desire of their souls, 
without any choice from God or indication from His Messenger. They 
speculated that God would accept this from them but He will not. ‘ Yet 
guidance has come to them from their Lord’  means that the Messenger 
of God — may God bless him and his family — who is their lord on 
behalf of God, Lord of the Universes, has made the sacred station 
( maq ā m ) of the Legatee clear to them, in order to guide them with 
God’s guidance — and this is   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib — peace be upon him. 

  3.  ‘ Indeed, speculation does not avail anything against the truth, so 
avoid   [157]   those who turn away from Our Remembrance and want but 
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the worldly life. Such is the knowledge they have reached’  [Q. 53:28–30]. 
God’s words here mean that their speculation that God will accept 
their action of following [someone other than]  332   His Friend ( wal ī  ) 
does not free them from their obligation to seek the actual Imam and 
his lawful position (maqām) according to the command of God’s 
Messenger — may God bless him — and according to lawfulness as 
decreed by God. God — He is Mighty and Sublime — then tells His 
Prophet:  ‘Avoid those who turn away from Our Remembrance’ , which 
means: ‘Reject those who turn away from   Al ī ’, when he is the Legatee. 
He is the ‘remembrance’ intended by God in His Book.  333    ‘He wants 
but the worldly life’  means that he wants but the exoteric and loathes 
the esoteric which is with   Al ī . ‘Wordly life’ is the exoteric. Then God 
— He is Mighty and Sublime — said: ‘ Such is the knowledge they have 
reached.’  This means: such is what they have reached and what they 
were able [to grasp] regarding   Al ī ’s matter ( amr ) as they envied him 
even though he was the [custodian of] Knowledge, and they rejected 
his sacred station. However, in so doing they caused no harm to him 
but only to themselves. 

  4.   ‘Everything (kull shay 
 ) we have enumerated in a clear Imam’  
[Q. 36:12].  334   This means that every believer is known as such by the 
fact that he follows the Imam who provides the exegesis of the Book of 
God. This is because ‘thing’ ( shay 
  ) is a name for the believer. 

  5.  ‘ Who is more iniquitous than the one who forges a lie against God 
when he is summoned unto Islam? God does not guide the iniquitous’  
[Q. 61:7]. This means: ‘Who is more iniquitous than the one who lies 
against God — may He be exalted?’ The creatures show veneration to 
what they choose for themselves.  ‘Summoned unto Islam’  means that 
the Messenger of God — may God’s blessing and peace be upon him — 
[158]  summons him to follow   Al ī . He was the fi rst to convert to Islam, 
thus his name and the obedience [due to him] is ‘Islam’. [The 
Messenger] also points to him the stations of the Prophets, Legatees 

     332  I have corrected the Arabic text by adding these words.   
    333  On the ‘remembrance’, see  Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63; III, pp. 71,  §  38; p. 79,  §  62.   
    334  The verse deals with the resurrection of the dead and the examination of their 

deeds. Therefore, the term ‘Imam’ has usually been understood as a synonym for 
‘register’, ‘record’ or ‘book’. This verse justifi es the further developments of our treatise 
based on the notion that every Qur’anic mention of a book actually refers to the Imam.   
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and Imams that God has chosen — may He be exalted.  ‘God does not 
guide the iniquitous’ , meaning those who have been iniquitous to 
themselves and those who followed them in their lie against God 
concerning the establishment of His religion, as they impute it to 
[individuals] other than His Friends whom God has chosen for His 
Order ( amr ). 

  6.   ‘Whatever the Messenger gives you, take, and whatever he forbids 
you, give over’  [Q. 59:7]. Whatever the Messenger orders you to obey, 
follow it and act in obedience to it. This refers to the words of the 
Messenger of God — may God bless him — concerning   Al ī  — peace 
be upon him: ‘Whoever’s lord ( mawl ā  ) I am, then   Al ī  is his Lord as 
well’.  335   He also said: ‘  Al ī  is in relation to me as Aaron was to Moses’,  336   
acknowledging to them that every prophet points to his Legatee, and 
that   Al ī  was to [Mu�ammad] as Aaron was to Moses.  ‘Whatever he 
forbids you, give over’  means: do not follow anyone he does not order 
you to obey and follow. That would entail going astray from God’s 
path, and it is in this respect that He said:  ‘Do not follow the paths’  
[Q. 6:153]. The variety of desires will lead you to forget God’s 
Command, to the people’s choice rather than the Messenger’s Legacy 
( wa � iyya ).  337   The Legacy is the Path of God, the tradition of His religion 
and His Prophets. 

  7.   ‘You have in the Messenger of God a good example   [159]   to those 
who hope for God and the Last Day’  [Q. 33:21]. This means that you 
have in the Messenger of God a good example insofar as he indicated 
  Al ī , entrusted him with the Order and approved him for his Legacy. 
He established him in relation to Him as the Legatees to the Messengers, 
and yet they have not established   Al ī  in the position of the Imam as he 
was established by God and His Messenger — may God bless him.  ‘To 
those who hope for God and the Last Day’ , that is, to those who hope for 

    335  Famous   	 ad ī th  of Ghad ī r Khumm, also alluded to above: see  Kashf  III, 
p. 86,  §  70, and related footnote.   

    336  Also quoted in  Kashf  I, p. 12,  §  25. On Moses and Aaron, apart from the 
numerous mentions in  Kashf  VI, see also  Kashf  I, p. 31,  §  65; III, p. 75,  §  44.   

    337  The term  wa � iyya , from the same root as  wa �  ī  , ‘Legatee’, is thus translated 
throughout this volume. However, in this particular treatise, one should bear in mind 
that the notion of  wa � iyya  oft en has the connotation of ‘testamentary disposition’, 
‘recommendation’, as we are dealing with the explicit designation of   Al ī  by 
Mu�ammad — that is, the instruction rather than the content of the legacy.   
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God and the Mahd ī   338   from   Al ī ’s progeny whom the Messenger — 
may God bless him — indicated. He is ‘the Last Day’, the last of the 
Imams and the Speaking-Prophets — may God bless them all. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 16:90] 

  8.  God — may He be exalted — says:  ‘God commands justice and good-
doing and giving the kinsmen; and He forbids turpitude, abomination 
and outrage   (al-fa 	 sh ā  
  wa’l-munkar wa’l-bagh ī ), admonishing you so 
that you remember’  [Q. 16:90]. This means that God commands justice, 
that is, to follow His tradition through the Messengers, the Legatee 
and the Imams, tradition by which He does justice amongst the 
servants, from the fi rst to the last. In every community and every 
nation, he put a Prophet, as well as an Imam He chooses for them, and 
He establishes the Imams for all, just as He made worship an obligation 
to all, as a justice from Him unto His worshippers; such is the justice 
He commands. 

  9.  The ‘good-doing’ is to aim for this path and to act righteously in 
accordance with it. When He says: among them,  ‘some are good-doers, 
and some evidently are iniquitous to their own self’  [Q. 37:113], it is about 
this. One who is iniquitous to his own self is one who follows other 
than the Imams of Truth, and the good-doer is one who follows the 
Imams that God approved for His religion.  [160]  It is about this that 
He says:  ‘And those who follow them with good-doing, God approves 
them’  [Q. 9:100]. [About] His words:  ‘Give the kinsman their rights’  
[Q. 17:26], ‘the kinsman’ is   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib; it is ordered that his rights, 
established by God, be given to him as the Legacy of God’s Messenger 
— may God bless him. [It is also ordered to give him] the obedience 
and Friendship ( wal ā ya ) God has made an obligation on all creation 
— just as He made them an obligation towards His Messenger. 
  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib is the kinsman of the Messenger — may God bless 
him — because he was the fi rst to convert to Islam, and therefore he is 
the closest to him in all Creation in virtue of his Islam. And he is the 
kinsman in terms of blood-relation, and because of the position in 
which God’s Messenger — may God bless him — placed him when he 
said: ‘  Al ī  is in relation to me as Aaron was to Moses’. There is no 

    338  On the equivalence of the Last Day and the Mahd ī , see  Kashf  I, p. 6,  §  8; III, 
p. 52,  §  1.   
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closer proximity than that of Aaron to Moses, and so the Messenger 
— may God bless him — placed   Al ī  in his closeness, and this is what 
God ordered. 

  10.  He then says:  ‘He forbids turpitude, abomination and outrage’  
[Q. 16:90]. These three terms ( asm ā  
  ) that He forbids refer to the 
three  339   who were iniquitous to themselves, to   Al ī  and who acted 
unjustly against his sacred station. Their action was ‘turpitude, 
abomination and outrage’, and so God forbade their action and 
forbade [people] to follow them. He then says:  ‘He admonishes you so 
that you remember’ , what He admonishes you about, and so that you 
avoid what He forbade you and so that you follow whom He ordered 
you to follow. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 16:92] 

  11.  ‘ And be not as her who unravelled her thread aft er she made it 
strong, to thin fi laments, taking your oaths as an object of disorder 
between you, to empower a community over another community. God 
only tests you thereby, and will make clear to you on the Day of 
Resurrection what you disagreed about’  [Q. 16:92]. This means: ‘Do not 

    339  Ab ū  Bakr,   Umar and   Uthm ā n. The same allusive interpretation appears in 
 Tafs ī r al-Qumm ī   ( ful ā n wa-ful ā n wa-ful ā n ), and  Tafs ī r al- � Ayy ā sh ī   ( al-awwal, al-th ā n ī , 
al-th ā lith ); see al-Qumm ī ,  Tafs ī r , ed.  � . al-M ū saw ī  al-Jaz ā  � ir ī , vol. 1, p. 388; ed. Mu � assasat 
al-Im ā m al-Mahd ī , Qom, vol. 2, p. 556; al-  Ayy ā sh ī ,  Tafs ī r , vol. 3, p. 20. Al- � aff  ā r 
al-Qumm ī  is less explicit but still interprets these three terms from Q. 16:90 as referring 
to ‘the enemies of the Prophets and their Legatees whom it is forbidden to love and 
obey’ (al- � aff  ā r al-Qumm ī ,  Ba �  ā  
 ir al-Daraj ā t , p. 942). On this verse in  Tafs ī r al- � Ayy ā sh ī  , 
see M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture and Exegesis , pp. 109–110. See also al-Daylam ī ,  Bay ā n 
madhhab al-b ā  � iniyya , p. 52, where the Zaydi author states that the Ismailis explicitly 
interpret  ‘al-fa 	 sh ā  
  wa’l-munkar wa’l-bagh ī ’  from Q. 16:90 as referring to Ab ū  Bakr, 
  Umar and   Uthm ā n. The terms ‘turpitude’ ( fa 	 sh ā  
  ) and ‘abomination’ ( munkar ) also 
appear in Q. 29:45, without the third term, and are identifi ed with Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar 
in Ismaili,  ghul ā t  and Nu � ayri sources; see e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l 
al-zak ā t , p. 126 (‘the  two  who inaugurated iniquity, brought turpitude into religion, 
denied the position of the Legatee, and violated the covenant took upon them on the 
day of al-Ghad ī r’), 205 (‘the First and the Second of iniquity’); idem,  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-B ā  � in , 
p. 104 (‘the First and the Second who were iniquitous to   Al ī ’); al-Tabar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b 
al-ma �  ā rif , p. 58 (‘the First and the Second’). Compare the latter’s explanation of 
Q. 29:45 to the one attributed to the heresiarch Is �  ā q al-A � mar by al-Kha 
  ī b 
al-Baghd ā d ī ; cited by H. Halm, ‘Das ‘Buch des Schatten”, I, p. 246. On the Shi  i 
‘personnalized’ exegesis of these verses, see F. Gillon, ‘Du  tafs ī r  chiite au  ta 
 w ī l  isma é lien’.   
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 [161]  be like her whose deeds were thwarted and whose endeavour 
was foiled,  ‘aft er she made it strong’ , that is, aft er a Proof by whom God 
strengthened them and aft er His Messenger. The strength is the 
Proof.  340   ‘Filaments’ ( ank ā than ) means they have breached ( nakath ū  )  341   
their covenant with the Messenger and rejected his tradition aft er it 
was arranged and connected with God’s Path, just as a thread being 
unravelled aft er having been tied. 

  12.   ‘[We forbade the Jews certain good things that were lawful because 
of their wrongdoings] and their hindering from the Path’  [Q. 4:160]: By 
this, He means the community of Moses, their following the S ā mir ī   342   
in the absence of Moses and their separation from Aaron. And so God 
is saying to the community of Mu�ammad: ‘Do not be like that 
community in opposing   Al ī , because he is the Proof and the Gate of 
Mu�ammad, just as Aaron was the Proof and the Gate of Moses.’ 

  13.   ‘Taking your oaths as an object of disorder between you’  means that 
you are taking the Pact which the Messenger of God made you contract 
with   Al ī , the Pact that made his sacred station known to you,  ‘as an 
object of disorder between you’ , which means that [the Pact] is concealed 
amongst you, that you do not know it and do not obey God’s command, 
and that you do not manifest it to the people so they can act accordingly. 

  14.   ‘To empower a community over another community’  means that 
they do this fearing that the community of Moses would be greater 
and higher in the worldly life — since they chose for themselves and 
became too arrogant to obey Aaron — [greater and higher] than the 
community of Mu�ammad if they did not choose for themselves and 
become too arrogant to obey   Al ī . That way, the Imamate becomes 
a matter of <negotiation>,  343   open to anyone, and anyone in the 

    340  In this paragraph, the Proof refers to   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib.   
    341  See al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  Da �  ā  
 im al-Isl ā m , vol. 1, pp. 388 (English trans.:  The 

Pillars of Islam , vol I, p. 480), where the term  n ā kith ū n  specifi cally refers to ‘the people 
of Basra and others who fought [  Al ī ] at the Battle of the Camel’. For further references 
to this term in Shi  i literature, see al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  The Pillars of Islam , vol. 1, p. 62, 
n. 162.   

    342  See  Kashf  I, p. 31,  §  65, and commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 147–154, esp. 
pp. 152–153.    

    343  Mss. A, B:  muf ā  � a , corrected to  muf ā wa � a , aft er Strothmann’s suggestion in a 
footnote.   
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community can claim it, instead of organizing the community in 
accordance with the Messenger’s Legacy and despite the fact that the 
Imams aft er him should be of his house ( min ahl baytihi ). 

  15.  Then He says:  ‘God only tests you thereby.’  This means that God 
will try you  [162]  with the sacred stations of   Al ī  and the Imams aft er 
him, with the Legacy [transmitted to] his sons, and with the guide 
( dal ī l ) to the religion of God which God has approved and through 
which His Creation worships [Him].  ‘He will make clear to you on the 
Day of Resurrection what you disagreed about’ : this means that He will 
make clear to you that the choice you make for yourselves and your 
promulgation of the religion without the guide ( dal ī l ) and in accordance 
your passions ( ahw ā  
  ) are a deviation from divine guidance. [He will 
make clear] that the [true] guidance is God’s: the Messenger of God 
— may God bless him —  has guided ( dalla ) to it and has indicated his 
Legatee according to it. Thus is His religion organized, and His choice 
does not vary depending on the passions of the people nor on their 
choices. 

 [Exegesis of Q. 3:187] 

  16.  It is in a similar way that one should understand God’s words — He 
is Mighty and Sublime:  ‘When God made a pact with those who had 
received the Book [He said]: ‘Make it clear unto mankind, and do not to 
conceal it.’ But they cast it behind their backs and sold it for a small price 
— how evil was their selling!’  [Q. 3:187]. When God made a pact with 
those for whom He had appointed an Imam — who is the  ‘Book’  — [He 
said]:  ‘Make it clear unto mankind, and do not to conceal it’ , so that they 
would manifest his sacred station and follow him. This means that they 
were iniquitous toward those to whom the Messenger of God — may 
God bless him — made   Al ī ’s sacred station known, and with whom he 
contracted the Covenant of God and His Pact. But they concealed this 
among themselves and claimed his sacred station. Then He says:  ‘But 
they cast it behind their backs’  in their prayers and judgements,  [163]   ‘and 
sold it for a small price’ : they sold God’s approbation to follow [  Al ī ] in 
favour of their leadership in iniquity for a small duration in this worldly 
life.  ‘How evil was their selling’  in favour of this iniquity they chose 
without approval from God, and without following the Imam of His 
religion whose right was approved, that is,   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, the Legatee 
of the Messenger — may God’s blessings be upon them both. 
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 [The Summoners and the initiation: exegesis of Q. 58:11] 

  17.   ‘O you who believe! When it is said to you: ‘Make room in the 
assemblies’, then make room, and God will make room for you. And when 
it is said: ‘Rise’, then rise, and God will raise up those of you who believe 
and received knowledge in high degrees. And God is aware of what you 
do’  [Q. 58:11]. 

  18.  This means that when you are told: ‘Spread out the explanation 
and the initiation ( al-shar	 wa’l-tarbiya )’, then spread it out. And when 
it is said to you: ‘Withhold it’, then withhold it. This means that when 
the Imam tells you so, it is a guidance. ‘ God will raise up those of you 
who believe’  if they comply with what they have heard,  ‘and those who 
received knowledge’  if they withhold [the teaching] until they are 
ordered [otherwise]. They will be risen up  ‘in high degrees’  by their 
obedience and their submission. 

 [The Summoners and the initiation: exegesis of Q. 2:233] 

  19.   ‘The mothers shall suckle their children for two entire cycles, for 
those who wish to complete the suckling. It is for the father to provide 
their sustenance   [164]   and clothing in accordance with what is 
known (bi’l-ma � r ū f)’  [Q. 2:233]. This means that the Summoners 
and the Gates make the believers whom they summon hear two 
Imams: an Imam who utters ( yan � uq ) a Law and a Revelation, 
and an Imam who completes the Law with the Exegesis.  ‘For those 
who wish to complete the suckling’ , that is, for those who wish to 
complete the rank of the believer and to rise up in degrees to the 
knowledge of the Completer Imam.  ‘It is for the father to feed   and 
clothe them in accordance with what is known’ : the ‘father’ is 
the Imam to whom people are summoned in his age.  ‘Their sustenance’  
is the infl ux ( m ā dda ) of knowledge the believer receives from the 
Summoners.  ‘Their clothing’  is the covering of piety they 
wear, by which God raises to high degrees the believers and the 
Summoners and diff uses the wisdom and the knowledge of religion. 
 ‘In accordance with what is known (bi’l-ma � r ū f)’  means that those 
whose merit ( isti 	 q ā q ) is known will receive this to the measure of 
their merit (  � al ā  qadar isti 	 q ā qihi ) at a time God deems appropriate 
for them. Then, the appropriateness of the initiation ( fat 	  ) of the 
believers will be known. 
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 [The Summoners and the initiation: exegesis of Q. 60:12] 

  20.   ‘O Prophet! If believing women come to you, taking oath of allegiance 
that they will not associate with God anything, and will not steal, neither 
commit fornication, nor slay their children, nor forge a lie between their 
hands and feet, nor rebel against you in what is right, then accept their 
allegiance and ask God to forgive them. God is the Forgiving, the 
Compassionate’  [Q. 60:12]. 

  21.  What is meant by ‘the Prophet’ ( nab ī  ) here is the Proof, who 
communicates ( yunabbi 
  )  [165]  esoteric knowledge to the believers, 
and what is meant by ‘the believing women’ are the believers who have 
been raised to high degrees, and whom the Proof wants to give 
permission to summon. So, God — may He be exalted — says to the 
Proof: If these believers come to you to take the covenant and the oath 
of allegiance to the Imam [swearing]  “that they will not associate with 
God anything” , that is, that they will not summon in favour of anyone 
but the God-chosen Imam, because whoever does so associates 
something with God, since he associates someone who was not chosen 
by God for His creation to the Imamate of His religion. The Imam of 
Truth who is chosen by God — may He be exalted — is the one who is 
designated by an Imam before him. His designation comes to him, an 
Imam aft er another, from the Legatee of the Messenger designated by 
the Messenger, until the Imamate reaches him. 

  22.   ‘They will not steal’ : they will not divulge the esoteric knowledge 
of religion to someone who has not taken the covenant, for if the 
Summoner does this, then he is stealing. If the deprived believer 
( mu � min mu 	 arram )  344   learns what he is not permitted to be spoken to 
about or if he discloses what he has heard to the people of the exoteric, 
then he steals and enables others to steal. 

  23.   ‘They will not commit fornication’  means that they do not take 
the covenant with someone without permission or licence of the 
Imam.  345    ‘They will not slay their children’ : they do not deprive a believer 

    344  The term designates a low rank of the Ismaili hierarchy, and is usually opposed 
to the  ma 
 dh ū n , mentioned a few lines further in our text, who is ‘the one who has 
permission’ to hear and/or preach and disclose the esoteric knowledge.   

    345  See  Kashf  I, pp. 26–27,  §  §  57–59; III, p. 78–79,  §  52; V, p. 114,  §  41; p. 123,  §  57, 
and commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.   
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from the dignities of religion (  	 ud ū d al-d ī n ) he deserves, and do not 
invalidate him in the eyes of  [166]  the Imam by slandering him 
unjustly.  ‘They will not   forge a lie between their hands and feet’ : they do 
not summon toward any abomination in matters of religion, nor 
toward an Imam or a Proof they have chosen on their own initiative 
without an order from the Imam. The ‘hands’ are the Gates, the ‘feet’ 
are the summoning believers who have received permission 
( al-mu 
 min ū n al-du �  ā t   al-ma 
 dh ū n lahum ).  ‘They will not forge a lie’  
concerning the Gates and the believers, [the latter] by attributing a lie 
to the Gates and [the former] by deceiving the believers. Otherwise, 
they would be iniquitous to themselves, that is, the Gates and the 
believers.  ‘They will not rebel against you in what is right  ( ma � r ū f  ) ’ : they 
will not rebel against you concerning the Imam whose sacred station 
is known ( ma � r ū f  ).  ‘That they should not disobey you in what is right’  
means they should not disobey you concerning the station of the 
known Imam, nor concerning any known ( ma � r ū f  ) matter of religion; 
the Truth is clear and evident. 

  24.   ‘Then accept their allegiance’ : impose these conditions on them, 
release the Summons ( a � liq lahum al-da � wa ) upon them and command 
them to give their oath of allegiance to the Prince of the Believers — 
peace be upon him. 

 [The succession of Mu�ammad and the Imam as a Book: 
 exegeses of Q. 62:2 and 46:12] 

  25.   ‘It is He who has sent amongst the unlettered (al-ummiyy ī n) a 
Messenger from among them, to recite His signs ( ā y ā t), to purify them, 
and to teach them the Book and the Wisdom — though they had been, 
before, in manifest error’  [Q. 62:2]. The ‘unlettered ones’ <are those who 
did not have an Imam; he is the Book>  346   because the unlettered, in 
the exoteric, are <those who do not read>  347   books nor write. God sent 
Mu�ammad — may God bless him — was sent to the two groups 

    346  Mss. A, B: missing. Addition in the margin of B:  alladh ī n lam yakun f ī him 
im ā m wa-ahl al-kit ā b . Corrected to:  alladh ī n lam yakun f ī him im ā m wa-huwa al-kit ā b , 
aft er Gh ā lib, p. 145.   

    347  Mss. A, B:  l ā  ya � rif ū n al-kit ā b . Strothmann:  l ā  ya � rif ū n wa-huwa al-kit ā b  
Corrected to:  l ā  yaqra 
  ū n al-kit ā b , aft er Gh ā lib, p. 145.   
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<. . .>  348   . . .the sons of Ismael who did not have an Imam, because the 
Imamate was in the hands of the sons of Isaac until Mu�ammad — 
may God bless him — was sent. God sent him as  ‘a Messenger from 
among them, to recite His signs’ , that is, to inform them of the Imams of 
God’s religion among  [167]  his progeny  349  .  ‘To purify them’ : by the 
Summons to the Truth of Islam, he cleanses them from the fi lth of the 
falsity of the state of ignorance ( j ā hiliyya ).  ‘To teach them the Book and 
the Wisdom’ : he informs them of the Imam aft er him, who is His 
Legatee, so that his name and his place become known. The ‘Book’ is 
the Imam, and the ‘Wisdom’ is the Speaking-Messenger who comes 
aft er him from his progeny. He informs them of him; he is the Mahd ī  
to whom the Messenger had pointed — may God bless him.  ‘Though 
they had been, before, in manifest error’ : before the Messenger of God, 
they did not have an Imam to guide them to the religion of God, and 
consequently their error was manifest because of their remoteness 
from the Imams of God’s Truth. 

  26.   ‘Before him, there was the Book of Moses, an Imam and a Mercy, 
and this Book confi rms the other ones in Arabic tongue, in order to warn 
the iniquitous and to give good tidings to those who do good’  [Q. 46:12]. 
Before the Book of Mu�ammad, there was the Book of Moses. The 
Book of Mu�ammad is the Imam he establishes aft er himself, that is, 
his Legatee   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, just as the Book of Moses was the Imam 
he had indicated as the Imam aft er himself, namely Aaron. God says: 
 ‘This Book confi rms the other ones in Arabic tongue. ’ This refers to 
  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib who was the fi rst to confi rm Mu�ammad as the 
Messenger of God. The ‘tongue’ ( lis ā n ) is Mu�ammad, and   Al ī  is the 
Imam that Mu�ammad pointed to — may God bless them both.  ‘In 
order to warn   [168]   the iniquitous’ , meaning those who deviated from 
the Imamate of the religion of God and took as friends [individuals] 
other than His Friends ( tawall ū  ghayr awliy ā  
 ihi ).  ‘And to give good 
tidings to those who do good’ , that is, those who aim at the path of God 
and do good works on this path. 

    348  The text is corrupted, maybe lacking some words. Should we understand that 
these two groups are the sons of Ismael on the one hand, and the sons of Isaac on the 
other hand?   

    349  On the Imams as ‘signs’ (  ā ya , pl.   ā y ā t ), see  Kashf  III, p. 79,  §  55, and related 
footnote; V, pp. 130–133,  §  §  68–70; VI, pp. 173–174,  §  36–37.   
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 [The mountains as Proofs: exegesis of Q. 20:105–107] 

  27.   ‘They ask you about the mountains, say: ‘My Lord will scatter them 
into dust, leaving them as a level plain where you will see no crookedness 
nor relief’  [Q. 20:105–107]. By the ‘mountains’ He means the Proofs. 
 ‘My Lord will scatter them into dust’  refers to the quivering ( ihtiz ā z ) of 
their hearts and to their joy in [obeying] the Command of God. 
‘. . . leaving them as a level plain’ : the fear and glorifi cation of God will 
humble and submit them. ‘Y ou will see no crookedness nor curvature’ : 
you will see no ‘crookedness’ and no stubbornness among them as to 
the Truth, nor any doubt or disagreement.  ‘Nor relief’ : on earth, there 
are low and high places. Thus, He says that there is no laziness, no 
unwillingness and no disagreement  350   among the Proofs. 

 [The mountains as Proofs in eschatological context: 
exegesis of Q. 78:12–20] 

  28.   ‘We have built above you seven unshakeable [heavens]’  [Q. 78:12]: 
‘We have established for your guidance seven Imams supported 
( mu 
 ayyad ī n ) by [divine] force as a means from God [to join Him]. 
 ‘Above you’ : between you and God.  ‘And We made a dazzling lamp’  
[Q. 78:13]: this refers to the Gate who raises the degrees of the believers 
and gives life to the Summons under the Imam’s command.  ‘Dazzling’ : 
 [169]  the word ‘dazzling’ means illuminating, luminescent, and this 
refers to knowledge and demonstration ( bay ā n ).  ‘And We have sent 
down from the rainy clouds abundant water’  [Q. 78:14]. The ‘rainy 
clouds’ represent the Summoners, ‘water’ represents knowledge. What 
is ‘abundant’ is what fl ows in great quantities. So this means: ‘And we 
have sent down with the Summoners a greatly fl owing knowledge by 
which the believers come to life.’ 

  29.   ‘To bring forth grain and plants, and gardens luxuriant  ( alf ā fan ) ’  
[Q. 78:15–16], that is, ‘rallied’ ( multaff  ī n ) and regrouped around one 
Order ( amr ), which is the straight religion of God.  ‘Indeed a time is 
fi xed for the Day of separation’  [Q. 78:17]. The ‘Day of separation’ is the 
Mahd ī  — may God bless him — through whom God separates Truth 
from falsehood, and a believer from an unbeliever. He is the fi xed 

    350  The term translated as ‘relief’,  amt , may also bear the meaning of ‘doubt’, 
‘hesitation’ or ‘disagreement’.   
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term of God’s Order ( amr ) and its end: he is the seventh of the seven 
Speaking-Prophets.  ‘The Day the Trumpet is blown, you will come in 
troops’  [Q. 78:18] :  the Day when his Order becomes manifest and 
he announces the Summons toward him;  ‘you will come in troops’ , one 
troop aft er another, willingly or not.  ‘And heaven is open, and become 
gates’  [Q. 78:19]: he will unveil the veiled, esoteric knowledge of 
the Imams, which will contain the sacred stations of Gates who teach 
everyone who asks and seeks.  ‘And the mountains are set in motion and 
become as a mirage’  [Q. 78:20]: the Proofs will be set in motion. When 
the Mahd ī  becomes manifest, they will be ordered to manifest and 
follow the path of Truth ( �irā� al- 	 aqq ).  ‘As a mirage’ : on that day, the 
Proofs will be similar to a mirage, because their observance, their 
obedience and the manifestation of their Order will follow their 
refraining from [such manifestation] by staying veiled and silent 
( al-satr wa’l-kitm ā n ). 

 [The mountains as Proofs: exegesis of Q. 38:18–19] 

  30.  God says about David:  ‘We subjected the mountains with him to give 
glory at evening and sunrise, and the birds, mustered,   [170]   every one to 
Him reverting’  [Q. 38:18–19].  ‘We subjected the mountains with him’  
means: ‘We established the Proofs with him’.  351    ‘To give glory’  is to 
summon.  ‘At evening and sunrise’ : sunrise is similar to the Messenger, 
because he is the starting point of the exoteric laws ( mubtada 
  
al-shar ā  
 i �  al- �  ā hira ), just as the sunrise is the starting point of daylight 
— and the day is similar to the exoteric. The evening is similar to 
the Legatee, because he is the starting point of the knowledge of the 
esoteric, just as the evening is the starting point of the darkness of 
the night — and the night is similar to the esoteric .  So this means: 
‘We established the Proofs with him, to summon to the exoteric and 
the esoteric by which God established the Legatee and the Messenger.’ 

    351  See the interpretation of Q. 21:79 and 34:10, both mentioning the subjection of 
the mountains to David, in al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al-ift ikh ā r , pp. 224–225, where the 
mountains are identifi ed with the Proofs as well. See also a similar interpretation of 
Q. 21:79 and 34:10 in al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n,  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , p. 253, cited in I.K. Poonawala, 
‘Ism ā    ī l ī  ta � w ī l of the Qur’an’, p. 216, n. 52; Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid 
wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, ff . 154–156.   
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The ‘birds’ are like the Summoners.  352   He says: We have tasked him 
with establishing the Summons through the Summoners, ‘mustered’ 
with him, that is, assembled in obedience to him.  ‘Every one to Him 
reverting’  means they all summon toward him and refer to him as to 
their knowledge and Summons. 

 [The succession of Mu�ammad and the Imam as a Book] 

  31.   ‘Those to whom We have sent the Book, who recite it as it should be 
recited, those believe in it. And those who disbelieve in it, they are the 
losers’  [Q. 2:121]. The ‘Book’ means the Imam. He then means: ‘those 
to whom We gave the Imam and to whom we made him known’ — 
and he is   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib.  ‘They recite (yatl ū n) it as it should be recited’ : 
they follow him as he should be followed, because the one who recites 
( al-t ā l ī  ) is the one who follows ( al-muttabi �  ).  353    ‘Those believe in it. And 
those who disbelieve in it, they are the losers’ : those are the ones who 
believe in the Imam, and those who disbelieve in him have lost 
themselves in this world and the hereaft er, because they have not 
followed the Imam and God does not accept the deeds of anyone 
except those undertaken by following the Imam.  [171]  

  32.   ‘And what of him who stands upon a clear sign from his Lord, and 
is followed (yatl ū hu)  354   by a witness from Him, and before there was the 
Book of Moses as an Imam and a Mercy  355  ? Those believe in it; but 
whoever disbelieves in it from the factions, the Fire is his appointed place. 
So be not in doubt concerning it; it is the Truth from your Lord’  
[Q. 11:17]. 

    352  On the identifi cation of the birds with the Summoners, see al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n, 
 As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l , p. 253; Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Sar ā  
 ir wa-asr ā r al-nu � aq ā  
  , pp. 
23–24; idem,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , IIS MS. 734, f. 155. This is most probably 
related to the designation of the  du �  ā t  as ‘Wings’ ( jan ā  	   pl.  ajni 	 a ); see  Kashf  I, p. 9,  §  
18, and above, p. 83, n. 33.   

    353  The author uses the double meaning of the verb  tal ā  , which means ‘to recite’ as 
well as ‘to follow’.   

    354  Again, the author interprets the Qur’anic occurrence of the verb  tal ā   as 
meaning ‘to follow’, instead of the usual understanding of the term as ‘to recite’; see 
previous footnote. I have chosen to translate the verse accordingly in order for it to fi t 
the interpretation that follows.   

    355  See above  Kashf  VI, p. 168,  § 26 for an interpretation of Q. 46:12, which also 
mentions the ‘Book of Moses which was an Imam and a Mercy’.   
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  33.  [The ‘clear sign’] refers to Mu�ammad — may God bless him. 
 ‘It is followed by a witness from Him’ : [the ‘witness’] refers to   Al ī  b. Ab ī  
 �  ā lib — peace be upon him — who followed ( ittaba � a ) Mu�ammad 
and whom God decreed to be Imam aft er him. ‘ And before there was 
the Book of  Moses’: previously there was an Imam whom Moses 
indicated, who was Aaron.  ‘As an Imam and a Mercy’ : this means that 
 ‘it is followed by a witness from Him’  to be an Imam.  356   The ‘Mercy’ is 
the Messenger, and the ‘Imam’ is   Al ī  — peace be upon him — just as 
Moses and the Imam he had indicated, and who was his ‘Book’.  ‘As an 
Imam and a Mercy’  means: as an Imam and a Messenger.  ‘Those believe 
in it’  refers to those who believe in   Al ī  and know his Imamate because 
of the Messenger’s bequest ( wa � iyya ) to him.  ‘Whoever disbelieves in it 
from the factions’ : whoever disbelieves in   Al ī  among the people of 
division ( ahl al-ift ir ā q ) who separated ( faraq ū  ) from their religion and 
did not organize it according to the bequest ( wa � iyya ). The ‘factions’ 
are the separated groups ( al-fi raq ).  ‘The Fire is his appointed place  
( maw � id ) ’ : the punishment that is promised ( wu � ida ) is the ‘appointed 
place’ ( maw � id ) for those who disbelieved in   Al ī . God punishes them 
for their disbelief and their rebellion against God and His Messenger 
by [rebelling against] his sacred station. Then He says to His Prophet: 
‘ So be not in doubt concerning it; it is the Truth from your Lord’ : be 
not in doubt concerning   Al ī ; he is the Imam of Truth, approved 
by your Lord for His Cause ( li- 	 aqqihi ).  ‘But most men do not believe’  
[Q. 11:17], that is, they do not believe in   Al ī ’s sacred station when he 
is the Truth from God.  [172]  

  34.  [God] says:  ‘We have not sent down upon you the Book except 
that you make clear to them that wherein they diff er’  [Q. 16:64]: ‘We have 
not sent down the sacred station of the Imamate, etc.’ 

  35.   ‘We have sent down upon you the Book. Those to whom We have 
given the Book believe in it; and some of these believe in it. And none 
denies Our signs but the disbelievers’  [Q. 29:47]. This means: We inspired 
you to establish an Imam for your community, and a Legatee for you. 
Those who were before you, for whom We had appointed an Imam, 
believe in their Imam.  ‘And some of these believe in him’ , that is, some 
in your community believe in the Imam He established and know his 

    356  The text adds ‘. . .and a Messenger’, which makes no sense. The whole passage 
seems corrupted, possibly partly because of a homeoteleuton.   
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sacred station.  ‘And none denies Our signs but the disbelievers’ : And 
none denies the Imams of our religion but the disbelievers in 
religion.  357   

 [Choosing one’s own Imam: exegeses of Q. 10:17–18 and 13:33] 

  36.   ‘Who is more iniquitous than the one who forges a lie against God, 
and who denies His signs? Indeed, the criminals will not prosper. And 
they worship apart from God what hurts them not neither profi ts them, 
and they say: ‘These are our intercessors with God’. Say: Will you inform 
God of what He knows not in the heavens or in the earth? Glory be to 
Him! High be He Exalted above whatever they associate [with Him]!’  
[Q. 10:17–18]. 

  37.  This means: ‘Who is more iniquitous than the one who forges 
a lie against God by establishing for His religion an Imam He did not 
establish?’  ‘And who denies   [173]   His signs’ : who denies the Imams of 
God’s religion whom God has chosen.  ‘Indeed, the criminals will not 
prosper’ : they will not be saved from the punishment of God, nor will 
they gain any reward which is prosperity ( fal ā  	  ). And those who have 
committed a crime by forging [a lie] against God and denying the 
Imams of His religion, they will not prosper.  ‘They worship apart from 
God’ : they worship something apart from God and from His choice 
which  ‘hurts them not neither profi ts them’ ; if they turned away from it 
and disobeyed it, it would not hurt them, while obeying and following 
it does not profi t them.  ‘They say: ‘These are our intercessors with God’ : 
God approves us and accepts our deeds in following these, obeying 
them and taking them as intercessors.  ‘Say: Will you inform God of 
what He knows not in the heavens or in the earth?’ : Will you inform 
God that you have established for yourselves Imams and chiefs 
and have followed them, when God does not know of them as 
Messengers, nor as Legatees, Imams or Proofs? ‘ Glory be to Him! High 
be He Exalted above whatever they associate!’  They have established 
associates to His choice by choosing for themselves. They follow their 
own choice and this choice has enslaved them. This is associating 
something with God,  ‘glory be to Him! High be He Exalted above 
whatever they associate!’  

    357  On the Imams as ‘signs’ (  ā ya , pl.   ā y ā t ), see  Kashf  III, p. 79,  §  55, and related 
footnote; V, pp. 130–133,  §  §  68–70; VI, pp. 167–168,  §  25; pp. 173–174,  §  §  36–37.   
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  38.  Similar to this [verse is the one that states]:  ‘Will you inform 
Him of what He know not in the earth? Or is it in apparent words? Nay, 
but the stratagems of the disbelievers were decked out fair to them, and 
they deviated from the Path. Whoever God sends astray, no   [174]   guide 
has he’  [Q. 13:33]. This means: Will you inform Him that you have 
chosen for yourselves and you have followed one whom God does 
not acknowledge to be among the Legatees?’ They have the audacity 
[to think] that God will accept this from them.  ‘Or is it in apparent 
words’ , namely the words in which you openly state that you obey God, 
while you have intentionally rebelled against Him [by not following] 
the Legatee of His Messenger. Again, they have the audacity to believe 
that He will accept their deeds.  ‘But the stratagems of the disbelievers 
were decked out fair to them’ : the stratagems of those who denied   Al ī ’s 
sacred station were decked out fair to them when they rejected the 
Legacy and usurped the sacred station of the Imamate based on their 
passions, apart from the choice of God and His Messenger. It is Satan 
who decked this out fair to them.  ‘And they deviated from the Path’ , that 
is, from   Al ī  who is God’s path; God accepts no worship but the one 
taken by following him and the Legacy of the Messenger. [The Legacy] 
is the Path of God and His tradition, but they have refused it.  ‘Whoever 
God sends astray, no guide has he’ : this means that God sent them astray 
when they deviated from His Path and followed their passions, and 
no guide have they, as God says:  ‘Have you seen the one who takes his 
passions (haw ā hu) as his deity? God has left  him astray purposely’  
[Q. 45:23]. 

 [The Imam as a Book: exegesis of Q. 2:78–79] 

  39.   ‘And some are unlettered (ummiyy ū n) who know not the Book, but 
see only their fancy therein, and they do nothing but speculate.   [175]   So 
woe to those who write the book with their hands and then say: ‘This is 
from God’, to sell it for a small price. Woe to them for what their hands 
have written, and woe to them for their earnings’  [Q. 2:78–79]. Some do 
not have an Imam and do not believe.  ‘They   know not the Book, but see 
only their fancy therein’ : they know no Imam but the one their fancy 
sees. God does not accept their deeds in obeying him whom they have 
chosen to lead them ( li-im ā matihim ).  ‘They do nothing but speculate’ : 
in following who they have chosen, they do nothing but speculate 
that God will accept this from them, but they have no certainty ( yaq ī n ) 
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of this, nor any insight, nor the approval of God concerning the Imams 
of His religion.  ‘So woe to those who write the book with their hands and 
then say: ‘This is from God’ : Woe to those who appoint an Imam based 
on their passions, and then say: ‘This is the Imam of the religion of 
God. God will approve whoever follows him and accept the deeds 
made by following and imitating him’.  ‘To sell it for a small price’ : to 
acquire with it what their souls desire ( m ā  tahw ā  anfusuhum ) and a 
little, evanescent stretch in this wordly life — such is the ‘small price’. 
 ‘Woe to them for what their hands have written’ : Woe to them for 
whoever they established and followed based on their passions, 
because he will lead them down to the Fire, and to a  ‘terrible abode’  
[Q. 2:126].  ‘And woe to them for what they have earned : Woe to them 
for the one they misguided with their own misguidance. They will 
earn his burden on top of theirs, as God — He is Mighty and Sublime -  
says:  [176]   ‘They will bear their whole burden on the Day of Resurrection, 
as well as the burden of those they have misguided without knowledge. 
O terrible the burden they bear!’  [Q. 16:25]. 

 [The Imams and their representatives: 
Summoners, Gates and Proofs] 

  40.   ‘Say: ‘Have you imagined if God took away your hearing and your 
sight and sealed your hearts, who is the deity who could restore it to 
you save God? See how We display the signs, and yet they turn away’  
[Q. 6:46]: ‘Have you imagined if God deprived you from the 
Summoners’ from whom they hear the knowledge of religion — they 
are the ones meant by the ‘hearing’ — ‘and deprived you from the 
knowledge’ by which they see the Path of guidance — this is what is 
meant by the ‘sight’ — ‘and hid from you the Imams who guide you to 
God’s approbation through the Proofs and the Summoners’ — they 
[the Imams] are the ‘hearts’, for the hearts are the seat ( mustaqarr ) of 
the physical (  �  ā hira ) life, just as the Imams are the seat of the <esoteric> 
life <which resurrects>  358   from the death of ignorance. 

  41.   ‘Who is the deity who could restore it to you’ : [who] could restore 
the religion He hid and deprived you from?  ‘See how We display the 

    358  Mss. A, B:  wa’l-a 
 imma mustaqarr al- 	 ay ā t min al- 	 aqq . Both manuscripts are 
corrupted here. The translation follows the suggested reconstitution of meaning in 
Strothmann’s edition (p. 177, n. 4).   
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signs, and yet they turn away’ : see how the Imams appoint  [177]  the 
Summoners, the Gates and the Proofs for their guidance, and aid them 
by all means to guide toward God’s religion ( yamudd ū nahum bi-kull 
b ā b  � an al-hid ā ya il ā  d ī n All ā h ).  359   Yet, aft er the Imams and the guides 
( hud ā t ) are appointed,  ‘they turn away’  from them and from the Truth 
of God they bear. 

  42.  Similar to this are His words:  ‘Who is more iniquitous than the 
one who denies’  the Imams of God’s religion  ‘and turn away from 
them?’   360   [Q. 6:157]. He also says : ‘He followed and befriended other 
than them’ .  361   And similarly to what He says about hiding the guides 
and depriving [them] of them, if He wills, He says:  ‘We print upon their 
hearts so that they hear not’  [Q. 6:100]. This means that He hides the 
Imams of their age from them. As a result, [the Imams] do not appoint 
amongst them His Summoners from whom they would hear 
knowledge and guidance to God’s religion. 

  43.  The explanation of the meaning of these verses is complete. 
Praise be to God, may He bless Mu�ammad the Prophet and the elect 
among his family, and may He grant them peace. 

 The  Book of Unveiling  is complete; 
 it was composed by our master Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman 

 based on knowledge transmitted by the guided 
Imams — peace be upon them.  [178]   

    359  Corrected   � an  into  f ī  .   
    360  The text replaces ‘God’s signs’ (  ā y ā t All ā h ) by ‘the Imams of God’s religion’ 

( a 
 immat d ī n All ā h ). On the Imams as ‘signs’ (  ā ya , pl.   ā y ā t ), see  Kashf  III, p. 79,  §  55, 
and related footnote; V, pp. 130–133,  §  §  68–70; VI, pp. 167–168,  §  25; pp. 173–174, 
 §  §  36–37.   

    361  There is no such verse in the Qur’an, even though there are several occurrences 
of the verbs  ittaba � a  and  tawall ā  .   
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   Treatise VI Commentary  

 The style of Treatise VI is somewhat diff erent from the rest of the 
collection. The doctrine elaborated here seems to fi t the pre-Fatimid 
period, as Heinz Halm has noted in his short abstract of the treatise.  362   
Indeed, the mention of the ‘seven Imams’  363   is typical — and also rare 
in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , as it appears only here and in the Treatise II.  364   
Moreover, the mentions of the Mahd ī , who is only named three 
times,  365   seem to imply he is still to come. A descendant of   Al ī  b. Ab ī  
 �  ā lib, he is presented as ‘the last of the Imams and the Speaking-
Prophets’,  366   ‘the seventh of the seven Speaking-Prophets’, who ‘will 
unveil the veiled esoteric knowledge of the Imams’  367  . His coming will 
end the era of ‘veiling and silence’ during which it was the Proof who 
was in charge of the  amr , i.e. the ‘Aff air’ or the ‘Cause’. Halm considers 
that this description of the role of the Proof, as well as its importance 
as head of the  da � wa , represents the ‘the old Qarma 
  ī  doctrine of the 
Imamate’,  368   prior to the Fatimid reform. 

 These assessments are however based on the Ismaili parts of the 
treatise, which are in fact intertwined with a series of passages that 
are Shi  i in the broad sense, and bear no specifi cally Ismaili feature. 
These thus focus on the Imamate of   Al ī ’s and the usurpation of his 
right to succeed the Prophet Mu�ammad, emphasizing the notion that 
this usurpation was the result of men succumbing to their passions 

    362  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 31.   
    363   Kashf  VI, p. 169,  §  28.   
    364   Kashf  II, p. 50,  §  24. As also noted by W. Madelung, ‘Das Imamat’, p. 54; see 

 Kashf  II, p. 50,  §  24.   
    365   Kashf  VI, pp. 160,  §  7; p. 168,  §  25; p. 170,  §  29.   
    366   Kashf  VI, p. 160,  §  7.   
    367   Kashf  VI, p. 170,  §  29.   
    368  H. Halm,  Kosmologie , p. 31.   
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instead of obeying and following the Prophet, who had explicitly 
appointed   Al ī . Contrary to other treatises of the  Kashf , particularly 
the fi rst and the third, the enemies of   Al ī  are not named here. Several 
passages display another Shi  i theme, also related to the Imamate of 
  Al ī , namely the analogy between the latter and Aaron, on the basis of 
the famous   	 ad ī th : ‘  Al ī  is to me in the position of Aaron to Moses.’ 
This analogy includes quotations of several Qur’anic verses mentioning 
the ‘Book’, which is identifi ed with the Imam. 

 It is through the other type of passages that the reader knows that 
he/she is dealing with an Ismaili text. The Shi  i and the Ismaili themes 
of the treatise, however, seem to run in parallel throughout the treatise. 
Indeed, the Shi  i passages are almost completely free of Ismaili 
concepts, except for the mention of the Mahd ī  as ‘the last of the Imams 
and Speaking-Prophets’.  369   The term ‘Proof’ as it appears in one of 
these passages  370   refers to the representative of the Speaking-Prophet, 
that is, the Legatee ( wa �  ī  ), and does not bear the specifi c Ismaili 
meaning that will be discussed further as a rank below the Imam and 
above the Summoners.  371   It is only in the Ismaili passages, which are 
inserted between the ‘Shi  i’ paragraphs, that we fi nd Qur’anic exegeses 
referring to the ranks of the  da � wa , particularly the Proofs and the 
Summoners. The text deals with their role and activities, mainly those 
related to initiation. It also discusses the necessity of observing certain 
rules before revealing the esoteric knowledge, the role of the Proof in 
preparing the Mahd ī ’s return, and the intermediary role played by the 
Summoners between the Imam and his followers. 

 The two essential orientations of the treatise (  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’s right 
to succeed the Prophet Mu�ammad and the Ismaili esoteric hierarchy) 
are not explicitly connected to each other up until the very last pages 
of the treatise. Throughout the treatise, they are intertwined in such 
a way we are led to suspect once more an intention to ‘scatter 
knowledge’,  372   by fragmenting the text into several units that are not 

    369   Kashf  VI, p. 160,  §  7.   
    370   Kashf  VI, p. 162,  §  12.   
    371  On the Proof in Ismaili thought, see commentary of  Kashf  V, pp. 395–408.   
    372  See introduction, pp. 63–68.   
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logically and formally connected. The fact that this is intentional 
seems plausible as it is frequent to see such exegeses suddenly 
interrupted by unrelated discussions and resumed a few pages later. 
What is specifi c to the Treatiise VI is that its parallel themes are 
reunited and linked together in the fi nal pages of the text: from the 
necessity to obey God’s command in following the Imam — here 
exemplifi ed by   Al ī  — one must draw the necessity to follow the latter’s 
representatives, that is, the missionaries of the  da � wa . 

 It seems fair to consider that this treatise is the one with the highest 
political potential, as its esoteric teachings can all be geared towards 
the justifi cation of a political organization led by an Imam whose 
legitimacy directly derives from his ancestor,   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib. It is true 
that this is generally the case in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , but the emphasis 
here is on   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’s right to rule, while his other classical 
Shi  i attributes, such as his role as   �  ā  	 ib al-ta 
 w ī l , ‘Master of the 
Exegesis’, for example, seem to be left  aside. This treatise particularly 
reminds us of the political nature of the Ismaili  da � wa  in its early 
stages — though this statement does not diminish the spiritual 
aspects of the treatise. In the following pages, I will attempt to show 
how the text echoes, not only the historical context of its composition, 
but also larger political debates within Shi  i Islam. It is also a testimony 
of the  da � wa  as a strictly hierarchized and disciplined political 
organization. 

   1. God’s choice challenged by human caprice  

 The treatise begins with Q. 53:23 which mentions ‘what souls desire’ 
( m ā  tahw ā  al-anfus ). The verb  haw ā   is derived from the common 
Qur’anic root  h-w-y  from which also derives the noun  haw ā  , pl.  ahw ā  
  , 
‘love, predilection, inclination, passion, desire, whim, caprice’. In the 
Qur’an, the term generally has negative connotations and conveys the 
notion of irrational and subjective passions that drive people away 
from the certainty of faith. It is worth noting the Qur’anic tendency 
to present faith, not as an epistemological jump beyond human 
rationality, but rather as in continuity with the natural state of 
humanity. Therefore, the denial of God’s revelation can only result 
from an irrational deviation equated to a caprice or a whim. The  haw ā   
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is a subjective and evil propensity away from the divine command as 
transmitted through the prophets.  373   

 In the Islamic tradition, the term was oft en used in relation to 
so-called ‘heretical’ groups, as can be seen, for example, from the title 
of Ibn  � azm’s heresiographical work, the  Fi � al f ī ’l-milal wa’l-ahw ā  
  
wa’l-ni 	 al . Hence the expression  ahl al-ahw ā  
  , ‘people of passions’, to 
designate groups considered deviant, such as the Qadariyya and 
others.  374   In a Shi  i context, it is the non-Shi  i groups who are accused 
of ‘following their passions’ when refusing to acknowledge   Al ī ’s right 
to succeed the Prophet Mu�ammad, and, more broadly, the Imams’ 
religious status. 

 So far, while we have met several developments in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
dealing with   Al ī ’s legitimacy, whether they be linked to his role as the 
Legatee, to the notion of inheritance and legacy, or to the necessity of 
an esoteric exegesis to complement the exoteric revelation, the 
question has only briefl y been addressed in this particular way. As a 
matter of fact, the ‘passions’ only appear twice before Treatise VI, both 
times in Treatise V, in contexts dealing with the choice ( ikhtiy ā r ) of an 
Imam by the community without taking into account God’s and 
Mu�ammad’s explicit designation of   Al ī  as the rightful Imam: ‘They 
associated their own choice with God’s, and with the following of their 
 passions ’;  375   ‘They have associated the  passions  of their souls and the 
choice of their chiefs ( kubar ā  
  ) who led them astray from the path with 
God’s order concerning the Imam’.  376   In Treatise VI,   Al ī ’s legitimacy 
is essentially grounded on this opposition between the human passions 
and the profane choice of a leader, on one hand, and the sacred 

    373  For a better grasp of this notion, here are a few examples of its use in the 
Qur’an, among many others:  ‘Is it not that every time a Messenger came unto you with 
what your souls had no desire for ( bi-m ā  l ā  tahw ā  anfusukum ), you grew arrogant, etc.’  
(Q. 2:87).  ‘Do not follow the passions ( ahw ā  �  ) of those who deny Our signs, etc.’  (Q. 6:150). 
 ‘Do not follow the passions ( ahw ā  �  ) of those who know not’  (Q. 45:18).  ‘Have you seen him 
who takes his caprice ( haw ā hu ) as his deity? God has left  him astray purposely. . .’  
(Q. 45:23).  ‘Know that they only follow  t heir passions ( ahw ā  � ahum ), and who goes further 
astray than one who follows his own passion without guidance from God’  (Q. 28:50).   

    374  See I. Goldziher, ‘ Ahl al-ahw ā  
  ’,  EI2 .   
    375   Kashf  V, p. 146,  §  92.   
    376   Kashf  V, p. 153,  §  103.   
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investiture of the divinely chosen Imam, on the other hand —   Al ī ’s 
role as holder of the esoteric knowledge thus seems secondary. 

 However, as mentioned before, this motif of the ‘passions’ is far 
from an original contribution by the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . It is indeed a 
typical feature of Shi  i literature which usually understands every 
Qur’anic occurrence of the term as an allusion to the usurpation of 
  Al ī ’s authority aft er the death of the Prophet. In a   	 ad ī th  reporting a 
 khu � ba  pronounced in Medina by   Al ī , he reproaches the community 
for ‘following its passions’ and going astray from the Truth while 
knowing it was the Truth. Yet, if people had ‘taken knowledge from its 
mine ( ma � din ) and drunk the water from its source’, they would have 
joined the Path. Instead, ‘you took the path of iniquity’ and ‘the doors 
of knowledge have shut off  before you’; ‘you advocated your passions, 
you disagreed upon your religion, you delivered your opinion on 
God’s religion without knowledge; you followed the misguided and 
they misguided you, you renounced the Imams and they renounced 
you, and you started to decide according to your passions’. A few 
lines further, the text is more explicit as to the truth the community 
has renounced: ‘You knew I was your master (  �  ā  	 ibukum ) and the 
one you were ordered [to obey], that I am your savant (  �  ā limukum ) 
whose knowledge is your salvation, the Legatee of your Prophet, the 
choice ( khayra ) of your Lord, etc.’  377   There are countless other texts in 
which the usurping of   Al ī ’s ‘authority’ or ‘aff air’ ( amr ) is similarly 
attributed to the community succumbing to its passions, instead of 
obeying the explicit designation of   Al ī  by God, his Prophet and/or 
his Book. 

 Such interpretations typically concern the succession of the Prophet, 
and therefore the alleged coup d’ é tat which deprived   Al ī  of power. 
Yet, they are also extended to his successors, oft en with political 
connotations, as we shall now see in another example that will shed 
some light on the political implications of Treatise VI. Al-Kulayn ī , in 
the chapter dedicated to ‘the criterion to discern the truthful and false 
claims to the Imamate’ of his  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  , transmits a lengthy   	 ad ī th  
setting out a dialogue between Imam Mu � ammad al-B ā qir (d.115/732) 
and his half-brother Zayd b.   Al ī  (d.122/740) who led a revolt against 

    377  Al-Kulayn ī ,  al-Raw � a min al-k ā f ī , khu � bat al- �  ā l ū tiyya , p. 32.   
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the Umayyads in K ū fa, only to die aft er being wounded in combat.  378   
Given the political quietism adopted by the Imams aft er the 
martyrdom of  � usayn in Karbala in 61/680,  379   we can guess that the 
discussion will revolve around the religious legitimacy of political 
uprisings. 

 Zayd goes to his brother Mu � ammad al-B ā qir with letters from the 
Shi  i community of K ū fa, urging him to join them in their uprising 
against Umayyad power. Mu � ammad al-B ā qir asks whether these 
letters are their initiative or a response to a call from Zayd — a question 
with important implications as will be seen. As the letters turn out to 
come from the free initiative of the believers, Mu � ammad al-B ā qir 
gives a lengthy answer aimed at cooling Zayd’s ardour: ‘Do not be 
hasty, he says, God does not hasten according to the servants’ hastiness.’ 
In anger, Zayd declares: ‘One who sits ( qa � ada ) in his home, draws the 
curtain and turns away from  jih ā d , is no Imam to us. Our Imam is one 
who stands for his own and fi ghts fully for the cause of God’ ( j ā hada f ī  
sab ī l All ā h  	 aqq   jih ā dihi ). Again, Mu � ammad al-B ā qir’s response is 
quite long and this time grounded in Qur’anic evidence, as he asks 
Zayd whether his endeavour is supported by any kind of proof from 
God. All in all, he reproaches his brother for engaging in ‘a doubtful 
and questionable issue’ ( amran anta minhu f ī  shakkin wa shubhatin ), 
without any certainty ( yaq ī n ), and concludes with these severe 
sentences: 

  I take refuge in God from an Imam so misguided that those who 
follow him know better than the one they follow. Do you want, 
O brother, to revive the ways of the people who denied God’s 
signs, disobeyed His Messenger,  followed their passions  without 

    378  See W. Madelung, ‘Zayd b.   Al ī  b. al- � usayn’,  EI2 ; idem, ‘Zaydiyya’,  EI2 .   
    379  On the quietism of the Imams, see M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin,  

pp. 155–173, esp. pp. 170–171 (English trans.,  Divine Guide , pp. 61–69, esp. p. 68), 
where several   	 ad ī th s are quoted, warning against the temptation to command and 
the claims for political power. On the problematic of political quietism in classical 
Shi  ism, see R. Gleave, ‘Quietism and Political Legitimacy in Imami Shi  i Jurisprudence: 
al-Shar ī f al-Murta � a’s Treatise on the Legality of Working for the Government 
Reconsidered’, in S. al-Sarhan, ed,  Political Quietism in Islam. Sunni and Shi � i Practice 
and Thought  (London,  2020 ), pp. 99–128.   
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guidance from God,  380   and claimed the succession without any 
proof from God nor covenant from His Messenger?  381    

 This   	 ad ī th  opposes the quietist ( qu �  ū d ) tendencies of early Shi  i Islam 
to its revolutionary ( qiy ā m, khur ū j ) temptations. It falls within an 
Imami literature designed to justify the Imams’ political quietism aft er 
the martyrdom of  � usayn in Karbala. This renunciation of power and 
refraining from political activities was bound to cause great disarray 
among some of their disciples. Indeed, holding that no power was 
legitimate but the Imam’s, and yet refusing any attempt to seize power 
by force and to oppose directly an unjust rule, might have been an all 
too subtle argument in the eyes of the faithful thirsty for justice. This 
explains the fact that some Imami believers turned to the Ismaili 
 da � wa , in the hope that it would eventually restore the Ahl al-Bayt to 
their rights — as the archetypal example of Ibn  � awshab Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman demonstrates. 

 Clearly, the Ismaili  da � wa  was not quietist as it is characterized, 
from its very origins, by its leaning to the activist tendencies of Shi  ism. 
Indeed, some Ismaili texts elaborate on the necessity of  qiy ā m ,  382   that 
is, military action, a feature that would eventually lead al-Q ā  �  ī  
al-Nu  m ā n to include  jih ā d  as a pillar of Islam. Even  zak ā t , another 
pillar of Islam, may have the political implication of fi nancial support 
( ikhr ā j al-amw ā l ) for the  da � wa ’s earthly endeavours.  383   

 Nevertheless, it is by drawing on the very principles held by the 
quietist tendency of Shi  i Islam that Ismailism legitimates its  da � wa : 
the sacredness of the Imam, the religious duty to obey him, and the 
idea that he is the ‘summoner’, not to be summoned by anyone. It is 

    380  A direct allusion to the abovementioned Qur’anic verse 28:50.   
    381  Al-Kulayn ī ,  U �  ū l al-K ā f ī  ,  kit ā b al- 	 ujja ,  b ā b m ā  yuf � al bi-hi bayna da � w ā  

al-mu 	 iqq wa al-mub � il f ī  amr al-im ā ma , vol. 1, pp. 356–358, no. 16.   
    382  See e.g. Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , p. 73: ‘[God] made [ jih ā d  

against the deniers] a clear obligation, such that their faith would not be fulfi lled 
without complying with it ( al-qiy ā m bi-h ā  ). There is no excuse for anyone to step back 
from  jih ā d  and no pretext to account for sitting ( qu �  ū d ) instead.’   

    383  The anonymous work recently published under the title  Maf ā t ī  	  al-Ni � ma , and 
dated from the North African period of the Fatimid rule, is essentially a letter to a 
 da � wa  member exhorting him to pay his dues to the organization; see W. Madelung 
and P. Walker,  Affi  rming the Imamate , pp. 79–105 (Arabic: pp. 73–110).   
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indeed an interesting paradox that some of the same arguments were 
used to support the Ismaili propaganda in favour of political activism 
(whether in the name of the Mahd ī  or the Fatimid Imam), as well as 
political quietism. In the   	 ad ī th  above, we notice that the Kufan revolt 
is implicitly discredited from the very beginning of the text because it 
was not called upon by the Ahl al-Bayt; it is not the believers’ place to 
call upon their Imam, nor is it for them to put him in charge. The 
Imam, indeed, is no secular sovereign who holds his position and 
legitimacy from the people. He is not appointed by his partisans, nor 
is he accountable to them. He does not depend on them for his status, 
but it is they who depend on him for their salvation. At the core of the 
text is the rejection of an authority based on  contingent  circumstances, 
on the desires, whims and passions of the people. If Mu � ammad 
al-B ā qir had responded to the invitation of his Kufan partisans, he 
would have placed himself in a situation of inferiority as this would 
have implied that he drew his power from the people, and would 
therefore reverse the hierarchical order; this is the meaning of the 
allusion to the ‘Imam so misguided that those who follow him know 
better than the one they follow’. 

 The last sentence I have translated from the   	 ad ī th  is a direct 
allusion to the succession of the Prophet Mu�ammad. Mu � ammad 
al-B ā qir is accusing his brother of following the path of the Sunnis, 
inasmuch as he accepts the idea that the Imam can be appointed by 
the people — even though the latter’s choices are arbitrary, conjectural 
and based on irrational desires and passions — and respond to their 
call, whereas it should be the people who answer the divinely appointed 
Imam’s call. 

 There are other examples of Imam ī    	 ad ī th s supporting the political 
passivity of the Imams and their followers that can just as well be used 
to promote political activism. For instance, the following   	 ad ī th : ‘Any 
banner raised before the uprising of the Q ā  � im belongs to a rebel 
against God (  �  ā gh ū t )’,  384   does not contradict the pre-Fatimid and early 
Fatimid Ismaili activities since the Ismailis specifi cally wished to raise 
their banner in the name of the Q ā  � im. Again, such a   	 ad ī th  implies 

    384  Cited in M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , p. 427 ( La Religion 
discr è te , p. 314).   
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the same political theology that opposes a ‘democratic’, earthly 
investiture, where the sovereign takes his legitimacy from his 
supporters, to a sacred investiture, where the Imam holds his legitimacy 
from God. Whereas — in the Shi  i view — the Sunnis accept the fi rst 
option and consider that the end of the prophetic era marks the end of 
sacred temporal authority, the Shi  is hold that there must be a kind of 
continuity to the prophetic mission, not only on a hermeneutical and 
esoteric level, but also on an exoteric and political one. 

 This political theology is common in its principle to Imami and 
Ismaili sources: political power can, no more than any religious matter, 
be left  to human arbitrariness.  385   It is only the conclusions drawn from 
this common axiom that vary from one tradition to the other. 

 It is not necessary to go through the details of the argumentation 
regarding   Al ī ’s Imamate in Treatise VI, as we have met similar ones in 
the previous treatises of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . It is suffi  cient to give some 
keys to appreciate the political theology implied by the idea, essential 
to this treatise, that the usurpation of authority in the aft ermath of the 
Prophet’s death falls within the submission to passions and the 
supremacy of personal choice over divine election. The consequence 
of such an argument, in the Ismaili perspective, is to base the Imamate, 
not on favourable military circumstances, but on irrevocable necessity: 
the Imamate is no matter of choice, it does not depend on temporal 
contingencies, on political manoeuvres and calculations, but is a 
divine decree one must abide by. 

 One easily perceives the use that can be made of such a view by the 
Ismailis vis- à -vis their adversaries: it allows them to present the 
Abbasids, their local governors, as well as the dissident Ismaili 
missionaries, the Qarma 
 is, as factions whose power was solely based 
on contingency. Their authority, therefore, was of a purely profane 
nature. 

    385  This is indeed the idea developed in the  Tathb ī t al-Im ā ma , attributed to the 
third Fatimid caliph, al-Man �  ū r bi’llāh. As a commentary on Qur’anic verse 4:59 (also 
quoted in  Kashf  V, p. 123,  §  55):  ‘Obey God, obey His Messenger and those in authority 
among you’ , he makes the point that if it was acceptable for men to choose ‘those in 
authority’ relying on their personal conjecture and appreciation, then they would also 
be entitled to choose their own Messenger; see S. Makarem,  The   Shi � i Imamate , esp. 
pp. 63–64 (Arabic: pp. 57–58).   
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 Also, despite the absolute lack of historical hints in Treatise VI, there 
is at least one crucial episode of early Fatimid times with which the 
political reasoning we fi nd here fi ts perfectly: the failed plot of Ab ū    Abd 
All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  against the Imam-Caliph   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī . Thus, this 
would be about suggesting that despite appearances,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī  
did not hold his authority from Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī . Positing that 
authority is God-given would enable the fi rst Fatimid caliph to turn the 
perspective around, and present the concrete conditions of his access to 
power as the result of God’s will, rather than Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’s 
patient activism. This way, the execution of the latter would not appear 
so ungrateful. Al-Mahd ī ’s authority was not based on men’s ‘desires’ and 
‘passions’, because, if that were the case, they would have been entitled to 
overthrow him, as Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  indeed planned. Such an 
overthrow happened in another messianic context, that of the Qarma 
  ī  
state, when the Qarma 
  ī  leader Ab ū   �  ā hir al-Jann ā b ī  (d. 332/943–4) 
ended up executing ‘Ab ū  al-Fa � l the Zoroastrian’, whom he had 
previously presented as the Mahd ī  about three years before the death 
(934) of the fi rst Fatimid caliph,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī .  386   It is true that 
there are many other historical occasions when the political theology 
developed in Treatise VI might have been of use to the Fatimids. 
However, given the probability of several other texts of the collection 
— especially Treatise V — having been composed under the reign of the 
fi rst two Fatimid caliphs, the hypothesis that Treatise VI is somehow 
related to Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’s plot is to be considered. 

 In any case, Treatise VI is an illustration of the general endeavour of 
Fatimid Ismailism to institute a sacred power. This is of course obvious 
for the pre-Fatimid period, oriented towards the arriving of the Mahd ī  
and the establishment of his rule. This orientation, however, was 
maintained during the Fatimid period: accession to power did not 
lead to a form of secularization of the conception of power. Of course, 
it was necessary at fi rst to temper, sometimes harshly, the eschatological 
hopes of over-enthusiastic supporters, to fi ght antinomianism, and to 
reform the doctrine in order to postpone the apparition of the seventh 
Speaking-Prophet. The Fatimid caliphate was nevertheless based on 
the sacrality of the Imam and a fully Shi  i conception, that is, political 
 and  spiritual, of the Imamate. The messianic reign of al- �  ā kim bi-Amr 

    386  On this episode, see H. Halm,  The Empire of the Mahdi , pp. 257–264.   
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All ā h  387   would be the extreme consequence of such a profound belief 
in the sacredness of the Imam’s rule.  

   2.  � Al ī  and Aaron as Books of God  

 Another particularity of Treatise VI is the way it combines two classical 
Shi  i themes. The fi rst is the famous  had ī th al-manzila : ‘  Al ī  is in 
relation to me as was Aaron was to Moses.’  388   The second is the 
equivalence between the Imam and the Qur’anic occurrences of the 
word  kit ā b , ‘book’. Both these themes already appeared in the previous 
treatises, but separately. Here, they are closely interlinked, this 
interlinking being based on the Qur’an itself. 

 In Treatise I, the analogy between   Al ī  and Aaron was addressed 
through the prism of the disobedience of the communities of which they 
were in charge. As we have shown in the commentary on Treatise I, the 
emphasis was on the ‘negative’ aspect of the analogy:   Al ī  and Aaron are 
compared inasmuch as their very existence reveals the unfaithfulness of 
the community towards its prophet.  389   In addition, Aaron appeared in 
the second development on the ‘continuity of the Order’ along with 

    387  While historiography has generally depicted the ‘madness’ of this caliph, this 
so-called madness may have been the result of al- �  ā kim’s eschatological conception 
of his role. It is not by accident that the Druze ‘heresy’ appeared under his reign, 
apparently shielded by his indulgence, to the great displeasure of al-Kirm ā n ī . On this, 
see D. De Smet, ‘Les interdictions alimentaires du calife Fatimide al- �  ā kim: marques 
de folie ou annonce d’un r è gne messianique?’, in U. Vermeulen and Daniel De Smet, 
eds,  Egypt and Syria in the Fatimid, Ayyubid and Mamluk Eras  (Leuven, 1995), 
pp. 53–69; idem,  La Qui é tude de l’intellect , esp. pp. 6–8; idem,   É p î tres sacr é es des 
Druzes , esp. pp. 19–21, 29–30.   

    388  For references to this   	 ad ī th  in Shi  i sources, see e.g. M.M. Bar-Asher,  Scripture 
and Exegesis , p. 156, n. 122; M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  La Religion discr è te , p. 242, n. 42 
(English trans.,  Spirituality of Shi � i Islam , p. 324, n. 42). The   	 ad ī th  is also found in 
several Sunni sources, although it is of course interpreted diff erently than in the Shi  i 
context. In some versions, the sentence is completed as follows: ‘. . . except there are 
no prophets aft er me’ (whereas there were prophets aft er Moses, Aaron being one of 
them). The Sunnis, as well as some Shi  i authors, refer to this   	 ad ī th  to support 
the Islamic dogma of  khatm al-nubuwwa  (sealing of prophethood); on this, see 
G. Miskinzoda, ‘The signifi cance of the   	 ad ī th  of the position of Aaron for the doctrine 
of the formulation of the Sh ī    ī  doctrine of authority’,  BSOAS , 78/1 ( 2015 ), pp. 67–82, 
esp. p. 69, n. 6, for references to this   	 ad ī th  in Sunni sources.   

    389  See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 147–154, esp. pp. 151–152, 147 ff .   
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Ishmael, Abraham’s Legatee,  390   and he was then likened to Simon, Jesus’s 
Legatee.  391   He was therefore just an illustrative adjunct to the role of the 
Legatee, or Proof of the Messenger. This approach comes within the 
idea, found in other Shi  i texts,  392   of an uninterrupted initiatory chain of 
Prophets and Imams since Adam. Stemming from this is the Ismaili 
conception of history, with its Speaking-Prophets accompanied and 
followed by Legatees, themselves succeeded by a series of Imams 
connecting a Speaking-Prophet to the next. 

 In Treatise III, however, the short passage dedicated to the   Al ī /
Aaron analogy is not linked to such a sacred history, but rather to the 
larger parallelism between Aaron and   Al ī . The esoteric interpretation 
of a verse where Moses asks God to appoint Aaron as his auxiliary puts 
the same words in Mu�ammad’s mouth concerning   Al ī .  393   

 We are here in presence of a form of ‘personalized commentary’, as 
the  b ā  � in  of the Qur’anic text actually refers to events of the beginnings 
of Islam. This is also the case of such passages likening Pharaoh and his 
men to   Al ī ’s enemies, or applying various verses concerning Moses to 
the succession of Mu�ammad, particularly in Treatises I and V as we 
have seen. Based on the   	 ad ī th al-manzila  which establishes the analogy 
between   Al ī  and Aaron, and based on the Qur’an itself, which presents 
Moses as a predecessor of Mu�ammad and likens their missions, the 
Shi  i interpreters established systematic parallels between the two 
periods, using the ‘personalized commentary’. The objective was to 
point out the fact that   Al ī  was to inherit every prerogative of the Prophet 
Mu�ammad, just as Aaron would have inherited Moses’s prerogatives 
had he outlived him, the diff erence being that there would be no more 
prophets aft er Mu�ammad.  394   In Treatise VI, this interpretation is 
reinforced by its immediate proximity to the   	 ad ī th  of Ghad ī r 

    390   Kashf  I p. 12,  §  25.   
    391   Kashf  I, p. 31,  §  65.   
    392  See e.g. M.A. Amir-Moezzi,  Guide divin , pp. 106–108 (English trans.,  Divine 

Guide , pp. 41–42).   
    393   Kashf  III, p. 75,  §  44. This passage that has virtually nothing to do with what 

precedes or follows is likely to be a case of  tabd ī d al- � ilm  (scattering of knowledge), 
and it should probably be linked with the developments of Treatise VI on Moses and 
Aaron.   

    394  See e.g. G. Miskinzoda, ‘The signifi cance of the  � ad ī th of the position of 
Aaron’, pp. 71–72, 76–77.   
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Khumm,  395   the masterproof in Shi  i historiography, of the designation 
of   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib as the succssor to the Prophet Mu�ammad. 

 In Treatise VI, the   Al ī /Aaron analogy is closely connected to a 
hermeneutic key which translates to term ‘Book’ as ‘Imam’. Such an 
interpretation of the term  kit ā b  is to be found on several occasions in the 
 Kit ā b al-Kashf : in Treatise I, the  ‘Book wherein is no doubt’  (Q. 2:2) is 
identifi ed with the ‘Prince of the Believers’,  396   while   Al ī  is clearly likened 
to the Qur’an a few pages further.  397   In Treatise II — at least in Idr ī s   Im ā d 
al-D ī n’s quotation of it — the Prince of the Believers is the  ‘Marked Book’  
of Q. 83:20.  398   The equivalence Book/Imam appears again in Treatise 
V.  399   There are also some variations on this theme: it is sometimes the 
Speaking Prophet who is the Book,  400   or the  da � wa  itself.  401   

 Again, the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  is merely reproducing old Shi  i exegetical 
techniques, sometimes adapting them. In the genre of ‘personalized 
commentaries’, identifying   Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib to the Qur’anic occurrences 
of  kit ā b  is quite frequent.  402   Such identifi cation must be linked to the 
doctrine according to which the revelation ( tanz ī l ) of Mu�ammad 
remains incomplete and impenetrable without   Al ī ’s interpretation 
( ta 
 w ī l ). The Qur’an is therefore a Silent (  �  ā mit ) Imam, or Silent Book, 
while the Imam is a Speaking ( n ā  � iq ) Qur’an.  403   This vocabulary is 
reversed in Ismaili literature, as we can see in Treatises III and V,  404   
where it is the Prophet with a new revelation and religious Law who is 
the ‘Speaking-Prophet’, while the Imams intermediary between two 
Speaking-Prophets are ‘Silent’ — since they observe the  taqiyya  
surrounding the teaching of esoteric doctrines and they have not come 

    395   Kashf  VI, p. 159,  §  6.   
    396   Kashf  I, pp. 20–21,  §  45.   
    397   Kashf  I, p. 30,  §  63.   
    398   Kashf  II, p. 42,  §  7.   
    399  See e.g.  Kashf  V, p. 119,  §  51; p. 140,  §  83; see also p. 124,  §  58, where the ‘People 

of the Book’ are the Ismailis themselves since they know the Book, that is, the Imam.   
    400   Kashf  V, p. 122,  §  55; pp. 130–133,  §  §  68–70; p. 134,  §  72.   
    401   Kashf  V, p. 141,  §  85.   
    402  See e.g. M.A. Amir-Moezzi, ‘Al -Durr al- � am ī n  attribu é   à  Ra � ab al-Burs ī ’, 

pp. 221, 222, 224, and p. 222, n. 74.   
    403  See M. Ayoub, ‘The Speaking Qur’an and the Silent Qur’an’; M.A. Amir-

Moezzi,  Guide divin , p. 200 (English trans.,  Divine Guide , p. 79); idem,  Le Coran 
silencieux et le Coran parlant , p. 103.   

    404   Kashf  III, p. 77,  §  48; V, pp. 99–100,  §  §  17–19; p. 103,  §  §  25–26.   
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bearing a  shar ī  � a . It is worth noting that Treatise V proposes a 
combination of the Shi  i and the Ismaili approaches: ‘Among [the 
Imams], there is the one who is silent as for the esoteric wisdom, but 
speaking with the exoteric sword, and there is the one who is silent as 
for the exoteric sword, but who speaks the esoteric wisdom.’  405   

 Returning now to Treatise VI, the fi rst part of the text, dedicated to 
  Al ī  b. Ab ī   �  ā lib’s Imamate, is built on the distinction between  b ā  � in  
and   �  ā hir , God’s and the adversaries’ choices, truth and certitude from 
God and conjecture, guidance in following the Imam appointed by the 
Messenger and straying from the path by following another Imam 
based on one’s passions. It is in this context that the   	 ad ī th al-manzila  
is fi rst quoted, alongside the   	 ad ī th  of Ghad ī r Khumm.  406   Further, the 
  	 ad ī th al-manzila  is quoted again, and the analogy between   Al ī  and 
Aaron is justifi ed by the fact that ‘there is no closer proximity than that 
of Aaron to Moses’.  407   In the case of   Al ī , this proximity is both 
religious, as he was the fi rst convert to Islam, and familial; just as 
Aaron was a blood relative of Moses so was   Al ī  related to Mu�ammad. 

 The exegesis of Q. 16:92 approaches the analogy between the two 
Legatees from a ‘negative’ point of view, in a perspective quite similar 
to the one met in Treatise I: just as Moses’s community, which was 
entrusted to Aaron, betrayed him at the instigation of the ‘S ā mir ī ’ 
(Q. 20:85, 87, 95), Mu�ammad’s community, entrusted to   Al ī , turned 
away from him. The reason for such a repetition of history is the 
Islamic community’s desire to measure up to the Jews by choosing its 
own guide and ‘arrogantly’  408   betraying the Legatee. Again, we fi nd the 
‘communities who preceded’, a theme previously met in Treatise I. 

 Aft er a fi rst Ismaili interlude, devoted to the Summoners, the 
equivalence between the Imam and the Book is based on Q. 62:2. In 
this verse, the term  ummiyy ī n , which is usually understood as meaning 
the ‘unlettered’, is interpreted as a designation of those who do not 
have a Book, that is, a rightful Imam.  409   These ‘unlettered’ are 
mentioned again at the end of the text. 

    405   Kashf  V, p. 148,  §  96.   
    406   Kashf  VI, p. 159,  §  6.   
    407   Kashf  VI, p. 161,  §  9.   
    408   Kashf  VI, p. 162,  §  14.   
    409   Kashf  VI, p. 167,  §  25.   
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 Then, it is the verse Q. 46:12: ‘Before him, the Book of Moses was an 
Imam and a Mercy’, which is used to connect the   	 ad ī th al-manzila  to 
the idea that the Imam is a Book: ‘The Book of Mu�ammad is the Imam 
he establishes aft er himself. . . just as the Book of Moses was the Imam he 
had indicated as the Imam aft er himself, that is, Aaron’.  410   The reasoning 
goes as follows: the ‘Book of Moses’ is an Imam, this Imam is Aaron.   Al ī  
is analogous to Aaron. Therefore,   Al ī  is the ‘Book’ of Mu�ammad. It 
should be observed that this hermeneutical syllogism is given at the very 
heart of the structure of the treatise, and is framed by two long passages 
that have a clear Ismaili tone (the one on the Summoners and initiation, 
and the one on the mountains and the Proofs); it is unlikely that this 
disposition is a coincidence. Treatise VI is the one where the Ismaili art 
of composition is the most patent. Such care in the construction of the 
text confi rms our suspicion that the other treatises, as well as the whole 
collection, are probably not as disorganized as they may seem. 

 The following exegeses are based on this hermeneutical key (Book = 
Imam). Thus, all the hostility against the revelation of Mu�ammad as 
mentioned in the Qur’an is interpreted as hostility against   Al ī , just as the 
benefi ts of the Revelation are in fact the benefi ts of following   Al ī . 
Mu�ammad and   Al ī ,  tanz ī l  and  ta 
 w ī l , are inseparable. Aft er the second 
distinctly Ismaili passage of the treatise, dedicated to the interpretation of 
the mountains as Proofs, the Book-Imam reappears in the exegesis of 
two verses dealing with the recitation of the Book:  411   the verb  tal ā  , which 
usually means ‘to recite’ or ‘to read’ in the Qur’an is understood here in 
its primary meaning, ‘to follow’. Thus, ‘to recite the Book’ means ‘to 
follow the Imam’. Again, the Book-Imam exegesis is interrupted, and 
reappears at the end of the treatise,  412   in the exegesis of Q. 2:78–79, which 
summarises the views of the text. Indeed, these verses mention the 
‘unlettered’ who do not know the Book, who prefer their own conjecture 
and ‘write the Book with their own hands’ (i.e. choose their own Imam). 
Their relation to the Book introduces ‘passions’, ‘impulse’ and speculation, 
where there should be nothing but apodictic certainty from God. 

 Except for minor details, this whole argumentation could be found 
in any Shi  i text. One must therefore question the use Ismailis could 

    410   Kashf  VI, p. 168,  §  26.   
    411   Kashf  VI, pp. 171–172,  §  §  31–33.   
    412   Kashf  VI, pp. 175–176,  §  39.   
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have had for such a doctrine. It is not enough to consider that, 
Ismailism being a Shi  i trend, it is only natural to fi nd Shi  i themes in 
an Ismaili text: this text is not a mere expos é  of Shi  i doctrine but has 
wider and more practical implications. It is true the text never 
establishes a direct link between this Shi  i legitimation of   Al ī  b. Ab ī  
 �  ā lib’s Imamate and Ismaili preoccupations, but it seems quite clear 
that the goal of the text is to consolidate the legitimacy of the Ismaili 
Imamate, whether pre-Fatimid or Fatimid, by anchoring it in Alid 
tradition. Again, we must unveil the unveiling: the occurrences of the 
term ‘Book’ in the Qur’an are allusions to   Al ī , the  Kashf  tells us, but 
the mentions of   Al ī  in the  Kashf  are allusions to the Ismaili Imam 
claiming his succession and his prestige, both spiritual and political.  

   3. Proofs and Summoners  

 Inserted between the demonstrations of   Al ī ’s Imamate, several 
passages are of clear Ismaili provenance. Out of these passages, we can 
fi nd here and there brief and subtle allusions that can show the Ismaili 
origin of the treatise, such as the identifi cation of the ‘Last Day’ with 
the Mahd ī .  413   However, it is mainly in three specifi c passages that we 
recognise the marker of Ismailism. 

 The fi rst passage consists of an initiatory interpretation of a series of 
Qur’anic verses.  414   We seem to be dealing with instructions to the 
Ismaili missionaries, the Summoners, during their recruiting missions. 
First, they are reminded that the decision to maintain  taqiyya  or to 
reveal the secret teachings is ultimately the prerogative of the Imam 
and entirely depends on him. Depending on each case, the Summoners 
may be encouraged to pursue the initiation of new recruits or to refrain 
from doing so. The initiation is therefore submitted to authorization 
by the higher degrees of the  da � wa , all under the supervision of the 
Imam. This ability to hide the secret doctrines is highly valued.  415   

 In the exegesis of a verse dealing with suckling (Q. 2:233), the latter 
is likened to the initiatory process. Such symbolism is quite common, 
particularly, but not exclusively, in Nu � ayri initiation, as we have seen 

    413   Kashf  VI, p. 160,  §  7.   
    414   Kashf  VI, pp. 164–167,  §  §  17–24.   
    415   Kashf  VI, p. 164,  §  18.   
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previously in our commentaries of Treatises I.  416   It reminds us of the 
title of another of Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’s works, the  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in  
( Suckling the Esoteric ). At the end of Treatise V, the training of the 
Summoners was also described as suckling.  417   Here, the ‘two entire 
cycles’ of Q. 2:233 correspond to the ‘Imam speaking a Law and a 
Revelation’ and to the ‘Imam accomplishing the Law through 
exegesis’.  418   The initiation is thus in line with the Law brought by the 
last Speaking-Prophet, and unfolds under the supervision of the Imam 
of the time, through his representatives, the Summoners and the Gates. 

 Then, the pact of allegiance of the ‘believing women’ ( mu 
 min ā t ) of 
Q. 60:12 gives the author the opportunity to present the contents of the 
Ismaili pact. Although not explicitly stated, the  mu 
 min ā t  here are 
members of the  da � wa . In Shi  i esoteric texts, the term  mu 
 min  has a 
technical meaning and designates, not only the believers, but the initiates 
as distinct from the ignorant masses.  419   In the Ismaili context, the term 
has come to refer to members of the sect — as we can see on several 
occasions in the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , as well as in other Ismaili works.  420   
Furthermore, it should also be noted that in some Nu � ayri texts dealing 
with initiation, feminine terms are systematically referred to the disciples, 
according to the symbolism we met before which considers that, within 
the initiatory relationship, the master is male and the disciple female.  421   

 The members of the  da � wa  to whom the text refers are about to be 
authorized to ‘summon’, that is, to preach and recruit. They are 

    416  See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.   
    417   Kashf  V, p. 155,  §  105.   
    418   Kashf  VI, p. 165,  §  19.   
    419  See above, p. 160, n. 315.   
    420  See e.g. Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , p. 212 (English trans., 

pp. 82–83); Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in , p. 133; al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Tu 	 fat 
al-mustaj ī b ī n , pp. 19–20.   

    421  See e.g. al- � abar ā n ī ,  Kit ā b al- �  ā w ī  f ī   � ilm al-fat ā w ī  , pp. 66, 94, 111, and esp. 
p. 115, where the author provides a list of feminine names by which the Qur’an 
designates the disciples. See also commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134. For another 
Ismaili interpretation of  mu 
 min ā t , in Q. 60:10, a verse close to the one involved here, 
see W. Madelung and P. Walker,  Affi  rming the Imamate , p. 85 (Arabic text, p. 84): ‘The 
women who believe ( al-mu 
 min ā t ) in the religion of God are the students 
( muta � allim ū n ), since the male is like the teacher ( muf ī d ) and the student ( mustaf ī d ) is 
like the female.’   
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subjected to the authority of the Proof, and not directly of the Imam 
himself, even though the Proof receives the oaths of the ‘believers’ on 
his behalf.  422   The Proof here seems to be in charge of the practical 
matters of the  da � wa  as well as the hierarchical organization, 
particularly the ‘authorizations to summon’, with the Imam remaining 
in the background. We notice that the text only mentions one Proof 
with a preponderant role. This seems to contradict the conception of 
the second Ismaili passage of Treatise VI that we shall analyse below, 
as the latter mentions several Proofs. The reason for such discrepancy 
is not clear, but it might be that two Qur’anic interpretations from 
diff erent periods have been collected into the same treatise. The role of 
the Proof here could match the ‘Salamiyya’ period during which the 
head of the community presented himself as a representative of the 
Imam, that is, as his Proof. This approach is also present in Treatise V, 
however corrected by a Fatimid hand asserting that this Proof was in 
fact the Imam himself. 

 From the instructions to the initiates, we can deduce the following 
hierarchy: 

  — Imam 
 — Proof 
 — Gates 
 — Summoners, or believers ‘with permission’ ( al-ma 
dh    ū n lahum ) to 

preach and recruit 
 — ‘believers without permission’ ( mu 	 arram )  423   
 — People of the exoteric  

 As for the instructions themselves, they are addressed to the Gates and 
the Summoners:  424   they must not associate with God, that is, 
acknowledge an illegitimate Imam, nor steal, that is, reveal ‘the esoteric 
knowledge of religion to someone who has not taken the covenant’.  425   
They must not fornicate, that is, initiate without permission, according 
to a symbolism we are now familiar with — in Treatise V, fornication 

    422   Kashf  VI, pp. 165–166,  §  21.   
    423  This confi rms the technical meaning of the term  mu 
 min  as a  da � wa  member.   
    424   Kashf  VI, p. 167,  §  23.   
    425   Kashf  VI, p. 166,  §  §  21–22.   
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was also described as ‘lift ing the veil for someone or summoning 
without permission’.  426   Also, the ‘believers’ will not ‘kill their own 
children’, which means that they will not unjustly prevent an aspirant 
from initiation if he deserves it. The notion of the neophytes as children 
puts us within the symbolism of initiatory paternity that we have 
already analysed. Finally, the members of the  da � wa  will be loyal to 
each other and will not rebel against the Imam. 

 This passage gives us a valuable insight on the  da � wa  as an 
organization. These instructions, indeed, must have been sent to the 
Ismaili missionaries. They are reminiscent of the instructions found in 
Treatise V.  427   Such passages lead us to consider the theme of initiation 
within a hierarchized organization as one of the key features of 
Ismailism. Of course, initiatory themes already played a role in Shi  i 
Islam in general, but the Ismaili  da � wa  somehow systematises this pre-
existing data and uses it to build an actual secret organization, strictly 
hierarchized, closely disciplined, aimed at restoring the Imam to his 
rights, including the political ones. 

 The second distinctly Ismaili passage of Treatise VI is the one where 
several verses mentioning mountains are interpreted based on the 
hermeneutical equivalence between the mountains and the Proofs. 
Although none of the exegeses of this part is centred on the symbolism 
of the mountains, they all have this element in common. The general 
orientation of this passage is eschatological, except perhaps for the last 
part which focuses on the  da � wa . 

 Such a hermeneutical code already appeared in Treatises I and III. 
In Treatise I, it appeared in the interpretation of Q. 16:68, where the 
bees were identifi ed with the Imam, while their houses, i.e. the 
mountains and the trees, were respectively the ‘Summoners who 
belong to the position of Proofs’ and the ‘Summoners who are below 
the Proofs’.  428   In Treatise III, the ‘rock’ was identifi ed with the 
Proofs.  429   As we saw then, the  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , where we 
fi nd an interpretation similar to that of Treatise III, is however more 
precise and gives the intermediary term that allows to connect the 

    426   Kashf  V, p. 123,  §  57.   
    427   Kashf  V, pp. 121–125,  §  §  54–58.   
    428   Kashf  I, p. 25,  §  54, and commentary of  Kashf  III, pp. 259–261.   
    429   Kashf  III, p. 58,  §  13.   
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rock and the Proofs: ‘The rock, in the esoteric, is the Proofs, because 
the rock stems from the mountains, and the mountains are the 
Proofs’.  430   We should also note another passage of Treatise III 
interpreting the ‘Fire whose fuel is men and stones’ (Q. 2:24): the Fire 
is the divine punishment of the  raj � a , while the auxiliaries of the 
Resurrector, ‘men and stones’ respectively correspond to the believers 
and the Summoners.  431   This symbolism, identifying mountains, stones 
or rocks with the Proofs or Summoners must be considered as a pre-
Fatimid Ismaili feature.  432   However, it is possible that its origin goes 
further back, as the  Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , interpreting Q. 16:15:  ‘He 
cast on the earth fi rm [mountains] (raw ā s ī )’ , identifi es the mountains 
with the Imams and the earth with the believers.  433   

 Other elements of this part of Treatise VI have a pre-Fatimid origin, 
particularly in the exegesis of Q. 78:12–20.  434   The most important 
among them is of course the mention of seven Imams  435   who are 
identifi ed with the Seven Heavens of the Qur’an. The text does not say 
much about them, apart from them seeming to be represented by ‘a 
Gate who elevates the degrees of the believers and gives the  da � wa  

    430  Ibn  � awshab,  Kit ā b al-Rushd wa’l-hid ā ya , p. 209. See commentary of Kashf III, 
pp. 266–267.   

    431   Kashf  III, p. 76,  §  46.   
    432  The exegesis of Q. 33:72 in  Kashf  I, pp. 28–29,  §  61, might have to do with this 

symbolism of the mountains:  ‘We off ered the trust unto the heavens, the earth and the 
mountains, but they refused to carry it and were afraid of it. And man assumed it.’  The 
author interprets this refusal as an acknowledgement of the ‘trust’, identifi ed with   Al ī  
b. Ab ī   �  ā lib, while the ‘man’ who accepts the trust and therefore usurps it is Ab ū  Bakr. 
There, the earth and the mountains are identifi ed with the ‘the people in heavens and 
on earth, as well as the  Angels of the mountains ’. This unusual expression is probably 
an allusion to ranks of the  da � wa , since members of the  da � wa  are sometimes 
symbolically designated as angels: see  Kashf  III, p. 62,  §  20, and related footnote. In 
fact, an interpretation of ‘heavens, earth and mountains’ in Q. 33:72 as referring to 
ranks of the  da � wa  is found in Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Al-Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , 
IIS MS. 734, ff . 228–229. ‘Mountains’ are in fact ‘Chiefs’ ( nuqab ā  
  ), here and in ibid., 
ff . 155, 166.   

    433  Mufa �  � al al-Ju  f ī  , Kit ā b al-Haft  wa’l-a � illa , Ch. 32, p. 72. Note that the  Kit ā b 
al-Kashf  identifi es the earth with the Proof; see  Kashf  III, pp. 62,  §  20; p. 85,  §  68; V, 
p. 101,  §  22; p. 155,  §  106.   

    434   Kashf  VI, pp. 169–170,  §  §  28–29.   
    435   Kashf  VI, p. 169,  §  28.   
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life’;  436   this may be the Proof, but it is not clear whether one should 
understand the term  b ā b  in its strict, technical sense, or in the general 
sense. 

 While the treatise remains quite discrete regarding the notion of 
 raj � a , it is in this part of the text that we fi nd most of what it says on the 
subject: the Mahd ī , who is the seventh Speaking-Prophet, will openly 
summon the people to join the  da � wa , separate the truth from falseness, 
and unveil ‘the veiled, esoteric knowledge of the Imams’.  437   ‘The 
mountains are set in motion and become a mirage’ (Q. 78:20) means 
that the Proofs will act openly. The text is not clear as to what is meant 
by ‘mirage’, but a possible explanation is that the Proofs, who until 
then had acted secretly, will appear in plain sight when the Mahd ī  
comes, just as mirages suddenly appear in places where they were not 
seconds before.  438   

 Several other symbols of this part are typical of Shi  i and Ismaili 
esotericism. The ‘abundant water’ (Q. 78:14) is the esoteric knowledge 
transmitted by the Summoners ‘by which the believers come to life’.  439   
Water as a symbol of salvifi c knowledge has ancient origins and is a 
common feature of various spiritual traditions. It is also present in 
Treatise I, where   Al ī  is compared to water because ‘just as the living is 
brought to life by water, the world comes to life with the knowledge 
coming from the Savant’.  440   This is obviously connected to the idea 
found at the end of the treatise  441   that ignorance of the esoteric teachings 
is similar to death, while initiation is a form of rebirth, or resurrection.  442   

 The last part of the ‘exegesis of the mountains’ rests on yet another 
symbol, that of day and night, respectively identifi ed with exotericism 
and esotericism — again a typical feature of early Ismailism, one that 
was already found in Treatise I: ‘The nocturnal Proof is the Master of 

    436  Ibid.   
    437   Kashf  VI, p. 170,  §  29.   
    438  See also Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman,  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-B ā  � in , p. 147, where the 

‘mountains’ of Q. 73:14 are also identifi ed with the ‘Chiefs’ ( nuqab ā  
  ) and the ‘Proofs’ 
in an eschatological context; they will ‘manifest God’s Order with the seventh 
Speaking-prophet’ aft er a period of ‘secrecy and silence’ ( al-sirr wa’l-kitm ā n ).   

    439   Kashf  VI, p. 170,  §  28.   
    440   Kashf  I, p. 24,  §  53.   
    441   Kashf  VI, p. 177,  §  40.   
    442  See commentary of  Kashf  I, pp. 128–134.    
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the confi dential speech and the covenant, while the diurnal Proof is 
the Master of the sword and the evident proof’.  443   

 Lastly, the third Ismaili passage is the one concluding the treatise.  444   
This page links together more clearly the themes of the text, which 
seemed, until then, totally parallel. Indeed, the text argues that the 
Imams would remain inaccessible if it was not for the Proofs and the 
Summoners. If a community is deprived of the Summoner, the Imam 
will be hidden from it, and it will therefore be deprived of divine 
guidance. Thus, the Ismaili organization of the  da � wa  presents itself as 
the unique way of accessing the Imam who is   Al ī ’s heir. The authority 
of the Imam is not due to the choices and ‘passions’ of the Proofs and 
Summoners: he is not the Imam because they placed him at their head. 
On the contrary, it is he who is the source of the knowledge diff used 
by them, and this knowledge is the consequence of his having been 
divinely elected. 

 This hierarchized organization is mainly grounded on the ranks of 
the Proofs and the Summoners, who are the most common   	 ud ū d  in 
the  Kit ā b al-Kashf . In Treatise VI, the fi rst Ismaili passage mainly 
focuses on the Summoners who are in the frontline of the recruiting 
eff orts, while a unique Proof oversees their activities. However, in the 
exegesis of the mountains, these two ranks appear as simple auxiliaries 
of the Imam. They are still hierarchized, but by passing from singular 
to plural, the Proof does not seem to have the same importance in the 
 da � wa  anymore. By contrast, this reinforces the role of the Imam 
himself. The last page of the treatise fi rst mentions the Proofs and the 
Summoners,  445   then the Summoners, the Gates and the Proofs, in 
ascending order.  446   

 It is worth noting that the exegesis of Q. 38:18–19, where mountains 
and birds are identifi ed with Proofs and Summoners,  447   uses a method 
similar to the one we fi nd in the exegesis of the ‘bee verse’ in Treatise I, 
where mountains and trees are also identifi ed with Proofs and 

    443   Kashf  I, p. 15,  §  32.   
    444   Kashf  VI, pp. 177–178,  §  §  40–42.   
    445   Kashf  VI, p. 177,  §  40.   
    446   Kashf  VI, p. 178,  §  41.   
    447   Kashf  VI, pp. 170–171,  §  30.   
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Summoners.  448   The similarity is not only due to the identity of the 
secret meaning of the mountains, but also to this way of identifying 
two terms of a Qur’anic enumeration with these two degrees of the 
 da � wa . It is very likely that these two passages belong to the same 
textual layer. More broadly, all the passages of the  Kit ā b al-Kashf  
mentioning the Proofs and the Summoners together should be 
considered as dating from the same period. We can mention here, as 
an example, the passage of Treatise I dedicated to Joseph: ‘Yet, the 
covenant can only [be taken] by the Imam who takes it in person or 
has his Proofs and Summoners take it on his behalf.’  449   However, there 
can sometimes be variations. Several passages thus mention the Proofs, 
 the Gates  and the Summoners.  450   Occasionally, the rank of the ‘Hands’ 
is inserted in between the Proofs and the Gates,  451   which must 
correspond to an earlier stage of the hierarchy. Indeed, the ‘Hands’ are 
found in al-Nawbakht ī ’s and al-Qumm ī ’s reports on the doctrine of 
the Qarma 
 is,  452   as well as in al-Sijist ā n ī ’s  Tu 	 fat al-mustaj ī b ī n .  453   In 
the  Kit ā b al-Kashf , the two occurrences of the Hands appear in passages 
dealing with the sacred elite formed of seventy members, which seem 
to be of  ghul ā t  origin.  

    448   Kashf  I, p. 25,  §  54.   
    449   Kashf  I, p. 27,  §  59.   
    450  See  Kashf  V, pp. 119–120,  §  51; p. 128,  §  65; VI, p. 178,  §  41.   
    451  See  Kashf  III, p. 87,  §  79; V, p. 102,  §  24.   
    452  According to these two heresiologists, the Qarma 
 is professed that the world 

was divided into twelve regions, each under the responsibility of a Proof. Each Proof 
was assisted by a Summoner, and each Summoner by a Hand. They called the Proof 
‘father’, the Summoner ‘mother’, and the Hand was the son; see al-Nawbakht ī ,  Firaq 
al-sh ī  � a , p. 63; al-Qumm ī ,  Maq ā l ā t , pp. 84–85.   

    453  Al-Sijist ā n ī ,  Tu 	 fat al-mustaj ī b ī n , p. 153–154. The Hand appears in the following 
hierarchy: Speaking-Prophet / Legatee or Foundation ( as ā s ) / Imam or Accomplisher / 
Proof or Attach é  ( l ā  	 iq ) / Hand (deputy of the  l ā  	 iq ) / Summoner or Wing ( jan ā  	  ) / 
the One with full permission ( ma 
 dh ū n mu � laq ) / the One with limited permission 
( ma 
 dh ū n ma 	 d ū d ) / Believer ( mu 
 min ) / Respondent ( mustaj ī b ). According to F. 
Daft ary,  The Ism ā  �  ī l ī s. Their History and Doctrines , p. 218, the Hands are one of the 
denominations of the Proofs, also called Chiefs (sing.  naq ī b ) or Attach é  ( l ā  	 iq ).    
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   Conclusion  

 Treatise VI is probably the easier one to analyse. Its structure is more 
easily identifi able, and its contents are clear and focused on two or 
three themes. Furthermore, it does not seem to contain several layers, 
even if it is possible that its author relied on various sources for his 
Qur’anic interpretations. The dating of the text, however, remains 
unclear: it is true that the text bears no marks of Fatimid tampering. 
There are, on the contrary, what seem to be clear indications that the 
text is pre-Fatimid (the mention of the seven Imams, the Mahd ī  who 
is yet to come, the ‘Proofs and Summoners’). However, as mentioned 
before, one must remain cautious: even though it can be speculated 
that a text has a pre-Fatimid origin, this does not mean it was not 
reused in early Fatimid times for new purposes. In this case, it should 
be noted that the political statement in Treatise VI (the Imam is not 
elected by men) perfectly fi ts the needs of the fi rst Fatimid caliph when 
confronted to the revolt of his  d ā  �  ī  , Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī . Also, the 
notion of a unique Proof acting on behalf of the Imam is quite 
mysterious and could indicate two opposing possibilities: it is either a 
reference to   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s son and successor, the future 
al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h, or a refl ection of the ‘Salamiyyan’ doctrine in 
this regard. If the latter were the case, it would imply that there were 
two distinct pre-Fatimid hierarchical systems, one with a unique 
Proof, and another with several. 
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               GENERAL CONCLUSION        

  A rehearsal of the main results reached in this study is now in order. 
While some points remain unsolved, or only partially solved, it is 
hoped that future collaborative eff orts around the corpus attributed to 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman will contribute to clarifying some of them. 
In the following pages, I shall start by recalling some of the points I 
established and hypotheses I have formulated regarding the authorship 
of the  Kashf  and the fi gure of Ja  far, as well as the transmission of the 
 Kashf . I will then move on to more general perspectives that have been 
either opened or confi rmed by this study regarding early Ismailism 
and its origins, Fatimid ideology and the relation of Ismailism to 
earlier Shi  i trends.  

    1. Authorship of the   Kashf   and the Ja � far b. Man �  ū r 
al-Yaman corpus.   

 On the matter of the  Kashf ’s authorship, I have not reached any fi nal 
conclusion. As previously stated, as long as the corpus transmitted 
under the name ‘Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’ remains understudied, 
and unedited for the most part, attempting to solve the issue of the 
authorship of the  Kashf  can yield no results. I have provided here a few 
samples demonstrating connections and echoes between certain 
works attributed to Ja  far and the  Kashf . This line of enquiry will have 
to be pursued in future research, in order to determine whether such 
connections result from these works belonging to the same tradition 
and dating from a similar period, or if they prove that we are dealing 
with a single author. The preliminary results reached here would seem 
to suggest that there are some similarities between Treatise I of the 
 Kashf  and the  Shaw ā hid wa’l-bay ā n , (e.g. exegeses of Q. 16:68–69, 
24:35, 25:27–31, 33:72–73) and that Treatise V is sometimes 
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     454  D. Hollenberg,  Beyond the Qur 
  ā n , pp. 36–52.   

reminiscent of the style and doctrines of the author of the  Sar ā  
 ir 
al-nu � aq ā  
   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t  (particularly the ‘philosophical’ 
passage, and the part on the ‘Truthful ones’, the ‘Witnesses’ and the 
‘Virtuous’). But for now, ‘Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman’ should be 
considered a name designating a corpus belonging to what D. 
Hollenberg has called ‘ da � wa  literature’,  454   rather than an individual 
author — in a similar manner, the name of the famous alchemist J ā bir 
b.  � ayy ā n became a label for a corpus and a certain type of literature. 
A closer look at the whole corpus and a comparison with other (more 
or less) contemporary Fatimid sources (particularly the  As ā s al-ta 
 w ī l  
and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-da �  ā  
 im , by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n, as well as the  Maf ā t ī  	  
al-ni � ma ) will probably result in a more precise dating of each work, 
and, possibly in the identifi cation of one or several authors. At any 
rate, it is clear that the Ja  far corpus is essential to our knowledge of 
early Fatimid thought, while also providing some insights on pre-
Fatimid Ismailism. In the perspective of outlining a history of Ismaili 
thought in general, and Fatimid Ismaili thought in particular, the 
study of this corpus should therefore be a priority for future scholarship.  

    2. Ja � far and al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h.   

 While there can be no certainty when attempting to connect the corpus 
to the very little we know about the historical Ja  far, the study of the 
 Kashf  has nevertheless led me to a hypothesis regarding Ja  far’s role as 
an intellectual of the Fatimid court. I thus suggested in the introduction 
that Ja  far may have joined al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h  before  the latter 
became caliph, but  aft er  he was appointed as the offi  cial successor of 
  Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , and charged with the repression of the Kut ā ma 
messianic revolt, in the aft ermath of Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī ’s 
execution. Several aspects of Treatise V seem to sit well within this 
context: the emphasis on the notion of ‘Proof” (also in Treatise III) as 
the higher representative of the Imam must probably be read as an 
attempt the legitimize al-Q ā  � im before he took offi  ce as Imam. The 
discussion of one ‘Pharaoh’ who was part of the  da � wa  and then 
betrayed it, might allude to the confl ict with Ab ū    Abd All ā h al-Sh ī    ī  
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    455  To complete the elements provided in the introduction on this matter, I am 
currently preparing an article dedicated to this ‘other’ Ja  far.   

and his partisans. Not to mention that al-Q ā  � im bi-Amr All ā h is 
explicitly named in this treatise. As we have seen, the political 
orientations of Treatise VI may also be explained by the same context. 
These elements lead me to suggest that the historical Ja  far was indeed 
the author of Treatise V — even though it might have been reworked 
at a later stage — and that he was charged with the elaboration of 
a new concept of the ‘Proof’ in order to justify the authority of his 
master — not the Imam himself,   Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī , but his 
appointed successor. This sheds some light on Ja  far’s career, which 
probably culminated under al-Q ā  � im (before and aft er he became 
Imam) and al-Man �  ū r, and started to wane under al-Mu  izz, who had 
new ideological plans and turned his attention to other scholars. The 
latter include al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n in particular, but may also concern 
the author of the  Sar ā  
 ir al-nu � aq ā  
   and the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , if I am 
correct in hypothesizing that he is distinct from the actual Ja  far b. 
Man �  ū r al-Yaman. He was indeed active under the reign of al-Mu  izz 
and his works display a distinctive writing style, setting them apart 
from the rest of the corpus.  455    

    3. The  	 ayyib ī  transmission.   

 This transmission may have resulted in interventions, additions, or 
even the composition of the collection itself. But this can only be a 
matter of conjecture, since we lack information from  � ayyib ī  sources. 
Thanks to the testimony of Idr ī s   Im ā d al-D ī n (d. 872/1468), we know 
that the  Kashf  was known as a work by Ja  far, and that Idr ī s probably 
had a version of it close to the one that reached the present day. But 
the composition of the collection may have occurred anytime between 
the beginning of the 10th and the 15th centuries! Yet, I do not believe 
this undermines the authenticity of the  Kashf  altogether. All the 
treatises indeed seem to date from the Fatimid period; there is no 
decisive reason to question this point. The issue is rather whether the 
 Kashf  was composed  as a collection of six treatises  during the Fatimid 
period, or if this was done at a later stage. One possibility, for instance, 
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    456  M. Brett,  The Rise of the Fatimids , p. 124.   

would be that a  � ayyib ī  copyist brought together ancient Fatimid texts 
dating more or less from the same period — hence the relative 
consistency of the collection. This would concern in particular the 
insertion of Treatises II and IV, but also the mere act of gathering all 
the treatises together in a single volume, and, perhaps, the “scattering’ 
across the treatises of fragments dealing with identical or similar 
themes (for instance, the passage on the Houses in Treatise III). But 
again, this is pure speculation. In the absence of other manuscripts 
and other witnesses of the  Kashf , the issue of its fi nal composition 
remains unsolved.  

    4. Aspects of Fatimid ideology and the   Kashf.   

 While its title suggests the reader is dealing with an actual ‘unveiling’ 
of esoteric truths, a close study of the  Kashf  shows that this so-called 
‘unveiling’ constantly requires further unveiling. Indeed, the numerous 
Qur’anic interpretations and doctrinal elements in the  Kashf  are 
almost never connected to specifi c events occurring in the early 
Fatimid period — yet, it is only in relation to these events that many 
parts of the  Kashf , particularly in Treatises III, V, possibly VI (for its 
political stance), and some parts of Treatise I (those dealing with  amr ), 
become intelligible. The elusiveness of the text explains why the  Kashf  
has not been considered a major Fatimid source until now. Michael 
Brett thus labels it the ‘textbook of the revolution that brought the 
dynasty to power’.  456   Most commentators, while admitting a Fatimid 
reworking, tend to consider the  Kashf  as more informative on the pre-
Fatimid Ismaili  da � wa  than it is on the Fatimid period. In fact, as I 
believe I have shown, the  Kashf  is rather the ‘textbook’ of the fi rst 
doctrinal reforms and polemics  aft er  the dynasty had come to power, 
at a time when Ismailism was still heavily dependent on its pre-Fatimid 
corpus of doctrines (messianism included) and Qur’anic 
interpretations, and was only starting to adapt them to the new 
situation. 

 Approaching the  Kashf  while emphasizing its Fatimid identity has 
yielded a series of important data on early Fatimid doctrinal 
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orientations. I have thus highlighted how the early Fatimid rhetoric 
heavily relied on classical features of Shi  i doctrine. This applies to 
historiography and historical analogies above all. As a result, all 
mentions of, or allusions to, the disputed succession of the Prophet 
Muhammad are to be understood as Fatimid attempts at self-
legitimization: every Prophet has a Legatee and is followed by Imams, 
and each of them is confronted by the hostility of the majority of their 
respective communities. The Fatimids, as successors of both the 
Speaking-Prophet and his Legatee, have to deal with the same enmity; 
their enemies are portrayed as avatars of archetypal enemies from the 
past, be they Pharaoh, or Ab ū  Bakr and   Umar. The Fatimid Ismaili 
reuse of the traditional Shi  i historiography of the succession is not 
meant to be a dwelling on the past. It rather comes in support of the 
idea of a sempiternal re-enactment of the Shi  i myth of origins. The 
events of the past are only relevant inasmuch as they have strict 
analogues ‘in every era and every age’ — and thus, in the Fatimid 
present. This interest in systematic historical analogies is a key point of 
Fatimid offi  cial rhetoric — whether this analogy is elaborated within a 
transmigrationist framework or downplayed as a theory of the 
‘continuity of the Order’. The Fatimids caliphs are representatives or 
successors of   Al ī , and their enemies are the same as those of   Al ī . 

 The  Kashf  illustrates the interest in such a cyclical history on quite a 
few occasions, but a major source in this regard is the  Sar ā  
 ir al-nu � aq ā  
  , 
also attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman. On the one hand, this 
work reads the narratives of the lives of past Prophets as analogues to 
each other. It is always more or less the same story following the same 
patterns: analogue fi gures endeavour to spread the true faith, and have 
to deal with enemies from their own communities, in addition to those 
on the outside. On the other hand, and this is another key point of 
early Ismailism (which probably pre-dated the Fatimid reforms), these 
narratives are read as episodes in the general history of the  da � wa . In 
other words, it is not only the Fatimid  da � wa  that should be understood 
as a re-enactment of past events, but it is also, in reverse, these events 
themselves that symbolically represent, or prefi gure, the adventures of 
the Ismaili  da � wa . The ‘heroes’ are not just the Prophet and his 
successors anymore; rather, sacred history now includes all ranks of 
the  da � wa . One could say that the ‘hero’ is the  da � wa  itself. This 
extension of the Imam’s spiritual prestige to the various   	 ud ū d  of the 
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 da � wa  is illustrated in several pages in the  Kashf . It is a central aspect 
in the parting of ways between Shi  ism and Ismailism. The sense of the 
sacredness of history is a Shi  i feature that the early Ismaili  da � wa  
adapted to its own needs. 

 However, sacred history is oriented towards eschatological events. 
History is in fact the transmission of  amr , or  am ā na , from Adam to the 
Q ā  � im, who will fully restore it aft er the many vicissitudes and betrayals 
endured by the Prophets and Imams between these two poles. When 
the Fatimids gained power, they had to delay the messianic events in 
order to establish their dynastic rule. Initially, the opposition met by 
past Prophets and Imams, according to Shi  i historiography, had to 
fi nd its resolution in the fi nal appearance of the Mahd ī . But, with the 
reform, the Fatimids had to walk a fi ne line, toning down the messianic 
features of their doctrine, without undermining the signifi cance of 
  Abd All ā h al-Mahd ī ’s appearance. As we have seen, the term  q ā  
 im  
gradually lost its purely eschatological connotations (as illustrated by 
the expression  q ā  
 im ba � d q ā  
 im ), and came to be synonymous with 
‘Imam’ — which is a direct response to the concerns raised among the 
Ismaili partisans by the early Fatimid non-messianic orientations. 
Instead of discarding eschatology altogether, Fatimid Ismailism 
designed a new form of eschatology, one that could be labelled 
‘continuous’, or an ‘eschatology in the present’. Eschatology, in this 
new sense, is a permanent process, rather than just an ultimate point. 
It is in the present, thanks to the presence of the Imam, rather than in 
an unknown future. While the prospect of the future messianic events 
is preserved, as Ismailism kept the fi gure of the Mahd ī  as a horizon, 
the emphasis is on the present Imam, ‘Master of the Age’, the 
‘Resurrector’ of his time. 

 This sits well with the initiatory features of Ismailism, due to the 
philosophical and symbolic connexions between initiation and 
eschatology. Insofar as initiation, that is, access to esoteric knowledge, 
is a ‘new birth’ or a ‘new creation’, it can be expressed in eschatological 
terms as a ‘resurrection’. The ‘Master of the Age’, as a representative in 
some way of the Resurrector, shares the latter’s prerogative of granting 
spiritual life through his guidance; he is the Gateway to eternal life, 
just like the Resurrector. We have seen how, in the  Kashf  and other 
Ismaili sources, some Qur’anic eschatological concepts were diverted 
from their initial meaning and interpreted in initiatory terms. This 
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allows for the Fatimid Imam-Caliph to be the locus where two spiritual 
roles are brought together: that of Resurrector (or representative 
thereof), and that of Chief Initiator. As a result, the idea, expressed by 
Michael Brett, according to which, in early Fatimid doctrine, 
‘Mu � ammadan messianism was subordinated to   Alid legitimism’,  457   
remains largely true, but should be nuanced: in fact, ‘Mu � ammadan 
messianism’ was never completely abandoned. Gradually, the Fatimid 
Imams came to conceive of their role in such ‘Mu � ammadan’, that is, 
eschatological, terms. 

 Paradoxically, this eschatological conception of their role, as 
descendants of both Mu � ammad  and    Al ī , seems to have been 
connected to the Fatimid stance against antinomianism. As we have 
seen, antinomianism is usually associated with messianic beliefs. The 
Fatimids managed to preserve this messianism to a certain extent, 
while strongly affi  rming the inseparability of the   �  ā hir  and the  b ā  � in . It 
is possible that the practical necessity of presenting themselves as 
guardians of the   �  ā hir , as well as their rejection of  ghuluww , led the 
Fatimids back to a ‘Mu � ammadan’ approach. While the connexion 
between the eschatological dimension of the Imam and his 
guardianship of both the   �  ā hir  and the  b ā  � in  is not quite explicit in the 
 Kashf , it appears much more clearly in another work attributed to 
Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman, namely the  Ri �  ā  �  f ī ’l-b ā  � in . There, the 
Mahd ī  is presented as ‘intermediate’ between the   �  ā hir  and the  b ā  � in , 
and between Muhammad and   Al ī , a description corresponding strictly 
to the Fatimid Imam.  458   The Fatimids thus elaborated a new form of 
‘continuous eschatology’, free from antinomianism. 

 The emphasis of the notion of ‘continuity’ of the divine presence 
would eventually lead to two main problems: fi rstly, the Imam does 
not merely hold his legitimacy from his genealogy (‘  Alid legitimism’), 
but also from his spiritual charisma (‘Mu � ammadan messianism’). 
This eschatological conception of the Imam, even reformed as a 
‘continuous’ eschatology, leaves the door open to potential antinomian 
resurgences. This would explain the emergence of Druzism and the 
Fatimid struggle against antinomian  d ā  �  ī  s. Secondly, the ‘continuity’ 
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raises the problem of metempsychosis, since the latter is one of the 
theoretical ways to ensure such continuity. On this issue, Fatimid 
sources display some ambiguity. The  Kashf  rejects literal 
metempsychosis and metamorphosis, but, as we have seen, still uses 
concepts ( mus ū khiyya ,  haykal ,  ma � n ā  . . .) that originated in 
transmigrationist theories. In the  Ta 
 w ī l al-zak ā t , which is also 
attributed to Ja  far b. Man �  ū r al-Yaman but must be in fact later, from 
the reign of al-Mu  izz, there are explicit statements in favour of 
metempsychosis; the latter is clearly conceived of in literal terms, 
using the concept of  intiq ā l , ‘transmigration’, and likening the ‘apparent 
bodies’ of the Imams to clothes worn by a single person.  459    

    5. Ismailism and ‘personalized commentaries’ in 
pre-Buyid Shi � ism.   

 A striking feature of the  Kashf  is its liberal use and adaptation of the 
‘personalized commentary’ technique, which identifi es Qur’anic terms 
with the Imams or their enemies, with a special focus on the succession 
of the Prophet and the alleged betrayal of his legacy by the fi rst three 
caliphs of Islam. In its negative form, this corresponds to what Bar-
Asher listed as a characteristic of the ‘pre-Buwayhid school of exegesis’ 
under the expression ‘extreme anti-Sunni tendency’.  460   I have identifi ed 
several exegeses, either ‘positive’ or ‘negative’, in the  Kashf  that have 
parallels with, or are identical to, Qur’anic interpretations found in the 
pre-Buyid Imami exegetical ‘school’ studied by Bar-Asher. I have also 
found similar Qur’anic interpretations in  ghul ā t  and Nu � ayri sources, 
as well as in other Ismaili sources. The variety of sources in resonance 
with the  Kashf  shows that these trends of Shi  ism shared a common 
pool of Qur’anic exegeses, from which the Ismailis also drew their 
own. Establishing the proximity of early Ismailism to the earlier Shi  i 
exegetical tradition is an important contribution of this study. It 
appears that a full picture of this tradition thus requires the 
consideration of sources beyond Imami literature, namely Ismaili and 
Nu � ayri ones. It should be noted, however, that early Ismailism, while 
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indeed preserving and transmitting some data from this tradition, also 
sought to distinguish itself from rival Shi  i groups, and adopted a 
whole new conception of the ‘personalized’ approach to religion. In 
keeping with the ‘personalized’ approach to religion, it redefi ned the 
‘persons’; instead of being companions and enemies of Mu � ammad 
and   Al ī , as they are in Imami and Nu � ayri sources, the ‘persons’ were 
identifi ed with ranks of the  da � wa , understood as  maq ā m s, places of 
epiphany.  461   

 The ‘personalized commentary’ is but one application of the 
principle according to which ‘religion is knowledge of men’. Aft er the 
Minor Occultation, the Shi  is sought to fi ll the void left  by the Imam 
with representatives of the latter, whether these representatives shared 
some or most of the Imams’ prerogatives. The various responses to the 
problem of the Imam’s absence delineate the variety of Shi  i trends. 
The Ismaili response was to transfer (when the Imam was hidden) or 
extend (aft er the Imam manifested as caliph) the Imam’s charisma to 
the hierarchy of the ranks of the  da � wa . This Ismaili esoteric hierarchy 
must be understood in the backdrop of the more general problem of 
‘Gatehood’ and the struggle for spiritual legitimacy between the two 
Occultations.  462    

    6. Ismailism and the   ghul ā t  : the origins.   

 The example of the ‘personalized commentary’ attests to the fact that 
the  Kashf  is an essential witness to the connection of Ismailism to 
earlier Shi  i debates, doctrines and exegetical methods. However, the 
 Kashf  illustrates this connexion in other capacities, namely through its 
many resonances with  ghul ā t  and Nu � ayri sources. The presence of 
concepts, vocabulary and doctrines that are typical of, or close to, 
those of  ghuluww  in an early Ismaili text sheds new light on the 
intellectual  origins  of Ismailism. It appears that early, pre-Fatimid, 
Ismailism indeed shared much with what came to be known as 
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 ghuluww .  463   During the Fatimid period, these doctrines were 
progressively set aside, as emblematically illustrated by the 
condemnation of Ab ū  al-Kha 
  
  ā b by al-Q ā  �  ī  al-Nu  m ā n. Another 
symptom is the disappearance from subsequent Fatimid literature of 
Mu � ammad b. Ab ī  Bakr, a fi gure appreciated by the  ghul ā t  and 
mentioned several times in the  Kashf . As a result of this Fatimid reform 
of the Ismaili doctrine and a lack of access to early sources, and in spite 
of the partial information provided by Imami heresiographers, modern 
scholarship was at pains to establish a fi liation between what was 
known of the  ghul ā t , on the one hand, and what appeared in Fatimid 
literature, on the other hand. The  Kashf  is the  missing link  between 
these two moments in the history of Ismailism. Its analysis provides a 
relatively precise evaluation of what Ismailism holds from its Shi  i and 
 ghul ā t  roots, which, by contrast, allows for a more accurate 
identifi cation of its specifi cities. In fact, these two aspects are closely 
intertwined: the distinct doctrines elaborated in early Ismailism are to 
be understood as a reshaping of earlier  ghul ā t  themes and debates, 
particularly those pertaining to metempsychosis, to the esoteric 
interpretation of religious duties, as well as to the ‘intermediaries’ 
( was ā  
 i �  ) between God — or the Imam — and the faithful — all themes 
closely related to the matter of sacred ‘persons’.    
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   �ā	ib al-bā�in (master of the 
esoteric) 217, 225, 280–1, 329, 
401, 407

�ā	ib al-	aqq (master of Truth) 212, 
215, 232, 324, 325, 327, 328, 355, 
357, 379, 423

�ā	ib al-sharī�a (master of the Law) 
86 n.51, 140 n.238, 237, 245, 342, 
347, 348, 371

�ā	ib al-ta
wīl (master of the 
exegesis) 81 n.23, 93 n.82, 152, 
217, 221, 222, 281, 328, 407, 
450

�ā	ib al-zaman (master of the Age) 
78, 88, 124, 162, 219, 231, 270, 
297, 342, 364, 377, 478

      �  ā mit  (silent) 235, 277 n.198, 297–8, 
329, 333, 370, 376, 401–2, 406, 
418, 460, 461 

  sayf  (sword)  75, 87, 93, 112–15, 118, 
215, 219, 227, 228 n.51, 229, 233, 
235, 240, 245–6, 252, 291 n.252, 
294, 296–8, 329, 333, 360, 363, 
364, 376, 377, 401, 405, 461, 
469  

al-sayyid al-akbar (the greatest 
master) 76, 76 n.9, 144, 167  

  shakh�, pl. ashkhā� (person) 14, 16, 
141, 143, 331, 332, 332 n.34, 334, 
338 n.49, 342, 350, 389, 410–11, 
411 n.270, 425

sharī�a, pl. sharā
i� (Law) 62, 78, 86 
n.51, 94, 140 n.238, 204, 210, 229, 
237, 245, 265 n.161, 288, 289, 
327, 329, 334–5, 337, 339, 342–3, 
347, 348, 352, 362, 371, 375, 376, 
386, 401–2, 406, 408–19, 418 
n.299, 423, 436, 441, 460–1, 464    

   � ir ā  �   (way) 99, 99 n.101, 241, 323, 
339, 347–8, 358, 376, 381, 408, 
441   

   �  ā gh ū t   82, 100, 101, 102, 149, 177, 
195, 358, 455  

  tanz ī l  (revelation)   53, 93, 93 n.82, 
94, 97, 98, 98 n.98, 142, 145, 
151–2, 222, 223, 225, 245 n.95, 
258, 265, 267, 268, 289, 322, 332, 
335, 349, 351, 355, 373, 374 
n.130, 415, 416, 423, 429, 436, 
451, 460, 462, 464 

  taqiyya  (dissimilation, secrecy) 
19–20, 19 n.44, 122, 127–8, 128 
n.193, 142–3, 142 n.244, 143 
nn.245–7, 150, 161, 232, 253, 257, 
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324 n.9, 328, 364, 364 n.112, 392, 
400, 422, 460, 463 

  taq�īr / muqa��ir (falling short, 
shortcoming/er) 78, 162–3, 163 
n.325, 235, 264, 265 n.161, 270, 
349, 350, 352, 364, 385, 387, 
414–16  

  tarbiya  (rearing, initiation) 236, 278, 
383, 436 

  tasl ī m (surrendering, submission) 
225, 230, 322 n.3, 337, 357, 368, 
377    

  ta
w ī l  (exegesis) 14 n.32, 17, 38 n.85, 
48, 50–1 n.128, 51 n.130, 53–4, 
81, 93 n.82, 94, 95 n.89, 98, 98 
nn.97–8, 127 n.191, 142 n.244, 
152, 161, 217, 221, 222–3, 225, 
244, 245 n.95, 247, 265, 266, 267, 
268, 281, 282–3, 324, 325, 328, 
351, 355, 357, 359, 370 n.122, 
373–4, 374 n.130, 407, 415, 416, 
422, 429, 430, 436, 450, 451, 460, 
462, 464 

  ta
y ī d  (divine assistance) 17 n.41, 
198,  217 ,  243 ,  332 ,  343 ,  379  

  wad ī �a , pl.  wad ā 
i�  (deposit) 121–8, 
121 n.171,  334 ,  337 ,  350  

  wa 	  ī   (revelation, inspiration) 117, 
216, 243, 332, 335–7, 343, 349, 
356, 366, 373, 379, 429   

  wa�ī, pl. aw�iyā� (legatee) 40 n.96, 
75, 82, 86, 87–8, 94 n.85, 95, 
95–6 n.91, 98, 102, 110 n.136, 114 
n.152, 115, 125 n.183, 136, 139, 
144, 145, 146, 147, 149, 150, 189, 
217, 223, 224, 225–6, 227, 230, 

232, 238, 242 n.87, 245 n.95, 
257–8, 265, 267–8, 280, 287, 324, 
325, 335, 351, 355–6, 361 n.106, 
362, 373, 375, 379, 380, 395–9, 
415, 422–3, 429, 430, 431, 431 
n.337, 432, 433 n.339, 435, 437, 
439, 441, 443, 444, 445, 449, 451, 
452, 459, 461, 470 n.453, 477

    wa �  ī  � a , pl.  was ā 
i �   (intermediary, 
mediator)  214 , 282,  337 ,  372 , 
 377 , 389, 482 

wa�iyya, pl. wa�āyā (legacy, 
testament) 82, 93, 217, 221, 222, 
360, 431, 432, 435, 443, 445

  yat ī m  (orphan) 61, 90–2, 92 n.76, 
166, 210–11, 216–17, 248, 249, 
251, 258, 263–4, 272–86, 299, 367 
n.118, 395 

   �  ā hir  (exoteric, apparent) 14, 16, 17 
n.41, 48, 50, 53, 83 n.33, 93, 93 
n.82, 97 n.95, 104 n.119, 105, 127 
n.191, 131, 131 n.206, 142, 142 
n.244, 143, 145, 151–2, 152 n.282, 
159, 161, 173–5, 180, 190, 194, 
204, 210, 211, 212, 213, 218, 225 
n.37, 237, 246, 264, 265, 265 
n.161, 282, 296, 298, 323, 328, 
329, 333, 336, 339, 341, 345–6, 
350, 351–2, 352 n.80, 354, 355, 
357, 365, 367, 374, 374 nn.130–1, 
376, 377, 385, 387, 388–9, 393, 
399, 405–6, 410, 411, 411 n.271, 
412, 414, 415–19, 423, 429, 430, 
437, 438, 441, 446, 451, 461, 465, 
468, 479  
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